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 I 

ABSTRACT 
 
 

Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī al-Nahwī (d.610/1213) was one of the most renowned figures in 

the field of Arabic Grammar. He has left an indelible mark on the world of Arabic 

language and literature. He is also known as the successor of al-Zamakhsharī. 

He wrote a number of books but his al-Mis�bāh� fī al-Nah�w gained prominence at a level 

that no other book in this field could claim to achieve. For this reason, a great number of 

commentaries have been written in every age, of which the most famous are al-D�aw and 

Khulāsat al-I‘rāb written by Tāj al-Dīn al-Isfrā’īnī and ‘Abd al- Karīm al-Tūsī (better 

known as Hājjī Bābā) respectively. Moreover, its translation into other languages also 

demonstrates its value as a useful book. 

 

Although al-Mis�bāh� has been edited on more than one occasion, the published editions 

do not fulfil the needs and requirements of modern academic research criteria. The basic 

aim of this thesis is to present this book with a current modern research style so that the 

students, teachers and ordinary readers of Arabic language and literature may benefit 

from this work. 

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the life history of the author 

and his other works. A brief note of the environment under which he grew up (generally 

referred to as the ‘Seljuk’ period) is also included in this part.  

The second part consists of a text edition that deals with the derivation (Takhrīj) of 

syntactical issues together with the differing opinions of grammarians on 

syntactical/grammatical issues. This part also proffers the idiomatic English translation of 

al-Mis�bāh�. 
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 XIV 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī stands prominent in the field of Arabic grammar and literature 

and has influenced many generations of grammarians in this particular area.  Al-Mutarrizī 

was born in the same year that the world renowned scholar al-Zamakhsharī passed away. 

Al-Mutarrizī was a staunch follower of al-Zamakhsharī’s teachings with respect to the 

views propagated by the al-Mu‘tazila School of Thought. For this reason, al-Mutarrizī 

was called even during his life time the “successor of al-Zamakhsharī”. The wealth of 

academic material that he left behind is enough to prove that he deserved the title of 

“successor to al-Zamakhsharī”. Although al-Mutarrizī left behind such well known books 

as al-Mughrib fī Lughaht al-Fiqh, al Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib and al-Īd�āh� fī Sharh� al-

Maqāmāt, the al-Mis�bāh� outshone them all.  

Al-Mutarrizī mentions in the preface of this book that when he learned about  ‘Abd al-

Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s three books entitled  al-Mi’a,  al-Jumal  and  al-Tatimma,  he prepared 

for his son an abstract of these books in such a way that nothing important was left out 

and anything unimportant was discarded. This book was well received by the literary 

world for its brevity, conciseness and easy understanding. For this reason, copies of this 

book are found in all the major libraries of the world. The number of commentaries 

written on this book reflects its importance. 

 

 This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part includes six while the second part 

consists of two chapters.  The first chapter deals with the political, social, academic and 

literary milieus under which the author grew up. Since the area of “Mā warā’ al-Nahr” 
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was politically under the direct Seljuk rule, therefore, after the introduction of  the Seljuk 

period, I have described their rise and fall, their modes of governance, the importance 

attached to the literature and the recognition accorded to the literati.  

In the second chapter, I have tried to present a short history of Arabic grammar. It covers 

from Sībawayh to al-Mubarrad, the Basrans and Kūfans and their role in Grammar is also 

referred. The beginning of pedagogical grammar and the pedagogical grammar as a genre 

is also discussed.  The third chapter deals with the life history of the author, such as his 

name, lineage, date and place of birth. This part also contains some excerpts from his 

poetry as well as a brief note on the life of his two prominent teachers named Abū al-

Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī, Abū  Muhammad  Sa‘īd al-Tājir and his pupil al-

Qāsim ibn al-Husayn al-Khwārazmī who was a well known name of his time and gained 

the title of “Sadr al-Afāzil” for his academic and literary contributions.  

 

The historians have not done fair justice to the life history of al-Mutarrizī. A considerable 

amount of material with reference to his life has not reached us. I have committed to pen 

and paper whatever I could find from the reliable sources. This part also carries a brief 

note of the commentaries written on al-Mis�bāh� fī al-Nahw� together with notes on the 

value of each and every copy from a list of 31 copies in total. I have also added a concise 

note to the already published work with all my honesty and diligence. In the same way I 

have tried to specify how al-Mutarrizī, while following al-Jurjānī’s style adopted his 

separate methodology for his book al-Mis�bāh�..  

 



 XVI 

In the fourth chapter after describing ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s brief life history, I have 

endeavoured to analyse his services as a grammarian and rhetorician as well as 

determining the role he played in this field.  

 

The fifth chapter caries the title “Importance of Knowledge and Penmanship in the 

Medieval Period”. This chapter provides some information regarding the aims and 

objectives of the Muslim education. The status of the‘Ulmā’ and Udabā’ , the literary 

development during the medieval period is also discussed. The sixth chapter goes under 

the title of “Codicology of the Arabic manuscripts and rules of text editing”. The 

development of orthography and penmanship, the writing instruments, proceeding of 

Islamic manuscripts to the Western countries, the British library and the India office 

library are the sub-titles of this chapter. 

 

The first chapter of the second part which is seventh in general deals with the text edition. 

During the process of editing I had access to al-Mis�bāh�’s thirty one copies. However, for 

the purpose of comparison, I depended on only those seven copies that were nearer to the 

author’s era according to their date of prescription. Moreover, these copies were free 

from any insertions, cuttings or deletions as compared to other copies. Out of these 

copies, only the oldest and most authentic was selected as a reference copy. 

 

 For the grammatical/syntactical issues that have been discussed with text edition, I have 

referred to the basic sources for their derivation. I have also mentioned, here and there, 

the difference of opinions among the grammarians on the syntactical issues. 
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The opinion of al-Mutarrizī is also mentioned in different syntactical issues. The 

Qur’ānic verses that appear in the manuscript are also put through the process of 

derivation. Similarly the poetic verses and proverbs are also dealt with in the same 

manner. If the name of a person appears in the text then I have added a brief note. 

 

The second chapter of the second part which is eighth in general comprises the idiomatic 

English translation of al-Mis�bāh�.  However, it was a very difficult task that I tried to 

perform according to the best translation I was able to produce. 



 XVIII 

METHODOLOGY IN EDITING 

 
 
In editing this work I have followed the following methodology: 

1. I have established the text of the work by comparing the different manuscripts. 

When differences occur, I have chosen the most appropriate word or phrase from 

the various manuscripts, so as to obtain the closest sense to that sought by the 

original author of the work. On such occasions, alternative readings have been 

given in the footnotes. 

2. I have written the text according to the standard rules of orthography, although the 

manuscripts generally do not adhere to these. Thus, for example, they often neglect 

to add the dots on the Arabic letters, as well as the hamzas. 

3. I have marked Qur’ānic verses by placing them between the symbols ﴾   ﴿ which 

are normally used for Qur’ānic verses. Then I have referred to the number of each 

verse and the sūra from which it was taken. 

4.   Similarly, with the verses of the poetry given by al-Mutarrizī in the work, I have 

indicated the text from which they are cited. This has been done by referring back   

to the dīwāns of the poet, should he have any, or otherwise by looking to the earliest 

sources that have mentioned the verse. Furthermore, in the footnotes I have 

completed the verses which al-Mutarrizī only gave in part. 

5.   I have given references for the Arabic sayings which al-Mutarrizī cited in his work. 

This was done by going back to the original sources, or, when the original is no 

longer extant, to the secondary sources in which these are quoted. 
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6. With regards to the footnotes, in each chapter, I have chosen to number these 

continuously from the beginning to the end of the chapter, while, in the third 

chapter which is editing portion the numbers will go continuously. 

7. I have given brief biographical notes for those individuals mentioned in the work, 

and for each individual have indicated at least three biographical references. 

8. If a line or part of it is dropped from the text, it is shown within the ordinary 

brackets (    ). 

9. If the omission exceeds more than a line or a page or pages, then it is indicated 

within the angle brackets {   }. 

10. The discussion of syntactical/grammatical issues is referred to the basic sources for 

derivation. 

11. The difference of opinions of grammarians on syntactical issues is mentioned as 

well as the opinion of the author, when he differs on any syntactical issue. 

12. The folio numbers of the reference copy are also mentioned in bold in the edited 

text. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT MANUSCRIPTS OF AL-MISBĀH 
 

I have used seven copies of al-Mis�bāh� for this work. The copies are put in numerical 

order 

2. Out of these seven, the most authentic and oldest OR/5795/2 copy which was taken 

from the British Library is selected as a reference copy. 

3.     The copies from no.1 to 6 are those kept at the British Library and in the          

comparison copy no. OR/ 4330/1 is shown under numerical order no.1. in a similar way 

OR 28/3 is given no. 2, BIJ 9 at no. 3, OR 4505/2 at no. 4,  Delhi Arabic 1152 at No. 5, 

Harley 5465/3 at No. 6 respectively. 

4. The copy obtained from the personal library of Shaykh  Abū  Sālih is assigned as 

no.7. 

5. The difference among various copies can be seen under the title “Distinctiveness of 

different copies” on page 136. 
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Chapter: 1 
 
 

Historical and Cultural Background 
 

 
1. Introduction 

 

The author of al-Mis�bāh�, Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī, was born in 538/1144 and died in 

610/1213 at Jurjāniyya in Khwārazm, at a time when Khwārazm and the entire land of 

Māwarā’al-nahr was under Seljuk rule. This was the time when the Seljuk Empire, 

after reaching its ascendancy, was coming to its end after ruling for almost three 

hundred years. Therefore, we will confine ourselves to this period in terms of finding 

out who were Seljuks, how did they achieve the ruling power, what were the 

characteristics of their rule and how did it come to an end? In addition, we will reflect 

briefly on the political, social, economic and literary aspects of this period under 

discussion. 

 

The foundation of the Great Seljuk empire and the domination of the Muslim world 

by the Turks is a turning point in the history of the Islamic world and Muslim people. 

At a time when the Muslim world was suffering from both external and internal 

crises, the Seljuks with their fresh power restored its political unity; with the new 

elements and institutions which they brought, they endowed Islamic civilization with 

a new vitality, and started it on a new phase.  

 

In the words of Sayyid Abū al-A‘lā Mawdūdī, one of the greatest scholars of the 

twentieth century, ‘‘the Seljuk period may be called the golden age of the Islamic 

empire. This is the era when Muslims were leading the world under one central 

command. After the decline of the Seljuk Empire, Muslims lost their power of 

initiative and eventually fell victim to the rising power of the Tātārs.’’1  

 

                                                 
1 Mawdūdī, Abū al-A‘lā. Salājiqa, Lahore: Idārat Tarjumān al-Qur’ān, 1977, pp.15, 16.  
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1.1     Political History 

1.1.1 The Seljuk’s Appearance in the History of the World 

 

The pronunciation of the name of Seljuk, the forefather of the dynasty, has been 

disputed.‘‘Selchük’’ was the most correct pronunciation, as determined by the famous 

eleventh-century Turkish scholar Mahmūd Kāshghar.2 He also gave examples to 

confirm this from subsequent Turkish sources. The Seljuk family was related to the 

Qinq subdivision of the Oghuz. The father of the family had the name of Duqaq or 

Tuqaq.3 In some sources the mistaken form of Luqmān, corrupted from Duqaq, is also 

found.4  

 

It should be mentioned that the title [laqab] Temir-Yaliā (with iron bow) was found 

among the Duqaq Oghuz.5 This esteemed an important title indicated that its 

possessor occupied a high position. He was given such a name because he was a 

powerful leader [baş-buğ] and having a highest authority in the aforesaid region, he 

was apparently related to a family that had held the chief position for some time. In 

fact, even historical sources from the time of Tughril Beg agree on the noble descent 

of Duqaq. In fact, Duqaq was apparently the most important person in the Oghuz state 

after the Yabghu because of his position of responsibility in the government.  

 

At one point he opposed a campaign that the Yabghu wanted to carry out against a 

party of Turks and, as a result, a fight broke out in which he was wounded. However, 

he was able to strike the Yabghu with a mace and knocked him from his horse. Some 

                                                 
2  For the pronunciation of the name see Kāshgharī, Mahmūd ibn al-Husayn. Kitāb Dīwān Lughāt al-

Turk, Istanbul: al-Matba‘a al-‘Āmira, 1917-1991, vol. 2, p. 242; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 

4, p. 159.  
3  Abū al-Fidā’,‘Imād al-Dīn Ismā‘īl.  Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar fī Akhbār al-Bashar known as Tārīkh Abī al-

Fidā’, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Husayniyya, 1907, vol. 2, p. 163; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, 

p. 149; Ibn Athīr mentions the name of their forefather as Tuqaq, see Ibn Athīr, al-Kāmil fī al-Tārīkh, 

vol. 8, p. 21.  
4 Nīshāpūrī mentions the name as ‘‘Luqmān’’, which is not supported by  other authors, see Nīshāpūrī, 

Zahīr al-Dīn. Saljūq Nāma, English translation (The History of the Seljuk Turks) by Luther, Kenneth 

Allin. Surrey: Curzon Press 2001, p. 29.  
5 Ibn al-Athīr, Abū al-Hasan ‘Alī ibn al-Karīm. al-Kāmil fī al-Tārīkh, Cairo: Idārat al-Tibā‘a  al-

Munīriyya, 1929, vol. 8, p. 22.  
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of the sources that discuss this dispute, in which Ibn Hassūl confused Duqaq with his 

son Seljuk, report that Duqaq prevented a campaign against the Muslim countries, and 

show this Oghuz baş-buğ as a defender of Islam.6 Although it is highly unlikely that 

Islam had even spread among those Oghuz by the time this event took place, probably 

between 875-885, the religious status of the Qinq tribe, the Duqaq family and other 

Oghuz at that time at that period is not clear. Because the names Isrā’īl and Mikhā’īl 

were found at that time among the Seljuk family, it has been proposed that they were 

Christians or Jews. As there is no other evidence to support either contention, there is 

no firm basis for these claims.  

 

The Oghuz only began to adopt Islam in the second half of the tenth century, and 

although Seljuk was depicted as the first Muslim from the family of Duqaq7, this does 

not mean that there was no possibility that Duqaq himself might have had contact 

with Islam. It would not be a mistake, however, to conclude that the Seljuk family still 

believed in kamlik [shamanism] at that time. 

 

Seljuk was born around the beginning of the tenth century and was seventeen or 

eighteen years old when his father, Duqaq, died. He grew up under the tutelage of the 

Yabghu, later occupied his father’s high position in the state, and became the sü-başı 

[‘‘army commander’’] for the Oghuz Yabghu.8 Because the Turks had felt attached to 

old and noble dynasties throughout history and had an ancient tradition based on the 

belief that the ruler’s family was of divine origin, Seljuk was, like his father, certainly 

at the head of large Oghuz groups and at that time controlled the military power of the 

state with the title of sü-başı [‘‘governor/ commander’’].  

 

Seljuk came to Jand, which was also an Oghuz city, on the left bank of the Jaxartes 

[Syr Darya, Sayhūn] probably after AD 960.9 It was not far from Yangi-Kent and was 

                                                 
6 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil,vol. 8, p. 22;  Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 64, 65.  
7 Al-Husaynī, Nāsir ibn ‘Alī. Akhbār Dawlat al-Saljūqiyya, ed. Muhammad Iqbāl. Lahore: University 

of the Punjab, 1933, p. 1.  
8  Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 22; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 65-67. 

               9  Boyle, J. A. [et al]. The Cambridge History of Iran, (The Seljuk and Mongol periods) Cambridge: 

University Press, 1968, vol. 5, p. 16; Brockelmann, Carl. History of the Islamic Peoples, London: 
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a brother city between the Turkish and Islamic countries where Muslim emigrants 

from Transoxiana lived.10   

 

The coming of Seljuk to Jand marked a watershed in history. It was during this period 

that a large number of Turkish groups began to adopt Islam en masse.  Indeed, the 

Islamic milieu was not unfamiliar to the religious views of many of them and others 

were already at home in it. Seljuk believed in the necessity of adopting Islam not only 

because of the need to live in the Muslim environment, but also for political reasons. 

With great skill and statesmanship, he grasped the political and social conditions of 

this new milieu, and after deciding with his associates to carry out this conversion, 

requested religious officials from neighbouring Islamic lands like Bukhārā and 

Khwārazm. He and the Oghuz loyal to him then became Muslims. Seljuk, saying that 

he would not give kharāj [tax] to non-believers, namely, the officials of Oghuz 

Yabghu who came to Jand to collect the annual taxes, forced them to leave and 

undertook a struggle against the Oghuz state as a ghāzī, ready to embark upon a jihād 

for Islam.11  

 

From the fighting that constantly broke out, and as a result of which Seljuk was later 

called ‘‘al-Malik al-Ghāzī’’, he gained two important advantages:  first, he obtained 

the help of some Muslims and the allegiance of those Turks who wanted to participate 

in the battles; and secondly, he was successful in overcoming the authority of the 

Yabghu in Jand and its surrounding area and in establishing an independent 

government. Seljuk gradually increased his power and obtained a position of great 

importance in the international arena when the neighbouring states (e.g., the Sāmānids 

in Transoxiana) acknowledged being subject to this independent entity. His position 

was conformed when the Sāmānid state requested his help against the Qarkhāndis, 

and he defeated the Qarkhāndis with forces he sent under the command of his son 

                                                                                                                                            
Rutledge and Kegan Paul, 1956, p. 171; Bosworth, Clifford Edmund. The Ghaznavids: their Empire in 

Afghanistan and Eastern Iran 994-1040, Edinburgh: University Press, 1963, p. 121, 122. 
10 Mustawfī, Hamd Allāh. Tārīkh-i Guzīda, Tehran: Intishārāt Amīr, 1960, p. 426; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb 

al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 163.  
11  Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 22. 
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Arslān (Isrā’īl). As a result, the Seljuks were given new lands around the town of Nūr 

facing the Qarkhāndis on the border between Bukhārā and Samarqand.12  

 

Seljuk, who is described in the sources as living to an old age, thus laid the foundation 

of the empire named after him and its successor states, all of which would have 

lasting influence on world history. He died around 1009, near the age of one hundred 

in Jand.13 It was said that Seljuk had married the daughter of one of the Turkmen 

rulers. He had four sons: Mikhā’īl, Arslān (Isrā’īl), Yūsuf, and Mūsā.14 The oldest, 

Mikhā’īl, died in battle while Seljuk was still alive (after 995). His two sons, Chaghri 

and Tughril, were therefore raised by their grandfather Seljuk. Arslān, who held the 

title of ‘‘Yabghu’’, succeeded Seljuk as head of the government in conformity with 

the organization of the state, Yūsuf, who probably died young (after 995) and had the 

title of ‘‘Inal’’, and Mūsā, who lived to an old age (d. after 1094) and probably had 

the title ‘Inanch’’, and was later proclaimed the Yabghu, held positions as Arslān’s 

assistants. As for the brothers Chaghrī and Tughril, who at that time must have been 

fourteen or fifteen years old at the most, they took their places in the administration as 

begs.  

 

Although Arslān had held the high authority of the Yabghu, the members of the 

Seljuk family, as mentioned above, adhered to the old state system.15 Thus when they 

descended upon Transoxiana, each did so at the head of the Turkmen groups loyal to 

him. Meanwhile, their ‘‘ally’’, the Sāmānid state, had ceased to exist and, moreover, 

because the Bukhārā-Samarqand region had passed into the hands of the Qarakhāndis, 

who had come to an understanding with the Ghaznavids, the Seljuks found themselves 

in direct opposition to the Qarakhāndis. But the Qarakhānid Nasr II Īlig-Khān was 

apprehensive about the Seljuks and wanted to reach an agreement with them, if 

possible, by which he could benefit from their forces.  However, because of the 

feeling of mutual distress, a struggle broke out between them. Chaghrī Beg then 

defeated the forces of Qarkhāndid ruler Bughra Khānı in a ferocious surprise attack, 

                                                 
12 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 7, pp. 160,161; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, p. 70.     
13 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2,  p. 163.  
14 The sources are confused over Seljuk’s sons. Ibn al-Athīr mentions three and Mustawfī mentions 

four, see Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 22; Mustawfī, Tārīkh i-Guzīda,  p. 426. 
15 For further details see Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 71, 72.  
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and took some of his commanders prisoner. This incident reveals the difficult position 

in which the groups bound to the sons of Mikhā’īl found themselves. As for their 

return to Transoxiana, they came to Bukhārā upon the death of Nasr II Īlig-Khān in 

403/1012-13 and encountered the opposition of the Qarkhāndid ‘Alī Tegin, whose 

family had established an independent state there. The subsequent political pressure 

and shortage of land were the reasons for the famous incursion of the Seljuks under 

the Chaghri Beg, into eastern Anatolia (1016-21).16   

 

1.1.2 Seljuk’s Arrival in Khurāsān and the First Seljuk State    

 

‘Alī-Tegin became an ally of Arslān Yabghu. At one time, Arslān Khān, one of the 

Qarkhānid rulers, captured him but he later escaped from prison. When he came to 

Transoxiana, he and Arslān Yabghu seized Bukhārā (411/1020-21). ‘Alī-Tegin settled 

there and, with Arslān’s assistance, built up his strength and worked to gain a more 

commanding position compared to the other branches of the Qarakhānids. The power 

and influence of Arslān Yabghu, with the support of ‘Alī-Tegin increased, and he 

attracted the attention of the Qarkhānids on the one hand and the Ghaznavids on the 

other. Transoxiana was a country that tempered the expansionist ambitions of these 

two great states. 

 

 It was for this reason that a historic meeting was held in Transoxiana between Yūsuf 

Qadīr Khān (d. 1032) and Sultan Mahmūd of Ghazna (d.1025). In this remarkable 

meeting, described in detail by Gardīzī, all ‘‘Iranian and Turanian’’ problems were 

discussed. Yūsuf Qadīr Khān characterized the Seljuks as a numerous and warlike 

people who could not be controlled and asked the Sultan to have them rounded up and 

removed from Turkistan and Transoxiana before they became a dangerous problem 

for even the Ghaznavid state.17 As can be seen in the famous anecdote about sending 

his arrow [a signal for his kinsmen to mobilize], Arslān had tens of thousands of 

horsemen in Turkistan and the Balkhān mountains. Sultan Mahmūd, therefore, used 

shrewdness and cunning to have him brought to Samarqand, where he was arrested 

                                                 
16 Ibn Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 22; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar,vol. 2, p. 163.  
17 Gardīzī, ‘Abd al- Hayy ibn Dahhāk ibn Mahmūd. Kitāb Zayn al-Akhbār, London: Luzac, 1928, pp. 

89, 90.          
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and then banished to the fortress of Kālinjār in India.18 The arrest of Arslān Yabghu, 

who eventually died in the fortress after seven years of captivity (1032), had 

important consequences. First, the Seljuk authority in the aforesaid places ended the 

leadership of the Turkmen who were scattered here and there without land. Second, 

the brothers Chaghri and Toghril and the sons of Arslān Yabghu did not forget this 

unjust action. Third, upon the arrest of the Arslān, the imperial line was transferred to 

the descendents of Mikhā’īl via Chaghri and Tughril, who moved to the forefront of 

Seljuk history. 

 

Indeed, it became clear that the greatest problem facing the Ghaznavid state, at home 

or abroad, was that of the Seljuk-Turkmen and that the opinion of the vizier about 

them was correct once again. With the death of Khwārazam Shāh Hārūn, the Seljuks 

were deprived of support and at the same time were pressed by Shāh-Malik on the one 

hand and the sons of ‘Alī Tegin and on the other, they were also weakened by their 

most recent attack. The Seljuks had no choice but to head to Khurāsān without the 

permission of the Ghaznavids.  In May 1035, Chaghri Beg and Tughril Beg, together 

with Mūsā Yabghu and his forces, and the followers of Yınal and their forces, crossed 

the Oxus and entered Ghaznavid territory. Their numbers were small, but increased as 

they advanced toward Marv and Nasā.19 The passage of the Seljuks to Khurāsān thus 

constituted one of the major events in history.  

 

When the Seljuk chiefs arrived in Nasā, they wrote a letter to the Ghaznavid vizier of 

Khurāsān describing their difficult position resulting from their lack of land, and 

asked him to intercede with the sultan so that they could be given a homeland there.  

The high officials of the Ghaznavid state were alarmed by this news.20 They 

immediately held a conference in which it appears that they wanted Sultan Mas‘ūd to 

                                                 
 18 For further details, see Nīshāpūrī, The History of the Seljuk Turks, English translation by Luther. 

Surrey: Curzon 2001, pp. 30-32; Bosworth, Clifford Edmund. The Ghaznavids: Their Empire in 

Afghanistan and Eastern Iran 994:1040, Edinburgh: University Press, 1963, p. 224; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i 

Guzīda, p. 427.   
19 Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 82, 83. 
20 Nīshāpūrī, Zahīr al-Dīn. The History of the Seljuq Turks (from the Jāmi‘ al-Tawārīkh of Ẓahīr al-Dīn 

Nīshāpūrī)  translated by Kenneth Allin Luther  edited by Edmund Bosworth. Richmond: Curzon, 

2000, p. 33.   
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march quickly on the Seljuks while the vizier, who had more correctly analysed the 

problem of the Seljuks, recommended dealing cautiously with them. Because the 

vizier’s view prevailed, the Sultan did not go to Nasā to oppose the Seljuks but for the 

time being went to Nīshāpūr. There he set about putting his own plans into operation 

and prepared an army ‘‘capable of capturing all Turkistan’’. However, this army, 

reinforced with elephants, suffered a terrible defeat at the hands of Seljuks on the 

plains of Nasā (Sha‘bān 426/last week of June 1035). This was the first victory that 

the Seljuks won against the Ghaznavids and was a sign to them that not only could 

they rely to a very great extent on themselves, but they had also an opportunity to 

found a state here.21  

 

In fact, after the victory the two sides exchanged ‘‘ambassadors’’ and a kind of 

autonomy was granted to the Seljuks by the Ghaznavids. The provinces of Nasā, 

Farāva, and Dihistān were given to Seljuk chiefs. In addition, robes of honour, patents 

of office, and banners were sent to them (August 1035).22 But the Seljuks were not 

satisfied. This is clear from the raids they launched as far as Balkh and Sīstān, and 

their desire for more than the provinces of Khurāsān. Consequently, Sultan Mas‘ūd 

again assembled a great army, this time to drive the Turkmen completely out of 

Khurāsān.  Sultan Mas‘ūd who was a man of little political insight and, furthermore, 

addicted to amusement and pleasure, simply left the prosecution of the war against 

this formidable danger, which swirled over the head of the Ghaznavid state, to his 

commanders and himself set out to conquer India. The great Hājib Su-Bashı, the 

commander of the Ghaznavid army which was at Nīshāpūr, moved against the Seljuks 

on the direct order of the Sultan in India.  

 

In the battle that took place near Sarakhs (third week of May 1038), he suffered a 

major defeat, thanks above all to the great efforts of Chaghri Beg.23 This second 

Seljuk victory was in reality a battle in a war for independence. It brought the reign of 

Khurāsān directly under the command of Seljuk sovereignty. In accordance with an 

                                                 
21 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar,vol. 2, p. 164;  Mustawfī, Tārīkh –i Guzīda, p. 428.  
22  Abū al-Fadl Muhammad ibn Husayn. Tārīkh-i Bayhaqī, ed. Fayyād and Ghanī, Tehran: Intishārāt-i 

Zaryāb, 1324, vol. 1, p. 492. 
23  Nīshāpūrī, The History of the Seljuq Turks (English version), p. 35; Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, pp. 

252-256; Abū al-Fadal. Tārīkh-i Bayhiqī, vol. 1, pp. 536-545. 
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old Turkish tradition, the Seljuk chiefs divided the country among themselves: 

Chaghri Beg acquired Marv, Mūsā Yabghu took Sarakhs and the ‘‘just ruler’’ Toghril 

Beg received Nīshāpūr. While the khut�ba [Friday sermon] was read in the name of 

Chaghri Beg in Marv with the title of Malik al-Mulūk in June 103824, with brilliant 

pageantry, Tughril Beg entered Nīshāpūr in May with the title ‘‘al-Sultān al-

Mu‘azzam’’. With Toghril Beg were 3,000 horsemen and he carried a bow in his hand 

as a symbol of Turkish rule. Qādī Sā‘id, the most respected man in the city when 

Sultan Mas‘ūd had ascended the throne there, addressed Toghril Beg as efendimiz [our 

master].25 The new Seljuk state was immediately organized, and officials were 

appointed its various regions. When the ‘Abbāsid Caliph al-Qā’im bi Amr Allāh  sent 

an ambassador to Nīshāpūr, the Seljuks were justifiably pleased, for this meant that 

the caliph recognized Toghril Beg as the ruler of Khurāsān and the leader of all the 

Turkmen.26 

 

1.1.3 The Seljuk War of Independence and Subsequent Conquests 

 

When Sultan Mas‘ūd learned of the events in Khurāsān, he hastily set out with his 

forces. Meanwhile Chaghri Beg was struggling to capture the area around Talqān and 

Fāryāb and some of his cavalry even appeared at the gate of Balkh. The Sultan at the 

head of an army composed of 50,000 horsemen and foot soldiers and equipped with 

300 war elephants, came to Balkh and quickly headed in the direction of Sarakhs. 

Under the command of Mas‘ūd, this army was so large and well-equipped that 

nothing in all Turkistan could resist it.27 In the fighting, which began in Ramadān 

430/May 1039 and lasted for a long time, the Seljuks could not continuously face all 

the Sultan’s forces.28 And so they spread out and withdrew to the desert, where it was 

                                                 
24 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 24. 
25 For details, see Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 25; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 124,125; Bosworth, The 

Ghaznavids, p. 226.   
26  Abū al-Fadal, Tārīkh-i Bayhaqī, vol. 1, p. 553.  
27 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 549-569. 
28  According to Ibn al-Athīr this incident occurred in 432/1041 but all other writers are in the support 

of 431/1040 as mentioned. See Ibn al-Athīr,  al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 25; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, 

vol. 2, pp. 164,165; al-Husaynī, Sadr al-Dīn Nāsir ibn‘Alī. Akhbār Dawlat al-Saljūqiyya, ed. 

Muhammad Iqbāl. Lahore: Oriental Publications, 1933, pp.12, 13; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, p. 152.   
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impossible for the Ghaznavid army to follow them, and fought a war of attrition; 

meanwhile Mas‘ūd entered Nīshāpūr (Safar 431/November 1039). Harassed by 

ceaseless hit-and-run attacks, the Ghaznavid army occupied itself with training for 

desert warfare.  

 

When spring arrived, the Seljuks decided, again at the insistence of the Chaghri Beg, 

to go out and confront the Sultan. The Ghaznavid army, under the command of the 

Sultan, was gradually drawn away from Sarakhs to the desert north of the city. In this 

trackless wasteland the Seljuk had destroyed all the wells. Left without water and 

subject to a series of uninterrupted attacks and raids from behind, the morale of this 

army of some 100,000 men was consequently shaken. Finally, near Marv before the 

fortress of Dāndanqān29, the Seljuks gave battle and inflicted a terrible defeat on the 

Ghaznavid army, which had fought nonstop with all its strength for three days, and 

destroyed a large section of it on 7-9 Ramadān 431, 22-24 May 1040. Although 

Mas‘ūd was able to escape with about 100 followers and headed for India, he was 

later killed on the way by his own men.30  

 

This was the battle for Seljuk independence. After the long hard struggle they 

obtained their wish: they succeeded in founding an independent state in Khurāsān. 

They proclaimed Toghril Beg the Sultan of the Seljuk state.31 According to the 

custom of the period, fath�nāmas [victory announcements] were sent to neighbouring 

rulers. A letter with the signature of the Tughril Beg was sent to the caliph in Baghdad 

with the Seljuk ambassador Abū al-Ishāq Fuqqā‘ī. It stated that justice had been 

established in Khurāsān, there would be no deviation from the path of the God, and 

that the Seljuks would be loyal to the Commander of the Faithful.32 The country that 

had been conquered and those to be conquered in the future were divided among the 

three chiefs of the Seljuk dynasty.   

                                                 
29  According to Yāqūt, a small town situated between Marv and Sarakhs. Mu‘jam al-Buldān, vol. 2, p. 

477. 
30  Nīshāpūrī, The History of the Seljuk Turks (English version),  p. 38; Gardīzī, Zayn al-Akhbār,  pp. 

108,109; Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, pp. 229, 230; Bahār, Malik al-Shu‘arā’. Tārīkh-i Sīstān, Tehran: 

Fardīn Press, A H1314, pp. 366, 367.   
31  For more details see Abū al-Fadal,  Tārīkh-i Bayhaqī, 1998, vol. 1, pp. 550-553. 
32  Abū al-Fadal,  Tārīkh-i Bayhiqī, vol. 1, p. 628;  Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, p. 268.  
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Chaghri Beg’s son Qara-Arslān Qāvurt was sent to Kirmān. He was in action there 

against the Būyids in 1041. Although the Turkmen force under his command met stiff 

resistance, he finally captured the major city of the area from the Nā’ib 

[representative] of the Būyid Abū Kālījār. Moreover, by carrying out a raid in which 

he put the chiefs of the Qufs and Qufa tribes to the sword, he also secured Garmsīr, 

the mountainous region of southern Kirmān, from their banditry.33 He thus brought all 

of Kirmān under Seljuk control. In 459/1069 he rebelled again because he did not 

want to have the name of Alp Arslān’s son, Malik Shāh, read in the khut�ba.34 When 

the imperial forces arrived in Kirmān, he asked for mercy and was again forgiven. 

When Malik Shāh ascended the throne, Qāvurt rebelled again, but in a battle near 

Hamadān, he was defeated and imprisoned in (4 Sha‘bān 465/16 May 1073). Later on 

he was secretly strangled with his own bow string.35 When Chaghrī Beg became ill in 

435/1043-44, his son Alp-Arslān looked after his territory. Alp Arslān’s first victory 

occurred when he defeated and drove off the new Ghaznavid forces. Finally,  in 1095, 

Chaghrī Beg concluded a peace treaty with the new Ghaznavid sultan, Ibrāhīm, which 

made the Hindu Kush mountain range the border between the two states, and lasted 

about a half century.36 

 

After these last events, Chaghrī Beg became ill and passed away in Sarakhs at the age 

of seventy (Safar 452/March 1060).37 With astonishing courage and great ability to 

command, Chaghri Beg had played the primary role in the foundation of the Seljuk 

state from the beginning. But his modesty was such that he consented to his younger 

brother Tughril Beg, whose intelligence and superior political acumen he respected, 

becoming chief of state. Chaghri Beg was the ancestor of all the Seljuk dynasties 

except for the Anatolian Seljuk family, and one of his daughters married the Caliph 

al-Qā’im. Meanwhile as the sovereignty of the Seljuk state thus spread east, north, 

                                                 
33 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 55. 
34 According to Ibn al-Athīr, the reason for this was that he had a foolish vizier who was tempted to 

seek independence, so he encouraged his master to break with the sultan. al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 105.   
35 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 114; Nīshāpūrī, The History of the Seljuk Turks (English version), 

pp. 57, 58.        
36 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, pp. 54, 55.       
37 Al-Yāfi‘ī, Mirāt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 76, 77; al-Husaynī, Akhbār Dawlat al-Saljūqiyya, p. 29.    
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and southwards, conquests were also made on a large scale in the west under the 

direction of Tughril Beg.38 Meanwhile, the Caliph al-Qā’im sent the well-known 

Muslim legal scholar and chief qādī al-Māwardī, the author of the famous al-Ah�kām 

al-sult�āniyya, to the sultan. Tughril Beg met the ambassador with honour at a distance 

of four parasangs from Rayy and told him that the Seljuks had a vast number of 

“troops” and that their current lands were not sufficient.39 After Chaghrī beg’s death 

the complex situation of the government was difficult to handle. In order to put 

pressure on the Armenians and Georgians, and, at the same time, march against the 

Turks to stop their raids, Emperor Constantine IX Monomachus (1042-55) dispatched 

the army to Ani on one hand, and to Dvin, the capital of the Shaddādids, the other 

hand, Tughril Beg sent Qutalmish with Ibrāhīm Yinal, and the Seljuk forces inflicted 

a defeat on the Byzantine army before Ganja (438/1046).40 

 

The Seljuk princes advanced as far as the plain of Erzurum and first captured the large 

and rich city of Erzen (Kara-Erzen, today’s Karaz), which was near Erzurum. At that 

moment, on the orders of the emperor, a 50,000 man Byzantine army under the 

command of Katakalon appeared on the plain of Pasin. The savage battle ended in the 

defeat of the Byzantine army. Tens of thousands of prisoners were taken, and among 

the large number of captured commanders was the Georgian Liparit (18 September 

1048).41 The Byzantine ambassador, who sent expensive gifts to Tughril Beg by way 

of the Marwānid Nasr al-Dawla, tried to rescue Liparit in return for ransom. The 

sultan freed Liparit without a ransom and sent him with his own ambassador, Sharīf 

Nāsir al-Din ibn Ismā‘īl, in 441/1049-50.42  

 

Tughril Beg then went to Isfahān and after a yearlong siege took it from Fāramurz, the 

son of Ibn Kākūya, who had been inclined toward the Būyids in Baghdad. Thus, after 

‘Iraq al-‘Ajam the Seljuks absorbed Fars, Ahwāz, Khūzistān and al-Jazīra towards the 

                                                 
38 For more detail see al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mirāt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 76, 77. 
39 Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 156,157.        
40 For details see, Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 172; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 171,172.   
41 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 48.       
42 Ibid, vol. 8, p. 52. 
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end of 1054, and the khut�ba was read in the name of Tughril Beg in Karmisīn, which 

had been in the hands of the ‘Uqaylīd rulers of Mosul.43 

 

Tughril Beg headed for Baghdad on the invitation of the Caliph al-Qā’im. In a letter 

sultan was asked to come quickly to the capital. As the sultan and his vizir, ‘Amīd al-

Mulk al-Kundūrī, approached Baghdad with an army equipped with elephants, al-

Basāsīrī’s anxiety increased. He finally informed Egypt of the situation and retreated 

from Baghdad to the north.44 After the caliph received a courtesy letter from Toghril 

Beg requesting permission to enter the seat of the caliphate, the sultan entered 

Baghdad on 25 Ramadān 447/17 January 1055,  and he also set aside 50,000 dinars 

and 500 kor of wheat to add to the caliph’s annual allowance. At the same time, by 

acting as the protector of the ‘Abbasid caliph, he took on the defence of the Sunni 

Muslim world. And thanks to the marriage of Chaghri Beg’s daughter, Khadīja Arslān 

Khātūn, to al-Qā’im, a strong relationship was established that strengthened the ties 

between the Seljuk dynasty and the family of the caliph.45 

  

1.2 The Great Seljuk Empire 

 

With the help of the Fātimids, Arslā al-Basāsīrī collected his forces at Rahba (end of 

Shawwāl 448/January 1057).46 Tughril Beg was therefore forced to take the field and 

al-Basāsīrī fled to Syria. Meanwhile Tughril was invited by al-Qā’im to the caliphal 

palace, and there a ceremony was held legitimizing Toghril Beg’s assumption of the 

defence of the Muslim world. In this ceremony, which was attended by all the leading 

men of the Seljuk state and the caliphal officials, al-Qā’im thanked the Sultan for the 

services he had rendered and had him sit on a specially prepared throne next to his 

own. The Sultan, in turn, paid his respects to the caliph. Afterwards, al-Qā’im placed 

a crown on the head of Toghril Beg, to whom he had also given banners and robes of 

                                                 
43 Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 174, 175.  
44 For further details see Ibn Jawzī, ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn ‘Alī. al-Munt�az�am, Haydarābād: Dā’irat al-

Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1359, vol. 8, p. 165.  
45 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 176; Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 45-49; 

Mustawfī’s statement that Tughril went on  Hajj before coming to Baghdad is not supported by  any 

other historian, See Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 429.  
46 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 78. 
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honour. Girding him with a gold sword, he declared him ‘‘ruler of the East and West’’ 

(26 Dhū al-Qa‘da 449/ 25 January 1058), and the title ‘‘Yamīn Amīr al-Mu’minīn’’ 

[Right Hand of the Commander of the Faithful, namely, the caliph]. Tughril Beg’s 

sovereignty over the Muslim world was thus confirmed. At the same time, it was 

proclaimed that he was the ruler of the world. All of this was completely in line with 

his previously held desire and policy to eliminate Shī‘ism on the one hand, and 

continue the conquest to the west on the other.47  

 

In 451/2 July 1059 when Sultan was busy with his brother Ibrāhīm Yınal, al-Basāsīrī 

went on the march again and reached Baghdad. He removed the Caliph from the city, 

and had the Khut�ba recited in the name of the Fātimids. But when he learned that 

Tughril Beg was victoriously on his way to Baghdad, he fled. After the Sultan reached 

Baghdad, he greeted the Caliph, who had returned from captivity, and personally took 

complete control by taking him to his palace and placing him on the throne. Then, at 

the head of a vast army that included such important commanders as Sav-Tegin, 

Khumar–Tegin Gümüsh-Tegin, and Erdem, he immediately set out after al-Basāsīrī. 

He caught up with his forces at Hilla. They were defeated and Basāsīrī was killed 

(Dhū al- Hijja 451/ January 1060).48  

 

 This event caused great pleasure in Baghdad   and the entire Sunnī world. Meantime 

Toghril Beg’s beloved wife passed away and the Sultan wanted to marry the daughter 

of al-Qā’im. Although the Caliph was not very enthusiastic about giving his daughter 

to someone outside the caliphal family, he eventually agreed to it. The marriage 

ceremony was performed in Sha‘bān 454/August 1062.49 After returning to Rayy with 

his wife, he became ill and could not rise. Finally, on 8 Ramadān 455/4 September 

1063, at the age of seventy, he died and was buried in his türbe at Rayy.50 All the 

sources testify to his justice and piety. Moreover, he was distinguished among the 

members of the Seljuk family by his quick mind and the insightfulness of his political 

                                                 
47 For details see Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, pp. 77, 78; Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i  Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 

45,46; Ibn Jawzī, al-Munt�az�am, vol. 8, pp. 181,182.  
48 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, pp. 177, 178; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i  Guzīda, p. 429.   
49 Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, p. 158; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, p. 196; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-

MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 183. 
50 Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, p. 158; Mir‘āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 76, 77.        
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views. It was for these reasons that he became the first Sultan of the Seljuk state. 

Tughril Beg occupies an important position in Turkish and Islamic history.51 

 

Tughril Beg had no children. He therefore made his nephew Chaghri Beg’s son, 

Sulaymān, the heir apparent. But Alp Arslān, while unable speedily to reach Rayy 

from Marv, tried to take command of the situation with the help of Er-Sighun, the son 

of Yūsuf Yınal and brother of Ibrāhīm Yınal, and Erdem, who had the khut�ba read in 

his name in Qazvīn. On 7 Jumādā I 456/27 April 1064, Alp-Arslān ascended the 

throne at Rayy. He was thirty six years old. The new Sultan dismissed ‘Amīd al-Mulk 

and replaced him with Nizām al-Mulk, who had been his vizier in Marv. He also 

made changes among the other high state officials.52In spring 1064, Alp-Arslān set 

out for Āzarbāījān. After receiving the allegiance of the little Armenian kingdom of 

Lori in Arrān, he entered Georgia. His son Malik Shāh and Nizām al-Mulk were with 

him. He subsequently marched on Ani, and after fierce attacks against the city’s 

renowned walls, the Sultan finally captured it on 16 August 1064. The conquest of 

Ani caused great rejoicing in the Islamic world. Fath�nāmas were sent everywhere. 

The Caliph himself issued a declaration describing Alp-Arslān’s success and thanking 

him and his fighters for the faith.53 

 

In the middle of Ramadān July (458/1066), Alp-Arslān went to Nīshāpūr. He 

subsequently crushed the last revolt of Qāvurt, the malik of Kirmān (459/1067)54, and 

by marching from Kirmān toward Shīrāz, brought the fortress of Istakhr under 

control. He then concentrated all his attention on the western frontier, that is, 

Anatolia, which the Turkmen forces continued to raid incessantly and which had 

become necessary to conquer because the Turks had streamed into that region in great 

masses from central Asia. Upon the death of Emperor Constantine X Ducas in 1067, 

the empress sought to place a powerful general at the head of the empire in order to 

stop the Turks and, if possible, remove them from Anatolia. After long preparations, 

                                                 
51 Ibn  al-Athīr, gave a comprehensive account regarding his life history, see al-Kāmil, vol. 8, pp. 94, 

95; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 76, 77.   
52 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 184; Ibn  al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 96. 
53 See Ibn al-Athīr, who gives a detailed account of this battle,  al-Kāmil, vol. 8, pp. 98-100; Abū al-

Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 187.       
54 Ibn  al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 459 .        
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Romanus set out from Constantinople at the head of an enormous army on 13 March 

1071.  

 

On 26 August 1071, in the company of vizier Nizām al-Mulk and the great 

commander Sav-Tegin, Alp Arslān reached Malazgird where he completely destroyed 

the Byzantine army and captured Romanus IV Diogenes. With the destruction on the 

Malazgird plain of the last and most powerful Byzantine army to be sent against the 

Turks, the Byzantine defences collapsed. As a result of this incomparable victory, 

which was to have great repercussions in the Islamic and Western worlds, Alp Arslān 

sealed the fate of Anatolia, which would become a Turkish homeland.55  After this 

victory, the Sultan prepared for a campaign in Transoxiana because of a war between 

[his brother] Malik Ilyās, and the Qarkhānid ruler Shams al-Mulk Nasr Khān. During 

this campaign he was stabbed by the commander of a local fortress, and consequently 

died on the tenth of Rabī‘ I  465/25 November 1072.56 Famous for his courage, this 

sultan was one of the most distinguished figures in Turkish and Islamic history. He 

was forty-five years old at his death and held the kunya ‘‘Abū Shujā‘[the courageous] 

the laqab “ ‘Adud al-Dawla’’ [the strength of the state], and the title ‘‘Burhān Amīr 

al-Mu’minīn’’ [the proof of the commander of the faithful].57  

 

Malik Shāh was declared sultan on 25 November 1072. Alp-Arslān had frequently 

reconfirmed him as the heir apparent in order to prevent fratricidal quarrels. When 

Malik Shāh ascended the throne, Nizām al-Mulk was retained as vizier. In the winter 

of 1072-73, Malik Shāh’s uncle, Qāvurt, the malik of Kirmān, rebelled. On the advice 

of Nizām al-Mulk, the sultan first defeated and captured Qāvurt (4 Sha‘bān 465/10 

May 1073). This success strengthened Malik Shāh’s position within the country and 

the Caliph confirmed his sultanate.58When these difficulties were overcome, Malik 

Shāh, who had transferred the capital of the empire to Isfahān, began large-scale 

conquests. On 3 April 1078, when General Nicephorus Boteniates donned the 

emperor’s crown after having rebelled with Turkish help, Izmit and all of Koja-eli 

                                                 
55 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, pp. 109,110; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 432,433;  al-Husaynī,  

Akhbār Dawlat al-Saljūqiyya, pp. 46-53.    
56 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, pp. 188, 189; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 433.  
57 Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 160,162; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 90, 91.  
58 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i  Guzīda, p. 434; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 189.  
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[the peninsula between the Black Sea and Sea of Marmara opposite Constantinople] 

passed under Turkish control and Byzantine resistance in Anatolia ended. He also 

captured Jerusalem, fought Badr al-Jamālī at the fortress of Acre (1072), seized 

Damascus after three sieges (10 June 1076), ended the Shī‘ī call to prayer, and had the 

names of the ‘Abbāsid caliph and Malik Shāh recited in the khut�ba.59 Leaving Aleppo, 

Malik Shāh went to Baghdad and was greeted by the caliph’s officials amidst an 

enthusiastic popular demonstration.60 In a great ceremony arranged in the Dār al-

Khilāfa, caliph al-Muqtadī bi-Amr Allāh girded the sultan with two swords while 

again describing him as the ‘‘ruler of the East and West’’on 17 Muharram 480/25 

April 1088. It was then that Malik Shāh’s daughter Mehmelek came to Baghdad from 

Isfhān with Terken Khātūn in the company of leading commanders who was married 

to the caliph. The magnificent wedding took place in Baghdad.61 

 

One of the problems that Malik Shāh had to face in the Sunnī /Shī ‘ī quarrel was the 

bāt�inī [Shī‘ī Ismā‘īlī] activity within the empire that centred about Hasan al-Sabbāh.62 

Although the sultan despatched armies to destroy his nest of rāfid�īs, the operation 

could not continue for in the meantime the sultan had died in Baghdad. The ambitious 

Teken Khātūn had wanted to make her own son Mahmūd the heir apparent instead of 

prince Berk-Yaruq. She had conspired with Caliph al-Muqtadī, who had been 

offended by Malik Shāh and poisoned the sultan (16 Shawwāl 485/20 

November1092). Malik Shāh was thirty-eight years old when he died.63 

 

Malik Shāh was the greatest Seljuk ruler and one of the greatest Turkish emperors in 

history. He was called ‘‘al-Sultān al-A‘zam’’ [the greatest sultan], ‘‘Sultān al-‘Ālam’’ 

[sultan of the world], and also bore the title ‘‘al-Sultān al-‘Ādil’’ [the just sultan] and 

the title ‘‘Abū al- Fath’’. In addition he was given the bynames ‘‘Jalāl al-Dunyā wa 

al-Dīn’’[the glory of the world and the faith] and the title ‘‘Qāsim Amīr al-

                                                 
59 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 192,193. 
60 According to Abū al-Fidā’, Malik Shāh visited Baghdad in 479/ 1087 vol. 2, pp. 201, 202.  
61 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 145.       
62 He was Hasan ibn Sabbāh ibn ‘Alī (d. 428-518/ 1037-1224), the founder of the Shī‘ī Ismā‘īlī 

movement; he was imprisoned and died in the fortress of Alamut. See al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 2. p. 

208; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, p. 222.  
63 Ibn  al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 166; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 139-141.       
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Mu’minīn’’ [the partner of the Caliph]. Because of his justice and compassion, his 

death was mourned by Christians, including Armenians and Assyrians, and members 

of other religions as much as by Turks and the Muslim world in general, and funeral 

marches were held everywhere.64 

 

1.3 The Dissolution of the Great Seljuk Empire 

 

About one month before the death of the sultan, the renowned Nizām al-Mulk who 

had been the Seljuk vizier for some thirty years, was murdered by the bāt�inīs. 

Consequently when Malik Shāh passed from the scene, the empire fell into a state of 

confusion resulting from the unavoidable struggle for the throne and was divided into 

four sections: (1) the Seljuk state of Iraq and Khurāsān (the continuation of the Great 

Seljuks), until 1194; (2) the Seljuk state of Kirmān, 1092- 1187; (3) the Seljuk state of 

Syria, 1192-1217; and (4) the Seljuk state of Anatolia, 1092-1308. During the reign of 

the four sons who were the successive rulers after Malik Shāh, indeed of the reign of 

the very first son, Anatolia separated from the empire.  It remained formally bound to 

the centre of power until 1116, when the Seljuk family in Syria passed from the scene. 

After Sanjar (d. 1157), the last ‘‘Great sultan’’, the three remaining Seljuk states went 

their separate ways.  

 

1.3.1 The Seljuks of Iraq and Kurāsān   

 

With the exception of sultan Sanjar, the general history of the Seljuk state of Iraq and 

Khurāsān is a chronicle of brave but inept rulers devoid of political sense and 

unworthy of their ancestors, ambitious and devious state officials, and bāt�inī crimes. 

By spending large sums to win the support of the commanders, Terken Khātūn 

declared her son Mahmūd the new sultan, although he was only five years old. While 

the khut�ba was being read in his name65, Berk-Yaruq, who was supported as heir 

apparent by the followers of Nizām al-Mulk, was declared sultan in Rayy.  When her 

forces met defeat in the battle of Burūjird, Terken Khātūn married the Malik of 

Āzarbāījān, Qutb al-Dīn Ismā‘īl, and tried to bring him to power. But he was also 

                                                 
64 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 434-440; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 163-165. 
65 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 440; Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, p. 203.   
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defeated.66Terken Khātūn was finally removed from the scene by assassination. 

Tutush came to Rayy via Āzarbāījān and in his ensuing battle with Berk-Yaruq was 

defeated and killed on the 7th of Safr 488/ 26 February1095.67 But his sons in Syria, 

Fakhr al-Mulūk Ridwān and Shama al- Mulūk Duqaq, did not recognize Berk-Yaruq 

and had the khut�ba read in their own names.  

 

Berk Yaruq was forced to fight against his uncle Arslān Argun, who had declared his 

independence in Khurāsān, in order to retain the territories in the East. The sultan sent 

his younger brother Sanjar, along with the atabeg Kamach, against him in Khurāsān 

and also marched there himself. Arslān Arghun was assassinated in 1097. Berk Yaruq 

made Sanjar the malik of Khurāsān and entrusted him with the province of Balkh up 

to the Ghaznavid border. In 1099, Berk Yaruq’s other brother, Muhammad Tapar, the 

Malik of Āzarbāījān, rebelled. When the two armies came face to face for the third 

time in November 1101, the two brothers agreed to divide the state through the 

mediation of the caliph. Thus Muhammad Tapar received Āzarbāījān, al-Jazīra, and 

Diyarbakir as Malik Sanjar kept his position, and Berk–Yaruq was accepted as 

sultan.68  

 

During the critical days in which Berk–Yaruq was making every effort to hold 

together the dissolving Great Seljuk Empire, the underground bāt�inī movement, on 

the one hand, spread throughout the country and zealots from the medieval Christian 

world, on the other, swept in to the Muslim Turkish territory like a torrent. 

Furthermore, he had to wage a fierce struggle against those bāt�inīs who were 

notorious for assassinating leading statesmen and commanders, beginning with   

Nizām al-Mulk. He defeated Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Malik al-‘Attāsh, one of the most 

famous Ismā‘īlī dā‘īs [propagandists], seized the castle in which he had taken refuge 

and wiped out all the bāt�inīs found there (1107). He entered the struggle against the 

Crusaders in 1111 and sent an army under the command of Mawdūd, the nephew of 

                                                 
66 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 440.  
67  Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p, 175; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 441. 
68 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, p. 21; Mustawfī has given the account of all these bloody 

battles which took place between the two brothers and finally ended with a peace treaty. See pp. 443, 

445. 
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Kür-Bugha, the begs of Mosul that besieged Edessa, the capital of the Frankish 

country but his efforts went wrong and he could not make any progress. 

 

 The sultan, who died at the age of thirty-six, was succeeded by his son and heir 

apparent Mughīth al-Dīn Mahmūd. In the struggle for the throne that began after the 

death of Malik Shāh, Sanjar invaded and took control of the states that had broken 

away from Saljuk rule. Mahmūd was only a youth of fourteen when he came into 

conflict with his younger brothers Tughril and Mas‘ūd, or more correctly their 

atabegs. Georgian forces took advantage of the continuing disorders to occupy Tiflish 

in 1121. Because relations were not good between the sultan and the Caliph, al-

Mustarshid bi-Allāh, bloody clashes occurred between the Seljuk forces and the 

Arabs. The sultan was incapable of facing up to these events and devoted himself to 

hunting and other amusements.69  

 

It should also be noted here that the Caliphs, who had been restricted to concerning 

themselves with religious matters and had been isolated from worldly affairs since the 

time of Tughril Beg, slowly began to get involved in the affairs of state. The first to 

become active was the aforesaid al-Mustarshid (1118-35). This caliph did not approve 

of the Hamadān government and provoked fratricidal conflict over the Seljuk throne. 

In return for receiving direct personal control of Iraq al-‘Arab as a caliphal state 

(agreement of 1132), he supported Mas‘ūd against Tughril and even attempted to send 

a robe of honour to Khwārazm Shāh, to get his support. Although Mas‘ūd forced 

Mustarshid to leave Baghdad (1135), the caliph was able to gather sufficient forces to 

attack Mas‘ūd (24 June 1135). He was taken prisoner by Mas‘ūd when the Turkish 

soldiers in his army deserted to the sultan. Although an agreement was reached 

between them at Marāgheh, the caliph was murdered by the bāt�inīs.70  

 

 Mas‘ūd was invited to Rayy by Sanjar and there received the favours of the great 

sultan. He then went to Baghdad (April 1150). However, he soon became ill and died 

                                                 
69 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i  Āl-i Saljuq, p. 66;  Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar,  vol. 2, p. 232.  
70 Abū al-Fidā’ gives a detailed account of this fierce battle, see vol. 3, pp. 9, 10; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i 

Guzīda, pp. 455, 456.    
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(1 Rajab 547/2 October 1152) in Hamadān where he was buried. With the death of 

Mas‘ūd, the prosperity of the dynasty of Iraq can be said to have ended.71  

 

In 1187 the Caliph demolished the sultan’s palace in Baghdad and in 1188, under the 

command of his vizier, sent an army against the Tughril in support of Qızıl Arslān.  

Consequently, Qızıl Arslān was able to enter Hamadān.72 He received from the Caliph 

such tittles as ‘‘al-Malik al-Mu‘azzam’’ and ‘‘Nāsīr Amīr al-Mu’minīn’’. Qızıl Arslān 

was assassinated in October 1191, another of Tughril’s opponents, Qutlugh Inanch, 

requested help from the Khwārazam Shāh ‘Alā’ al-Dīn Tekish, who already 

controlled all of Khurasān. Tekish then advanced toward Iraq. In a battle near Rayy, 

the Khwārazm army routed the Seljuk forces. Sultan Tughril, who fought with great 

courage even though deserted at the last moment by all his men and left alone, was 

killed ( 29 Rabī‘ I 590/25 March 1194). The Seljuk state of Iraq thus passed from the 

scene and the region was absorbed by the Khwārazm Shāh.73  

 

1.3.2 The Seljuks of Kirmān  

 

The conquests in and around Kirmān by Qara-Arslān Qāvurt, the son of Chagri Beg, 

have been mentioned. In his last revolt against Malik Shāh, Qāvrut was defeated, 

taken prisoner and put to death. But his family was left in place in the country and 

formed the Seljuk dynasty of Kirmān. In September 1074, Malik Shāh carried out a 

campaign in Kirmān, which he had placed under the control of Sav-Tegin. At that 

time the sultan received the allegiance of Qāvurt’s son Sultan Shāh after receiving that 

of his other sons Husayn and Mirdān Shāh. When the empire began to break up after 

Malik Shāh’s death in 1092, another of Qāvurt’s sons, Tūrān Shāh (1085-97), who 

had been on the throne of Kirmān, occupied Fārs.74 He was followed by Īrān Shāh and 

the Arslān Shāh (1101-42), who recognized the authority of Sanjar. During the reign 

of Arslān Shāh, the Seljuk state of Kirmān experienced a golden age. The country was 

weakened by the rivalry and struggles among Tughril Shāh’s three sons –Arslān Shāh 

                                                 
71  Ibid, p. 457.  
72 For details see Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 467.    
73 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 464-471; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 364; Nīshāpūrī, The 

History of the Seljuq Turks (English version),  pp. 152, 153.  
74  For more details see Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 472, 473.  
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II, Bahrām Shāh, and Tūrān Shāh II and for a while (after 1175) was subject to the 

Ghūrids. Dinar Beg, one of the Oghuz chieftains invaded Khurāsān, took Kirmān 

from the last Seljuk malik Muhammad Shāh II, occupied it, and put an end to the 

Seljuk dynasty there.75  

 

1.3.3 The Seljuks of Syria   

 

After the death of Malik Shāh, Tāj al-Dawla Tutush had declared himself sultan in 

opposition to Berk-Yaruq and marched as far as ‘Irāq al-‘Ajam before he was 

defeated and killed on 24 February 1095.76 At this time his sons Fakhr al-Mulūk 

Ridwān and Shams al-Mulūk Duqaq were in Aleppo and Damascus respectively. In 

4388/1095, Ridwān became the malik of Syria and Palestine and Duqaq became the 

malik of Damascus. Ridwān tried twice to capture Damascus from his brother. In 

490/1097, the two met in battle at Qinnisrīn, where Duqaq and his ally Yaghi-Siyan, 

were defeated and in both cities Ridwān’s name was then mentioned in the khut�ba 

before that of Duqaq.77 In the end, Syria was divided into two Seljuk states, one at 

Aleppo and the other at Damascus. In 1098, as a result of Kür-Bugha’s failure, despite 

the heroic defence by Yaghı-Sıyan, the crusaders, who had reached an agreement with 

the Fātimids to divide the Seljuk lands, captured Antioch.78 When Ridwān died in 

Aleppo in 1113, he was succeeded by his son Alp Arslān, who was killed a short time 

later.  He was replaced by his brother Sultān Shāh (1114-17), but during his reign the 

power was in the hands of Lu’lu’, one of his father’s slaves. As for Damascus, 

because Tugh-Tegin had become the ruler, the Seljuk family was no longer in power 

there. 79 

 

                                                 
75  Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 472, 473. 
76  Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 441; Ibn al-Athīr,  al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 175.   
77 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, pp. 206, 207.  
78 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, p. 217. 
79 Ibn  al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, years 490, 494,495;  Ibn Wāsil, Jamāl al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Sālim. Mufarrij 

al-Kurūb fī Akhbār banī Ayyūb,  ed. by Jamāl al-Dīn al-Shayyāl. Cairo: Matba‘at Jāmi‘at Fu’ād al-

Awwal, 1953, vol. 1, p. 9  
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1.3.4 The Seljuk of Anatolia  

 

This branch of the Seljuk dynasty, which was founded by Sulaymān Shāh, a grandson 

of Arslān Yabghu and was continued by his family, established the most important 

and longest surviving Seljuk state. Sulaymān Shāh made Iznik his capital in 1087. But 

when he went to Antioch in 1086, he died in a struggle with Tutush.80 For a while the 

Seljuk state of Anatolia was left in the hands of Abū al-Ghāzī [Dānishmand] but then 

taken over by the Qılıch Arslān I, the son of Sulaymān Shāh, who came to Iznik upon 

the defeat of Malik Shāh. Although Qılıch Arslān was the first sultan of Anatolia, 

there was no unified Seljuk state there because, in the time between his father’s death 

and 1092, when there was no ruler  in this region, the begs of various areas of eastern 

Anatolia and western Anatolia  and then the Artuqids and Akhlat Shāh, each set out to 

create independent states.81 

 

About the time that Qılıch Shāh was occupied with the crusades, he seized Malatya, 

which had passed to the Dānishmandids (1102). He thus broke their power, which had 

been increasing alongside him in Anatolia.82 Sultan Qılıch Arslān I had come to 

power at the most critical time in the history of the Turks in the Near East. He was the 

first real target of the fanatical Crusader armies and had hoped to unify the part of 

Anatolia that he succeeded in retaining. Qılıch Arslān’s son Shahanshāh or Malik 

Shāh who had been captured by Chavlı and sent to the sultan of Iraq, was released two 

years later and came to Malatya, where he became sultan.83 However, for many years 

he had to struggle against his younger brother Mas‘ūd, who challenged his claim to 

the sultanate.   

 

Sultan Qılıch Arslān II  (1156-92) took the capital, Konya, and the surrounding area 

and, although his brothers held subordinate positions as maliks, he had his middle 

brother strangled in order to prevent a dispute over the throne. On the other hand the 

Byzantine forces were continuously attacking on the Seljuk borders. They carried out 

acts of destruction exactly as they had done on the eve of the battle of Malazgird. The 
                                                 
80 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 136; Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 473.  
81 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, p. 174.  
82 For further details see Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, pp. 221, 222.  
83 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 9, p. 48. 
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Armenian prince Stephen with an army exceeding 100,000 men composed of Franks, 

Serbs, Hungarians and Pechenegs in addition to the regular Byzantine forces had 

decided to destroy the Seljuk state whatever the cost. Thanks to the feigned retreat 

maneuvre that the Turkmen forces skilfully executed, Qılıch Arslān totally annihilated 

the Byzantine army (September 1176) that had succeeded in reaching the narrow and 

steep valley of Myriocephalum, east of Denizli near Lake Hoyran. The emperor was 

allowed to return to Constantinople on condition that he would remove the Byzantine 

fortifications in western Anatolia and pay heavy reparations. This victory completely 

destroyed the hope of retaking Anatolia, which the Byzantines had nourished during 

the century since the battle of Malazgird. It also confirmed that Anatolia, which until 

then had been regarded in the Christian world as a kind of ‘‘country under the Turkish 

occupation’’, had become a truly Turkish homeland.84  

 

Around 1185, after a long and successful life of struggle, a tired Qılıch Arslān II 

divided his country among his eleven sons. He himself lived in Konya, as the lord of 

these maliks, and had his vizier, Ikhtiyār al-Dīn Hasan, administer the state. Upon the 

capture of Jerusalem by Salāh al-Dīn al-Ayyūbī in 1187, another Crusade army, the 

third, set out again from Europe under the leadership of the German emperor and 

English and French kings, and approached the Seljuk state while it was in this difficult 

position.  

 

Following the death of his father, and after seizing Konya from Malik Shāh, Kia-

Khusraw I, the malik of Ulu-Borlu and heir apparent, became the Seljuk sultan (1192-

1221). During his first sultanate, which lasted five years, Kai-Khusraw fought against 

his brothers, defeating the Byzantine Emperor Alexius III Angelus and, at the same 

time, expanded his     conquests toward the west.85   

   

After the death of Kay-Khusraw his son Kay-Kā’ūs was declared Sultan and after his 

death in 1220 Kay-Qubād became the Sultan. The good relations that were established 

between Jalāl al-Dīn, who struggled against the Mongols, and Kay-Qubād, who 

                                                 
84 For more details see Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 81-83; Rice, The Seljuks in Asia Minor, 

pp. 57-61.  
85 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 73-86; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 9, pp. 267, 268.  
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fought the Christians, were broken when the Khwārazm Shāh took the Ayyūbid city 

of Akhlāt after a long siege, devastated it, and put the population to the sword. Brave 

but lacking political astuteness, the Khwārazm Shāh was persuaded by the malik of 

Erzurum, whom he had taken under his protection, to turn against the sultan. Where 

the two armies met at Erzurum in the battle of Yassı-Chimen (August 1230), that of 

the Khwārazm Shāh suffered with a heavy defeat. At the death of Jalāl al-Dīn in 1231, 

the Seljuk state became the neighbour of the Mongols.86 

 

Meanwhile, the ambassador who had come from Caliph al-Mustansir bi- Allāh, al-

Malik al-Kāmil, and the Christian rulers expressed the need to unite against the 

Mongols, whose intensified raids had advanced as far as Mosul. Kay-Qubād was of 

the same mind. However, the sultan was poisoned during the banquet that he gave for 

these envoys (1237) and the great alliance could not be realized. The death of the 

most distinguished figure of the Anatolian Turkish state, while only forty-five years 

old, therefore had grave consequences for the Seljuks.87  

 

The Seljuk sultans who succeeded Kay-Khusraw  were neither free nor independent: 

‘Izz al-Dīn Kay-Ka’ūs II (1246-49); Rukn al-Dīn Qılıch Arslān IV (1248-49); Kay-

Ka’ūs II,  Qılıch Arslān IV  and  ‘Alā’ al-Dīn  Kay-Qubād II (d. 1254; ruled jointly 

1249-57); Kay-Kā’ūs II (second reign, 1257-59; joint with Qılıch Arslān IV,1257-66); 

Ghiyāth al-Dīn Kay-Khusraw III (1266-83); Ghiyāth al-Dīn  Mas‘ūd II  (1283-98); 

‘Alā’ al-Dīn  Kay-Qubād III (1298-1302);  Ghiyāth al-Dīn  Mas‘ūd II  second reign, 

(1303-8). From the battle of Köse-Dagh until the last Seljuk state sank into history in 

1308, Anatolia was the scene of struggles among so-called sultans and princes.88  

 

 

                                                 
86 Mustawfī, Tārīkh-i Guzīda, pp. 479, 480; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 9, p. 381.  
87 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i  Āl-i  Saljūq, pp. 91-94.  
88 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i  Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 95, 96; Claude Cahen. The Formation of Turkey: the Seljukid 

Sultanate of Rūm, Eleventh to fourteenth century, ed. by Peter Holt. Harlow: Longman, 2001. The 

author provides a list of Sultans of Rum with their genealogy. See pp. 277, 278.   
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1.4 The Reasons for the Rise of the Seljuk Empire 

 

We shall focus on a number of points that were among the primary factors 

contributing to the outstanding success of the Seljuks in establishing a great political 

organization over the near East; transforming Anatolia into a Turkish homeland, and 

thus giving a new direction to Turkish history; achieving a new orientation for the 

Islamic world within the framework of the Middle Ages; and finally, acquiring an 

important place in world history by influencing the West. 

 

1.4.1 The Settling of Khurāsān 

 

When Seljuk decided to leave the country of the Oghuz with the groups loyal to him, 

he may have thought of going west, which was the traditional direction of previous 

Turkish migrations. But because of the serious obstacle presented by the dominion of 

the hostile Khazars in the west, Seljuk chose the southern direction that was open to 

him. Moreover, Transoxiana, to which he turned, was not really foreign to the Turks. 

Islam was no doubt not unknown among the Oghuz, who included the group later 

called the ‘‘Seljuks’’. Consequently, if one takes into consideration the environmental 

conditions and the religious views of the time, as well as the significance of the fact 

that all the leaders of the Seljuks later appeared warriors for Islam, one must naturally 

assume that Seljuk established a homeland in the Jand region and converted to Islam 

with the forces in his company. 

 

Arslān Yabghu’s Turkmen requested a homeland in Khurāsān from the Ghaznavid 

Sultan Mahmūd, which reveals the importance of this area to the Seljuks. In fact, with 

respect to geographical conditions and climate, the vast territory of Khurāsān, which 

included such major settlements as Nīshāpūr, Sarakhs, Tūs, Marv, and Balkh, was a 

country that made a perfect place to live for the Turks, who followed a life of steppe-

culture. Furthermore, the Turks who lived in the plains would complement the settled 

economy because the products they obtained from their great herds of sheep, cattle, 

and horses would meet the needs of the city and villages and provide raw materials for 

local industry. Later, at the time of the Seljuks, this area nourished the greatest 

statesmen and administrators, and became one of the scholarly centres of the Muslim 
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world.  Its economic, military and cultural importance made it the major object of the 

wars among the states. In this regard one must naturally consider the efforts of the 

Seljuks to obtain the same goal, whatever the cost. Thus, the region of Khurāsān was 

the key element economically, politically, and ethnically, that provided the Seljuks 

with the incentive and determination to found a state.89   

 

1.4.2 The Character and Structure of the Seljuk State 

 

The Seljuk Turks, who brought with them a world view from the steppes, were able to 

establish a state in such a milieu by adapting to the new conditions required by 

Islamic and local practices. There are historical records which reveal that, even in the 

most difficult times, they did not lose their notion of sovereignty and that the goal of 

creating an independent state became their ultimate objective. Throughout its history 

in Khurāsān, the Seljuk Empire was administered as an Islamic state based on the 

Sharī‘a and other Islamic principles and institutions.90  Indeed this was one of its 

dominant characteristics. It was natural that they would maintain the Turkish ideas of 

sovereignty that their ancestors had faithfully followed for centuries in the various 

states in this milieu and they would continue their old ethnic traditions. The Seljuk 

state was therefore a political entity born of a mixture of Turkish and Islamic values 

together with thought and institutions.  

 

1.4.3 Ethnic Characteristics  

 

In the Seljuk Empire, most of the population was composed of non-Turkish peoples 

like Persians and Arabs. The traditions of state, customs and practices peculiar to the 

Turks and above all Turkish, the mother tongue that the Turkish masses very jealously 

maintained, guaranteed that the Turks would always retain their identity as an ethnic 

element within the empire, and formed an obstacle to any forces that would 

undermine the prominence of the ruling group of this empire.  

                                                 
89 Mawdūdī gave a brief account at the beginning of his book see, Salājiqa, pp. 31-38; Bosworth, The 

Ghaznavids, pp. 106, 266-268.     
90 Qādīs were bound to give decisions according to Sharī‘a Law see, Nizām al-Mulk, Abū al-Hasan ibn 

‘Alī. Siyāsat Nāma, Tehran: Tahūrī Press, 1956, pp. 43-49.   
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The domestic administration was run by local bureaucrats. Because it was necessary 

to use Persian and Arabic in correspondence between the government and its objects 

in order to govern the state,91 Turkish did not become as common as Arabic, which 

was widespread at that time because it was the language of the Qur’ān, and Persian, 

which mainly developed under the patronage of the Turkish sultans. Furthermore, 

many old Turkish traditions, customs, and usages continued among the Seljuks. 

Among the early Turks, a woman could have the status of a queen or empress and 

women had a say in Turkish society. Moreover, Turkmen women in particular went 

on campaigns with men and even joined them in battle.92 

 

Other early Turkish customs and usages which continued among the Seljuks were the 

strangling of members of a noble family with a bowstring in order not to shed their 

blood. Nizām al-Mulk says in his famous work, the Siyāsat–Nāma, that one of the 

obligations of being a ruler was to have a table prepared for one’s subjects. He further 

stated that there was no objection if high officials and notables known for their loyalty 

to the sultan did not participate in this meal, but other people, such as tribal leaders, 

who did not accept an invitation should be considered to have repudiated their 

allegiance.93 Turkish dancing and the like, in which Toghril Beg participated in 

Baghdad in his last wedding while Turkish songs were sung along with military 

custom, all came to the Seljuk Empire from Central Asia. These things were to last for 

centuries in the Turco-Islamic world. 

  

1.4.4 The Concept of Sovereignty 

 

In the case of the former Iranian Emperor or the Muslim caliph, who was the 

representative of the Prophet, who in turn was the spokesman of God, sovereignty 

signified unconditional authority. In contrast to this concept, there existed in the 

Turkish state a certain implied contract between the ruler and his subjects. In return 

for the obedience and loyal devotion of the people under his authority, the ruler was 

                                                 
91  Nizām al-Mulk, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter 43; Klausner, Carl L. The Seljuk Vizīrate: A Study of civil 

administration, pp. 20, 21.   
92 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter 43. 
93 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter 35.  
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customarily obligated to nourish, clothe, and enrich them.94 In the Islamic world 

before the coming of the Seljuks, each state sided against the other, for example, the 

Sāmānids in Transoxiana, the Kākūyids in Isfahān and Hamdān, the Hamdānids in 

northern Syria, and in this way the country was divided among some twenty rulers. 

Because of the disorder, the cities and towns became fortified places, villagers and 

townsmen could not lead normal lives and every one was forced to look after himself. 

In addition to all this, the people contended with each other over religious creeds and 

heretical doctrines. In contrast to this, the foundation of the Seljuk state and expansion 

of the empire presented a picture of political unity, an end to religious disorder, 

popular affluence, economic progress, public order, and tranquillity.  

 

Their goal was not to oppress and exploit the people but simply to maintain justice 

and ‘‘impose the law’’. Thus the new state, which was administered under the 

guidance of the Seljuk sultan, secured the loyalty of the masses without interfering in 

their personal occupations, religions, customs, and usages. The people who held 

various faiths and doctrines and spoke various languages were thus left in complete 

freedom and safety in their daily lives.  

 

1.4.5 The Change in the Concept of Public Law 

 

The Turks were known as state founders, that is, due to their habit of establishing 

public laws, from the moment they appeared on the scene of history. When the 

Seljuks came to the area of Iran, that region was already composed of a number of 

independent Islamic states. However, these entities, whose rulers were described as 

‘‘Muslim commanders subject to the caliph’’ always zealously recognised the high 

authority of the caliph, carried out all activities within the framework of religious 

prescriptions, and, as far as possible, conducted their affairs according to the sharī‘a. 

When Toghril Beg entered Baghdad in 1055, he was content simply to increase caliph 

al-Qā’im’s annual allowance of funds and provisions while keeping worldly affairs to 

himself. This state of affairs brought about an important change in the Islamic state 

with respect to public law.95 Accordingly, the sultan and caliph each came to have 

                                                 
94 Ibrāhīm, A History of the Seljuk Turks, pp. 88, 89.  
95 See Ibn Jawzī, al-Munt�azam, vol. 8, p. 284.  
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separate but equal areas of authority, one worldly and the other religious.  The duties 

and authority of the caliph were simply restricted to solving Islamic legal problems 

and performing heretofore customary ceremonies like receiving visitors, confirming 

governments, and giving robes.  

 

This highest representative of the Muslim faith was thus cut off from worldly 

affairs.96 The Seljuk ruler was not just ‘‘a Muslim commander subject to the caliph’’, 

but the real possessor of power and the only person responsible for worldly affairs. 

While the civil law of the empire was carried out according to the canonical decisions 

of the Sunnī qād�īs, the great sultan Malik Shāh was able to call together a committee 

of great legal experts and issue laws confirming new provisions concerning civil law. 

 

1.4.6 The Concept of Universal Dominion 

 

The goal of universal dominion meant uniting the world under the authority of a 

single ruler. This concept formed the philosophical basis for the early Turkish 

conquests and was alive among the various Turkish societies in the eleventh centaury. 

It was a basic concept that also had to be applied in the milieu of the Seljuk sultans 

whose unquestioned membership in Turkish society and adherence to the Turkish 

tradition of dominion has been mentioned before. In this light, Toghril Beg’s girding 

himself with the sword as ‘‘the ruler of the East and the West’’ in the caliphal palace 

in Baghdad, and Malik Shāh’s being girded with two swords by the caliph as ‘‘the 

ruler of the East and the West’’ on his first visit to the seat of the caliphate in 1087, 

acquired a clearer meaning. Indeed, on his last visit to Baghdad, Malik Shāh held a 

war council, in which the leading commanders participated, and planned to capture 

Egypt and the lands of North Africa. 

 

The concept of universal dominion was an ideal throughout history for all great 

Turkish rulers, including the Ottoman sultans. When it is placed in perspective with 

the idea of sovereignty and the principle of religious tolerance, it can well be 

appreciated that it was not without practical effects. In the event, the necessary 

                                                 
96  Klausner, The Seljuk Vizīrate, pp. 27, 28. 
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conditions for bringing about the realization of such a concept existed in the Seljuk 

Empire and were particularly manifest in Seljuk diplomacy.    

 

1.4.7 The Nature of Seljuk Diplomacy  

 

From the very moment they entered Khurāsān, the Seljuk administrators were not 

slow to understand which direction to follow in order to establish a state in Iranian 

territory. First of all, as we tried to explain above, they had to put an end to political 

divisions by eliminating the small local governments whose existence left the entire 

country in turmoil. Seljuk diplomacy pursued two basic objectives which were unique 

to themselves. One of them was to struggle against Shī‘ism and the other was to 

control the Turkmen nomads. 

 

In the eleventh century the Egyptian Fātimids gave Shī‘ism the administrative and 

financial support of their empire and used it as their most powerful weapon in an 

attempt to destroy the Sunnī Muslim countries by provoking rebellions.97 Even long 

before the Seljuks, the Shī‘a Būyids (932-1055), who founded a state in Iraq and 

southern Iran, brought Baghdad under their control and subjected the ‘Abbāsid caliph 

to their oppression, dismissing them and appointing them as they wished. This 

situation left the inhabitants of the eastern Muslim world, the great majority of whom 

were Sunnīs, in a state of unease. As we saw at the beginning, Arslān al-Basāsīrī, the 

famous commander of the Būyids, was a zealous Shī‘ite, who cooperated with the 

Fātimids. Furthermore, a great many rāfid�īs were active under various names almost 

everywhere in Iran. Consequently, when the Seljuk leaders, each of whom was not 

only a sincere Sunnī, but also very enthusiastic about the religion, came to Khurāsān 

the ‘Abbāsid caliph greeted him with pleasure and sought means quietly to make 

contact with them.  Because of the great respect that Chaghri Beg and Toghril Beg 

showed the ambassador as the representative of the caliph, it is certain that al-Qā’im  

was pleased. Al-Qā’im therefore did not hesitate to invite the Seljuk sultan to 

Baghdad.98  

                                                 
97 Hasan al-Sabbāh the founder of the bātinī movement was morally and financially supported by the 

Fātimids of Egypt, see al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 2, p. 208.  
98 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-Mukhtas�ar, vol. 2, p. 173.  
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By forcing the Fātimids to withdraw from the eastern Islamic world, Tughril Beg 

brought about the complete victory for Sunnism and so rejuvenated the Muslim world. 

This Seljuk policy aiming at the total destruction of bātīnism, which was composed of 

a network of Shī‘ī and Shī‘ī related assassins, was of as vital importance to the 

Islamic world as it was to the Seljuk Empire. With regard to its conception, 

organization, and political objective, this policy was followed and brought to fruition 

by the Ayyūbids, who represented a continuation of the Seljuks.  It was Salāh al-Dīn 

al-Ayyūbī who overthrew the Fātimid state (1171), which had shown absolutely no 

interest in the Muslims who were defending their homeland from the invading 

crusades, and founded a Sunnī state in its place.99 

 

1.4.8 The Turkmen Migrations and Their Consequences  

 

We have stated that the second major thrust of Seljuk diplomacy was to control the 

Turkmen nomads. Turkmen was another name for the Oghuz; Seljuk and his sons, the 

state founder Chaghri Beg and Tughril Beg, were all in fact Turkmen Begs. From the 

victory of Dandāqān until the empire reached its greatest extent, it was essentially the 

Turkmen who had the largest part in the establishment of the Great Seljuk Empire and 

the fame that it won. They did so by conquering, with endless self-sacrifice, Iran, 

Kirmān, Oman, Sīstān, ‘Irāq al-‘Ajam, ‘Irāq al-‘Arab, Āzarbījān, eastern Anatolia, al-

Jazīra, Bahrain, the Hijāz, Yemen, Syria, and finally central and western Anatolia 

under the direction of the Begs and chiefs whose names we have listed above. There 

is a very strong likelihood that the newcomers were impelled by the desire to escape 

from the distress in which they had fallen because of over population and a lack of 

grazing lands, which were exactly the reasons why the Seljuks descended upon 

Transoxiana and Iran. The Seljuk government encouraged these teeming Turkish 

masses, the great majority of whom were Oghuz, who continuously filled the regions 

of the empire that were suitable for them, to move toward Anatolia and the Byzantium 

frontier with a very specific purpose in mind. In this way, the Seljuks wanted, on the 

one hand, to stop the material damage and turmoil that the Turkmen had caused in 

different regions of Iran and Iraq100, and, on the other, they wanted to prepare the 

                                                 
99 Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, years  570, 571.  
100 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter 26.  
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ground for undermining Anatolia, whose geography and climate conditions were 

particularly attractive to the Turks of the steppes, so that it could be easily conquered 

in the future. There were also other conditions that facilitated their speedy successes 

in this region which had suffered from much destruction because of the continual 

struggle between Byzantines and Islam as far back as the time of the ‘Abbāsid 

Empire.101  

 

First, Anatolia was much neglected because of Byzantium domestic strife. The 

military were not composed of local people, and were under the command of generals 

each of whom wished to declare himself emperor at the first opportunity. 

Furthermore, the Armenian and Assyrian   populations living primarily in eastern 

Anatolia were not content with the Byzantine rule. Finally, because the Byzantine 

Empire was preoccupied in the Balkans, it was incapable of resisting Seljuk pressure 

from the East.102 After the foundation of the Seljuk state by Sulaymān Shāh, the 

number of Turkish nomads who headed for Anatolia began to increase. In the first 

quarter of the thirteenth centaury, another wave of immigration to Anatolia was 

caused chiefly by the Mongol invasion of the eastern Muslim countries. The 

Byzantine Emperor Manuel I Comnenus suffered a decisive defeat at the hands of 

Qilich Arslān at Myriocephalum (1176). This led to the complete transformation of 

Anatolia into a Turkish homeland and from that time onward it took the name Turkey. 

When they first came to Anatolia, the Turkish tribes occupied the plains, valleys, and 

summer pastures. Later, they gradually took possession of fortresses and then various 

walled cites and centres of military and economic importance around which arose 

independent beyliks.103  

 

As we have seen, the Turkmen masses continuously played a major role on the 

frontier of the Seljuk Empire. The Seljuk attempt to direct these Turkmen 

systematically toward their western borders thus clearly became the second 

distinguishing characteristic of Seljuk diplomacy. This great historical process 

culminated when the Ottoman dynasty, which was related to the Turkmen Kayı tribe, 
                                                 
101  According to Rice, ‘‘the Seljuks entered Transoxiana with some of other Oguz tribes in the year 

AD 689, see Rice, Tamara Talbot. The Seljuks in Asia Minor, p. 26.  
102 See Ibrāhīm, A History of the Seljuks, pp. 96, 97.  
103 Rice, The Seljuks in Asia Minor, pp. 36, 37.  
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used extremely skilful diplomacy to eliminate one by one the beyliks and states in 

Anatolia and unify their lands. The Ottomans then established one of the greatest 

empires in world history with Anatolia and the areas where the Oghuz and other 

Turkmen spread as their mother country.104       

 

1.5 The Reasons for the Collapse of the Seljuk Dominion 

 

In the middle ages the Seljuks brought new ideas, a new value system, and a new 

political organization to the eastern Muslim world. It is noteworthy that the Seljuk 

dynasty was relatively short-lived. It appears that the early collapse of Seljuk rule 

resulted mainly from internal causes. It is possible to summarize them around several 

points. 

 

1.5.1 The Problems of Succession 

 

Among the Seljuks the state was considered to be the common property of the 

dynasty. According to this view of sovereignty, which was based on the belief that the 

ruler was of divine origin, sovereign power (charisma), and the ability to govern, 

which were granted by God, were transferred by blood from father to son. Thus all 

members of a dynasty were qualified and had a right to be the ruler. Whenever the 

position of the sultan weakened, the sons embarked on a struggle to occupy the throne 

based on this equality and right. Nizām al-Mulk was opposed to this Turkish concept 

of sovereignty. As he stated, ‘‘the state and its subjects belong to the sultan’’ and ‘‘the 

sultan is the steward of the universe, all of the people are his family and servants’’.105 

Despite his suggestions and recommendations that the earlier Oriental and Islamic 

views be adopted and despite the efforts of the Seljuk sultans themselves to appoint a 

legal heir apparent and even have the state notables and commanders swear allegiance 

to him for added security, the Turkish principle of succession never lost its influence 

as long as the dynasty endured. Because it caused incessant quarrels, however, this 

                                                 
104 Hillenbrand, Carole. Turkish myth and Muslims Symbol the battle of Manzikert, Edinburgh: 

University Press, 2007, p. 7.  
105 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter, 5; The Cambridge History of Iran (Seljuk and Mongol Period), vol. 

5, p. 211.  
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principle undermined the Seljuk Empire and its successor states. The struggles for the 

throne were the most important reasons for the dissolution of the Seljuk states. It can 

be said that fighting over the sultanate occupied about half of Seljuk history.106  

 

1.5.2 The Struggle between the Caliph and Sultan 

 

As we have seen, from the time of Toghral Beg the caliphs were not allowed to 

interfere in worldly affairs.107 But when the power of the Seljuk sultan declined 

during the struggle for succession, the caliphs were able to assemble considerable 

forces, establish armies, and capture various cites.108 Moreover, millions of Muslims 

had feelings of deep respect for the caliphs so that when the sultans were forced to 

meet them on the battlefield this naturally had negative consequences for both the 

sultans and the future of the state. While the western part of the Sunnī Islamic world 

was preoccupied with the frightful turmoil caused by the crusader invasion — and the 

sultans made every attempt to equip and send armies to stop them — the caliphs were 

completely unconcerned about protecting the Muslim countries from this danger. 

Indeed, they devoted themselves to practicing fine penmanship or writing poetry in 

their palaces in Baghdad as well as planning to undermine the Seljuk government.  

 

1.5.3 The Oppression of the Atabegs 

 

When the sultans were strong, the atabegs were the most trustworthy men of the state. 

They trained the ‘‘heir apparent’’ in the capital or the princes in the provinces, where 

they were assigned as maliks, and above all served in the defence of the empire. When 

the dynasty began to decline, the atabegs oppressed the members of the Seljuk family 

and later placed their own families in power and it was the third reason for the 

dissolution and collapse of the empire.109 Among the well known atabeg families that 

established local dynasties were the following: the Salgurids in Fārs (1147-1286); the 

                                                 
106 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 28-31; Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 39,40; Ahmad al-Shalabī. al-

Tārīkh al-Islāmī wa al-H�ad�āra al-Islāmiyya, Cairo :Dār al-Nahda, 1966, vol. 4, p. 64.    
107  The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 210, 211. 
108 Abū al-Fidā’, Kitāb al-MukhtasAar, vol. 2, p. 236; Mawlawī, Thanā Allāh. The Decline of the 

Saljūqid Empire, Calcutta: University of Calcutta Press, 1938, pp. 54-58. 
109 Mawlawī, Thanā Allāh. The Decline of the Saljūqid Empire, pp. 7, 8. 
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Tughtegindis of Börids in Damascus (1104-54); the Zangids in Mūsul (1127-1233), 

Aleppo (1146—81), and Sinjār (1170-1220); the atabegs of al-Jazīra (1180-1227); the 

Begteginids in Irbil (1144-1233); and the Eldigüzids in Āzarbāījān (1146-1225).110 

 

1.5.4 Foreign Intervention 

 

If we exclude the Qara-Khitai war, which shook the Seljuk empire, and the rebellions 

of the Arab amirate of Hilla, which did not have a significant political effect within 

the empire, intervention from abroad first came through Oghuz invasion, and then 

came in the form of the destruction of the Seljuk state of Iraq by the empire of the 

Khwārazm Shāhs, albeit both Oghuz and the Khwārazm Shāh were Turkish. As for 

the Seljuk state of Anatolia, it was destroyed by neither the crusades nor the Mongol 

invasion, which occurred when the Seljuk dynasty was confined to Asia Minor. But in 

the destruction, the major role was played by the begs that arose in the end of the 

Seljuk era and succeeded in founding various states.111 

 

1.6 Internal Structure of the Seljuk Empire 

 

It was natural for the military, administrative, and financial institutions of the Seljuk 

state to follow Islamic traditions, for this state was established in Khurāsān and 

organized by Iranian viziers in a Muslim milieu. From the name of the offices, 

positions, and ranks, and the contents of Nizām al-Mulk’s Siyāsat-Nāma concerning 

the organization of the state, it can be seen that the Ghaznavid Turkish Empire, whose 

political structure represented a continuation of early Iranian and ‘Abbāsid features, 

was the primary model for the Seljuk institutions. Above all, the Seljuks maintained 

the system they found. It was most effective during the reign of Alp-Arslān and Malik 

Shāh. The presence of such terms as ağaci (h�ājib) çavuş (sarhang), tuğra, ulaā and 

                                                 
110  For brief information on all of them, see Bosworth, Clifford Edmund. The Islamic dynasties, 

(Islamic Surveys) Edinburgh: University Press, c1976, Chapters 6 and 7.  
111 Nādira Jalālī, Tārīkh-i Āl-i Saljūq, pp. 28-31; Ibn Wāsil, Mufarrij al-Kurūb, under the title Ibtidā’ 

Dawla al-Atābikiyya, vol. 1, pp. 11-18.  
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cufāa, atabeg, sü-başi, and so forth, reveal that Turkish words were used in the 

administrative and military organization and in the state bureaucracy.112 

 

1.6.1 The Ruler 

 

During the reign of Malik Shāh, when state organization reached its zenith, the Seljuk 

sultan held the title of ‘‘al-Sultān al-A‘zam.’’113 in his capacity as the sovereign of the 

Ghaznavid and  Anational Seljuk states, whose ruler held the title of sultan. The 

khut�ba was read and money was minted in his name in all countries. In the place for 

the signature on edicts [fermans] and decisions of the grand dīwān, a tuğra, which 

constituted the name of the great sultan, was inscribed; his signature [tevkīi] was 

written; and the order was henceforth enforced. Each sultan took a Muslim name in 

addition to his Turkish name.114 After the sultan ascended the throne, the caliph gave 

him a kunya and laqab [title] which confirmed his authority.115  On certain days of the 

week the sultan gave an audience for the leading men of state and commanders and 

held consultations with them. At the same time he also listened to the complaints of 

the people.116 In addition, he distributed iqt�ā‘s, appointed judges, confirmed the 

authority of the heads of subject states, and presided over the high court concerned 

with crimes against the state. 

 

1.6.2 The Palace 

 

The palace, which was also known by such terms as dergāh [court of the sultan] and 

bārgāh [audience chamber], was comprised of the following personnel who were 

directly responsible to the person of the sultan: h�ājib (h�ājib al-h�ujjāb or h�ājib –i 
                                                 
112 See Siyāsat Nāma of Nizām al-Mulk which reflects the structure of their government. 
113 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, p. 7; al-Husaynī, Akhbār Dawlat al-Saljūqiyya, p. 71.  
114 For example Tughril Beg, Muhammad, Chaghri Beg, Dawūd, Alp-Arslan, Muhammad, Sanjar, 

Ahmad and so forth.      
115 Tughril Beg, Abū T�ālib, Rukn al-Dīn Yamīn amīr al-Mu’minīn, Alp-Arslan, Abū Shujā’ ‘Ad�ud al-

Dawla, Burhān amīr al-Mu’minīn, Sanjar, Abū al-Hārith, Mu‘izz al-Dīn, Burhān amīr al-Mu’minīn, 

and so forth. Only the Great Sultan Malik Shāh held the highest title of Qasīm Amīr al-Mu’minīn, the 

partner of the caliph in all matters see al-Qalqashqandī, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī. Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-

Amīriyya, 1915, vol. 5, pp. 486, 488.       
116 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter, 28.  
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buzurg) [chamberlain], s �ilāh�dār (warden or chief of the armoury] which was called 

the zered-hāne, who carried the sultan’s weapons,) amīr al ‘alam (chief standard 

bearer), jāmedār [keeper of the wardrobe], şarābdār [butler], taşdār [or ābdār [valet 

in charge of the after-meal wash basin and ewer], amīr-i çaşnigīr [chief taster], amīr-i 

āhūr[ chief of the stable], vekīl–i hās[ overseer of the people in the sultan’s apartment, 

sarhang [yeoman of the guard], courtiers, and companions. Those who held these 

positions were chosen from among the sultan’s most trusted men and each had 

military units under his command.117 

 

1.6.3 The Government 

 

The government [dīwān al-Salt�anat] was composed of five dīwāns [ministries]. At the 

top was dīwān al-wizārat. It was headed by the vizir, who was called s�āh�ib dīwān al-

salt�anat or khwāja-i buzurg [prime minister]. He was the ultimate representative of 

the ruler [wizārat-i tefvīz]. The other four dīwāns were subordinate to the dīwān al-

wizāra. These were the dīwān al-tughra [its minister, the tughrā’ī, was in charge of 

foreign affairs]; dīwān al-‘ard�  wa al-jaysh [its minister, the ‘ārid�, was in charge of 

the military]; the dīwān al-ishrāf [its minister, the  mushrif, was in charge of general 

investigations]; and the dīwān al-istīfā’ [its minister, the mustawfī, was in charge of 

financial affairs]. With regard to the last ministry, the lands of the empire were placed 

in three categories: khās�s  [the sultan’s private domain], iqt�ā‘, and kharājī [taxable]. 

The dīwān al-istīfā’ was responsible for determining and recording the population to 

be taxed on these lands, from large city to village.118 It also recorded the tax-

assessable property of everyone, and collected canonical [sharī‘a] and customary 

[‘urfī] taxes by means of ‘‘agents’’. Furthermore, it managed government expenses 

[mas�raf] and the sultan’s private account [reserve] of taxes obtained from the khās�s� 

lands and subject states.  It is also worth mentioning here that, except for military and 

judicial matters, all officials and transactions of the empire were subject to inspection 

                                                 
117  See The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 223-228; Ibrāhīm,  A History of the Seljuks, p. 104.  
118  Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate; A study of civil administration. Harvard: University Press, 1973, pp. 

14-21.  
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by an ‘‘oversight’’ [ishrāf] department, which was completely independent from the 

ministries concerned.119 

 

In short, the representatives, agents, secretaries, tax collectors, and the like, bound to 

the ministries and offices that we have mentioned, were active throughout the empire 

in great numbers.120 

 

1.6.4 The Military 

 

In the reign of Malik Shāh, which was the golden age of the Seljuks, the great military 

force of the middle ages was created. The Seljuk armies were composed of (1) the 

ghulāmān-i sarai, who were selected from various peoples, brought to the palace 

where they were given special training, learned of the principles of ceremony and 

protocol, and were under the direct command of the sultan; (2) the special corps that 

was drilled and trained under the most distinguished commanders and was ready for 

action at a moment’s notice; (3) the troops of the maliks, gulām [slaves] governors, 

and state officials like the vizirs; and (4) the forces of the subject governments. 

Members of the gulāmān-i sarai, whose names were recorded in the dīwān registers, 

received their pay [bīstgānī] four times in a year. Furthermore, there was a great 

number of cavalry dispersed throughout the empire and they were always prepared to 

go on campaign. They received their livelihood from the iqt�ā‘ lands set aside for 

them. With regard to military organization, these military iqt�ā‘ were one of the most 

important innovations in the Seljuk Empire. On the one hand, this system made it 

possible to maintain rather large armies without placing a burden on the state and, on 

the other, helped the country to prosper.121 Furthermore when necessary, mercenary 

troops, kJaşer, were also raised from among the people.122 

 

                                                 
119 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapters, 9, 21, 48, 50.  
120 Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate; A study of civil administration, pp. 20, 21, 38.   
121 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapters 5, 6.  
122  The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 236-239.  
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1.6.5 The Administration of Justice  

 

The Seljuk administration of justice was divided between the sharī‘a and the 

customary law. The Qād�īs in each country were responsible for decisions concerning 

the sharī‘a. In Baghdad there was a chief Qād�ī (Qād�ī al-Qud�āt) who was a scholar of 

fiqh. He served as the head of the law court in the capital as well as the supervisor of 

the other Qād�īs. In addition to settling lawsuits these judges were also responsible for 

matters concerning inheritance, and waqfs [pious endowments], which were an 

important social assistance institution in medieval Turco-Islamic states. The Qād�īs 

generally acted according to Hanafī fiqh, and sometimes according to Shāfi‘ī fiqh. 

Their decisions were final and inviolable; however, if a judge issued a biased ruling, it 

could be referred to the sultan by other Qād�īs.123 In the Siyāsat–Nāma, great 

importance was given to education and morals of these judges ‘‘to whom Muslims 

entrusted their lives and property. In addition to the sharī‘a courts, there were separate 

courts charged with settling questions of custom and other legal problems. This 

system was usually concerned with such matters as crimes of a political nature, 

disobedience to the orders of the state, and various kinds of disturbances. Above all, it 

should be noted here that the people responsible for the administration of justice under 

the Seljuks were independent of the grant dīwān and the provincial dīwāns,i.e., the 

government.  It was thus possible to carry out justice free from any political or 

government influence.124  

 

The Seljuks had a speedy intelligence reporting system, which made use of birds as 

well as messengers, a secret service whose members  were called ‘‘informants’’ 

[münhīler,]. The Seljuks thus set an example for organizing an administrative cadre 

that lasted for almost eight hundred years in the Eastern Islamic world.125   

                                                 
123 Nizām, Siyāsat Nāma, Chapter 6; Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate, pp. 21-27.    
124 See Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 8, pp. 953-941.  
125 Ibrāhīm,  A History of the Seljuks, p. 108.  
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1.7 Social and Commercial Life  

 

1.7.1 Social Conditions 

  

The sources, unfortunately, do not tell us much about the daily life of the people, or 

how this was affected by the influx of large numbers of Turkmen nomads. The 

relatively stable and effective administration established under their leadership 

enabled the various classes to carry on their lives and occupations in comparative 

security. Except for the Turkish element among the high palace officials and their 

assistants who controlled the country, commanders, the military forces and the like, 

the Seljuks did not directly interfere with the lives and the occupations of the people.  

The social conditions under the Seljuks, which were shared by all medieval Muslim 

Turkish states, thus generally maintained the traditions of early periods. State 

positions became almost hereditary. Even changes in power took place within the 

family.126  In various provinces and cities a great many local conditions and traditions 

prevailed with regard to financial matters. The families of great influence, which 

came into being by seizing the opportunity to acquire economic wealth or to attach 

themselves to administrative authority in the cities, were able to preserve their 

positions. The dihqāns [minor feudal nobility] in the villages were from such 

families.127  

 

Men of learning and of religion, including the sūfis, were held in high respect; and the 

local people were left to practice their local customs. This is not to say that injustice 

and oppression did not occur, but on the whole it did not reach lengths which the 

population felt to be intolerable. In spite of the fragmentation of dār al-Islām, the 

function of the state was still to defend the Muslim community and Muslim lands, and 

its purpose was to create conditions in which the Muslim could live the good life.   As 

for the peasants who worked in the plains, fields, vineyards, and gardens, they made 

their living under government protection on either royal [khās�s ] or iqt�ā‘ lands, as 

mentioned above, and paid taxes. Legally they were as free as the people in the cities. 

                                                 
126 For example, of Nizām al-Mulk’s family, five of his sons, two of his grandsons and one great-

grandson held the office, see The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, p. 264.    
127  For further detail see The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 277-280. 
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As long as they were able to cultivate the lands in their possession, which they owned 

by hereditary right, they did not have to work just to keep alive. As for economic 

development, and the great majority of the population were essentially settled Turks,  

the people worked as labourers, tradesmen, artisans, and transporters of goods in all 

the aspects of commercial and economic life that we shall discuss below.128 

 

Thus, because of peace, security, and prosperity, the towns which had previously 

consisted of little more than fortresses, expanded and developed. Konya, Kayseri, 

Sivas, Erzurum, Erzinjān, Harput, Amasya, Tokat, Aksaray, and Ankara grew into 

major Turkish cities inland while Sinop, Samsun, Antalya, and ‘Alā’iyya did so on the 

coast. Certain cities like Aksaray, Kirshehir, ‘Alā’iyya, Kubādiyya, and Kubād-ābād 

and others with Turkish names were founded by the Turks.129   

 

1.7.2 Industrial Development   

 

 It is hard to find concrete information on trade and economic life within the Seljuk 

Empire. The rich geographical and travel literature in Arabic and then Persian of the 

3rd-4th /9th-10th centuries dwindles almost to nothing during the Seljuk period, and 

there is a general paucity of information in the historical sources. At the northern end 

of the trade route, Nīshāpūr was the great emporium of Khurāsān at this time and it 

was probably the main centre of trade and comers in the great Seljuk Empire. 130 

During the period of the empire, dispatching the largest army in the Middle Ages with 

proper clothing, supplies, equipment, and military transport; the splendour and the 

great expense of the luxury and affluence to which our sources testify on the 

occasions of the sultans’ banquets, holidays, merrymaking, victory celebrations, and 

wedding feasts; and, at the same time, the lack of any action on the part of the subjects 

caused  by a life of poverty are evidence of the existence of an economic balance.131 

 

                                                 
128 Encyclopaedia of Islam, Edited by C. E. Bosworth … [et. al.] Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1955, vol. 8, pp. 
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129  For details see Claude Cahen, The Formation of Turkey, pp. 112-122.  
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In this respect Hamd Allāh Mutawfī Qazwīnī, who provides valuable information on 

the reign of Malik Shāh, tells us that the annual revenue of the Seljuk countries was 

21,500 tūmāns [a Persian coin] of red gold [zer-i surkh] and the yearly taxes received 

as kharāj were 20, 000 mithqāls [a standard of weight of gold.132  

 

In addition to Malik Shāh, others, such as Tughril Beg, Alp-Arslān, and Sunjar, also 

struck gold coins. Economic conditions under the Seljuks of Kirmān progressed as 

well, and the coinage that was struck, above all in the time of Qāvurt, maintained its 

value for a long time. According to Afdāl al-Dīn Kirmānī, an eyewitness, a century 

and a half later the naqd-i Qāvurt still held great value. As for the Anatolian Seljuks, 

the subject of commerce was one of the major considerations that determined the 

main policies of the state.   

 

It was then, when the Seljuks entered international commercial relations, that 

comprehensive measures for public security were put into effect on the roads that 

were built. The state guaranteed the lives and property of foreign merchants. Even a 

kind of state insurance was placed on merchandise for the purpose of indemnifying 

the losses of merchants. Qılıch-Arsalān II was also the first Anatolian Seljuk ruler to 

strike gold coins. Anatolians thus experienced its most prosperous period in history 

and its wealth became legendary in Europe.133 

 

Industrial life in Anatolia, like that in other countries in the Middle Ages, was based 

on guilds that adhered to strict rules according to the type of goods made. By 

inculcating in those who worked in every branch of craft the belief in the spiritual 

sanctity of its ‘‘patron saint’’ [pīr] these institutions made the ‘‘apprentice’’ [murīd] 

faithful to the demands of the profession, and completely bound him to all its rules. 

The profession was monopolized by the guilds. According to a given number of stores 

or workshops, there were a certain number of masters and workmen whose names and 

patronymics were registered. The craftsmen and apprentices who were members of 

the guild were called fityān [youths]. In addition, the head of the akhīs in a city was 
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called akhī bābā.134 This was so to the extent that, when the Seljuk state broke up, 

they established a kind of popular government through their own efforts in the 

principle centres that we mentioned above and thus saved society from 

disintegration.135  

 

1.8 Religious and Intellectual Life  

 

1.8.1 Promotion of the Hanafī School as a State Religion 

 

Of the four Sunnī madhhabs, the Hanafī school and to a much lesser extent the Shāfi‘ī 

school, were adopted by the Seljuks. In Transoxiana, the Hanafī school developed 

through the preaching of Abū Mansūr al-Māturīdī of Samarqand (d. 944)136, who was 

probably of Turkish origin. His teaching emphasised free will.  Because this madhhab 

used reason and logical arguments to prove the existence of God and, above all, 

because its legal contents included Turkish usages and traditions, it was the most 

widespread school of law among the Turks, who had a realistic world view. 

Moreover, because the Hanafī school determined the lawfulness of judgement 

according to circumstances and need, it was thus possible for the Turkish state to 

adapt this Islamic legal system  to the requirements and conditions of the times137,  

and it became the official madhhab  first of the Seljuk and then of the other Turkish 

dynasties. Because the ‘Abbāsid caliphs adhered to the same law school, the bonds 

between these two powers were greatly strengthened. The Shāfi‘ī school, a moderate 

law school that later tried to reconcile Hanafī School with the Mālikī and Hanbalī 

madhhahib, both which took a more literal  view of Islamic dogma, also became 

popular in the Seljuk empire and among the Turks in general, thanks to the efforts of 
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Islamization from the eleventh through the fifteenth century. London: University of California Press, 

1971, p. 22; Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 8, p. 959. 
136 For Māturīdī’s life history see Abū Mansūr, Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Kitāb al-Tawh�īd, ed. Fath  

Allāh Khalīf. Beirut: Dār al-Sharq, 1970. The editor gives a brief note on his life history, pp. 1-10.     
137 Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, pp. 162-164; Ian Edge. Islamic Law and Legal Theory, New York: 

University Press, 1996, pp. 378-387.  
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Nizām al-Mulk. He put an end to the policy of ‘Amīd al-Mulk al-Kundurī, the vizier 

of Tughril Beg, of anathematizing the Ash‘arīs and persecuting Shāfi‘īs, and assured 

the return of the great Shāfi‘ī scholars and jurists who had been forced to leave the 

country.138  

 

Furthermore, because the Seljuk government, which was the standard bearer of the 

Sunnis, combined the Islamic idea of ghazw [military expedition] with the Turkish 

view of conquest, it had a considerable incentive to combat the Fātimids, after gaining 

sovereignty over the other Muslim countries, and was successful in opposing the 

crusaders.139 

 

Many of the greatest men of fiqh, kalām, tafsīr and h�adīth in Muslim history lived 

during the period of the Seljuk Empire. They included the great s�ūfī Abū al-Qāsim al-

Qushayrī (d. 1072), who wrote al-Risāla al-Qushayriyya, which was translated into 

Turkish at the same time, and his son Abū Nasr ‘Abd al-Rahmān, the author of the 

tafsīr work entitled al-Taysīr ; Abū Ishāq al-Shīrāzī (d. 1083), a Shāfi‘ī jurist and 

teacher in the Baghdad Nizāmiyya; Abū al-Ma‘ālī al-Juwaynī (d. 1111),  who was one 

of the greatest thinkers in the Muslim world  and the rector of the Baghdad 

Nizāmiyya; and Fakhr al-Islām ‘Abd al-Wāhid (d. 1108), who was called the second 

al-Shāfi‘ī and was a teacher in the Āmul Nizāmiyya.  

 

The great Hanafī jurist and chief qād�ī al- Khatībī  (d.1079); the  Hanbalī jurist, h�adīth 

specialist, and famous s�ūfī  ‘Abd Allāh al-Ansārī  (d. 1108); the great tafsīr specialist 

and grammarian,  ‘Alī Wāhidī (d. 1076), whose works were read as handbooks in the 

madrasas; the great Hanafī jurist and tafsīr specialist  from Transoxiana and author of 

the well-known kanz al-wus�ūl, al Pazdawī  (d. 1089); al-Sarkhasī (d. 1090), who was 

of Turkish origin and gained great fame among the Hanafīs with his book entitled al-

Mabsūt ; the jurist, philosopher and poet, ‘Ain al-Qudāt al-Hamadānī (d. 1130), some 

of whose works were translated into Turkish; Muhammad al-Shahrastānī (d. 1153), 

who specialized in the history of the law schools during the reign of Sanjar and wrote 

                                                 
138  See Bulliet, Richard W. The Patricians of Nīshāpūr, Harvard: University Press, 1972, pp. 2-20. The 

author gives a brief account of the Hanafī Ashā‘irī rift. 
139 Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate: A study of civil administration, pp. 21-23.  
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the Kitāb al-Milal wa al-Nih�al; and al-Baghawī (d. 1116), the author of Mas�ā�bīh �al-

Sunna, were all influential figures in Islamic science and intellectual life for centuries 

after their own time.140 

 

Although the crusades and Mongol invasion brought about stagnation in religious 

instruction in Anatolia, by the end of the thirteenth century scholars writing important 

works had reappeared there. For example, Qādī al-Baydāwī (d. 1291), the famous 

tafsīr specialist and author of Anwār al-tanzīl; Sirāj al-Dīn al-Urmawī (d. 1283), who 

wrote Mat�āli‘ al-Anwār, one part of which concerns logic and the other Kalām; and 

Qutub al-Dīn al-Shīrāzī (d. 1310), who revived the philosophical Kalām movement 

and was an astronomer at  the same time, all began a tradition which they passed to 

future generations. It should be mentioned here that although the Seljuks were sincere 

Muslims who avidly defended the Sunnī faith and were absolutely committed to the 

need for traditional traning and education, they were also open-minded.141  

 

1.8.2 Flourishing of Sūfism 
 
The second half of the eleventh century, all of the twelfth, and the beginning of the 

thirteenth may be considered as one of the most important periods in the history of 

sūfism, not only in Iran but everywhere. In the second half of the eleventh century in 

Transsoxiana, Khurāsān, and Iraq, great sūfī saints lived, each one in small convents 

(khānqāh), praying, meditating and teaching new pupils.   

 

It can be said that Khurāsān, where the Seljuk state was founded, definitely played a 

significant religious role in that state, just as it had done with regard to politics, 

economics, and government. Khurāsān was considered to be the focal point of 

intellectual currents coming from the west, and Muslim thinkers combined these two 

currents with their own views of the cosmos in a manner that suited the usage and 

customs of the area in which they lived. One consequence of this was the birth of 

Islamic mysticism. The significance of Khurāsān can be appreciated when we take 

into account the fact that, when the Turks appeared there, sūfism experienced a 

vigorous period. 

                                                 
140 Mawdūdī, Salājiqa, pp. 33-35.  
141  The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 283-290.  
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In the eleventh century, when various sūfī brotherhoods   began to appear in the 

Islamic world, the Shaykhs lived in a spiritual milieu with s�ūfī novices and dervishes 

and gathered at séances [tazkīr muhitī], lodges, and retreats-which were very 

widespread in Khurāsān, where the above ideas were welded together. They claimed 

that reality could not be understood from the book [the Qur’ān] but by the senses. 

These shaykhs naturally had a great influence on the Turkmen masses, and many of 

the outstanding personalities of that period, like those we listed above, were also sūfīs. 

The famous authority on kalām, al-Ghazālī, publicly allied himself against Greek 

philosophy and made the new Islamic mysticism, which he brought about by 

reconciling with great erudition and a keen mind the science of kalām with the s�ūfī 

world view, the prevailing form of Islam for centuries. As for the great brotherhoods 

of the Muslim world, they were the Qādiriyya, which was founded by ‘Abd al-Qādir 

al-Jīlānī (d. 1166) and spread to India, Anatolia and as far as Spain; the Kubrāwiyya 

established by Shaykh Najm al-Dīn Kubrā al-Khwārazmī (d. 1221); and the 

Akbariyya, founded in the thirteenth century.  

 

The fourth great brotherhood, the Yasawiyya, was founded by Ahmad Yasawī (d. 

1116), who was himself a Turk. The Yasawiyya differed from the other brotherhoods 

by being clearly characterized as popular sūfism. It spread to Turkistan, Afghanistan, 

the area of the Golden Horde, and northern Iran. These sūfīs were in fact exceptional 

people having great knowledge, a keen intellect, and a refined aesthetic sense and 

literary ability. Indeed, it suffices to state that Seljuk Turkey was a country having a 

moral and spiritual milieu favourable to the work of a systematic religious 

philosopher of such rare attainment as Muhyī al-Dīn Ibn al-‘Arabī (d. 1240). Of 

Spanish origin, Ibn al-‘Arabī studied the Islamic sciences and then began to make 

‘‘discoveries’’ by entering the mystical and philosophical atmosphere of his 

homeland. He made the pilgrimage to Makka and there profited from the works of 

‘Abd Allāh al-Ansārī, and al-Ghazālī. Ibn al-‘Arabī’s literary production reached the 

unprecedented level of some 250 books and treatises, the most important of which 

were al-Futūh�āt al-makkiya, Fus�ūs� al-h�ikam, Ishārāt al-Qur’ān, and Jawāhir al-

nus�ūs . According to him, the highest and most authentic knowledge is not that 

perceived by the mind, but only the ‘‘knowledge’’ that God imparts to those (‘‘the 
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perfect man’’, al-Insān al-kāmil), who have received genuine and thorough s�ūfī 

training.  

 

Coming to the Mawlawiyya or Mevleviye, which was founded by the other great s�ūfī 

of Anatolia, Mawlānā Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī (d. 1273), it can be described as placing the 

strongest emphasise on art, ethics, and science. About the time of the appearance of 

the Seljuks, it was widespread in Transoxiana and Khurāsān. The Malāmiyya held 

such principles as avoiding hypocrisy, pride, boastfulness, and greed; sincerely 

believing in God and imitating the Prophet; and not believing in the miracles of the 

saints. Mawlānā’s basic idea, which could be summarized as an expression of 

humanitarianism, was of universal nature.  Differences in religion, creed, and race 

were of no consideration. The significance of this concept is found in a statement by 

‘Alam al-Dīn, one of the commanders of Kai-Kusraw III, who said, ‘‘every people 

loves its Prophet but people of every religion and state love this Mawlānā’’. This view 

describes the great tolerance of the Turks in general, and the Seljuk government in 

particular, and held an attraction for non-Turks and non-Muslims, such as Greeks, 

Armenians, and Jews, that was impossible to resist. For this reason the death of this 

great Turk was truly mourned by all the people, Muslims and non-Muslims, in the 

Seljuk state of Anatolia. In addition to the Malāmiyya and Akbariyya, there were in 

fact other movements in the Seljuk state of Anatolia.142 

 
 
1.8.3 The Role of the ‘Ulāmā’ and the Qādīs   
 
 
A major innovation of the Seljuks was the attempt to link central government with the 

religious institution through state support for the madrasa system of education. There 

is no doubt that the early organizers of the empire hoped in this way to secure the 

support of the religious classes by giving them a stake in the proper functioning  of 

the state, and to bolster civil administration against the expected encroachments of the 

military establishment. Yet, because of the considerable respect which the qādīs and 

‘ulāmā’ [religious classes] enjoyed, they often acted in a more public capacity as 

envoys and mediators. In 497/1104, for example, Berk-Yaruq set the qādī Abū al-

                                                 
142 For details, see The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 296-302; Cahen, The Formation of 

Turkey, pp. 159-169; Jan Rypka,  History of Iranian Literature, pp. 226-230.  
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Muzaffar al-Jurjānī and the qādīs Abū al-Faraj Ahmad al-Hamadānī to negotiate a 

settlement with his brother Muhammad.143Moreover, the qādī�s and religious classes in 

general were often the spokesmen of and on behalf of the people.  

 

When Berk Yaruq, fleeing before Muhammad, reached Wāsit in 494-95, the qādī� 

implored mercy for the people and asked that the shih�na be sent to the city. After 

Berk-Yaruq’s army had crossed over into Wāsit, however, the solders began to 

plunder and the qādī� again requested that they be restrained.144 Similarly, qādī�s were 

often used by the caliphs as intercessors with shih�nas or other officials who 

overstepped their authority in Baghdad or oppressed the subjects. In 495, when strife 

broke out between the people of Baghdad and the shih�na the caliph sent the chief qādī� 

and Ilkiyā al-Harrāsī,  professor from the Nizāmiyya madrasa, to intercede.145 The 

qādī� sometimes organized the administration and defences of the city in times of 

disorder and in this way also helped to preserve and maintain Islamic civilization and 

culture.146  

 

Furthermore, since in most cases the important religious officials were appointed by 

or on the advice of the temporal ruler, the ‘ulamā’, in effect, tended to act as agents of 

the state. The sultan or vizir often had a hand in choosing the chief qādī�, and it is 

noteworthy that the first such official appointed after the Seljuk takeover in Iraq was 

given the post after consultation with al-Kundūrī because he had been a supporter of 

the Seljuks in Khurāsān.147 

 

There are numerous examples of the chief qādī of Baghdad and other religious 

officials acting as deputy vizir for the caliphs; and one of the vizirs of the last Seljuk 

                                                 
143  See Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil, year 497. 
144 Ibid, year 495. 
145 Ibid, year 495. 
146  For example when Mas‘ūd was defeated and Seljuk forces entered Khwārazm Qādī Sā‘id was 

selected by the people of the city to negotiate with Tughril. See Ibn Athīr, al-Kāmil, vol. 8, p. 25; 

Mawdūdī, Salājiqa,  pp. 124,125. 
147 Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate, p. 25.  
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sultan, Tughril ibn Arslān ibn Tughril, was a qādī. 148 The chief qādī Abū al-Hasan al-

Dāmaghānī, for example, served in the capacity of deputy vizir for both al-Mustazhir 

and al-Mustarshid. His father Abū ‘Abd Allāh who was chief qādī before him had also 

served as deputy vizir on two occasions during the reigns of al-Qā’im and al-

Muqtadī.149 In the successor sates of the Seljuk Empire, especially in Mosul and 

Syria, there are instances of qādīs being appointed as viziers or exercising complete 

control in the administration of a city or province. The examples of qādī Bahā al-Dīn 

ibn Shaddād in Aleppo and of the qādī Kamāl al-Dīn al-Shahrazūrī in Mosul and 

Damascus are particularly noteworthy.150 

 

1.9 Religious Science, Literature and Art 

 

1.9.1 Religious Science and Foundation of Nizāmiyya Madrasa 

 

The period of the Seljuk Empire marked a turning point in the teaching of religious 

science in the Islamic world. Religious institutions, which that era considered as 

science, had previously been disorganized, irregular, and of a completely private 

nature. They systemized for the first time in the reign of Alp Arslān and brought 

under state patronage. The Seljuk Empire pursued this important programme under 

the direction of Nizām al-Mulk, who was responsible for the civil administration. The 

main reason for this was the need for a fundamental policy to combat Shī‘ism and 

other schismatic beliefs.151  

 

At first they sought to create a strong spiritual front that was loyal to the state by 

setting aside appropriations for the Sunnī jurists and legal scholars of the time and by 

                                                 
148  This was Sadr al-Dīn qād�ī of Marāgha, See Bundārī, ‘Alī ibn Muhammad  al-Isfahānī. Tawārīkh 

Āl-i Saljūq, abridgement of ‘Imād al-Dīn al-Isfahānī’s book (Kitāb Zubdat al-Nus�ra wa Nukh�bat al-

‘Us�ra), Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1889, p. 303.   
149 Ibn Jawzī, al-Muntaz�am, vol. 9, p. 208. 
150  See Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate, p. 27. 
151 Al-Subkī, Tāj al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Wāhid ibn ‘Alī. T�abaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya al-Kubrā, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-

Husayniyya, AH132, vol. 3, pp. 135-138; The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, p. 211.  
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opening soup kitchens for ascetics.152 Rather, it was the first madrasa, as the highest 

institution of learning in the Muslim world, which brought together, as teachers and 

preachers, the most famous scholars, jurists and intellectuals of the time and made 

them salaried professors; provided students with the monthly allowance and 

provisions; gave free instruction; set up programmes for study; and was equipped with 

a rich library, founded by Alp Arslān (1066).153   

 

It was built next to the Baghdad Tigris and, with all its facilities and annexes 

reputedly cost 60,000 dīnārs (gold).  This madrasa was endowed with markets, khāns, 

baths, and agricultural lands. Because Nizām al-Mulk’s name was written on the front 

of the building, it became known as the Nizāmiyya. The Nizāmiyya in Baghdad 

provided religious instructions according to Hanafī and Shāfi‘ī fiqh.  It played a major 

role in scientific and intellectual life and trained scholars of high quality. Qādīs and 

religious officials were generally sent from there to every corner of the empire. 

Because they were the most competent, young Nizāmiyya graduates occupied high 

positions in the country.  

 

Around the same time, sister institutions of the madrasa were established in such 

centres as Isfahān, Nīshāpūr, Balkh, Herāt, Basra, and Āmul.154 The subject of study 

and programmes in the Nizāmiyya were basically followed and applied for centuries 

in the Muslim countries and by all Islamic Turkish dynasties, including the Ottomans. 

Because not only the religious sciences but also the hard sciences, such as 

mathematics and astronomy, were taught at the same time in the Nizāmiyya 

madrasas, and because similar institutions were not found in Europe until much later, 

                                                 
152 The institutes which were established by Nizām al-Mulk took the name of Nizāmiyya and they were 

like colleges, with scholarships, good salaries for the professors and a traditional and well organized 

course of studies.  
153 Shalabī,  al-Tārīkh al-Islāmī wa al-H�ad�āra al-Islāmiyya, vol. 4, pp 73-75; Brockelmann, Tārīkh al-

Shu‘ūbiyya al-Islāmiyya, Beirut: Dār al-‘Ilm, 1965,  pp. 274, 275.   
154  Jurjī Zaydān gives a sufficient account regarding this Madrasa, see Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, 

Cairo: Matba‘at Dār al-Hilāl, 1953, vol. 3, pp. 222-227.  
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the Baghdad Nizāmiyya is considered to be the world’s first university.155 As is 

known, countless madrasas were later founded on the same basis by sultans, in all 

Seljuk states.  Madrasas were also very important with regard to training officials for 

the state’s bureaucratic and judicial staff. 

 

In the Seljuk period, the science of mathematics reached a high level. During the reign 

of Malik Shāh, its outstanding representatives were men like the famous ‘Umar al-

Khayyām (d. 1131), who was better know for literature, and Muhammad Bayhaqī.  

They wrote important works on algebra, conics, and geometry as well as astronomical 

tables. In addition, in 476/1074-75 an observatory was built and research was carried 

out in it. A scientific committee composed of leading astronomers like ‘Umar al- 

Khayyām, Abū Hātim al-Muzaffar al-Isfizārī, and Maymūn ibn Najīb al-Wāsitī 

created a new calendar called tārīkh–i malikī, tārīkh–i jalālī, or taqwīmī Malik 

Shāh.156 In chemistry, the print industry was well developed and paper production was 

advanced. Great doctors and Arabic linguistcians and theoreticians were trained. 

Above all, new facilities were created for developing the medical and health 

professions in Anatolia.157 

 

In the Seljuk period, historiography apparently took a very different approach from 

that of the old Arabic biographies and books of campaigns [maghāzī]. The Seljuk 

sultans, who had a love of history like all Turkish rulers, encouraged the development 

of this field. Among the products of the Seljuk era that we have used as sources are 

the Malik Nāma (ca. 1058) which mentions the origins of the Seljuks; Ibn Hassūl’s 

history; the important work entitled Risālat al-Malik shāhiyya; the Tārīkh-i Saljūk  by 

                                                 
155  According to Jurjī Zaydān, although some lower level Madrasas existed at that time the Nizāmiyya 

was the first regular university of the world, Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, Cairo: vol. 3, pp. 222-227; 

Klausner, The Seljuk Vezīrate, pp. 70, 71.    
156 Brockelmann, Tārīkh al-Shu‘ūbiyya al-Islāmiyya, pp. 276-278.  
157 Nasr, the writer of Science and Civilization in Islam, says ‘‘the development of the observatory 

reached new heights with that ‘‘Maragha’’ in 657/1261. Maragha was not just a place for astronomical 

observation; it was a complex scientific institution, in which nearly every branch of science was taught, 

and where the most famous scientists of the world were assembled. The institute was headed by Nizām 

al-Dīn al-Tūsī; and included Qutb al-Dīn Shīrāzī, who is credited with the discovery of the true cause 

of the rainbow. See Nasr, Sayyid Husayn. Science and Civilization in Islam, Cambridge: University 

Press, 1968, pp. 80, 81; Zaydān, Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, vol. 3, pp. 216, 217.  
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the poet Abū Tāhir Khātūnī; and  works by others such as ‘Imād al-Dīn al-Isfahānī, 

Ibn al-Jawzī, and Rāwandī. Unfortunately, much of the wok of these latter writers was 

lost in the destruction caused by the Mongol invasion. 

 

In addition to these works, there were some in verse like the great Seljuk epic [shāh 

nāma] by the poet Ahmad Qāni‘ī the Selçuklular şeh-nāmesi written in 20,000 

couplets by the Khurāsānian Turkish poet Khwāja Dehhānī, and undoubtedly many 

others that have not come down to us.158  Professor A. Bausani has summarized the 

entire Seljuk period very precisely: ‘‘if we realize that in the years from the death of 

Ash‘arī (935) to that of Ghazālī (1111) the entire theological system of Islam found its 

final systematization; that it was also the period when the oldest sAūfī t�arīqas 

(fraternities) were organized, one of the first Muslim theological  universities was 

founded, and the poet Nizāmī lived (1141-1209/13): realizing these facts, we can 

easily see the importance of the Seljuk era. Though not one of the most original, it is 

certainly one of the most formative epochs in the cultural history of Islam’’.159 

 

1.9.2 Literature 

 

1.9.2.1 Literary Development Especially Poetry  

 

As for the literature of Seljuk period, great progress was made in poetry and prose just 

as we have seen in other fields. In the empire period, this was above all to the benefit 

of Persian literature. Thanks to the material and moral support of the Turkish sultans, 

outstanding figures in Iranian literature appeared at that time. They included Lāmi‘ī -i 

Jurjānī, Abū al-Ma‘ālī al-Nahhās, Abū Tāhir Khātūnī, Abī Wardī, and the famous 

satirical poet Ibn al-Habbāriyya. In addition, there were Amīr Mu‘izzī; ‘Umar al-

Khayyām; the renowned poet of odes, Anwarī; Azraqī, who was patronized  by Malik 

Tughan–Shāh; Nizāmī who lived in the country of the Eldigüz atabegs, who 

                                                 
158 The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 621-625. 
159 See Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, p. 283. 
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continued the traditions of the Seljuks; Sa‘dī Shīrāzī, who flourished among the 

atabegs of Fārs; and others.160  

 

Persian had risen to such a high level at the time of the Seljuks that it also had an 

effect on Anatolia. The works that we mentioned above were written in that 

language.161 However, in the struggle that took place in this land, on the one hand 

between Turkish and Arabic, which maintained its position and spread because it was 

the language of the Qur’ān and was the medium of the madrasas, and, on the other, 

between Turkish and Persian, which was cultivated as the literary language, Turkish 

finally triumphed by confining Arabic within the walls of the madrasas and 

displacing Persian as the everyday language. Thus, although the palace circles in 

particular took Iranian names instead of Turkish names, had Shāh-nāmas composed 

and assumed Persian and Arabic titles, the battle among the Arabic, Persian, Turkish 

cultures ended in a victory for the latter.162  

 

Turkish s�ūfī poetry formed another genre of Anatolian Turkish literature. It began 

somewhat earlier under the influence of the religious poems and hymns of Ahmad 

Yasawī and the Turkish poets inspired by him. Ahmad Faqīh, who lived at the time of 

Mawlānā Rūmī and was the author of a s�ūfī ethical work entitled Charkh Nāma; and 

Shayyād Hamza, who followed him, were in the vanguard of this kind of poetry. But 

it can be said that Turkish reached its zenith in this field in the fourteenth centaury 

with the great Turkish poet Yūnus Emre (d. 1320). Yūnus succeeded in speaking and 

writing Turkish with a skill that has been unrivalled by anyone throughout history for 

its ease and simplicity.163 

 

                                                 
160 See Shafaq Ridā Zāda. Tārīkh Adabiyāt Iran, Teheran: Wizārat Farhang, AH1321, pp. 105, 108, 

162, 169, 175, 218;  Jan Rypka,  History of Iranian Literature, pp. 283-302.     
161 According to Arberry ‘‘the twelfth century was the golden age of the panegyric in Persia. It rose to 

its new heights of prosperity in the reign of Alp Arslān, Malik Shāh, Berk Yaruq, and above all 

Sanjar’’. Arberry, A. J. Classical Persian literature, London: George Allen and Unwin, 1958, p.79.   
162 For  details, see  The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5,  pp. 555, 562, 563, 568, 572; The 

Cambridge History of Islam,  vol. 2B, pp. 684-688.   
163 See The Cambridge History of Iran (Seljuk period), ed.  J. A .Boyle. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1968, vol. 5, pp. 602-604.   
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1.9.3 Development of Art and Music 

 

1.9.3.1 Art 

 

It is not possible to list here, one by one, the outstanding examples of architecture, 

miniatures, ceramics, carpets, kilims, inscriptions, calligraphy, gilding, decoration, 

and the like that reveal the craftsmanship and building activity of the Seljuk period 

and that are usually described as masterpieces. Animal designs, which were the 

product of the old steppe art, are found in abundance on the major sections of the 

walls of Diyārbakir, surviving from the reign of Malik Shāh, and one of the works in 

the other Turkmen beyliks.  Moreover, thousands of palaces, public mosques, soup 

kitchens, khāns, public baths, hospitals, s�ūfī lodges [khānqāhs], tombs [türbes], 

mausolea, public fountains [sabīls], caravansaries, fortresses and walls were built 

during the Seljuk era throughout the vast area. All the sources, including the accounts 

of a great many native and foreign travellers from Nāsir Khusraw (d. 1061) until 

recent times, testify to this. The façades, doors, and frames of the windows of 

buildings were adorned with the most beautiful and colourful inscriptions, and inside 

they were embellished with fine décor. The Seljuk period also provides the most 

beautiful examples of Turkish marble stone work, inlay work, and carving.     

 

This can be seen on the bases of domes, which were sometimes covered with Turkish 

tiles, minbers [pulpit], mih�rābs, ablution fountains, doors, window and shutters. In 

order to get a good idea of these works, it suffices to take a look at just Anatolia, 

indeed only the city of Konya.164 The architecture of the madrasas, which spread in 

every direction at the end of the ninth century, acquired a dominant position in the 

Turco-Islamic world as a new Turkish model for the building art. This construction of 

the madrasas mosque, which was a new form of mosque having a large courtyard and 

enclosed within crenulated walls, was developed in Iran and Turkistan. Thus Turkish 

architecture provided the form for the Iranian mosque.165 An important Seljuk 

innovation in dome construction was to secure the dome to the main walls with the 
                                                 

           164  For more detail, see Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 8, pp. 950-970; Rice,Tamara Talbot. The Seljuks in 

Asia Minor, London: Thames and Hudson, 1961, pp.157-187; Dury Carl. J.  Art of Islam, New York: 

H. N. Ibrams, c1970, pp 86-105. 
165  Barbra Brend. Islamic Art, London: British Museum Press, 2001, pp. 70-81. 
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transition zone of ‘‘triangular’’ areas. This form which is called a ‘‘Turkish triangle’’ 

in the history of architecture, appeared in different styles and was further developed 

under the Ottomans.166 

 

The style of calligraphy for the Qur’ānic verses in the Middle Ages also reveals 

Turkish tastes. The architectural style and decoration which began in the Near East 

with the Seljuks was subsequently developed into one of the world’s three original 

forms of architecture (Greek, Roman and Turkish).167 

 

1.9.4 Music   

 

The music of the Seljuk period was based on Oghuz music, which has been described 

as having a close relationship with Uighur Turkish music. Music from the time of the 

Seljuks was collected by the famous music theoretician Safī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Mu’min 

(d. 1294) the author of Kitāb al-Adwār. A great many works have been written on the 

theory of this music, which later developed in three directions Transoxiana, 

Āzarbāījān, and Anatolia and spread to all the areas under Turkish influence.168  

                                                 
166 See The Cambridge History of Islam, vol. 2B, pp. 216-225,  
167  Oleg Graber. Islamic Architecture and its Decoration, London: Faber and Faber 1964, pp. 21-37.  
168  Al-Baghdādī, Safī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Mu’min. Kitāb al-Adwār, Baghdad: Dār al-Thaqāfa wa al-A‘lām, 

1980, pp. 139-144, 158-161.  
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CHAPTER: 2 

 

2. A Short History of Arabic Grammar 

 

A legal scholar once said ‘only169 a prophet is able to have perfect command of the 

Arabic language’. This statement is bound to be true since, as far as we know, no one has 

ever claimed to have mastered this language in its entirety. 

 

In AD 632 the Prophet of Islam, Muhammad (peace be upon him), died in the city of 

Madīna in the Arabian Peninsula. He had founded a community that had adopted the 

religious doctrine of Islam, as it was laid down in the revealed book, the Qur’ān. His 

successors as political leaders of the community, the caliphs, started military expeditions 

into the world outside the Arabian Peninsula; very soon these turned into real campaigns 

that led to the conquest of a large part of the world. Within a few decades Persia, 

Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt and North Africa had become provinces of a new Islamic 

empire.  

 

The Arab armies brought to the inhabitants of the conquered territories not only their 

religion, but to an even larger degree the Arabic language. Until then it had been the 

language of Bedouin tribes roaming the deserts of the Arabian Peninsula, but now it 

became the language of a large empire, in which it functioned as the language of religion, 

culture, and administration. In those countries where Islam had been accepted as the 

majority religion, such as Turkey, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Pakistan, 

the role of Arabic as a religious language and the language of the Qur’ānic revelation is 

still gaining in strength.  

 

                                                 
169  See al-Sāhibī, Abū al-Hasan Ahmad ibn Fāris al-Zakariyyā. Fī fiqh al-lugha wa sunan al-‘arab fī 

kalāmihā, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Mu’ayyad, 1910, p. 18; Ibn Khaldūn also mentions in his Muqaddima, when 

Islam came and the Arabs left Hijāz in order to conquer the empires, they met with non-Arabs and their 

language began to change. See Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddima, vol. 1, p. 500. 
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The introduction of Arabic into the conquered provinces after the death of the prophet 

had profound linguistic effects on the language itself. During the initial stages of the 

conquests, Arabic gradually became the dominant language, which everybody tried to 

learn. Details about the process of arabization and acquisition are unknown, but the result 

of this process was the emergence of a new type of Arabic, a spoken language that 

existed alongside the old language of the Bedouin and the Qur’ān, compared to which it 

had a reduced structure. The coexistence of the two varieties of the language led to a 

diglossia, in which the classical Arabic standard language functioned as the high variety 

(called by the Arabs al-lugha al-fus�h�ā, the eloquent, correct language, and the vernacular 

of the spoken language constituted the low variety called al-lugha al-‘Āmiyya 

(‘‘colloquial language’’) spoken by the ordinary people.170  

 

2.1 Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī and Beginning of Arabic Grammar 

 

It has been suggested that Arabic grammar arose from the need to establish a definitive 

text of the Qur’ān171, and to preserve the language as a whole from the solecisms (lah�n) 

of an ever-increasing number of non-Arabic speaking Muslims. 

 

According to most of the sources, the fourth caliph, ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib (d. 40/661) was 

the first to insist that something be done about the growing number of mistakes in speech 

(other sources mention the governor of the two Iraqs, Ziyād ibn Abīhi). The person 

whose name has become connected with the first efforts to standardise and codify the 

language was Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī (d. 69/688)172, an insignificant poet and sometime 

secretary to the Prophet’s cousin ‘Alī. But other names are also mentioned in this 

                                                 
170  Furayha, Anīs. Nah�w al-‘Arabiyya al-Muyasarra, Bereit: Dār al-Thaqāfa, 1955, pp. 21-25. 

              171  Ibn Jinnī. al-Khas�ā’is, vol. 2, p. 8; Shawqī Dayf, al-Madāris al-Nah�wiyya, p.11; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat 

al-Alibbā’, ed. by Ibrāhīm  al-Sāmarrā’ī. Baghdad: Matba‘at al-Ma‘ārif, 1959, p. 2. 
172 Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 2; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-nah�wiyyīn, pp. 10-17; al-Sayyid, ‘Abd al-Rahmān. 

Madrasat al-Bas�ra al-Nah�wiyya, pp. 51, 52; Abū al-Tayyib, ‘Abd al-Wāhid ibn ‘Alī. Marātib al-

Nah�wiyyīn, ed. Abū al-Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Matba‘at  al-Nahda, 1955,  pp. 6, 7. 
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connection, including Nasr ibn ‘Āsim (d. 89/708)173, and ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Hurums 

(d.117/735).174 Ibn al-Anbārī mentioned the story of the invention of the grammar as:  

 

�U لS� و `Uو�Uد اXghا `wأ �Uإ tsw �lwأ zwد اSWأن ز S£Wت : و روي أ�uaت و أbjاء �� آbfYUد إن ه�ا اXghا Swأ SW

sUا zuUأ zr Sr �Uد إSWز VwS§إ ¨bد و آXghا Xwأ  �w�a ©ب اSآ� �w بbsWس  وSZUا �w «p{W S¬l ®¯U °s±و Xpa بb

�U لS� د ر§ً[ وSWز �§Xa ل�g :³نbmUا zr S¬l أb�Sa ´w br ذا¶a دXghا �wأ ·Wb¸ �pc �sا�   �sma �la zYpUا �fs� و 

��X_ vaر �w br Sfpa ،دXghا �wأ ·Wb¸ �pc q§bUا ´Uأ ذbو� ﴿ �UXgو ر  zlآbºfUا zr يbw ©بكسر إن ا ﴾

                                                                       p175[ما

 

It was narrated that Ziyād Ibn Abīh sent a messenger to Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī to tell 

him that “The increasing number of foreigners has led to the corruption of the pure 

tongue of the Arabs. So, may you put some rules that would both correct their language 

and give the Qur’ān the suitable declension?” Abū al-Aswad declined Ziyād’s request. As 

a result, Ziyād asked someone to sit down the road waiting for Abū al-Aswad to pass and 

recite the following verse mistakenly as follows: “God keeps clear from the unbelievers 

and from His Prophet” (With genitive, instead of “God keeps clear from the unbelievers 

and so does His Prophet”, with nominative). When Abū al-Aswad heard this, he was 

shocked.  

Several stories are told about his reluctance to accept this job. According to some 

historians, he was finally persuaded when his own daughter made a terrible mistake in the 

use of the declensional endings, by confusing the expressions mā ah�sana al-samā’a ‘how 

                                                 
173 See Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 7, 8; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 2; Yāqūt, Ibn ‘Abd Allāh al- Hamawī. Kitāb 

Irshād al-arīb fī Ma‘rifat al-Adīb, London, Luzac: 1923-1930, vol. 7, p. 210; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, 

vol. 2, pp. 313, 314; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn al-Bas�riyyīn, pp.16, 17; al-Sayyid, Madrasat al-Bas�ra 

al-Nah�wiyya, pp. 51, 52.  
174 Al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp.19, 20; Ibn al-Athīr, Tārīkh, vol. 4, p. 224; al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 6. 

7; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 17, 18; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 91. 
175 Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 4. 
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beautiful is the sky? and mā ah�sanu al-samā’i what is the most beautiful thing in the 

sky?176  

 

The invention of grammar is connected with stories about grammatical mistakes, but the 

central role in the foundation of grammar is assigned to the fourth caliph ‘Alī ibn Abī 

Tālib.177 The reason why ‘Alī (may God’s mercy be on him!) founded this science of 

nah�w, is given by Abū al-Aswad in the following story: 

 

S¸ `wأ zwا `pc zlZr¼fUا blrأ �pc °pل د�S�½U )�Zc ©ر±` ا ( °pma ،Vًsر� ¨�W `a ت�§Xa : blrأ SW ه�ا Sr

�aردت أن أ±ZsWS®§ (®¯U v` اch(اSma zlZr¼fUل، إpr�� `i° آ[م اSZUس V^USyfw �ua �� ���§Xa ه�¨ اbfYUاء   

ّ̀ اVs�bU ، وX�}r S¯laب،  Uإ `mUا ®¾ ،�lpc ون�f�sWو ، �lUن إXs§bW Sً¬l  )و qsaو ®gا �pم آ]}UاSr ®gPSa فb\  

�ZsfU ءS§ Sr فbYUوا ،�w ÀTiأ Sr qsoUوا ، �ّfufUا zc SْTiأ   ( `U لS� و :´lUإ vو� Sr �lUإ ÂZ_و XYZUه�ا ا «i178أ 

  

 

I went to see the commander of the believers ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib, (may Allāh be pleased 

with him), and I saw him carrying a manuscript. I asked him what was in his hand, and he 

replied: “I was pondering on Arabic and realized that it had been corrupted due to the 

foreigners. So, I wanted to write something that they could come back to and rely on.” 

Then he gave me the manuscript which said: “language is noun, verb and particle. The 

first gives information about a named object, the second is the information given, and the 

third is what comes for a meaning.” He said to me (’unh�u hādhā al-nah�w) adopt this rule 

and add to it what you find relevant. 

 

This story clearly has an etiological character: it attempts to explain the name of the 

discipline (nah�w) from a verb nah�ā ‘‘take a direction’’ and it traces back to the venerable 

                                                 
176 Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 5 ; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn al-Bas�riyyīn, p. 14; Shawqī Dayf, 

al-Madāris al-Nah�wiyya, p.15; al-Zubaydī, Muhammad ibn al-Hasan. T�abaqāt al-Nah�wiyyīn wa al-

Lughawiyyīn, Cairo: Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1954,  p. 14.   
177 See Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp.5, 6; al-Suyūtī, al-Ashbāh wa al-Naz�ā’ir, vol. 1, pp. 7, 8; al-

Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 13. 
178  Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 2, 3; Ibn al-Nadīm, Muhammad ibn Ishāq. Kitāb al-Fihrist, 

Leipzig: F. C. W. Vogel, 1871-8172,  p. 40.     
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lineage of the fourth caliph ‘Alī, the tripartition of the parts of speech into noun, verb and 

particle, which was introduced in the first book on grammar, Sībawayh’s Kitāb chapter 

one.179 The notation of the short vowels was an altogether more complicated problem. 

During the first century of Islam, when people started to collect and record the fragments 

of the Qur’ānic revelation, the need for a uniform and unambiguous system for the short 

vowels made itself felt. Various grammarians, among them the legendary innovator of 

grammar, Abū al-Aswad, are credited with the introduction of a system of (colored) dots  

above and below  and next to the letters to indicate the three short vowels. The version of 

the tradition that is reported by Ibn al-Anbārī is as follow: 

 

 V^mZUا qs§Sa Sf¯�buف وإذا آbYUا ½iS§ �Uإ V^mZUا qs§Sa S¯�ff± ف و إذاbYUق اXa وا\�ة Ämi�a `�o °Y�a ذا¶a

،zl�^mi Ämi�a VZ� تSآbYUا zr Sً¬l °sTن ا�¶a �pogا `a180  

                                                              

Put one dot above the letter whenever I open my lips, and put a dot next to the letter 

whenever I press my lips, and put a dot beneath the letter whenever I draw them apart and 

put two dots whenever you hear me humming during the pronunciation of vowels. 

In this story, the origin of the dot notation of the three short vowels and the nunation is 

ascribed to Abū al-Aswad, and the names of the vowels fath�a, d�amma, kasra are 

connected with their articulation. A substantial improvement in the system of short –

vowel notation is usually attributed to the first lexicographer of the Arabic language, al-

Khalīl ibn Ahmad al-Farāhīdī (d. 175/791).181 He replaced the system of dots with 

specific shapes for the three short vowels, a small wāw for the vowel u, a small alif for 

the vowel a, and a (part of a) small yā for the vowel i. He also changed the sign for the 

shadda, using a small sīn (short for shadda ‘geminated’) instead. When a single 

consonant was intended, a small khā (short for khafīf ‘light’) could be used. With al-

                                                 
179  See Sībawayh, Kitāb, vol. 1, p. 12. 
180 al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 4, 5; al-Sīrāfī, Abī Sa‘īd al-Hasan ibn ‘Abd Allāh. Akhbār al-

Nah�wiyyīn al-Bas�riyyīn, p. 12; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, pp. 40, 41.  
181 Al-Zubaydī. T�abaqāt, pp. 43-48; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 1, p. 341; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, 

pp. 30-32. 
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khalīl’s reform, the system of Arabic orthography was almost completed and, apart from 

a very few additional signs, it has remained essentially the same ever since.182 

 

Whatever the historical reality of the reports about Abū al-Aswad, it is certain that the 

origin of the grammar was linked by the Arabic sources to the corruption of the Arabic 

language in the first centuries of the Islamic empire. A similar motive for the foundation 

of grammar is mentioned by Ibn Khaldūn in his historical account of the development of 

the science in the Islamic world: grammar became necessary when the new Muslims 

threatened to corrupt the Arabic language by their mistakes. 

 

  V}pfUا ´p� تblÅ� ®ÆsUا اX^US� ول و�Uوا ®rhي ا�Wأ `a نSي آ�Uا ´pfUا ½p^U زSÆYUا اXر�Sa م و]gdء اS§ Sfpa

wأ vfuUوا zlwbÅ�fpU `�Uت اSoUSyfUا zr vfuUا S¯lUإ `mUا Sfw SهbWSÅW Sfr S¯lUإ `mUا Sfw ت�uoa VliSupUت اS}pfUا X

S¯\XZÆU إSl�cSw �lUد اvfuU  و�º` أهq اXpsUم Zr¯® أن �p� �uo´ اV}pfU رأSًg و X^Wل اpÅZla S¯w  �¯sU· ا³bmUن 

XulmW �cاXmUت و اSlp}Uا �T دةb^r V}pfUا ´p�U zliاX� ®¯r]ري آSÆr zr اX^TZ�gSa مX¯ofUا �pc tW�YUوا S¯lpc ن

bÈSg أXiاع اU{[م و XmYpWن اqjr ¨SThSw ¨STh أن اXabr qcSoUع، واXsofUل Zr}Xب، وا��TfUأ Xabrع، ¾® رأوا 

�bllÅ اb\ blÅ�w VUP�UآSت ه�¨ اSfp}Uت XYp^_Saا ��lfu� �pc إbcاSًw و �Vlfu اU�U ½§XfU´ اrSc blÅ�U[  و أSjrل 

  ®¯w V_S� تS\]^_ا S¯pرت آS_ و ´UبذS�}USw Sوه�lma  �pc اXYp^_و ا V_X{yr ®¯U VcSZ_ SهXps§ و 

XYZUا ®psw S¯�lfu�183   

                                                                                                                     

[When Islam came, and they left the Hijāz in order to conquer the empires that were in 

the hands of the nations and states and when they mingled with the non-Arabs, their 

habits started to change as the result of the different ways of speaking they heard from 

those who attempted to learn Arabic, for hearing is the source of linguistic habits. Arabic 

became corrupted by the deviating forms, because they started to get used to what they 

heard. Their scholars began to fear lest the language became completely corrupted and 

people grow accustomed to it, so that the Qur’ān and the Tradition would become 

incomprehensible. Consequently, they deduced rules from their [the Bedouin’s] way of 

speaking that were universally valid, like the universal and rules [of philosophy]. They 

used these rules as a canon for the rest of speech, comparing like with like. They found, 

                                                 
182  Kees, Versteegh. The Arabic Language, pp. 56, 57. 
183 Ibn Khaldūn. Muqaddima, al-Matba‘a al-Adabiyya, Beirut: 1886, vol. 1, p. 500. 
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for instance, that the agent is put in the nominative, the object in the accusative and the 

topic in the nominative. They became aware that the meaning changes with the changes 

in the vowels of these words. As a technical term for this phenomenon they introduced 

the word ‘i‘rāb ‘declension’ and for the element that is responsible for the change the 

word ‘āmil ‘governor’, and so on. All these words became technical terms for them. They 

put them down in writing and made it into a special discipline, which they call ‘ilm al-

nah�w ‘science of grammar.]184   

 

At the beginning of the Islamic period, only two sources of literary Arabic were 

available, the Qur’ān and the pre-Islamic poems.185 After the conquests, when Arabic 

became the language of an empire, there was an urgent need to standardise the language 

for three reasons.  

 

First, the divergence between the language of the Bedouins and the various colloquial 

varieties that emerged became a real threat to communication in the empire. Second, the 

policy of the central government, first in Damascus and later in Baghdad, aimed at the 

control of the subject, not only in economical and religious but also in linguistic 

matters.186 Obviously, if Arabic was to be used as the language of the central 

administration, it had to be standardised. Third, the changed situation called for a rapid 

explanation of the lexicon, which had to be regulated in order to achieve some measure of 

uniformity. The most important prerequisite for the written codification of the language 

was the invention of orthography, or rather the adaption of existing scribal practices of 

the new situation. Then a standardised norm for the language was elaborated, and the 

lexicon was invented and expanded. Subsequently, when these requirements had been 

met, a stylistic standard was developed.187 

                                                 
184 The translation of this paragraph has been borrowed from Kees Versteegh’s book, Landmarks in 

Linguistic Thought, pp. 153,154. 
185 Chejne, The Arabic Language: Its Role in History, p. 34. 
186 Kees, The Arabic Language, pp. 71, 72; Chejne, The Arabic Language: its role in history, pp. 38, 39.   
187 Nicholson partly expresses the situation as follow: If the pride and delight of the Arabs in their noble 

language led them to regard the maintenance of its purity as a national duty, they were generally bound by 

their religious conviction to take measures for ensuring the correct pronunciation and interpretation of that 
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2. 2 Arabic Grammar from Sībawayh to al-Mubarrad  

 

The first grammarian to give an account of the entire language in what was probably the 

first publication in book form in Arabic prose, Sībawayh, was not of Arab stock himself, 

but a Persian from Shīrāz.188 His example set the trend for all subsequent generations of 

grammarians. The grammarians believed that their main task was to provide an 

explanation for every single phenomenon in Arabic, rather than a mere description, or a 

set of precepts on how to speak Arabic correctly. Consequently, they distinguished 

between what was transmitted as occurring in language and what was theoretically 

possible in language. In principle, they accepted everything that was  transmitted from a 

reliable source: in the first place the language of the Qur’ān, which was sacrosanct 

anyway, in the second place everything that had been preserved from pre-Islamic poetry, 

and in the third place testimonies from trustworthy Bedouin informants.    

 

Under the patronage of the ‘Abbasid caliphs Arabic grammar soon acquired a 

pedagogical character it was never to shake off. Classical Arabic having ceased to be a 

mother tongue, the sons of Hārūn al-Rashīd (reigned 170-193/ 786-809), for example, 

                                                                                                                                                 
miracle of ‘Divine Eloquence, the Arabic Qur’ān. See Nicholson, Reynold Alleyne. A Literary History of 

the Arabs, Cambridge: University Press, 1969, p. 342.    
188 All the biographers mention the fact that he left Basra around the year 793 to return to his birth country, 

where he died soon after, probably at the age of forty.  They link his departure to an incident that took place 

at the caliphal court in Baghdad. According to this story Sībawayh  was challenged  by a grammarian from 

Kūfa, al-Kisā’ī (d. 799), to pronounce himself on an abstruse question: if you say in Arabic ‘ I used to think 

that a scorpion’s sting hurts more than that of a hornet, but they were the same’,  do you say  qad kuntu 

az�unnu anna al-‘aqraba ashaddu las‘atan min al-zunbūr fa-idhā  huwa hiya, with both pronounced  in the 

nominative, or fa-idhā huwa iyyāhā, with the second pronoun in the accusative? When Sībawayh declared 

that only the first alternative was correct, some Bedouins who were conveniently  standing at the door but 

had actually been bribed by al-Kisā’ī, were brought in and announced that a true Bedouin would say only 

the second alternative. This humiliation caused Sībawayh, so the story goes, to leave Baghdad for his native 

Persia never to come back. 

See Sībawayh, Kitāb, vol. 1, pp. 17, 18; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 72; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 

41; Mahdī Makhzūmī. Madrasat al-Kūfa wa-manhajuhā fī dirāsat al-lughat wa-al-nahw, Baghdad: Dār al-

Ma‘ārif, 1958, p.111.  
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could not learn it in the cradle and had instead to be taught by royal tutors such as al-

Kisā’ī and Abū Muhammad al-Yazīdī. Al-Yazīdī (d. 202/817)189 was a member of a 

minor dynasty of grammarians and poets who served the ‘Abbasid court for several 

generations, though none of their grammatical works is extant. Al-Kisā’ī (d. 189/805) is a 

much more substantial figure190, one of the seven Qurrā’ ‘‘Readers’’ whose version of 

the Qur’ānic text was accepted as authoritative, and generally acknowledged as the 

leading grammarian of his era until supplanted by his pupil Abū Zakariyyā Yahyā ibn 

Ziyād al-Farrā’ (d. 207/822).191  However, to judge by his one surviving work, a small 

anthology of common formal errors, and by the many quotation in al-Farrā’, it seems that 

al-Kisā’ī was more of a professional pedant than a systematic grammarian of the caliber 

of Sībawayh, standing closer to the primitive Nah�wiyyūn in his achievement.192 

 

Already by the time of al-Farrā’, the emergent pedagogical trend is unmistakable. Al-

Farrā’ himself talks of ‘‘the novice in institutions’’ and subsequent grammarians are even 

more explicit. Al-Akhfash al-Awsat (d. c. 215-21/830-06)193, a pupil of no less than 

Sībawayh,) observes that verses of poetry were sometimes made up with deliberate 

mistakes in them to trap the unwary students, and the same al-Akhfash is also quoted in 

connection with a whole set of syntactical tests which became a regular feature of later 

                                                 
189 Al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 63; Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 53-56; al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī. Tārīkh 

Baghdād, vol. 14, p. 146.  
190 Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 42-48; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 32, 33, 35, 36; al-Qiftī, 

Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, p. 265; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 138-142; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 2, 

pp. 457, 458; Ibn Jazarī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Muhammad. Kitāb Ghāyat al Nihāya fi T�abaqāt al-

Qurrā’, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Sa‘āda, 1935, vol. 1, pp. 535-545; al-Khtīb, Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 11, pp, 403-

415.   
191 Ibn al-Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 65-68; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 143-146; al-Khatīb, Tārīkh 

Baghdād, vol. 14, p. 149.  
192 See al-Makhzūmī. Madrasat al-Bas�ra, pp. 144,145. 
193 Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 91-93; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp.74-76; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, 

vol. 2, p. 36; al-Suyūtī. Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, pp. 590, 591; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn al-

Bas�riyyīn, pp. 38-41; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, Shawqī, al-Madāris al-Nah�wiyya, pp. 94-108. 
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grammar texts.  And we know from Ibn Sahnūn (d. 255/870)194 that by his time there was 

a fully fledged curriculum for grammar and other subjects, complete with text books. 

Competitiveness among the new professionals in search of patronage and prestige is 

especially obvious in the many grammatical debates recorded in the literature of literary 

gatherings.  

 

Al-Farrā’, like his master al-Kisā’ī, came originally from Kūfa and held an official 

position at the ‘Abbāsid court.195 He was one of the first to maintain that the language of 

the Qur’ān is grammatically perfect Arabic, an assertion which conforms gratifyingly 

with the political pretensions of his employers and also reflects the growing identification 

of grammar with the institution of Islam. Certainly al-Farrā’ was an expert in this field: 

his Ma‘ānī al-Qur’ān, an important source for Muhammad ibn Jarīr al-Tabarī, is a 

grammatical commentary on the Qur’ān  which reveals a scholarly capacity as profound 

as that of Sībawayh,  if not quite so developed. 

 

Between the death of al-Farrā’ in 207/822 and the arrival in Baghdad of al-Mubarrad in 

247/861, there must have been considerable progress in grammatical science, although 

there is little direct evidence, since most of al-Mubarrad’s teachers were eclipsed by him, 

and their works, if any, do not survive. An exception is Abū ‘Uthmān Bakr ibn 

Muhammad al-Māzinī (d. 249/863)196, whose Kitāb al-Tas�rīf has been preserved with a 

commentary by Ibn Jinnī.  

 

                                                 
194 Ibn Shuhba, T�abaqāt al-Nuh�āt, p. 167; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 76; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 

2, p. 180; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol.10, p .169; al-Nubāhī,  ‘Alī ibn ‘Abd Allāh. Tārīkh Qud�āt al-

Andalus: aw al-Marqaba al-‘ulyā fī man yastah�iqq al-qad�ā’ wa al-futyā, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-

‘Ilmiyya,1995, p.13; al-Khushanī, Muhammad ibn al-Hārith. Qud�āt Qurt�aba wa ‘Ulamā’ Afrīqa, Baghdad: 

Maktabat al-Khānjī, 1953.  p. 18.  
195 Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Abbasid Belles Lettres), p.124; al-Makhzūmī. Madrasat al-

Kūfa, pp. 143-146.  
196 Al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 92-100; al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 124-129; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-

Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 57-65; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 1, p. 246; al-Khatīb, Tāriīkh Baghdād, vol. 7, p. 93; 

Ibn Kathīr.  Tāriīk ibn al-Kathīr, vol. 10, p. 352.  
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Al-Māzinī’s grammatical output has been described as modest, and his pre-eminence in 

morphology probably reflects a hardening separation of nah�w, ‘‘grammar in general’’, 

into nah�w, ‘’ syntax in particular’’, and sAarf ‘‘morphology’’, as professional scholars 

became increasingly specialized. Al-Māzinī’s pupil Abū al-‘Abbās ibn Yazīd al-

Mubarrad (d. 285/898)197 is without doubt the most significant grammarian of the third 

/ninth centaury. He is best known as the author of al-Kāmil, a thesaurus of traditional 

Arabic rhetoric with an erudite literary, historical and linguistic commentary, but his 

accomplishment as a grammarian is most conspicuous in his al-Muqtad�ab. This is a 

large-scale revision and paraphrase of Sībawayh’s Kitāb, differing from the latter, 

however, in displaying an unprecedented degree of self-conscious pedagogy and 

authoritarianism. Whole chapters are given over to exercises and tests; the essential 

terms, h�asan, qabīh�, mustaqīm and muh�āl, which validated Sībawayh’s descriptions of 

normal Arabic, have been largely abandoned in favor of the peremptory yajūz, ‘‘it is 

allowed’’, and lā yajūz, ‘‘it is not allowed’’, and a number of new technical terms make 

their appearance, perhaps for the first time. Of these, jumla, ‘‘sentence’’, fā’ida, 

‘‘information’’, and the statement that a predicate (khabar) is that which can be said to be 

true or false, must be direct borrowing from logic, and are all the more striking because 

of their total absence in Sībawayh. This twofold development, pedagogical and 

philosophical, which altered the nature of grammar during the third/ ninth century, stands 

out clearly in the al-Muqtad�ab. 

 

2.3 Basrans and Kūfans and their Role in Grammar 

 

Soon after the foundation of Baghdad in 145/762, the cities of Basra and Kūfa were thrust 

into the background by the cultural prestige of the new imperial capital. In the resulting 

competition between grammarians at the Baghdad court, two rival ‘‘schools’’ evolved, 

labelled ‘‘Basran’’ and ‘‘Kūfan’’.198 At first the antipathy was purely personal: in the 

                                                 
197 For further detail see al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp.148-160; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 108-120; al-

Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-nah�wiyyīn, pp, 53-56; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 241; al-Khatīb, Tārīkh Baghdād, 

vol. 3,  p. 380; Ibn Athīr,  Tārīkh ibn al-Athīr, vol. 6, p. 91. 
198 For more detail see Makhzūmī, Madrasat al-Kūfa wa manhajuhā, pp. 63-74. 
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earliest phase, for example, al-Yazīdī merely declaimed abusive poetry against his rival 

al-Kisā’ī even though both were born in Kūfa199, but under the malevolent prompting of 

al-Mubarrad and his arch-enemy Tha‘lab (d. 291/204)200, the hostility quickly developed 

into an irreconcilable methodological polarization. As the animosity between the two 

factions intensified, their origins were artificially projected back to the grammarians of 

the second/eighth century, principally Sībawayh in Basra and al-Farrā’ in Kufa, between 

whom there certainly were superficial terminological differences, though no conscious or 

systematic opposition existed at the time. This only surfaced posthumously, as is proved 

by the complaint of one of al-Farrā’’s pupils that words he could not recognize were 

being put into his mouth. From then on the two schools generated a large quantity of 

polemical literature, often in the form of grammatical disputes, one collection of which is 

attributed to Tha‘lab himself.  

 

The substantive differences between the Basrans and Kufans are impossible to state 

precisely, since allegiance to the distinctive doctrines of either is hopelessly inconsistent; 

some grammarians, such as Ibn Kaysān (d. 299/912)201 are even credited with belonging 

to both, and later a so-called ‘‘Baghdad’’ or ‘‘mixed’’ school is said to have evolved.202 

Though the two ‘‘schools’’ may best be interpreted simply as the embodiment of two 

opposing attitudes to language, the Basrans represented the ideal of reducing Arabic to 

the least  number of rules, while the Kufans were prepared to admit any number of 

anomalies into their system.  

                                                 
199 Examples of this abusive poetry can be seen in Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 55, 56; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 

63;  al-Sīrāfī also mentioned some verses of this poetry as  

`p��W P ·YUب اS{W �w            Sr Êٍmi `a qfsW ®¯p}a 

qogأ �Uإ XYZUا `a نX�bW              �cSlو أ `ÈSu}Uإن أ 

Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 32-36.  
200 See al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 28, 34, 40, 43, 68, 77; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 155-168; al-

Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 1, p. 138; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 5, p. 204.   
201 For his life history detail see Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 1, p. 335; Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 62; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-

Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 57; Tārīkh ibn al-Athīr, vol. 6,  p. 140.  
202  According to Shawqī Dayf, Ibn Jinnī and Ibn Kaysān were the main pillars of this new School, see al-

Madāris al-Nah�wiyya, pp. 245-255.  
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The internal conflict among the professional grammarians was sparked off by the 

question of authority. They had learned from the logicians that rules depend for their 

validity on the data from which they are inductively derived and that only a closed corpus 

could guarantee that these rules could never be overturned by new data. To their credit, 

everyone was well aware of this: the controversy, which would result in the famous 

division into ‘Basran’ (closed corpus) and ‘Kufan’ (open corpus) grammatical schools, 

named after the two leading cultural centers before the foundation of Baghdad, was long 

and acrimonious, but grammarians never lost sight of the fact that grammatical science 

must draw its authority objectively from its logical structure and not, as had formerly 

been the case, subjectively from the personal prestige and strength of character of its 

leading practitioners.203  

 

It was inevitable that the Basrans would prevail, as their attitude was in harmony with 

parallel developments among theologians and jurists, who responded to the same problem 

with the well-known ‘closing of the gate of ijtihād’ , deliberately restricting the corpus of 

religious texts from which they could derive the law by the exercise of their personal 

reasoning (ijtihād).  The Basran’s way of closing the linguistic corpus was effectively to 

define it as the contents of Sībawayh’s Kitāb, to which hardly anything had been or ever 

would be added: as a result they could claim, as did the lawyers, that the proper use of 

analogical reasoning applied to a well-defined and authoritative text could provide 

answers to all linguistic or juridical questions. This left the Kufans on the outside as 

nonconformists, and they never afterward played a significant role, although it is also true 

that allegiance to one or another school (there was also a ‘Baghdad’ school204 and 

perhaps others) was seldom crucial and often very inconsistent.205  

 

2.4 The Evolution of a General Theory     

                                                 
203  For more detail see G. Bohas, J-P. Guillaume. The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, pp. 6-8.  
204  For more than a century the city of Baghdad was torn between the two schools, and only later 

succeeded in establishing its own eclectic school which borrowed freely from the resources of the other 

two. See Shawqī, al-Madāris al-Nah�wiyya, pp. 245-255.  
205Al-Makhzūmī, Madrasat al-Kūfa wa manhajuhā, pp. 358-368; Kees, Arabic Grammar and Qur’ānic 

Exegesis in Early Islam, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1993, pp.194, 198.  
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By the 3rd /9th century, Sībawayh’s type of grammar was under review, indeed threatened, 

from two sides. Among the grammarians there was a growing tension between those who 

regarded Sībawayh’s data as more or less exhaustive and those who believed that more 

data could always come to light. And from outside the grammatical community came the 

challenge from the logicians that they were better qualified than the grammarians to 

control the Arabic language and with it the Islamic ideology.  

 

These issues were connected, as they stemmed from the realization that every science, 

such had grammar now became, requires a sound theoretical basis. This had not been a 

problem for Sībawayh because he simply transferred the ethico-legal reasoning of his day 

from the regulation of human behavior to linguistic behavior, but not long after his death 

the (re) translation of a number of Greek works forced the Arabs to take a position on the 

nature of the Islamic sciences, especially those dealing with theology, law and language. 

 

At the same time as the grammarians and others were dealing with the need to close the 

corpus, far more complex issues were being raised both internally, in court circles and 

from philosophers and logicians who publicly challenged the grammarian’s authority. In 

the end, the grammarians were forced literally to organize their methodology according 

to the logical principles.206 

 

In the following century, the rivalry between grammarians and logicians created a small 

literary genre recording their hostile confrontations. The most famous is the battle of 

words between Abū Sa‘īd al-Sīrāfī (d. 368/979)207 and the Christian Abū Bishr Mattā ibn 

Yūnus (d. 328/940)208, which took place in the presence of the wazīr Ibn al-Furāt in 

320/932.  The symbolism of the debate is at least as important as its content, which must 

                                                 
206 For further detail see al-Ba‘albakī, Ramzī. The Early Islamic Grammatical Tradition, Aldershot: 

Ashgate, 2006, pp. 27-35 
207 See his life history in  Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 211-213; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 1, p. 313; al-

Khatīb, Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 7, p. 241; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 129, 130; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol.  

2, p. 390; Ibn al-Athīr, Tārīkh, vol. 7, p. 97.    
208 See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 4, pp. 119,120. 
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here be reduced to a single issue, namely al-Sīrāfī’s refutation of Abū Bishr’s claim that 

Arabic is only a particular instance of a universal logical code. This was an argument he 

was bound to lose. As a Christian and the leading Aristotelian scholar of the day, Abū 

Bishr represented a double threat to Islam, as the sources of both his faith and his 

reasoning were non-Arab, in a period when the identification of Islam with the Arabs was 

at its peak. Not surprisingly, al-Sīrāfī tried to disqualify him from putting his case at all 

by declaring that he did not speak Arabic well enough, a not uncommon debating trick in 

such circles. 

 

 The central statement of the entire discussion comes when Sīrāfī rises to the challenge by 

turning it completely around: ‘Grammar is logic, but isolated from the Arabic language, 

and logic is grammar, but understood within language. The only difference between 

expression and meaning is that the expression is natural, whereas the meaning is 

rational’.209   

 

On the positive side, there is no doubt that the conflict between grammarians and 

logicians, like that between Basrans and Kūfans, resulted in radical changes in grammar 

as a science. While the grammarians eventually agreed to differ on the fundamental issue 

of induction from a closed corpus, the logicians taught them a great deal about categories 

and methods.  

 

It will suffice to mention two kinds of innovation that came about during this phase. First, 

the gaps in Sībawayh’s terminology were filled, partly, perhaps, for pedagogical reasons 

but also because the imported definitions of the sciences presumed that their vocabulary 

was exhaustive. So we find tamyīz ‘specifying element’ for structures such as ashaddu 

h�umratan ‘redder’, lit. ‘more intense as to redness’; lā li- nafī al-jins for ‘categorical 

negative lā’; af‘āl al-qulūb ‘verbs of the heart’ for mental  verbs; and other neologisms 

for items that Sībawayh never bothered to name, although they are all dealt with in the 

                                                 
209 For further detail sees Abū Hayyān al-Tawhīdī. Kitāb al-Imtā’ wa al-Mu’ānasa, ed. Ahmad Amīn and 

Ahmad al-Zayn. Cairo: Lajnat al-Ta’līf wa al-Tarjama wa al-Nashr, 1939, vol. 1, pp. 108-128. 
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Kitāb. Several abstract nouns were coined for the same reasons, fi‘liyya ‘verbality’ for the 

quality of being a verb, z�arfiyya for the quality of being a z�arf ‘adverbial complement’, 

etc. 

 

Second, there was a complete revision of the concept of communication. For Sībawayh, 

the purpose of language was essentially ethical and pragmatic, namely, for the speaker to 

satisfy the listener’s expectations by accurately conveying the speaker’s intention (murād 

‘what is meant’), and it was linguistically irrelevant whether the utterances were true or 

false and even less so that they should be structurally complete or free of formal defects. 

For the grammarians of the 4th/10th century (perhaps even earlier, though less 

systematically), the unit of discourse was no longer kalām ‘talking’ but the jumla 

‘sentence’, with a minimum of a subject and a predicate, and which, to qualify as a 

‘sentence’ at all, had to be falsifiable, like a logical proposition.210 And the pragmatic 

criterion of satisfying the listener’s expectations was replaced by the semantic 

prerequisite that the sentence/proposition should deliver fā’ida ‘information’. 

 

The origin of this new sense of jumla is obscure. Although it is common in all periods in 

the meaning of ‘aggregate, general summary, totality’, it entered the grammatical 

vocabulary only hesitantly in the meaning of ‘sentence’ in the early 3rd/9th century, and 

kalām remained in use alongside it for a long time until it eventually yielded to jumla. 

After this, kalām preserved only the overarching meaning of undifferentiated speech, 

with jumla covering all the subtypes of utterance we call sentences and clauses. 

Methodologically, there was also a total rethinking because grammar now had to conform 

to universal scientific principles. Hitherto, it had been taken for granted that language 

was a rational phenomenon because it is an activity of rational beings, which made it 

possible to infer linguistic rules directly from the behavior of speakers. But Ibn al-Sarrāj 

(d. 316/929)211 introduced the fine distinction between the principles (us�ūl) that a speaker 

applies to produce correct utterances and those a grammarian uses to account for the 

                                                 
210 For further detail see Ibn Jinnī, al-Khas�ā’is, vol. 1, pp. 4-31. 
211 For his life history see al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 122-125; al-Sīrāfī, Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn, pp. 53-55; al-

Anbārī. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 170, 171; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 145.  
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correctness of an utterance. The former are prescriptive, pedagogical, and deductive, 

while the latter are inductive and ensure that the science of grammar itself is rational. 

These us�ūl were the outcome of discussions of grammatical causes (‘illa, pl. ‘ilal).212 

 

2.5 The Assimilation of Grammar and Law 

 

At the same time as Ibn Sarrāj was writing on the principles of grammar (us�ūl al-nah�w), 

his contemporaries in the legal sciences were occupied with a similar task, which came to 

fruition in works on the us�ūl al-fiqh ‘principles of jurisprudence’. What these disciplines 

had in common is that both depended on the interpretation of a textual corpus to derive 

rules for human behavior. They differed, of course, in the nature of their corpus, the 

corpus of the law being divine inspired while that of the language was Bedouin speech 

(the Qur’ān could not be the sole primary source of the data for the grammarians). But it 

is not an exaggeration to say, indeed it was said by the Arabs themselves, that correct 

grammar (nah�w) was a subset of the orthodox practice (sunna) of the good Muslim.  Nor 

is it a coincidence that nah�w and sunna are synonymous, both meaning ‘way’, none other 

than the s�irāt  mustaqīm ‘straight path’ that Muslims are enjoined to follow in the opening 

verses of the Qur’ān. 

 

This common preoccupation of grammar and law is explicit from the third/ninth century 

onwards: from Tha‘lab’s observation that ‘language is determined by the sunna, not the 

sunna by language’213, we may deduce that grammar was beginning to be aware of its 

place in the Islamic scheme. Al-Zajjājī214 notes in his Kitāb al-Lāmāt  that certain words 

                                                 
212 Ibn Jinnī stresses that he is only concerned with those‘illas that are provided by the most skilful and 

meticulous grammarians, rather than those that are provided by weak and unworthy practitioners of the 

science of grammar. Operating within this framework, he further says that ta‘līl in grammar is neither 

theological nor juridical in character, but that it is on the whole closer to ta‘līl in theology than it is to ta‘līl 

in jurisprudence. See al-Khas�ā’is, vol. 1, pp. 46, 47.  
213   VZّuUا �pc `£�m� P VÅpUوا ،VÅpUا �pc `{�m� VZuUا  .  See al-Tha‘lab, Ahmad ibn Yahyā. Majālis Tha‘lab,  Cairo: 

Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1948-1949, vol. 1, p. 216.  
214 see al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, p. 160; al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 211; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, 

p. 129.  
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have acquired under Islam a meaning and status they did not have before, for example, 

mu’min, formerly ‘believer in anything’, then ‘believer in Islam’. He calls these terms 

s�ifāt shar‘iyya; legal epithets’215. This shared character led to a kind of symbiosis 

between law and grammar, and increasingly there was a professional overlap in the two 

disciplines, so that a scholar might function as a judge and write grammatical works as 

well.  

 

The relationship was not always amicable. Ahmad ibn Fāris (d. 395/1004)216 was very 

critical of the linguistic inadequacies of his legal brethren in his treatise Kitāb al-S�āh�ibī fī 

fiqh al-lugha wa sunan al-‘Arab fī kalāmihim. He makes a strong plea for great 

competence in Arabic among the jurists, from which we may infer that in his time some 

of them did not live up to that standard.  

 

Full integration of grammar and law, both in goals and methods, is argued explicitly by 

Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 577/1181) in his Luma‘ al-Adilla fī us�ūl al-nah�w ‘illuminating flashes 

on the evidences for the principles of grammar’, which sets out to demonstrate that the 

value of linguistic and legal evidence and the interpretation of the data are identical in 

both disciplines. There is no better indication of this relationship than the term shāhid 

‘legal [eye] witness’, which also stood for ‘item of linguistic testimony’ centuries before 

Ibn al-Anbārī. So close, in fact, are the two sciences that it is even possible to discern a 

correlation between the scholar’s legal affiliation and his grammatical preferences.  

 

For two centuries at least grammar had a somewhat experimental appearance. During this 

time grammar took from logic the criteria of truth and falsehood in defining sentences, 

the classification of sentence types according to meaning, the arrangement of elements in 

hierarchies and an increasing number of abstract terms. There were further borrowings 

from law (the concept of istih�sān, defined as ‘a rational method for the determination of 

decisions when conflicting principles compete for consideration’), and the tendency to 

                                                 
215 See al-Zajjājī, ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Ishāq. Kitāb al-Lāmāt, ed. Māzin al-Mubārak. Damascus: al-

Matba‘a al-Hāshimīyya, 1969, pp. 22, 23.  
216 Al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 184; al-Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p. 309.  
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adduce sayings of the Prophet (h�adīth) imposing correct Arabic as a religious obligation 

is a clear symptom of the gradual integration of grammar with the sunna, the orthodox 

way of life.217  

 

2.6 The Search for Form 

 

According to Carter, ‘the grammarians of the fifth/eleventh century give the importation 

of having ‘run out of breath’218, their aim was much more ambitious: since language is 

part of God’s creation and since Arabic was the language selected by God for his final 

revelation to human kind, it was bound to be perfect language without deviations or 

exceptions. Every single part of the Arabic language must exhibit this perfection and it 

was the self-appointed task of the grammarians to show in the tiniest detail of the 

linguistic structure that this was indeed a system in which every element was in its place, 

in which every phenomenon was explicable. The scholars of this period deserve credit for 

ingenuity in two areas at least. One of these is commentary.219 It is obvious that full-scale 

commentary, super-commentary, gloss and super-gloss could not flourish until there were 

enough basic texts (mutūn), to support such an activity. In the sixth/twelfth century the 

most valuable work was produced by the great scholars. These prominent figures are al-

Zamakhsharī, Ibn al-Hājib, Ibn Mālik and Ibn Hishām. All of them wrote a variety of 

works which show a clear stratification into levels of difficulty from the juvenile to the 

adult, and they would sometime produce elementary and advanced versions of the same 

text. Likewise a sharp separation is now discernible between the various purposes of each 

work, whether pedagogical, theoretical or polemical. 

 

Abū al-Qāsim Mahmūd ibn ‘Umar al-Zamakhsharī (d. 539/1143)220  is an author whose 

writings have found particular favor in East and West alike, possibly because his 

                                                 
217  See Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (‘Abbasid Belles Lettres) pp. 130,131  
218  The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Religious Learning and Science in the Abbasid Period), p. 

132.  
219   For more detail see Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (‘Abbasid Belles Lettres) pp. 312,133.  
220 Al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 274-276; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 265; Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-

Jinān, vol. 3, p. 269; Ibn Athīr, Tārīkh. vol. 9, p. 08.  
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arrangement of material is sympathetic to the western notion of orderliness. A polymath 

with Mu‘tazilite leanings, he was nevertheless a loyal Arabophone in spite of his 

Khwarazmian provenance, and scorns the Persophile partisans of the Shu‘ūbiyya in the 

preface to the justly famous al-Mufas�s�al. In it he disposes the material under four 

headings: nouns, verbs, particles and the phonological process common to all three. The 

morphology of verbs is included in their respective chapters, so that the Mufas�s�al 

comprises all the essential contents of Sībawayh’s Kitāb. As the name of the work 

implies, the topics are subdivided into fus�ūl (sections), which al-Zamakhsharī has chosen 

with such care and linked so well that they provided a natural framework for what is 

probably the most massive Arabic grammar of all time. Testimony to the importance of 

the Mufas�s�al is the number of commentaries it generated, among which that of Ibn Ya‘īsh 

(d. 643/1245)221 is the best known.  As was the fashion, al-Zamakhsharī wrote his own 

commentary on the Mufas�s�al, as well as a starkly abridged version, presumably for 

children, under the name of al-Unmūdhaj. About al-Zamakhsharī’s grammatical opinions 

there is not much to say: this was not an era for innovation or renewed speculation about 

matters already resolved by centuries of debate. While he does give space to ‘Kufan’ 

views, he is clearly a ‘Basran’ by allegiance.  

 

The next outstanding master grammarian, Ibn al-Hājib (d. 646/1249)222, active in 

Damascus though born and educated in Egypt, was wholly dedicated to philology, unlike 

most of his colleagues who usually had other livelihoods. One of his numerous works, al-

Kāfiyya (‘the adequate’), a concise elementary syntax (morphology is dealt with in a 

sister work entitled al-Shāfiyya, (‘‘The Satisfier’’), became more popular than any other 

of its kind of work except the Ājurrūmiyya by Ibn Ājurrūm (d. 723/1323);223 this  is an 

                                                 
221 See Habashī, Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad, Mas�ādir al-Fikr al-Islāmī al-Arabī fī al-Yaman, San‘ā’: 

Markaz al-Dirāsāt al-Yamaniyya, 1997, p.19; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 288; 

Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 275,276; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, p. 106.  
222 Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 7, p. 318; al-A‘lām, vol. 5, p. 223; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, p. 70;  al-Dhahabī, 

Tadhkirat al-H�uffāz, vol. 4, p. 238; Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 134, 135.  
223  For his life history detail see Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p. 215; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām,  vol. 

7, p. 263; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp. 25, 26; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 

145; Brockelmann, G: 2,  p. 308, S: 2, p.  332; al-Suyūtī, Bughya al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 238, 239.  
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achievement in its own right, and the huge nexus of commentary and supercommentary 

which developed out of the Kāfiyya confirms that Ibn al-Hājib fully deserves his place 

among the great masters.  Notable among the commentaries is that of al-Astarābādī (d. 

686/1288)224, Sharh� Kāfiyyat Ibn al-H�ājib, a profound but neglected work by an author 

about whom almost nothing is known. 

 

 Ibn al-Hājib’s place as the leading grammarian of the age was soon taken by Jamāl al-

Dīn Muhammad ibn Mālik (d. 672/1274)225, an Andalusian by birth who travelled East to 

study under Ibn Ya‘īsh in Aleppo and eventually settled in Damascus. Like Ibn al-Hājib, 

his greatness lies not in scientific innovation but in pedagogical technique.  

 

Ibn Mālik’s Alfiyya is a fairly advanced textbook embracing consecutively syntax, 

morphology and phonology, thus recombining the topics which had been separated in Ibn 

al-Hājib‘s Kāfiyya and Shāfiyya.  The arrangement is into convenient stanza-like units of 

about forty lines for ease of memorization.  

 

 A far more challenging work than the Alfiyya is Ibn Mālik’s whimsically titled Tashīl al-

fawā’id (‘Simplification of the Facts’), a prose text in which he displays the highest 

degree of abstraction, leaving no doubt that he was an extremely accomplished 

grammarian as well as a facile versifier. Surprisingly at this late stage the grammatical 

system was still capable of minor improvements, and several of these are associated with 

Ibn Mālik.  He is said to have coined the term al-nā’ib ‘an al-fā‘il, ‘the substitute’ for the 

agent of the passive verb. The acceptance of the hadīth as linguistic evidence on an equal 

footing with the Qur’ān is said to be another of Ibn Mālik’s innovations, though in fact 

they are commonly cited by grammarians as far back as Sībawayh himself.  

 

                                                 
224 Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 9, p. 183; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 317; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-

Sa‘āda, vol.1, p. 147; al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī,  Khazānat al-Adab, vol. 1, p. 12; al-‘Āmilī, Muhsin al-

Husaynī. A‘yān al-Shī‘a, Damascus: Dār al-Taraqqī, 1936, vol.  44, pp. 12-16.    
225  For his life history detail see Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 10, p. 234; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 7, 

p. 111; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 140.  
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The fourth great master, Jamāl al-Dīn ‘Abd Allāh ibn Yūsuf ibn Hishām (d. 761/1360)226 

enjoys the reputation of being an even better grammarian than Sībawayh, which amounts 

to saying that Ibn Hishām’s practical grammar was felt to be more applicable to the needs 

of Islam than Sībawayh’s pedagogically unusable Kitāb. He was indeed an effective 

compiler of instructional manuals which are clear, precise and interesting, such as his 

Qat�r al-Nadā (‘the dewdrop’: intermediate level) and al-I‘rāb ‘an al-I‘rāb (‘Expressing 

Desinential Inflection’: juvenile). In his Mughnī al-labīb (‘All the Intelligent Man 

Needs’), he attempts something new and valuable, namely an alphabetical list of the most 

important words in Arabic (mainly particles) with an analysis of their semantics, which 

would repay a deeper study. These four are far from being the only prominent 

grammarians of this period, but space permits only a brief mention of some of the lesser 

lights. Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 577/1181)227 deserves attention for his practical interest in the 

historical and theoretical aspects of his profession. His Nuzhat al-Alibbā’ contains 

biographies of the grammarians from the beginnings to his own day, and in al-Ins�āf fī 

masā’il al-Khilāf he conscientiously reports in detail the grammatical disputes between 

the Basrans and Kufans. His Asrār al-‘Arabiyya is an exposition of the reasons for 

grammatical phenomena presented dialectically, while Luma‘ al-Adilla analyses from a 

strictly legal perspective the nature of linguistic evidence, its transmission, the rules of 

inference and grammatical causality, claiming to be the first to deal with these topics in 

such a way. 

 

 

2.7 Emergence of Madrasas and Beginning of Pedagogical Grammar 

 

                                                 
226 Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 143;  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 6,  p. 163; al-Zirkilī, 

al-A‘lām, vol. 4,  p. 29; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda,  vol. 1,  p. 159;  Taghrī Birdī, al-Nujūm al-Z�āhira, 

vol. 10, p. 336.  
227 For his life history, see al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, pp. 181-188; al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, p. 171; al-

Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 7, pp. 226, 227; al-Nujūm al-Z�āhira, vol. 3, p. 269; al-Khatīb, Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 

3, p. 181; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p. 182; Ibn Abī Ya‘lā, Muhammad ibn Muhammad. 

T�abaqāt al-H�anābila, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Sunna al-Muhammadiyya, 1952, vol. 2, p. 69        
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The short pedagogical grammars which appeared in the fourth/ tenth century were just 

what were needed. Eventually it became a regular practice for grammarians to provide 

commentaries themselves on their own original works. Ibn al-Anbārī wrote in a time of 

two great changes in Islamic civilization, one architectural, the other intellectual. 

Sometime in the late 4th/10th century the first dedicated educational buildings began to 

appear. Previously, teaching had been done in the mosque or the scholar’s home, but 

although both continued to be used, the desire for specialized accommodation led to the 

establishment of the madrasa.   

 

During this period numerous madrasas were built in the Muslim world and especially by 

the Seljuk rulers, their ministers, and some other wealthy men of the state. Nāsir i-

Khusrau related that a madrasa was being built in Shawwāl 437/1046 by order of Tughril 

Beg in Nīshāpūr; Chaghrī Beg Da’wūd founded a madrasa in Marw; Alp-Arslān in 

Baghdad; Muhammad ibn Malik Shāh in Isfahān, and Tughril ibn Muhammad  in 

Hamadān. The most famous madrasas, however were those founded by Nizām al-Mulk, 

and they were known as Nizāmiyya. The best known was in Baghdad, which was opened 

in Dhū al-Qa‘da 459/1067.228 There were also Nizāmiyya in Nīshāpūr, in Āmul, Mosul, 

Herāt, Damascus, Jazīrat Ibn ‘Umar, Balkh, Ghazna, Marw, and Basra.229 Similar 

religious institutes were built in the fourth/ tenth century: al-Azhar in Cairo and some 

others in different parts of the world. Maqrīzī gives a list, incomplete, of 75 in Cairo 

though some of them were closed or moribund in his day; Damascus had 51 for Hanafīs 

alone. Aleppo is a good example of the rapid development: 

 

 

 

550/1155 6   colleges     4  Shāfi‘ī 2  Hanafī 1  Mālikī 1  Hanbalī   

 

                                                 
228  The building was begun in Dhū al-Hijja 457/1065. Turtūshī in the Sirāj al-Mulūk relates the story of its 

construction and the embezzlement of part of the funds allocated to this. See Turtūshī, Abū Bakr 

Muhmmad  ibn al-Walīd. Sirāj al-Mulūk, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Mahmūdiyya, 1935,  pp. 239, 240. 
229 The Cambridge History of Iran, pp. 215,216; Turtūshī, Sirāj al-Mulūk, p. 238.  
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600/1204 17  8  9   

658/1260 44 21 23   

 

Many of the madrasas were founded for the following of a particular rite; sometimes for 

a particular scholar. A distribution across schools is shown above.230        

 

The main purpose of these madrasas was to train jurists in the various schools of law, but 

the syllabus was quite broad, and there were professional chairs, student stipends, 

libraries, and lodgings. Since it was a pious act to endow a madrasa, madrasas were soon 

found in every major town, often several, although, curiously, they never flourished in al-

Andalus, where teaching remained in the mosques.231 

 

It is impossible here to do justice to the complexity of the process by which grammatical 

theory developed to its scholastic maturity. It was a vast communal exercise in which all 

the Islamic sciences consolidated their place in the educational system, each with its own 

definition, method, and technical vocabulary. This could not be accomplished until the 

sciences had become self-conscious enough to assert their own autonomy in the pivotal 

4th/10th century. The Miftāh� al-‘Ulūm ‘‘keys of the sciences’’ of al-Khwārazmī (written 

between 377/987 and 387/997) documents the advanced state of organized knowledge in 

this crucial stage.  Here we can agree with Ibn Khaldūn about the corruption of the 

language arising from the conversion to Islam of more and more non-Arabs;232 it forced 

the grammarians to promote a standard Arabic grammar in order to maintain both the 

Islamic religion and the Muslim state. The need for Arabic instruction led to the 

emergence of a professional class of Arabic teachers, with all the attendant rivalries and 

power struggles abundantly recorded in biographical literature. 

 

                                                 
230 Maqrīzī gives detail of madrasas; see Maqrīzī, Ahamad ibn ‘Alī ibn ‘Abd al-Qādir. Kitāb al-Mawā‘iz 

wa al-I‘tibār bi-dhikr al-Khit�at� wa Āthār, Cairo: Matba‘a al-Nīl, 1326, pp. 191-262; Tritton, A.S. Materials 

on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages, London, Luzac: 1957, pp. 100,101.       
231 Al-Subkī, T�abaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya al-Kubrā,  vol. 3, pp. 135-141; Jurjī Zaydān, Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-

Islāmī, vol. 3, pp. 22-225; The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 216, 217.   
232 Ibn Khaldūn. Muqaddima, vol. 1, p. 500.  
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2.8 Pedagogical Grammar as a Genre 

 

The above mentioned reasons forced the grammarians to take up this need as a challenge. 

As a result the writing of grammar was, in this period, brought to a hitherto unknown 

degree of formal perfection. Scholasticism was a response to the pressure for knowledge 

to be packaged for the curriculum, requiring not only a sound theoretical basis, which had 

been largely worked out in the 4th /10th century, but also a style of presentation suitable 

for class room teaching at different levels.  Authors of epitomes were at great pains to 

find the most exact and precise wording for definitions and general rules, making implicit 

provisos for every possible objection or counterexample, while taking care to avoid 

redundancy, which would immediately attract criticism. Commentators analysed these 

formulations in the most careful way, showing how they covered all relevant data and 

only relevant data, or else pointed to their inconsistencies and /or redundancies. At every 

step of the reasoning, all conceivable objections were thoroughly and seriously discussed, 

even those which seem to us most naive or irrelevant. On the other hand, many important 

data and/ or discussions were only referred to through brief allusions, as the author took 

for granted that the reader was already familiar with them. 

 

The treatises written in this period can be considered, in a way, as the most representative 

expressions of the tradition or in other words it was a new genre of the Arabic grammar.  

Already within decades of Sībawayh’s death there are signs of pedagogical activity, and 

the earliest anecdotal evidence of Arabic being taught professionally (to children) is in a 

work of Ibn Sahnūn, written before 256/870.233 The first pedagogical texts were in 

circulation soon after, such as the Mukhts�ar fī al-nah�w (Compendium on grammar) of 

Lughda al-Isfahānī (d. late 3rd/9th century)234 and the Muwaffaqī (named after his patron) 

of Ibn Kaysān (d. between 299/912 and 320/932)235, probably written for children. A 

                                                 
233 Al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 262, 264, 282.  
234  See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 2, p. 233; Lughda, al-Hasan ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Isbahānī. Bilād 

al-‘Arab, al-Riyād: Dār al-Yamāma lil-bahth wa al-tarjama wa al-nashr, 1968, preface of the book 
235 Al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 57; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 162; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb 

al-Lugha,  pp. 170, 171; al-Khatīb, Tāriīkh Baghdād, vol. 1, p. 335;  Ibn Athīr, Tārīkh,  vol. 6, p 140;  

Taghrī Birdī, al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 3,  p. 78.  
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number of more advanced grammars were created in the 4th/10th century and are still 

useful today:  the al-Mūjaz ‘Condensed’ of Ibn Sarrāj (d. 316/929), the Jumal fī al-nah�w 

‘General statements about grammar’ of al-Zajjājī (d. 339/949 or 340/950), and the Luma‘ 

Illuminating flashes’ of Ibn Jinnī (d. 392/1002).236 

  

It is probably about this time that the first versified teaching grammars appeared, to judge 

from fragments attributed to Qalfāt (d. 302/914-915)237 in late sources (didactic poems 

credited to 2nd/8th century grammarians are unconvincing). But these are not the great 

pedagogical masterpieces, in prose or verse, composed when the systematization of 

grammar was complete. An outstanding example is the Muqaddima of Ibn Bābashādh238 

(d. 469/1077), himself the author of a commentary on al-Zajjājī’s Jumal and not too 

insignificant a figure to be quoted by later grammarians. His Muqaddima (‘Introduction’, 

a direct calque of Isagogī, and a favorite title for elementary works since the early 

fourth/tenth century) is a traditional rearrangement of the grammatical syllabus, evidently 

on his own initiative. Al-Zamakhsharī (d. 1144) introduced an entirely new arrangement 

of the grammatical material in his Kitāb al-Mufas�s�al: of the section on the basic notions 

of grammar he divides his book into three sections, each of which is dedicated to the 

functions of one declensional case (nominative, accusative, genitive). 

 

These works, which completely subordinate the natural language to the demands of 

pedagogical arrangement, are worlds apart from the textbooks of previous centuries. 

Moreover, the rewards of teaching at the madrasas encouraged scholars to produce more 

                                                 
236 Al-Bākharzī, Dumyat al-Qas�r wa ‘UsArat ahl al-‘AsAr, Halab: al-Matba‘a al-‘Ilmīyya, 1930, p. 297;  Ibn 

al-Athīr, Tārīkh,  vol. 7,  p. 219; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt,  vol.2,  pp. 335-340; al-Khatīb, Tāriīkh Baghdād, 

vol. 11,  p. 311; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2,  p. 445.   
237 Al-Zubaydī, T�abaqāt, pp. 301-305; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 330; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, 

vol.  4, p. 254; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 83; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 

1520.  
238 He was Abū al-Hasan Tāhir ibn Ahmad and generally known as Bābashadh, who was born and brought 

up in Iraq and came to Egypt as a trader and lived there till death. His work includes  al-Muqaddima fī al-

Nah�w, Sharh� al-Jumal li al-Zajjājī and Sharh� al-UsAūI li Ibn Sarrāj, For his life history see, al-Suyūtī, 

H�usan al-Muh�ād�ara, vol.1, p. 228; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 2, pp.199, 200; Bughyat al-

Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p.17; Taghrī, Birdī.  al-Nujūm al-Z�āhira, vol. 5, p.105;  al-Zirkilī,  al-A‘lām, vol. 3, p. 318.   
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than one version of the same book, short, medium, and long, to suit the curriculum, and 

even to write commentaries on themselves. The treatises written in this period can be 

considered, in a way, as the most representative expressions of the tradition.  

 

The apogee of pedagogical grammar was reached in the 7th /13th century, in the works of 

the three great masters Ibn al-Hājib (d. 646/1249), Ibn Mālik (d. 672/1274), and Ibn 

Hishām (d. 761/1360). Two short treatises by Ibn al-Hājib, one on syntax, al-Kāfiyya, the 

other on morphology, al-Shāfiyya, represent the art of compression at its best. Ibn Mālik 

is famous for his use of verse as a pedagogical medium, e.g. in al-Khulās�a al-Alfiyya, 

better known simply as the Alfiyya ‘‘the thousand-liner’’. Ibn Hishām completes the trio 

with a series of pedagogical works that are such masterly statements of the rules and 

principles that they earned him the reputation of being ‘a better grammarian than 

Sībawayh’. The Muqaddima al-Ājurrūmiyya, named after its author, Ibn Ājurrūm (d. 

723/1327), is the most widely known textbook of its kind and has spawned more than 60 

commentaries. It was not the first elementary grammar to appear in this period: there is 

the al-Mis�bāh� of al-Muatarrizī (which is the topic of my thesis) and the Muqaddimat      

al-H�arīrī and al-Quhandizī (d. 666/1267), also written for juveniles. 

 

At first glance, these works can give an impression of tedious repetition; such an 

impression is, however, not only inaccurate but seriously misleading. One of the 

characteristics of this theory, evolved by the Arabic tradition, is its extreme coherence 

and systemicity, so that the treatment of a given question is, to a wide extent, pre-

determined by a multiplicity of decisions taken at other points of the theory, these points 

being often quite distant from the original question, and apparently quite unrelated to it. 

But then all such questions are not explicitly stated by any single treatise; on the other 

hand, different treatises can very often shed different lights on the same question, by 

suggesting different connections. It follows that the best way to get an accurate idea of 

the treatment of any question in the Arabic tradition is by reading the chapters devoted to 

it in a number of treatises; in most cases, the difficulties raised by an author can be solved 

by a chance remark passed by another. If one approaches the texts in such a way, one 

very quickly realizes that they are not repetitive, but cumulative.  
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2.9 Grammar since the Middle Ages 

 

Before we discuss al-Jurjānī’s role and contribution in pedagogical grammar let us have a 

look at the grammar since the Middle Ages. After the 8th /14th century, serious and 

valuable works, invariably commentaries, continued to be produced. These include works 

by, among others, al-Damāmīnī (827/1424)239, al-Azharī (d. 905/1499)240, al-Suyūtī (d. 

911/1505)241, al-Shirbīnī (d. 977/1570)242, and al-Sabbān (d. 1206/1792243, all 

perpetuating the medieval scholastic mode, although the individuality of the author 

occasionally breaks through. Even when Lebanese scholars began to revive interest in the 

Arabic literary heritage, they expressed themselves in the medieval style, as in the 

grammatical works of (Jarmānūs) Farhāt (d. 1732)244, Nasīf al-Yāzijī (d. 1871)245, and 

Fāris al-Shidyāq (d. 1887).246  

 

                                                 
239  For his personal details see Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 898; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 9,  p. 115; al-Zirkilī,  al-A‘lām, vol. 6,  p. 283; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 

143; al-Sakhāwī, al-D�aw’ al-Lāmi‘ , vol. 7,  p. 184.  
240 al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 2,  pp. 238, 239; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 4,  p. 96; al-Sakhāwī, al-

D�aw al-Lāmi‘, vol. 3, p. 171; al-Ghazzī, Najm al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Muhammad. al-Kawākib al-Sā’ira bi 

a‘yān al-mi’a, Beirut: al-Matba‘a al-Amīrkānīya, 1945-1959, vol.1, p.188.  
241  For his life history, see Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4,  pp. 71-73; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, pp. 128-130; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3,  p. 858; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-

Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp.1074-1085; Ibn Iyās Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Badā’i‘ al-Zuhūr fī Waqā’i‘ al-

Dahūr, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Amīrīyya , 1893-1894, vol. 4, p. 83.  
242  For his life history see Brockelmann, G: 2, 445, S: 2,  p.  467; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-

‘Arabiyya,  p. 1422; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 8,  p. 269; al-Zirkilī,  al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 234.    
243 Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11,  p. 17; al-Zirkilī,  al-A‘lām, vol. 7,  p. 189, 190; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam 

al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp. 1194, 1195; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3,  p. 289.    
244  For his personal details see Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp. 1441, 1442 
245 Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4, p. 224; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp.1927-

1931; Dāghir, Yūsuf As‘ad. Mas�ādir al-Dirāsa al-Adabiyya, wafqān li-manāhij al-ta‘līm al-rasmiyya: 

Lubnān, Sūriyā al-‘Irāq, Mis�r, Saydā: Matba‘at Dayr al-Mukhlis, 1950-1957, pp. 752-758; ‘Abbūd, Mārūn. 

Ruwwād al-Nahd�a al-H�adītha, Beirut: Dār al-Thaqāfa, 1977, pp. 125,129, 193, 224.  
246 Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4,  p. 261; Kahhāla  Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2,  p. 41, 42; al-

Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 184,185; Mārūn, Ruwwād al-Nahd�a al-H�adītha, pp. 201, 205, 241, 247. 
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By this time we are well into the colonial era, when the Arabic language began to fall 

under the intellectual dominance of the West. Establishment of the Arab academies in the 

early 20th century and the increase in vernacular literature are both symptoms of the 

impact of western cultural values on the Arab world. To date the most striking 

postcolonial phenomenon is the movement to simplify Arabic, going back at least as far 

as Ibrāhīm Mustafā, whose Ih�yā al-Nah�w ‘Revival of Grammar’ was first published in 

1937 and sparked a series of attempts at language reform that are still being energetically 

but inconclusively  pursued.    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER: 3 
 

THE LIFE HISTORY OF IMĀM AL-MUTARRIZĪ 
 
 

3.1  Name and Title  

 

Name and Ancestry: Nāsir al-Dīn ibn ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī247 

                                                 
247  Kahhāla,‘Umar Ridā. Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, Damascus: Matba’at al-Taraqqī, 1957, vol. 5, p 232, vol. 

13, pp. 71, 72; al-Hamawī, Yāqūt ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Rūmī. Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, Beirut: Dār al-Sādir, 1957, 

vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; al-Qarshī, ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn Abī al-Wafā’. al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a fī T�abaqāt al-
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His  ism al-‘Ā’ila: al-Mutarrizī248 

His Kunya: Abū al-Fath & Abū al-Muzaffar249 

His Laqab: Burhān al-Dīn250 

                                                                                                                                                 
H�anafiyya, Haydarābād Deccan: Dār al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, 1913, vol. 2, p.190; al-Laknawī, 

Muhammad ‘Abd al-Hayī. Kitāb al-Fawa’id al-Bahiyya fī Tarājim al-H�anafiyya, Cairo: Muhammad Tājī 

al-Jamālī wa Muhammad Amīn al-Khānjī, 1906, pp. 218, 21; al-Suyūtī, Jalāl al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Rahmān. 

Bughyat al-Wu‘āt fī T�abaqāt al-Nuh�āt, ed. Muhammad ibn Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Maktabat ‘Īsā al-Bābī al-

Halabī, 1964, vol. 2, pp. 311; Brockelmann, Carl. Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 

1937, S: 1, pp. 514, 515, G: 1, pp. 350-352; Brockelmann, Carl. Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, translated by 

‘Abd al-Halīm al-Najjār [et al]. Cairo: Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1977, vol. 5, pp. 240, 241; al-Qiftī, Jamāl al-Dīn ‘Alī 

ibn Yūsuf. Inbāh  al-Ruwāt ‘alā  Anbāh al-Nuh�āt, ed. Abū al-Fadl  Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Dār al-Kutub al-

Misriyya, 1952, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340; Farrūkh, ‘Umar. Tārīkh  al-Adab al-‘Arabī, Beirut: Dār al-‘Ilm li-al-

Malāyīn, 1981. vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Glassé, Cyril. Encyclopaedia of Islam, (new ed) ed. by B. Lewis, V. J. 

Menage… [et  al] Leiden, London, Luzac: E. J. Brill, 1990, vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; First Encyclopaedia of 

Islam, ed. Houtsma, M. Th [et  al.]. Leiden, New York, København, and Köln: E. J. Brill, 1987, vol. 6, pp. 

785, 786; Donzel, E.Van. Islamic Desk Reference (compiled from the Encyclopaedia of Islam), Leiden-

New York-Köln: E. J. Brill, 1994, p. 304; Meisami, Julie Scott & Paul Starkey (editors). Encyclopedia of 

Arabic Literature. London: Routledge, 1998, vol. 2, pp. 560, 561; Zaydān, Jurjī, Kitāb Tārīkh Ādāb al-

Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Hilāl, 1936-1937, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; Kubrāzāda, Ahmad Mustafā 

Tāsh. Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda wa Mis�bāh� al-Siyāda fī Mawd�ū‘āt al-‘Ulūm, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-

Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH1332, vol. 1, p.108; al-Zirkilī, Khayr al-Dīn. Al-A‘lām, Beirut: Matba‘at 

Kūstātūmās wa Shurakā’, 1954, vol. 8, p. 311; Ibn Khallikān, Shams al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr. Wafayāt 

al-A‘yān wa Anbā’ Abnā’ al-Zamān, ed. Muhyī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. Cairo: Matba‘at al-Sa‘āda, 1948, 

vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; al-Yāfi‘ī, ‘Abd Allāh ibn Asad ibn ‘Alī ibn Sulaymān. Mir’āt al-Jinān wa ‘Ibrat al-

Yaqz�ān, Beirut: Mu’asst al-‘Ilm, 1970, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Tabrīzī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Kitāb Rayh�ānat al-

Adab, Tehrān: Shirkat Sāmī Kutub, AH 1328, vol. 4, p. 34.                                      
248  See above mentioned references. 
249 Qarshī,‘Abd al-Qādir ibn Abī al-Wafā. al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a fī T�abaqāt al-H�anafiyya, Haydarābād 

Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH1332, vol. 2,  pp.190; al-Laknawī, al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya,  

pp. 218, 219; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol.7, pp. 773, 774; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of 

Arabic Literature, vol. 2, pp. 260, 261; al-Shaybānī, Kamāl al-Dīn Abū al Fadl. Mu‘jam al-Alqāb, Cairo: 

Muhammad Tājī al-Jamālī wa Muhammad Amīn al-Khānjī, 1950, vol. 2, p. 366; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 8, 

p. 311;Tabrīzī, Muhammad ‘Alī ibn Muhammad Tāhir. Kitāb Rayh�ānat al-Adab: fī Tarājim al-Ma‘rūfīn bi- 

al-Kunyat wa al-Laqab, Chāpkhāna As‘adī, 1952, vol. 4, p. 34.  
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Al-Mutarrizī must be pronounced with the “d�amma” of mīm, “fath�a” of t�ā, “shadda”, 

and “kasra” of Rā’.251According to the dictionaries, the meaning of the word 

“Mutarrizī”252 is a person who is an embroider. It may be possible that he inherited this 

craft from his ancestors. However in my view, there is no connection between his name 

and his occupation. ‘Umar Farrūkh states that there is a connection between the two 

253and it was a surname of a well known family in Khwārazm, but  this may not be true 

since there were a lot of people in Khwārazm who were known by this surname.254  Ibn 

Khallikān states that it is not clear whether al-Mutarrizī himself or his forefathers used to 

do this work.255  

3.1.1 Place and Date of Birth  

Al-Mutarrizī was born at Jurjāniyya in Khwārazm in the month of Rajab 538 (January -

February 1144).256 Jurjāniyya is a big city located along the banks of the river Jayhūn.  

                                                                                                                                                 
250   See  al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 190;  Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 7, p. 772; Tabrīzī, 

Rayh�ānat al-Adab, vol. 4, p. 34.  
251  Laknawī, al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 218, 219; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
252  See Ibn Manzūr, Abū al-Fadl Jamāl al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Mukarram al-Ifrīqī. Lisān al-‘Arab, 

Beirut:Dār al-Sādir, 1956, vol. 5, pp. 368, 369; al-Zabīdī, Muhammad Murtadā al-Husaynī. Sharh� al-

Qāmūs al-Musammā Tāj al-‘Arūs min Jawāhir al-Qāmūs, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Khayriyya, 1888-1889. vol. 

3, p. 359; al-Fīrūzābādī, Muhammad ibn Ya‘qūb Majd al-Dīn. al-Qāmūs al-Muh�īt�, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-

Husayniyya, AH1330, vol. 2, p. 80; al-Mutarrizī, Nāsir ibn ‘Abd al-Sayyid al-Nahwī. al-Mughrib fī Tartīb 

al-Mu‘rib, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH 1328. vol.2, p. 13; al-Mutarrizī 

himself explains this word in his lexicographical book al-Mughrib.    

                                                                        v±XrXاز وهb¸ �Uب إXuZr ازيb¸ بX¾ب، وXjUا ®pc bu}USw   ازb^Uا            
253  Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455.  
254  Among them is his father, ‘Abd al-Sayyid al-Mutarrizī, and Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Sa‘īd al-Mutarrizī. 
255  See Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
256  According to my research and all the biographical dictionaries, al-Mutarrizī was born in 538/1144 

whereas the authors of Fawāt al-Wafayāt, al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya and al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a write that he 

was born in AH 1142. For futher details see al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 218, 219; al-Kutubī, Muhammad 
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Natives of Khwārazm used to call it Karkānj but later it came to be known as 

Jurjāniyya.257 In ancient times it was also called Khwārazm. Yāqūt al-Hamawī says that 

he had visited the city in 616/1219 before the invasion of the Tatars who destroyed the 

whole city.  He wondered if he had ever seen such a beautiful, big, and prosperous city in 

his life, but everything was destroyed by the invasion of the Tatars and there was nothing 

left in the city except death and devastation.258 The people of Khwārazm were very 

intelligent and fond of knowledge.259 According to al-Muqaddasī,260whenever he met a 

scholar, well known in fiqh (jurisprudence) or literature, his study circle always included 

pupils from Khwārazm succeeding brilliantly in their respective fields under that 

scholar’s supervision.261  

                                                                                                                                                 
ibn Shākir ibn Ahmad. Fawāt al-Wafayāt, ed. Muhyī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. Cairo: Maktabat al-Nahda al-

Misriyya, 1951, vol. 4, p.182; al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 190.  
257  Al-Hamawī, Yāqūt ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Rūmī. Mu‘jam al-Buldān, Beirut: Dār al-Sādir, 1957, vol. 2, p. 

122. 
258   See above mentioned reference.  
259 al-Muqaddasī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Ah�san al-Taqāsīm, Leiden:  Brill, 1906, p. 284.  
260   He was Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr al-Bannā’ al-Shāmī al-Muqaddasī, also 

known as al-Bashshārī who was born in Jerusalem in the decade of 330/941, and died not earlier than 

381/991; he was a travelling merchant. He is renowned as a geographical author. Except for his own work, 

Ah�san al-Taqāsīm fī Ma‘rifat al-Aqālīm (‘‘the best divisions for the knowledge of the regions’’), completed 

around 380/990, no biographical source for him is extant. He defines geography as a noble discipline 

worthy of a cultivated style and indispensable to princes and their ministers as well as to merchants and, 

generally, to a complete gentleman. His interest is not limited to physical features and economic conditions 

of a given region but includes the social and denominational make-up of its inhabitants, which he observes 

with insight. His family background also gives him an open eye for the aesthetic qualites of architecture. 

See al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 206; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 8, pp. 238, 239; Brockelmann, 

S: 1, pp. 410, 411; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 551; First 

Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6, pp. 708, 709; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 293.  

See al-Muqaddasī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. The Best Divisions for the Knowledge of the 

Regions, translated by Basil Collins. Reading: Garnet Publishing, 1994. Preface to the book.  
261  al-Muqaddisī, Ah�san al-Taqāsīm, p. 284.  
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It would indeed be true to assert that historians have deprived al-Mutarrizī of the honour 

and respect which he deserves. In reality, he was a well-known scholar and a man of 

repute of his time.262 He was also awarded the title of successor of al-Zamakhsharī.263 He 

was socalled because he was born in the same city and in the same year in which al-

Zamakhsharī264 departed from this world. 265 In addition, he was also a staunch follower 

                                                 
262 al-Khwānsārī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Rawd�āt al-Jannāt fī Ahwāl al-‘Ulamā’ wa al-Sādāt, Tehran: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962, vol. 4, p. 731; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
263  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 212; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; al-Kutubī, 

Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p.182; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat 

al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 311; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh�� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; Brockelmann, vol. 5, pp. 240, 241; 

al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2,  p.190. 
264   Al-Zamakhsharī  (467-538/1075-1144) 

bū al-Qāsim Muhammad ibn ‘Umar al-Zamakhsharī was a philologist, theologian and Qur’ān 

commentator. Most of his life he lived in his place of birth Khawārazm in Central Asia, and twice he 

visited Mecca. In spite of his Persian descent, he championed the absolute superiority of Arabic. 

His principal work is a commentary on tAhe Qur’ān named al-Kashshāf; the work has been an essential 

part of the curriculum of religious education throughout the Muslim world for centuries. At the very 

beginning of the work he declares the Qur’ān as being created; this book was widly read in orthodox 

circles. The author devotes most attention to dogmatic exegises of a philosophical nature, paying only 

slight attention to tradition. Besides giving the purely grammatical exposition, he devotes special attention 

to pointing out rhetorical beauties and thus supporting the doctrine of the I‘jāz of the Qur’ān. He also wrote 

a number of other works including works on Arabic grammar, rhetoric and lexicography, and a collection 

of proverbs. Some of his books are: 

al-Kashshāf,(fī-Tafsīr al-Qur’ān) al-Fā’iq fī Gharīb al-H�adīth,  Asās al-Balāgha, al-Mufas�s�al  fī  al-Nah�w, 

al-Minhāj  fī  al-Us�ūl, Kitāb al-Jibāl wa al-Amkina, Maqāmāt al-Zamakhsharī, Nawābigh al-Kalim, and 

Dīwan Shi‘r. 

See Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 431; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 55; Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 254-

260;  Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 46; Farrūkh, Tārīkh  al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3,  

pp. 277-281; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 507, G: 1, p. 344; Ibn al-Anbārī, Kamāl al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn 

Muhammad. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’ fī T�abaqāt al-Udabā’, ed. Ibrāhīm al-Sāmarrā’ī. Baghdad: Matba‘at al-

Ma‘ārif, 1959, p. 469; Khalīfa, Hājjī. Kashf al-Z�unūn ‘an Asmā’ al-Kutub wa al-Funūn, Beirut: Manshūrāt 

Maktabat al-Muthannā, no date, pp. 1202, 1310, 1555, 1667; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam  al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 

125, 126;  al-Anbārī,  Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3,  pp. 265-272; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 279, 280; Ibn-
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of al-Zamakhsharī’s teachings, methods and religious ideologies.266 Unfortunately, 

historians have not written anything about his life except his pilgrimage h�ajj in 610/1204. 

On his way to Makka when he reached Baghdad,   he discussed his compilations with the 

scholars and learned people of Baghdad.267 Those scholars during such discourses with 

al-Mutarrizī gained a great deal of knowledge from him268 as well as many other people 

of his time. 

 

Besides Nah�w (syntax), al-Mutarrizī had a deep knowledge of fiqh (jurisprudence), 

etymology, poetry, linguistics and different branches of literature.269 Yāqūt al-Hamawī 

mentioned in the preface of his book Mu‘jam al-Buldān, that al-Mutarrizī was a 

                                                                                                                                                 
Qutlubghā, Qāsim ibn ‘Abd Allāh. Tāj  al-Tarājim fī T�abaqāt al-H�anafiyya, Leipzig:  F.A. Brockhaus, 

1862,  pp. 37, 50, 53, 58, 81; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, pp. 820, 821; 

First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 8, pp. 1205-1207; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed, vol.10, pp. 432-434; 

Islamic Desk Reference, pp. 487, 488.  
265  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,370;  

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; Zaydān, Tārīkh  Ādāb al-Lugha  al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, 

pp. 48, 49.  
266  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369. 

370; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774;      al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4,  pp. 82; 

al-Yāfi’ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.  
267 Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt  al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; 

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 

774.  
268 Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 

370.  
269  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, pp. 70, 71; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19,  pp. 212, 213; 

Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Farrūkh,  Tārīkh al-Adab al‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Zaydān,  Tārīkh  

Ādāb al-Lugha  al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3,  pp. 48, 49; al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p.190. 
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recognized scholar of his era and people used to seek his advice for their scholastic 

problems and used to follow his jurisdiction.270   

 

Al-Mutarrizī was a representative of the al-Mu‘tazilī line of thought and used to preach 

their ideas to people.271 In addition, he was a strict follower of Abū Hanīfa272 in fiqh 

(jurisprudence).273For this reason, he was a virtuous scholar and proficient in syntax, 

philology, poetry and different branches of literature. 

3.1.2 Family 

                                                 
270  Yāqūt,  Mu‘jam al-Buldān,  preamble. 
271  al-Yāfi‘ ī,  Mir’āt  al-Jinān, vol. 4,  pp. 21, 21; Kahhāla,  Mu‘jam  al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; al-

Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,  370.  
272  Abū Hanīfa (80-150/699-767). 

Abū Hanīfa al-Nu‘mān ibn Thābit was a prominent jurist and theologian from whom one of the four major 

schools of Sunnī law, the Hanafī, takes its name.  He lived in Kūfa which was a major centre of Muslim 

thought, and gathered around him a circle of disciples who transmitted and elaborated much of his 

teachings, and also added their own contributions, thereby laying the foundation of the Hanafī School.  

He surpassed his contemporaries by using systematic reasoning in justification of legal rules, and thus 

helped to move Muslim jurisprudence in the direction of the classical formulation which was received and 

accepted by the following generation. One of his pupils, Abū Yūsuf, became the Qād�ī al-Qud�āt during the 

period of the Caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd. His work includes al-Fiqh al-Akbar, Musnad Abī H�anīfa, al-

Makhārij fī al-H�iyal, Was�iyya li- Ibnihi, Was�iyya li-As�h�ābihi. 

See Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. p. 23; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 90, 91; Encyclopaedia 

of Islam, new ed. vol.1, pp. 123, 124; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 1, pp. 

33, 34; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 2, pp.138, 139; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 39-

47; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 284; Brockelmann. vol. 3, p. 235; al-Baghdādī, Abū Bakr Ahmad ibn ‘Alī al-

Khatīb. Tārīkh Baghdād, Cairo: Matb‘at al-Sa‘āda, 1931, vol. 9, pp. 323-423; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, pp. 4, 5; Ibn 

Kathīr, ‘Imād al-Dīn Ismā‘īl ibn ‘Umar al-Dimashqī.  al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, Cairo: Matba’at al-Sa‘āda, 

1932-1939; vol. 10, pp. 107; al-Qarshī al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1,  pp. 26-32; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh�  al-

Sa‘āda, vol. 2,  pp. 63-83; al-Yāfi‘ī,  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 1, pp. 309-312; Shiblī, Nu‘mānī. Imām Abū  

H�anīfa Life and Work, translated by Muhammad Hādī Hasan. New Delhī:  Islamic Book Service, 1998. 
273 Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 

370;  Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; 

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774. 
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There is no reference to his personal life with regard to wife, daughters or sons in any of 

the biographical dictionaries, except his son for whom he had written books entitled al-

Mis�bāh� and al-Iqnā‘ as mentioned by him in the preface of these books. Those who hold 

the opinion that the name of the son for whom he wrote al-Mis�bāh� was Jamāl al-Dīn (as 

mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī and ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-

Mukhtār)274 are probably not correct since they lack the evidence and authority to support 

their opinion.275  

 

 

3.1.3 Death  

Al-Mutarrizī passed away on Tuesday 21st of Jumādā al-Ūlā, October the 8th 610/1213.276  

On his death, more than 300 monodies were written in Arabic and other languages.277  

This shows what a great scholar he was and what an impact he had on the people of his 

era and age.  Hence, he was highly regarded by the literary people of his time and very 

well respected among his contemporaries. 
                                                 
274  In Encyclopaedia of Islam, (new edition) the name of ‘Abd al-Hamīd is mistakenly given as ‘Abd al-

Majīd. See Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.  
275  As mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, the editor of al-Mis�bāh�, Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī, and ‘Abd al-

Hamīd al-Mukhtār, who edited his book al-Mughrib fī Tartrtīb al-Mu‘rib. See al-Khatīb, Yāsīn Mahmūd. 

al-Mis�bāh� fī al-Nah�w, Beirut: Dār al-Nafā’is, 1997, p. 12; al-Fakhūrī, Mahmūd and al-Mukhtār, ‘Abd al-

Hamīd, al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, Karachi: Idārat da‘wat al-Islām, no date.  p.  4.  
276  All the books which were available in the libraries I have searched state that, al-Mutarrizī passed away 

in 610/1238, except for the authors of al-‘Asjad al-Masbūk and al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, who hold the 

opinion that al-Mutarrizī died in 606/1234. 

See al-Ghassānī, al-Malik al-Ashraf.  al-‘Asjad al-Masbūk wa al-Jawhar al-Mah�kūk fī T�abaqāt al-Khulafā’ 

al-Mulūk, ed. Shākir ‘Abd al-Mun‘im, Beirut: Dār al-Turāth al-Islāmī, 1975,  p. 98; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Bidāya 

wa al-Nihāya, vol. 13,  p. 54. 
277  See  Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182;  Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 340;  al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, 

vol. 2,  p.190. 
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3.2 Al- Mutarrizī’s Education and Poetry 

3.2.1  Study Tours Abroad 

 
In biographical dictionaries, there is no reference to any study tours abroad except for a 

few days that he stayed in Baghdad during his pilgrimage from Khwārazm to perform the 

h�ajj in 601/1202. The contention that al-Mutarrizī made some other journeys, as stated by 

a certain number of authors,278 is to the best of my knowledge, lacking in evidence. Of 

course there can be no doubt that during his stay in Baghdad he exchanged his views with 

different scholars. They learned a lot during his stay in Baghdad because he was a well-

known and recognized scholar of his time.  

3.2.2   Poetry  

In addition to being a jurist, al-Mutarrizī was a gifted poet and a scholar  but as regards to 

his poetry not much of it was narrated except a very few lines, which Ibn Khallikān 

describes as “al-S�ianā‘a”279 when he says: 

                                                        ُأرى و إzr `Y�gh `iّ ا�ÆfU أن

  `iSأ� ÂlUاٍن أو أX� Âlp\280                                    

                                                 
278 As mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd  al-Khatīb, the editor of  al-Mutarrizī’s book al-Mis�bāh�, Mahmūd al-

Fākhūrī, and ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-Mukhtār, the editor of al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, for details see Yāsīn  

Mahmūd,  preamble of al-Mis�bāh�, al-Fākhūrī and  ‘Abd al-Hamīd,  al-Mughrib  fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.  
279 See Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
280 See al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5,  pp. 369, 370; al-Qiftī, Inbāh 

al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 340; Farrūkh, Tārīkh  al-Adab  al-‘Arabī, vol. 3,  pp. 354, 355; al-Tabrīzī, Rayh�ānat  al-

Adab, vol. 4, p. 34, in Fawāt al-Wafayāt  this poetic verse is given as, 

 و إzr `Y�gh `iّ ا© أن أرى                                                      

Xc Âlp\                                  `iاX� ÂlUاٍن أو أ  

See Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182.     
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In the above verse he says that it is against his honour and nobility to be associated with 

dancing and singing women. This is also noted in his poetry which illustrates his longing 

for his companions in a form of ghazal (love poetry) as we can observe in the following 

lines: 

                                                                    

                                   SW و\blÆUِ Vٍºة i �Zrَ�ْوا                            

  Ŝّ Yiْى ٌاX¯Uا `a ْ�ري� Xّpٌcُ                                                     

                                                  \{° دcXr` ا�sw zr bَYTUِه® 

   SÓ̂  ®¯UÔZr رأت SfّU281                                              

 

In these lines, al-Mutarrizī is shedding tears for his long lost friends and his grief turns 

into a sea of his own tears. The basic traditional idea of shedding tears at the threshold of 

ones beleved is  an old Arabic poetic tradion but al-Mutarrizī, through exaggeration, has 

given it a new dimention with new style and images as we have witnessed in the above 

verses. 

Abū al-Wafā’ Qarshī narrated from Yāqūt al-Hamawī some lines about wine poetry 

(khamriyyāt) composed by him: 

 

 

 

 lmgأ Ó̀ plp� SW                                                                         جS§ÔUSw `iS  

 َ\pَ½ اÔr bl� zr Vrb}Uاٍج                                                               

        أP Si أSÆpUSw  Sًsfg  Ö��Uج                                                      

                                                 
281  Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19,  p. 213.  
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 �WbÅ� qT� S¯lZmg�a اS§�Uج                                                    

 �qT أن W¼ذن _TiSw `YT[ج                                              

                                      Sً\ST_ S¯wbSa احbUإن أردت ا                      

bا�sw                                     Sً\]r Sًw أن �}Y½ أ�  

                                  Sً\اÔrو Sًuiو أ SًZu\ اXsf§               

                            Sً\Sfgو Sًfpc bYTUSو��وا آ   

                          S�or ®¯a   282ح Swب اS¯�wdج   

In these lines, he asks his fellows to provide him with wine, as he wants to drink before 

dawn. It is clear that al-Mutarrizī, in his poetry, follows the style of the earlier Jāhilī 

poets in addressing the dual (muthannā). He also urges his friends to offer     him pure 

wine, unmixed with water, as he cannot find it tasteful when diluted.  Furthermore he also 

urges that wine should be drunk before morning in the company of generous, noble and 

stable friends. It should be clear that these meanings in poetry were transmitted among 

earlier wine poets.  

The following two poetic lines are regarded as an excellent example of his boasting 

(fakhr) poetry where he shows that being a scholastic person he was not recognised and 

appreciated by the people of his era. We have already mentioned that historians did not 

write much about his life and work and had deprived him of the honour and respect 

which he thought he deserved.  

                                                  �iّو إ `�Xm\ zc `iSrز �rSs�  

              SlrSs� ى�T� ِءSر�ÔUا �pc «lT�                                 

                                         ُ̈  و إن b}Z�ُوا a `p£a¶ّن ُر�Sَء

     SWدSZrُ ®}Zr عSfghوي ا�U �o283                                 آ                                  

                                                 
282   al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 190; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4,  p. 183. 
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The following lines are the best example of al-Mutarrizī’s use of al-S�ianā‘a al-Lafz�iyya 

as mentioned by Ibn Khallikān.  

  و ز�i �iى Xaا ±�pُ ورّي                                                 

                                    bُl£i �pُ±اX� Sًwُر �iور  

                        zُlf¾ ًا�wأ �U]� Øودر             

bWÔ� ًا�wا �UاXi 284ودر                             

3.3    Teachers and Scholars  

With his vast knowledge in a number of fields, Imām al-Mutarrizī must have had a 

number of teachers. However, due to the fact that history has fallen short of recording the 

life and works of this noble man, only a few names of his teachers are known, namely;  

Abī al-Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī285,  Abū Muhammad  Sa‘īd al-Tājir and  Abū al-

Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī. 

3.3.1  Abī al–Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī 

                                                                                                                                                 
283  Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5,  pp. 369, 

370; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3,  pp. 454, 455; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311. 

This  verse of poetry  in  Fawāt al-Wafayāt and Mir’āt  al-Jinān is given  as, 

b}Z� ن¶a                                                             ¨ءScن د¶a `p£a وا  

                                            SWدSZr ®}Zr عSfghوي ا�U �oآ       

See al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 183; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21. 
284  Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; al-

Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340. The author of Wafayāt  al-

A‘yān gives this  verse as, 

ّي                                                                      و ز�i �iى Xaا ±�p ور   

                                                                    bl£i �pÈS£a Sًwر �iور 

See Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 370. 
285  Unfortunately the classical sources do not mention anything regarding his father’s personal life, apart 

from the fact that he was the father of al-Mutarrizī and had played a vital role in making him a renowned 

scholar. 
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When al-Mutarrizī had reached the age of reading and writing, according to the custom at 

that time, his father had to undertake the duties and responsibilities of educating him. As 

such, al-Mutarrizī’s first teacher was his father,286 Abī al-Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn 

‘Alī who was a well educated person and a prominent and well known scholar of 

Khwārazm in his time. It is worth mentioning here that his father had in turn, attained 

knowledge from a praiseworthy scholar,287 Abī al-Makārim al-Abharī,288 who was a pupil 

of Abū al ‘Alā’ al-Ma‘arrī,289 one of the  greatest poets poet of Arabic literature. 

                                                 
286  Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2,  p. 190;  

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 5,  pp. 369, 370; Mu‘jam al-

Udabā’, vol. 19,  pp. 212, 213; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3,  p. 339. 
287 See al-Jundī, Muhammad Salīm. al-Jāmi‘ fī Akhbār Abī al-‘Alā’  al-Ma‘arrī wa  Āthārihi, Damascus: 

al-Majlis al-‘Ilmī al-‘Arabī, 1964; vol. 2,  p. 773. 
288  He was Abū al-Makārim Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān ibn Ahmad ibn al-Abharī. He was a famous scholar and 

well known figure of his time with a command of different fields of literature. He passed away in Isbahān 

in 338/950. See Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 1, p. 309; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 160.  
289  Abū al-‘Alā’ al-Ma‘arrī (363-449/973-1057) 

One of the most famous of Arab poets, al-Ma’arrī was born and died in Ma’arrat al-Nu‘mān in Syria. Blind 

from childhood, he lived to a ripe old age. Although withdrawn from the world he was wildly celebrated 

for his powerful verses. Al-Ma‘arrī described the world as it appeared to him in an aloof, aristocratic and 

slightly scornful way.  

In his Risālat al-Ghufrān, al-Ma‘arrī describes a visit to the afterworld which may have served as a model 

for Dante’s Divine Comedy. He wrote commentaries on the poetry of al-Mutanabbī, Abū Tammām and al-

Buhturī, as well as on some of his own works. His work includes: 

 Luzūmu mā lā yalzim, Saqt� al-Zand, al-Fus�ūl wa al-Ghāyāt, Risālat al-Ghufrān, Risālat al-Malā’ika and 

Dīwān Shi‘r. For more details see Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 25; Encyclopaedia of Islam, 

new ed. vol. 5, p. 278; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 233; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 1, pp. 290-294, vol.13, p. 

363; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 3, pp. 107-218; al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, vol.12, pp. 72-76; Tārīkh Baghdād, 

vol. 4, pp. 240, 241; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 66-69; Ibn Taghrī Birdī, Jamāl al-Dīn Yūsuf al-Atābikī. al-

Nujūm al-Zāhira fī Mulūk Mis�r wa al-Qāhira, Cairo: Dār al-Kutub al-Misriyya, 1935, vol. 5, pp. 61, 62; al-

Dhahabī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān. Duwal al-Islām, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat 

al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, AH1364, vol. 1, p. 193; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, pp. 315-317; Ibn Hajar, 

Ahmad ibn ‘Alī ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalānī. Lisān al-Mīzān, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-

Nizāmiyya, AH1331, vol. 1, pp. 203-208; Wafayāt al-A‘yān vol. 1, pp. 94-98; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp. 
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However, his father could not impart all knowledge to his son, and thus passed the duty 

to other noble scholars of that time. There are some other prominent and well-known 

scholars who groomed al-Mutarrizī as a great scholar. 

3.3.2  Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī 

He was al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad al-Makkī al-Bakrī al-Khwārazmī290 but was commonly 

known by his kunya Abū al-Mu‘ayyad and title Akht�ab Khwārazm.291 Almost all the 

biographical dictionaries have mentioned his name among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī. 

After learning from his father, al-Mutarrizī took lessons from this famous religious 

scholar.292 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
191, 192; Ibn al-Athīr, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ‘Abd al-Karīm ibn ‘Abd al-Wāhid.  al-Kāmil fī al-

Tārīkh, Cairo: Idārat al-Tibā‘a al-Munīriyya, 1929, vol. 8, p. 81; Ibn al-Athīr, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd al-

Karīm ibn ‘Abd al-Wāhid.  al-Lubāb  fī  Tahdhīb al-Ansāb, Cairo: Maktabat  al-Qudsī, AH1356,  vol. 1,  p. 

184; Zaydān, Tārīkh  Ādāb al-Lugha al ‘Arabiyya, vol. 2,  pp. 260-264; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, 

vol. 3,  pp. 124-137; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, pp. 150, 151; Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 46, 85, 163, 269, 604, 674, 693,  

715, 770, 772, 779, 810, 875, 901, 902, 955, 979, 992, 1017, 1045, 1120, 1272, 1305, 1401, 1428, 1439, 

1448, 1548, 1863, 1586, 188985; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 5,  pp. 927-935; First 

Encyclopaedia of Isalm, vol. 1, pp. 74-77; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 1, 

pp. 24, 25; ‘Abbasid Belles-Lettres. (The Cambridge history of Arabic literature), ed. J. Ashtiany [et al.] 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 328-338. 
290   For his life history see, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Jawāhir al-

Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p.188; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Brockelmann, S: 1, 

p. 549; Brockelmann. vol. 6, p. 11;  Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 815, 1837; 

Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 482. 
291   Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308;  Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; al-Jawāhir al-

Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya,  p. 41; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332. In some books his 

title is mentioned as Khat�īb Khwārazm instead of Akht�ab Khwārazm.  
292  Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p.108; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, 

p.190; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41;  

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, p. 773, 774; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
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Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq was born in 484/1091.293Originally he was from Makka 

294 and left his homeland to seek knowledge. He obtained his knowledge from a 

renowned scholar of his era, al-Zamakhsharī.295 Then he decided to spend the rest of his 

life in teaching and preaching in Khwārazm. This literary person quenched the thirst of 

seekers of knowledge. Beside al-Mutarrizī, another well known scholar Abū al-Qāsim 

Nāsir ibn Ahmad ibn Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī296 is also mentioned among his 

students.297Abū al-Mu’ayyad was considered a unique debater as his title shows and he 

used to deliver sermons in the jāmi‘ mosque of Khwārazm.298 Furthermore, he was highly 

regarded by the public due to his sound knowledge and virtuous character, having a good 

command of jurisprudence, theology, grammar and linguistics.299  His collection of 

poems reveals his poetic sense and literary taste. This great scholar passed away on the 

                                                 
293  Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol.13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; 

Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188;  al-

Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41. 
294   al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332.  
295 Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8. p. 289; Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; 

Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 3, p. 308;  al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; al-Jawāhir al-

Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188. 
296  Nāsir al-Dīn al-Khawlī al-Nahwī (d 508/1114). 

He was Abū al-Qāsim Nāsir ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī. He started his education with 

his father at his birth place. He was a writer, poet, philologist, “a house of knowledge,” and highly 

respected person in Āzarbaijān and enjoyed the status of Qādī for a long period. Two well known scholars 

Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Makkī and ‘Abd Allāh ibn Abī Sa‘īd al-Tājir were among his teachers. His work 

includes, Sharh� al-Luma‘ fī  al-Nah�w  li- Ibn  Jinnī, and Dīwān shi‘r. See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 

310, 311; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 309; Kashf al-Z�unūn, p. 1576. 
297  Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 310, 311. 
298  Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8,  pp. 289, 289. 
299  Al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332. 
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11th of Safar (568/1172) in Khwārazm.300 In short, he was a man of name and fame and 

would be remembered forever. Unfortunately, as in the case of al-Mutarrizī, biographical 

dictionaries did not write much about his work, except for his three books and a 

collection of poems; Jam‘ al-Tafārīq, Maqtal al-Husayn and Manāqib al-Imām Abī 

H�anīfa.301 The later provided him with a good introduction in the literary world; it was 

published in Haydarabad in India in AH 1321302 in two volumes. Regarding his book 

Jam‘ al-Tafārīq, classical sources give no clue but his  student al-Mutarrizī writes about 

it in the preamble of his book  al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.303  

However, there appears to be confusion about his name and work. Therefore, I think it is 

necessary to clarify the cause of this confusion. The misunderstanding stems from the 

presence of another scholar named Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq who coincidentally 

belonged to the same city and the same era. This issue will be discussed later. 

Brockelmann mentions Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq five times. Of these five times, he 

four times declares him to be a pupil of al-Zamakhsharī and gives his date of death. 

Firstly, he mentions him as Diyā’ al-Dīn Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad ibn 

                                                 
300 al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; al-

Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Zaydān, Tārīkh  Ādāb al-Lugha  al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 60; In Fawāt al-

Wafayāt his date of death is mistakenly mentioned as 598/1302, but the author does not gives any specific 

reason for mentioning this date and the evidence does not go in his favour. See the above mentioned book, 

p. 41. 
301 See for his work, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol.13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Baghdādī, Ismā‘il. 

Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn fī ‘Asmā’ al-Mu’allifīn wa Āthār al-Musannifīn, Baghdad: Maktabat al-Muthanna, 

1955, vol.  2, pp. 482, 483; Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11. A book named 

Maqtal al-H�usayn is only mentioned by Brockelmann.  
302 Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 60; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, 

vol. 6, pp. 11. 
303   Al-Mutarrizī, al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, vol. 1, p. 3. 
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Ishāq al-Makkī al-Bukhārī al-Khwārazmī.304 Then secondly he refers to him as Abū al-

Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Sayyid Ishāq al-Khwārazmī.305 The third 

time, he mentions him in the German version as Muwaffaq al-Dīn ibn Ahmad ibn 

Muhammad al-Makkī al-Khwārazmī. 306 The Arabic version, however, refers to him as 

al-Muwaffaq instead of Muwaffaq al-Dīn.307 Interestingly, in all of these three places he 

has mentions the same date of death as 568/1172. 308 In spite of a little confusion 

regarding his name, however, two things are quite clear from Brockelmann’s statement. 

Firstly, Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq was a pupil of al-Zamakhsharī, secondly, his 

correct date of death. Apart from Brockelmann, no other author gives his name as Diyā’ 

al-Dīn.309 The fourth and fifth time he only mentions him as Diyā’ al-Dīn, the dearest 

student of al-Zamakhsharī.310  Biographical dictionaries do not give any clue about any 

other Diyā’al-Dīn as a student of al-Zamakhsharī belonging to the same era.  

Furthermore, Brockelmann has documented his three books as follows: 

(1) al-Fus�ūl al-Sāb‘a wa al-‘Ishrūn fī Fad�ā’iI Amīr al-Mu’minīn wa Imām al-

Muttaqīn ‘Alī ibn Abī T�ālib, and this book is also mentioned as Manāqib wa 

Fad�ā’il Amīr al-Mu’minīn 

                                                 
304  See Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11. 
305  Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 623; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 247. 

The author of Bughyat al-Wu‘āt also mentioned his name as mentioned in Brockelmann, see Bughyat al-

Wu‘āt, vol.  2, p. 308.  
306  See Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 642; in al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya his name is mentioned as (Ahmad ibn 

Muhammad) al-Muwaffaq al-Dīn, p. 41. 
307  Brockelmann, vol. 6,  p. 301.  
308  See above mentioned references, 58-60. 
309  Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; al-

Fawā’id  al-Bahiyya,  p. 41; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Zaydān, 

Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha  al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3,  p. 60.  
310   Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 510-513;  Brockelmann, vol. 5,  pp. 228, 238. 
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(2) Manāqib Abī H�anīfa 

(3) Maqtal al-Husayn (May God be pleased with him)311  

Most of the authors of biographical dictionaries hold the opinion that the book titled 

Manāqib ‘Alī (May God be pleased with him) does not belong to al-Muwaffaq al-Khāsī 

but al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī.312 Ibn Qutlubghā’s313 statement, that the person who is 

mentioned by Brockelmann as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Makkī is actually al-Muwaffaq al-

Khāsī. 314 His statement is not verified by the other authors of his time because it is quite 

impossible for Brockelmann to commit the same mistake repeatedly. However, other 

subsequent writers like the author of Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, al-A‘lām and al-Jawāhir al-

Mud�ī’a tried to eradicate this confusion to some extent by giving them different names. 

They mentioned al-Mutarrizī’s teacher as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī and 

                                                 
311  See Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 549, 623, 642;  Brockelmann, vol. 6, pp.11, 247, 301. 
312  See Brockelmann, vol. 6, p.11. Regarding the book, the statement of Mu‘jam al- Mu’allifīn goes in 

favour of al-Khāsī, vol. 13, p. 52;  al-A‘lām, vol. 8,  p. 290; Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 815, 1837.   
313 Ibn Qutlubghā  (802-879/1399-1474). 

Zayn al-Milla wa al-Dīn Abū al-Fadl al-Qāsim ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Hanafī, an Egyptian scholar of hadīth and 

religious law, was born in Cairo. His father passed away when he was still young. He supported himself in 

his youth as an accomplished tailor. He learned hadīth from ‘Izz al-Dīn ibn Damma‘ā  and Ibn Hajar, but 

his principal Shaykh was Ibn al-Hammām. His works were the usual commentaries on legal school texts, 

compilation of traditions, glosses, additions, indexes of legal works, studies on Abū Hanīfa and his Musnad 

(Fatāwā), legal problems and the like. His work Tāj al-Tarājim, the brief biographies of H�anafī authors, 

gave him a good repute in literary world. The following are his most important works: 

Gharīb al-Qur’ān wa Taqdīm al-Lisān, Nuzhat al-Rā’id fī Adillat al-Farā’id�’, Talkhīs� Dawlat al-Turk, 

Sharh� al-Majma‘, Sharh� Mukhtas�ar al-Manār and some other books. 

See Brockelmann, S: 2, p. 93; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 167;             al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p.14, 

15; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 73-75;  al-Fawā’id  al-Bahiyya,  (footnote)  p. 99; al-Sakhāwī, Shams al-Dīn ibn 

‘Abd al-Rahmān.  al-D�aw’ al-Lāmi‘ ,  Cairo: Maktabat al-Qudsī, AH1353, vol. 6, p.184; Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 8, p. 111; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, p. 400;  Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed, 

vol. 3, pp. 848,849. 
314  Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 57, 58.   
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the other as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Khāsī.315 In this respect, my personal opinion and 

research regarding al-Muwaffaq al-Khāsī is that his correct name was Abū al-Mu’ayyad 

al-Muwaffaq ibn Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn Abī Sa‘īd ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī al-

Khāsī al-Khwārazmī, born in 579/1183 in Jurjāniyya.316 He was also known by the title 

of Sadr al-Dīn. He was a well-known figure of his time and had a good command of 

different fields of literature such as jurisprudence, theology and poetry. He passed away 

in Egypt in 634/1236.317  His work includes: 

                                                 
315  Khās is a name of town near Khwārazm. He is called al-Khāsī because he used to live there, it is a 

nisba, See al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188;  al-A‘lām, vol. 8,  p. 289; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, footnote 

vol. 13, p. 52. 
316  See the above mentioned reference.    
317   In Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn his date of death is mentioned as 634/1237 
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 (1) Kitāb al-Fus�ūl fī ‘Ilm al-Us�ūl 

 (2) Manāqib ‘Alī ibn Abī T�ālib 

 (3)     Sharh�  al-Kalim al-Nawābigh  li-l-Zamakhsharī318 

3.3.3  Abū  Muhammad  Sa‘īd al-Tājir 

Another prominent name among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī was Abū Muhammad Sa‘īd 

al-Tājir.319Al-Mutarrizī took his lessons in hadith from him.320 This person was 

acknowledged as a great scholar of hadith. In addition, biographical dictionaries also 

mention another prominent scholar among his students named Abū al-Qāsim Nāsir ibn 

Ahmad ibn Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī.321 Unfortunately older books do not give the life 

history details of Sa‘īd al-Tājir.  

 

These are the only teachers of al-Mutarrizī who are mentioned in the Arabic biographical 

dictionaries. Those people who hold the view that al-Baqqālī322 and al-Harāsī323 were 

                                                 
318  See al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 291; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52.  
319  Unfortunately the dictionaries do not mention anything regarding his life history apart from this, that he 

was a hadith scholar and that al-Mutarrizī took some lessons from him. 
320  See al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p.190; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 354, 355; 

Mu‘jam  al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 212; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370. 
321  For his life history, see reference number 50. 
322Muhammad ibn Qāsim al-Khwārazmī al-Nahwī (490-562/1097-1167) was commonly known by his title 

al-Baqqālī. He was a writer, philologist and a man of letters. After receiving his early education from al-

Zamakhsharī he started his career as a religious scholar. He was a virtuous and very magnanimous person 

and was a key figure of the h Hanafī school of thought. His work covers almost all the fields of literature. 

His work includes, Miftāh�  al-Tanzīl, Taqwīm al-Lisān fī al-Nah�w, al-I‘jāb fī al-I‘rāb, al-Bidāya  fī al-

Ma‘ānī  wa  al-Bayān and  Sharh�  Asmā’ Allāh  al-H�usnā. 

See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 161, 162; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, p. 215; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 513; 

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 05;  al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2,  p. 372; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p. 

137; Hadiyyat  al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 98; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 162. 
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also among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī do not possess sufficient evidence to support their 

opinion.324 Al-Suyūtī325 and some other writers of the life history of al-Mutarrizī have 

mistakenly mentioned that al-Zamakhsharī was also among his teachers. Al-Suyūtī’s 

statement was supported by the author of  Miftāh�  al-Sa‘āda  and thereafter numerous 

other authors such as the author of Abjad al-‘Ulūm, who also copied the same mistake  

without making the effort to have a deep look into the matter.326 In my opinion, it is an 

error of judgment by al-Suyūtī. The truth is that al-Mutarrizī had never been the student 

of al-Zamakhsharī, for how could it be since al-Mutarrizī was born in 538/1144, the year 

                                                                                                                                                 
323 He was Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Ibrahīm al-Harāsī al-Khawārazmī (d 425/1035). He 

was a famous writer, philologist, grammarian, poet and etymologist of his era. His work includes Sharh� 

Dīwān al-Mutanabbī, Kitāb fī al-Tas�rīf, and some poems. See  Mu‘jam  al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 10, p. 301; 

Kashf  al-Z�unūn, p. 811; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2,  p. 65;  Bughyat  al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1,  p. 172;  al-A‘lām, 

vol. 7,  p. 161. 
324  Like Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, the editor of al-Mis�bāh� and Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī and ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-

Mukhtār, who edited his other book al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al- Mu‘rib. See al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rab, 

Yāsīn, al-Mis�bāh�   fī ‘Ilm al-Nah�w, p. 11. 
325  Al-Suyūtī (849-911/1445-1505). 

Jalāl al-Dīn Abū al-Fadl ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Abī Bakr al-Suyūtī was born in Cairo and spent most of his 

time there. He was a s�ūfī and taught the religious sciences. For a while he was the shaykh of the Sūfī 

Baybarsiyya Khānqāh in Cairo, and he remained throughout his life an enthusiast for Sufīsm. He wrote 

copiously on an enormous number of subjects. He was the author of several history books including the 

Tārīkh al-Khulafā’ and H�usn al-Muh�ād�ara fī Akhbār Mis�r wa al-Qāhira. More generally Suyūtī was the 

author of unoriginal works. He appears to have written over 500 works. His most solid work was probably 

in the field of hadīth studies. In Tafs�īr, he wrote 23 books, in hadith 95, in Lugha 21, in history 50, in 

Tas�awwuf 21 and on some different topics of literature 43. In short he was a man of his era. 

For further details see Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 46; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. 

vol. 9, pp. 913-916; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 433; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6,  pp. 573-575; 

Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, pp. 128-131; Brockelmann, G: 2, pp. 178-204, 187-198; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp. 

71-73;  Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, pp. 228-233; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 

898-914; Sarkīs, Yūsuf. Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, Cairo: Matba‘at Sarkīs, 1928, pp. 1073-1087; 

Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 746.  
326  See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Khān, Siddīq Hasan Nawwāb.  Abjad al- ‘Ulūm, Haydarābād 

Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, no date, vol.  2, p. 707. 
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in which al-Zamakhsharī passed away.327  However, there is no doubt that they belong to 

the same city. Al-Mutarrizī was known as the successor of al-Zamakhsharī but this title 

was awarded to him on the basis that he was a committed follower of al-Zamakhsharī’s 

religious ideology.328 

 

3.4 His Pupils 

3.5  

Biographical dictionaries do not mention any of his pupils except the one known as al-

Qāsim ibn al-Husayn ibn Ahmad Majd al-Dīn al-Khwārazmī al-Nahwī.329  His 

Kunya was Abū Muhammad but he was commonly known by his tittle S�adr al-Afād�il.330 

He was an eminent scholar of Arabic and an expert on Hanafī fiqh.331 He was born on 9th 

of Shawwāl 555/1160 in Khwārazm.332 Yāqūt al-Hamawī narrated in his book Mu‘jam 

al-Udabā’  that he had visited al-Qāsim in his house in Khwārazm and he himself stated 

                                                 
327 See Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 12, p. 186; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 55; Wafayāt al- A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 254-

260; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21. 
328  See Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370;  Encyclopaedia of 

Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.    
329  For details of his life history see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, 

p. 410; Safadī, Khalīl ibn Ahmad ibn Aybak. Kitāb al-Wāfī bi al-Wafayāt, Leipzig: Dār al-Nasr 

Frānzishtānīr, 1931-1997, vol. 14, pp.119-121; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, 

vol. 8, p. 98;  al-A‘lām, vol. 6, pp. 8; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-

‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471; Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, p. 840; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 37, 122;  Brockelmann, S: 1, 

p. 510; Farrūkh, Tārīkh  al-Adab  al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471. 
330   See  the above mentioned reference and book  
331  See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 08.   
332  All the biographical dictionaries mention his date of birth as above except the author of al-Jawāhir al-

Mud�ī’a, who mistakenly mentioned it as 505/1150 and he missed out the word Khamsīn ) Vfpآzluf�  ( . The 

author of  al-Fawa’id al-Bahiyya, mentioned his date of birth as 9th of  Shawwāl  instead of 9th of  Sha‘bān, 

see al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, p. 410;  al-Fawā’id  al-Bahiyya,  pp. 153, 154. 
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that he was born on the above mentioned date.333 He gained his knowledge of Arabic and 

literature from al-Mutarrizī and became a distinguished scholar of Arabic.334 His 

distinction in poetry and prose was beyond description. Furthermore, he was an 

aristocratic personality of his time, with a delightful and pleasant character and he was 

not mean with his learning and literary knowledge.335 He was also known as a gifted 

poet. Yāqūt narrates some of his poetic verses in Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ when he visited him 

in Khwārazm in 616/1219.336  The following verses are regarded as a good example of 

his poetry. 

 

«ٍ_Si ةXcاء دbsºUة اbrز SW 

S\Sfg اِمb}Uا �Zc اXpr�� P   

 

ن اb}Uام bg�wه® �� أ�Xmpا                                                             أ  

   S\S�ofUا اXslّ±ح وSfّuUب اSw337                                                         

                                                 
333 Mu‘ jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258; al-Wafī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, pp. 119-121.  
334   al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, p. 410;  al-Fawā’id  al-Bahiyya,  pp.153, 154. 
335  Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258;  al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, pp. 119-121; al-Fawā’id al-

Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-Arabī, vol. 3,  

pp. 469-471. 
336 al-Safadī, al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 1, 4. pp. 119-121; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258. 
337  Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; al-Wāfī  bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14,  p. 119-121;  Mu‘jam al-

Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258. This poetic verse is quoted in al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a  as 

  ٍ«US_ ةXcاء دbsºUة اbrز SW   

In Fawāt al-Wafayāt some other examples of his poetry are quoted as, 

                                          �iّإ ¨Slpcُ �Zآ zc `pÈSg SW 

P                                                             ُن]mjUا �^sW ®U Sr `^cأ  

 

                                                          SfiّS}a ٍلÔZr `a ¨bW zfa  

 رأى آqَ إSuiٍن وآS}r qٍَن                                           
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“Oh, poets, I advise you, not to expect generosity from the generous ones, as they 

have closed their door of generosity and lost its keys”. 

He wrote many books in different fields of literature. Among his books are al-Tajmīr fī  

Sharh� al-Mufas�s�al  li-l-Zamakhsharī,  a huge work in three volumes; D�arām al-Saqt� fī  

Sharh�  Saqt� al-Zand li-l-Ma‘arrī,  al-Tawd�īh�  fī Sharh  Maqāmāt al-H�arīrī, Badā’i‘  al-

Milh�,  Lahjat al-Shar‘  fī  Sharh� Alfāz� al-Fiqh, Kitāb Sharh�  al-Unmūdhaj.  He also wrote 

some books on Nah�w, such as al-Zawāyā wa al-Khabāyā, al-Sirr fī al-I‘rāb, and Kitāb 

‘Ajā’ib al-Nah�w, and some other books on different topics338.  In short, he was a model 

writer of his time, and his work shows his skill and versatility in different fields of 

literature. Unfortunately, this noble genius and man of letters was killed during the Tatar 

invasion of Khwārazm in 617/1220.339 This marked the end of an era. The literary history 

of Khwārazm, as the cradle of knowledge, came to an end. 

 

3.5 Al- Mutarrizī’s Literary Work 

Al-Mutarrizī did a lot of useful work in various fields such as Lugha, Fiqh, I‘jāz al-

Qur’ān (inimitability of the Qur’ān), Nah�w (syntax) and Mant�iq (logic), which was 

highly admired and appreciated by scholars throughout the ages. His literary work gave 

him a prominent place among the distinguished scholars of Arabic literature. These are 

                                                                                                                                                 
See al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14,  p. 119; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, pp.119-121; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-

Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471. 
338  See Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 230, 956, 992, 995, 1615, 1775, 1789; Brockelmann, G: 1, pp. 255, 291,  S: 1, 

pp. 451, 510; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 225-237; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2,  pp. 252, 253; Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 8, p. 98; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 06;  al-Jawāhir  al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, p. 410;  al-Fawā’id al-

Bahiyya,  pp. 153, 154.  
339  See  al-A‘lām, vol.  6, pp. 8;  al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1,  p. 410;  al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 152, 

153. 
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some of the works that have been documented in the literature. However, we believe that 

there is a lot more that have not been accounted for and I would like to list his works 

according to their importance in the literary world. In addition, I would like to add the 

references which I have collected from different compilations. 

3.5.1  Al-Mu ‘rib fī Lughat al-Fiqh   " NOPQا STQ UV بXYZQا "                        

 

Sometimes this book mistakenly given as al-Mughrib fī Lughat al-Fiqh 340     STQ UV بXTZQا

NOPQا   We will highlight this issue when we discuss his book al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-

Mu‘rib. This mistake has clearly arisen because of the proximity of the words al-Mu‘rib 

and al-Mughrib. In such cases, the reader gets confused with the order in which these 

books were written, thus, they mistakenly take one book for the other. In this book, the 

author discusses and highlights some unfamiliar terminology of Hanafī Fiqh341 and it is 

arranged alphabetically after the first letter.342 We do not know the whereabouts of this 

book. Classical sources also do not give any sign of its existence. 

 

3.5.2  Al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib بXYZQا \]^X^ UV بXTZQا     ’ ’ This is considered his 

most significant book. In this book, al-Mutarrizī summarizes his previous book al-Mu‘rib 

fī Lughat al-Fiqh. He has also arranged, adorned and beautified it by making some 

                                                 
340 See Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p.108; al-Khwānsārī, Muhammad Bāqir al-Mūsawī. Rawd�āt al-Jannāt fī  

Ah�wāl  al-‘Ulamā’  wa  al-Sādāt, ed. Muhammad ‘Alī Rawdātī, Tehran: Dār al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962,  

vol. 4,  p. 731;  Shaybānī,  Mu‘jam  al-Alqāb, vol. 2, p. 366; but in Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, the name of the 

book is mentioned as al-Mughrib fī Gharīb Alfāz�  al-Fuqahā’, and in Tārīkh  al-Adab  al-‘Arabī  as  al-

Mu‘rib fī  Gharīb  Alfāz�  al-Fuqahā’. See Mu‘jam  al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213;  Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-

Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 554, 555. 
341 Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370;  Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774;  Fawāt al-

Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21. 
342  Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247. 
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additions in it and came up with another masterpiece of his work. Some people also 

consider it as Sharh� (commentary) on al-Mu‘rib like the author of Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ and 

Wafayāt al-A‘yān343 yet the reality is that it is not     an explanation but a summary of al-

Mu‘rib. This is evident from the fact that al-Mutarrizī himself clearly stated in the 

preamble to his book al-Mughrib: 

    ��b{ا�� ،�mlopو� ®ÆsfUوف اb\ �pc �Tl�bو� �mlfZب و�bsfUSw ®§b�fUا `oZ{r ½W�¯� zr �cXUا ·Tg Sr ا�¯a 

 ،VabsfUا qهh344                                                                                        

 “Through this book I am going to keep my promise which I had made to arrange and 

adorn my work and give it an alphabetical order. I present this book to the scholars”.  

Brockelmann’s statement also supports this view that it is an abstract of his lost book al-

Mu‘rib. 345According to Yūsuf Sarkīs346 this book is also a summarised form of     al-

Mu‘rib.347 Scholars also hold different views about the name of this book. Some say that 

its name is al-Mu‘rib fī Sharh  al-Mughrib348 while others state that its name is al-

                                                 
343  For further detail see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; 

Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311;  Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311.  
344 See  preamble of al-Mutarrizī s book  al-Mughrib fi  Tartīb  al-Mu‘rib   
345   Brockelmann, vol. 5, pp. 247, 248. 
346 Yūsuf Sarkīs, (1272-1351/1856-1932). Yūsuf ibn Ilyān ibn Mūsā Sarkīs al-Dimashqī was a prolific 

writer and dominant figure of his time. Born in Damascus, he moved to Egypt where he made his mark as a 

director general of al-Bank al-‘Uthmānī. After working for 35 years in the bank, he moved to Egypt where 

he started his business as a book seller. His relation with pen and paper in his entire life was very close. He 

wrote in both Arabic and French languages. His work Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, gave him the best introduction 

to the literary world. His other books are Jāmi‘ al-Tas�ānīf  al-H�adītha,  Anfas al-Āthār fī Ashhar al-Ams�ār. 

For more details see Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn vol. 13, p. 278; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, pp. 290, 291; Brockelmann, S: 

3, p. 387.  
347  Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 1760. 
348  For further details see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; 

Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311.  
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Mughrib fī Sharh� al-Mu‘rib.349The latter assertion is not true because al-Mutarrizī 

himself mentioned in the preface of his book thus; 

                                                                               و �S�}w ��f§bب اbÅfUب l�b� `a½ اbsfUب    

Then he emphasized that he had given it the name al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.350 

Therefore, it is neither a Sharh� (commentary) nor is its name al-Mughrib fī Sharh� al-

Mu‘rib. Its correct name is al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib351 as we have proved above 

with the quotation from the author’s book. 

His above mentioned book is regarded by scholars of Hanafī Fuqahā’ with the same 

respect as the Gharīb al-Fiqh of al-Azharī,352 and al-Mis�bāh  al-Munīr of  al-Fayyūmī 353 

                                                 
349   Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455. 
350 See preface to his book al-Mughrib.   
351 Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 13, pp. 70, 71; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. 

vol. 7, p. 774; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; al-Naqshbandī, Usāma Nāsir. al-

Makht�ūt�āt al-Lughawiyya fī al-Math�af al-‘Irāqī, Baghdad: Wizārat  al-Thaqāfa wa  al-I‘lām, 1969, pp. 56, 

398; Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjūda bi- al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, Cairo: Maktabat al-Azhar, 1948, vol. 4, pp. 

38; al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, Preamble.  
352  Al-Azharī (282-370/895-980). Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn al-Azhar ibn Talha ibn Nūh al-Azharī al-

Harawī, was a writer, philologist and a man of letters. He was born in Herat, Khurasan. He left Herat and 

started off on an extensive wandering among the Arab tribes to acquire the proper knowledge of the 

language, as his book Tahdhīb al-Lugha shows. This is still considered a basic source for the Arabic 

language. This book consists of more than 10 volumes. His other work is al-Taqrīb fī al-Tafsīr, al-Z�āhir fī 

Gharā’ib al-Alfāz and a book named fī Akhbār Yazīd wa Mu‘āwiya. 

See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 218; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, pp. 395, 396; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp. 97, 

98. vol. 2, p. 175; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, pp. 19, 20; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 202; al-Zubaydī, Muhammad 

ibn Hasan. T�abaqāt al-Nah�wiyyīn wa al-Lughawiyyīn, ed. Muhammad Abū al-Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Dār al-

Ma‘ārif 1954, pp.19, 20; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 3, pp. 458-460; al-Lubāb, vol. 1, p. 38; al-Dhahabī, Shams 

al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Kitāb Tadhkirat al-H�uffāz�, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-

‘Uthmāniyya, 1957, vol. 3, p. 960; Brockelmann, G: 1, p. 134, S: 1, p. 197.  
353  Al-Fayyūmī (770/1368). Ahmad ibn Muhammad ‘Alī al-Fayyūmī al-Hamawī  al-Muqri’, one of the 

most important philologists and religious scholars of his era, born and brought up in Fayyūm, Egypt and 

settled in Hamāh. When king Abū al-Fidā’ al-Mu’ayyad (d710/732), built the Jāmi‘ al-Dahsha, he was 

appointed there as a Khat�īb. Although he wrote in different fields of literature, he is best known for his 
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by the Shāfi‘īs.354 In the preface to this book, al-Mutarrizī himself describes the reason, 

the purpose and scheme of writing of this book as follows; 

’’    vrSÆUSي، آb¸و S¯Zr °l£� ��\ S¯�l{m�a يbni VwXZUا ´p� `a Sه�¯s�W ®U ½ٍآ� `a فb^Uا °\bg Sr �sw

 �ZfUوري وا�mUأ zuYUا `wأ bluoو� `�b}Uا b{�yrو `iاXpYUا Âº}w داتSWÔUازي، واbUا b}w `wح أbºU ®آSYpU �m

و�� . ا�l¯ºU اbl¯ºU و§vf اSo�U رSZylºU ·W اU{blT و�blهr zr S}SoZّت S¯maء اS{rhر وSoU¼rت اST�hر واS¾Úر

 Vop�yfUا xUSÆfUا `a �mUأ Srو �ّUإ Vop�yfUا Ûsw �Zc `ZU�g Sr ÛsTU ´Uء ذSZ¾أ `a رج�iأ،ّ̀ pc  

In the above, he states that before writing this book, he had studied a number of books in 

depth related to this subject and benefited from them all. Some of the books he reviewed 

include, Hulwānī’s355 al-Ziyādāt, Karkhī’s al-Mukhtas�ar,356 al-Qudūrī’s357 Sharh��, al-

                                                                                                                                                 
most comprehensive work, al-Mis�bāh� al-Munīr. His other books are named as Gharīb Sharh� al-Wajīz, 

Mukhtas�ar Ma‘ālim al-Tanzīl. 

See Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 806; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 216; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, p. 

389; Kashf al-Z�unūn, p. 1710; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2, p. 132; Ibn Hajar, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī ibn 

Muhammad al-‘Asqalānī. al-Durar al-Kāmina fī A‘yān al-Mi’a al-Thāmina, Beirut: Dār al-Jīl, 1980, vol. 1, 

p. 304; Himsi, Asmā’. Fihris Makht�ūt�āt Dār al-Kutub al-Z�āhiriyya, Damascus: Majma‘ al-Lugha al-

‘Arabiyya, 1973, vol. 4, pp. 35-37; Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, p. 476; Brockelmann, G: 2, p. 31, S: 2, p. 20.  
354  Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, p. 1747; Brockelmann, vol. 5,  p. 247; Fihris Makht�ūt�āt  Dār al-Kutub, p. 56; 

Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5,  pp. 369, 370;  Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4,  p. 182.  
355  Al-Hulwānī (448/1056. Abū ‘Abd Allāh ‘Abd al-‘Azīz ibn Ahmad ibn Nasr ibn Sālih al-Hulwānī, 

probably best known for his title Shams al-A’imma, a renowned scholar of Hanafī jurisprudence during his 

time. He got his education from different scholars but his principal shaykh was Abī ‘Alī al-Husayn ibn 

Khidr al-Nasafī. Sarakhsī and ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn al-Husayn are considered among his pupils. He died 

in Kashn and was buried at his birth place Bukhārā. He left some valuable works including al-Mabsūt� fī al-

Fiqh, al-Nawādir, and Sharh� Adab al-Qād�ī li- Abī Yūsuf. 

 See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 95, 96; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp.136, 137;  al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, p. 

318; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 1, pp. 577, 578; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 26; Kashf  al-Z�unūn, pp. 46, 568, 1224, 

1580, 1999. 
356  Al-Karkhī (260-340/873-952).  

Abū al-Hasan‘Ubayd Allāh ibn Husayn al-Karkhī was a prominent later representative of the Hanafī school 

of thought in ‘Irāq, born in al-Karkh and died in Baghdad. His book named al-Mukhtas�ar fī Sharh� al-Jāmi‘ 

al-Kabīr, had brought him into special prominence among the scholars of his era. He received his early 

education from Abī Sa‘īd al-Barda‘ī, a famous scholar of his time. Abū Bakr al-Rāzī and Abū Hāmid al-
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Hākim al-Shahīd al-Shahīr’s358  al-Muntaqā, al-Jāmi‘  li- Sharh��359Abī Bakr al-Rāzī360 

and his own eminent teacher Abū al-Mu’ayyad’s 361 Jam‘  al-Tafārīq. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Tabarī and Abū al-Qāsim al-Tanūjī are prominent among his pupils. His work includes Sharh� al-Jāmi‘ al-

S�aghīr, al-Mukhtas�ar: Sharh� al-Jāmi‘ al-Kabīr. For more details see al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p.108; Lisān 

al-Mīzān, vol. 4, pp. 98, 99; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 29; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp. 347; Tārīkh  Baghdād, vol. 10, pp. 

353, 354;  Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 563, 570; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 259. 
357  Al-Qudūrī (362-428/972-1037). 

His full name was Abū al-Hasan al-Husayn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Ja‘far ibn Hamdān al-

Baghdādī al-Qudūrī, al-Hanafī. He studied law under Muhammad ibn Yahyā al-Jurjānī and hadīth under 

Muhammad ibn ‘Alī Suwayd al-Mu’addab al-Qudūrī. He had to hold several public disputations in defence 

of the Hanafī school against his contemporary the Shāfi‘ī lawyer Abū Hāmid al-Isfarā’īnī.  A number of 

pupils gathered around him, the most famous of whom was al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī. 

He wrote some valuable works including the Mukhtas�ar that deals with ritual contracts, personal status, 

criminal law and the law of succession, without particular care for logical order. Several commentaries 

were written on this book. He also wrote Sharh� Mukhtas�ar al-Karkhī, al-Tajrīd and Kitāb al-Nikāh�. 

See First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 4, p. 1105; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 5, p. 345; Islamic 

Desk Reference, p. 363; Brockelmann, G: I, pp. 183, 184, S: pp. 295, 296; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2, pp. 

66, 67; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 4, p. 377; Wafayāt  al-A‘yān, vol. 1,  p. 60, 61; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 5, 24, 27; 

al-A‘lām, vol. 1,  p. 206;  al-Nujūm al-Z�āhira, vol. 5, pp. 24, 25; Ibn al-Athīr,  al-Lubāb, vol. 2,  p. 247; al-

Bidāya  wa  al-Nihāya, vol. 12,  p. 24; Mir‘āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, p. 48; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 1, pp. 93, 

94;  al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 30, 31; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, p.141; Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 46, 155, 246, 

1631, 1634, 1837.   
358  al-Hākim al-Shahīd (344/945).            

Abū al-Fadl Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Sulamī al-Balkhī, generally known by his title al-

Hākim al-Shahīd. He was a man of name and fame in his era and was appointed Qād�ī (Judge) for a time 

and became known as al-Hākim. He holds an honoured place among traditionists. He had memorized more 

than 6000 hadith. His work shows his skill and ranking in the literary world. His work includes al-Kāfī, al-

Mukhtas�ar and al-Muntaqā. 

For more details see al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p.112; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p.185; Ibn al-Jawzī, ‘Abd 

al-Rahmān ibn ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī. al-Muntaz�am fī Tārīkh al-Mulūk wa al-Umam, Haydarābād 

Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1940, vol. 6, p. 346; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 37; Mu‘jam 

al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p.185; al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 242; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 96; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, p. 346;  

Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp. 1851, 1378; Brockelmann, G: 1, p. 182, S: 1,  p. 294. 
359  This is a very famous book of Imām Muhammad ibn al-Hasn al-Shaybānī. He was Abū ‘Abd Allāh 

Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn Farqad al-Shaybānī, a Hanafī jurist, born at Wāsit in AH132 (749/750) 

brought up in Kūfa. He studied at the early age of fourteen under Abū Hanīfa, under whose influence he 
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In addition, he had also studied numerous other books of different well-known Fuqahā’ 

and their biographical dictionaries. He also states that he has included all those questions 

which were asked of him from time to time related to the subject,362so that  seekers of 

knowledge could benefit from this book  easily and he hoped that this book would guide 

them towards their goal of attaining knowledge. He mentioned that the other reason that 

motivated and urged him to pen this book was the two books of that time Gharīb al-

                                                                                                                                                 
devoted himself to Rā’y. He extended his knowledge of hadīth under Sufyān al-Thawrī, al-Awzā‘ī and 

others, especially Mālik ibn Anas, whose lectures he attended for over three years in al-Madīna. During his 

lifetime he enjoyed the status of Qādī of al-Raqqah and Khurāsān. He belonged to the moderate school of 

Ra’y and besides being a jurisprudent he was also considered an able grammarian.  Among others, Imām 

al-Shāfi‘ī was one of his pupils. 

His work includes al-Ziyādāt called al-Jāmi‘ al-Kabīr, al-Jāmi‘ al-S�aghīr, al-Mabsūt�,  al-Makhārij fī al-

H�iyal,  and Bulūgh al-Amālī. 

See First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 7, pp. 271-272; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 40; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2,  

p. 42-44; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 2,  pp.172-182; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, pp. 107-112; al-Bidāya wa al-

Nihāya, vol. 10, p. 202; al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 2,  p.130; Lisān al-Mīzān, vol. 5,  pp. 121, 122; al-

Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 162,163; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 9, pp. 107, 208; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 309; 

Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p. 143. 
360 Abū Bakr al-Rāzī (305-370/918-981). 

Abū Bakr Ahmad ibn ‘Alī al-Rāzī al-Hanafī, better known as al-Jassās, was a jurist and a renowned scholar 

of Hanafī fiqh. He was born in Baghdad and got his early education from Abī Sahl al-Zajjāj, then spent his 

entire life teaching in Baghdad. His pious and ascetic life style became proverbial. His commentary on the 

famous book al-Jāmi‘ of Imām Muhammad al-Shaybānī (d. AH187) earned him a high respect among the 

Hanafī scholars. His work includes Ah�kām al-Qur’ān, Sharh� Mukhtas�ar al-Karkhī, Sharh� al-Jāmi‘, and 

Kitāb Ilhām al-Qur’ān. 

See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 27, 28; al-Jawāhir al-Mud�ī’a, vol. 2, p. 239;  al-Najūm al-Z��āhira, vol. 4,  

p.138; Tāj al-Tarājim,  pp. 65, 94,160; Miftāh�  al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2,  p. 53; al-Bidāya wa  al-Nihāya, vol. 11,  

p. 297; Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn, vol. 2, p. 07;  al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 165; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, p. 394; al-Wāfī  

bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 7, p. 241;  al-Muntaz�am, vol. 7,  p. 105, 106; Tadhkirat al-H�uffāz�, vol. 3, p. 959; al-

Wafī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 6, p. 96. 
361  For his life history see reference 44, 45, above. 
362  See preface to al-Mutarrizī’s book al-Mughrib. 
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Qur’ān363and Gharīb al-H�adīth.364  These books were regarded as the best source of 

knowledge in their field. That is why he arranged this book alphabetically, starting with 

hamza, and subsequently using the other letters of the alphabet. To enhance the 

uniqueness of this book he named it al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.365 Initially this book 

was published in Haydarabad Deccan, in AH 1328, the second time in Karachi (no date) 

and then in Aleppo in 1399/1979.366 Ibn ‘Usfūr al-Ishbīlī 367 wrote a Sharh  named Īd�āh� 

                                                 
363 This is a very famous work of Abū Bakr Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Sijistānī. (d330/942)  The 

actual name of this book is Nuzhat al-Qulūb fī Tafsīr Gharīb al-Qur’ān. The author spent 15 years working 

on this master piece and it is arranged alphabetically. 

For further details see Kashf al-Z�unūn, pp.1140, 1208, 1945; al-Lubāb, vol. 2,  p. 135; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, 

vol. 2, pp. 171, 172; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, p. 1008;  Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 10, p. 292. 
364  Ghgarīb al-H�adīth, is a famous work of Abū ‘Ubayd al-Qāsim ibn Salām al-Harawī al-Khurāsānī (157-

224/774-838) who was born in Herat and died in Makka. He spent 40 years on his masterpiece and he was 

the first religious scholar to write on this topic.  His work is still considered the basic source in this field; 

for more detail, 

 see Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 12, pp. 413-416; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, pp. 83-86; Ibn Hajar, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī 

ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalānī. Tahdhīb al-Tahdhīb, Haydarābād: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH1326, vol. 8, 

pp. 315-318; al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 1, p. 214; Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, p. 168;  al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 10; 

al-Azharī, Abū Mansūr Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Tahdhīb al-Lugha, ed. ‘Abd al-Salām Hārūn. Cairo: al-

Mū’sassa al-Mu‘riba, 1964, pp.19, 20; al-Zubaydī, Tabaqāt al-Nah�wiyyīn wa al-Lughawiyyīn, pp. 217, 

218; al-Harawī, Abū ‘Ubayd al-Qāsim ibn Salām. Gharīb al-H�adīth, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 

1986. 
365  For further details see his book al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib. 

366  Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248.  
367  Ibn ‘Usfūr (597-669/1200-1271). 

Tunisian born Abū al-Hasan ‘Alī ibn Mu’min ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī al-Hadramī was a historian, 

lexicologist, grammarian and poet, and commonly known as al-Ishbīlī. He was luminary of the scholarly 

world of his days on account of the wide breadth of his knowledge. He is famous in particular for his 

commentaries, some of which are published and others are lost. His work includes, 

Sharh�  al-Jumal, al-Mumtani’, Īd�āh�  al-Mushkil,  Sariqāt al-Shu‘arā’ and  Sharh�  Dīwān al-Mutanabbī. 

For further details, see Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 2, pp. 184, 185; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 210; Miftāh� al-

Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 118; al-Baghdādī, Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 721; al-A‘lām, vol. 5, pp. 179, 180; 

Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 7, p. 251; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 546, 547. 
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al-Mushkil on this book.368  The book consists of two volumes, and copies are available 

in varous libraries of the world.369 

3.5.3  Al -Īd�āh� fī Sharh� al-Maqāmāt 

Al-Mutarrizī was also a commentator and prepared a highly reputed commentary on the 

famous book entitled Maqāmāt al-H�arīrī (d.610/1122). This is the actual name which is 

referred to in most sources370 except Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, which gives its name as al-Ifs�āh� 

fī Sharh  al-Maqāmāt.371  I think it is the converted name of al-Ifs�āh. In the introduction, 

after describing the excellence of the Maqāmāt and their difficulty, and explaining his 

purpose in the commentary, the author writes for students a preface to the study of the al-

Maqāmāt dealing briefly with Arabic rhetoric. He subsequently describes the reason that 

encouraged him to pen this book as follows:  

إU `i® أر a` آ�½ اVlwbsU  و اhدب و ÂliS{� `a P اÆsU® واbsUب آ�SًwS أ\SًolU�� zu و أSًolZ{� ½Æc        و ’’ 

lÆc ÂlZ{� و bهSw بSو آ� b�Sa ءSºiي إbWbYUء اSºiأ `�Uت اSrSmfUا zr SًoWb{� بbأ� vW�w بSآ� ®smr ÔÆsr ½

vlaر ر�� �U‘‘372                                                                                                

“I have never come across any book in my life either in Arabic or in another 

language which is as useful and educative”373  

                                                 
368  Brockelmann, vol. 5, p.  248.   
369   See  same book and same above mentioned reference 
370  See al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p.311; Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, p. 1789; ‘Izza Hasan. Fihris Dār al-Kutub al-

Z�āhiriyya, Damascus: al-Majma‘ al-‘Ilmī al-‘Arabī, (qism al-Adab) 1964, pp. 60, 61; Brockelmann, vol. 5, 

pp.147, 148;  Zaydān, Tārīkh  Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49;  Encyclopaedia of Islam, 

new ed. vol. 7, p. 774.  
371  Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 6, p. 488.  
372 The preamble to his book al-Īd�āh� fī Sharh� Maqāmāt al-H�arīrī, Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, p.1798; Fihris  

Makht�ūt�āt Dār al-Kutub, pp. 60, 61. 
373  See same reference as mentioned above. 
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The author has included proverbs, sayings and witticisms of the Arabic language, which 

signifies eloquence of this book. The book depicts the versatility and novelty of work in 

the Arabic language and is so impressive that a reader cannot help but marvel at it in 

admiration. The book is also concise and throws light on the subject in a way that 

satisfies the reader as to its usefulness.374 The book starts as following: 

 ا�fYU © اXfYfUد vlf§ �pc اP Úء اX}ºfUر zuYw اTU[ء، اXTsfUد a` اhرض واSfuUء   

And it ends with 

 وbWن أرSiن اX�bUب اS¯U ÞlsW P `�Uّ و�U آ�Xr ½�b� S¯iّت zr و�Uت، وا© أX{USw ®pcاب،  وإ�lU اv§bfU واÝfUب،   

375                                                                              

 At the beginning of this book, the author throws light on ‘Ilm al-Ma‘ānī wa al-Bayān 

and the rules of Badi‘.  In Mu‘jam al-Buldān, Yāqūt criticized the names of the places 

mentioned in this book but without mentioning any other alternative names.376  Al-

Mutarrizī completed this book in AH 563.377 The book has been edited by Hammād ibn 

Nāsir al-Dakhīl, in Riyadh, 1402/1982.378 Some poets even composed some poetic verses 

in praise of it. 

  qjr اb^fUز qjr                         bWbYpU اb^fUز bWbYpUي                          

                             blZfUح اbºUا bوا هÔw                   VٍnoU ·Èو`ء \�ا 

                                                 
374  Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21. 
375  See Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjūda bi- al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, vol. 5, p. 29; Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, pp. 

1789; Fihris Makht�ūt�āt Dār al-Kutub al-Z�āhiriyya, vol. 1, pp. 60, 61, 342, 343; Mingana, A. D. D. 

Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the John Rylands Library Manchester, Manchester: University 

Press, 1934, pp. 936-940. 
376   Al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311. 
377  Fihris al-Maktaba al-Azhariyy, vol. 5, p. 29. 
378   Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774. 
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    blZfUح اST{fUSت ُ�£` آ                     ]}ºfUا bl§SWت د�Åa379                    

3.5.4    Al-Iqnā‘ li-mā  H(uwiya  Tah�t  al-Qinā‘   

Al-Mutarrizī had written this book for his son when he completed the memorization of 

the Holy Qur’ān as mentioned in the preamble to this book.380  The book is a handy 

lexicon with precise grammatical explanations, a kind of text-book, giving a 

comprehensive survey of the subject dealing with “good and usual” words and omitting 

the “bad and unusual” ones.381 In al-Mutarrizī’s opinion the existing works on this subject 

were either too large or not large enough.  It is divided in four parts Asmā’  )اSfgء ( , Af‘āl  , 

)Ssaلأ ( H�urūf ) \bوف (,  Nah�w ,)  XYi (  which are in turn divided into four chapters, and each 

chapter containing many subsections.382 The first part is very rich in synonyms. Modern 

and ancient linguistic usages are distinguished and verses are quoted in illustration. It 

begins with.383 

 ’’                            qWÔZ�Uح اS�or VlwbsUا qs§ ي�Uا �pّU �fYUا‘‘    

In Wafayāt al-A‘yān Ibn Khallikān described al-Mutarrizī’s book as two different books: 

one as al-Iqnā‘ fī al-Lugha and the other as  Mukhtas�ar al-Iqnā‘ . 384 However, according 

to my research and opinion, this is a mistake by Ibn Khallikān, because there is no 

indication that al-Mutarrizī ever summarized this book. Sometimes it is also called Kashf 

                                                 
379   Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, p. 1789. 
380 See Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 488; Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. 

vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.                    
381   Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed, vol. 7, p. 773, 774.  
382   Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, pp. 139, 140.   
383  See above mentioned reference and book.  
384  Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, p. 370.  
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al-Iqnā‘ or simply al-Iqnā‘385.  This book has also reached us in the form of a manuscript. 

Brockelmann mentions copies in other libraries of the world.386 

 

3.5.5  Al-Muqaddima fī al-Nah�w 

 

In biographical dictionaries, there is some confusion regarding the name of this book.387 

The main reason behind this confusion is the presence of another book, named al-

Muqaddima al-Mut�arriziyya fī al-Nah�w which creates confusion with Muqaddimat al-

Mutarrizī. Sometimes people mistakenly consider it as the work of al-Mutarrizī, which is 

not true388 as al-Mut�arriziyya is a work of another scholar named Abū ‘Abd Allāh 

Muhammad ibn Sālih al-Sulamī al-Dimashqī, who is commonly known as al-Mutarriz 

(d.456/1064).389  The correct name of al-Mutarrizī’s book is    al-Muqaddima fī al-Nah�w 

or al-Muqaddima al-Mashhūra fī al-Nah�w. Unfortunately I have been unable to trace 

it.390 

                                                 
385   Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455. 
386  Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248. 
387 In Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ and Inbāh al-Ruwāt the name of al-Mutarrizī’s book is mentioned as al-

Muqaddimah al-Mut�arriziyya fī ‘Ilm al-Nah�w; see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Inbāh al-

Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 339.  
388  See Kashf al-Z�unūn, p.1804; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; al-Dhahabī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad 

ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān. al-‘Ibar fī Khabar man Ghabar, ed. Fu’ād Sayyid. Kuwait: Dā’irat al-Matbū ‘āt 

wa al-Nashr, 1961, vol. 3, p. 240.  
389  Damascene born Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn Sālih al-Dimashqī (d 

456/1064) was well known by his title al-Mutarriz.  He was a writer, theologian and better known as a 

grammarian. He learnt hadīth from Tammām al-Rāzī and Abū Bakr narrated from him. His book al-

Mut�arriziyya fī al-Nah�w gave him a special place among the grammarians. 

For more detail see Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p. 50; al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 162; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, 

p. 189; Kashf al-Z�unūn, p. 1804.  
390  See Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, pp. 182, 183. 
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3.5.6  Mukhtas�ar Is�lāh� al-Mant�iq 

In old sources the name of this book is referred to as Mukhtas�ar Is�lāh� al-Mant�iq or 

Mukhtas�ar al-Is�lāh�391  it is a summary of Ibn al-Sikkīt’s392 famous book Is�lāh� al-Mant�iq. 

Hājjī Khalīfa mentioned it as a Sharh� of Is�lāh� al-Mant�iq but not as a summary.393 

However, this opinion is not supported by other authors. Unfortunately, this book is also 

not available.394 

3.5.7  Risāla fī  I‘jāz  al-Qur’ān 

In this Risāla (epistle), al-Mutarrizī highlights the numerous proofs of the inimitability of 

the Holy Qur’ān. Brockelmann points out that a copy of this epistle is available in al-

Madīna al-Munawwara.395 

3.5.8  Zahrat   al-Rabī‘  fī  ‘Ilm al-Badī ‘ 

Only the author of Kashf al-Z unūn has documented this book.396 

                                                 
391  See  Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, pp.182, 183; Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 71; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p.339; Miftāh� al-

Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, p. 370.  
392  Abū Yūsuf Ya‘qūb ibn Ishāq (186-244/802-856), known as Ibn al-Sikkīt, was born in Baghdad. He was 

an extremely important intermediary between the generation of his teachers, which included Qutrub, Ibn al-

‘Arabī, al-Asma‘ī and al-Farrā’ and the later flowering of Arabic philology under his pupils al-Dīnawarī, 

al-Sukkarī and al-Mufaddal ibn Salāmah. His influence on lexicography is attested by countless quotations. 

Among his many famous works, the Is�lāh� al-Mant�iq is still valuable as an anthology of morphological and 

lexical information. 

For further detail see Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 14, p. 279; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 243; Mir’āt al-

Jinān, vol. 2, p. 147; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, p. 255; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2,  pp. 536, 538;  Zaydān, Tārīkh 

Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p.118; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 180.  
393  Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 1, p. 108.  
394  See reference No. 141 of this chapter.  
395  See Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248; Farrūkh, Tārikh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455; Fihris al-Khizāna 

al-Taymūriyya, vol. 3, p. 282; The name of his above mentioned book is mentioned there as Risāla  fī  

Bayān  al-I‘jāz.  
396  Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 1, p. 233. 
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3.5.9  Risālat   al-Mawlā 

Just like the above mentioned book, there is no detailed account of this work in the 

literature. The sources do not give any information about this Risāla. Interestingly 

however, al-Mutarrizī himself mentioned this Risāla in al-Mughrib regarding the 

vocabulary of Waliya  )`Uو( .397 

3.5.10  Al-Risāla   al-Thāniya 

Al-Mutarrizī also mentions this Risāla in his book al-Mughrib regarding the vocabulary 

of ‘Aqiqa )·mc(    even though he does not specifically mention its name.398 He mentions 

the h�adīth of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him).399               

   Vmlmc اXUXm� Pو V}lui اXUX�  

3.5.11  Kitāb fī   al-Nah�w 

The primary sources do not give any information about this book. However, it is 

mentioned in the Makht�ūt�āt al-Maktabat al-‘Abbāsiyya that a copy of it is available in al-

Abbāsiyya Library, Basra. It could be the same book which is mentioned by 

Brockelmann under the name of Risāla fī al-Nah�w where he says it is different from   al-

Mis�bah  and a copy of it is available in Paris under the No 4254/2.400 It is also written in 

its preamble that the author had written this book for his son when he appraised the 

valuable and worthwhile work of ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī (d.471/1078) regarding nah�w. 

He created an abstract of his work and divided it into five chapters. 

(1)    fī  al-Mus�t�alah�āt  al-Nah�wiyya 

                                                 
397   al-Mughrib  fī  Tartīb  al-Mu‘rib,  vol. 2,  p. 53.  
398  Al-Mutarrizī, al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, vol. 2, pp. 662, 663. 
399 Ibn Māja. Muhammad  ibn Yazīd al-Qazwīnī. al-Sunan, ed.  Muhammad Hasn Nassār. Beirut: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1998, vol. 2, p. 136.    
400   See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 247. 
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VWXYZUت اSYp^{fUا `a  

(2)     fī al-‘Awāmil  al-Lafz�iyya  al-Qiyāsiyya  

 VlgSlmUا VlnopUا qrاXsUا `a 

(3)    fī  al-‘Awāmil  al-Lafz�iyya  al-Samā‘i yya 

           VlcSfuUا VlnopUا qrاXsUا `a 

(4)   fī  al-‘Awāmil  al-Ma‘nawiyya 

 VWXZsfUا qrاXsUا `a 

(5)   fī  Fus�ūl  min  al-‘Arabiyya 

 VlwbsUا zr لX{a `a 

 

It begins with, 

 © �fYUَّ�ي    اUار¨     اXiء أSl£w SibÈS{w رXّiح وST{fUح اS£Wd Siح _�ورb401              

 

This manuscript consists of 42 pages and every page has 15 lines. The style is in 

accordance with al-Mis�bāh� except for its preface and its name may be Īd�āh� al-Mis�bāh� as 

it is clear from the above mentioned Arabic quotation, al-Mutarrizī already had written a 

book under the name of Īd�āh� al-Maqāmāt. 

3.5.12  Risāla  fī  al-Nah�w 

Brockelmann is the only one to mention this book. According to Brockelmann’s 

statement, it is different from his famous book al-Mis�bāh� and a copy of it is available in 

the Paris Library under the number 4254/2. 

3.5.13  Al-Mis�bah� fī al-Nah�w 

                                                 
401See al-Khāqānī, ‘Alī. Makht�ūt�āt al-Maktaba al-‘Abbāsiyya fī al-Bas�ra, Baghdad: Matba‘at al-Majma‘ al-

‘IImī al-‘Irāqī, (al-qism al-thāni)  1961-1962,  p. 110. 
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Finally, we come to his highly acknowledged work, al-Mis�bāh�, which gave him a 

respected place in the history of the literary world and which is also the topic of this 

thesis. All the basic sources agree that the book called al-Mis�bāh� belongs to al-Mutarrizī, 

as is written by the author of Kashf al-Z�unūn.402  

  VZg �aX�fUي اXYZUزي اb^fUا �lّuUا �Tc zw b_Si مSrßU XYZUا ®pc `a حST{fUب اSه610( آ�   (  VÈSf�gو bºc

 �Uأو :w Srّأ �s : مSs^Uا `a «pfUSم آ]}Uا `a XYZUا qcS§ مSsidًا  © ذي ا�f\ ... Vuf� �pc ]ًf�ºr �Zwh �oUّأ àUإ

                                                                                                                    أXwاب 

 

Regarding whether the name of this book is al-Mis�bāh� or is al-Mis�bāh� fī al-Nah�w as 

mentioned by some authors, I suggest that its name is simply al-Mis�bāh�  fī al-Nah�w is 

used to confirm and limit its relevance to nah�w, as there are a lot of books available in the 

literary world under the name of al-Mis�bāh� . This is clear from the fact that al-Mutarrizī 

himself gives the name of this book as al-Mis�bāh� in the preamble.    بS�}w ��f§bح(   و�ST{fUا   

The reason why the author wrote this book and for whom he wrote it is also mentioned in 

the preamble:  

 ))   �noYw �Zc Âºع وآSZ�dا b{�yr b¯n�gا SfّU ،د وداXr blyUا qأه �Uدًا، و إXsur �fgSزال آ P Ôchا �UXUن ا¶a

                                          SًnoUو �ًZsr XYZUا zr �la Sr zmوأ� Sًno\ دا��bofw طS\ع، وأSZmUا Vp£a 

zr �nâfUأردت أن ُأ  VZÆUا qs§ا¨، وb¾ ©ا �mg `iS§bÆUا bهSmUا �Tc b}w `wأ ،·��fUا bTYUوا ،·mYfUم اSrdآ[م ا 

 XYZUا vlwSZW zr bÆo�W Sr XpYUا �noU zr �sT^w ·psW ��\ ،¨اXjr . �Tدون آ� V¸XT£fUا�� اb{�yr `a تbnZa

V¸XuTfUا .   VfّÈhا zlw ورًاSs� Sهbjت أآ�§Xa )VÈSfU(و  ) ا qfÆUا( و ) اVf��U (  �pf\وأ ،S¯sf§ �opأن أآ °p^�gSa

)                                                                          رS¯sa، آbاهzr S¯la Sr V اSlhء اSsfUدة    

                                                 
402 See Preface of the book, Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, 1707; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 514, 515, G: 1, pp. 350-

352; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, pp. 1760, 1761; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt fī T�abaqāt al-Nuh�āt, vol. 2,  pp. 311; 

Kitāb  al-Fawā’id  al-Bahiyya  fī  Tarājim al-H�anafiyya, pp. 218,  219;  Inbāh  al-Ruwāt ‘alā Anbāh al-

Nuh�āt, vol. 3,  pp. 339, 340;  Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455. 
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Al-Mutarrizī wrote this book for his son as it was the custom of that era that usually 

fathers used to teach their children in the beginning, and sometimes they even used to 

write books for them. Ibn Mālik wrote the famous book Alfiyya for his son in which he 

compiled the entire Arabic grammar in 1000 poetic verses. 

When al-Mutarrizī’s son had memorised the Holy Qur’ān and attained sufficient 

knowledge to understand Arabic grammar, al-Mutarrizī wrote this book for him even 

though he had already written al-Iqnā‘ or Kashf al-Iqnā‘ for him in the past. Al-

Mutarrazī collected the material of this book from al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma, the 

famous works of the distinguished scholar al-Jurjānī.  

 

This is evident from the fact that to date this book has been considered as the basic book 

on Arabic grammar by scholars of Arabic literature. Even the compiler of the Cambridge 

History of Arabic Literature considered this book worth mentioning.403  There are many 

manuscripts of this book in different libraries of the world. Brockelmann has pointed out 

the existence of these copies in more than 20 libraries in the world. 29 copies are to be 

found in the British Library, and these copies are discussed in detail in the comparison 

portion. 

It is considered a great contribution of Jurjānī that he introduced the theory of ‘awāmil 

(operators) into Arabic grammar. Jurjānī divided ‘Awāmil into two major parts; ‘Awāmil 

Lafz�iyya and ‘Awāmil Ma‘nawiyya in the book al-Mi’a. He further divides ‘Awāmil 

Lafz�iyyya into ‘Awāmil Samā‘iyya and ‘Awāmil Qiyāsiyya. In his book al-Jumal, 

‘Awāmil are divided into three parts; ‘Awāmil min al-Af‘āl, ‘Awāmil min al-H�urūf and 

                                                 
403 See Religion, Learning and Science in the ‘Abbasid Period (The Cambridge History of Arabic 

Literature), ed. by M. J. L. Young, J. D. Latham and R.B. Serjeant, p.133. 
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‘Awāmil min al-Asmā’. However, al-Mutarrizī followed Mi’at ‘Āmil in the division of 

‘Awāmil and divided his book into 5 chapters. 

Chapter 1: al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Nah�wiyya         VWXYZUت اSYp^{fUا  

Chapter 2: al-‘Awāmil  al-Lafz�iyya  al-Qiyāsiyya     VlgSlmUا VlnopUا qrاXsUا     

Chapter 3: al-‘Awāmil  al-Lafz�iyyya al-Samā‘iyya nopUا  qrاXsUا   VlcSfuUا Vl  

Chapter 4: al-‘Awāmil  al-Ma‘nawiyya         VWXZsfUا qrاXsUا    

Chapter 5:  fī Fus�ūl  min al-‘Arabiyya      VlwbsUا zr لX{a `a  

 
Chapter 1 

 

At the beginning, al-Mutarrizī describes al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Ma‘nawiyya where he gives 

the grammatical definition of noun, verb and particle, and gives their characteristics. 

There is a sub-chapter for case endings ابbcإ where he gives the grammatical definition 

of ابbcإ i‘rāb and declares that تSآb\ h�arakāt are the key to i‘rāb. He also mentions the 

cases where particles bring aboput changes in i‘rāb and lists 7 such cases.  He introduces 

another sub chapter regarding, ءSfgأ asmā’ and divides it into two types; mu‘rab ) بbsr (  

and mabnī ) ̀ ZTr ( .  He defines both mu‘rab and mabnī and also gives the definition of 

lāzim and ‘ārid . 

Chapter 2 

After giving definitions such as those mentioned in the first chapter, he throws light on 

the ‘awāmil which are the basic topic of the book. He starts with al-‘Awāmil al-          

Lafz�iyya al-Qiyāsiyya and gives the reason for discussing them first. He divides them into 

seven types; al-Fi‘l, Ism al-Fā‘il, Ism al-Maf‘ūl, al-S�ifa  al-Mushabbaha, al-Mas�dar, Ism 

al-Mud�āf, al-Ism al-Tāmm, and gives definitions of them all. 
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Chpater 3 

 

In this chapter he throws light on al-‘Awāmil al-Lafz�iyya and divides them into 3 types; 

particles وفb\( ), nouns ( Sfgء ا(  and verbs ( أSsaل( . First of all, he explains particles and 

divides them into two types. Among those particles, some of them affect verbs while 

others affect nouns. He further divides the particles affecting nouns into two types; those 

affecting the whole sentence and those which only affect a part of the sentence. Then he 

talks regarding al-H�urūf al-‘Āmila, some of which affect al-fi‘l al-mud�āri‘   and some 

affect nouns (al-asmā’).  Then he discusses al-Asmā’ and al-Af ‘āl  al-‘Āmila 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

 

In this chapter the author gives the definition of al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya and also 

mentions the conflicting views of grammarian  defference regarding their numbers. 

 

Chapter 5 

There are several sub-chapters in this chapter: 

Sub-Chapter 1 

First of all he mentions the definition of ma‘rifa )Vabsr (  and nakira ) ةb}i(  and 

explains their types. 

 Sub-Chapter 2 
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In this chapter he discusses genders and adduces definitions and explanations as he did in 

the first chapter. 

Sub-Chapter 3 

He describes tawābi‘ (vwاX�) in this chapter and divides them into five types. 

Sub-Chapter 4 

In the fourth sub-chapter he mentions i‘rāb, as�liyya and ghayr as�liyya and also describes 

i‘rāb s�arīh  ( «Wb_ ابbcإ(  and ghayr s�arīh  )«Wb_ bl� ابbcإ(  At the end of this book he 

mentions ad�mār al-‘awāmil. 

 

The al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Nah�wiyya that al-Mutarrizī used in his book are not new. 

Grammarians had been using them for several centuries. During the 6th century, these 

Mus�t�alah�āt were used commonly and they are still being used today. One of the virtues 

of this book is that the author used Qur’ānic verses as an example for the explanation of 

the grammatical rules, which helps the students to memorise these rules.   

3.6 Rationale for Selecting al-Mis�bāh� 

 

Grammar plays an important part in the beauty and comprehension of any language.  

 It is more so in the Arabic language when according to a famous idiom, م]}Uا `a XYZUا 

 grammar to a language is essential and important as salt is to the taste of“ آa «pfUS` اSs^Uم   

food”. The non-native speakers of a language are usually more in need to learn the 

grammar than the natives in order to avoid mistakes. Arabic language is more sensitive in 

terms of its grammar as compared to other languages. Its use of grammar and syntax 

depends on the correct use of its i‘rāb )ابbcإ( . Any mistake in the i‘rāb can easily lead to 

misunderstanding. It is interesting to note that the contribution of non-native speakers of 
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the Arabic language on the composition of Arabic grammar is much greater than the 

native speakers of this language. Sībawayh, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Zajjājī, al-Jurjānī and al-

Mutarrizī were all nonArab grammarians. Its importance is quite obvious as it helps an ،

Ajamī (`fÆc) to avoid grammatical and syntactical errors both in reading and writing. Its 

importance is further enhanced as the Qur’ān, Hadith and great wealth of Islamic 

literature are all in the Arabic language. After completing my M.Phil, I was searching for 

a topic that would benefit me and other students of Arabic literature. Luckily, I had an 

opportunity to visit the personal library of Shaykh Abū Sālih at Peshawar where this 

manuscript caught my eyes. Its conciseness and compact presentation impressed me 

much as if I had found what I was looking for. Despite the short length of this book it has 

covered all the areas of Arabic grammar as the author himself describes in the preamble 

of this book  

   S¯pÈSur zr Àl bذآ X¸ا ®Uد وSofpU Pً]m�gد واSsfpU PًSmj�gر اb}� Sr qآ zc °loiو ،b{�yfUه�ا ا S¯Zr °lo{�gSa

                                                                                إ�i Sr Pر أو Sع                             

The manuscript’s text is easy to follow and well structured. It provides a wealth of 

information to a reader within a short space of time on a great number of grammatical 

issues as compared to other books on similar issues. The author has frequently quoted 

verses from the holy Qur’ān in order to explain grammatical and syntactical rules thus 

making it more attractive and interesting for a reader. It can be easily seen when 

comparing it with the works of Kāfiyya of Ibn Hājib and Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik where the 

use of language and syntactical constructions are difficult and complicated. These two 

books have been part of the syllabus in the Muslim world in general and in the sub-

continent of indo-pak in particular for a number of centuries. Instead of bringing the 
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students closer, these books take them away from Arabic literature due to their difficult 

syntactical structure. 

 

On the other hand, al-Mis�bāh� is consise and easy to follow. The presence of this book in 

a number of libraries throughout the world indicates its importance in its own time. As 

the record shows, al-Mis�bāh� had been part of the syllabus in religious madrasas of the 

Indian subcontinent for more than two centuries.404  Brockelmann also mentions the 

presence of this book in different libraries of the world. So much so that it can be 

included in the syllabus of madrasas/ colleges even in our own contemporary time. 

 

The presence of twenty-nine copies of this manuscript in the British Library may be 

attributed to the fact that after the decline of the Ottoman Empire and the ascendency of 

the European nations, such valuable manuscripts were taken or transferred for safe 

keeping to the European capitals. This is, perhaps why such old and valuable manuscripts 

are found in greater quantity in European libraries than in Islamic countries. 

 

 From the handwriting of the British Library copies it appears, not old but looks to be 

closer to the Persian and Urdu hand script. According to the record of the British 

Library,405 a majority of its copies were collected from different libraries from the Indian 

sub-continent. Out of the 29 abovementioned copies of al-Mis�bāh� 12 copies are taken 

from the library of  the Mugal Emperors in Delhi, 5 copies of al-Mis�bāh� are listed under 

                                                 
404 Khān, Hamīd al-Dīn. History of Muslim Education, Karachi: Academy of Education, 1967, 1981, vol. 1, 

pp. 134, 135. 
405 See the page number 130/a and 130/b  taken from the British library record  
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the additional entries, also taken form  India and 1 copy  is listed under the Bij, shows 

taken from the Bījapūr library of the ‘Ādil Shāhī dynasty of Bījapūr. In this way more 

than half of the copies of al-Mis�bāh� are taken from Indian sub-continent. Therefore, it is 

not surprising to find such a great number of copies in the British Library. 

 

The Mughal emprors of India and the author of this book were both from the area of 

Khurāsān. The victors always bring with them their cultures, customs, value system and 

literature. The land of Khurāsān and Jurjān also produced some towering scholars such as 

Sībawyh, al-Zamakhsharī and al-Jurjānī. 
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3.7  Shurūh�  al-Mis�bāh� 

 

The importance of al-Mis�bāh � is evident from the fact that so many shurūh  

(commentaries) on this book were written in different languages during different eras, 

which clearly shows the significance and worth of this book.406 

(1)    al-D��aw’ written by Tāj al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Isfrā’īnī (d. AH 684). 

This book was published in India (AD1850) and some further commentaries have 

also been written on this sharh�.407  

(2) al-Maqālīd written by Tāj al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Mahmūd ibn ‘Umar ibn al-Jundī, in 

AH751. 

(3) Al-Iftitāh�, written by Hasan Pāshā ibn ‘Alā’ al-Dīn al-Aswad in AH 800. 

(4) Sharh� al-Iqrānī, written by Muhammad ‘Alī ibn Iqrānī.  

(5) Khulās�at al-I‘rāb, written by Hājjī Bābā ibn Hājj Ibrāhīm ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Tūsī 

during the second half of the 9th century. 

(6) al-Risāla al-Sult�āniyya, another commentary written by Hājjī Bābā.  

(7) Sharh  li-Yah�yā ibn Isrā’il. 

(8) Al-Ifs�āh   ‘an Anwār al-Mis�bāh , by an unknown author. 

(9) Mishkāt al-Mis�bāh�, written by an unknown author. 

(10) Sharh�, al-Shaykh Shihāb al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Mahmūd al-Siwaysī. AH 803. 

(11) Sharh� al-Dībājah, by al-Taftāzānī, published in AH 791. 

(12) Sharh� al-Mawlā, by Mustafā ibn Sha‘bān al-Ma‘rūf  bi- al-Basrī. AH 961. 

(13) Khazā’in al-Lat�ā’if, by an unknown author 

                                                 
406 See Kashf al-Z�unūn, vol. 2, pp. 1708, 1709; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242, 243.  
407  Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt, p. 436. 
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(14) Sharh� al-Azhār, by unknown author 

(15) Sharh� al-Is�lāh�, li-Muhammad ibn Qurrāt Bīrī. 

 

Beside these, I believe there must be some more commentaries on this book which could 

not be traced as mentioned by Brockelmann.408 A poetic version of al-Mis�bāh� is also 

available under the name of (1) al-Ghurar409 (2) Naz�m al-‘Awāmil, written by Ahmad al-

Sūfī (3) Bahjat al-Miltāh   fī Masā’il al-Mis�bāh�. 

 

3.8 Al-Jurjānī’s Methodology in al-Mi’a and al-Jumal   

 

As we have discussed before, al-Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘Awāmil ’’ developed in gradual 

stages in a similar fashion as other such theories that may take decades to reach an 

acceptable level. The development of the ‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ occurred in two stages: its 

first development may be seen in his book ‘‘al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a’’ where he gives the 

number of ‘Awāmil as 100 and then divides them further into two main categories namely 

al-‘Awāmil al-lafz�iyya and al-‘Awāmil al-ma‘nawiyya. He devides ‘Awāmil lafz�iyya into 

Simā‘īyya and Qiyāsiyya and counts them as 91 and 7 respectively.       He again divides 

al-‘Awāmil al-Simā‘īyya into 13 sub-branches as can be seen in the following two 

pages.410 

 

                                                 
408  See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242-247. 
409 Brockelmann, vol. 5,  p. 247.  
410  See page 132 A and 132 B of this chapter.. 
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The second stage of development of Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ can be seen in his 

book ‘‘al-Jumal’’ as he mentions at the very beginning of his book with reference to 

i‘rāb  

bهSmUا �Tc لXmW :]rSc �fu� S¯Zr نX�g ،ء` VÈSr Vabsr zr ابbcdا Vabsr ½US¸ q}U �w P �iا ®pcن -أX¾]¾و 

Swاbcو إ ]ًfc �fu� S¯Zr ةbºc و ،PXfsr �fu� S¯Zr411ً   

‘‘It is important for every student to keep the 100 ‘Awāmil at the forefront of his mind. 

Among these 100 ‘Awāmil, there are 60 Āmils and 30 Ma‘mūls and the remaining 10 are 

known as ‘amal and i‘rāb. The noteable point is that al-Jurjānī presents the arrangement 

of ‘awāmil in his second book ‘‘al-Jumal’’ in a different way as compared to his first 

book al-Mi’a, although he keeps the number of ‘awāmil the same at 100. Also he divides 

the number of ‘awāmil into 3 categories in his second book as compared to 2 categories 

in his first book. He divides al-Jumal into five chapters. 

 

The first chapter, called ‘‘al-Muqaddimāt’’, deals with Ism, Fi‘l and H�arf. In the 

remaining chapters he considers 100 ‘awāmil as 60 Āmil, 30 Ma‘mūl and 10 ‘amal and 

i‘rāb. Thus al-Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘‘awāmil’’ presents a triangle of Āmil, Ma‘mūl and 

‘Amal. 

 

The second chapter deals with al-Af‘āl al-‘Āmila and the third chapter covers al-H�urūf 

al-‘Āmila. The fourth and fifth chapters deal with al-Asmā’, al-‘Āmila and other 

miscellaneous aspects respectively. It should be kept in mind that the first and the last 

chapters do not deal with ‘awāmil. 

 

                                                 
411  See his book al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a, p. 20  
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This was one of the greatest contributions of al-Jurjānī towards the development of the 

Arabic grammar. One may differ in some of its details but its principles have remained 

unchallenged to this day. Al-Jurjānī’s major aim was educational in a pedagogical sense: 

to make Arabic grammar easy and accessible, in scientific terms, instead of making it a 

dull and dry subject for an Arabic student. As al-Jurjānī says:  

 

’’       V�bo�fUل اX_hا ÄgX�fUا ão\ `a �loW و ،�fgاب ورbcdا °fg �absW و ،�f¯a ى و��TfUا zب ذه�¯W  و

‘‘اXwhاب اa S¯fnZU Vop�yfU` أ�}�mc b و و§a S¯sf` أ�bب \�  

   

‘‘This book will enlighten the minds of beginners and help them to understand the rules 

of i‘rāb and other relevant aspects of Arabic grammar including the memorising of 

miscellaneous rules’’. Al-Jurjānī’s efforts produced fruitful results and eventually, his 

works became widely acceptable in both educational and literary circles. A number of 

commentaries during the following centuries were written on his works which is a 

testimony to the popularity of his works.  

 

3.9 Al-Mutarrizī’s Methodology in al-Mis�bāh� 

 

Al-Mutarrizī in the preamble of his book al-Mis�bāh� accepts the borrowing of his material 

from the three books of al-Jurjānī, namely al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma. However, 

al-Mutarrizī uses a different methodology for his book, in that he combines the method of 

al-Mi’a and al-Jumal and comes out with a new methodology. In al-Mi’a, al-Jurjānī 

divides ‘Awāmil into two major categories namely, al-‘Awāmil al-lafz�iyya and al-

‘Awāmil al-ma‘nawiyya. He starts his book with al-H�urūf al-jāra followed by al-H�urūf 
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al-Mushsabbah bi- al-fi‘l and then he mentions al-H�urūf al-jāzima li al-fi‘l al-Mud�āri‘ 

then Asmā’ and Af ‘āl al-Nāqis�a respectively. At the end of his book he tells us about the 

al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya. While his book al-Jumal starts with al-Muqaddimāt followed 

by the description of al-‘Awāmil al-af‘āl, ‘Awāmil al-H�urūf and ‘Awāmil al-asmā’ 

respectively, as we have stated above in detail, al-Mutarrizī starts his book al-Mis�bāh� in a 

different way. At the beginning of his book, he discusses the al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Nah�wiyya 

by giving a comprehensive definition of Kalām followed by the definition of Ism, Fi‘l 

and H�arf with examples. Then he gives a brief but concise definition of the i‘rāb  

 

ً‘‘أن b�³ Âp�yW ا��Sw Vfp}U[ف اXsUاqr ا�Uا�SًnoU Vp و �bW�mا ’’   

 

Here the most noteworthy point is the utmost care of al-Mutarrizī in the selection of his 

words without going into any unnecessary details. One of the merits of this book is the 

use of Qur’ānic verses, as examples, in order to explain the rules of grammar that help the 

students to memorise these rules. 

 

At the very beginning of the second chapter, al-Mutarrizī makes it clear that he has, 

intentionally, mentioned al-‘Awāmil al-lafz�iyya prior to ‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya as the 

verb is considered a key in a sentence, especially in Arabic grammar, where a sentence 

that begins with fi‘l is always preferred.  

 

al-Mutarrizī mentions ‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya in the fourth chapter for a reason, perhaps, 

that it would be difficult for an ordinary beginner to understand al-‘Awāmil al-

Ma‘nawiyya as compared to al-‘Awāmil al-lafz�iyya.  The author quotes only 9/10 poetic 
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verses in the entire book, possibly for educational and pedagogical reasons, as he does 

not want to lengthen his book unnecessarily according to the preamble of this book. Al-

Mutarrizī has written this book for his son who was a young boy (or a beginner) so he 

tries to explain the difficult and complex grammatical rules in an easy and simple way, 

ensuring at the same time that nothing essential is missed out from the rules of Arabic 

grammar. In this way he has, clearly, achieved his pedagogical and educational goal.    

 

The al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Nah�wiyya that al-Mutarrizī used in his book are not new. 

Grammarians had been using them for several centuries. During the 6th century, these 

Mus�t�alah�āt were commonly used and they are still in use today. For instance, Nāsīf al-

Yāzijī, a well known scholar of the  19th  century who wrote his book fī Us�ūl lughat al-

‘Arab, used the same al-Mus�t�alah�āt al-Nah�wiyya that were used by the grammarians of 

the 5th / 6th centuries.  

 

3.10 Characteristics of Different Manuscripts of al-Mis�bāh� 

 

Al-Mis�bāh  is a very famous work of al-Mutarrizī and manuscripts of it are found in 

different parts of the world.  Although during the process of editing I had access to thirty 

one copies of al-Mis�bāh�, for the purpose of comparison, I depended on only those seven 

copies that according to their date of transcribtion were nearer to the author’s era. 

Moreover, these copies were free from any insertions, cuttings or deletions as compared 

to other copies.  
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Out of these copies, only the oldest and most authentic was selected as a reference copy. 

Including the reference copy, 29 were readily available in the British Library, London. 

Remaining the other two, one was taken from John Ryland’s Library, Manchester, UK 

and the other from the personal collection of Shaykh Abū Sālih from Peshawar, Pakistan. 

We will use the same numbers as those given in The British Library’s catalogue.  

 

First of all, we will write about the reference copy. Thereafter, we will write about the 

other seven copies that are compared against the reference copy. A brief analysis will 

also be offered of the twenty four copies to be founf in the British Library London that I 

was able to access during my visit to the library.  

 

3.10.1  Reference Copy OR/ 5795/2 

 

Regarding al-Mis�bāh� all the basic sources such as Brockelmann and Kashf al-Z�unūn 

agree that the copy OR-5795/3 held in the British Library London is the oldest and most 

authentic copy. My personal research into the authenticity and reliability also suggests 

using this very copy as a reference for research. The microfilm of this copy is also 

available.  

 

The copy is bound together with al-Kāfiyya and Mi’at ‘Āmil and is placed in the middle 

starting from folio 13-45. Chapters and sub-chapters are highlighted in red ink. 

Commentary in the margins is available throughout this work. There is no cutting and 

deletion in this copy. The writing is old but legible with some difficulty. Another 

additional quality of this reference copy is that every last word of every written page is 
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re-written at the end of  the page (before the next page) as well as at the start of the new 

page. This is so as to ensure that no word or line has been dropped from the text. This 

characteristic is not to be found in any other copy.  

Any manuscript that contains the name of its copyist/transcriber, his address and date of 

transcription, carries a greater significance. Sometimes, one can assess an entire period 

by the name of a famous transcriber. The absence of a copyist’s name or an unknown 

transcriber reduces the value of a manuscript. The copy of al-Mis�bāh� that I have chosen 

as a reference copy carries not only the name of its copyist but also the name of its 

user/owner.  At the beginning of this manuscript is written  

                                    _�T\S و �pw `a zu\ zw �fYr �}USr اXTZ�gل                                        

The characteristics of the chosen reference copy that render it distinct from other copies 

are: 

 

1. Being the oldest 

2. Being carefully preserved and free from cutting and deletion 

3. Known date of transcription. 

4. Known the place of transcriber. 

5. Mention of the place of transcription. 

6. Mention of the name of the owner. 

The above six reasons make this copy a distinct one from the other 30 copies and thus 

strengthen our decision to use it as a reference copy. Like al-Mis�bāh , al-Kāfiyya and Mi’t 

‘Āmil also end with the same name, Ja‘far ibn ‘Alī ibn Hājjī, the transcriber, and with the 

same date AH 932. The same transcriber wrote all the three books. The copy ends with:       

Sب �W �pc ا�TsU اÂls£U اS�YfUج إ�U ر\Vf ا© �zw `pc zw bos§ ،�USs    �® اU{�Sب اfU}STح Xswن ا© اpfU´ اXUه   

 �§S\932 /         ¨ 
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OR – 4330/1  

 

This manuscript is in a large book form. Two other books Mi’at ‘Āmil and Kāfiyya are 

also attached to al-Mis�bāh�. The binding is strong and in red colour. Al-Mis�bāh� goes from 

folio 1 to folio 36. Headings and sub-headings are highlighted in red ink. Each page 

consists of eleven lines. Marginal commentary is available on the initial few pages and 

gradually reduces towards the end of transcript. The writing found in the last page is as:  

 ¾ّ® د�X� `a qة ا�iSYTg �fgSw blmoU و�S� S�³ ÂgXW �USsن اX¯ºfUر S� �TYwن                                    

 

This suggests that Mr. Yūsuf Āghā got benefited from this copy. At the end, the name of 

the transcriber is written as ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn Sha‘bān at the beginning of Muh�arram AH 

1029, as it appears from the following text:  

  b¯nUو�° ا `a مbYfUا qÈاوا `a �USs� ©ا Vf\ر �Uج إS�YfUن، اSTs zw درSmUا �Tc �W zr ©ن اXsw بS�}Uا °f�

1029                 ÂUوأ zWbºcو vu� VÈSr                                                                                  

ARUN-OR 28/3 

 

This transcript is bound together with two other books, namely Mi’at ‘Āmil and al-

Kāfiyya, while al-Mis�bāh� is held in the middle and goes from folio no. 127 to folio 197. 

Each page consists of five lines. Headings and sub-headings are highlighted in red ink. 

The handwriting is very old and difficult to read. Marginal commentary is available 

throughout the manuscript. It is difficult to ascertain who actually the scribe was or who 

owned the manuscript. However, Mi’at ‘Āmil carries the date of AH 962.  

BIJ 9 

This is a fragile copy in single binding affected by termites but still easily readable. It is 

written in khat�t� naskh, and chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink. 
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Commentary in the margins is available throughout most of the manuscript. Each page of 

this manuscript consists of seven lines. The drawback of this manuscript is that four 

pages are missing from the book. This manuscript has a circular seal impression reading 

“Muhammad Akram al-Madanī AH1136” on its first page. Then it is written as: 

     àWرS�w � VWدرS� �iS� بSآ� vf§ �iS� ار�rS§ °wSw �iSlr v^� àui Äyw حST{r11 ½§1025 ر          ،  

 The owner’s name is mentioned as Qādir Muhammad Khān.  At the end the date of 

transcription is given as Safar AH1033. The last page reads as follows: 

 bo_ b¯ ،zWbºc àWرS�w b¯nUو�° ا �\hم اXW °f�1033 �}i³ دارم را vf¸ Scد �iاX� bان §` هblr �}USr ،

                                                                                                      ،°f� رمSآ �Zآ ¨�Zw zr    

OR-4205/2 

 

This manuscript copy is also bound with two other books. Al-Mis�bāh� is again bound in 

between the two and goes from folio 71 to folio 172. The first of the two books attached 

to al-Mis�bāh� seems to be its Sharh� (explanation) of al-Mis�bāh�. Neither the title nor its 

author of this Sharh� is mentioned. The manuscript is pocket-sized. The text is quite 

legible. The date as well as the identity of scribe is unknown, however the following text 

is to be found at the end.  

�f\ج اSYUد اSTsUا Âs±ول        أhا vlwر b¯  ÂUوأ zl�ّg ا\�ى و VZg �W�UاXUو �U ©اbo� �§اX� b£� zwا  

All the three texts seem to originate from the same scribe.  

DELHI ARABIC 1152 

 

This manuscript is in a single book-shape with worn-out pages though the writing is still 

legible. The total folios of the manuscript are 127, each page containing five lines. 

Chapters and sub-chapters along with the Qur’ānic verses are highlighted in red-ink. The 
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shortcomings of this manuscript are the absence of a few pages as well as a few of these 

pages being out of order. 

Marginal commentary is available throughout the manuscript. A seal on the last page 

reads as:   bo_ b¯w zlºlw °�Xw Vsf§ روز `a بS�}U ه�ا °f�1059                                                    ،

HARLEY 5465/3 

 
This copy of al-Mis�bāh� is bundled with two other manuscripts. The copy is pocket-sized 

and the first of the three manuscripts is al-Kāfiyya then the Sharh� of al-Mis�bāh� going 

folio 139 to 178. Marginal commentary is also to be found on the few initial pages while 

each page consists of eleven lines. The handwriting is clear and legible. The date of the 

scribing is read as AH 1063. The same date can be read at the end of Mi’at ‘Āmil. The 

title of Sharh� of al-Mis�bāh� is read as: 

zr حST{fUا V§STWاب دbcd أوراق ¨�¯a �sw Srح،                                                    أS�ofUا ½Wb� �ÈاX�   

However the date of transcribtion of the Sharh�  is unavailable. 

 

143/MS 

This copy is bound in a single volume. The handwriting is clear and easily readable. This 

copy is taken from the personal library of Shaykh Abū Sālih from Peshawar, Pakistan, 

and is available under the number 143/MS. This copy has been very helpful for my 

comparative edition. The writing is not very old and easily readable. Chapters and sub-

chapters are highlighted in red ink and marginal commentary is available throughout the 

manuscript. The total number of pages is 127. The reason for including this manuscript in 

my comparison is because of its lack of deletions and insertions. Moreover, the marginal 
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commentary of this manuscript is very concise and useful, while the derivation of 

syntactical and grammatical problems has duly benefited from the marginal commentary.  

There are three names, Miyān ‘Abd Allāh, Miyān Mīr Hamza  and Miyān Muhammad  

Shafī‘,  which are found at the end of the book but without any date of transcription. It is 

difficult to know whether these are the names of the owners or of the transcribers. This 

copy ends with:   

  XYZUا `a حST{fUا �fّur بS�}Uه�ا ا °f�                                                                              

Delhi Arabic 1151 

 

This manuscript is bound in the form of a single book. It is neatly written and easily 

readable. It consists of 76 folios. Chapter and sub-chapters are highlighted in red ink. 

There are no footnotes except on the last four pages. The name of the transcriber is 

Ghulām Muhyī al-Dīn Khān Muhammad Shāhī Ibn Bashārat Khān ‘Alawī and the date of 

transcription AH1180; these are both clear and legible. The name of the owner is given as 

Muhammad Jān who bought the manuscript from a bookseller named Bakhtū for 10 

annas. 

 qT� °TuUم اXlUا �Uوhدى اSf§ qÈأوا `a رbّ\ ،b¯nUا 

ADD-5567/3 

 

This manuscript is also in a single binding. The number of pages is 53. The handwriting 

is clear and the script is not very old. There is marginal commentary on two to three 

pages. The first six to seven pages are devoted to Qur’ānic verses, hadīth, Arabic 

proverbs and some Persian poetry indicating the literary taste of the owner.           At the 

very beginning, the name of the transcriber is written as Sayyid Diyā’ ibn Ghulā 
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Muhammad. The owner’s name is mentioned as Sayyid Barakat Allāh and the date is 

Friday AH1082. 

 

OR–14457/3 

 

This copy is in a simple binding along with two other books which are Mi’at ‘Āmil and 

al-Kāfiyya. The binding is very fragile but the handwriting is very clear and sound in 

impression. The beginning reads “XYZUا ®pc `a بS�}Uه�ا ا” al-Mis�bāh� extends from page 16 

to page 35 in a book consisting of 90 pages.  

At the end, it reads:   

   �W zc بSهXUا ´pfUن اXsw بS�}Uا °f� ى�Zc ©ا bo� zu\ zw b}w  

 It is dated AH 1143. 
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DELHI ARABIC 1150 

 

This manuscript is in single binding. The handwriting is easily readable in a style that is 

not very old, but the pages are highly affected by termites. The marginal commentary is 

only available on the first two pages. The manuscript consists of 94 pages. The 

manuscript ends with: 

 �fufUا VyuZUه�¨ ا °f�‘ XYZUا ®pc `a حST{fUا©                 ا �l§و �fYfU ©ا ½lT\ �Tآ�     

The name of the transcriber is mentioned as Habīb Allāh son of Muhammad Wajīh Allāh, 

dated 16th of Shawwāl 1149. 

DELHI ARABIC 1156 

 

The manuscript is also in single binding. The number of pages is 68. Marginal 

commentary is only available on the first page. The distinguishing characteristic of the 

manuscript is that it uses two types of pages. The 36 pages are new while the rest of the 

pages are old and fragile but still readable. The name of owner is mentioned as 

Muhammad Mughīth while the transcriber’s name is not mentioned. 

ADD-16656/3 

 

This copy is bound together with Mi’at ‘Āmil in a red leather cover. Al-Mis�bāh� extends 

from pages 45 to 90 while the total number of pages is 90. The script is clear and easily 

readable. The weakness of this copy is the absence of some pages. It begins with “ نSإذ آ

 SyfpU. The date of transcription is¸½ اfUّ�آb و�bl اU[زم qsa `a وqsoW وآ�ا vlf§ `a اSsahل   

mentioned as Shawwāl 1209. 
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DELHI ARABIC 1153 

 

This manuscript is bound in a single book. It is very fragile and old but still readable. 

Chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink and the marginal commentary is 

available throughout most of the manuscript. There is a stamp impression on the first 

page giving the name of its owner as ‘Atā’ Allāh and dated 1207 while the hand-written 

date shows 18th of Shawwāl 1208.  The transcriber’s name is not mentioned. 

 

IOISH-1552/3 

 

This copy is bound together with two other books, namely Mi’at ‘Āmil and Risālat ‘Īsā 

Ghūjī fī al-Mant�iq. Towards the end, a few pages under the title of al-Tatimma fī ‘Ilm al-

Nah�w are also included. Al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 24 to 106. The distinct feature of 

this manuscript is that beside the chapters and sub-chapters, the main points are also 

highlighted in red ink. The name of the owner or transcriber is not mentioned but the date 

of transcription is mentioned as 1108/1793 

 

ADD-23435 

 

This copy is in a single binding. The handwriting is very clear and not very old. The 

marginal commentary is almost absent. The number of pages is 61. The first page reads 

“Kitāb dar Nah�w az Tas�nīfāt ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī” dated 23 of Sha‘bān AH1226. 
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DELHI ARABIC 1162/A 

 
This manuscript is available along with its commentary (  vr ). The hand-writing اX£Uءا�wÔUة

is very old but can be read with a little difficulty. Al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 1 to 13, 

Mukhtas�ar al-s�arf from pages 14 to16 and al-Zubda Ma‘a al-D�aw’ from pages 17 to51. 

Al-Mis�bāh� and its explanation seem to be written by the same transcriber. At the end, the 

date is mentioned as 10th of Muh�arram. The name of the transcriber is given as 

Muhammad Akbar Shāh Bādshāh Ghāzī. 

 

ADD-261243/3 

 

This copy is accompanied by Mi’at ‘Āmil. It begins with al-Tatimma fī al-Nah�w, 

followed by Mi’at ‘Āmil and al-Mis�bāh� which extends from pages 38 to74. Large fonts 

are used and each page consists of nine lines. At the beginning, the name of the owner is 

mentioned as Mukhtār ibn Mālik and at the end, the date is mentioned as 14th of Sha‘bān   

AH1251    b{c °و� �TZ ؛ روز ®nsfUن اSTs b¯ ®ر دهS¯å °aSw مSfإ� 

 

DELHI ARABIC-1040/B 

 

This copy is also bound together with two other books, named as al-Kāfiyya and     

Mukhtas�ar Risāla fī al-S��arf named al-Yūsufiyya. The script is clear and easily readable. 

The al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 52 to 80. The name of the owner or transcribers is not 

given but the date of transcription is mentioned as 1256. 

DELHI ARABIC-1036/B 
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This copy is also available in a single volume with two other books named al-Risāla   al-

Shamsiyya fī al-Qawā‘id al-Mant�iqiyya and ‘Arabī Gulistān that contains some Arabic 

and Persian stories. The al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 45 to 73. Half of the pages of al-

Mis�bāh� are new but the rest are fragile and old. The date of transcription is not given but 

the names of the owner and transcribers are mentioned as ‘Abd Allāh son of Fayd Ma’āb 

Muhammad Sulaymān. 

 

OR-3080/20 

 
This manuscript is also accompanied by al-Kāfiyya and al-Mi’at ‘Āmil. It is available in 

the form of a pocket sized book and is bound in a leather cover. Al-Mis�bāh� extends from 

pages 40 to 71. Date of transcription is not available, but at the beginning, three circular 

stamps are impressed. Nothing is clear in the stamps except the name Āghā ibn Husayn. 

 

IO-ISL-2903/6 

 

This copy is very old and fragile. Al-Mis�bāh� and Mi’at ‘Āmil are bound together.    The 

script is old and difficult to read.  Marginal commentary is not available at all.          Al-

Mis�bāh� extends from pages 91 to 132, while the total number of pages is 132.      The 

manuscript contains a lot of mistakes. The name of the owner and transcribers together 

with the date of transcription are notmentioned.  The book ends:      

  �® اU{�Sب fUSw �fّur}STح        
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DELHI ARBIC-1038/A 

 

This copy is available together with two other books called Hidāyat al-Nah�w and H�ayrat 

al-S arf. Al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 1 to 33 while the total number of pages is 72.The 

script is clear but the pages are fragile. Chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red 

ink. The date of transcription, the name of the owner and transcribers are not mentioned. 

 

DELHI ARABIC-1154 

 
The manuscript is a in single volume and is full of marginal commentary. The total 

number of pages is 42. The pages are fragile but easily readable. The date of transcription 

and the name of the owner of transcribers are not available. The copy ends with:  °f�

 اST{fUح Xswن اSs�ufUن  

 

DELHI ARABIC -155 

 

This manuscript is in a single volume. The pages are damaged and full of patches. There 

is a seal impression on the first page but nothing is readable. However, there is a 

handwritten line which shows the name of the owner as Muhammad Karīm Allāh. 

 

DELHI ARABIC – 1165 

 

This copy is in the form of a large size book together with three other books named al-

Mi’at ‘Āmil, Kitāb al-D�arīrī and Hidāyat al-Nah�w. al-Mis�bāh� is placed at the end from 
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pages 138 to 166. Marginal commentary is available on the first few pages followed by 

some explanatory notes in Persian language. The weakness of this manuscript is the 

absence of some pages towards the end of this manuscript. The last line before the 

missing pages is as follows:  

‘    أو ±blf اXYi ،VcSfÆU اS§bUل §Sءت و§Sؤا واSuZUء §Sءت أو §¬z وا�ÆU وع اbu}iت واSZUس واSihم     

 The name of the owner or transcribers or the dates are not available. 

 

OR-1176/4 

 

This copy is bound together with al-Mi’at ‘Āmil.  An abstract of al-Mi’at ‘Āmil is also 

available in a few pages while al-Mis�bāh� carries its introductory notes under the name of 

 b�. The al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 56 to 104. The script is clear butاXa ½Èا�È اS�ofUح

there are some spelling mistakes  ½�}W SًfÈة ’’   دا‘‘ USw V¸XwbfUاS�  ’’ ت’’ V\X�ofUا‘‘     tā  al-marbūt�a 

is always written as tā al-maftūh�a. The date of transcription and the names of the owner 

or transcribers are not mentioned. 

 

IO-ISL-2739/3 

 

This copy is also accompanied by two other books named al-Kāfiyya and Dīwān Nās�ir 

(in Persian). Al-Mis�bāh� occupies pages 77 to 98. The script is clear but marginal 

commentary is not available. Nothing is available regarding the name of the owner.    It 

ends with: 

                                          �f° ه�¨ اVyuZU اSTfUرآVZg `a V اÂU وzl�ÈSr وV�g و�zr zluf اbÆ¯Uة   
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ADD-9645/2 

This copy is also bound with two other copies named al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a and Qawā‘id 

al-I‘rāb written by Shaykh Jamāl al-Dīn ibn Hishām. Al-Mis�bāh� extends from pages 23 

to 49. The script is clear and easily readable. The marginal commentary is not available 

except on the first few pages. Chapter and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink. All the 

three books seem to have been transcribed by the same transcriber. Nothing is written at 

the end of al-Mis�bāh�. 

ARABIC MANUSCRIPT 725(215) 

 

This copy has been taken from the John Rylands Library, Manchester and is available 

under the number Arabic Manuscript 725(215). This copy has also helped a lot for the 

purpose of the comparative edition. This copy is complete in all aspects without any 

deletion or cutting, except for some spelling mistakes. The distinct feature of this copy is 

the availability of marginal commentary in the English language rather than Arabic. This 

indicates the literary taste of the owner of this copy for the English language. There is no 

mention of the name of the owner and the transcriber. This copy ends with:  …… .. 

 �� �ّ® ه�ا اU{�Sب اfUSw �fّufU}STح ……….…….

3.11  Critical Analysis of Published Work 

 

Very few books have attained as much fame in the academic world as Nāsir al-Dīn al-

Mutarrizī’s book entitled al-Mis�bāh� fī al-Nah�w.  For this reason a great number of 

interpretation/commentaries of this book were written, and it has also been edited several 

times. According to Brockelmann, it was first published in AH1261, then in 1959 and 

1993 and finally again in 1997 by Dār al-Nafā’is in Beirut. We shall review these three 
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printed editions of al-Mis�bāh� that have come down to us in view of the fact that these are 

the editions that observe at least the academic conventions of research. As we have 

mentioned above, al-Mis�bāh� was first published in AH1261 by the Anjuman Matba‘at 

Muhammadī, Delhī.  It was edited by Mawlawī Muhammad Hādī ‘Alī. This edition does 

not mention the quality and the number of manuscripts that he used for editing purposes. 

He also fails to mention if he had undertaken any cross-checking among various 

manuscripts. For this reason, I have not included this copy in my edition review. 

 

3.11.1 Edition of al-Mis�bāh�, Published in Cairo: Maktabat al-Shabāb, 1959. 

Editor: ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-Sayyid al-Talab 

 

In the preface of al-Mis�bāh�, ‘Abd al-Hamīd writes; 

   Vyui ةbºc °g `a VWb{fUا ½�}Uدار ا `a Sً¸X^yr حST{fUب اSو§�ت آ� 

 that he found 16 copies of this manuscript in Dār al-Kutub al-Misriyya. Among these 

copies of al-Mis�bāh�, he took the oldest one, written in AH 921, and used it as a reference 

copy to compare it with others. This copy is available under reference number 326 in Dār 

al-Kutub al-Misriyya. The editor does not mention the printed copy of al-Mis�bāh�, 

published in Lakhnow. 

 

It is true that the editor has used the oldest copy of al-Mis�bāh�, written in AH921, as his 

main reference copy, but he did not write anything about its transcriber, place of its 

transcription, the owner and the user of this copy. The editor mentions only the date of 

transcription and ignores other information. Similarly he ignores the relevant information 

on the other copies that he used for comparison. These are the basic requirements that are 
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essential to the reliability of a manuscript. He does not mention the number of folios or 

the number of lines on each page. The author writes  

 `fg حb SرهX^g zlw و S¯ºrS¯wح(وS��adرح) اS �Uإ ½uZW ®U412                                    

This is the same commentary to which Brockelmann refers. Al-Isfrā’īnī wrote a 

commentary on al-Mis�bāh� under the name of al-Miftāh� and later shortened it, giving it 

different name as al-D�aw’ ‘ala al-Mis�bāh�. The editor does not write anything about it 

although it could have been checked with Brockelmann. 

 

He discusses the work of al-Mutarrizī very briefly without going into any details. 

Moreover, he considered the book al-Muqaddima al-Mut�arrizīya fī al-Nah�w as the work 

of al-Mutarrizī which is not correct. In fact this work belongs to another scholar namely 

Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn-Sālih al-Dimashqī. The correct name of al-Mutarrizī’s 

book is al-Muqaddima fī al-Nah�w or al-Muqaddima al-Mashhūra fī al-Nah�w.  

1. Apart from this main reference copy, he writes nothing about the rest of the 15 

copies. In addition, he does not mention any other copies of al-Mis�bāh� that are 

available in different libraries of the world. It is surprising to note that he does not 

even mention Brockelmann or his observations on this book. 

2. Commentary and derivation are two separate academic areas. This editor 

frequently explains/ comments on the syntactical/grammatical issues but does not 

refer to them to the basic reference books. 
                                                 
412 see Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242-247; Fihris al-Makht�ūt�āt: Markaz al-Malik al-Fays�al 

li- al-Buh�ūth, vol. 5, p . 1161. 
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3. For the derivation of syntactical/grammatical issues, he refers to only two books 

entitled Sharh� al-Ashmūnī and Sharah� Ibn-‘Aqīl, and ignores the rest. 

4. In any editing task of a manuscript, a brief note on the life history of its author 

plays a significant part. The editor of al-Mis�bāh� however, mentions al-Mutarrizī’s 

life only very briefly in a casual way. There is no detail of al-Mutarrizī’s teachers, 

his students or his other academic works.  

5. In addition, this published edition of al-Mis�bāh� contains a number of 

shortcomings that make it less effective in view of the fact that the text is the 

foundation stone of any edited work. 

In brief, this edition of al-Mis�bāh� is a good attempt but fails to meet the required level of 

research criteria (a list of errors is attached). 

 List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition 
 
 
Wrong  Right Page Number 

 À£�uW و  Ào�uW 35 و 

 vwأر qُfÆُUوا   Vswأر qُfÆُU41 وا 

S¯ºyW zU  �ºyW zU 48 

 ��Uل اSsّa  ��Uل اSsah55 ا 

  zr ·�ºfUا ®gPا Xر ه�{fUوا

                     �Zc و _�ر qsoUا

                     

 �Zr Ó·ى ا��Uا ®gPا Xر ه�{fUوا

Zc و _�ر qsoUا                  �  

73 

 76 و �pjr ِرْ§ً[  و �pjr رُ§ً[ 

 Xc�� SrSWّع أدع  و ا�� SrSÓW106 و أ 

 134 إbcب zlfpur  إbcاب Sfpurن 

 49 أb� Pى  أbW Pى 

 zlwb± �pc `و ه  zlwb± �pc bf£fU149 وا 

 
 
Words or Phrases Omitted 
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 °�XUا �Zsr `a S}fUو °�XUا �Zsr `a ن  38 

 bآ�fUا ½ÈSÅpU ءSlUوا  vfÆUو ا bآ�fUا ½ÈSÅpU ءSlUو ا

                           ti¼fUا 

40 

  Xه qsoW  zّه zpsoW و Xه qsoW40 و 

   qrاXsUف ا]��Sw  Vpا��Uا qrاXsUف ا]��Sw 43 

   vfÆUو ا  ®USuUا vfÆU46 وا 

َ̈ و §Xَر  Sfآ zl��pTU zlfgا `a َرX§ و َ̈ Sf54 آ 

 a 84` اSrÔUن اa  `±SfU` اSrÔUن 

 �la �Zj�ufUا �pc �Zj�ufUّ�م اm� إذا

                          �Zc v^miأو ا 

 �Zr �Zj�ufUا �pc �Zj�ufUّ�م اm� إذا

                                v^miأو ا 

90 

 v�X�  رSn�iو ا v�X� 101 

 Sf¯jWّوأ bْ{ُiْأ bْ{ُZ� Sf¯ØW106 و أ 

 `iSjU Û�mW ®U  `iSjUل اXsofUا Û�mW ®U 118 

\�� �Zsr `a اXUاو �Sًflns و 

XYi ، ًاblmY� :  ��\ سSZUا �iءS§

اSr blrhت اSZUس \�� اSlTihء و   

  ��م اSÆYUج \�� اSºfUة           

 144 ،145  

 �pc 149 و§� X{yrص zr اbcdاب  �pc و§� X{yrص 

 
 
Some Extra words / Phrases 

 

 ´Uأن و ذ bl� zr رعS£fUا qsoU115 ا 

XYi `oZUSw ه�¨ : و `a qfs� ]a ·p^Zr �Wز Sr °fpc

 اXfUا±SًnoU  v، و �Zsr qfsً� و �bW�mًا 

119 

 
3.11.2 Edition of al-Mis�bāh�,  Published in Beirut: Dār al-Bashā’ir al-Islāmiyya,           
1993. 
 
Edited by: Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma 

A recent work on al-Mis�bāh� appeared in 1993 from Dār al-Bashā’ir al-Islāmiyya that was 

edited by Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma. The editor mentions 20 copies in total in his preface. 
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Among these, 6 copies are present in Awqāf  Public Library, Mosul, 7 copies are 

available in Awqāf  public library, Baghdad, 3 copies are in existence in Dār al-Kutub  al-

Zāhiriyya, 1 copy at the Central Library, Jāmi‘at  al-Basra, 1 copy is at the Central 

Library, Jāmi‘at al-Sulaymāniyya, 1 copy is in  al-Hasan al-Ankarī’s personal library and 

finally 1 copy of al-Mis�bāh� seems to be available  at the Library of Jāmi‘at al-Riyād �. Of 

the 20 copies mentioned above, the editor had access to only 5 copies. He does not say 

anything about the remaining 15 copies. He compares the copy from the National 

Museum (as being the oldest) with the other four copies.  

There are a few points to be considered here: 

1. As regards the oldest reference copy, the editor omitted to mention the following 

important things: 

a. the name of its transcriber; 

b. the name of its user; and 

c. the date of transcription. 

As a result, the status of this copy lacks authenticity.  

2. The editor does not mention any other published work with reference to         al-

Mis�bāh�. 

3. At one place he totally ignores a rule of syntax. 

�Zsr `a اXUاو �Sًflns و �blmYًا، S§ XYiء اSZUس \�� اSr ،blrhت اSZUس \�� اSlTihء و ��م           ‘‘  \��’’ .4

                                                                                                    اSYUج \�� اSºfUة 

5. Derivation is an essential part of editing, whereas the editor deals with 

syntax/grammar issues in only three places on pages 61, 69 and 90 and 

ignores the rest. 
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6. There is a one proverb in the book but the editor has failed to mention it. The 

manuscript explains 10 couplets but the editor mentions only 8. 

7. The editor has written a substantial note on the life history of his teachers and 

pupils. 

8. There is also an occasional addition of words which are inserted here and there 

that should have been written separately as a commentary in the margins. 

9. This edition also contains a number of errors in the text which reduces its value in 

terms of authenticity. 

Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma’s contribution is a good attempt as a piece of research work, but it 

fails to meet the needs of standard research criteria (a list of errors is attached). 

List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition 
 
 

Wrong Wright Page Numbers 

 b� ��  52ج �� byWج

 ْ°u¬W  ْ°u¬w 52 

 �fّuW  �fّu� 54 

 SW 55ء Xu}rرة   SWء Xu}rر  

 bY�� 55ك  bY�Wك 

 55 ان X}Wن bYUSwآSت  bYUSwآSت 

 ُqfsْWُ  ُqfَsWُ P  63 

 68 أن bِ£ْWَب أن َ±bََب

  VlZj�Uن اXi و    VlZj�Uا �iXi 70 و 

 ÂWbs�U فb\  ÂWbs�Uف اb\ zr 70 
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 �pjr 70 ِرْ§ً[ �pjr رُ§ً[

 Sه�sw Sr vabW و   Sfه�sw Sr vُa bWُ 73  و 

 �Wز ·p^Zr Sr و    �Wز Pّإ ·p^Zr Sr 79 و 

 82 و أ�lw zW´ أْزرك  و أ�lw zW` أزرك  

zْrِ zْrَ 83 

 �oَl£� و  S¯ol£� 83 و 

Sًfي آ�ا دره�Zc ®ي آ�ا دره�Zc 85 

َ́ ÔَUhْم lpc ْم وÔِUh َ́ lpc 87 و 

 SهbT� و  ُ̈bT� 87 و 

�lUٍف إS£r ٌأو  �lUإ SًaS£r 88 أو 

 �Tّ\ 88ا اqُ§bU ز�Tّ\ �ٌWا اqُ§ٌbU ز�Wًا

ة �frود �Yrودة   95 

 95 إذا §Sءك اSZr¼fUت  إذا §Sءآ® اSZr¼fUت  

 96 و zlw وا\�̈  و zlw وا\�ة  

 �w ·Ypfa  S¯w ·Ypfa 101 
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Words or Phrases Omitted 

 

 qrاXsUف ا]��Sw Vpا��Uا qrاXsUف ا]��Sw 55 

 vfÆUا  ®USuUا vfÆU56 ا 

 blf£Uا  q{�fUا blf£U57 ا 

 ÂWbs�Uا VUS\ V�g و V�g و ÂWbs�Uا VUS\ `a  59 

 ´Uذ XYi   Sr و zr ´Uذ XYi 61 

  �Zsr �la ّنd  qsoUا �Zsr �la ّنd 75 

   �Zr �Zj�ufUّ�م اm� إذا  �Zr �Zj�ufUا �pc �Zj�ufUّ�َم اm� إذا

    

77 

 v�X�    رSn�iوإ vØ�X� 81 

 83 و أÔZ� Pل SZw  و أÔZ� Pل 

  Sf¯Wّو أ  ْb{ُiأ bْ{ُZ� Sf¯Wّ83 و ّأ 

®ghا vab� �usa  bTyUا vab� و ®gdا vab� �usa 87 

  `iSjUا Û�mW ®U و   `iSjUل اXsofUا Û�mW ®U 88 و 

  tli��Uا �la xlU Sr   tli��Uء اS� �la xlU Sr 94 

 ®pc أو �Wز `ZTÆcو أ  �fpc أو �wb± �Wز `ZTÆc99 و أ 

  Sf¯Wّك  أي أ�Zc Sf¯ØW99 أي أ 

 Sًflns� وXUا �Zsr `a ��\ XYi ،ًاblmY� ت : وSr blrhس \�� اSZUا `iءS§

اSZUس \�� اSlTihء ��م اSÆYUج \�� اSºfUة                                                      

              

100 

 bT� و) P و Sr (   bT� و ) P و Sr (    xlpw نS�¯Tºr  101 

 `mlm\ bl� ابbcو إ  `mlm\ bl� qsoUاب اbc102 و إ 

�p و§� X{yrص bcd zrاب�pc c و§� X{yrص  102 

3.11.3 Edition of al-Mis�bāh, Published in Beirut:  Dār al-Nafā’is, 1997 
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Editor: Yāsīn Mah mūd al-Khatīb 

  

The editor, Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, is a well-known scholar. Māzin al-Mubārak, 

another distinguished scholar of Arabic literature has strengthened this book by writing a 

brilliant preface. The editor mentions another two editions in its preamble that were 

published in Lakhnaw and Egypt but confirms the fact that he did not have access to 

those editions. The editor used only six copies for his edition, although he accepts that 

there were many other copies available in al-Makht�ūt�āt al-Z�āhiriyya library.  Out of these 

6 copies, he found 2 copies more reliable than the others. Let us consider the following 

points: 

1. The editor of this published edition has failed to provide personal life history 

details of the author. In the editing of any manuscript, such information about an 

author, his teachers, pupils and the environment where he was born and brought 

up, plays an indispensable role.  

2. The editor did not refer to the book of al-Mutarrizī named al-Muqaddima fī al-

Nah�w whereas all the basic sources mention this book.  

3. He should have taken into account the copies that were within access and he 

failed to do so. 

4. The reference copy that he values most was written in AH 951 but this does not 

carry the place and name of its transcription. 

5. There are occasional insertions within the original texts but the editor points it out 

as being for the purpose of explanations only. 

6. The issues of syntax/grammar are dealt with very briefly as merely short 

comments on the margins. 
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7. The difference of opinion between the author (al-Mutarrizī) and the grammarians 

on syntactical issues is seldom mentioned by the editor. 

8. With regard to the derivation of syntactical/grammatical issues, he seldom refers 

to the primary sources. The text of this edition of al-Mis�bāh� is very clear and 

correct to a large extent. 

9. The way he demonstrates the skills of comparison between different copies, 

shows that he is well aware of the style and methodology of modern research. 

10. It is a valuable work with regard to the comparison of copies. 

11. There is not much difference between the text of al-Mis�bāh  and my own work. 

The text of this edition of al-Mis�bāh  is very clear and correct to a large extent.  

In brief, this is a valuable work but fails to meet the research or academic needs. 

(a list of errors is attatched). 

List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition 
 

Wrong  Right Page Numer 

 °�XUا vu�Uن  و اS}fUا vu�U41 و ا 

 vwأر qfÆUوا  vwأر qfÆU43 و ا 

 SهSºyW zU  �ºyW zU 47 

 ْ°iXّi ز  ْ°iXّi 49 

  �iّh SrزP Pّإ  Pّإ  S¯iّd SًrزP  53 

 zْrَ 65 أْن b£Wَب زbfc �Wوًا zrَ أْن ±bَب زbfc �Wوًا

  VplpUا �¯�ZW ¨�Zc   qlpUا �¯�ZW ¨�Zc 71 

  �Wز ·p^Zr Sr و    �Wز Pّإ ·p^Zr Sr 83 و 

 ´cSه qjr   ءكSه qjr 92 
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 94 أb� Pَى  أbW Pَى 

 115 أb�ُ Pى  أbWُ Pَى 

 zlwb± �pc `و ه �pc bf£fUوا  zlwb±  115 

Words or Phrases Omitted 

Wrong  Right Page Numbers 

 °�XUا �Zsr `a  نS}fUو ا °�XUا �Zsr `a 41 

  qrاXsU ف]��Sw  Vpا��Uا qrاXsUف ا]��Sw 44 

 ÂUا ¨b�³ `a Sr   ودة�frرة وXu}r ÂUأ ¨b�³ `a Sr 44 

  vfÆUو ا VlZj�Uو ا   ®USuUا vfÆUو ا VlZj�U46 و ا 

Uا `a blf£   `a q{�fUا blf£U46 ا 

َ̈ و §Xرَ  Sfآ   zl��pTU zlfgا `a َرX§ و َ̈ Sf51 آ 

 51  وآ�ا اjU[¾� اbY�fUك اPؤÄg   و آ�ا اbY�fUك 

 ´Uذ XYi و   Srو zr ´Uذ XYi 52 و  

Óو ُرب   qlpm�U 73 و ُرّب 

 �Zsr �la ÓنSa  qsoUا �Zsr �la َّنSa 75 

 q�ُ�W P ء (وSW (a Sr �pc �l   q��W P ء (وSW ( �la Sr ®gا �c  77 

 `iSjUا Û�m� ®U    `iSjUل اXsofUا Û�m� ®U 97 

  XYi ،ًاblmY� و Sًflns� اوXUا �Zsr `a ��\ :   و blrhس \�� اSZUا �iءS§

 Srت اSZUس \�� اSlTihء ��م اSÆYUج \�� اSºfUة                                 

    111  

 ®gو ا)Sr (  xlU �Zsfw    ®gو ا)Pو Sr  (   xlU �Zsfw  113 

 zlWزSÆYpU Pو Sr bT�  bT�)Pو Sr  (   �Zc xlpw zl�¯ÓTºr

                             zlWزSÆYUا 

114 
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CHAPTER: 4 
 

Al-Jurjānī as a Grammarian and Rhetorician 
 

 

4. Introduction 

 

Before we describe ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s life history and his services towards Arabic 

grammar and rhetoric, I find it pertinent to clarify as to why there arose the need of 

mentioning al-Jurjānī in this thesis in the first place. 

 

Al-Mutarrizī, the author of al-Mis�bāh�  himself  justifies the above question in his preface, 

that when he first thought of writing a book on  Arabic grammar for his son, the first 

choice fell on al-Jurjānī’s three grammatical editions namely al-Mi’a,  al-Jumal and  al-

Tatimma. In this way al-Mutarrizī gathered the core academic materials from the above 

mentioned books, however still adopted his own methodology for his own work. For this 

very reason al-Mis�bāh� is actually is an ‘abridgement’ of al-Jurjānī’s works. 

 

Wherein, al-Mutarrizī expresses his admiration for al-Jurjānī, he not only recognises his 

academic magnitude but goes even further to argue that his work was worth following/ in 

the field of Arabic grammar. In other words al-Mutarrizī’s work remains in effect a 

tribute to al-Jurjānī’s services to the academia.  In this regard, whereas it is imperative to 

describe the author’s life account and academic services, it is almost obligatory to 

mention al-Jurjānī’s role in inspiring al-Mutarrizī’s work. As a consequence, although al-

Jurjānī’s services have been recognised as a rhetorician, his status as a grammarian has 

not been accorded the due acclaim he rightfully deserves. 

 

In this chapter, we would describe his brief life history, his status as a rhetorician as well 

as an Arabic grammarian. In this pursuit, we would try to ascertain his standing as an 

Arabic grammarian. 
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4.1 A Brief Sketch of al-Jurjānī’s Life History 

 

4.1.1 Name 

 

‘Abd al-Qāhir Abū Bakr ibn ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī413 was a renowned Persian 

scholar of the Arabic language. He was born early in the fifth century of the Islamic 

calendar. The date of his birth414 is not recorded by any of his biographers. As for his 

death, it was almost certainly by the year 471/1078.415 

 

4.1.2 Birth Place 

 

He was born in the town of Jurjān, situated between Tibristān and Khurāsān in Iran. He 

belonged to an ordinary Persian family, but he distinguished himself in Arabic linguistics 

and his literary gifts. This is not surprising, because whoever wanted to be a scholar in 

the Muslim world at the time had to attain a high standard in the Arabic language. Arabic 

was not only the second language in all the non-Arabic parts of the Muslim world; it was 

the language of the education, since Muslims needed Arabic in order to learn the Qur’ān 

and hadīth. 

                                                 
413 For his life history detail, see  

al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p.174; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, p.310; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-

Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p.106; Tāsh Kubrā Zāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p 143; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adb al-‘Arabī, 

vol. 3, pp.183-188; Zaydān, Tāriīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 44; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-

Albbā’ fī T�abaqāt al-Udabā’ pp. 343,363,364,375; Meisamy and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic 

Literature, vol. 1, pp. 16,17; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681. 
414  Khafājī has recently fixed al-Jurjānī’s date of birth at 400/1010 in his edition of Dalā’il al-I‘jāz (Cairo 

1969), which is not true because  all the basic  biographical dictionaries do not support  this date, al-

Bākharzī, who died in (467/1074) was a neighbour of al-Jurjānī also failed to record his date of birth. See 

al-Bākharzī, ‘Alī ibn al-Hasan. Dumyat al-Qas�r wa ‘UsArat ahl al-‘AsAr, Aleppo: al-Matba‘a al-‘Ilmiyya, 

1930, p. 108.   
415 There is no agreement on his date of death; another possible date of death, 474/1081 is given by some of 

his biographers. Most modern writers agree on the date 471/1078 ignoring the date 474/1081 completely. 

See for instance, Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3 p. 44; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-

‘Arabiyya, p. 681; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174. 
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4.1.3 His Character and Fame 

 

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī belonged to the Shāfi‘ī school of fiqh, and was known as being a 

devout and God fearing Muslim. Another characteristic of this great scholar was his 

contentedness. It is reported that one day he was in his night worship or tahajjud, when a 

burglar broke into his home. He saw the burglar taking whatever he found worth taking, 

but he did not stop his prayer. He felt that the theft of his things was too trivial a matter to 

merit the interruption of his prayer.416  

 

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was recognised by his contemporaries and his immediate 

successors to be one of the most prominent literary figures of his time. His biographers 

lavish praise on him and speak of him with the highest degree of esteem and admiration 

as “The Imām of Arabic”, “The head of grammarians in his time.’’417 Every one 

acknowledged him as the Imām of his time.418 Surprisingly, however, very little 

information is given about his personal life, his education and his students, apart from 

short remarks on his piety, moral integrity and his uniqueness as a writer. Curiously, one 

of the most exhaustive sources on Arabic “learned men” does not allocate a place to him. 

Yāqūt mentions him only in passing and in the course of his biographies of other less 

important figures.419 Ibn Khaldūn fails even to mention him although he mentions Jurjān, 

his home town, and al-Qādī al-Jurjānī420 supposedly a teacher of ‘Abd al-Qāhir. 

 

                                                 
416 See al-Subkī, T�abaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242. 
417 See Ibn Taghrī Birdī, al-Nujūm al-Zāhirah, vol. 5, p. 118; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1 p. 143; 

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adb al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184.  
418 Except al-Qiftī who, despite his praise for al-Jurjani’s masterly knowledge, criticizes his work for being 

too brief and concise, a criticism which suggests that al-Qiftī was perhaps familiar only with al-Jurjānī’s 

relatively concise works on grammar. 

See al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt ‘alā Anbāh al-Nuh�āt, vol. 2, pp. 188, 189.  
419 See Yāqūt, ‘Abd Allāh al-Hamawī. Irshād al-Arīb ilā Ma‘rift al-Adīb, ed. D. S. Margolioth. London: 

Luzac, 1923-1931, vol. 1, pp. 80,217, vol. 3, p. 27, vol. 4. pp. 182,415-418,  vol.6, pp.3, 286. 
420 See Ibn Khaldūn, al-Muqaddima, Beirut: al-Matba‘a al-Adabiyya, 1886, pp. 1263-1267. 
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It is a fact that in most accounts al-Jurjānī is praised only as a grammarian, except for 

some general terms such as “adīb” and “Imām”.421 It was only in relatively late accounts 

that he was described as being “min a’immat al-‘Arabiyya wa al-Bayān”422 (one of the 

foremost master of Arabic, the study of eloquence and rhetorics) or “‘Ālim al-Balāgha” 

(well versed in the study of “balāgha”). According to all the biographers, al-Jurjānī spent 

his whole life in his native town Jurjān.423 Unlike most well known scholars and 

grammarians in Arabic history, it is reported that he did not travel in search of knowledge 

at all. This fact makes it even more surprising that his works are of such rich quality, a 

richness which becomes even more appreciable when one takes into account that he is 

reported to have had one or two teachers only. 

 

4.1.4 His Teachers 

 

These two celebrated teachers are said to have been al-Qādī al-Jurjānī 424and Abū ‘Alī 

Muhammad al-Husayn al-Fārisī,425 a nephew of the famous grammarian Abū ‘Alī al-

                                                 
421 See al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, p.101; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p143. 
422 See Encyclopaedia of Arabic literature, vol. 1, pp.16,17; Khwānsārī, Rawd�āt al-jannāt, Cairo: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962, vol.1, p. 443; Inc. Jacob E. Safra,[et al]. The New Encyclopaedia of Britannica, 

Chicago/ London/New Delhi: c2003, vol.  22, p. 64.   
423 See Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt  al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681; al-Qiftī,  Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, pp. 188-192; 

Larkin, Margaret. The Theology of Meaning; ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s Theory of Discourse, New Haven, 

Conn: American Oriental Society, 1995, p.1.      
424 He was Abū al-Hasan ‘Alī ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Qādī al-Jurjānī, a jurist, poet and critics of his time, born 

in Jurjān, then moved to Nīshāpūr with his brother when he was still a child. He became chief Qādī in 

Rayy, where he passed away in 392/1102. He wrote a valuable work named al-Wasāt�a bayn al-Mutanabbī 

wa Khus�ūmih, which gave him a permanent place in literary world. 

See al-Tha‘ālabī, Abū Mansūr ’Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad. Yatīmat al-Dahr fī Mah�āsin ahl al-‘As�r, ed. 

Muhammad Muhyy al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. al-Matba‘a al-Sa‘āda, Cairo:1956. vol. 4, pp. 3-23; Zakī, 

Mubārak, al-Nathr al-Fannī, vol. 2, pp. 07-16; al-Sahmī, Abū al-Qāsim Hamza ibn Yūsuf. Tārīkh Jurjān: 

aw Kitāb Ma‘rifat ‘Ulamā’ Jurjān, Haydarābād: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmānīyya, 1950. p. 277; Khafājī, 

Muhammad ‘Abd al-Mun‘im, al-H�ayāt al-Adabiyya fī al-‘As�r al-‘Abbasī, Cairo: Rābitat al-Adab al-

Hadīth, 1954.  pp. 368-371; al-Shīrazī, Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn ‘Alī. T�abaqāt al-Fuqahā’, Baghdād: al-

Maktabat al-‘Arabiyya, 1938. p. 101; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 682. 
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Fārisī. Whereas most biographers agree that the latter was certainly a teacher of ‘Abd al-

Qāhir al-Jurjānī, only one writer, namely Yāqūt, reports al-Qādī’s tuition of him.426 In 

fact, Yāqūt goes further than that to state that ‘Abd al-Qāhir himself mentions this, saying 

that the latter “used to boast of his study under al-Qādī, and to take much pride in being 

associated with him whenever he mentioned him in his books”. Yāqūt’s assertion is 

unlikely to be true for a number of reasons,427 not the least important of which is that 

Yāqūt, himself, in his biography of Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Fārisī, categorically 

states that  “‘Abd al-Qāhir studied under him and had no other teacher except him”.428 In 

view of this, it is possible to suggest that al-Jurjānī’s only teacher was al-Fārisī, who 

settled in Jurjān, where a number of people studied under him, and died in 421/1030. The 

date of al-Fārisī’s death suggests that al-Jurjānī studied under him as a young man. But 

there is no evidence as to the nature of their relationship, its length, significance or 

influence on al-Jurjānī’s thinking and development.  

 

However, there is a significant point of agreement among all the accounts of relationship 

between these two celebrated men. Most biographers specify the subject of al-Jurjānī’s 

study under his teacher as being grammar.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
425 He was Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn ‘Abd al-Wārith al-Fārisī, a well 

known theologist and grammarian of his time. He left his home town and settled in Jurjān. His reputation as 

an outstanding scholar brought students from many parts of the Islamic world to study with him in Jurjān. 

Biographers mentioned some books of his without giving their names. Only his poetic Diwān survived. He 

passed away (421/1030) in Jurjān. 

 See Kubrāzāda, Miftāh� al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp. 142,143; al-Safadī, Salāh al-Dīn Khalīl ibn Aybak. al-Wāfī bi 

al-wafayāt, ed. F. A. Brockhaus. Leipzig: Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft,  1931-1997, vol. 2, p. 

09; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, pp. 330, 331. 

426 See Yāqūt, Irshād al-Arīb, vol. 4, p. 249;  Zakī, Mubārak, al-Nathr al-Fannī, vol. 2, pp. 7-12. 
427 Al-Jurjānī, neither takes pride of being associated with al-Qādī nor even refers to him as being his 

teacher in any of his works which are known to me. 
428  See Yāqūt, Irshād al-Arīb, vol.7, p. 03; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106.  
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Al-Jurjānī’s confinement to one teacher and the fact that he studied only one topic under 

him does not reflect on the wide interests he had and the self-cultivation he achieved. A 

reading of his major works shows how widely read he was and how intimate he seems to 

have been with the tradition of Arabic grammar, in language, style, inimitability (I‘jāz) 

and poetry.  In fact, this side of his character is pointed out by one of his biographers.429 

Although ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was fully in command in different fields of Arabic 

literature such as Fiqh, Tafsīr, h�adīth, he owes his great fame to his role as grammarian 

and a literary theorist. He became the scholar students travelled to meet and learn from. 

His circle was full of students from all over the Muslim world. 

 

4.2 His work 

 

Al-Jurjānī wrote a large number of scholarly works, including popular manuals and 

detailed commentaries on Arabic grammar, as well as monographs on etymology and the 

inimitability of the Qur’ān. He also compiled an anthology of poetry. Brockelmann 

mentions nine books in his account. We will give here a brief note on his work. Apart 

from his grammatical works two of his books have been edited and published several 

times, bringing him to the forefront of scholars whose influences on Arabic studies 

remain considerable. One of these is: 

 

4.2.1 Asrār al-Balāgha (Mysteries of eloquence) 

 

It deals mostly with the theory of imagery. He distinguishes between tashbīh, and tamthīl, 

(simile and analogy) and more importantly between isti‘āra, ‘metaphor’, based on 

tashbīh, and isti‘āra, ‘metaphor’ based on tamthīl. Not surprisingly al-Jurjānī was 

instrumental in bringing about this change. He clearly distinguishes between metaphors 

based on simile and others based on analogy, but calls both of them isti‘āra. (In the case 

of a full-fledged sentence metaphor he also uses the term for analogy, tamthīl, which thus 

becomes ambiguous. To remove the ambiguity he sometimes calls it ‘analogy in the way 

                                                 
429 Al-Qiftī is the only writer who, despite his praise for al-Jurjānī’s masterly knowledge, criticizes his 

works for being too brief and concise. See Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, pp. 188-190. 
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of metaphor’, al-tamthīl ‘alā  h�add al-isti‘āra). Authors for whom the isti‘āra is first and 

foremost a one-word affair, mostly based on a simple simile (usually authors with a 

background of Qur’ānic studies), tended to characterize the mechanism of the metaphor 

as ‘the transference of a name/noun’ (the name/ noun ‘lion’ is transferred to a ‘brave 

man’); others, more circumspect, considered that the entity to the transferred was the 

‘thing named’ or the ‘notion’. Al-Jurjānī rejects the idea of ‘transference’ (naql) and 

replaces it by the notion that the metaphor is really a ‘claim’ (da‘wā) that the ‘brave man’ 

is a ‘lion’.  In this he achieves a standard that supersedes everything before him. He was 

able to do so because he based his investigation and research on two main branches of 

Arabic studies, namely grammar and poetry.430 

 

4.2.2 Dalā’il al- I‘jāz (proofs for the Qur’ān’s inimitability) 

 

His other important work is Dalā’il al-I‘jāz (proofs for the Qur’ān’s inimitability). Like 

most other philologically inspired scholars, al-Jurjānī believes that inimitability rests in 

the eloquence of the Qur’ān. His central notion is that of nazm (literally, ‘strings of 

pearls’), which might be rendered as ‘syntactic ordering of words in accordance with 

semantic aims; accordingly to his notion the relation of the words establish a relation of 

meanings; thus, wording and meaning mirror each other. The relations that exist on both 

sides are called a ‘form, sūra. There is thus only one appropriate wording for each 

meaning, and the proof that the Qur’ān is the most eloquent text has to start from here.431 

This nazm approach to the problem of Qur’ānic inimitability has the advantage that it is 

applicable throughout, as opposed to an evaluation of certain features, such as the 

metaphor, that occur only at intervals. Al-Jurjānī insists that even a metaphor becomes 

metaphor only through nazm: since the context requires it to be such. All other 

explanations of the inimitability of the Qur’ān such as divine intervention, when the 

                                                 
430 For more detail see al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184; 

Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206, it is very strange that  this book is not mentioned in old 

sources like Bughyat al Wu‘āt, Fawāt al-Wafayāt and Inbāh al-Ruwāt,   
431  See Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Mat�bū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; al-

A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174, while al-Qiftī in Inbāh al-Ruwāt, al-Suyūtī, in Bughat al-Wu‘āt, and Kahhāla in 

Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, do not mention this book  
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pagans were challenged to produce something similar to the Qur’an, are rejected by al-

Jurjānī. In both his works, al-Jurjānī appears as a highly original and sensitive thinker 

who constantly grapples with his topic and looks at it from different angles. 

 

4.2.3 Sharh� Kitāb al-Īd�āh� 

 

This book was written by Abī ‘Alī ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Ghafār al-Fārisī (d. 377/987), 

a well known scholar of Arabic language of his time. Al-Jurjānī wrote an extensive 

commentary on this book comprised of thirty volumes, then summarised it in three 

volumes under the name of al-Muqtas�ad fī Sharh� al-Īd�āh . This book is also known as al-

Mughnī fī Sharh� al-Īd�āh .432 

 

4.2.4 Al-Masā’il al-Mushkila 

 

Apart from Brockelmann, the author of Khazānat al-Adab, ‘Abd al-Qādir al-Baghdādī, 

also mentioned this book.433 

 

4.2.5 Darj al-Durar 

 

It is a small treatise on Tafsīr al-Qur’ān. 

 

4.2.6 A selection from the poetry of Abū Tammām, al-Buh�turī, and al-Mutannabī 

  

Basic biographical dictionaries do not mention this book. According to Brockelmann this 

book was published in Cairo in 1937.434 

                                                 
432 In Bughat al-Wu‘āt and Fawāt al-Wafayāt, the name of this book is mentioned as  al-Mughnī fī Sharh� 

al-Id�āh�, moreover they do not say anything about the size of the book. 

See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 1, pp. 612, 613.   
433 See al-Baghdādī, ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn ‘Umar, Khazānat al-Adab wa lubb lubāb Lisān al-‘Arab, Beirut: 

Dār Sādir, 197?.  p. 134; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206. 
434  Only Farrūkh and Brokelmann have mentioned of this book, see Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 6, 

p; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol.3, p.184. 
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4.3 His works on Grammar 

 

4.3.1 Al-‘Awāmil  al-Mi’a 

 

This is a very well known work of al-Jurjānī; the name of this book is referred to 

sometimes as Mi’at ‘Āmil. It is a small but very precise work and is considered the first 

pedagogical grammar book, which ruthlessly cuts up the whole subject of Arabic 

grammar into exactly one hundred very short pieces. Perhaps this was the first book to 

discuss the whole Arabic grammatical structure in hundred ‘awāmil. This book brought a 

revolution in Arabic grammar and is considered a great contribution of al-Jurjānī in 

grammar. Brockelmann mentions the availability of this book in more than twenty-six 

libraries of the world. He also mentions thirty-six shurūh� (commentaries) written on this 

book. A significant number of commentaries written on this book show its importance. 

The book has been converted into poetic verses as many as nine times by different 

scholars in different times. Moreover, this book has been translated into the Urdu and 

Turkish languages as well.435 The book is still very useful and has been the part of 

syllabus in Arabic institutes all over the world in general and in the Indo-Pakistan sub-

continent in particular.436 

 

4.3.2 Al-Jumal 

 

This book also deals with Arabic grammar and is also known as al-Jurjāniya.437 There is a 

great confusion regarding this book. Some writers mention it as a Sharh� al-Mi’a 438 and 

                                                 
435 al-Subkī, T�abaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 300-205; 

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184; al-Suyutī, Bughyat al-wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106. This book has 

been published several times, for instance in 1897, in Calcutta, in AH 1292 in Tabrīz, in AH1304 in 

Kānpūr, in AH1316 in Delhi in 1870 and in Karachi  
436 See Khān, Hamīd al-Dīn. History of Muslim Education, Karachi: Academy of Educational Research, 

1967-1968, vol. 1, p.139.  
437 See Zaydān,  Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; Farrūkh, Tārīkh  al-Adab al-‘Arabī vol. 3, p. 184. 
438 See Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184; al-Subkī, T�abaqāt, vol. 3, p. 242,  where he gives 

the name as Kitāb al-Jumal al-Mukhtas�ar. 
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some consider it a summary of al-Mi’a. But the greatest degree of confusion about this 

book arises from al-Qiftī’s statement that amongst al-Jurjānī’s books there is “Sharh  

Kitāb al-‘Awāmil” which he called al-Jumal then compiled a commentary on it. The fact 

is, there are two different books, and one is al-‘Awāmil, the other is al-jumal. The first 

has been published a number of times; the second has been recently edited by ‘Alī 

Haydar (Damascus, 1972). Brockelmann mentions seven commentaries written on this 

book.439 He further states that the copies of this book are available in different libraries of 

the world.  The author of Kashf al-Zunūn considers this book as manzūma nah�wiyya 440 

(syntax written in the form of verses).  

 

4.3.3 Al-Tatimma 

 

Like the above mentioned two books, this book is also written on Arabic grammar. Most 

of the biographical books do not mention this book. Brockelmann mentions it as al-

Tatimma fī al-Jumla.441 This book is available in the British Library under the number 

472.  

Any attempt to produce a comprehensive list of al-Jurjānī’s works will be hindered by the 

disagreement on the titles and the number of books he has written. A number of other 

books are mentioned by some biographers and there is an obvious confusion as to the 

nature and exact titles of these books. They are, Sharh� al-fātih�a442, Kitāb al-Kabīr wa al-

S�aghīr,443 I‘jāz al-Qur’ān al-S�aghīr444, al-Miftāh 445, al-Talkhīs� fī Sharh� al-Miftāh�.446 In 

                                                 
439 Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 205; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-‘Adab al-Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184. 
440 Hājjī Khalīfa, Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, p. 602, vol. 2,  p. 624. 
441 Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; al-Zirkilī,   

al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 173. 
442 Al-Subkī, T�abaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242; in Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn the name of this book is 

mentioned as Tafsīr al-Fātih�a, vol. 5, p. 310. 
443 Al-Khwansārī, Rud�āt al-Jannāt fī Ah�w�āl al-‘Ulamā’ wa al-Sādāt, Tehran: Dār al-Kutub al-Islāmiyya, 

1889, p. 443.  
444 Al-Subkī, T�abaqāt, vol. 3, p. 242; in Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, the name of this book is mentioned as I‘jāz al-

Qur’ān al-Kabīr wa al-S�aghīr, vol. 2, p. 106. 
445 Al-Subkī, T�abaqāt, vol. 3, p. 242; Farrūkh, Tārīkh  al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 183. 
446 Al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, p. 189. 
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addition to these three there are two books whose titles are not mentioned, one on 

prosody447 and an introduction to grammar,448 and a number of books of which only the 

titles have survived usually, but not always, mentioned by a single biographer, such as 

Darj al-durar 449, al-Mu‘tad�id 450, and al-I‘jāz. It appears likely that some of the 

surviving titles refer to some of the known works either by referring to their subject-

matter or by confusing the titles of two books and considering them one work. Of these 

numerous books, it is unfortunate that only three major works have been published, 

namely al- ‘Awāmil al-Mi’a, Asrār al-Balāgha and Dalā’il al-I‘jāz. The manuscripts of 

his books on grammar and other subjects are dispersed in various libraries, and despite 

the great interest in his work nothing is being done, as far as I know, to bring them out in 

reliable critical edditions. 

 

4.4 ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī as a Grammarian 

 

 We have already reviewed the developmental stages of Arabic grammar prior to‘Abd al-

Qāhir al-Jurjānī in chapter second of this thesis. Briefly speaking, the third century 

grammarians had already started this trend as we saw it in al-Us�ūl fī al-nah�w by Ibn 

Sarrāj, and al-Īd�āh� and al-Jumal by al-Zajjājī who had attempted to meet the pedagogical 

needs; of the time. In fact, it was the need of the time to present Arabic grammar as being 

the most practical and appropriate language that was able to contain the divine message.  

 

Al-Jurjānī’s three books, namely al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma, played a vital rule in 

fulfilling the pedagogical needs of the expanding Arabic language of the time. In the 

words of Carter, ‘‘an extreme and, possibly for this reason most durable example of the 

new methodology is the Mi’at ‘Āmil of the great semanticist and rhetorician al-Jurjānī (d. 

471/1078). As its name implies, ‘The Hundred Operators’ simply reduces the entire 

language to exactly 100 grammatical categories, making it ideal for rote learning in the 
                                                 
447 al-‘Arūd�  seems to be a title of a book, but al-Kutabī says “Kitāb al-‘Arūd” which appears to be a 

reference to the subject matter of the book, namely prosody. 
448 ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Maymanī, Iqlīd Khazāna, Lahore: University of Punjab, 1927, p. 118. 
449 Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206. 
450 Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184. 
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schools. Now that the facts of Arabic grammar were no longer in dispute, only their 

organization could vary, and the Mi’at ‘Āmil reveals just what paring down of the 

material could be achieved by a rigorous application of dichotomous classification 

(taqsīm) and a bold pedagogical instinct for simplification’’.451 In this respect al-Jurjānī’s 

‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ solved the most complicated issue of Arabic grammar. The theory 

of ‘awāmil has always occupied a central position in Arabic grammar. 

 

Instead of discussing the technical aspects of this theory, we will make an attempt to 

prove that it is al-Jurjānī who was the main discoverer of this theory. However, the first 

person who alluded to this theory was al-Khalīl ibn Ahmad al-Farāhīdī, the author of al-

Jumal fī al-nah�w  followed by Sībawayh who casually commented about this theory in 

the second chapter of his book al-Kitāb and similarly, Abī ‘Alī al-Fārisī also mentioned it 

in his book Mukhtas�ar ‘Awāmil al-I‘rāb.  

 

However, the credit goes to al-Jurjānī who had given it a final shape in such an 

unprecedented way that it has never been challenged since then.  It is even more 

surprising to note that unlike his other contemporary scholars he did not travel from place 

to place for his learning needs. All the basic sources agree upon this point, so much so 

that Ibn Ukht ‘Alī al-Fārisī is the only person who is known as his teacher. Therefore it is 

possible that al-Jurjānī might have been influenced by al-Fārisī’s book Kitāb al-Īd�āh� 

through his teacher Ibn Ukht ‘Alī al-Fārisī, (the nephew of Abū ‘Alī al-Fārisī). al-Jurjānī 

wrote a commentary on al-Fārisī’s book Kitāb al-Īd�āh� in eight volumes. Unfortunately, 

this book is not available; it would have helped us a great deal to determine the position 

of al-Jurjānī as a grammarian. However, there is no doubt, as mentioned by Abraham 

Lockett that, ‘‘the Mi’at ‘Āmil must be considered as a mere text-book, in which the 

governing powers of the Arabic language are arranged into appropriate classes, their 

grammatical offices defined, and their primitive senses illustrated by easy familiar 

examples, and the amount of the whole is simply this, that he was an eminent 

                                                 
451 The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Religion Learning and Science in the ‘Abbasid period), p. 

133.  
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grammarian’’452. This statement strengthens our view that al-Jurjānī‘s theory of ‘Awāmil 

or in Balāgha, his theory of Naz�m al-kalām are both his own. 

 

4.4.1 Arabo-Islamic Rhetoric (Balāgha) and al- Jurjānī’s Theory of Naz�m 

 

In the eleventh century a major shift in linguistic approach took place, which emphasized 

the role of semantics in linguistic studies. The theologian, grammarian, and literary critic 

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was one of the driving forces behind this shift. In spite of the 

fact that he worked somewhat outside the mainstream of linguistics and never ever 

visited Basra or Baghdad, he managed to found his own circle of pupils and established a 

reputation as a linguist and rhetorician all over the Islamic world.  His most famous 

works are two treatises that deal with rhetoric: the Dalā’l  al-I‘jāz and Asrār al-Balāgha. 

Apart from these books he also wrote a highly interesting commentary on al-Fārisī’s 

introduction to linguistics al-Īd�āh�.  

 

Al-Jurjānī’s publications constituted a major contribution to the discussion about the I‘jāz 

al-Qur’ān; the central notions in this debate were ma‘nā ‘meaning’ and lafz� ‘expression’, 

a dichotomy that also played a fundamental role in the history of Arabic grammar. We 

have already mentioned above that in the discussion between the logicians and the 

grammarians the inherent ambiguity of the terms ma‘nā and lafz� was the main stumbling 

block for an understanding between the two parties. For the logicians the meanings were 

the logical ideas that were signified by the expressions, for the grammarians they were 

identical with the functions of the words.  

 

Arabo-Islamic rhetoric (balāgha) developed essentially out of the large political and 

theological debate which opposed Mu‘tazilism and Ash‘arism during the ninth and tenth 

centuries (third /forth centuries AH). Among the major themes which crystallized this 

debate was the important problem of the exact nature of the Qur’ān. This problem 

involved not only the well-known, if somewhat esoteric, question of whether or not  the 

                                                 
452  See Lockett, Abraham. Mi’at ‘Āmil and Shurūh� of Mi’at ‘Āmil, India: Pereira Printing Press 1814. 

Preface of his book, p. 19. 
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Holy book was created, but also questions like: ‘What is exactly meant by the  dogma of 

the inimitability (i‘jāz)  of the Qur’ān?. To the first question, Mu‘tazilīs answered that the 

Qur’ān was indeed created. Consequently, they were inclined, quite naturally, to an 

attitude which consisted in stressing its non-exceptional aspects as a text destined for 

human beings and hence having a temporal history and being liable to rational linguistic 

investigation as any other Arabic text. In fact, some Mu‘tazilīs, such as Abū Mūsā al-

Murdār (d. around 226/840), al-Nazzām (d. around 226/840), al-Khattābī (d. 388/998), 

are of this view that the Qur’ān is not inimitable but just ‘unimitated’, and this because 

God, although he challenged the Arabs to imitate it, ‘diverted’ them from the temptation 

to do so.453 The celebrated Mu‘tazilī grammarian, al-Rummānī (d. 386/996), also tackled 

the problem of i‘jāz in his ‘Remarks on the inimitability of the Qur’ān’. One can find in 

his book relatively thorough development of the purely linguistic aspect of the i‘jāz, 

particularly with regard to the analysis of figures of speech and to certain aspects of the 

phonetic properties of the Qur’ānic text such as assonance.  

 

 

The Ash‘arīs replied with the now classical study of al-Bāqillanī (d. 403/1012), I‘jaz al-

Qur’ān. Al-Bāqillanī sees in the Qur’ān three components of i‘jaz: the first is the fact that 

it gives information about things beyond the access of human beings (akhbār ‘an al-

ghayb). The second is that it manifests knowledge of past events, relating to the ancient 

Prophets and revealed books, which the Prophet Muhammad, being unable to read or 

write, could not access through these sources. The last is its eloquence: ‘The Qur’ānic 

text is so marvelous, so astonishingly composed; it goes so far in eloquence that one has 

to recognize the creator’s importance in front of it.454 

 

The Mu‘tazilīs took back the offensive with the Qādī ‘Abd al-Jabbār (d. 415/1024) who, 

in his immense theological compendium ‘The Dispenser in matters of unity and justice’ 

(al-Mughnī), dedicates a whole volume to the question of  i‘jāz . He arrived at a crucial 

                                                 
453 For more detail see Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Abbasid Belles Lettres), pp. 362, and 363. 
454 See al-Bāqillānī, Abū Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Tayyib, I‘jāz al-Qur’ān, Cairo:  Matba‘at Muhammad 

‘Alī Sabīh wa-Awlādih, 1901, pp. 60-80, under the title Wujūh alfāz� al-Qur’ān.  
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conclusion: namely, that there is nothing to be taken into account, in the assessment of a 

text, beyond its form (lafz�) and its meaning (ma‘ānī); there is no third term and hence 

fas�āh�a should only bear upon these two notions.455 

 

 The circle is now almost completed: the Ash‘arī grammarian ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī 

will start right from where the Mu‘tazilī theologian al-Qādī ‘Abd al-Jabbār arrived, but he 

will take over the problem with his specific mastery of the workings of the Arabic 

language. The objective which al-Jurjānī assigns to himself in his book Dalā’il al-I‘jaāz 

is to make the whole question of identifying the naz�m of a given text, and hence assessing 

its value, a technical problem of linguistic analysis. His basic discovery holds in the 

following: naz�m, that long-sought essence of text, of any text, from the most downward–

to-earth to the inimitable, can be studied in a rational and analytical way. The science of 

naz�m, whose bases al-Jurjānī claims to have established, would revive it thorough 

returning to the study of texts (Qur’ān, poetry, prose) and even everyday language. This 

science will reveal that the treasures of meanings hidden in texts are always analysable 

into infinitely varied arrangements of elementary ‘grammatical meanings’ (ma‘ānī al-

nah�w). The whole subsequent evolution of research in this field boils down to this fact, 

that one should first learn the traditional rules of grammar, and then, later, study what 

their semantic import can be. 

 

 In a chapter on ‘‘the difference between letters that are arranged and words that are 

arranged” al-Jurjānī gives his own definition of Kalām where he offers the first explicit 

articulation of his key concept of naz�m. As al-Jurjānī explains himself in Dalā’l al-I ‘jāz,  

 

�Zsr zc �£�mfw S¯fni xlU و ،Äma ·^ZUا `a S¯lUاX� Xوف هbYUا `a ®nZUأن ا ´Uو. و ذ `a Â�mfw S¯U ®êSZUا P 

S}rن )) رXpa))Ûw أن وا±v اVÅpU آSن �� �Sل . ذU´ رzr Sًfg اqmsU ا��£� أن bY�Wى bY� Sr S¯U �fni `aا¨

.SfU آSن a` ذW Sr ´U¼دي إ�U اSuoUد. ±bب  

 

                                                 
455  See his book, al-Qādī, ‘Abd al-Jabbār. Al-Mughnī fī Abwāb al-Tawh�id wa al-‘Adl, Cairo: Wizārat al-

Thaqāfa wa al-Irshād al-Qawmī, 1960, v. 16, pp. 191-210, 316-393.  
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´Uآ� �la brhا xlpa م]}Uا ®ni Srو أ .½l�b� ½u\ �pc S¯T�b� و `iSsfUر اS¾³ S¯fni `a `o�m� ´ih `a `iSsfUا 

¨SZsr ي�Uا ®nZUا Xه xlU و ،Ûsw vr �£sw مXnZfUل اS\ �la bT�sW ®ni X¯a ،xoZUا : Âlء آ`ºUا �Uء إ`ºUا ®±

·oء و ا�S§.456     

 

‘‘arrangement of letters’’ is their consecutive occurrence in pronunciation, where their 

arrangement is not required by a [particular] meaning, nor is their arranger following in it 

any track in the mind that necessitated his aiming at that which he aimed at in their 

arrangement. Had the originator of language laid down ‘‘rabad�a’’ in place of d�araba’’, 

there would have been nothing improper about that. The matter is not like that, however, 

with the placement (naz�m) of words, for in placing them, you follow the tracks of the 

meanings, and you arrange (turattib) them in accordance with the way the meanings are 

arranged in your mind. Therefore, it is a [kind of] ordering (naz�m) in which the situation 

of one part of it in relation to the rest is taken into consideration; it is not that kind of 

placement that means joining one thing to another in random manner.457 

 

With this passage al-Jurjānī adds a new and important element to his argument; here al-

Jurjānī states in no uncertain terms the level on which this associating of meanings takes 

place. The arrangement of words necessarily follows a ‘‘trace in the mind’’ (‘aql). Naz�m 

in al-Jurjānī’s view is a matter of meanings and is first and foremost an operation of the 

mind.  

 

Al-Jurjānī in his book Dalā’il al-I‘jāz offers only two choices as the stuff of thought, i.e., 

the two aspects of words that he has already established, meanings and vocables. 

‘‘Reasonable’’ people that we are, we are left to select meanings, as opposed to the 

vocables that express them. Therefore, concludes al-Jurjānī, it is in the meanings that our 

crafting and shaping and molding occurs.458 It is important to understand the significance 

of al-Jurjānī’s treatment of the meanings of words. As ‘‘nodes of meanings’’ they refer at 

                                                 
456  See al-Jurjānī, Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, p. 40.   
457 The translation of this paragraph has been borrowed from Larkin’s book, The Theology of Meaning: 

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s Theory of Discourse, New Haven, Connecticut: American Oriental Society, 

1995, p. 5o. 
458 al-Jurjānī, Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, pp. 199, 201.  
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once to particular linguistic entities — signs - and to the intellectual representation’’, that 

is associated with them and the objects to which they refer. ‘‘Meanings’’ as treated by  

al-Jurjānī bridge two levels of reality, and in that sense, words refer first to a noetic 

representation that occurs in the mind of the manipulator. Even modern linguistics seems 

to find it necessary to assert this view of language. As recently as 1936, Benjamin Lee 

Whorf, a writer of immense influence on modern language studies, felt it necessary to 

emphasize the same point which al-Jurjānī had so eloquently and persistently 

emphasized. Whorf says: ‘‘Sense or meaning does not result from words or morphemes 

but from patterned relations between words or morphemes’’.459 The same point is often 

made with equal emphasis in contemporary language studies and is of fundamental 

importance in modern theories of literary criticism.     

   

Let us take a close look at the concept of naz �m as al-Jurjānī develops it by juxtaposing 

several key statements in which he defines naz�m. 

 

       ́ p� zr ½Tuw ¨ه� qsÆ� و ،Ûsw �pc S¯£sw �ZTW و ،ÛsTw S¯£sw ·pّsW ��\ ½l�b� P و ،®p}Uا `a ®ni P ...460 .  

 

Word order or sequence (naz�m) is only achieved when there is an interrelated relationship 

among words where they are related to each other and depend on each other until they are 

structured and tied up together.  

S¯�T\S_ zr ½Tuw S¯Zr ا\�ةXUا qs§ ء، وSZTUو ا S¯la ·lps�Uا .....psÆ�a ®gا �Uإ �fs� أن bl� S¯U لX{Yr P ]ًcSa �

،qsoU..461 أو PًXsor، أو ��fs إ�U اqsÆ�a zlfg أ\�هbT� Sfًا، zc اb�Ú أو  

Connecting, linking (ta‘līq) or constructing words is meaningless if you do not take a 

noun and make it the subject or the object of a verb, or take two nouns and you make one 

the predicate of the other… 

 xlU )®nZUا (�UX_و أ �ZliاX� �pc qfs� و XYZUا ®pc �l£�mW ي�Uا v±XUا ´r]آ v£� Pّ462....إ ،  

                                                 
459 Wholf, Benjamin Lee. Language, Thought, and Reality: Selected Writings, ed.  J. B Carroll. Cambridge, 

Mass: MIT Press, 1956, p. 67. 
460 al-Jurjānī, Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, p. 44.    
461 Dalā’il al-I ‘jāz, p. 44.   
462  See Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, p. 45.  
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 naz�m is simply composing your speech in a way that the science of grammar requires, 

functioning according to its laws and principles. 

 Al-Jurjānī has here added another element to the equation. On the one hand, he says, 

naz�m is the arranging in the mind of the meanings of the words, it is the connection or 

associating that take place among the meanings of the words. He also stipulates that naz�m 

comes down to the connecting of words by means of the various features of grammar 

(ma‘ānī al-nah�w). It is ‘‘nothing other than’’ this. In other words, for al-Jurjānī, the 

mental process of associating words in meaning corresponds to the connection that works 

on the manifest linguistic level. The nature of the connection between the meanings of 

the words is reflected in that of the grammatical ma‘nā.  This corresponds to his view of 

individual meanings:  the only difference is that the ma‘ānī al-nah�w refer to the ligatures 

between them. 

 

 In this way, al-Jurjānī elevates grammar to a very high position indeed. Since the devices 

of grammar that connect words in expression reflect the nature of their connection in the 

mind of the composer, it is as if grammar is a blueprint for the thinking of the originator 

of discourse. Since connection is the essence of naz�m, and naz�m, in return, is the essence 

of fas�āh�a, al-Jurjānī has thus allotted grammar a pre-eminent place in the discussion of 

excellence in discourse.  

 

This concept of connecting is central to al-Jurjānī’s view of meaning. Indeed to him, 

meaning resides not in individual vocabulary words, but in this configuration of 

associations and connections, which is naz�m.  

 

إbÆr S¯w ·ps�W P �iدة zr :   و Z}U` أ�Xل،iSsfw ·ps�W P b}o` اp}U® اbofUدة أ_ً[ إن اU :واpc® أuU `i° أ�Xل

S¯la S¯l�ّX� و XYZUا `iSsr bW�m� �sr ����W P �§و �pc S¯w Sً�X^Zrو ،XYZUا `iSsr463  

 

Get to know that I am not saying that thought is not, in the first place,  related to the 

individual meanings of words, rather it is not related to them in isolation of the features 
                                                 
463 Dalā’il al-I ‘jāz, p. 314.  
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of syntax, such as it is spoken in a way that does not presuppose syntax and the operation 

of its (different) features among (the words).  

It is of no small significance that for al-Jurjānī the essence of naz�m, and indeed of 

linguistic expression, comes down to this key notion of connection. Al-Jurjānī clearly 

wishes to distinguish between ordinary speech— straightforward discourse involving no 

exercise of originality in putting its elements together – on the one hand, and discourse 

that involves some deliberately performed artistry and selection, on the other.  

 

The ma‘ānī al-nah�w, the features of grammar that are the mechanisms of connecting 

words in discourse are viewed from two points of view by al-Jurjānī. On the one hand, 

there is the straightforward implementation of the laws of grammar, which guarantee 

nothing more than correctness. On this level of expression, the ma‘ānī al-nah�w are 

merely the grammatical features that form the hinges between the words of the 

composition. As such, they cannot, in and of themselves, result in the kind of discourse 

al-Jurjānī is interested in in his discussion of excellence. It is the original manipulation of 

the syntactic possibilities and the deliberate exercise of artistry in the service of creating a 

particular form that engenders superior discourse in our rhetorician’s view.464 

 

In the discussions among literary critics the general trend seems to have been to regard 

the ma‘ānī as the ideas of the topics of a poem or a literary text. Al-Jurjānī decidedly 

rejected this attitude towards literary criticism. In his view the concentration on the 

expression of the text, whether it was a literary work or the Qur’ān itself, was the main 

reason for what he calls ‘the corruption of taste and language’, In his view ma‘nā was 

what determined the quality of the style, and it would be absurd to attribute qualities of 

eloquence to the expression as such:  

 

        465وا\�ًا، و هZê X¯® ا�Uي a ¨XZê` اãopU، و اpc® أi´ آbni Sfpت و§�ت Tg½ اSuoUد 

 

                                                 
464 See Nasr Abū Zayd, “Mafhūm al-Nazm ‘inda ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī, qirā’a fī  daw’ al-uslūbiyya,” 

Fusūl (al-uslūbiyya) , vol. 5, No .l, October/Novembre/ December 1984.  
465 al-Jurjānī,  Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, p. 306.  
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“Know that whenever you contemplate, you would find that there is only one reason for 

the corruption of language, namely, their way of understanding the expression”. 

Al-Jurjānī then explains that eloquence does not reside in the correct application of 

grammatical rules or the avoidance of solecisms; these are only necessary, not sufficient 

conditions for the quality of a text; he then concludes.466  

 

“When we look at declension we find that it cannot possibly play a role in the assignment 

of superior quality, since it is inconceivable that the nominative or the accusative in one 

utterance could have an advantage over that in another utterance. What we can imagine is 

that we have two utterances in which mistakes against the rules of declension are made; 

in such a case one may be more correct than the other. Alternatively, we may have two 

utterances, one of which continues to be correct, whereas the other does not. But this does 

not constitute a different degree of superiority [in the expression], but quite simply 

negligence [of the speakers] in one instance and correct use of the declension in the 

other”.467 

 

The originality of al-Jurjānī as a rhetorician is that he linked his view on meaning as the 

determining factor in the quality of a text to the linguistic dimension by considering it not 

in isolation but always as it is realized within a coherent text. Composition or cohesion 

(naz�m) is the key notion of both the Dalā’il and the Asrār, and in both works he 

attempted to define this principle in linguistic terms. His main point was that it was not 

enough simply to say that the Qur’ān was inimitable because of its style or composition, 

but all particular aspects of this style had to be pointed out. 

 

For this programme the discipline of grammar had to be reformed first: instead of the 

usual emphasis on the formal properties of syntactic constructions grammarians had to 

shift their attention to the true source of excellence and eloquence, which was the 

meaning of the text. In order to look at language from this perspective it was necessary to 

go beyond the level of the individual word. Words cannot be eloquent in themselves, but 

                                                 
466  Ibīd, p. 306. 
467 Ibīd, p. 306. 
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they need a context. Only when the context is properly ordered (naz�m) can there be 

eloquence and superiority of style. In this context proper ordering refers to a 

correspondence between the meanings in the mind and the words in the sentence. 

Eloquence, al-Jurjānī states, is a craft in which one enlists the help of thought (yasta‘ānu 

‘alayhā bi al-fikra’’). This suggests a conscious process at least in ‘‘this composition 

(naz�m) that the rhetoricians describe among themselves.’’ Likewise, the speaker’s 

thinking about meanings is a link/ connector to his shaping discourse out of them. It is 

not one and the same activity.468  

 

4.4.2 Al-Jurjānī’s New Semantic Approach to Linguistics 

 

In his analysis of style al-Jurjānī does not hesitate to criticise Sībawayh for his almost 

exclusive concentration on syntactic criteria469. Sībawayh already knew that there was a 

semantic difference between the sentence d�arabtu zaydan and zaydun d�arabtuhu. 

 

The point is that this semantic difference was of no great interest to him: he regarded it as 

self-evident and as something the native speaker would immediately recognize. For him 

the difference in word order was a sign of the ‘ināya and ihtimām ‘interest and concern’ 

of the speaker, who indicate with the position of the constituents in the sentence their 

relative interest in the mind of the speaker. For the grammarian the important thing was 

to analyse the formal differences that made this semantic difference possible. 

 

When there are two syntactic variants of the construction Sībawayh attempts to explain 

the difference in case endings, but does not show any interest in the difference in 

semantics. On the other hand, when for instance a particle does not affect the case 

                                                 
468 al-Jurjānī,  Dalā’il al-I ‘jāz, p. 200, 201, 348, 349.    

469  �ZsfUه�ا ا qjr م]}Uا zr v±Xr `a ء ��م` qآ `a فbsW أن `ÅTZW �iأ `a ن�ºUأن ا Pَإ .uoW وbluo�Uه�ا ا �la VWSZsUو§� ا b  . �� و

إ�i ��م VWSZspU، و hن ذآb¨ أه®، zr أzW أن �Wآzr b أzW آp� °iS´ اVWSZsU، و U® آSن أه® ؟ وply�U¯® : و�XZê `a vن اSZUس أo}W �i` أن SmWل

�la ½^yUا اXiXّوه ،®¯gXoi `a bly�Uوا ®W�m�Uا brأ bÅ_ �� ´Uى �. ذbW ®هbjى أآb�U ´iإ ��\Âp}�Uا zr Sًwb± �la bnZUوا �sT� . b� ®U و

�¯T ه�ا و zr �T\S_ �pc أزرى SًZê.  

See Dalā’il al-i‘jāz, pp. 83-85.    
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endings of the other words in the sentence, such a particle is not deemed worthy of any 

detailed treatment, for instance, the particle innamā ‘but, only’, which has a complicated 

semantic scope but does not exercise any governance on the other constituents of the 

sentence. Another example is that of the conjunctions wa- and fa-, which are both co-

ordinating conjunctions, but with subtle differences in the degree of connectivity between 

the clauses they join. In the work of al-Jurjānī such topics are of prime importance and he 

devotes a long passage to the various functions of innamā. Wherever there is a formal 

difference between two constructions, al-Jurjānī’s main premise is that it always entails a 

difference in meaning. He explicitly distances himself from’ the grammarians’ -including 

Sībawayh- who have neglected this aspect of language use. As an example we may quote 

here the case of the two variants of the predicative construction: 

 

 Inna zaydan la-yaf ‘alu / inna zaydan la-fā‘ilun 

‘ Zayd really does’ / Zayd is really doing’ 

 

In this construction the first variant uses the imperfect verb, the second the active 

participle to express the notion of predication. Sībawayh regards them as synonymous 

and use this synonymy as one of the arguments for the right of the imperfect verb to 

receive declensional endings: both the imperfect and the (nominal) participle perform the 

same function. Al-jurjānī on the other hand, maintains that there is a large semantic 

difference between the two sentences: the verb always express movement, whereas the 

nominal form of the participle expresses a state: 

 

The next division [in the nuances of the predicate] is that between an assertion in the 

form of a noun and that in the form of a verb. This is a subtle distinction, which is 

indispensable in the science of rhetoric. The explanation is that the semantic role of the 

noun is to assert a meaning about something without implying its constant renewal, 

whereas the verb’s semantic role is to imply the constant renewal of the meaning that is 

asserted of something. When you say zaydun munt�aliqun ‘Zayd is leaving’, you assert his 

actual departure without making this departing something he constantly renews and 

produces. Its meaning is just like in the expression zaydun t�awīl ‘Zayd is large’ and 

‘amrun qas�īrun ‘Amr is short’, you do not make length and shortness of stature 
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something that is renewed and produced, but just assert these properties and imply their 

existence in general; in the same way you do not intend in the expression zaydun 

munt�aliqun ‘Zayd is leaving’ anything more than that this is asserted of Zayd.470 Another 

example, as already mentioned above, is that of word order. According to Sībawayh, in a 

nominal sentence, composed of a definite word and in a nominal sentence, composed of a 

definite and indefinite word, the definite word becomes the topic (mubtada’) and the 

indefinite word the predicate (khabar), as in 

Zaydun muntaliqun 

Mubtada khabar 

‘Zayd is leaving’ 471   

But when there are two definite words he asserts that it is up to the speaker to front the 

one or the other, so that 

 

al-munt�aliqu zaydun / zaydun al- munt�aliqu  

 

‘the one who leaves is Zayd’/ Zayd is the one who leaves’ 

are identical in status. Here again al-Jurjānī believes that the grammarians have not 

understood and analysed actual usage, because both sentences have a different intentional 

meaning. In the quotation given above, the position of the object is discussed by him in 

the same way: the sentence with the word order Verb-Object-Agent expresses a different 

intention from the one with the word order Verb-Agent-Object.  

 

We know that the most fundamental distinction in Arabic syntax is that between two 

sentence types: nominal sentences and verbal sentences. The nominal sentence has a verb 

and an agent. In Sībawayh’s kitāb this distinction was introduced on the basis of the 

difference in syntactic behaviour between the two types: in zaydun d�araba ‘Zayd, he hit’ 

and d�araba zaydun ‘Zayd hit’ only the former exhibits agreement between the noun and 

the verb (the plural sentences are al-zaydūna d�arabū / d�araba al-zaydūna). This is why 

                                                 
470  For more detail see his book Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, pp. 109-111.  
471 For further detail see Dalā’il al-I ‘jāz, p. 84.  
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the word zayd in the first sentence is regarded as topic (mubtada’), whereas the word 

zayd in the second sentence is analysed as the agent (fā‘il) of the sentence. 

 

In al-Jurjānī’s analysis the role of the mubtada’ the topic of the sentence, is analysed in 

much greater detail. The speaker uses the noun in fronted position because he wishes to 

draw attention to it as the focus of the sentence. The syntactic consequences of this 

position are just the mark of this difference, not the focus of the grammatical analysis.472 

 

4.5 Al-Jurjānī’s Influence on Other Grammarians  

 

Al- Jurjānī’s plea for the inclusion of semantics in linguistics was taken up by later 

writers who aimed at a new systemization of the sciences. His theory was quickly 

recognised by his immediate successors due to its importance and uniqueness, although 

we have no evidence as to the impact of his theory on literary studies in his own time. It 

was not long before his superior and profound analysis began to be summarized and 

commented upon in works on the art of eloquence and rhetoric generally. The theory 

became the firm basis for what come to be known as ‘‘the science of meanings’’ (‘ilm al-

ma‘ānī), which continues to be studied as an independent branch of rhetoric to the 

present day.  

 

Kamal Abu Deeb, a well known scholar of Arabic literature, writes ‘‘It is equally 

significant that two of the most influential  and fruitful movements in literary criticism 

found in al-Jurjānī’s work, to varying degrees, principles and ideas of great relevance to 

modern approaches to literary creation. Although never admitting this, al-Māzinī’s 

concept of construction, the role of words in literary composition, and the psychological 

basis for the arrangement of meanings and words — on which he based his criticism of 

al-Manfalūtī’s style was borrowed from al-Jurjānī’’.473  

 

                                                 
472  Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, p. 83-85. 
473 Kamāl Abū Deeb. al-Jurjānī’s Theory of Poetic Imagery, Warminster: Aris and Phillips,  c1979,  p. 01 
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Modern writers, however, quickly recognised the revolutionary and ‘modern’ character of 

al-Jurjānī’s work, and attempted to revive the techniques and the spirit of his analysis. 

Writing in 1930s, Muhammad Mandūr, the influential Egyptian critic, hailed al-Jurjānī’s 

theory as a ‘precious treasure’ seeing it to be ‘identical with the most recent development 

in linguistics’. Mandūr himself acknowledged that his study of al-Jurjānī’s theory 

constituted the first mature attempt to analyse the latter’s ideas in the light of modern 

critical systems. Following in Mandūr’s steps, Z. al-‘Ashmāwī has made valid 

comparisons between some of his (al-Jurjānī’s) views and those of such influential 

modern critics as I. A. Richards, and T. S. Eliot. Al-‘Ashmāwī demonstrates that 

Richards’ remarks are at times almost literal repetitions of al-Jurjānī’s.474 

 

The next great figure to emerge in the new field of the semantico-grammatical study of 

texts was the great master Mu‘tazilī scholar al-Zamakhsharī (d. 539/1143). His bulky 

commentary on the Qur’ān, entitled ‘The Explorer’ (al-Kashshāf), which may rightfully 

be considered as one of the most representative intellectual achievements in Islamic 

scholarship, may be thought of as a practical application of the approach laid down by al-

Jurjānī. His dictionary, called ‘The Secrets of Rhetoric’ (Asrār al-balāgha), should also 

be mentioned, at least for a feature which remained unique in the technical literature on 

the subject: for each entry, the author distinguished between proper and metaphorical 

uses. This was, of course, consonant with the Mu‘tazilī dogma stipulating that such a 

distinction is essential to the true faith,  which refuses to assign human attributes to God 

and hence interprets as metaphorical phrases which could suggest that. 

 

About a century after al-Zamakhsharī, another renowned figure al-Sakkākī (d. 1229), 

appeared who wrote Miftāh� al-‘Ulūm ‘the Key of the Sciences’ in which he introduced 

the term ‘ilm al-adab as the name for a new science, which was to embrace all sciences 

that in one way or another dealt with language. The word adab in Arabic culture 

indicated the communication of qualities that an intellectual needed to possess in order to 

be able to function as an intellectual (adīb). In modern Arabic the word has come to be 

used as an equivalent for the Western concept of ‘literature’, but in classical Arabic 

                                                 
474 Ibid, pp. 25, 26. 
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culture it was a much more wide ranging concept that included among other things 

knowledge of poetry, knowledge of the history of the Arabs, the ability to talk eloquently, 

correctly and to use a refined vocabulary, the ability to participate in witty conversation, 

and in general the good manners that were expected from an intellectual. 

 

In al-Sakkākī’s classification of the sciences adab was the term chosen to indicate the 

new science, the ‘ilm al-adab, which was to include the following sub-sections: 

morphology (‘ilm al-s�arf); syntax (‘ilm al-nah�w); and the two sciences of meaning (‘ilm 

al-ma‘ānī) and clarity (‘ilm al-bayān). The first two sciences are the traditional domain of 

linguistics as they had been established by Sībawayh. The innovation is constituted by the 

third sections, that about meanings and clarity. In his introduction to this third section al-

Sakkākī explains the purpose of these two sciences as follow:  

 

أpc® أن pc® اiSsfU` هX� vT�� Xاص �bاآl½ اU{[م a` اSadدة و�W Sr}zr S¯w q اSuY�gPن و �b�YlU ¨blز X�XUSwف 

                                                          zc S¯lpc.475 اlT^� `a �^yU· اU{[م �mW Sr �pc£� اSYUل

Know that the science of meanings is the study of the features of the constructions of the 

language in giving information, and the connected problem of approving and 

disapproving these, in order to avoid mistakes in the application of speech to what the 

situation necessitates. 

Then he gives examples of the kind of constructions that are studied by the science of the 

meanings. When you hear someone say inna zaydan munt�aliqun ‘indeed, Zayd is leaving’ 

you know that the speaker wishes to deny any doubt or reject any denial about the fact 

that Zayd is leaving.  On the other hand, when he says zaydun munt�aliqun ‘Zayd is 

leaving’ he just wishes to make an assertion about Zayd’s departure. In other words, the 

kinds of meaning that are studied in this science are connected with the way the intention 

of the speaker is translated in his choice of construction, the pragmatic function of 

language and the situational context being the important factors dictating the choice of 

construction. The ‘ilm al-bayān is the companion science of the science of meanings. It is 

defined by al-Sakkākī as follows: 

                                                 
475 Al-Sakkākī, Abū Ya‘qūb Yūsuf ibn Abū Bakr. Miftāh� al-‘Ulūm, Cairo: Matba‘at Mustafā al-Bābī al-

Halabī, 1937, p. 77. 
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و أpc Sr® اSlTUن Vabsr X¯a أbWاد ا�ZsfU اXUا\� b¸ `aق SWÔUSw Vop�yrدة a` و±Xح ا�lpc VUP�U و S{mZUSwن b�YlUز 

]}Uا VmwS^r `a �^yUا zr ´Uذ �pc فX�XUSw ادbr مSf� �pc Âا�XUأن ا �pc �TZW Sr Sibذآ Sfla و �Zr ادbfUم اSf�U م

 Sf¯la Xو ه bluo�Uا `¸Ss� zfU qWXUا qآ qWXUSa رSm�aPا qآ zlfpsUا zWه� �pc bm�or �r]آ zr س�m� و �USs� ®l}YUا

q§476.را  

 

It is known how to express a meaning in different ways, by referring to it more or less 

clearly, in order to avoid mistakes in applying speech to the full expression of what one 

wishes to say. We previously mentioned that in order to interpret the full intention of the 

words of God Almighty one strongly needs these two sciences. Woe to whoever deals 

with exegesis without having a good command in these two sciences 

 

The science of bayān is the finishing touch to the conveying of information and cannot be 

separated from the science of meaning. Later writers on grammar could never avoid 

completely the new trend that had been initiated by al-Jurjānī. Among the works of Ibn 

Hishām (d. 1360), for instance, who wrote a number of conventional treatises of grammar 

and a commentary on the Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik and mughnī al-labīb ‘an kutub al-’a‘ārīb 

‘The treatise that makes the books of the true Bedouin redundant for intelligent people’. 

Ibn Hishām presents a picture of a completely changed discipline of linguistics. In the 

introduction to the Mughnī he tells the reader that after having studied many books on 

declension he found that they all had in common one thing: their immoderate length. In 

his view this was caused by three things: they tended to repeat themselves unnecessarily, 

they included topics that had nothing to do with declension, and they belaboured the 

obvious.477 It is certainly true that his own treatment of declension in Arabic and of the 

functions/ meanings of the particles is strikingly original in its inclusion of the kind of 

semantic issues that had been discussed by writers such as al-Jurjānī and al-Sakkākī. 

 

                                                 
476 Al-Sakkākī, Abū Ya‘qūb Yūsuf ibn Abū Bakr.  Miftāh� al-‘Ulūm, p. 77. 
477 Ibn Hishām, Jamāl al-Dīn ‘Abd Allāh ibn Yūsuf.  Mughnī al-Labīb ‘an Kutub al- A‘ārīb, Cairo: al-

Matba‘a al-Azhariyya, 1889, p. 5.  
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The introduction or reintroduction of semantic elements in discussions on language 

corresponded to a deeply felt need to liberate grammar from the straitjacket of 

technicality. In this sense the ideas of al-Jurjānī were just one expression of a feeling of 

dissatisfaction with the way linguistics was developing that was expressed also by Ibn 

Madā’, who complained about useless morphological exercises and theoretical 

discussions that had  nothing to do with the living language.478 Another way of 

expressing this is Ibn Khaldūn’s complaint about the lack of interest in literature he found 

in many grammatical writers.479 In the beginning grammar had been a combination of 

expertise about poetry, and a grammarian was an adīb, an intellectual and cultured person 

who could be expected at the caliphal court to entertain people with his cultured 

conversation. 

 The Umayyad court considered good speech a mark of nobility, and insisted on correct 

Arabic at the court and in other high places. Knowledge of good Arabic and Arabic 

grammar was even considered one of the criteria for succession to rule.480  

 

This trend even continued in the ‘Abbasid period as well where the grammarians had a 

special position in the caliphal court. Like al-Kisā’ī, Abū Muhammad al-Yazīd served the 

‘Abbasid court for several generations. Al-Farrā’, like his master al-Kisā’ī, also held an 

official position at the ‘Abbasid court. But in later centuries grammar had become the dry 

discipline of schoolmasters. Ibn Khaldūn compares the Kitāb Sībawayh, which does not 

restrict itself to grammatical rules but is filled with quotations from the poetry and the 

proverbs of the pre-Islamic Arab tribes, with the writings of later grammarians, who are 

interested only in formulating rules.  

                                                 
478 Ibn Madā’, Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Rahmām. al-Radd ‘alā al-Nuh�āt, Cairo: Dār al-Fikr al-‘Arabī, 1947, pp. 

85-89.   
479 Ibn Khaldūn. Muqaddima, pp. 500, 501. 
480 It is related that the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik was reluctant to go ahead with the nomination of his favourite 

son, al-Walīd, to succeed him, because of the latter’s incorrect speech and ignorance of Arabic grammar. 

Al-Walīd was warned about this, and took it upon himself to learn grammar with the leading grammarians 

of the day. However, al-Walīd learned very little in six months, and he remained as ignorant as before. See 

Chejne, Anwar G. The Arabic Language its Role in History, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota press, 

1969, p. 61.   
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4.6 Al-Jurjānī’s Status among the Grammarians and Rhetoricians     

 

The importance of al-Jurjānī’s work was recognised by the most prominent figures in the 

early stages of the revivalist movement. It was a tribute to al-Jurjānī that Muhammad 

‘Abduh, whose ambition was to generate a new spirit in Arabic culture,  saw in his work 

the part of the critical tradition most worthy of reviving. Rashīd Ridā has described the 

impact which al-Jurjānī’s books had on ‘Abduh’s students at al-Azhar and compared their 

‘fertility’ and literary merits to the ‘barren’ and useless books on balāgha which were 

prevalent in Arab educational institutions.481 A few decades later, when Arab 

grammarians began to examine the principles of Arabic grammar, seeking to revive it, it 

was al-Jurjānī’s work that they concentrated on, as offering the most valuable approach to 

linguistic studies. Basing his analysis on the work Ibrāhīm Mustafā declared that to bring 

about the revival of grammar, ‘it was high time that ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s approach 

was revived and became the approach of grammatical research and analysis’.482 

 

There is no doubt that, in al-Jurjānī’s opinion, following the rules of grammar is very 

necessary. This is one of the reasons for al-Jurjānī to introduce in Balāgha the theory of 

Naz�m al-Kalām. Indeed he towers above others in Balāgha but he is no less prominent in 

grammar among the Arabic grammarians such as Ibn Sarrāj and al-Zajjājī. al-Jurjānī’s 

contribution stands equal to Ibn Sarrāj and al-Zajjājī’s . The task that Ibn Sarrāj and al-

Zajjājī accomplished in writing al-Us�ūl fī al-Nah�w and al-Jumal respectively, was 

equally established by al-Jurjānī in writing al-Jumal, al-Mi’a and al-Tatimma. Al-

Jurjānī’s division of ‘awāmil, has stood the test of time without any challenge since then 

and has remained a part of curriculum among the religious madrasas.     

 

Finally, it seems possible to suggest that al-Jurjānī’s relation to his background is the 

relation of any great writer to his background. The creative writer views tradition as a 

                                                 
481 See his introduction to ‘Abduh’s edition of Dalā’il al-I‘jāz, by al-Jurjānī, Cairo: 1946, pp. t-k                    
482  Ibrāhīm linked his call to the fact that, ‘now there are minds which have awoken as they have been 

liberated and have had their share of thinking’. See Ibrāhīm Mustafā,   Ih�yā’ al-Nah�w, Cairo: 1937, p. 20. 
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living body of organically related ideas; he reads, comprehends, and assimilates these 

ideas into the stream of his individual literary or critical system. The creative writer must 

be, in T. S. Elliot’s words, ‘very conscious of the main current, which does not at all flow 

invariably through the most distinguished reputation’.483 

 

Al-Jurjānī was precisely this: a creative genius to whom the tradition provided the living 
foundations on which, through a critical and selective process, the new system of 

criticism was to be built: new because it constituted a fresh perspective and provided a 

sensitive tool for the examination not only of works of art and poetic imagery, but the 

critical tradition itself. To use Elliot’s words again, al-Jurjānī may be said to have lived 

‘‘not merely in the present, but the present moment of the past ’’. And it is with this solid 

foundation that he proceeded to explore new horizons never, or only vaguely, hinted at 

before.  

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
483  See “Tradition and the Individual Talent”, in Selected Essays, p. 6. 
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CHAPTER: 5 

 

 Importance of Knowledge and Penmanship in the Medieval Period 
 
 
 
5.1 The Importance of Knowledge in Islam 
 
 
Islam has laid great stress upon education. The holy Qur’ān as revealed to the prophet 

Muhammad begins with the word iqra’ meaning ‘‘Read’’. The foremost thing that was 

thus enjoined was ‘‘reading’’. In the same sūra ‘‘al-‘Alaq’’ God says, 

 

1. Read! In the name of your lord Who has created (all that exists). 2. He has 

created man from a clot. 3. Read! And your Lord is the most Generous. 4. Who 

has taught (the writing) by the pen. 5. He has taught the man which he knew 

not.”484  

 

True and full understanding of Islam depends essentially on knowledge, without which 

God’s commands can never be understood in their true sense. In sūrat ‘‘al-‘Ankabūt’’ is 

mentioned, ‘‘As for these similitudes we put forward for mankind; but none will 

understand them except those who have knowledge (of Allāh and His signs).”485  In the 

same sūra, it is said, “Nay, but they, the clear proofs are preserved in the breasts of those 

who have been given knowledge and none but the wrongdoers deny our revelations.”486  

In sūrat Fāt�ir, God has revealed:  “The erudite among his bondmen fear Allāh alone.487 

                                                 
484 Al-Qur’ān al-Karīm.   Sūrat, al-‘Alaq,  verses No. 1-5. For English Translation see,  Noble Qur’ān, by 

Muhammad Taqiī al-Dīn  al-Hilālī and Muhammad  Muhsin Khan. Riyadh: Maktabat Dār al-Salām, 1997. 
485 Al-Qur’ān al-Karīm.  Sūrat, al-‘Ankabūt,  verse No. 43.  For English translation see Noble Qur’ān, by 

al-Hilālī and Khan.  
486 Al-Qur’ān al-Karīm. Sūrat, al-‘Ankabūt, verse No. 49. See Noble Qur’ān,  
487Al-Qur’ān al-Karīm. Sūrat, al-Fāt�ir, verse No. 28,   see Abid. 
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In order to keep up difference between the learned and the ignorant, it is said in sūrat al-

Zumar, ‘‘Are those who know equal with those who know not?’’488   

 

In short, for a man to grasp the significance of Islam and to be God fearing, knowledge is 

very essential. Only the wrongdoers can deny God’s revelations.  

 

The holy prophet (peace be upon him) too, did his best to instil into the heart of the 

people the value of knowledge, and search for knowledge was made binding on every 

Muslim man and woman.489 The prophet said, ‘‘To listen to the instructions of science 

and learning for an hour is more meritorious than standing in prayers for whole night.”490 

He impressed upon his disciples the necessity of seeking knowledge even if one had to 

travel to distant lands like China. They were encouraged to give up their hearths and 

homes and seek knowledge in far-off places. Nor only the greatness of knowledge was 

impressed on the people, but the prestige and dignity of the scholars were enhanced. ‘‘He 

who leaves his home in search of knowledge, walks in the path of God and he who 

travels in search of knowledge, to him God showers the way to paradise’’.491 In this way 

the words of the Prophet gave a new impulse to awake the energies of the believers. Even 

within his lifetime, was formed the nucleus of an educational institution, which in later 

years grew into universities at Baghdad and Salerno, at Cairo and Cordova.492 

 

 

                                                 
488Al-Qur’ān al-Karīm.  Sūrat, al-Zumar, verse No. 9.  See Abid 
489 Ibn Māja. Muhammad  ibn Yazīd al-Qazwīnī. al-Sunan, ed.  Muhammad Hasn Nassār. Beirut: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1998, vol. 1, p. 136.  
490 Al-Kāndilwī, Muhammad Idrīs. al-Ta‘līq al-S�abīh� ‘alā Mishkāt al-Mas�ābīh�, Damascus: Maktabat al-

I‘tidāl, 1354, vol. 1, p. 163.  
491 Ibn Māja, al-Sunan, vol. 1, p. 137. 
492 Amīr ‘Alī. The Spirit of Islam: a history of the evolution and ideals of Islam, with a life of the Prophet, 

London: Methuen, 1967, pp. 361, 362.  
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5.2 The Aim of Muslim Education  

 

The aim of Muslim education is to prepare a student for a purely moral and religious 

living, calculated to make him a sincere practical man, living not only for the sake of 

himself, but for humanity, and also for winning spiritual blessings and favours of God in 

the next life, beginning after death493. Hence the real basis of education in Islam was 

religion.494 The teachers were sincere devotees of faith. They regarded it as their sacred 

duty to instill the spirit of pious living, God fearing and fellow-feeling among their 

pupils. The subjects taught were mainly based upon religion. Later on, however, when 

Greek learning was introduced among the Muslims and they grew fond of Greek 

philosophy, the syllabus of Islamic schools was widened by the inclusion of philosophy, 

logic and other branches of rational learning.      

 

Education was divided into two grades; primary and secondary or high. Elementary 

schools in the early period of Islam were opened in a portion of mosques. The education 

of a Muslim child began at home at the age of 4 years and 4 months, when he was 

initiated to the study of the holy Qur’ān. When a boy was at least 10 years old and had 

completed the elementary school course, he was eligible to spend three additional years 

studying supplementary subjects. These included some vocabulary and penmanship, 

grammar, rhetoric and literature, as well as the history of the period in which the prophet 

lived.495 

 

During the middle ages there were three types of classes. In the first place, there were 

lectures attended by large groups of students. As a rule the teacher sat on the low chair, 

leaning against a column and facing Mecca, while he dictated to the students with the 

                                                 
493 Zarnūjī, Burhān al-Islām. Ta‘līm al-Muta‘llim T�arīq al-Ta‘allum, Cairo: Matba‘at Mustafā al-Bābī al-

Halabī, 1948, p. 9.  
494 Ghunayma, Muhammad ‘Abd al-Rahīm, Tārīkh al-Jāmi‘āt al-Islāmīyya al-kubrā, Titwān: Dār al-Tibā‘a 

al-Maghribiyya, 1953, pp. 133-136; ‘Alī Ashraf. Crisis in Muslim Education, Jeddah: King ‘Abd al-‘Azīz 

University, 1979. p. 1; Dodge, Bayard. Muslim Education in Medieval Times, Washington, D. C 1962, pp. 

28, 29.  
495  Ibid, pp. 3, 4.  
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help of his assistants. The second type of class was a circle, which was small enough to 

allow the teacher to explain his subject in an intimate way and to encourage lively 

discussion, while the students took down notes and asked questions. The third type of 

instruction may be described as discipleship. A boy lived with a scholar long enough to 

acquire most of his master’s learning. A student might spend most of his life with one 

scholar, sometimes even marrying his daughter and becoming his successor.  Usually a 

student did not devote himself to more than one subject at a time, but al-Nawawī, who 

died in 1278, attended twelve classes.496 

 

5.2.1 Curriculum 

 

The ideology of Islam is based upon the teachings of the holy Qur’ān, which prescribes a 

definite set of principles and regulations governing every aspect of human life, both 

individual and collective.  

 

A casual study of the curriculum adopted by Muslim educationists in Islamic countries in 

medieval times shows that it was drawn up with great care and breadth of view in order 

to prepare youths to take the world as it was, and to lead the nation to various stages of 

educational advancement. Unfortunately, definite and authentic information concerning 

curricula adopted by Muslims in different countries and at different times has not been 

preserved, but there are occasional mentions in various books which can help a student of 

the Islamic educational system giving a fair idea of the principles on which education in 

India was especially concerned.497 The curriculum can be divided into three categories- 

one followed in the Afghan period and the second in the time of the Mugals. A third 

curriculum was drawn up in the period of the East India Company and the British rule. 

The first period begins with the twelfth century and ends with the sixteenth. We will 

restrict ourselves to this period because this was a medieval period and al-Mutarrizī’s al-

                                                 
496 Ibid, pp. 8, 9.  
497 Here we will take Indian  subcontinent as a case study 
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Mis�bāh� was part of the syllabus. During the first period, the following books were 

included in the curriculum of the Dars-i Niz�āmī.498 

Syntax:  al-Mis�bāh �; Kāfīyya; Lubb al-Albāb, by Qādī Nāsir al-Dīn al-Baydāwī, later, the 

Irshād by Shahāb al-Dīn Dulatābādī was added. 

  

Literature: Maqāmāt al-H�arīrī; an intensive study of the book was compulsory.  

Logic: Sharh� Shamsiyya: by Najm al-Dīn al-Kātibī al-Qazwīnī. 

Islamic Law: Hidāya, by al-Marghīnānī 

Principles of Islamic Law: Manār al-Anwār: by ‘Abd al-Latīf ibn al-Mālik and its 

commentaries and Us�ūl al-Bayd�āwī. 

 

Commentary on the Qur’ān, Tafsīr:  Madārik, Kashshāf and Bayd�āwī. 

Apostolic Tradition, Hadīth:  Mashāriq al-Anwār, by Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-

San‘ānī, Mas�ābīh� al-Sunna, by Mas‘ūd ibn Muhammad al-Farrā’ al-Baghawī and text of 

Mishkāt al-Mas�ābīh�,   

 

Tas�awwuf: (Mysticism) ‘Awārif by Shaykh Shihāb al-Dīn Suharwardī, Fus�ūs  al-H�ikam, 

by Ibn al-‘Arabī and a little later, Naqd al-Nus�ūs  and Lama‘ āt by Fakhr al-Dīn ‘Irāqī.499  

 

                                                 
498 Dars i-Niz�āmī is a study curriculum used in a large portion of madrasas in South Asia and Mullā Nizām 

al-Dīn Muhammad Sihālwī (1677-1748), was the founder of this curriculum. The syllabus employed at the 

Niz�āmiyya madrasa, which served as a model for madrasas is called Dars-i Niz�āmī. The syllabus 

represented a blend of naqlī  ‘ulūm (revealed sciences), including the Qur’ān, the hadīth, fiqh (Islamic 

jurisprudence) and tafsīr (Qur’ānic commentary), on the one hand, and the  ‘aqlī  ‘ulūm (rational sciences), 

including Arabic language, grammar, logic, rhetoric, philosophy, astronomy, medicine, physics and 

mathematics, on the other. 

See, Stephan and Nandy Ronart. Concise Encyclopaedia of Arabic Civilization: The Arab East, 

Amsterdam:  Djambatan, 1959,  p. 418 
499 According to ‘Azīz Ahmad ‘‘the pattern of education in Medieval Muslim India was the same as in the 

rest of Dār al-Salām’’. See ‘Azīz Ahmad. An Intellectual History of Islam in India (Islamic Surveys) 

Edinburgh: University Press, 1969, p. 52; Khān, Hamīd al-Dīn. History of Muslim Education (712-1750) 

Karachi: Academy of Educational Research, 1967, pp. 134, 135. 
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This curriculum continued without any amendment for nearly two centuries. The second 

period of the curriculum starts with the arrival of Farhat Allāh Shīrāzī (d. 1588) to India 

on the invitation of ‘Ādil Shāh, king of Bījaypūr. Farhat Allāh Shīrāzī revised the 

curriculum and made some additions to the course. These changes were approved by the 

scholars of those days. The chief feature of the new curriculum was that a further impetus 

was given to the introduction of rational learning by adding books on philosophy, logic 

and scholasticism. The syllabus introduced in the Indian subcontinent, was in conformity 

with the methods adopted in the beginning of Islam and carried by the Muslims to every 

part of Asia, Arabia and some regains of Europe, where it produced marvellous 

intellectuals. It cannot, therefore, be denied that it was a revolutionary and progressive 

system which prepared generations after generations of educated peoples fully equipped 

for meeting new demands and facing new problems wherever the Muslims planted their 

rule.  

  

5.2.2 Aims and objects of the curriculum  

 

The real aim of this curriculum was: 

 

Firstly: to develop among the students the power of ‘think and ponder’ rather than to stuff 

the mind with information. Consequently, emphasis was laid on subjects which cultivated 

thinking power and ability to judge. It was to achieve this aim that more books than one 

on logic, philosophy and scholastics were included in the curriculum and the books in 

themselves were such that helped to achieve the purpose.  

 

Secondly, to overcome difficulty in grasping the thoughts; of others, while it is important 

for the students to think over a problem by self effort, it is no less important to fully 

comprehend the thoughts spoken or written by others. The foremost feature of the 

curriculum which the Mullā Nizām al-Dīn (d. 1161/1748)500 had in view was to cultivate 
                                                 
500 He was a well known Arabic scholar of his time, author of a book called Manāqib Razzāqiyya and 

commentator on several religious books. For his life history see Laknawī, ‘Abd al-Hayy. Nuzhat al-

Khawāt�ir wa Bahjat al-Masāmi‘ wa al-Nawāz�ir, Haydarabad: al-Jāmi‘a al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1931-47, vol. 6, 

pp. 383-385; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 360.  
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and develop the student’s power of understanding in order to enable him to comprehend 

books of every branch of learning and art by self-study, on completing the course. No one 

can deny the fact that a full mastery over the books of Dars i-Niz�āmiyya, leaves no work 

of Arabic beyond the mental grasp of the student goal not attainable through the older 

curriculum. Due attention was paid to make the course as brief as possible. Only one or 

two books on every branch of science were included and that too in an abridged form.501 

In connection with this medieval education there are five points to bear in mind Firstly, 

education was institutionalized. Secondly, there was apt to be an intimate relationship 

between the teacher and his students, which was one of the best features of Muslim 

education. Thirdly, the memory was all important. The mature student memorized the 

notes which his teacher dictated to him, just as the child learned the Qur’ān. Fourthly, the 

medieval education did not produce originality. Most of the scholars commented on what 

they learned from their masters, without trying to add new ideas of their own. Al-

Rummānī, for instance, wrote ten books about the works of other authors, and eight 

books about pedantic questions, which did not require original ideas.502 Finally, the 

Muslim empire was so vast that scholarship was exceedingly cosmopolitan.503  

 

5.3 The Role of Muslim Rulers in Spreading the Knowledge 

 

Having illumined Arabs with the light of Islam and having made the wild Arabs truly 

civilized, the Muslims turned their attention to other countries to help the people tread the 

path of humaneness. For the achievement of this aim they carried in one hand the flag of 

Islam, while in the other, they held the torch of knowledge and arts. They sheathed their 

sword soon after a victory, and used their pen to promote knowledge and science. They 

changed the social and literary atmosphere of the country they set their foot on, such as 

                                                 
501 Al-Suyūtī, al-Muzhir fī ‘Ulūm al-lugha wa-Anwā‘ihā, Cairo: Matba‘at Muhammad ‘Alī Sabīh, 1951,  

vol. 2, p. 199; Ghunayma, Tārīkh al-Jāmi‘āt al-Kubrā, pp. 183, 184; Khān, History of Muslim Education, 

vol. 1, pp. 130-138.  
502 The pupil was usually said to ‘‘quote’’ his master, rather than to produce anything original of his own. 

See Ibn al-Nadīm, Muhammad ibn Ishāq. Kitāb al-Fihrist, ed. Von Gustav Flügel. Leipzig:  F.C.W. Vogel, 

1871-1872, p. 57.  
503 Dodge, Muslim Education in Medieval Times, pp. 10, 11.  
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Hijāz, Persia, Egypt, Tripoli, Morocco, Andulus, Turkistan, Algeria and India. They 

spread the light of civilization to Shīrāz, Damascus, Baghdad, Nīshāpūr, Cairo and 

Granada, that became cradles of knowledge and literature. In spite of the fact that in the 

(3- 4/ 9-10) centuries the political downfall of Muslims had begun and the power of 

caliphs was gradually dwindling, knowledge and arts were at their zenith.504 Neither the 

attacks of Tātārs nor the Crusades of the Western powers could dim the torch of 

knowledge, which the followers of Islam had lit.  

 

It was not until the early part of the ninth century that higher education received official 

sponsorship with the establishment of the House of Wisdom (Bayt al-H�ikma)  by the 

caliph Ma’mūn ( d. 830).505 Similarly, education centers were established in the tenth 

century: al-Azhar in Cairo and the University of Cordova in Spain. Al-Azhar has 

continued up to the present day to play an important role in Muslim education. Students 

from all sectors of the Muslim world have sought their education there. Subsequently, 

numerous colleges were established in major cities, thanks to the initiative of the able 

Seljuk vizier Nizām al-Mulk, founder of the Nizāmiyya college in Baghdad.506  

 

In the days of political decline (early 18th century), Max Muller puts the number of 

schools in Bengal at 80,000 while Adams’s report puts the figure at 100,000. These 

figures may give us an estimate of educational progress under Muslim rule. It can be 

claimed on the basis of these facts that India did not lag behind any other advanced 

country of the time.507 

 

The main task of the government was to give financial aid and to administer the other 

needs of the teachers and the taught. The teachers, however, were quite free to manage 

their institutions, frame courses and syllabuses, and decide the aim, nature and method of 

their teaching. The officials of the government did not interfere in these matters at all. 

                                                 
504 Gibb, H. A. R. Arabic Literature: an Introduction, Oxford: University Press, 1963, pp. 50, 51.  
505 Tritton, A. S. Materials on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages, London: Luzac, 1957, p. 98.  
506 Khān, M. S. Muslim Education Quarterly: “The Seljuk Vizier Nizām al-Mulk and his Siyāsat Nāma”, 

Cambridge: Islamic Academy, 2002, vol. 19,  pp. 50-64 
507 Khān, History of the Muslim Education, vol. 1, p. 19.  
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These institutions taught a specially prescribed course, which was not too rigid.508 It is 

significant that Arab Muslim scholars travelled far and wide in search of knowledge. In 

this way they came into contact with their colleagues in other major centres of 

learning.509 The recurrent political vicissitudes did not seem to be a major obstacle to 

such travels. Thus, scholars from Cordova and Seville in Spain, from Qayrawān and 

Tripoli in North Africa, from Egypt, and from the farthest corner of the Muslim dominion 

in the east, converged in Basra and Kūfa and, later on in Baghdad. Although Baghdad 

remained the major intellectual and spiritual centre until its destruction in 1258 by the 

Mongol hordes, other important centers of learning had emerged in the capitals of various 

semi-independent or independent dynasties. There were Bukhārā, Jurjān, and Ghazna, in 

the East, Aleppo in Syria, Cairo in Egypt, and Cordova, Toledo and Seville in Spain. In 

those centers number of prominent scholars of Islam received encouragement and 

generous support from rulers who prided themselves on supporting Arabic culture. Thus, 

in spite of the political problems over the countries, the Islamic community remained, on 

the whole, united in religion, language, and culture.510 

 

The seekers of knowledge did not have to wander about in order to satisfy their yearning 

for knowledge.  According to the author of History of the Muslim Education, Khān 

Hamīd al-Dīn, ‘‘Salaries were fixed for teachers in every town and city; ‘ulamā’ were 

granted fiefs and stipends and sufficient funds were provided to meet the expenditure on 

the up-keep of the students’’.511 

5.4 Libraries 

 

In the Middle Ages, private and public libraries became the hallmark of culture and an 

indispensable means for its promotion and dissemination. Because of the shortage of 

books, the high government officials established great libraries, while the schools and 

                                                 
508 Dodge, Muslim Education in Medieval Times, pp. 31-34; Khān, History of the Muslim Education, vol. 1, 

pp. 131-135.  
509 Ghunayma, Tārīkh al-Jāmi‘āt al-Kubrā, pp. 215, 216; Ibn Khaldūn, al-Muqaddima, Beirut: Dār al-

Kutub al-Lubnāniyya, 1956, p. 1017.   
510 Chejne, The Arabic Language, pp. 75, 76. 
511 Khān, History of the Muslim Education, pp. 9, 10.  
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mosques made more modest collections of books and written documents. Some of the 

largest libraries were in Bayt al-H�ikma at Baghdad, the royal palace, Mosque of al-Azhar 

and Dār al-H�ikma in Fātimid Cairo, the great mosque of Fās in Morocco and the 

intellectual centers of Spain.512  

 

Only a few of the individual scholars were rich enough to procure private libraries of 

importance. There were, however, a number who enjoyed government patronage and 

opportunities to collect books. Thus it is related that, after his death al-Wāqidī left six 

hundred cases of books, each case a load for two men. He had two young men slaves who 

wrote for him night and day. There had also been sold to him books costing two thousand 

gold coins.513  

 

Every educated person was expected to be conversant in both Arabic grammar and 

lexicography and to hold his own in any linguistic discussion. He was also supposed to 

know the best of poetry, prosody, belles-letters, history, and to be conversant in both the 

religious and cultural sciences. 

 

If we take the Indian sub-continent as a case study, we see that it was a matter of pride for 

kings and nobles to possess a collection of books, and they preserved this collection 

meticulously. Such valuable book collections were not the sole monopoly of the royalty 

but other members of the royal household, the nobles of the court and the learned men of 

the time also had their own collections. They took great pains to secure for their 

collections the best and the most valuable books. These books were freely lent, and the 

borrower was allowed to make a copy of the manuscript for his own use, if he liked. 

Copies of the books in the royal library were made for distribution among the ‘ulamā’.514  

                                                 
512 After the destruction of Muslim power in Spain less than two thousand volumes survived to be collected 

by Philip II (1556-1559) and his successors from the various Arab libraries. See Hitti, Philip K. The Arabs: 

A Short History, London: Macmillan, 1960, p. 137; Zaydān, Jurjī. Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, vol. 3, 

pp. 228-237; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 10; Ghunayma gives a handful list of the Islamic libraries of the 

Muslim world. See his book, Tārīkh al-Jāmi‘āt al-Kubrā, pp.51-62.   
513 Ibn  al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 98.   
514 Khān, History of the Muslim Education, vol. 1, p. 11.  
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5.5 Status of the ‘Ulamā’ and Udabā’ during the Medieval period 

 

Islamic biographical literature is mainly a biographical literature of intellectuals. If a 

Caliph, or Sultan, or vizier, is given a place among the intellectuals it is because he had 

some claim to ‘ilm, or religious knowledge, in a direct or indirect way.515 On the other 

hand, men in power needed the support of the Muslim masses, and there was no better 

way to it than through the ‘ulamā’.  Instituting colleges, or mosque colleges, monasteries 

and institutions of learning with large salaries for the professors and scholarship for a 

number of select students, was one way to attract the loyalty of the‘ulamā’. The ‘ulamā’s 

first loyalty was to God and His prophet’s religion.516   

 

Mahmūd of Ghazna, besides being a great conqueror, capable commander, and man of 

soldierly deportment, was also a great lover of knowledge, arts learning and literature.   

During his reign so many scholars and men of learning were attracted to Ghazna from 

far-off places, and were offered positions according to their accomplishments, in his 

court. Among 400 poets in his court, the most celebrated were Hakīm Ansārī, Razī, 

Ustadh Rashīdī, Tūsī, Manuchrī of Balkh, Asjadī (d. 432/1040), Farrukhī (d. 429/1037), 

and Daqīqī (d. 995). ‘Unsurī (d. 431/1039), occupied the high position of his poet-

laureate.517 It was on his initiative that Firdawsī (d. 431-1039) composed a part of his 

word-fame epic, Shāh nāma. Al-Bayrūnī, celebrated historian, and ‘Allāma Hamdānī 

lived at his court.  Forty thousand dīnārs were spent annually on their maintenance.518  It 

was a traditional practice of Muslim kings and rulers to construct a school building 

within, or attached to a mosque. The school provided both religious and secular 

education.  

 
                                                 
515 Richards, Islamic Civilization, p. 166.  
516 Imām Ghazālī got a professorship in Baghdad, the Nizāmiyya with a handsome salary, see Richards, 

Islamic Civilization, p. 159; Khān, Muslim Education Quarterly, 2002, vol. 19, pp. 51, 52. 
517 Jan, Raypka. History of Iranian Literature, pp. 172-173.  
518 Ibid, pp.174-178. 
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It is not surprising that the cultural life of Medieval Islam depended to a great extent upon 

government support. Some of the scholars earned enough to live on by teaching519, 

copying manuscripts and taking part in commercial enterprises. A large number, 

however, enjoyed government aid in one form or another. They served as judicial 

authorities, court companions, palace tutors and the secretaries of official bureaus.  Al-

Kisā’ī, for example, was tutor to the sons of Hārūn al-Rashīd, and Abū al-‘Amaythāl 

taught the children of ‘Abd Allāh ibn Tāhir, the viceroy in Khurāsān.520 The tenth century 

grammarian, al-Fārisī, was so handsomely cared for at courts, first for Sayf al-Dawla at 

Aleppo and later ‘Adud al-Dawla in Shīrāz, that it made his life and work exceedingly 

brilliant.  Famous medical authorities like Abū Bakr al-Rāzī and Ibn Sīnā were liberally 

supported by generous rulers521, because of their gift of healing. Many scholars were 

granted livings in research institutions like the Bayt al-H�ikma in Baghdad and Dār al-

H�ikma in Cairo, supported by government grants. Other men of learning were given large 

contributions in payment for writing books for individual rulers. Thus Abū Ishāq al-Zajjāj 

wrote a commentary for the caliph al-Mu‘tadid, which won him an enviable position at 

court and an allowance of three hundred gold coins.522 

 

During the eleventh century and the period which followed, the high government officials 

not only aided individual scholars, but also gave generous grants to support colleges, 

orphanages and mosques. These government endowments and assignments enabled a 

large number of scholars to teach, study and compose books. Not only the great sultans 

but also scores of less important officials established their charitable and educational 

institutes, making it possible for Muslim culture to flourish throughout the Middle 

                                                 
519 Ibn Sikkīt began at a salary of 500 dīnārs which was later increased to 1,000 dīnārs. See Khatīb, Tārīkh 

Baghdād, vol. 14, p. 277; Tritton, Materials on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages, p. 25.  
520 Khallikān, Wafayāt, vol. 2, pp.275-277; Yāqūt, Irshād al-Arīb, vol. 1, p. 122. 
521  Raypka, Jan.  History of Iranian Literature, pp. 173, 174.  
522 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 60; al-Maqrīzī, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī. Kitāb al-Mawā’iz� wa al-I‘tibār bi dhikr  al-

Khit�at  wa al-Āthār,  vol. 2, p. 363. 
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Ages.523 From the point of view of education, the most important of these philanthropies 

were the colleges and mosque-colleges.    

 

The dominant attitudes of Muslim society favored the scholar as a normative pattern of 

human character and actively paid tribute to him.524 In the beginning, it would seem, the 

learned man was supposed to be practically omniscient and something of a wizard to 

boot. They were also greatly honoured because of their learning and impressive robes525, 

as well as their interest in training the youth.   

 

The Muslim kings had no idea of exploiting education for political purposes.   Moreover, 

they did not favor the idea of keeping education the proud privilege of a few classes of 

people. They were eager to make it universal and let all persons, high and low among 

their subjects, have its benefit.526 Hence they left it to be looked after by ‘ulamā’ and 

                                                 
523  In 381/991 the Buyid vizier Sābūr ibn Ardshīr founded and endowed an academy, Dār al-‘Ilm, in 

Baghdad; the library contained rather more than 10,000 books besides 100 copies of the Qur’ān written by 

Ibn Muqla. In addition to a librarian, the academy was put under the supervision of two prominent men; at 

one time the judge was one of them. Ibn Faddāl (479/1086), taught grammar there, Abū al-‘Alā al-Ma‘rrī 

used it and mentioned in his books. See Ibn Jawzī, al-Munt�az�am, vol. 8, p. 22; Tritton, Materials on 

Muslim Education, pp. 99,100.  
524 Ibrāhīm al-Shīrāzī came to Fāris, men women and children came out, touched his sleeves, and took dust 

from his shoes to make medicine while shop keepers threw their goods at him, sweetmeats, fruits and 

clothes, even cobblers threw their goods which fell on the head of the crowd. al-Khatīb, Tārīkh Baghdād, 

vol. 11, p. 73; Tritton, Materials on Muslim Education in The Middle Ages,  p. 58.   
525 The Egyptian astronomer, ‘Alī Yūnus, wound his turban around a high peaked cap, placing his head 

drapery over that. See Khallikān, Wafayāt, vol. 2, p. 365. The Fātimid scholar wore a qalansuwa, probably 

a sort of cap, and a sabnī, or girdle, with a black taylasān dabsī, or veil-like cape, over his head and 

shoulders. In the course of time it became the custom for the rulers to confer robes of honour on the 

scholars, especially when they paid their respects for Ramadān. For more detail see Dodge, Muslim 

Education in Medieval Times, p. 13.  
526 Anyone might build a college if he had the money and the earliest seem all to have been the work of 

private persons. The subject was law, a foundation for a grammarian. See Tritton, Materials on Muslim 

Education, p. 103, According to ‘Azīz Ahmad ‘‘Awrangzīb established a large number of schools and 

colleges; the foundations of the great religious seminary of Farangī Mah�al at Laknaw were laid during his 

reign. Later in his reign, a school was inaugurated at Delhi by Shāh Walī Allāh’s father ‘Abd al-
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philanthropists, of course, giving them every possible encouragement and guidance. 

Every Muslim government in India and other countries had a minister, who awarded 

Jāgīrs (free grants of land), and maintenance allowance out of awqāf property to 

teachers, and ‘ulāmā’ to enable them to devote themselves fully to the pursuit of 

knowledge and spread of education.527  

 

In the history of Indian sub-continent, the Mughal period (1526-1857) is known as the 

‘‘Golden period’’ for many of its special characteristics. The period of about two 

centuries from Bābar to Aawrangzayb is, in fact, worthy of being recorded not only in the 

history of Indian sub-continent, but in the history of the world. 

Amīr Taymūr, generally known as a conqueror, was a patron of letters, too. He had 

mastery over the Turkish and Persian languages. He enjoyed holding conversation with 

‘ulāmā’ and venerated them, as evidenced by his treatment of Hāfiz and Khaldūn. Not 

only in time of peace but also in wars, he was always accompanied by ‘ulamā’. He took 

care to guarantee protection to every scholar, even those who opposed him. When he 

attacked Lonoi, he ordered his army not to destroy the houses of Sayyids (related to the 

prophet’s family), Shaykhs (religious leaders) and the men of learning. His 

autobiography, Malfūz�āt Taymūrī, is a living testimony of his love of learning and 

capacity of rule. He established a school at Samarqand and libraries at various places, for 

the promotion of learning.528 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Rahim.This Madrasa Rah�īmiyya later became the great seminary of the tradition of Walī Allāh’’. See ‘Azīz 

Ahmad, An Intellectual History of Islam in India, p. 55.    
527 Seljuk vizier Nizām al-Mulk and Mogul vizier Fath Allāh Shīrāzī are the best examples  in this regard. 
528 For further detail see Khan, History of Muslim Education, vol. 1, pp. 77, 78.   
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5.6 Literary Development 

 

No language can match the dignity of Arabic, the chosen vehicle of God’s ultimate 

message.  Arabic is distinguished by its unrevealed possibilities in the use of figurative 

speech. Its innuendoes, tropes, and figures of speech lift it far above any other human 

language. Perhaps the most important single factor in the rise of Arabic from a tribal 

dialect to an urban and international language was its codification, which not only fixed 

grammatical rules, but also motivated intensive linguistic studies.  

 

All evidence indicates that Arabic philosophy was developed mainly in the cities of Kūfa 

and Basra. The important men appeared and flourished there and they became influential 

throughout the length and breadth of the Muslim world. Baghdad was definitely indebted 

to them as were the capitals of the various Islamic states, and many of their leading 

grammarians529, such as the gifted philologist Ibn Jinnī (d. 1002), who flourished in 

Aleppo; al-Jawharī (d. 10002) and Ibn Rashīq (d. 1030) of North Africa; al-Tabrīzī (d. 

1109) of Persia; and Ibn Ājurrūm (d. 1030), who is known for his grammar al-

Ājurrūmiyya which, along with the Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik, became a classic and is still 

widely used throughout the Arab world.530   

 

Arabic literature knew its golden age under the Abbasids in the ninth and tenth centuries, 

paradoxically at a time when the Muslim Empire was undergoing serious political 

dislocation.531 By then, the language had been codified and enriched through the medium 

of translation. No doubt the translation of numerous works into Arabic enriched the 

language as it became necessary to develop the technical terminology required to express 

the new thoughts, ideas, and concepts formed in the original works. The bulk of 

                                                 
529 According to Professor Hitti, it had become ‘‘a city with no peer throughout the world’’ The Arabs: A 

short history, London: Macmillan, 1960, p. 85.  
530 Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6, p. 340.  
531 Gibb, Arabic Literature, pp. 46-108; Chejne, The Arabic Language, p. 66. 
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translation into Arabic was from Greek, to a small extent from Middle Persian (Pahlavi) 

and Sanskrit.532 

 

By the tenth century, the intellectual disciplines became so numerous and widely 

cultivated that the Muslim scholars, like the Greeks, saw a need for their classification. 

They divided them into two broad categories: (1) the Arabic sciences and (2) the foreign 

sciences.  

 

The Arabic or native sciences –known also as the traditional or religious sciences (al- 

‘Ulūm al-Naqliyya aw al-Shar‘iyya) are those which originated in the Arabic language. 

They generally include Qur’ānic studies, prophetic traditions, jurisprudence (fiqh), 

theology (kalām), grammar, morphology (s�arf), lexicography, rhetoric (balāgha), belles-

letters (adab), and poetry. The foreign sciences, known as the intellectual or 

philosophical sciences (al-‘Ulūm al-‘aqliyya wa al-h�ikmiyya), are those introduced into 

Arabic through translation from foreign sources. These include astronomy, geography, 

music, medicine, alchemy, and other related disciplines.533 By the thirteenth century or in 

the middle ages, it appears that the attitude of the Muslim scholars about the sciences in 

general, and about the foreign sciences in particular, had undergone considerable changes 

which are attributable to their rather narrow intellectual horizon.  

 

The diffusion of Arabic as a vehicle of learning had its basis in the need for education. It 

appears that education was open to anyone who sought it, regardless of his social station.  

At first, the Qur’ān, Arabic and Arabic philosophy, law, Prophetic Traditions, rhetoric, 

and theology constituted the core of the curriculum. These subjects were taught by 

accomplished persons some of whom became tutors of princes and heirs apparent at the 

caliphal court as well as at the courts of rules of petty states elsewhere in the Muslim 

countries.534  

                                                 
532 ‘‘Works from Sanskrit were translated by a number of scholars, including ‘Izz al-Dīn Khalīq Khānī, at 

the command of Fīrūz Tughluq’’, ‘Azīz Ahmad, An Intellectual History of Islam in India, p. 53; Walzer, 

Richard. Greek into Arabic, Oxford: Bruno Classirer, 1963, pp. 5-10. 
533 Dodge, Muslim Education in Medieval Times, pp. 28, 29.   
534 Ibid, p. 29.  
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In the reign of the Almoravids (1056-1147), a dynasty founded by Yūsuf ibn Tāshfīn, 

intellectual life continued to flourish in spite of heavy restrictions on freedom of thought. 

This restrictive climate also prevailed under the next rulers, the Almohads (1147-1248), a 

dynasty founded by Muhammad ibn Tumrat, who, with a great display of religiosity, 

proclaimed himself to be the Mahdī, or Masīh�. Even under conditions such as these, great 

names in the intellectual world continued to appear during the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries. There were, among others, the philosophers Ibn Tufayl (d. 1185) Ibn Rushd (d. 

1198), and Ibn Maymūn (d. 1204), whose influence was felt beyond Spain, especially in 

the rise and development of Christian scholasticism. There were also the great mystics 

like Ibn al ‘Arabī (d. 1240) and Ibn al-Sab‘īn (d.1269), the anthologists like Ibn Khāqān 

(d. 1137), Ibn Bassām (d. 1147), and Ibn Bashkuwāl (d. 1183), the geographers like al-

Idrīsī (d. 1154) and Ibn Jubayr (d. 1217), the physicians like Ibn Zuhr (d. 1162), and the 

botanists like Ibn Baytār (d. 1248).535 Yet two great names appeared during the Nasrid 

period. They were Ibn al-Khatīb (d. 1374) and the great Ibn Khaldūn (d. 1406). Both 

were able statesmen and historians but with them a fascinating, if not a brilliant, chapter 

in the intellectual history of al-Andalus comes to an end.  

 

A similar development took place farther east in Persia and Indian sub-continent as we 

have mentioned above. Bilingualism prevailed in the Eastern provinces as in Spain.536 

For centuries, many authors in various disciplines used Arabic as a literary medium in 

preference to their native languages, although some rulers encouraged the use of the 

native tongue in administration and literature.  Even though many scholars were at home, 

for instance, in both Arabic and Persian, Arabic was long used as the language of letters. 

 

Some of the outstanding scholars wrote their most important works in Arabic. During the 

period, there were the two famous philosopher physicians al-Rāzī (d. c. 925) and Ibn Sīnā 

(d. 1037); the literary critic Abū Hilāl al-‘Askarī (d. 1005); the two belletrists al-

Hamadānī (d. 10087)  and al-Tha‘ālabī (d. 1038); the great theologian al-Ghazālī (d. 

                                                 
535  For some of the works, see the life history of these scholars. 
536 See Gibb, Arabic Literature, pp. 136-140.  
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1111); the prominent scientist al-Bīrūnī (d. 1048), who preferred to be insulted in Arabic 

rather than praised in Persian537; and the able philologist and critic al-Zamakhsharī (d. 

1143), who repeatedly emphasized that Arabic was to be the language of instruction, the 

language of the court, and the language of letters. Although the status of Arabic began to 

decline in the eleventh century when the national languages, first Persian and later 

Turkish, asserted themselves, it nevertheless remained high in religious circles and 

among men of letters.  Moreover, it continued to influence both Persian and Turkish. The 

same situation developed in some regions of continental India, the Punjāb, Kashmīr, 

Lahore, etc. where Arabization had made some progress. In these areas Arabic has 

continued up to the present day as a medium of intellectual expression among many 

Indian and Pakistani authors of the Muslim faith.538   

 

It would be erroneous to say that, the cultivation of Arabic and Arabic culture came to a 

complete standstill in the thirteenth century. During the period of decline noteworthy 

contributions were made in the field of compilations and encyclopaedias, without which 

our knowledge of Arabic lore would be very limited. In fact, some of the extant works of 

the period are still invaluable reference books. One would be at loss without the adab 

works of al-Nuwayrī (d. 1332), al-Safadī (d. 1363) al-Qalqashandī (d. 1418) and al-

Baghdādī (d.1674). In history there are important works by Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286), Ibn 

Taqtaqā (d. 1300), Abū al-Fidā’ (d. 1313) Ibn Taghrī Birdī (d. 1469) and Ibn Iyās (d. 

1522).  Nor can one do without the many works of the polygraph and erudite al-Suyūtī (d. 

1505), or those of Tāsh Kubrāzāda (d. 1560), al-Maqqarī (d. 1632), and Hājjī Khalīfa (d. 

1657).539   

Egypt under the Mamlūk rule from 1300-1600, had the entire semblance of stability but 

only in the midst of increasing corruption and social deterioration. Already the fourteenth 

century lexicographer Ibn Manzūr (d. 1311), the author of the famous Lisān al ‘Arab, 

was complaining about the decadent state of the Arabic language and the tendency of 

people to learn a foreign language in preference to Arabic. Ibn Manzūr’s assessment is 
                                                 
537  Chejne, The Arabic Language, p. 80.  
538 The author of Nuzhat al-Khawāt�ir gives a biographical history of these Indian sub-continent scholars 

who produced valuable literature in Arabic. See Laknawī,  Nuzhat al-Khawāt�ir. 
539  Gibb, Arabic Literature, p. 14, 142.  
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vividly corroborated by the traveler Ibn Battūta who, visiting al-Basra in 1327, heard a 

preacher commit serious mistakes of grammar while speaking from the pulpit: 

 

“I attended one of the Friday prayers at the Mosque, and when the preacher rose to 

deliver his sermon, he committed many serious grammatical errors. I was astonished at 

this and spoke of it to the Qād�ī who answered, ‘‘in this town there is not one left who 

knows anything about grammar’’. Here, indeed is a warning for men to reflect on-

Magnified be He who changes all things and overturns all human affairs! This Basra, in 

whose people the mastery of grammar reached its height and which was the home of its 

leader whose pre-eminence is undisputed, has no preacher who can deliver a sermon 

without breaking its rules”.540  

 

Arabic-speaking people had no longer remembered that in medieval times their language 

had been one of the world’s most important and the depository of a rich literary heritage.  

Cairo was one of the important areas of Arabic intellectual activity. In the time of Ibn 

Khaldūn, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the signs of general decline in the 

Muslim world were already visible, and Ibn Khaldūn pointed out the deteriorating 

political and intellectual situation of the time. But with the help of some gifted men, 

Cairo remained the home of Arab intellectuals and continued to lead in the sciences and 

crafts. This relatively privileged position of Cairo continued for some time. Men such as 

al-Maqrīzī (d. 1505) kept alive the legacy of the past. 

 

During the better part of the Middle Ages Muslim scientific and material superiority was 

undeniable and widely acknowledged. During that period Arabic scholarship as a 

transmitter of ancient thought had been a powerful inspiration for the medieval West.541 

As professor Hitti mentioned, ‘‘Muslim Spain wrote one of the brightest chapters in the 

intellectual history of Medieval Europe. Between the middle of the eighth and the 

beginning of the thirteenth centuries, the Arabic speaking peoples were the main bearers 

                                                 
540  Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, Cambridge: University Press, 1953, pp. 442-456.   
541  Grunebaun, Gustave E. Van.  Medieval Islam: a Study in Cultural Orientation, Chicago:  University of 

Chicago Press, 1953, p. 337.   
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of the torch of culture and civilization throughout the world, the medium which through 

the ancient science and philosophy were recovered, supplemented and transmitted to 

make possible the renaissance of Western Europe’’.542 Towards the end of the period this 

superiority decreases, as the east stagnates intellectually and declines economically, while 

Europe progresses, revives and catches up, stimulated in large measure, by progressive 

acquaintance with Muslim learning. The sixteenth century witnesses the end of 

‘‘Arabism’’.  

                       

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
542 Hitti, Phillip K. The Arabs, p.133. 
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CHAPTER: 6 

 

  Codicology of the Arabic Manuscripts and Rules of Text Editing  

  
6. Introduction 

 

Early scholars divided the subject of codicology into four main areas: paper, ink, pens or 

sometimes scripts, and binding. Our information about these four areas is far from equal. 

This is because those who have been qualified enough to write with discernment about 

the experience of past generations in this art have been concerned first and foremost with 

penmanship and calligraphy. As far as the remaining three categories, paper, ink and 

binding are concerened, the extant literature does not do justice  to the skills involved  in 

transmitting the huge amount of Islamic  scholarship which has come down to us.  

 

For 4000 years the main type of writing material used in Egypt was papyrus. This was 

usually referred to in Arabic as qirt�ās, which was derived from the Greek Kharēs via the 

Aramaic qirt�ās.543  Papyrus was manufactured from the plant Cyprus Papyrus L, which is 

native to Egypt. It was easier to handle than the available alternatives, such as wood, 

skins and clay tablets, and could be made in a range of thickness and qualities.544 The use 

of papyrus was taken over by the Arabs when they conquered Egypt in the 7th century 

AD and it continued to be the main writing material of the country until the 10th century 

AD. By this time it could no longer compete with paper, which was cheaper to produce. 

 

Paper was first manufactured in the Islamic world in Samarqand, having been introduced 

there from China in the 2nd/8th century. As with regards to the manufacturing of paper in 

Khurāsān, the most reliable source is the al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm. This tells us that 

paper was being made in Khurāsān from the very beginning of paper making in Iran and 

also mentions the names of the types of paper produced. He mentions six kinds of paper, 

                                                 
543 See Encyclopaedia of Islam, Leiden: E. J.Brill, 1955, vol. 4, p. 173.  
544 Grohmann, Adolf. From the World of Arabic Papyri, Cairo: al-Ma‘ārif Press, 1952, pp. 1-15. 
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five of them connected with Khurāsān and Transoxiana, while the last one relates to 

Egypt.545 The Egyptian one is known as Kāghadh-i Fir‘ūnī, (Fir‘ūnī paper). The other 

five are: Sulaymānī, Ja‘farī, T�alh�ī, T�āhir�ī and Nūh�ī.546 It is therefore clear that paper was 

manufactured in Khurāsān, to which we can add that different types of good Khurāsānī  

appears to have been named after high government officials who liked them.  

 

Glazed paper was of good quality and was popular with calligraphers because the pen 

moved softly over it.547 In the reign of the caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd (170/786-193/809) 

paper began to be used in government offices.548 Writing in the 9th century AD, al-Jāhiz 

tells us ‘‘that the paper of Egypt is for the West while the papers of Samarqand are for the 

East’’.549 We learn from Ibn Hawqal that in the second half of the 10th century papyrus 

was still used by the Arabs in Sicily for chancery correspondence, and some papyri found 

in Egypt were originally written elsewhere.550 Grohmann estimated that there were 

approximately 16,000 Arabic papyri in the various collections that he was familiar with 

in Europe, North America and Cairo.551 In addition, both the literary and the documentary 

papyri are important sources for the study of the Arabic script and to the development of 

the Arabic language. The literary papyri included the earliest known fragments of many 

                                                 
545 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 21. 
546 The name Sulaymānī is given due to the Khurāsānī finance minister Sulaymān ibn Rashīd, finance 

director of Khurāsān under Hārūn al-Rashīd (170-193/786-809). Ja‘farī so called after the vizier Ja‘far ibn 

Yahyā al-Barmakī, who was for a short time governor of Khurāsān and under whoe reign paper was 

introduced in the chancery. T�alh�ī, after Talha ibn Tāhir governor of Khurāsān (207-213/822-828), T�āhirī, 

after Tāhir ibn ‘Abd Allāh governing Khurāsān from (230-248/844-862).  Nūh�ī, after Nūh ibn Nasr, 

sovereign of the Sāmānides over Khurāsān and Transoxania (331-334/ 942-954). See Ibn al-Nadīm, al-

Fihrist, p. 21.  
547 Dutton,Yāsīn. The Codicology of Islamic Manuscripts, London: al-Furqān Islamic Heritage Foundation, 

1995, p. 86.  
548  See Zaydān, Jurjī. Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, vol. 3, p. 63. 
549 Al-Tha‘ālibī, Abū Mansūr ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad. Lat�ā’if al-Ma‘ārif, Lugduni Batavorum: E. J. 

Brill, 1867,  p. 97.  
550 Ibn Hawqal, Abū al-Qāsim Muhammad. Kitāb al-Masālik wa al-Mamālik, ed. M. J de Jong. Leiden: 

Matba‘at Brill, 1873,  p. 86.  
551 Grohman, From the World of Arabic Papyri, p. 2. 
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works in Arabic, such as the biography of the prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by Ibn Hishām 

and the Muwat�t�a of Mālik ibn Anas.552  

Arabic sources, such as Abū Sālih and al-Ya‘qūbī, mention numerous papyrus mills that 

were active in Egypt in the early Islamic period, as well as one in Sāmarrā’ which was 

established by the caliph al-Mu‘tasim in 221/836.553  

 

6.1  The Development of Orthography and Penmanship 

 

The profession of making copies had developed into a regular art and provided for the 

copyists a handsome means of livelihood. These copyists were known as ‘‘warrāq’’ and 

‘‘nussākh’’. According to Afshārī , in the city of Samarqand there were always persons 

and families who were called ‘‘warrāq/Kāghazī’’ and this nisba first came into vogue 

before the beginning of the 6th/12th century in the classical Persian texts of al-Hājj  Sālih 

Kāghazī.554 There were people who had adopted it as a profession to provide the copies 

of the manuscripts to those who needed them. Copyists were the connecting link between 

men of letters and the general public. They themselves belonged more or less to the 

literary class, but their livelihood lay in multiplying the works of authors.555 

 

The transcribing of manuscripts by hand was, therefore, a very important form of 

occupation. Not only teachers and students, but also well known authors, copied books in 

order to earn money. Kitāb al-Fihrist frequently speaks of books copied in the 

handwriting of famous scholars. There are also references to men like Karmānī, whose 

calligraphy was in demand.556  

 

                                                 
552 Abbott, Nabia. Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press. 

1997, vol. 3, p. 14.   
553 Ya‘qūbī, Ahmad Ibn Ya‘qūb. Kitāb al-Buldān, al-Najaf: al-Maktabat al-Haydariyya, 1918, pp. 26, 27; 

Ya‘qūbī, Ahmad Ibn Ya‘qūb, Tārīkh Ya‘qūbī, Lugduni Batavorum: E. J. Brill, 1883, vol. 2, p. 577; Dutton,  

The Codicology of Islamic Manuscripts, p. 11.  
554 For more detail see his article published in The Codicology of Islamic Manuscripts, p. 78. 
555 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, pp. 77, 79, 82.  
556 Ibid, pp.79, 82 
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Though not all the copyists mentioned by the earlier sources are readily identifiable, a 

few are well known scholar-copyists or scholar booksellers. Christian and scientific 

manuscripts apart, the extant dated manuscripts from the fourth century included the 

Gharīb al-H�adīth (311/923) of Abū ‘Ubayd557, the Sirr al-nah�w ( first half of the 4th 

century) of Zajjājī558, the Kitāb of Sībawayh559, and the H�adhf min nasab Quraysh of 

Mu‘arrij ibn ‘Amr al-Sadūsī, copy from the hand of Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn ‘Abd Allāh 

al-Najīrāmī (d. 355/966), grammarian and scholar–copyist who was patronized by Kāfūr 

of Fātimid Egypt and who was a member of a family of three generations of scholar-

booksellers.560 The second half of the fourth century yielded many more dated 

manuscripts. These include the MukhtasAar (359/970) of Abū Mus‘ab al-Zuhrī561, the 

Dīwān al-adab (363/974) of Ishāq ibn Ibrāhīm al-Fārābī562, the Hidāya (364-66/974-76) 

of Ismā‘īl ibn ‘Abbād al-Sāhib, the Sharh� al-Mu‘allaqāt (371/981)563 of Abū Ja‘far 

Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Nahhās564, the Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn al-BasAriyyīn (376/987) of 

Sīrāfī565 written in beautiful calligraphic Kūfic, and Kūfic–naskhī scripts by ‘Alī ibn 

Shādhān al-Rāzī whose knowledge of Arabic left something to be desired, the Dīwān Abī 

al-Aswad al-Du’alī (380/990) in cursive vocalized script566,  the Kunya wa al-Asmā’ 

(381/991) of Daulābī, and the Dīwān al-Mutanabbī (398/1008).567 

 

The libraries of the rich and powerful, especially those of caliphs and viziers, frequently 

became the depositories of the choicest of such manuscripts, through commission and 

                                                 
557 See Moritz, Bernhard. Arabic Palaeography: a collection of Arabic Texts from the First Century of the 

Hijra until year 100, Cairo: Dār al-kutub al-Misriyya, 1905, pp. 19, 20.  
558 Ibid, p. 122. 
559  Ibid, p. 121. 
560 See al-Sadūsī, Mu‘arrij ibn ‘Amr. Kitab  Hadhf min Nasab Quraysh, ed. Salāh al-Dīn al-Munajjid. 

Cairo: Maktabat Dār al-‘Urūba, 1960, p. 10.  
561 Abbott, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, p. 12. 
562 Ibid, p. 12. 
563 Ibid, p. 12.  
564 Ibid, p.12. 
565  Sīrāfī, al-Hasan ibn ‘Abd Allāh. Akhbār al-Nah�wiyyīn al-BasAriyyīn,  the preface of his book  
566 Abbott, Nabia.  Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, Chicago: University Press, 1969, vol. 3, p. 12.  
567 Ibid, p. 12. 
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purchase or through confiscation and bequests.568 It would be hard to believe today that 

Mīr Tayyib had copied out ‘’Sharh� Mullā Jāmī’’ in a week. Shaykh Junayd Hisārī 

(d.1281) made a manuscript copy of the whole text of the Qur’ān within the short space 

of 3 days. Shaykh Mubārak (d. 770) copied out 500 books in his life time.  The art of 

copy-making had developed so highly as to overcome the difficulties which would have 

been encountered otherwise.569  

 

Famed scholar-bibliophiles and booksellers such as Nadīm, Yāqūt, and Qiftī reveal in 

their works a keen awareness of the quality of the manuscripts they acquired and 

described.570 They gave special attention to manuscripts of lexical and grammatical 

works in these respects.  

  

Among the most frequently used terms that stress primarily the accuracy of text are دقS_ 

 ،qmZUوا VWواbUا and    ،طXT£r ،«lY_ . Those that stress legibility and quality of penmanship 

are «lpr ،qlf§ ،zu\ ،�l§ Ä� and  �w بX�br Ä� while poor or careless manuscripts are 

described as ،ردي  and  ،«lT� These are supplemented by terms that indicate the type and 

size of the scripts, the most commonly used being  ،·lر� ،·mYr ،`gSWر ،·lps�  and ، ·l�c . 

Frequently reference to a well known and easily recognised hand of a famous scholar, 

copyist, or calligrapher is simply  ،وفbsr �^� ‘‘his hand writing is known’’.571  

 

Al-Nadīm, in a significant passage, reports having seen a large manuscript collection with 

autographs and written on lather, parchment, papyrus, and paper by scholars of the first 

and second centuries, beginning with Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī  and including such 

Qur’ānic scholars and grammarians as Yahyā ibn Ya‘mar, Abū ‘Amr ibn ‘Alā, Sībawayh, 

                                                 
568 Qiftī willed his magnificent library to his patron, the Ayyūbid ruler of Aleppo,  al-Inbāh, vol. 1, p. 21; 

Zubaydī, T�abaqāt  al-Nah�wiyyīn, p. 291. 
569 Khān, History of the Muslim Education, vol.1, p 11.  
570 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, pp. 7. 40, 107; Yāqūt, Irshad al-Arīb, vol. 1, p. 81, vol. 2, p. 266, vol. 5, p. 

326; Inbāh, vol. 1, pp. 7-9, see also the introduction of the book p. 13. 
571  These terms can easily be seen and traced in al-Fihrist and al-Inbāh 
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Kisā’ī, Abū ‘Amr al-Shaybānī, Yahyā ibn Ziyād al-Farrā’ Asma‘ī and Ibn al-‘Arabī (d. 

213/846).572 

 

The book shop of Ibn Waddā‘ al-Azdī of Baghdad was a rendezvous of scholars where 

many of their discussions and debates took place in the fourth decade of the third century. 

There was keen competition for Ibn Waddā‘’s hand copies, which remained highly prized 

collector’s items.573 Manuscripts of Muhammad ibn Habīb’s pupil Sukkārī (212-75/827-

88) were desired for their accuracy.574 Ibrāhīm ibn Muhammad ibn Sa‘dān ibn al-

Mubārak, a third generation scholar and bibliophile, was know for his accurate 

penmanship and faithful transmission.575 Zajjāj sought to ingratiate himself with his 

patron the wazir Qāsim ibn ‘Ubayd Allāh and with the caliph Mu‘tadid (279-89/892-902) 

by completing and recasting the Jāmi‘ al-Mant�iq of Abū Ja‘far al-‘Askarī.he had Ahamad  

ibn Ibrāhīm al-Tirmidhī, one- time teacher of Zajjāj’s former Kūfan teacher Tha‘lab and a 

penman in much demand, make but a single copy of the revised and completed Jāmi‘  on 

fine Khurāsānian Talhī paper for the caliph’s library. Several of the pupils and associates 

of Tha‘lab were both scholars and booksellers known for their good penmanship.  Among 

them were Abū Hasan al-Tirmidhī576, Abū Mūsā al-Hāmid577, and Muhammad ibn ‘Abd 

Allāh al-Karmānī al-Warrāq, whose copy of Ibn Qutayba’s al-Ma‘ārif was acquired by 

Qiftī, who describes the manuscript and its scholar-copyist in superlative terms.578 

 

Al-Mubarrad, who wrote a good hand, considered himself a warrāq and had several close 

associates who were scholar-booksellers.579  Among these pupils were Tha‘lab’s sonin-

                                                 
572 al-Fihrist, p. 40;  al-Inbāh, pp. vol.  7-19. 
573 Qiftī reports that he examined critically several of ibn Waddā‘’s copies, including a section of the Dīwān 

al-A‘shā and a copy of Abū ‘Ubayd’s Amthāl, and found them to be the most carefully executed. See al-

Inbāh, vol. 1, p. 53, vol. 2, 134.  
574 al-Fihrist, p. 76 ;  al-Inbāh,  vol. 1, p. 292. 
575 al-Inbāh, vol. 1, p. 185. 
576 Suyūtī, Bughya, vol. 1, p. 239.  
577 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 79; al-Qiftī, al-Inbāh, vol. 2, p. 22. 
578 Qiftī, al-Inbāh, vol. 3, p. 55; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 79; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 6, p. 19.   
579 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 60; al-Tha‘ālibī, ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad. Lat�ā’if al-Ma‘ārif, Lugduni 

Batavorum : E. J. Brill, 1867,  p. 47. 
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law Abū ‘Alī al-Dinawarī (d.289/910), whose father was the first to establish in Egypt a 

family of grammarians and scholar-bookseller.580 The excellent penmanship of the vizier 

Ibn Muqla (272-328/886-940) was well known to be always mentioned. Yāqūt comments 

on the good penmanship of Ibn Muqla’s father and brother.581 We read that Abū al-Faraj 

al-Isfahānī (284-356/897-967)  frequented the flourishing book market (Sūq al-warrāqīn) 

and bought good original sources, including manuscripts autographed by authors or 

copyists, which he used in his compositions.582 Al-Sīrāfī was an ascetic who provided for 

his personal needs by copying ten pages daily in a fine hand. Several members of his 

family were scholar-booksellers583 and apart from his students he had probably employed 

copyists.  

 

‘Alī ibn Muhammad, better known as Abū Hayyān al-Tawhīdī and who greatly admired 

pupil of al-Sīrāfī was, wrote a treatise on penmanship (Risāla fī ‘ilm al-Kitāba).584 Jurjānī 

(d. 392-/1002) was described as combining the poetic talent of Buhturī and the 

penmanship of Ibn Muqla.585 Abū Nasr al-Jawharī (d. 398/1007), author of S�ih�āh , was a 

teacher, scholar, and calligrapher who taught penmanship and used the proportioned 

scripts himself in the style of Ibn Muqla, is also known for his scholarship and good 

penmanship.586  

 

Another type of work, with such titles as al-Khat�t� wa al-Qalam or Risāla fī al-Khat�t�, 

were written generally by scholars or state secretaries who were renowned for their 

excellent penmanship and concerned mainly with the classification of scripts and 

calligraphic techniques. The basic role such authors played in the evolution of Arabic 

                                                 
580  Zubaydī, T�abaqāt  al-Nah�wiyyīn, p. 233.   
581  Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 3, p. 150.  
582Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 115.   
583 Al-Qiftī, al-Inbāh, vol, 3, p. 227; Suyūtī, Bughya, vol. 1, pp. 129,130.  
584 Al-Tawhīdī, Abū Hayyān. Risāla fī ‘ilm al-Kitāba, ed. Ibrāhīm Kīlānī. Damascus: al-Ma‘had al-Faransī 

li-Dirāsāt al-‘Arabiyya, 1951.   
585 Al-Tha‘ālibī, Abū Mansūr’Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad. Yatīmat al-Dahr fī Mah�āsin Ahl al ‘AsAr, 

Cairo: Matba‘at al-Sa‘ada, 1956,  vol. 4, pp. 3-26; Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 5, pp. 249-252. 
586 Yāqūt, Irshād, vol. 2, p. 269; al-Suyūtī, Bughya, vol. 1, pp. 446-448; al-Qiftī,  al-Inbāh, vol. 2, p .90  
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scripts - beginning with the Umayyad secretary ‘Abd al-Hamīd ibn Yahyā (d. 132/750), 

and reached a peak during the reign of Ma’mūn with the state calligrapher Abū al-‘Abbās 

Ahmad ibn Abī Khālid al-Ahwal and climaxed with the already mentioned 587 vizier Ibn 

Muqla.  

  

In contrast to the numerous  references to scholars, copyists, and booksellers who wrote 

fair, good or excellent hands, references to poor penmanship in the literary fields seems 

to be quite rare.588 Ibn al-Marāghī (d. 371/981), realizing that he lacked artistry in his 

script, wrote verses on the back of his commentary on the al-Jumal of al-Zajjājī 

apologizing for his poor though accurate hand.589 Furthermore, the good secretary and 

penman in the literary fields as a rule had to avoid the extremes represented by the hasty 

careless work of inferior commercial copyists and the marked artistry of the professional 

calligraphers who utilized their skills to adorn Qur’ānic manuscripts, special state 

documents, and royal diplomatic correspondence.590   

 

6.2  Rules of Text Editing and Some Difficulties in Editing 

 

The scholar who undertakes the arduous task of editing Arabic manuscripts, should take 

into consideration that he will be confronted with many great difficulties which may arise 

in editing literary texts.  

First of all there is the lack of cataloguing or even summary lists of stocks of the various 

collections, which renders it difficult, if not impossible, to find and to collect 

homogeneous pieces which really belong together, but are scattered over various 

collections. So visiting these collections personally is indispensable for the editor.  Other 

difficulties lie in the very difficult and badly formed writing of the papyri/manuscript and 

in their bad and dismal state of preservation. Deciphering and restoration of lacunae is 

                                                 
587 Abbott, Studies in Arabic Literary papyri, vol. 3, p. 10. 
588 References to manuscript writing in poor hands, without identification of the writers, are seen in al-

Fihrist, p. 77. 
589 Al-Qiftī, al-Inbāh, vol. 3, p. 83. 
590 Al-Sūlī, Muhammad ibn Yahyā. Adab al-Kātib, ed. Muhammad   Shukrī al-Ālūsī. Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-

Salafiyya, 1922, pp. 50-57.  
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sometimes exceedingly difficult and requires a great deal of experience and constructive 

talent from the editor.591  

 

The function of an editor is to evaluate and compare copies in accordance with the 

accepted rules of editing and publishing early books. Among these are that a copy in the 

author’s own hand is the most valuable of all; then copies that have been read out to the 

author or marked by him; then copies that have been checked against other copies and 

have then been circulated among the scholars and been authorised by them; and finally 

old copies taken precedence over the new copies.592 

There are exceptions, however, to this last rule. When, in 1914, Nicholson published the 

book of Kitāb al-Luma‘ fī al-TasAawwuf  by ‘Alī ibn Muhammad  ibn Yahyā al-Sirrāj al-

Tūsī  (d. 38/988), he relied on two manuscripts, one written in 548/1153 and the other in 

683/1284, using the late version as his main source. This was because it was complete 

whereas the older one was defective in almost one third of the book with the rest being 

arranged in an incomprehensible way. Nicholson only used the older version for purposes 

of comparison in his editing of the later text.593   

Complete text may naturally be preferred. But it might be necessary not to neglect small 

and very small fragments as far as their importance justifies publication, when they 

contribute new and remarkable details or having importance in some other respect. The 

Arabic manuscripts very seldom show the “diacritical points” (i‘rāb) so essential for 

correct reading.  Thus the editor is obliged to supply the i‘rāb throughout the text, and 

even to add vowels and orthographic signs, when the reading could be confronted with 

the danger of misunderstanding a doubtful passage. This means a far more considerable 

modification of the original. In this way one should not hesitate to correct obvious slips 

                                                 
591 For further detail see, Hārūn ‘Abd al-Salām. Tah�qīq al-NusAūsA wa nashruhā, Cairo: Matba‘at Lajnat al-

Ta’līf wa al-Tarjama, 1954, pp. 60, 61. 
592 Bergstraesser, Gotthelf. UsAūl Naqd al-NusAūsA wa Nashr al-Kutub, ed. Muhammad Hamadī al-Bakrī. 

Cairo: Matba‘at Dār al-Kutub, 1969, pp.14, 15; Hārūn ‘Abd al-Salām. Tah�qīq al-NusAūsA wa nashruhā, pp. 

29, 30.    
593 Sirrāj, ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn Yahyā. Kitāb al-Luma‘  fī al-TasAawwuf, ed. R. A. Nicholson. Leiden: 

Brill, 1914.  Introductory pages the beginning at the book. 
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of the pen, occasional scribal errors and oversights. Faulty orthography and grammatical 

errors, which often reflect the vernacular, are better to be retained in the edition.594 These 

peculiarities are of value to use for appreciation of the writer’s personality and the milieu 

from which he comes.595 An emendation of these peculiarities would therefore destroy 

the personal character of the document and deprive the editor of the basis for the 

estimation of its writer. If these grammatical or orthographical peculiarities occur more 

frequently, they may best be dealt with in a separate chapter of the introduction to the 

edition.596  

 

At any rate it is absolutely necessary to account for all alternatives of the original 

condition of the manuscript-text in the apparatus criticus, which is best printed below the 

text itself. If a word in the text is dotted in the original, it is to be given in this original 

condition in the ‘‘apparatus criticus’’ and fully doted in the text. Sometimes may happen 

that it is impossible for the editor to decipher certain portions of the text which are very 

badly written. For example if the characters are recognisable, a palaeographical copy of 

the respective portion of the text, viz. a copy which comes as near to the original as 

possible, should be given in the critical apparatus, a note may be made in the text or a 

line could be added in the commentary on the respective line. When portions of texts are 

badly faded or damaged while erasing spots on them, the various possibilities of reading, 

suggested by the editor, should be given. Furthermore the editor should take advantage of 

the possibility of getting a photograph by means of infrared films, a procedure which 

helps to bring out much more of the originals that a simple photograph or the eye could 

detect, and is very useful even in apparently hopeless cases.597 

It is obviously the duty of the editor to do his utmost to get an accurate copy of the 

original text as a basis of the future edition, and to submit to the reader a completely clear 

and readable text, from which all difficulties as to reading and understanding have been 

                                                 
594 Bergstraesser. UsAūl Naqd al-NusAūsA wa Nashr al-Kutub, p. 43. 
595  Ibid.  pp. 83, 84. 
596 Hārūn, ‘Abd al-Salām. Tah�qīq al-NusAūsA wa nashruhā, pp. 38, 39. 
597 Bergstraesser. UsAūl Naqd al-NusAūsA wa Nasr al-Kutub, pp. 112, 113. 
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removed. Nevertheless the editor shall allow the texts to stand in their original form as far 

as possible. This task should be accomplished in such a way that the reader immediately 

realises the actual condition of the archetype.   

 

In addition to the above mentioned observations, an editor must be aware of the 

following conditions; whether, a text attributed to a particular author was actually his 

own work. In this context, basic bibliographic books like the al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm, 

Kashf al-Zunūn of Hājjī Khalīfa, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya of Jujī Zaydān and 

Brockelmann are reliable sources. The confirmation of the title is another important issue 

and usually it appears on the first page, whereas in case the initial pages were missing 

due to certain reasons, then the title could be found in the middle or at the last pages. The 

authenticity of the manuscript itself is suspect or doubtful if the author’s name is not 

appended to it. In the same vein, the beginning and the end pages of any manuscript are 

very important since this suggests the completion of the book. Moreover, the reasons for 

creation of a special text, or for whom it was written is also obligatory to know.598 The 

usage of the paper, the nature of the ink and script are also important since they 

determine the era during which a certain writing tradition was in common usage. 

 

According to the old traditions of manuscript writing, the last word on the page is            

re-written at the corner of the same page as well as written again at the start of the next 

page so that no word is omitted/ missed out from the manuscript. The copy that I have 

used for al-Mis�bāh�’s editing therefore adopts this characteristic, whereas the previously 

published editions did not conform to such a tradition. 

 

Sometimes even the binding gives the age/period of a particular text.599 In this case, we 

can find out the copyist of the text and when  it was written or compiled. Moreover, when 

and how the particular work reached the library could also be ascertained. What the 

editor has to keep in mind is the highest standard possible of his publication and the 

                                                 
598  Ibid, pp. 34, 35. 
599  Al-Munajjid, Salāh al-Dīn. Qawā‘id Fahrast al-Makht�ūt�āt al-‘Arabiyya, Beirut: Dār al-Kitāb al-Jadīd, 

1973,  p. 69; Bergstraesser. UsAūl Naqd al-NusAūsA wa Nashr al-Kutub, pp. 116, 117.  
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responsibility to render accessible new material for science in the best and most exact 

form obtainable.600 

 

6.3  The Writing Material 
 
 

6.3.1 Papyrus 

 

It has already been said that the main writing material was papyrus, and in Arabic 

literature it has several names. Beside bardī and abradī, the latter name also occurring in 

Arabic papyri-there is another word khūsA used as an indication for the papyrus.601 H�afā’, 

however, which Ibn al-Baytār and al-Asma‘ī equalised with bardī does not indicate the 

whole plant but only a certain part of it.  In this respect, Egypt has always been of of 

special importance. Here, from the ancient times, the plant had been used in many ways 

and even been cultivated in plantations.602 The Arabs profited also in this respect from 

the experience gathered by former inhabitants, conquered by them, and adopted the most 

important ways of utilizing the papyrus-plant. But above all the thing that made the 

papyrus plant famous throughout the world was its manufacturing its utilization as a 

writing material and as the medium of intellectual life of Egypt with its ancient culture 

that continued for more than four thousand years. The first caliph who wrote on papyrus 

is said to have been al-Walīd ibn ‘Abd al-Malik (705-715).603 His successor, the caliph 

Sulaymān ibn ‘Abd al-Malik, (715-717) on his death bed asked for a sheet of papyrus to 

draw up the document relating to the succession to the throne.604 

 

6.3.2 Leather 

                                                 
600 Hārūn, ‘Abd al-Salām. Tah�qīq al-NusAūsA wa nashruhā, pp. 60, 61; Bergstraesser. UsAūl Naqd al-NusAūsA wa 

Nasr al-Kutu, pp. 86, 87. 
601 Al-Fīrūzābādī, al-Qāmūs al-Muh�īt, vol. 2, p. 302; Ibn Manzūr, Lisān al-‘Arab, vol.7, p. 32. 
602 Al-Asma‘ī, ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Qurayb. Kitāb al-Nabāt, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Madanī, 197,  p. 38. 
603  al-Jahshiyārī,  Abī ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad  ibn ‘Abdūs. Kitāb al-Wuzarā’ wa al-Kuttāb, ed. ‘Abd Allāh 

Ismā ‘īl Sāwī. Cairo: Matba‘at  ‘Abd  al-Hamīd  Ahmad  Hanafī,  1938, p. 29.    
604  al-Suyūtī, Jalāl al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Abī Bakr. Tārīkh al-Khulafā’,  ed. Muhammad  Muhyī al-

Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd.  Cairo: Matba‘at  al-Sa ‘āda, 1952, pp. 226.  
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From ancient times, leather, jild, adīm was used as a writing material in Egypt. Even 

before Islamic times, leather was known to the Arabs as a writing material. In the 

treasury of the Caliph al-Ma’mūm, a document was found, written on a piece of leather 

by ‘Abd al-Muttalib ibn Hāshim, the grand father of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) 

containing a claim on a Himyarite in San‘ā.605 Prophet Muhammad had used leather as 

writing–material several times in his life time.  Some parts of the Qur’ān were also 

written on pieces of leather.606  

 

6.3.3 Parchment 

 

Parchment raqq, riqq, qirt�ās, waraq, Jild from sheep, goats and calves was not used in 

Egypt as frequently as papyrus. Parchment was already known to the Arabs in pre-

Islamic times and was used as well as leather. But as parchment was not durable and 

could not be produced in the requisite quantities as well, papyrus and later on paper took 

its place. Al-Fadal ibn Yahyā ibn Khālid ibn Barmak gave the order to replace parchment 

by paper in the chanceries.607  

 

6.3.4 Paper  

 

Paper qirt�ās, waraq, kāghidh has been used constantly since the 2nd century Hijra, in a 

constantly increasing number besides papyri and parchment. Since the middle of the 4th 

century Hijra, this writing material has remained the only one to be used.608  

 

6.3.5 Linen 

 

                                                 
605 Ibn-al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 5. 
606 Abū al-Fidā’, Ismā‘īl ibn  Alī. Kitāb al-Mukhtasar fī Akhbār al-Bashar, (nown as Tārīkh Abū al-Fidā’) 

Cairo: al-Matba‘at al-Husaynīyya, 1907, vol. 1, p. 166. 
607 Zaydān, Jurjī.  Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-Islāmī, vol. 3, p. 63.   
608 Al-Qalqashqandī, Ahamad ibn ‘Alī. Kitāb S�ubh� al-A‘shā, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Amīriyya, vol. 2, pp. 

475, 476. 
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Linen kattān was always used in Egypt. Besides silk, its use is already known at the 

beginning of Islam from documentary evidence. Probably, the Indians introduced this 

writing material to the Arabs. Linen has been found in Vienna with the whole of the 

Qur’ān written on it, and single documents on linen are also found.609  

 

6.3.6 Wood 

 

 In the shape of tablets lawh�,� wood was already used in very early times in Egypt as a 

writing material, with or without an applied layer of chalk. Among the Arabs, the use of 

tablets for writing is traceable to the time of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).610  

 

6.3.7 Bones 

 

Since the  earliest times and at the beginning of Islam, animals bones ‘az�m such as ribs 

d�il‘, and above all, the shoulder-blades of camels, sheep and goats, were used as writing 

material in Arabia. This tradition continued up to the Middle Ages.611   

 

 

6.3.8 Ostraca (fragments of Pottery) 

 

Fragment of earthenware khazafa, shaqaf, were used by the Arabs as a writing material 

even before the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). However, Arabic ostraca, are far less 

in quantity than Greek and Coptic ones. 

 

6.3.9 Glass 

 

Even glass was used, although rarely, as a writing material. The collection of glasses in 

the Arabic section of the Cairo Museum has a piece of glass (Inv. No. 7023-4), which, 

                                                 
609 Pedersen, Johannes. The Arabic Book, Princeton: University Press, 1984, p. 54. 
610 Al-Qalqashqandī, Kitāb S�ubh� al-A‘shā, vol. 2, p. 475; Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 21. 
611 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 21. 
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originally, was a part of the side of a small vessel, with three lines of Arabic inscription 

in ink and dating back to the 12th  century AD.612  

 

6.3.10 Stones 

 

Finally, stones, especially marble slabs, were sometime used for writing with black ink. 

The earliest known example is a fragment of a marble-stone found in Qasr al-Khayr al-

Gharbī, 0.75× 0.65 cm, inscribed with five lines of a letter from the Caliph Hishām (105-

125 /724-743).613 

 

6.4 The Writing Instruments 

 

Since ancient times, Arabs used the writing-reed (qalam or mizbar) for which the cane-

brake of Egypt’s swamps made an excellent raw material. Already in al-Muqqdisī’s 

geographical work, writing reeds are mentioned among the specialities of Egypt614, and 

also in the papyri they are quoted occasionally. ‘Alī ibn Azhar al-Isfahānī (d. 307/919) 

reports, in al-Qalqashqandī’s S�ubh� al-A‘shā, that the writing reeds from rocky grounds 

prove to be quicker on paper and firmer on parchment. On the other hand the reeds grown 

along the seashore are more flexible on papyrus and stronger for the artistic shaping of 

the characters on this writing material. Special importance was attached to the cutting of 

the qalam and the treatment of the nib.615 

 

6.4.1 The Ink 

 

The documents, with which the papyrologist has to deal, mainly show two kinds of ink: a 

deep black one similar to the Chinese ink (h�ibr, duhn, duhn S�īnī). It mainly consists of 

                                                 
612 Grohmann, From the world of Arabic Papyri, p. 62. 
613 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, p. 21; Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri, p. 62 
614 Al-Muqaddisī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad  ibn Ahmad. Kitāb Ah�san al-Taqāsīm fī Ma‘rift al-Aqālīm, 

Leiden: Matba‘at Brill, 1906, pp, 202, 203.       
615 Al-Qalqashqandī, Kitāb S�ubh� al-A‘shā, vol. 3, pp. 41, 42. 
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fine coal made of soot, while the other documents show a rusty-brown ink. 616 In this 

regard the author of al-Azhār fī ‘amal al-Ah�bār not only gives  important information 

about the art of  ink mixing but also tells us how  different types of ink were made, texts 

were decorated  and how pens were prepared. He also promises information on how 

different colours were composed and how they were kept from rusting. Moreover he talks 

of the recipes for the ink attributed to some of the great scholars, like al-Jāhiz (d. 

255/967), Imām Bukhārī (d. 256/870), Ibn Muqla (d. 238/940), Abū al-Faraj al-Isbahānī                 

(d. 326/967) and Abū Hayyān al-Tawhīdī (d. 400/1010).617  

 

 6.5  Proceeding of Islamic Manuscripts to the Western Countries  

 

How, and for what reasons, did manuscripts and printing books from the Muslim 

countries reach western European countries? Who were the people who brought these 

collections to the west? 

 

It is difficult to speak about a single western tradition in the development of Islamic 

collections. Each country has created its own distinctive relationship with the Muslim 

world. It is an exploration into the political, economic, cultural and scholarly influences 

which have shaped the relationship between western and Islamic societies over the past 

1,400 years, a relationship which has led directly to the emergence of several hundred 

collections of Islamic manuscripts and printed books in the west. 

 

What are in fact the Islamic collections? By ‘‘Islamic collections’’ I mean all collections 

of the manuscripts written by Muslims and produced in countries having a predominantly 

Muslim religious culture. Stephan Roman says, ‘‘I consider manuscripts originating in all 

these regions to be Islamic manuscripts if they are the work of the Muslim 

community.’’618 These manuscripts are written in a wide variety of languages and scripts. 

                                                 
616 Ibn al-Nadīm, al-Fihrist, pp. 16, 17. 
617  For more detail see Dutton, The Codicology of Islamic Manuscripts, pp. 60-68. 
618 Roman, Stephan. The Development of Islamic Library Collections in Western Europe and North 

America, London, New York: Mansell Publishing, 1990. See the introduction section of the book.  
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Arabic, Persian and Turkish are the predominant languages of the Islamic world, but 

there are also manuscripts written in Urdu, Pashtu, and Javanese, Malay, Makassar and 

Swahili, as well as many dialects of these languages.  

 

Throughout the Muslim world the written word has always played a powerful role in 

shaping the intellectual, philosophical and religious ideas. Manuscripts have always been 

accorded great respect, and scholars and writers have occupied prominent positions in 

society. In particular, manuscript copies of the Qur’ān were considered to be of special 

importance as each manuscript was an exact copy of the original word of God as spoken 

to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).  

 

When European began collecting Islamic manuscripts and taking them back to their home 

countries, they were thus building on a long tradition already well established in Muslim 

societies. For Europeans, these manuscripts provided important insights into the Muslim 

intellectual experience and gave western scholars the opportunity to learn, often for the 

first time, about Islam and the Muslim achievements in medicine, philosophy, 

historiography, science and literature. The Islamic collections which developed in 

Western Europe and North America were therefore a fundamental bridge in 

communication between the East and the West. 

 

Britain’s connection with the Islamic world is one of the strongest of any country in the 

west. Through trade and, later, the development of empire, the British found themselves 

coming into direct contact with all parts of the Muslim world. The history of this 

extraordinary relationship led to Britain’s possessing a rich variety of Islamic 

manuscripts in all the major languages of the Islamic world-Arabic Persian, Turkish, 

Urdu Malay-and many of the major African, Indian and South Asian Islamic languages.  

 

Archbishop Laud was a man of remarkably broad vision. Besides creating a Chair of 

Arabic in Oxford, he also took a keen interest in the development of the first Islamic 

manuscript collection in England, through his letter of instruction issued to the Levant 

Company in 1634 ‘‘requiring that each of their ships returning from the East should bring 
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back one Persian or Arabic manuscript’’.619 As Mughal power declined in the eighteenth 

century, the East India Company was drawn more and more into direct political control 

of larger areas of the Empire, in particular the provinces of Calcutta and Madras along the 

east coast. The collapse of the Ottoman imperial power in 1918-1919 also gave the 

British the chance to move into Palestine-trans-Jordan and Iraq.  

 

6.6  The British Library and the India Office Library 

 

The British Library was created in 1973 as Britain’s national library and incorporated the 

library components of the British Museum. The museum itself dated back to 1753. The 

museum was officially opened on 15 January 1759.620 Throughout the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, the museum library grew dramatically, and books and manuscripts 

were collected from all parts of the empire.621  

 

Since much of the British Empire lay in the Muslim territories, it was quite natural that a 

large number of Islamic manuscripts should therefore reach the British Museum. By 

1866, there were 7,000 separate volumes of oriental manuscripts. At present, the Islamic 

manuscripts at the British Library make up the largest single collection of oriental 

manuscripts anywhere in Britain and one of the most valuable in the world. There are 

currently around 7,000 Arabic 3,000 Persian, 1,700 Turkish and 365 Urdu manuscripts, 

as well as smaller collections of Pashto, Swahili, Javanese, Sudanese and Malay 

manuscripts.622  

 

                                                 
619 Stephan, Roman. The Development of Islamic Library Collections in Western Europe and North 

America, London: Mansell, 1990, p. 2.   
620 Esdaile, Arundell. The British Museum Library, London: Unwin Brothers, 1946,  p.19. 
621  Here it seems necessary to acknowledge and mention the role of the British Library as a custodian of 

Islamic manuscripts, especially in this context that 29 copies of al-Mis�bāh� are available in the British 

Library and it is an important issue to know how and when these copies arrived at the library. 
622 Goodacre, H. J. and Pritchard, A. P. Guide to the Department of Oriental Manuscripts and Printed 

Books, London: British Museum Publications, 1977. 
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The Arabic manuscripts in the oriental collections can trace their origins back to the 

earliest days of the museum in the mid-eighteenth century, when 120 Arabic manuscripts 

are listed as having formed part of the original collections that made up the British 

museum foundation collections.623 

 

In 1834 the Arabic manuscript collection of William Brown Hodgson (1801-71) was 

bought by the museum. This numbered 224 manuscripts. Hodgson was an American 

consul in Tunis. In 1839, a smaller collection of 45 Arabic manuscripts reached the 

museum, donated by the sons of Major William Yule (1764-1839). Yule had been in the 

service of the East India Company between 1781 and 1806, and some of the manuscripts 

had originated in the libraries of the kings of Oudh, whose territories eventually passed 

into British control, and were part of the united provinces of Agra and Oudh. Other 

collections brought in the nineteenth century by the museum included those collected by 

Colonel Robert Taylor (1788-1852), who had served as a Political Resident in 

Baghdad.624 This collection of 246 Arabic manuscripts was purchased in 1852. In 1886, 

the collections of Alfred von Kremer (1829-89) were bought by the library. Von Kremer 

had lived in Damascus and Cairo between 1849 and 1880, and had assembled a very 

interesting number of Arabic manuscript volumes (198 in total) which illustrated the 

early period of Islam.  In 1889, 328 Zaydī Muslim manuscripts from Yemen, which had 

been collected by the Australian scholar Dr Edward Glaser during his travel to south-

western Arabia, were purchased by the museum. This collection makes the British 

Library today one of the most important centre in Europe.625  

 

Between 1889 and 1891, the museum acquired a large number of Iraqi manuscripts (173 

volumes), mostly on jurisprudence and grammar. Since 1918, about 1,500 additional 

Arabic manuscripts have entered the oriental collections, bringing the current total to 

around 7,000. The majority of these are Islamic manuscripts, though there are a number 

                                                 
623 Ibid, p. 5. 
624 Ibid, p. 2 
625 For further detail see Goodacre, Guide to the Department of Oriental Manuscripts; Stephan, The 

Development of the Islamic Library Collections, pp. 9, 10. 
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of Christian Arabic manuscripts, particularly biblical texts, and some belonging to 

authors of unidentified religious beliefs.626  

 

 

There are approximately 4,500 Arabic manuscripts (in 3,000 volumes) in the India Office 

Library. These manuscripts were   mainly acquired from India in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, although many of them originated in Persia. The first Arabic 

manuscripts acquired by the India Office Library were acquired in 1806. These are now 

known as the Tīpū Sultān Collection that came originally from the library of Tīpū Sultān 

of Maysūr.627 

 

In 1807, Richard Jonson’s collection was purchased. Jonson (1753-1807) was an 

employee of the Bengal civil service between 1770 and 1790 was a man of considerable 

culture and erudition and during his time in Luckhnaw and Haydarābād (1780-85) he was 

active in collecting both Arabic and Persian manuscripts.  The Arabic manuscripts 

numbered 141 texts.628 The sale of his manuscripts to the company library was thus an act 

of great sacrifice for him, because he had collected them not just as working documents 

but in the spirit of a scholar and a humanist.629 

 

In 1853, 434 Arabic manuscripts belonging to the so-called Bījapūr collection entered the 

Indian Office Library. These manuscripts were the remnants of the valuable library of 

‘Ādil Shāhī dynasty of Bījapūr. By the middle of the eighteenth century it was in a state 

of decay. By 1853, both the town of Bījapūr and its once famous library were in ruins, 

and the British decided to save the whole manuscript collection and were sent to the India 

                                                 
626 Stephan, The Development of the Islamic Library Collections, pp. 10, 11. 
627 Sims-Williams, U. “The Arabic and Persian Collections in the India Office Librar” in Auchterlonie, in 

auchterlonie,  P. (ed.),  Collections in British Libraries on Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, University 

of Durham: Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, 1981, pp. 47-52.  
628 Stephan, The Development of the Islamic Library collections, pp. 18, 19. 
629 Ibid, p. 19, 20. 
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Office Library where they constituted the single largest consignment of Arabic 

manuscripts received by the library up to that date.630  

 

In 1876, the manuscripts from the former library of the Mughal emperors in Delhi 

reached London. The 3,710 volumes contained 2,900 Arabic manuscripts, many of them 

dealing with mystical and S�ūfī subjects.631 In the two centuries between 1638 and 1858, 

when the last Mughal emperor was sent into exile, these very extensive collections appear 

to have been sadly depleted, and only a quarter of the collection brought to London dated  

before the seventeenth century. In 1859, the Royal Library of the Mughal emperors 

numbered 4,830 volumes, containing around 8,000 separate manuscripts. At a sale 

organized by the government in the same year, 1,210 volumes - containing approximately 

2,000 manuscripts - were sold to private collectors. The remaining 3, 710 volumes were 

eventually dispatched in 1876 to the India Office Library, where they remain to this 

day.632  

Owing to the complex and extensive relationship between the British and the Muslim 

world, it is no surprise that the British collections of Islamic manuscripts are currently 

among the finest anywhere in the West. Islamic collections in the West are an important 

intellectual bridge between Europe and the countries of the Muslim world.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 

630 According to Professor Hamīd al-Dīn Khān ‘‘the year 1273/1858 was the most ominous year when 

hundreds of thousands of manuscripts were taken by the British Empire and shifted to British Library 

London’’. See Khān, History of  Muslim Education, vol. 1, p. 12.  
631 The library of the Mogul emperors was already in existence in 1638, when a seventeenth century 

European traveller passing through Delhi commented on its ‘four and twenty thousand manuscripts, so 

richly bound that they were valued at six million four hundred and sixty three thousand seven hundred and 

thirty one rupees’. See Stephan, The Development of the Islamic Library collections, p. 19. 
632 Sims-Williams. The Arabic and Persian collections in the India Office Library, p. 50.  
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®l\bUا zf\bUا© ا ®uw  
  

ÂِâU¼fUا Vُr�mr  
   

Srلِ   [16] أXَ̂ Uذي ا �َّpU ًا�f\ �sw633        `a «pfUSم، آ]}Uا `a XYZUا qِcِS§َ ،مSsidوا 

 Ólg �ٍfYr �âlTi �pcِ� اSihم، و�Uِ³ �pc وأ_�wSY       634اSs^Uم، واU}[ة واuU[م

، و إ�U أهq اblyU       زال آXsur �ِfgSداً    a¶ن اUXUَ� اP ÓÔch   .  اgd[م�âW¼r635ي  

        �noYw �Zc Âºَِع، و آSZ�dا bَ{�yr b¯n�gا SÓfU ،دودًاXr636   طS\ع، و أSZmِUا ََVp£a 

      zmو أ� ،Sًno\ِ دا��bofw637           SًnoU و �Zsr XYZUا zr �la Sr 638   �nَfُU639، أردت أن أ zr 

    ِbTYَUو ا ،·ِmYfUم اSrd640آ[م ا  Tc b}w �wأ ،·��fUا �w bهSmUا z   zf\bUا �Tc 

S§bÆُUا ̀ i641            ·pِsW ��\ ،¨اXjr VَZÆUا qs§ ا¨، وb¾ ©ا �mg ،642      �noU zr �sTْ^w 

                                                 
633  Vfpآ °^mg ’لX^Uا ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a7 SهSZ�T¾و�� أ «lY{Uا Xوه ،  

634  Vfpآ °^mg’م]uUو ا ‘ ̀ a ووردت q_hا `a7SهSZ�T¾و�� أ ،  
  وهX اlY{U» و �� أ¾�W¼r  ‘  ¨SZ�Tي اgd[م’ ، 7 ، 6، 5،  وa` اآbjا�W¼r ‘àuZU اgd[م’ a` اq_h و635
636  q_hا `a’�noYw �Zc ‘ Vl�Úا àuZUا `a7 ، 5 ، 4، 3و ’�Zc �noYw ‘  
637 �rS}\أ �iSmوإ� ،�f}\ء، أ`ºUا zmوأ� zِmأ� :،�f}\إذا أ �pfc ن]a zmل أ�SmWو  

bniا :VlwbsUح اSY_و VÅpUج اS� حSY{Uا، ·lmY� ، دSf\ zwا qlcSfgي، اbهXÆUا :Tc �f\أ� VsT^r ،رS^c رXoÅUا 

  ]Srدة �X]  zmس اSuUÄlYfUن اbsUب و اrSmUو . 1957: دار اb}oU اwbsU`، اSmUهbة
638  `a3 ،6 ، 7 ،’ ًSnoU و �Zsr‘  
639  ،ãٌfُpW ãَfUَ)®ّ£USw ( ·ّ̂ f�Uوا ãfpّ�Uوا ،SّnfU-lّ�وق، و��Uا q `a نSupUا ´WbY� Xه qlّ�وق، و��Uوا ®ŝّ Uا vTّ�� Xه 

 bniا ،qآhا �sw ®ّoUح: اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU : ]ãfU دةSr[  
640  `a4 ، 6 ، ’·��fUا bTyUوا ‘�w  ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،·��fUا bTYUل ا  

 ،b¯أ «�oUوا ،bu}Uوا «�oUSw `وه ،®USsUا q§bUا v±XfUه�ا ا `a SهSZsrو ،�w ½�}W ي�Uا ÀºUا ، VÅpUا `a bTYUا 

bniا �WÔfpUب: وbsUن اSuUح وSY{Uا] bT\ دةSr[   

 641 `gرSa نSآ ،`iS§bÆUا zf\bUا �Tc zw bهSmUا �Tc Xدر هSÅW ®Uن ، وS§b§ `a �Uن، وS§b§ qأه zr q_hا 

،`gرSoUا `pc `wأ�° أ zwا `gرSoUا zluYUا `wأ �W zc ®psUت، أ�� اXfUا ��\ ��Wb� ) 421ت/H ( �Tc zw `pcو

 ،`iS§bÆUا ÔWÔsU1002/ 392ت (ا (  XYZUوا VÅpUا VfÈأ zr `iS§bÆUن اSآ ،�iSrز `a ةSYZUا VgSWر �lUإ °¯�iوا

Ô� ،دبhه½، وا�fUي اbsن أSوآ ،V�]TUا ®pc `a VrS� �W �Uن وSlTUا ®pc xg¼r Xه ،�la ql� ،®¯oUا ·lد� ®psUا bW
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       ِXYZUا vُlwSZW �Zr bُÆo�W Sr XِpYُUا .      ِV¸XT£fUا�� اb{�yr `a تbnZa643     �Tدون آ� ،

،  647، و اVf��U 646، واqfÆU  645اzlw  :  VÈSfU اVfÈh  644اXa V¸XuTfU§�ت أآbَjهSs� Sُوراً    

                                                                                                                                                 
 `a نS§b§ ة�pw `a `iS§bÆUا `aX1078/ 471(و� (wS�}w `iS§bÆUا b¯ا� ،½p�hا `azl ‘  زSÆcdا qÈPد ‘

V�]TUار اbgو ه`،وأ bهSmUا �TsU ½آ� Vsu� ،نSfpوآbw bوذآ ،  

 آ�Sب اqfÆU، آ�Sب اVf��U، أbgار اa V�]TU` اiSsfU` و اSlTUن، دqÈP اSÆchز، و أbgار، XsUاqr اVÈSfUآ�Sب ا

اqÈSufU اVp}ºfU، درج ا�Uرر، اS�yfUر  ) zw `pc `wh`  ، )377 /987 أ\�f اSoUرgاb ،V�]TUح آ�Sب اS£Wdح، 

zr مSf� `wي، وأb�YTUوا `TZ�fUا zWدواو `a وورد ،fUا ®ÆsrzloU¼ Sfوه `iS§bÆpU نSwSة  آ��fsUوا VY�SoUا bluo�  `a

ÂWb{�Uا،   

bniا ql{o�pUو :zloU¼fUا ®Æsr :310/5 ،ةbاهÔUم اXÆZUن5/ 108: اSZÆU³ة اbr ، :101/ 3واةbUا ¨STi190، 188: ، ا

̂ : ، آSfل ا�Tc zW�U اzf\bU اlmY� ،�fYr zw·  ياSTih ر : ÔiهV اSTUhء، 2/  r ،`ÈاbrSuUا ®lاهbwرف إSsfUا VsT،اد�Åw  :

̀  ، VlÅw :106 /2 اScXUة  ، Xa :612 ،613/1ات اSlaXUت ، 249، 248ص، . 1959 wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ،وخba183-

188/ 3، VÅpU³داب ا àWرS� : ،ان�W44/3ز ، vwاbUن اbmUا `a `ZoUا bjZUرك،  : اSTr ذآ�  VWرSÆ�Uا VT�}fUا

  .4 /174: ، اch[م S�or :143/ 1ح اSsuUدة  ،16/2—7 ،1934 :،اSmUهbةاbT}Uى

Brockelmann, G:1, pp. 341,342, S:1, pp. 504,505; Meisami& Starkey, Encyclopedia of 

Arabic Literature, vol.1, pp.16,17; Islamic Desk Reference, pp.192.  

   
642  `a1 ،’·ps�W  ‘ `a6 ،  ’ ·ps�  ‘  ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
643  q_hا `a ’V¸XT£r ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a ء وS^UاSw’دS£UاSw ‘q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

 644            ®¯Zlw Sfla ¨XUء، أي ��او`ºUروا اX�cوا ،�w �T\S_ qsa Sr qjr �w qsa ء، أي`ºUور¨ اSc لSmWو ،Pًورًا ��اوSs�

  ، وSmWل ، �Ssورت اSWbUح رg® ا�Uار  

bniا  :sUن اSuUح، وSY{Uباb ، ]رXc دةSr [ 
645 VÈSfUا qrاXsUأو ا qrSc V¬r   VZg ن�lU `a vT¸ و ،Sّwت أوروST�}r ®أه `a àui �Zr �§X� ،) 1617( ،V�}pآ `a و 

 VZg) 1803(  قPXw `a ى ] 1247[ وbأ� VÅpw بS�}Uه�ا ا ®§b� و�� ،Sهblو� .     zlw اول��r رX¯ºr بS�}Uوه�ا ا

 W Sfوح آb ة�c �Uو ،zlgار�Uء واSfpsUناSfpوآbw �lUإ blº .  

bniا ql{o�pUو :`wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ،نSfpوآbw200—205/5 ،دةSsuUح اS�or :143/1دبhا àWرS� ، `wbsUا :

   311، 310ص، : VlÅw اScXUة،  174/4 : اch[م، ba183 ،184/3وخ، 
646 XYZUا `a qfÆUا   ،VTp^Uء واSfpsUا zlw اول��r b{�yr Xوه ،`iS§bÆUا bهSmUا �TsU ،  ®gSw بS�}Uف ه�ا اbsW �� و   ’

liS§ bÆUاV ‘Sً£Wأ   

bni أ ql{o�pUو  : ̀ wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ،نSfpآbw205/5  ، نXZnUا Âº³داب، 624/2، 602/1: آ àWرS� VÅpUا :

   143/1:  اSsuUدةحVlÅw :106/ 2 ،S�or اScXUة، 189/2: ، أSTi¨ اbUواة 174/4:  ، اch[م44/3ز�Wان، 
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°ُp^�gSa648      pâf\و أ ،S¯sَfْ§ �oâpدة، و             أن أآSsfُUء اSlhا zr S¯la Sr Vَاهbَآ ،S¯sَaَْر �

           Sr S¯Zr qآ zc °loi و ،b{�yfUه�ا ا S¯Zr °lo{�gSa ،دةSadا zr Xpy� P °iSإن آ

�qَ£a b�ِî�r bl اa ،VِYl{ZU` رbّ}� .        VWScر، اSsfُpU PًSmj�gد، و اSofُpU Pً]m�gد     

VYl{oUرا�� اSTc  . ِX¸أ ®U 649و` bَء ذآ ̄ pÈSur zr  عS َ�ر أوi Sr Pإ S650  Sfla 

  ®¯Zlw651 bº�iوا   .   ®U ز      [17]وSًÓWb\َ دةSWÔUSw نSآ Sr Pإ ،SًlTZ§أ Sً¬l �la و  652.  أزد 

            ®iSِÅfw ء`o�uW ار¨ وXi�w ء`£�ulU ،حST{fِUب اS�}w ��f§b�653  ��buّر¨، و آS¾³ 654 

  :  Vِuf� �pc أXwاب  

    :اfgQب اeول 

   VWXYZUِت اS\]^_Pا `a 

                                                                                                                                                 
647  `a2 ، ’��Uا `aqfÆUو ا Vf ‘  

، وblºW إ�lU 472، وa` اÂY�fU اiS^WbTU`، ر�® blºW 984 إbw �lUوآSfpن، واa �§XW �i` اfU{�½ ا�Z¯Uى، �Y° ر�® 

 ½\S_ bآ�Wو ،bهSmUا �TsU طX^yr �iّان، أ�Wز `§b§نXZnUا Âºب   آS�}Uا ®gا bآ�w �oواآ� �oZ{ّr bآ�W ®U SfZlw ،  

bniا ql{o�pUو :Sfpوآbw206/5: نch174/4 : [م، ا ،VÅpU³داب ا àWرS� : ،ان�Wن، 44/3زXZnUا Âº344ص : آ  .   

 648  `a و °p^�gSa q_hا `a3 ،7 ،’°p^�gوا ‘ `a6و ،’°p^�gا Sfa ‘وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو�� وا ،q_hا `a 

  ̈SZ�T¾أ  

 649  Sًlّ¸ ،ىX^W يX¸–uoi `a ¨bgّو أ �w bTyW ®U أي ،tW�\ �Uإ SًjW�\ ن]a يX¸ ،S¯WX^W VolY{Uا ،�  

bniس: اXrSmUا ÄlYfUب و اbsUن اSuU ،ردXfUوت: اblw ،zlW]fpU ®psUرو\`، دار ا ،`}Tpsw :1997] .يX¸ دةSr[  

 650 vlºW عS ‘،�cأي أذا bTyUع اSأ �Zrأي ذاع، و ،VcXsl  

bniس:  اXrSmUح اSY{Uا ،ÄlYfUا:]  vl ،عS دةSr[  
651  `a2 Vfpت آ�Wت’ ، زSYi ‘  
652 r اءb\أ S¯sf§و Öىb\ SهSZs–bniا znّUا ½US� `a لSfs�gPSw ىb\أ Xه Sr ،ء`ºUا `aو ،½gSZfUوا bW�ÆUا  :

VlwbsUا VÅpU `gر�r ®Æsr ، �ÆZfUف، اXpsrxWXU ،.S}Uا VsT^fUا lUX¾Vl}، وتblw :1951. ،حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU 

  ] \bى[Srدة 
653 `a 3 ، 6 ، ’®iSÅfw ‘ q_hا `a’®iSÅr ‘ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
654 uّابآXwّ�ة أc �pc بS�}Uا buّل آSmWو ،zllab{Uا_^[ح ا zr Xوه ،��fuّ� SهSZsr ،��b  ‘ ّ�ةc �ps§و �fu� أي

  .أXwاب و�Zr آbuّت اbfِUأة

 VlwbsUا VÅpU `gر�r ®Æsr ،�ÆZfUا،) buدة آSr (  
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UifjQب اfgQا: 

 `a   ،VÓlgSlmUا VÓlnopUا qrاXsUا   

  kQfjQب اfgQا :  

  ،VÓlcSfuUا VÓlnopUا qrاXsUا `a   

  lmاXQب اfgQا :   

    VWXZsfUا qrاXsUا `a655،  

 nofpQب اfgQا :  

    VlwbsUا zr لX{a `a  

   656: اfgQب اeول

    ،VWXYZUت اS\]^_Pا `a  

، وه�   657وَآpِ®  آVٍnoU q دbor �ًZsr �pc °Uٍّد a v±XUSw¯` آVfp، و §S¯sf َآSfpِت،                

  . اg®، و qsa، و\bف    :  Vِ¾]¾ �pc أXiاع   

                                                 
655  `iS§bÆUا ®uّ�’qrاXsUا  ‘ �wSآ� `a’VÈSfUا qrاXsUا  ‘lnoUو ،VlgSl� VlّnoU �UإVlّcSfg  vTوأ� ،VWّXZsrو V

 �wSآ� `a ®lum�Uزي ه�ا اb^fUح’اST{fUب ‘  اSآ� `a Srّأ’ qfÆUب ‘ اS�}U حb Xوه’qrاXsUا  VÈSfUم ‘ اS� �ma

  .اlum�w `iS§bÆU® أ�XspU bاqr و§V¾]¾ S¯ps أXiاع

Ssaل Xc S¯iّhاzr qr اSfghء، و�wأ �wآb اXsUاzr qr اh) ج(Xcاzr qr اbYUوف ) ب( Xcاzr qr اSsahل ) ا(

bniا ،qfsUا `a q_hا :qfÆUا :·lmY� ،zf\bUا �Tc bهSmUا �Tc ،`iS§bÆUا : ·ºrر، د�l\ `pc : رات دارXºZr

 ،Vf}YUب،  . 1972اS�}Uا Vr�mrqrSc V¬r حb : 14ص.  
656  `a 3و ،’�UؤPب اSTUا‘  
أg® اxZÆU وهzlcXi �pc X ، ‘ واU’ ®ُpِ}َU´ ،آVfp و§S¯sf آ�pc ، ®pِ وزن VmTِiَ وTِiَ· ، وVZَTِUَ وzTِUَ وSr أ�T ذ 657

 X¯a ، `sfÆUا xZÆUا ®gا Sّr�a ، اديbaإ `iSjUوا ّ̀ sf§ Sfوا\�¨ [ أ\�ه zlwو �Zlw قboّWو ، zlZ¾أ zr bjأآ �pc ل�W Sr

 SًTUS� ءS�USw [fwور ، ®pِوَآ Vfpِآ �Zrو ،bÆة وbÆو ،bmَwة وbmTد، آbofUا `a نX}� îSTUS� ءS�Uدة اSWدة وزSWز °iSآ S

blj}pU، وهSi Xدر،  و�� X}Wن اboUق zlw اXUا\� واSlUSw blj}Uء،  اS�Uء a` ا�Uال �pc اqjr ،vfÆU آ®ء XpUا\� وآSfة
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qrsfV 658    ثÓ�YWُ ز أنS§ Sr ،659        ́ UX� `a ،qِ¯ÆUوا ،®ِpsِUو ا �ٍWÔآ �Zc   :    ،�ٌWج زb�

 �Zc آ¶ْذ، و إذا، و��r،       و         660واzٌu\ ®ُpsِU، واlT� qُ¯ÆUٌ»، أو آSن Ó�YWُ Sr �Zsr `aث           

                                                                                                                                                 
 X¯a اديbadأ xZÆUا ®gا SrSa ،ّ̀ rوروم ورو ،ّ̀ Æِiوز ðiÔوا\� [آ ãopUوا qlpmUوا blj}Uا �pc ق�{W Sr [ ،½ْآ�ه

  .و�qْ وزWْ° وSrء

 Vf¯fUا V^mZUام ا�y�gه` أن ا zlWXYZUش اSmi zr b¯n� `�Uآ[م"ا " Vfp}Uوا VpfÆpU رةSßU)م]}Uا ( brأ Vpm�ufUا

واU{Vfp هX اZ§ zw`، " اVpfÆU"وzlw zr اSYZUة اhول اÔlr zW�Uوا w}Xرة zlw VlÆ¯Zr اU{[م . Sr�� zlw vÈSء اSYZUة

Sl�X_ اb¯nr S¯U Âl£W ي�Uي واbºyrÔUا �sT� ®¾ .`ه Vfp}Uن اX}�� VpfÆUا SfZlw ،�Zsr �pc VUا�Uدة اbor VnopUا 

 bjأو أآ zl�fpآ[م(آ (bTأ و���Tfآ q{�r.  

  �Zcو xZ§ `وه v±XUSw دbor �Zsr �pc VUا�Uا VnopUه` ا Vfp}Uا ، ÞlsW zwل اS�’’�WXTlg ‘‘ xlUو VnoU Vfpآ q}a

 �pc ·p^ZW م]}Uم ، أن ا]}Uوا ®ِp}Uا zlw قboUوا ،Vfpآ VnoU qآ zl�fpآ zr ½آb�Wو ، V_S� �lofUا bl� �pcو �lofUا

 أ�Zgت إ\�اهSf إ�U اb�hى ،

bniا �WÔfpUو  :´USr zwh VloUأ �pc qlmc zwح اb :·lmY� ،zf\bUا �Tc zw ©ا �Tc: �Tc zW�Uا `Yr �fYr �lfYUا،  

 اbTUآSت �Tc اzw �fYr zw zf\bU أw` ، ياSTih ر: آ�Sب أbgار اVsT^r :1960 ،15/ 1، VlّwbsU اSsuUدة ، اSmUهbة

`wأ �lsg ر STihيا ·lmY� ، : رS^lTUا VÆ¯w �fYr`�b�Uا VsT^r ،·ºr3 ص .1957 :، د  ،q{ofUح اb : zwا

ÞlsW: zW�Uا ·aXr يXYZUا ÞlsW zw `pc zwا ÞlsW، VWblZfUا VcST^Uةإدارة اbهSmUح ، 1 /20، 19 .1900:  اb

�ZUا b^ىى��{Uا qwم :  وSºه zwةاbهSmUا ، `wbsUا b}oUدار ا ،ÂgXW zwا© ا �Tc ، : ص ،àWرS�Uون ا�w15، 16 ،

ÊÈS{yUا :  `Z§ zwd،  zw نSfjc «�oUا �wأ، `Z§ ل]¯Uا VsT^r ةbهSmU1 /4  ،1913 :، ا،  

Howell, Mortimer Sloper. A Grammar of the classical Arabic Language, Allahabad: 

Government Press, 1895, vol. 1, pp. 1-4; Owens, Jonathen. The Foundation of Grammar: 

an introduction to medieval arabic grammatical theory, Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 

1988, p. 90; Levin, Aryeh. Arabic Linguistics Thought and Dialectology, Jerusalem: Max 

Schloessinger Memorial Series, The Hebrew University, 1998, pp. 443-446.                      

                                                                                                    
658  zr �p_أ ،zlWb{TUا �Zc  ،VÅpUا `aان،  وb��Pا zc  دةbÆr  VUPد  �uoi `a �Zsr �pc دّل Sr ،ةSYZUا �Zc ¨�ّ\ ‘

Xfg ‘ �iوز Sًfgر اS{a ،�Uأّو `a ةÔf¯Uا اX±Xّcو ،¨b�³ zr اوXUا اXa�\ ®¯iّأ Pَإ ‘ vٌaإ ‘ ،®gو �p_أ ،zllaX}Uا �Zcو

  r{S¯iS اÔf¯Uة، a}Sر اSًfg وز�i إqc إPّ أXa�\ ®¯iّا اXUاو zr أّو�U وX±Xّcا

The grammarians had proposed more than seventy definitions of the noun, and some of 

them even mentioned that it was impossible to give any definition at all. The definition 

which is given by the author is very precise.  

bniا �WÔfpUب :وbsUن اSuU) :Sfg دةSr (ÞlsW zw22/1: اVlwbsUار اbg5، 4ص : ، أ. 
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 SهXYi .   ِّث�Y� P ´iَ¶a661 Ólabê ومÔpU S¯Zc       نS}fUوا °�XUا �Zsr `a S¯ÓZ}U و ،S¯�662  و ،

      ́ UX� `a �Zc ثÓ�YW Sfr Xن     : هS}fUا vuÓب، وا�S¸ و °ُ�XUا �£r .663     ��Sr]c zr و 

VlnopUل           : اXس، ود�bَoَUم و ا]ÅُUا XYi ،�lpc م]Uو ا ÂUhل اXف 664د�b\ 665  ،bّÆUا 

   ٍ�WÔw XYi666         ٍq§ر XYi ،zWXZ�Uل اX667 و د� ،  
                                                                                                                                                 
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p.1; Versteegh, The Explanations of Linguistic Causes, 

(Az-Zajājjī’s Theory of Grammar), Amsterdam, Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing 

Company, 1995, p. 56.  
اST�hر �Zc، واSZgdد إ�lU، واh «US_ ®gPْن X}Wن �Zurًا إ�lU و�Zurًا أSr ا�Zc tW�Y�USw ‘ ]a qsoU’اbfUاد  659

bniا ،Äma ًا�Zur نX}W أن Pّإ «p{W :qlmc zwح أb : 20/ 1   

 660  `a2 ، ’�Zc ث�Y� Sr‘  
661  `a2 ،’ثÓ�YW و ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
662 ^mg Vfpن’° آS}fUوا ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a6lY{Uا Xوه ،« SهSZ�T¾و�� أ   
663  `a3 ،’°�XUا vuوا� °�XUب اS¸ و °�XUا �£r ‘ `� ن 6 ، 5 ، 4وS}fUا vuو ا� °�XUب اS¸ و °�XUا �£r ،   
664  Vfpآ °^mg’لXد� ‘ `a2 ،3 ،4 ،5، 7.  
665  `a2 ،’وفb\ ‘ `a1 ، ’bÆUوف اb\‘  

اXg ®g ]U Vr]c bÆUاًء أآSن اbYw bÆUف اbr qjr bÆUرت �WÔw أم qjr VaS±PSw آ�Sب أ\zr zu ه�ا أن XmWل أن 

�W�§ بSآ� `a تbni qjr VlsT�USw أم ، �ٍfYr  

bniا �WÔfpUى: و�ZUا b^� حb : 15ص ، qlmc zwح اb :17-19/ 1 .  
666  VyuZUا `a2 ، ’�WÔw رتbr ‘  
667  `a4 ت�Wز ، ’q§و ر �Wز ‘ `a رةSTsUت ا�W6، 1و ز ، ’�Wم ز]� XYi VaS±dو ا‘  

 اbfUاد ه¯zWXZ� SZ اf�U{XYi zl ر§q وbaس وز�W ، وW P{Xن ذU´ إa Pّ` اSfghء U�pa´ آSن �}l}Sً، وهSZك 

 ّ̀ }r ،XYi ،½uZUا S¯Zrو ،blfcو �lWز ،XYi ،blÅ{�Uو، واbfc SWو �Wز SW ،XYi ،اء�ZUا ،S¯Zr ،®g]U ىbت أ�Sr]c

أ¾bºc S�Zة g]U Vr]c®، وSr ذآb¨ اSYZUة، a¯` أآzl¾]¾ zr bj ‘‘ أbgار اa ’’ VlwbsU` آ��wS يوه�Zّي، ذآb اSTih ر

Vr]c.  

bniا ql{o�pUو :bÈSnZUوا ¨SThر :  ا�l\ ،VliSfjsUرف اSsfUة اbÈدا ،b}w `wأ zw zf\bUا �Tc zW�Uل ا]§ ، `¸XluUا

zد دآSw³ :1359 .4-6/ 2 ،VlّwbsUار اbgب، 10ص، : أSآ�r اX¯Uا vfه vXÆUا vf§ حb اvr : ، `¸XluUل  ا]§

b}w `wأ zw zf\bUا �Tc zW�Uا·lmY� ، :`iSusZUا zW�Uر ا�w �fYr،  absfUدار اV وتblw ، :، àWرS�Uون ا�w 05/1  ،

ÞlsW zw1 /48-22: ا ،qlmc zwح اb :17-20/ 1،  

 Wright, William. A Grammar of the Arabic Language, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1898, pp.105-11; Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, pp.1-3  
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 tYPQو ا  668:و ا �� �pد� Sr    فXg و zluU669 XYi ،  :            ،جbُyWَ فXg ج، وbylg ج، وb� ��

:  ، �w 672 XYi اblf£U اXabfUع اSTUرز    byْW ®U671ْج، و ا�}q      :   اÔÆUِم، XYi  670و\bف  

[18]              XYi ،VZآSuUا tli��Uء اSا، و�Xrbو أآ ،Srbو َأآ ،°ُrbتْ :  أآbَ{َiَ673         ،°ْfَsِiَو ،

  ْ°u¬ِw674و    Vpjrأ V¾]¾ �U ول  : ، وh675ا     Yi ،b�ِÚح اX�ofUا X  :          ،َمbَج، و أآb\و د ،bَ{i

  ̀ ±SfUا �fuَWو  . ̀ iSjUو ا  :   ½�Ss�� Sr676  إ\�ى �Uِأو �pc 677   ̀ :   اÔUواÈِ� اhرvw، وه

)fÆUوا bآ�fUا ½ÈSÅpU ءSlUاv       ti¼fUا VTÈSÅpU و ،bآ�fUا ½¸SyfpU ءS�Uو ا ،ti¼fUو  678)  ا ،

                                                 
668        zwل اS� و ،q{Yّr نSrÔw نb�mr S¯�Y� �Zsr �pc °Uّد VnoU qآ ،XYZUا `aث، و�\ �pc ّ�ل� `�Uا ،VÅpUا `a

      ً]sa qsoUا `fّg و ، VZrزhا �\�w نb�mr �uoi `a �ًZsr �pc دّل Sr ، ½§S\  °َp� إذا ،`mlmYUا qsoUا �pc ل�W �iّh 

دّل xoi �pc اb£Uب ا�Uي هX اa qsoU` اSfّpa ،VmlmYU دّل XfuّW ®¯iّh ،�w `fّg �lpcن اÀlºUSw ÀlºU إذا آSن ) ±bَب(

 ½Tuw �Zr.    

 bniن : اXZoUت اS\]^_ف اSºّآ :   ��}pآ ،`�gXr ´iSl ،`pc zwا `pc �fYr، يXiS¯� :1862/  ¨ .1142/ 2  ،

VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfUا :Æi X�Uا �fYr ، bfghوت`اblw ، VlfpsUا ½�}U452ص  . 1993:  را§` ،دار ا ،

VlwbsUار اbg11ص: أ ،VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb :5-9/ 4 ½ه�Uح �ور اb ، :14: ص ،  
669  `a1 ،’�lpc zluUو ا ‘ `a3 -7 ، ’zluUف و اXgو ‘  
670  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ÔÆUف اb\ مو ‘    
671  VrدSmUا àuZUا `a’q{أ� Sr ‘ ل�w’q{7 ، 5 ، 3‘ وأ�.  
672  Vfpت آ�Wز Vl�Úا àuZUا `a’رزSTU7 ،5 ، 3 ، 2‘  ا SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا ا�c Sr وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
673 Vfpآ qfs�uW و ’°wb± ‘ Vfpل آ�w’تb{i ‘ `a5 .  

  SuUآVZ  اbfUاد هSZ اS� Vlfgء اwb± `a qcSoU° وb{iُت وxlU اS�Uء ا
674        zّ}Uء وSfgأ S¯iّة أSYZUا Ûsw ®cÔa ،xlUو �ucو ،x¬wو ®si ،`وه S¯�lّpsa `a ةSYZUا Âpت ا��Sfpآ vwك أرSZه

    ،xlU Sّrأ qcSoUء اS� أو tli��Uِء اS�w S¯US{ا� qlU�w ، �pjr �ZTو� `±SfUا qsoUاب اbcب إbsل، و�Ssaأ S¯iّإ «_hا

  S¯�lab\ أو S¯�lّpsa `a Xف ه]��PSa  

bniف: اb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uرا: اXºZr ،ÞWا© درو �Tcو �o^{r �fYr انX±ترiXW رS� VsrS§ x زيSÅZw ، :

  ، 36، 35ص :  �^b ا�ZUىحb، 106-96 ص :، أbgار ا28VlwbsUص . 1973
675  Vfpآ °^mg’ولhا  ‘ `a ووردت q_hا `a5 SهSZ�T¾و�� أ q_hاء اXg Sr وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
676  `a4،  ’�T�Ss�w Sr ‘ q_hءت اS§ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
677  Vfpآ °^mg ’إ\�ى ‘ `a3 ، 5، 7.   
678  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr àuZUا bjأآ `a Êmiدة وSWز ،blو��� ®W�m� كSZ5ه ti¼fUا vfÆUوا bّ�آfUا ½ÈSÅpU ءSlUا ،

a ،ti¼fUا VTÈSÅUو ا bّ�آfUا ½¸SyfpU ءS�U2 `واSlUء، ا¼fUا VcSf§ و bّ�آfUا ½ÈSÅpU  ½¸SyfpU ءS�Uو ا VTÈSÅUا ti
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هX، و qsoW    zpsoW   :  اp}�fpU ÂUh® اXUا\�، واXZUن r ��Xa SfUّ�آbًا آSن أو Xm� ،Sًji¼rل      

Óz679ه ، )    ̀  و �fّuW اS£fUرع، وهX     680). و أqsa أSi، و zYi qsoi      : و �qso أi°، أو ه

 a .681   �UX� XYi¶ذا َأد�P �lpc °َpَم ا��wPاء �SYpU Êpَل . b�ºrك zlw اSYUل و اSTm�gPل   

�USs� :682 ﴿    �w اXTأن ��َه `ZِiُÔُYlَU `i683﴾ إ pو إذا أد�°   Êَp�َ فXg أو zluUا �lpc 

و �fَuW   .  (  اb�ِÚ 686اX�XfUف  :  و اSi �pَ{ْlَgَ ﴾685 tUSjUرًا﴿:  ، آSTm�g]U684   �USs� �UXmل 

  XYi brhا  :bْ{i688، وآ�ا   687) ٌا               ،vْ± و ،�ْcِ XYi ،qْsَaإ VmWb¸ �pc Sًm�ºr نSآ Sr qآ 

    ،½ْgS\ ْب، وâb§َو  

                                                                                                                                                 
 ½ÈSÅpUو VT¸SyfUوا bّ�آfUا ½¸SyfpU ءS�Uو ا VTÈSÅUا ti¼fUا VcSfÆUو bّ�آfUا ½ÈSÅpU ءSlUا ،ti¼fUا VTÈSÅpUو bّ�آfUا

ti¼fUا.  
679  Vfpآ °^mg’Ózه zpsoWو ‘ ،àuZUه�¨ ا `a و وردت q_hا `a2 -7 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xو ه   
680  a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه zlgXmUا zlw Sr àuZUا bjأآ `    

 681 �mTg و إذا )SfّU أو ®U (qjr `±SfUا �Uإ �Zrز °Tp� : أن bl� ،`pّc b£YW SfّU و xfºUا °wb� و ،`pّc ½�}W ®U

 ،®p}�Uا zrز qT� Sr �Uإ bf�uW Sfّpw `oZU  

bniا ql{o�pU ى: و�ZUا b^� حb :44 ،43: ص ، 
682  `a7 ، ’�USs� �UXmآ ‘ `a2 ، 4 ، 6 ، ’�USs� ©ل اS� ‘  
683 ÂgXW رةXg :VWÚ12: ر�® ا   
684  Vl�Úرة اSTsUت ا�Wز’ �USs� �UXmرًا’ آSi �p{lg ‘ `a2 ، 5fآ «lY{Uو ا q_hا `a °^mg و ، S Sr `a وردت 

SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا ا�c  

،qTm�ufUن اSrÔUا �Uإ qsoUا bl��� ¨SZsrو ،xloZ�Uا `ab\ �WXTlg SfهSfّua ،فXuUو ا zluUا  `a ·ll£�Uم ا�c و 

�Ywف اS�Uء، SmWل Xgُ ( Xْgَف(أآzr SًuloZ� bj اzluU، و ÂoyW ) Xgف(اSYUل، SmWل uoّi° اSZyUق، أي و��sgّ، و 

 Sf¯iX}U qsoUSw Sî{ا�� Sfiّو إ qsoUا ½Wbm� �pc وفbYUا qlpm�w VUPف، دXg zr صXmZr zluUإن ا ql� و ،qُsaأ

qsoUا bl��� �pc VUP�pU zlcX±Xr لSTm�gdا �Uل إSYUا zr .  

bniا �WÔfpU و :VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb : 5-8/ 4  
685 ½¯pUرة اXg :VWÚ3: ر�® ا،  
686  q_hا `a’b�Úف اX�Xr ‘ `a4 ، 2و ، ’b�Úف اX�XfUا ‘ ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xوه  
687  `a2zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ،   
688  Vfp}Uا qfs�uW’ ´Uآ� ‘pل آ�w Vf’ آ�ا ‘ `a6.  
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، و qْw، و ذh ´Uنَّ      690هS§ Sr  :  ْqء �Zsfw xlU �ZsfU اg® وXYi ،qsa P           689 و اXvQف

 SًjW�691 و �Zc Sً¾Ó�Yr و اX}W qsoUن \�SًjW وX}W Pن �Zc Sً¾Ó�Yr و اbYUف              اX}W ®gPن \ 

          �Zc Sً¾Ó�Yr نX}W P و SًjW�\ نX}W P Sf¯Zlw آ[ً . أداة Óأن °abc �� ه�¨  692و إذ zr 

 �ÓfuَWُ V¾]jUم اSu�hدا       693اSaن، و أSfgأو ا ،®gو ا qsa S¯Zr Âp�Èإذا ا �iأ ،®pcSa ،Vfpآ 

   Sًr]آ SlÓfgُ  ًVpf§ 694و  ،  

                                                 
689 �USs� �UX� �Zr وف، وb\ف وb\أ S¯sf§و ،VZlouUف اb\و qTÆUف اbYآ ،ÀºUف اb¸ ،VÅpUا `a﴿ سSZUا zr و 

، وa` اP_^[ح اXYZUي، Sr دّل bl� `a �Zsr �pc¨، و�� \�¨ 11ر�® اXg  :VWÚرة ا�TsW zr﴾ ðÆYU ا© b\ �pcف

  اXWXYZUن أ�Yw Sً£Wود آbljة،

bniا   :Uن اSuUبbs ) : فb\ دةSr (بر� وbsUآ[م ا Vabsr `a ½ه�Uا  :  VsT^r ،ÂgXW zw zW�Uل اSf§ مSºه zwا

 /b : 259 4ح اbU±`، 12. ص: أbgار اVlwbsU، 14ص . 1963: اSsuUددة ، اSmUهbة

690  `a3 ، ’qوه qw ‘a` 2 ،’Sfهbl� و qw و qه‘  
691  `a2 ،’وفbYUل ‘ و ا�w’فbYUا ‘  
692  `a5 ، 7 ،’و qه�¨إّن آ zr �\ا‘  
693  Vfpآ qfs�uW q_hا `a ’�fّu� ‘ Vl�Úا àuZUا `a و ’�fّuW ‘2 ، 3 ، 5 ، 7 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ، 

 q_hا `a وردت Sfآ  
آVpfÆUS ا�Uّ` ه` �bT ا��TfUَأ وSr bÈSg ذآP ‘ b’ اzfّ£� Sr ،VpfÆU اSZgdد اXg `p_hاًء آX{mr °iSدة �Uا�¯S أو 694

 ،qfÆUا zr،�lUت إ�Zgأ Sr vr فbnUوا V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uل واXsofUوا qcSoUء اSfgر و أ�{fUج اbyla  

 qmW ®Uد وSZgdSw لS� Sfiّوإ ،x}sZW Pو Vpf§ آ[م q}a ،ىb�hا `Uإ Sfت أ\�اه�Zgأ zl�fpآ zr ½آbfUا Xم، ه]}Uوا

�ÈSºid، وهSZك ¸zr VoÈS اSYZUة XUXmWن، أن ST�dSwر، �ih أc®، إذا qf�ºW اVTuZU اa `�U` اU{[م اbTyUي واTp^U` و ا

Saا دb�r م]}Uوا VpfÆUنا q_hا `a و ،’ �fّuW و ¨SZsfU �lor �uoZw qٍm�ur ãٍoU qآ zc رةSTc zlWXYZUا �Zc ،م]}Uا

اVpfÆU وه�ا هS_ �Zsr X\½ اS�}Uب اbfUآ½ zr آzl�fp أ�Zgت إ\SهSf إ�U اb�hى و ه�ا ���W P` إa Pّ` اzlfg أو 

Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZ{fUح اb Sfآ xfgو ا qsa `a  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb :14 ،13: ص ،  

bniا ql{o�pUو :r اX¯Uا vfهv :12/1 ،ÞlsW zw20/1: ا ،VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb :دSw³ b�gيأ zW�Uر±` ا ،

iXW رS� VsrS§ ، zu\ zw �fYr zwأ �fYrx زيSÅZw ، :1978 .33/1 ،bÈSnZUوا ¨STh2/ 22-14: ا ، zwح اb 

qlmc :13-15/ 1 ، ي�£sUح اS£Wdا : `gرSoUا :gرSoUا �f\أ zw zu\ `pc Xwأ`·lmY� ،  : ،دXهba `UذS zu\

  VsT^r .1969 ،09/ 1 دار اÂlU��U،اSmUهbة

 Owens, The Foundation of Arabic Grammar, pp. 37-38.  
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   Vswأر qfÆU695وا    Vlfgوا Vlpsa ،-     Sibذآ Sfآ -    ،Vlabê 696 و
[19]    ،VÓl¸b 697و XYi   :

      َ́ rْbُِأآ `Z��� ٌل، وإنSr ي�Zc  .  ُq698و آ          ،]ًYr �wَاbcإ `u�}�a دbofUم اSmr ُمXm� S¯Zr 

bT� `a ا��TfUأ،            :  ÈSc blf± S¯laٌ� إ�U اgP® اhول وذXr V�g `a ´Uا±X}la699        vن  

`a bTyUب إنّ و اSw 700a bTyUنَ  ` و اSب آSw 701   ُ°ZْZَêَ بSw `a `iSjUل اXsofUا `a 702 و  ،

    ́ Uى ذb�gل وSYUة، و اb}ZUا Vo_و .  

  ،  UV tٌzV703 اXwxاب

                                                 
695  Vfpآ qfs�uW q_hا `a ’vwأر ‘ `a7 ،  ’ Vswأ ر ‘Y{Uوا `a وردت Sfآ «l7 ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
696  ،Vfpآ °^mg’Vlabê ‘ `a5 .   

و إ�T �fّu� Sfiّ اVpfÆU، و�q ا�Zc ‘ VTuZUSw �uoi brhي Srل’ اVpf§ °ulU VlabnU، آSf هSs�r Xرف �lpc اÚن 

  اVlfg وVl¸bºpU-  ،Vlpsa إذ Xmiل qsa Vpf§ ،S¯Zc Sً±Xc اbºUط و§Xاب اbºUط، واlY{U» إن اSfu� VpfÆUن 
697  `a رةSTsUت ا�W3ز ، ’´rbأآ `Zrb}� إن‘  
698 `a 5 ، ’وS¯Zr qأّن آ  ‘ `a7، ’S¯Zr �\وا qآ  ‘  
699  `a7 ،’نX}W ل ‘ و�w’نX}la ‘  
700  `a5 ، ’نSب آSw `a ‘ q_hا `a ب إّن’ وSw `a ‘  
701  `a ن’ ، 6وSب آSw bT� `a إّن و ‘  
702  ‘ `a2 ،’°Tu\ ‘ ل�w ’°ZZê ‘  
zc اhزهbي، اbcdاب ‘  ا�lwÔUي’a` اr VÅpU}�ر SZsrهS، اzc ViSwd اSoUhSw `iSsfUظ، وqmi   اbcdاب  703

واSZsr ÂWbs�UهSf وا\� وهX اViSwd، وa` اSY{Uح، وأbcب آ[�r إذ a zYpW ®U` اbchاب، و أbcب ��ÆّYw، أي   

 وa` اtW�YU اXTZUي أlّjU½   37: �® اVWÚر:  Xgرة اXUا�Vs  ﴾ وSًwbc أ�bاSw ﴿أS¯w «{a، و W ®Uّ�· أ\�، وa` ا³bmUن 

   ،�wاbc¶w vrSuUا �Uإ ½TY�W م]}pU بbsfUّن اh Sًwاbcاب إbcdا `fّg و ،S¯uoi zc بbs�  

         zlw ك ا��[فSZًا، وهbW�mو� SًnoU qrاXsUف ا]��Sw Vfp}Uا b�³ ا��[ف Xاب، هbcdي، اXYZUح ا]^_Pا `aو

   اSYZUة a` \� اbcdاب، و�r �laهSTن،

bniا �WÔfpUب: وbsUن اSuU ، بbsfUا ½l�b� `a بbÅfUوس ، اbsUج اS� ،حSY{Uب [ :اbc دةSr [ ح �ورb

،  اb{fUياS{ihري اzw هSºم �Tcا ©\�f اzw ا§Sfل اzW�U اÂgXW zw اb:  zwح §S§ÔpU qf§`، 33ص: ا�Uه½

·lmY� :`pc Sr �ulc zuYr ا©ل  ،½�}Uا ®USc وتblw ،: 1985 .92ص ،Sl\إXYZUء ا : ،®lاهbwإ ،�o^{r VZÆU 

ºZUوا Vf§b�Uوا ÂlU��UةاbهSmUا ،b :1959. 22 ص ،VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb :56 ،57/1 ، vrاX¯Uا vf¯U14/1: ا ،

�o^{r اXºUاr` و اUSg zw® داbg zwd : ،`§brاج ، اb}w Xw اbg zwاج، �lmY· : اa Ô§XfU` اXYZU، 13/1: اS�}Uب 

�WÔW  أ�Tc `w ا© zZg: zw �fYr أV§Sr zw ، 19 ،18ص : أbgار اVlwbsU ، 28 ص  �w VuuÈXr :1965ران، blwوت

 ·lmY� ؛ `ZWوÔmUر   :اS{i zu\ دXfYr �fYr دXfYr ،  VlfpsUا ½�}Uوت   دار اblw ،  :1998).     b}TUر اSf¬�gب أSw
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  ��Sw 706[ف اXsUاqr ا�Uا�SًnoU Vp و�bW�mًا،      705 أن bُ�ِ³ Âp�yW اVfp}Uِ   704اXwxاب

          ٌÂUِأ ¨b�ِ³ `a Sr و ،�ٍWÔw رتbr ًا، و�Wز °Wو رأ ،�ٌWز `iءS§ XYiرةX{mr 707  P ،

     �\bUو ا ،S{sUSاب، آbcdا �la bُ¯nW708     S¯pT� رةXu}r ءSW ¨b�³ `a Sr 709، و 

                                                                                                                                                 
½lّjUوا ( tW�YU1872ر�® ا ، �f\أ �Zur:·lmY� ، qTZ\ zwا �fYr zwا �f\أ :  ]uUا �Tc �fYr`saSºUا �Tc دار  ، م

VlfpsUا ½�}Uوت  اblw ،: 1993. 192/4   
704  Vfpآ °^mg ’ابbcdا ‘  `a ووردت q_hا `a7  `a وردت Sfآ ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ ½gSZfU7، وا  
ّ̀ وXZsrي، Sr�a اnopU`، هSr X §`ء SlTU �wن �mr£� اb\ zr qrSsUآV أو \bف   : اbcdاب �Zc اSYZUة ScXiن 705 noU

هb�³ bllÅ� X ا��Sw Vfp}U[ف اXsUاqr ا�Uا�SًnoU S¯lpc Vp أو      : أو \�ف، و�� ا��Sر¨ أUSr zw´، واXZsfUي أو X}gن 

�bW�mًا، و�� ا��Sر ه�ا �WXTlg و§VcSf اzlWXYZU، واbT�cوا اbYUآSت أو Si Srب SًnoU S¯Zc أو �bW�mًا، د�pc qÈP ه�ا         

  XWاÂWbs� ·a ا�w zlpÈSmUن اbcdاب XZsrي،     ‘ اST{fUح’ اbllÅ�U، و�ÂWbs اbcdاب a` ه�ا اS�}Uب  

  

Why does the declension occur at the end of the word rather than at the beginning or in 

the middle? Al-Zajajjī says: ‘‘Declension is not put at the beginning of the word, because 

the beginning of the word must always have a vowel. For every word must begin with a 

consonant with a vowel, just as the pause always has a vowelless consonant. Since there 

must be a vowel at the beginning of the word, declension cannot be introduced at the 

beginning, because two vowels cannot be combined on one consonant. Thus, the 

possibility of introducing (the declension) at the beginning of the word is eliminated. It 

cannot be introduced in the middle of the word, either , since each word has a different 

middle part’’                                                                               

  

bniه½ : ا�Uح �ور اb : 33ص ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 92صXYZUء اSl\ح 22 ص: ، إb ،`±bUا  �pc

VlaS}U1، /57، 56: ا ،vrاX¯Uا vfب، 14/1: هS�}Uى، 13/1 : ا�ZUا b^� حb : 59 ،58ص   

 Versteegh, The Explanation of the Linguistic Causes, pp.118, 119; Bohas, G. and J. P. 

Guillaume; The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, London: Routledge, 1990, pp. 53-55 . 
 اXsUاqr ا�Uا�SًnoU Vp و �bW�mًا  و ’ ، a5 ، 7` اq_h و وردت a` ‘ ا�Uا�SًnoU Vp و�bW�mًا’mg^° اSTsUرة  706

 Sfآ «lY{Uا `a  7 ، 5وردتSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
707  ،Vfpآ °^mg’ رةX{mr ‘ `a و وردت ،q_hا `a3 ،5 ، 7 ’رةX{mr ÂUأ  ‘ Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا

 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hاء اXg  
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zآSg710  bÆَUو ا vabUا `a 711        ،½{ZUا `a كbYَ�� و ،) XYi  :      رتbr و ،`±ِSmUا `iءS§

 َ̀ ±SmUا °Wو رأ ،`±ِSmUSw (712 �USs� ©ل اS� ، :﴿ ©ا َ̀ cا داXTl§713﴾ أ     qT� Sr zَâ}gُ Sr و

   ْUء¨، آ�SW واو¨ أو      ٍ̀ Tê و ،Xٍ714     «lY{Uا ®}\ �f}Ya ،  .    نX}W اب أنbcdا q_715و أ  

 a` اSfghء اV�uU   716) و ذXr V¾]¾ `a ´Uا±bYUSw )   vآSت، و �� X}Wن bYUSwوف،       

VaS£fUا Vp�ّsfU717ا)     ®p}�fUء اSW bl� �U718) إ  ̀ أXw¨، و هXZ¨، و Xa¨، و أ�X¨،               :  (، و ه

                                                                                                                                                 
U�w �WbW´ اgP® اX{mfUر، وهb�³ Sr X¨ أP ÂUزVr، وbsWب bYwآSت mrّ�رة �pc اÂUh رSًsa وSًT{i و§bًا،  708

fg رX{mfUاب، اbcdا zc xT\ �iّh رًاX{mr ّ̀  

 bniا : vfpUح اb :نSهbw zwا ، ®gSmUا Xwا\أXU ا�Tcى�ghا �pc zw � ·lmY� ، يb}TsUا : SaÔÈرسSa  ، xpÆfUا

`Z¸XUن وااXZoUوا VaSmjpU دhاث ، بb�Uا ®u�°WX}Uا ، `wbsU16/1. 1984 :اÞlsW zw56/1: ، أ ،zwح اb qlmc : 

72/ 1   
709 Zr ادbfUاSmWو ،`cا�Uوا `±SmUا ،XYi ،ةbuآ S¯pT� Volo� ًءSW ¨b�³ `a °iSآ Sr ،صXmZfUا ®gPل�، ا ،Sً_XmZr 

bÆUوا vabUا ÊmZW �ih  

bniا :VlwbsUار اbg37ص : أ ،qlmc zwح اb : 73/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 77ص   
710  `a2 ، 5 ،’z}g ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
711 £w vabW �iّأ ÂU¼fUا �{mW ،VZآSuUء اSlUا �pc رة�mr ةbu}w bّÆW Sfآ ،VZآSuUء اSlUا �pc ّ�رةmr Vfّ  
712  àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه  
، و 5 ، و a °^mg` اq_h واlY{U» آSf وردت a`، 5، وردت ه�¨ اa VWÚ` 31: ر�® اXg : VWÚرة اSm\hف  713

SهSZ�T¾أ ��  
  XYi ه�ا Tê` و راSًlTê °W و boêت إTê �U`، ’ ، 5 ، 3ة a` ز �Wت اSTsUر 714

bهSê تSآbYw فbsW و ،«lY{USw �lTºUSw ةSYZUا_^[ح ا `a �fّuW Sr ة وه�ا :  ó�rإ qjr ،vabUا VUS\ `a Vfّ£Uا

US\ `a ةbu}Uوا ، َ̀ TnUا °ُ}urو أ ، XَU�Uُت اór qjr ، ½{ZUا VUS\ `a VY�oUوا ، ُ̀ TnUا qو أآ XُU�Uاqjr bÆUا V :

 bniا ،ِ̀ TnUSw °ُ}urوأ XِU�Uا `a تbni :qlmc zwح أb : 72،73/ 1  
715  Vfpآ °^mg ’ نX}W أن ‘ `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a5 `a وردت Sfوآ «lY{U5، وا SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
� و mg^° اSTsU رة zlw Sr اa zlg XmU` اq_h و ز�Wت a` أآbj اàuZU و اlY{U» آSf وردت a` اآbj اàuZU و � 716

  SهSZ�T¾أ  
717  Vfpآ °^mg ’ Vpّ�sfUا ‘ `a7 .   
718    `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg7 .   

 Vswأر Sً¸وb وفbYUSw ءSfghاب ه�¨ اbcd ةSYZUا bذآ  :aS£r نX}� أن ،Sأ\�هV، S¯Zّa ،فS£� Pّأ ´U�w زb�\و وا 

أن �£Sف إSW bl� �Uء اiSjU :  ،®p}�fU`ه�ا أب، ورأW° أSًw، وbrرت �wٍب، ا : bs� �ٍ¬Zl\XYiب bYUSwآSت اSnUهbة   
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́    ¨،§Sءi` أXw¨، و رأW° أXm� ،  :   Swل 719) و \XfهS، و ذو Srلٍ    Uو آ� ،�lw�w رتbr 720و 

         ،VlZj�Uا `a و ،bÆUا �pc ُءSlUو ا ،½{ZUا �pc ÂUhوا ،vabUا �pc اوXUُل ا��a ،`ا�XTUا

 XUSwاو واXZUن أو SlUSwء           723 و اXZUن، و اvfÆU     722، أو SlUSwء  ÂUhSw721 و اXZUن  

،  S§(727ءSfَpur `iن، وXfُpurَن، ورأzlfَpِur °W، وXYi  :726 )            zlْfِpur 724725واXZUن 
                                                                                                                                                 

XYi :      XYi ،رة�mr تSآbYw °wbcأ ®âp}�fUا SW �Uإ °ol±ن أ�a ،¨Xf\و ¨Xوأ� ،�Wز Xwه�ا أ :  ،`wه�ا أ          ،`wأ °Wورأ

 tUSjUا ،`w�w رتbrة،      : وbهSnUت اSآbYUSw بbs� �ٍ¬Zl\ S¯i¶a ،ةbÅ{ّr نX}� أن zr ´U�w زb�\ة، واbTّ}r نX}� أن

XYi :wُأ        vwاbUٍل، اSr وٌذوّي �Wز ّ̀ w�w رتbrو ، ٍ ّ̀ ز�W وذوّي Srل wُأ °Wٍل و رأSr وُذوّي �Wدة،  : ّ̀ زbor نX}� أن

XYi ،ةbهSnUت اSآbYUSw °wbcأ ،VcXfÆr °iSن آ�a ،ةSZjّr أو VcXfÆr نX}� أن ´U�w زb�\وا :W�Uُء اSw³ ءP¼هz 

     cأ °wbcة أSZjّr °iSوأن آ ،®¯ÈSwÝw رتbrَءه® وSw³ °Wورأ   XYi ،SًT{iًا وb§ ءSlUSwو ،Sًsaر ÂUhSw �ZjّfUاب اb : ه�ان

  ،�WXw�w رتbrو �WXwأ °Wورأ �Wا زXwأ،�lUر إSأ z}U و Vswرhه�¨ ا zr ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZ{fUا bآ�W ®U    

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح اb :48 ،49/1ÞlsW zw1 /52: ، أ ،`±bUح اb :76 ،77/1b^� حb ، ى�ZU59: ا ،

60 ،  
719  àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZه  
720  `a2 ’`�STUوآ�ا ا‘ `a ا�`، ’ ، 6 ، 4 وXTUو آ�ا ا  
721  `a7 ،  ’vfÆUن واXZUء و اSlUوا ÂUh Sw ‘  
722  `a2 ت�Wز ،  ’vabUا `a ‘  

 `a ًا، وb§ و SًT{i ءSlUو ا ،Sًsaر ÂUhا �ZّjfUا `a ابbcdا Vr]c رأّنX¯ºfUء اSlUوا ،Sًsaاو رXUا ،®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§

SًT{i، و §bًا، و ulU° اXZUن a` ا�ZّjfU و §�r vfآb اUSuU® دا�Vr]c `a Vp اbcdاب ، a S¯iّP` آXc Sf¯Zr qٍض 

±dا VUS\ `a ًاb§ و SًT{i ءSlUSwو ، Sًsaاو رXUوا ÂUhSw نSwbsW vfÆUوا �ZّjfUّن اhد، وbofUا ®gPا `a zWXZ�Uا zc VaS

 ،VaS±ßU °a�\ tl\ ، نXZUد اX§دون و Sfه�sw Sr �Uإ  

bniا �WÔfpU و :`±bUح اb :74-81/ 1 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb :59 -69 ،   
723  `a2 ، 3 ، 6 ل�w vfÆUا `a ، ’vfÆUوا‘  

Vr]g vr zlZ¾ا zr bjأآ �pc دّل ®gا ®USuUا bآ�fUا vfÆUوا ،®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§ ، Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZّ{fUا �WbW  ãoU 

XYi ، ¨bأ� `a دةSWÔw ¨دbor’zWb}TUوا  ،zW�WÔUل ‘ اXm� أن q_hث : وا]¾ ،b}wو b}wو b}wو ، �Wوز �Wوز �Wز

X}W �maن اbfUاد bºc �wة أbaاد أو XU�sa ،zWbºcا zc اb}�Uار ‘ bّrات �pc اq�h، وZّ}U¯® أXpm�gا اb}�Uار واXUS^�gا

 ¨b�³ `a دةSWز �Uإ  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 65ص ،VlwbsUار اbg49، 48ص : أ ،  

و اSr q_SYUذآb¨ ا�lpc ÂZ{fU اVf\bU، أّن ا�ZّjfU و Sr أÂUhSw vabW �w ·YU، و ZW}½ و SlUSw bÆWء و ه�ا       724 

  هX اX¯ºfUر، و اlY{U» أّن اbcdاب a` ا�ZّjfU و اbYw �w ·YpfUآ�mr Vرة �pc اÂUh رSًsa و اSlUء SًT{i و §bًا

bniا :mc zwح اbql :53/ 1 ، `±bUح اb :74-81/ 1 ،   
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rآ[ً        و ِ`a و ،zlfِpufw و ،zlfَpِufw رتb728      ،�ÓZjَfUا ®}\ �f}Ya ،bٍf£r �Uإ SaS£r 

، و إذا أ±Âَl إS§ (730  �Uءi` آ[هSf، و رأW° آSf¯lp، و brرت Xm�  :729)          Sf¯lp}wل 

        ®}\ �f}Ya bٍ¯nrُ[20]S{sU731 اSًnoU 732  لXm�   :   ]آ `iءS§733      ]آ °Wو رأ ،zlp§bUا 

      zlp§bUا ]}w رتbrو ،zlp§bU734ا  �uWوه�       ، و ،v±اXr Vuf� �a ½{ZUوا ØbÆUي اX  :

    ®USuUا vfÆUو ا ،VlَZj�U735ا     tUSjUوا ،Sibذآ Sfء،         :  ، آS�Uو ا     ÂUhSw ®USuUا ti¼fUا vf§

 XYi  :        ٍتSfpufw رتbrٍت، وSfpur °Wٌت، ورأSfpur `Zء�S§ .  

                                                                                                                                                 
  

726  VyuZUا `a3 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’لXm� ‘ ل�w’XYi‘  
727  `a3 zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ،  
728  bآ�W ®U’ S�pآ ‘ �f}\ �lpc ·T^ZW ء`ºUا qljr أن qlT� zr ]ti¼fpU S�pو آ bّآ�fpU ]آ[  

bniا :`±bUح اb : 91-95/ 1 ،½ه�Uح �ور اb : 53ص،   
729  `a29 ،Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’YiX ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’لXm� ‘  
730  `a2 zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl�S� و ®W�m� ،   
731  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، 6 ، 7 ، ’S{sUا ‘ ،q_hا `aو’ S{c ‘ ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfوآ «lY{Uوا  
732 SًnoU S{sUا ®}\ :mfUا ®gPاب \{® اbcdا `a �f}\ ث أي]jUاب اbcdت اSآb\ ¨b�³ �pc ّ�رm� ��Uّر أX{

 ، �Zc °uT\ أي ، �Zc تbâ{� ابbcdت اSآb\ ّنh رًاX{mr ّ̀ fgى، وb�hوا Sli�Uى وا�¯Uى واX¯Uا ،XYi ،ر�s�pU

   72اzf\bU، ر�® اXg :، VWÚرة﴾  \Xر X{mrرات a` اSlyUم﴿آSf وردت a` ا³bmUن، 

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zwح56/1: اb ،vfpU16/1 :  ا VlwbsUار اbg41 ،40ص : ، أ ،   
733  `a2zlp§bUا `p}w رتbr و zlp§bUا `pآ °Wو رأ zlp§bUآ[ ا `iءS§ ، ‘ `a3 ،’ °Wو رأ zlp§bUا `pآ `iءS§

zlp§bUا `p}w رتbr و zlp§bUا `pآ ‘ `a7zlp§bUآ[ ا °Wو رأ zlp§bUا ó}w رتbr و zlp§bUا ôآ `iءS§ ، ‘ و

�T¾ أ Sfآ «lY{Uا ÊZUا `a ¨SZ  
734  ÂU¼fUا qjr]]}U [  zl�lwاbcdا S¯l�US\ `a S¯sr يX�uWو ،bآ�fUا �ZjfpU Xوه]S�pآ [ °ol±ذا أ¶a ti¼fUا �ZjfpU

، �Xmل §Sء�Z` اS�ZTUن آS�pهSf، ورأSmYpr Sf¯ih[      °Wن �ZjfUSw    [إblf± �U ُأÂUhSw °wbc رSًsa وSlUSwء SًT{i و§bًا    

  ZTUSw رتbrو ،Sf¯l�pآ zl�ZTUل اXm�a ،رX{mfUاب اbcب إbs�a ،bهSê ®gا �Uإ °ol±إذا ُأ Srّأ ،Sf¯l�pآ zl� : `Zء�S§

        zl�ZTUا S�p}w رتbrو ،zl�ZTUا S�pآ °Wورأ ،zl�ZTUا S�pاًء         .  آXg Sًmp^r �ZjfUاب اbcإ S�pب آ[ وآbsW zr ةSYZUا zrو

  {mfUاب اbcإ S¯wbsW zr ®¯Zrو ،bٍf£rُ �Uإ S�ol±أم ُأ b¯nrُ �Uإ S�ol±ُأ ًSmp^r رX  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : ،ف ، 65 ،64صb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U113 ، 112ص : ا ،`±bUح اb : 91-95/ 1   
735  ،Vfpآ °^mg’®USuUا  ‘ `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a5 Vfpآ ، ’®USuUا ‘ `a وردت Sfآ ÊZUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{U5وا

 ،  
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vwاbUوا  :  b{ZW PSr 736ف    ُ�f\أ `iءS§737، و       ،�َf\�w رتbrو ،�َf\أ °Wورأ   

 xrSyUوا  :Uاblf£Uا q{�ّf738        ،�ُUو ، �ُiّوإ ،َ́ w رتbr و ،َ́ �ُrbأآ `a ،739´U740 وآ� 

vfÆU741. ا VآbYUَم اSmr فbYUم اSl� zr ن،   و           : ( وXpsoW ن، و]so� ن، و]soW `a نXZUا

    zlpsoن، و�Xpso� (742 vabUا Vr]c S¯iّ¶a ،   .    ½{ZUم و اÔÆUا `a Ämu� ل  743وXm� :744)   ®U

                                                 
zr اzWXZ�U ، وvZfW اzr ®gP اzWXZ�U أو اb{Uف إذا اb{Uف اzWXZ�U ، واXZffUع zr اb{Uف ، هX اXZffUع  736

 qjr qsoUووزن ا VlfpsUSن آS�pc �la vf�§ن، و : اSosgن وSfjc qjr نXZUوا ÂUhدة اSWوز VlfpsUوا ،�WÔWو �f\أ

qjr نXZUوا ÂUhدة اSWوز Vlo_XUSآ : �¯�Zr VÅl{آ ،zl�psUم اSmr مXm� وا\�ة Vpّc �la نX}� ن، و��ST£ن و�Sº^c

  _bYاء و\Sur : �pT§� وlwS{r» وl�Sor» وآX�yfUSم ÂU�w اtli��U ا�ffUودة أو اX{mfUرة XfÆU : qjrع qjrا

bniا:qlmc zwح اb  :69، 70/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 72-70ص ، ÞlsW zw1 /62-58: ا ، XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uا 

   ، 126،127ص : واb{Uف
   ، S§ ‘ `a3 ، 5 ، 7ءi` ا\mg’�f^° اSTsUرة  737
738  Vfpآ °^mg ’q{�ّfUا ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a3 q_hا ا�c Sr وردت Sfآ z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا ،  
739  bÆUوا ½{ZUن اX}W Sfiّو إ ، vaأو ر b§ أو ½{i qYr `a VlّZTr S¯iّh bÆUSw Pو ½{ZUSw Â_X� P bÈSf£Uا

Uا Vswرhا v±اXfUا zc ®pّ}� SfZl\ ÂU¼fUوا ، VwbsfUء اSfgóU zr S¯Zc بSi Sr أو Vآb\ zc ®p}�W نSآ Sfiّإ VmwSu

\bآV ُأ�bى أو \bف ، �l£�mW Sfr اqrSsU ا�m�fUم آbّr ½{ZpU Vr]sة وbّr bÆpUة أ�bى، أb\ SrّآV اS}Uف أو اS¯Uء 

Y�W Vr{® أو \bآV ه® وهSf أو ulpa Sf¯iX}g° إbcا�Tp§ Sًw اqrSsU ا�m�fUم ، وإSfiّ ه` \bآSت SZwٍء أو X}gن SZwٍء Pز

 ، Äma رةX{Uا `a Xه Sfiّ¶a b§ qYr `a �cXوو� ½{i qYr `a blf£Uع اXو� zlw ويSu�Uا Srّوأ ،blf£Uع اXi S¯la

 qjr ®p}�fUء اSW ،b§ qYrو ½{i qYr `a Sf¯cXو� `a ءS¯Uف واS}Uا vr يX�uWو : ، �US� `w  ّbrو `pc `Zrbأآ  
740  `a2 ،3 ،5 Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’آ�ا ‘ Vfpل آ�w’´Uآ�‘   
741  `a3، 2وfs�uW ،q ،Vfpآ ’vlfÆUل ‘ ا�w’vfÆUا ‘ `a ت�W7وز ، ’®¯Uو ®¯iإ vfÆUآ�ا ا  ‘ `a5 ،’®¯Uو ®¯iّإ XYi  ‘

 `a6 ، ’�ZّjfUا vfÆUا ´Uآ�‘  
742  àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a Êmi دة وSWز bl�Sو� ®W�m� كSZه  

°Uن، دXZUا S¯la °Tj� أن ،VufyUل اSsahا `a أي  Sfوم آÔÆr Srب و إX{Zr Sّrإ qsoUSa ،°a�\ وإن ،qsoUا vaر �pc 

 bniا �WÔfpUو ،ÂZ{fUا bذآ :vfpUح اb : 30/1   
743  `a3 ، 7 q_hا `a ت�Wم، و زÔÆUو ا ½{ZUا `a ،’VآbYUط اXmuآ ‘q_hا اXg Sr vlf§ `a °^mgو  

Vfّ£Uف ا�Y� Sfآ ، ½{ZUم واÔÆUا `�US\ `a ف�Y� S¯iّأ ÂU¼fUا �WbW  رعS£fUا qsopU مÔÆUوا ½{ZUا `�US\ `a 

 VcSfÆUأو واو ا zlZ¾hا ÂUأ �w q{�W ®U ّ�يUا : qsoUSa ،VT¸SyfUء اSW ب[أوb£W [ م أوÔÆW Sr�Zc ��fّ± Ämu� ]ًjr

  b£W ®Uْب وb£W zUَب : Xm�a ، ½{ZWل
744  `a2 ، 5 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’XYi ‘ ل�w ’لXm� ‘  
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           pso� zUا، وXpsoW ®Uو ،]sَoْ�َ zUو ،]sَoْWَ        ̀ psَo� zU و ،`psَo� ®Uا، وX (745  }     وفb\ ´Uذ zrو

، و  ÔÅW 748و   Sg °Tُj� S¯iّ¶a ، :747آa VZ` اXYi vabU      746اâ�fU واa ،zlpUّ` اqsoU اq�ّsfU اU[م    

         VآbYUط اXmuم، آÔÆUا `a Ämu� و ،�ºyWو ،�rbW749 XYi  :    ®Uِم، وbW ®U و     ،ÔُÅW ®U

           XYi ،½{ZUا `a ءSlUاو واXUك اÓbY�Wو ،ÞَyW  :   َوÔÅW zU      ،�َrbW zU750، و     ÂUhا °Tُjو� 

VZآSg751  ̄ pjr ½{ZUا `a S752  XYi ،vabUا `a  :      VآbYUا zc S¯cSZ�rP �ºyW zU{
753  

  UV tzV:754 اfZreء

 zlwb± �pc ءSfghا   :  

U|goب وXYo:755          ،qrاXsUف ا]��Sw ¨b�³ Âpا�� Sr Xب هbsfU756 وا  Sibذآ Sfآ   .

 ̀ ZTfU757: وا    °iSآ Sr X758 ه            َbsfUا ®ّ¾ ،qٍrSsw P �iX}g آ�� وb\    zlwb± �pc 759ب  ،

                                                 
745 Êmi دة وSWز ،bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه `a و ،àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a 2 ، 3 ،’ ]soW zU و ]soW ®U

`pso� ®U ا وXpso� zUا وXpsoW ®U و ‘ `a 5و ،’ `a ،`pso� zUا وXpso� zU و ]so� zU و `pso� ®U ا وXpsoW ®U و ]soW ®U5 

 ،’ ،`pso� ®Uو ، XpsoW zUو XpsoW ®Uو ،]so� zU و ،]so� ®U XYi  
746 a `7 ، ’b� ôUا q�sr ‘ ل�w’م]Uا q�sfUا ‘  
747  `a7 ،’´UXmآ ‘  
748  `a اوXUا �pc Vfّ£Uا bW�m� vr]وÔÅW [ `a ءSlUا �pcو]`rbW [ `a ÂUhا �pcو]�ºyW[  

 `a 5 ،’ف�mW ‘ `a2 ، ’وÔÅW Xه‘  
749  q_hا `a’VآbYUط اXmg ‘ `a3 ، 2 ،’VآbYUط اXmuآ ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U2 ، 3و ا�T¾أ Sfآ ،  `a ¨SZ

 ½p{Uا  
750  ،Vfpآ °^mg’�ºyW zUو ‘ `a وردت q_hا `a6 ، ’�ºyW zU ‘ `a 7و ، ’`rbW zU و Xc�W zU و ‘  

 751  `a7½{ZUا `a VZآSg ÂUhا �mTW و ،   
752  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’vabUا `a S¯pjr ‘ `a ت�Wن’ ، 7وزSآ Sr qjr ‘  
753  zlg XmUا zlw Sr Ämg كSZه{ } Vyui `a1 ، ’ zr اء�T� : qsoUا `a zlpUوا �fUوف اb\ ´Uذ zr... �Uإ .. zU XYi

 ،VآbYUا zc S¯cSZ�rd �ºyW  

 Volo� VY�oUا qTmW �iّ¶a اوXUSw ء أوSlUSw b�Úا q�sfUف ا]yw ،VY�oUوه` ا ½_SZUا S¯w ءS§ `�Uّا VآbYUا qTm� P ÂUأ

  �pc آzr q اXUاو واSlUء
754  ،Vfpآ °^mg’ءSfghا `a ‘ `a و q_hا `a5و ، Vfpء’ردت آSfghا `a ‘ `a وردت Sfآ ½gSZfU5وا Sfآ ،

 z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ  
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، و�bُl   764 ا�p��W Sr 763  zWXZ�U اbÆّU و     762 واb{ZfUف هX    761:ٍف و�[Xz|o760Xِz|o Xٌُف

      zWXZ�Uو ا bÆّUا �p��W P Sr Xف هb{ZfU765ا    ًS\X�or bÆّUا v±Xr `a نSو  766. ، وآ 

                                                                                                                                                 
 ، واlY{U» آSf وردت �c Srا اq_h آa1 ،3 ، 5 Sf` اq_h و وردت a` ‘ وZTr` و اbsfUب’mg^° اSTsUرة،  755 

½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ  
756  `a ت�Wًا’، 3و زbW�m� و SًnoU‘  

 `a   ÞlsW zwل اS� ،بbsfUا Âwbs� zrز :gPأو     ا VآbYw ]ًYr و SًnoU qrاXsUف ا]��Sw ¨b�³ Âpأ�� Sr بbsfUا ®

½§S\ zwا �Zc ف وb\ :  �TºّW ®U ي�Uآ½ اbfUا Xة   ’هSYZUا ®nsr �Zcو ،q_hا `ZTr   ، Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا bذآ Sfآ 

zl¯§XU Sfiّإ ql� و S¯^gو `a P و S¯Uأّو `a z}W ®U و Vfp}Uا b�³ `a ابbcdن اSآ ®َU و :Sfو أ\�ه qlUاب دbcdأّن ا 

`iSjUا �§XUًا ، و اb�³ ابbcdن اSآ ´U�pa �lpc لXU�fUا bم ذآ�mّ� �sw Pّإ qlU�Uا VrSا� «{W P و �lpc لXU�r بbsfUا :

 P ولhف اbYUّن اd Pًن أوX}W أن ÔÆW ®pa ًاb�³ أو Sً^gأو و Pًن أّوX}W أن zr qyW ®U ابbcdا �Uإ ðl�\أ SfّU �iّأ

Pّن إX}W  Xي ه�Uم اÔÆUاب اbcdا Vpf§ zr نSa ´Uذ vr ء وSZw أم Xاب هbcإ ®psW ®U Pًاب أوbcdا qs§ Xpa SآbY�r 

  Sً^gو qsÆW ®U ، SًZآSg نX}W أن z}fW P ولhم إذا اÔÆUا S¯Zr vZ�rP Pًاب أّوbcdن اSآ Xpa لSsahا b�³ `a نX}g

و qsa آ{�Âٍ أو qsa �pc آvr �ٍ£s أّن zr اSfghء Sr هP   Xّن ÄgXw اbsW Vfp}Uف وزS¯i هq ه` qsa �pc آboس أ  

  رcSw` اSfّpa �U Ägh إvZ�r اhول و اTW ®U ÄgXU· إqs§ Pّ اbcdاب b�³ًا 

bniا �WÔfpUو  :ÞlsW zw1 /52-50: ا .  

bniح:  اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU دةSr ، ]بbc[تSoWbs�Uا  : ، ÂWbs�U1760ر�® ا ،VlwbsUار اbgح ، 22ص : أb 

   b :7/1ح اb :55/1 ،vfpُUح اbU±`، 16ص: �^b ا�ZUى
757  ،q_hا `a’Xوه `ZTr و ‘  `a4 ، ’Xه `ZTfUو ا  ‘  `a وردت Sfآ ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{U4وا،   

 758  Vfpآ °^mg ’نSآ ‘ `a7 ،  

، و �Zc اzw هSºم   وهX أن b�³ �ZTW اb\ �pc Vfp}UآSor bl� Vر�Vٍ أو X}gن �Sor blرق    : �Sل اbg zwاج a` \� اSZTUء

ÔUوم b�³ اVًUS\ Vfp}U وا\�ًة SًnoU أو �bW�mًا، و إSZw `fّg Sfiًء ÔU SfU �iّdم ±Sًwb وا\�ًا blÅّ�W ®U، و �� �uّ® اSYZUة  : 

bºc �\�w و أ�Xا��، و ا�pc `ZTfU اUّ£® : آ¯¼Pء و �pc `ZTr ا�pc `ZTr : XYi ،«�oU اpc :XYi ،bu}Uى�رVsw أ�Suم 

XYi ، :qُT� XYi ،نX}uUا �pc `ZTfUوا ، �ُsw و آ®:  و zr :  

bniا �WÔfpUى: و�ZUا b^� حb : 16-33 ، ÞlsW zw4 /84-80: ا ،   
759  `a3 ، ’zlcXi `pc‘  
760 bniا ،Sً£Wأ z}ّf�r �U لSmW ،فb{ZfUا :XYZUا `a لX_hا :whz·lmY� ، اجbg zwا �fYr zwا b}w Xwاج، أbg   :

fpg VsT^r ،`p^oUا zluYUا �Tcاد�Åw ،`fnchن اS :1973 .53/1  
761  Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a’ فb{Zr blو� ‘ `a ت�W3و ز  ̀ a وردت Sfآ z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{U3 وا،   

Ô�yWل �Zc اbÆّU وا�TºU zWXZ�U اqsoU وbّYWك v±Xr `a «�oUSw اbّÆU، آ�\fَ� وbrوان إPّ إذا :  و�bl اb{ZfUف

bniا ،ÂWbs�Uم اP �pأو د� Âl±أ :ÞlsW zw1 /57، 56: ا   
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 و وزٌن اqsoU،      ، واtli��U،   768، اVsu� 767  ÂWbs�U [21]اSTghب اzr VsiSfU اb{Uف     

، واÂUh واXZUن     770 واb�Uآlُ½، واvfÆU ا�h}�      ، واVfÆsU،   769واÂُ_XU، وا�sUلُ   

̀ 771اS£fUرS�cن oUh ،772 tli��Uا   .       S¯Zr نSTTg ®gPا `a vf�§ا ��rر    773وbّ}� أو 

                                                                                                                                                 
762  `a5 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’Xوه  ‘  
763  ،Vfpوردت آ q_hا `a’vr ‘ `a 5 ، 3 ، 2و Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’ vr ل�w ‘ ،½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
764  bniا ،Sً£Wأ z}f�r �U لSmW بbsfUSa :XYZUا `a لX_hاج، : اbg zwh53/1  
765  `a3 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’Xف و هb{Zr bl� و �Wآ�zWXZ�Uا vr bÆUا �p��W P Sr  ‘  
766  `a Sfة ، آbu}Uا zc VwSli VY�oUSw bّÆW فb{Uا zr عXZffUأن ا �WbW’�f\�w رتbr ‘ vabla bّÆUا bl� `a Srّأ

،zWXZ� bl� zr VY�oUSw ½{ZWو Vfّ£USw  

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb :69/ 1 فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uى 127 ،126ص : ، ا�ZUا b^� حb ، : 70ص  ،  
767  `a3 ، 5 Vfpت آ�Wو ه`’ ، ز ‘  

   و�� §sf° ه�¨ اSr]sUت lw `a° وا\�، 

Vabsrو tliو�� Â_ل وو�c                  ½lآb� ®ّ¾ vf§ ®ّ¾ VfÆcو   

ÂUأ S¯pT� zr ة�Èزن زاXUوا                  ½Wbm� ُلXmUوه�ا ا qٍsa و وزن   

bniا  :VlwbsUار اbg307ص : أ ،qlmc zwح اb :250 /2   
768 ÂWbs�Uا : �la zf£ّ�r �iّأ Vّ̄ § zr ®gPا qmZW ي�Uّا Xف هb{Uا zr viSfUا ÂWbs�USa ،فb{pU SًsiSr xlU Sًmp^r

 ،b�³ ½Tg S¯sr vf�§إذا ا ،VlfpsUا ÂWbs� Xوه �lpc q��� Vr]c bl� zr  

bniا:ÞlsW zw1 /59:  ا ،XYZUا `a Ô§XfU70ص : ا ،  
769  `a3 ،’Â_XUل و ا�sUو ا‘  

�bو§� ��Ål_ zc ‘ أS\ zw§½ ’  اvZf� `�Uّ اzr ®gP اb{Uف إذا ا��VlّfpsUSw °ib ، وqpsUV �Zc اlnopU إ\�ى ا

 XYi ، Vlo_XUSw أو baز ،XYi SًmlmY� ، Vlp_hا : ،b�َُأ  

bniا :VlwbsUم اXpc `a q{ّofUا ®ÆsfU1 /406ص : ا ،ÞlsW zw1 /62، 61: ا ،`±bUح اb :113/ 3   
770 Uا �¯�Zr VÅl_ ع، وهأيXfÆXzآSg S¯^gف أوb\أ V¾]¾ ن أوSab\ �oUأ �sw vf§ qودراه® :  آ qWدSZو� �§Sufآ

bliSiود  

bniا ql{o�pUو :vfpُUح اb :27/1فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U139ص، : ، ا ،ÞlsW zw1 /63: ا،   

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 245.  
أن اÂUh واXZUن SZw `aٍء : \bfاء، وو§� اtli��U :Sf¯Zlw �TºU ا�ffUودة واX{mfUرة qjrاbfUاد اS�¯TّºfUن oUh` ا 771

  ÊyّW ا�fUآb وS¯mYp� P اS�Uء �Zc اSº^c ti¼fa tli��Uن، XÆW ،�º^cز \bfاء وXÆW Pز \bfاءة 
772  `a6و ،’tli��Uا ÂUh ‘ P ل�w’tli��Uا `oUh ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
773  `a5fpآ °^mg ،  ،V’S¯Zr ‘ ،q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
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½Tg774           ́ Uذ �la �§ٌو Srُف وb{Uا vZِrُ ،S¯Zr �\775 وا       `a S¯Zr Vuf� Sًfgا bºc �\أ 

  bl}Z�Uا VUS\776   XYi Vًo_ ،qْsaوه�، أ   :      �psaَ Vji¼r ّ�يUن ا]saَ و ،bf\777أ، XYi   :

 و ُرSwع، Vٍ¾]¾ Vٍ¾]¾ zc P�ِcُ، و       779ُ¾[ثَ :  ، وb}gى، وا�sfUول، b}g778      XYiان

 أو X{mrرًة، آbfYاء، و_bYاء،       780أرVٍsw أرVٍsw، و b�³ `a Sr¨ أÂU ا�fr tli��Uودةً        

آ�Sgوَر، وأlcSiَ®، وSr آSن zr Sf¯USjr �pc         :  ، واvfÆU ا�h}�   781وُ\�pT، وbºwُى    

     َ�sw Sfr ،عXfÆU782ا\ �oUن  أSab783          ،�َ§Sْufآ zآSg S¯^gٍف، أوbُ\أ V¾]¾ أو 

     ًSab{Zr ®gPن اSآ SًآbY�r Ägوhن اSن آ¶a ،«َlwSْ{r784و  `iS¾ نSن آ¶a ،Vٍp�ِSlَ{َآ 

   âbÆUوا vabUا `a S¯�aَ�\ ،ًءSW ÂUhا �sw zlabYU785ا     ½{ZUا `a S¯Ó�T¾وأ ،®gPا °َiْÓXiَو ،

                                                                                                                                                 
tli��Uا SoUوا vfÆUا ،Sfوه zl�pّsUم اSmr مXm� °YT_ا\�ة أXUا VpsUأن ا ،ÂU¼fUا �{mW  : اءbf\و bliSiود «lwS{fآ

،�pT\و  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw71/1: ا ،`±bUح اb :108-112/ 1 ،qlmc zwح اb :250/ 2  
774  Vfpت آ�Wز’½Tg ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، 7، SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ q_hا ا�c Sr `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a V^�Sgو 

 ½p{Uا `a  
775  Vfpآ °^mg’´Uذ ‘ `a3 ،  
776  `a2 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’ÂWbs�Uو ا ‘  
777  `a3 ،’�psa ti¼r ÀÆW ي�Uو ا ‘  
778  `a ت�Wي’ ، 6و زb}g Vji¼r ‘  
779  `a1 Vfpت آ�Wد’، ز�sUا zc ‘ `a4 ، ’عSwو ر tp¾ XYi ‘Sfآ «lY{Uو ا q_ hا `a   
780  `a5 ،’ودة�Yr ‘ ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
781  qjr Vabsr أم qjr Sfة آb}i نSاًء أ آXg فb{Uا zr vZfW رةX{mr ودة أو�fr tli�� ÂU�w ®�� Sr] يX±ر [ ®pc

» ، وأ_��Sء §b§ [Wb§ vf\� [TZU ®pc` ، وXgاًء آSن borدًا آm� Sfّ�م أم §qjr Sًsf ] زآqT§ �pc]SWb اVZW�fU ، و

  §W�_ vf·، وXgاًء آSن اSًfg آ�آbى، و_bYاء أم _Vo آ�pTY و\bfاء ،

bniا �WÔfpUى:  و�ZUا b^� حb : 71ص ،qlmc zwح أb :251/2 ÞlsW zw2 /251: ، ا،   
782  `a3 ،’نSآ Sfr و ‘  
783  `a5 Vfpت آ�Wن، ’، زSآbY�r  
784  `a5 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’ V�TUا  ‘  
785  `a2 ، 3 ،  ’Uا VUS\ `abÆUو ا vab ‘  
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     zWXZ� blÅw786 ،)  XYi  :       ارX§ °Wاٍر، و رأX§ `Zء�S§    ٍارXÆw رتbr787) ي، و®pcSa  .

   ̀ a S¯Zr Vٌ�g788و  ̀ ̀  :   \VUS اÂWbs�U وه fÆchا ®psUا ®gP789ا  XYi ، :   ،®َlاهbwإ

  .   SÆUِ XYZwم، أو ab_ ،�ٍiْbَaَِ��     790وإ�a ،qَlcSfgن lْÓfgَ° ر§[ً    

 fÆsUّن اhV  VWb}ZUف   791 اb{Uا vZr `a ةbَ¾ِ¼rbl� 792  . نXiو ÂUأ ¨b�³ `a Sr 793و 

،  794، و�la Sr وزن اqsoU، آ�\fَ�، وWÔWَ�، وb}ُºWَ             آSfjsَُن، وSlogنَ   :  S��WÔrن 

                                                 
786  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ،  ’zWXZ�Uا‘  

Vaو�YfUء اSlUا zc ضXc �ih ضXsUا zWXZ� zWXZ�Uه�ا ا �fّuW  �WXTlg رأى �pc Âloy�Uأو ا zlZآSuUء اSm�Ud 

 vabW ج، وS§ÔUد واbTfUرأي ا �pc ءSlUا zc ضXc أو ،x}sUف أو اb{Uا vZr �pc ل]cdا اXr�� اءXg رX¯ÆUوا

Sw ®gPه�ا ا qjr ½TuUة، و اbu}Uا zc VwSli Vaو�YfUء اSlUا �pc Vpmj�ufUS� VY�oUSw bÆّW Sfآ ،Vaو�YfUء اSlUا �pc Vf±

 VY�oUا b¯n�a ،½{ZUا VUS\ `a Srّة، أbu}Uا Xو ه qlm¾ zc °wSi S¯iّإ VUSYUه�¨ ا `a ءSlUا �pc VY�oUل اSmj�gا `a

اS£r bl� ÂWbs�Uف، إذا أ±Âl ] ال[X{mfUر �zr SًlUS أن X}Wن اgP® ا: وb zrو¸� \�ف اSlUء��pc Volo اSlUء، 

qjr ةbu}USw ¨bّ§ نSل آ�w فbc ف أوb{Uا zr عXZffUا :،«lwS{fUSw °}urوأ ،�ِÆufUا «lwS{r �Uت إbni  

bniا :`±bUح اb :180 ،181/ 1فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U139ص: ، ا ،`wbsUا XYi : qrSآ zWز ،`}uWXyUا

absfUدار ا ،�lfYUا �TcVWر�Z}gإ ،VlsrSÆUا V :1988 . 133ص،ÞlsW zw65-61:  ا ،   
787  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZ6ه ،   
788  `a2 ت�Wف’ ، زb{ZW P ‘ `a5 ،  ’فb{Z� P ‘ Vfpآ °^mgو’S¯Zr ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a3 SهSZ�T¾و�� أ ،   
789  ،Vfpآ °^mg ’®psUا ‘ `a2 ، 3 `a ، 6، 7 ، ’Pا®psUا `fÆchا ®g‘  
790  `a4 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’]ً§ر‘  
، آ¶bwاهZsW ®l` أن اgP® اzr vZfW P `fÆch اb{Uف إPّ  إذا آSن ��ÅU `a Sًfpc وزا�Èًة V¾]¾ �pc أ\bف 791

 Sًfpc أو �bl –واSa ،qlcSfgن z}W ®U اSuU `a Sًfpc `fÆchن اSuU `a qw ،®ÆsUن اbsUب، أو آSن b}iة Sf¯la آSÆpٍم 

cXYi ��ab_ ®ٍp : ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfٍم ، آSÆpw رُتbr و SًrSÆU °Wم و راSÆU ه�ا �Zr ادbfUا xlU VfÆsUا ،

 Sa VÅU﴿ ¨SibºّTaرس qw ، Äma آSr q آSن �Sر§zc Sً آ[م اbsUب zr روم وSiXWن و�blه® ، آSf ورد a` ا³bmUن، 

   ،71اVWÚ ر�® : Xgرة اX¯Uد ﴾ SYg¶wق وzr وراء إSYgق XmsWب 

bniا �WÔfpUو :r اX¯Uا vfهv :32 ص ،`±bUح اb : 142-144/ 1ÞlsW zwح، 1 /66،67: ، اb qf§ `§S§ÔUا :

   2 /259: اqlmc zw، 133ص: ، اa �l¯f�U` اXYZU واb{Uف 301،302ص 
792  ، Vfpآ °^mg’فb{Uا vZr ‘ `a3 ، 5،   
793  `a6 ،  ’نXZUو ا ÂUhا ‘  
794  Vfpآ °^mg’b}ºW ‘ZUا `a VrدSmUا àu2 ، 3 ، 5 ،   
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             zl�absfUا ،bٍaوزا ،bٍrSc zc P�ِcُ ،baَوُز ،bfَsُول، آ�sfU795وا    SًnoU ti¼fUوا ،

       �ًZsr أو ،Vfpَgو ،VYpْ^[22]آ   ½ZWد، وزSsuان 796 آ�pّUن اSfgP797، وا  Sfgا ]sِ§ُ 

Ó́، وآb{ZW P Sr qف a` اVabsfU،         ب ، آb}W �sf   798وا\�ًا Tpswو ،    `a فb{ZW 

 b�³¨ أ�w 801 `a Sr 802 `oU ر§ً[ وآ�ا  800 إXYi P، أ\bf، إذا lْÓfg°َ   799اb}ZUة، 

                                                 
: واq_h . إذا آSن ا�sr ®psUو�w Pً إqsَaُ �U آbfَsُ وُزba وُز\q وÔ�ُح وُ§zr vZr ، «f اb{Uف VlfpspU وا�sUل   795

  Sه�ُت Ôَ�ُح وÔ�ُ b¯êُح وÔَ�ُ bnZr `ibgُحَ : brSc وزاba وزا\q و§Xm� «rSل

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw1 /69: ا ،VlwbsUار اbgف، 314- 307ص : أb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U135، 134ص : ا،  
796      �swن راh ،½ZWد وزSsuف آb\أ V¾]¾ �pc ًا�Èن زاX}W أن zr �sZr طbو ، VlnoU bl� ��r]c °iSآ Sr �WbW

        �ab_ زS§ `fÆcأ bl� ÄgXUا zآSg Sًl¾]¾ نSن آSa َ́ pَrو bmَuآ ،ÄgXUك اbYr Sًl¾]¾ أو ،tli��Uء اS� VUÔZr لÔZW

 �sZrوbWb§ لS� Sfآ ،�cود �Z¯ف آb{Uا zr  

SرهÔ¬r q£ow vَّop�� ®U                            ½ِpَsُUا `a �ُcْد ·u�ُ ®Uو �cد  

bniا :bWb§ انXWح: ( دb (·lmY�: ويS{Uا© ا �Tc qlcSfgا �fYr ،ىbT}Uا VWرSÆ�Uا VT�}fUةاbهSmUص . 1934: ، ا

82zwا ، ÞlsW  : 70/ 1 حb ، S§ÔUا qf§`§ :  ب ، 302صS�}Uا : ·lmY� ،bTZ� zwن اSfjc zwو اbfc ،�WXTlg :

   ،�Tc :1977 . 241/ 3 اuU[م هSرون، اV¬l¯U اVWb{fU اVrSsU، اSmUهbة
797  Vfpآ °^mg’ان�pUا  ‘ `a3 ،   
798 ÔZr �Uوhا zr Sf¯�liS¾ °UÔiوا\�ة ، و Vfpآ Sر�S{a ،S�§Ô�rا zl�fpآ zr ½آbfUا Xه ،`§ÔfUآ½ اbfUا �WbW VU

 xlpa ،ًاb Äّwدي، آ��SZghآ½ اbfUا© ، وا �Tsآ ، `aS±Pآ½ اbr Sr�a ، ابbcdا b¯nWء وSfghا zr tli��Uء اS�

b}W �sr `a Srوأ ، ½lآb�Uوا VlfpsUا ½uw فb{Uا zr SًcXZfrن، بS¯§XUا �loa )1 ( نSa ، VaS±dوا ½lآb�Uا

P Sr ابbcإ S¯�wbcوا\�ًا وأ Sًfgا Sf¯�ps§ Sf¯�Tرآ �sfw رتbrَب وb}W �sr °Wُب ورأb}W �sr ل ه�اXm�a فb{ZW 

b}W2 (ب ( `a لXm�a tli��Uا �la ت�m�cف اb{Uا ��sZr وإذا blآ��Uا �la ت�m�cا ��ab_ ذا¶a  ،�ab_ف وb{Uا vZr

b}W �sr ف ه�اb{ZfUباb}W �sr °Wبَ  رأb}W �sfw رتbrب و ´USr zwل اS� Sfآ ،  

SًTّآbr �ُaْb_ vZfW ®َpsUوا                               XYi ٍجÔr ½lآb� ’wb}W �srS‘  

bniا :vr اX¯Uا vf32ص : ه ،qlmc zwح اb :256/ 2 zwا ، ÞlsW :65، 66/ 1 ، ي�£ُsUح اS£Wd306ص : ا ، 

VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofUا ®ÆsfU2 /567ص : ا،  

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,v ol. 1, p. 244  

 799 WbW   VlfpsUا Sfن إ\�اهS�pc �la °sf�§ا Sr أن �)ÂWbs�Uد   )  اSc وا\�ة Vpc �la °lmw و ،VlfpsUا �Zc °Uإذا زا

 VloUأ `a ´USr zwل اX� اق�{r ´Uو ذ ÂU¼fUا ¨SZj�gا Sr Pّإ Sًaوb{r:  

  lfِ� �َZْcٍِ®  وا_b}ّiُ Sr zْaَbِا                 zr آSr õq ا�la ÂُWbs�U أّ¾bا

   ، b :260-262 / 2ح اqlmc zw ، 1 / 70 ،69: اbni :ÞlsW zwو ql{o�pU ا
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 tli��Uودةً    803ا�fr رًة أوX{mr ،804   ،-       �pَsْaَ �ji¼r ي�Uن ا]saَ 805 و   vfÆUوا ،

�{�h806ا      �la زXÆW Ägوhا zآSuUا `¾]jU807، وا   XYi آ�bف و�b{Uا   :    ،�cْوَد ،�Zِْه

       S¾ ½Tg �la Srط، وXْU ح، وXْiُ رَ     وX§ و ،َ̈ Sfآ tU808   ،zl��pTU zlfgا `a ،809  ®U 

 V�TUف اb{ZW  .   ̀ ¾]jُU810و آ�ا ا     ْbmَgَ XYi ،Äِgَوhك اâbY�fُU811 ا    ®}\ �f}\ ّن¶a ،

      XYiو ،½ZWد، وَزSsuُآ ،`cSwbUف،        812َ\�اِم  :  اb{Uا vZr vr ابbcdن، اSTه�r �la ،

     VrذS\ zc VUو�sr S¯iX}U813     Uل اX� �lpcو ،bu}Uا �pc ءSZTUا bُ�Úوا ، ،bcSº  

 SهX�â�{a اِم�\ °US� اِم 814إذا�\ °US� Sr َلXmUا Óن¶a         815  
                                                                                                                                                 

800  `a2 ، ’ °lّfg نSa ‘ Vfpآ °^mgن’ وSa ‘ `a5،  
801  `a1 ،2، ’´Uآ� ‘ `a ت�Wن’ ، 6و زSآ Sr qو آ�ا آ‘  
802  Vfpآ qfs�uW’`a ‘ ل�w ’�la ‘ `a2 ، 4 ،   
803  q_hا `a ’ tli��Uا ÂUأ ‘ `a5 ، ’tli��Uا `oUأ ‘Sfآ ½gSZfUوا `a 5 وردتSZ�T¾أ Sfآ ،¨½p{Uا `a   
804  `a1 ،4 ت�Wى’ ، زbºw و �pT\ اء وbY_ اء وbfYآ ‘  
805  `a ت�Wى’، 2و زb}g ان وb}g XYi ‘  
806  `a ،رةSTsUت ا�Wا�`’  ، 7و زXTUب و آ�ا اS�}Uا ½\S_ و Þo�hا zlw ا��[ف �la نSa‘  
807  `a1 ، ’آ�b� و �ab_ ‘  
808 loa ،zl��pw �pc zlfpc Sf¯w �WbW،tli��Uوا VlّfpsUوا VfÆsUا Sf¯  
809  q_hا `a رةSTsUت ا�Wز ’zl��pTU zlfgأ `a ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr àuZUا vlf§ `a °^mg و  
810  ،`a1 ، ’ ´Uو آ� ‘ `a3 ، ’كbY�r ´Uو آ� ‘  
811  `a5fs�uW ،q ، Vfpآ  ’bmuآ ‘ Vfpل آ�w’bmg XYi ‘ Vfpت آ�Wو ز’bو ‘ `a3 ، 5 ، 7،  
812  `a1 ، 4 ، 6pت آ�Wز  ،Vf’ مS^� ‘  
813  Vfpت آ�Wوز’Vf¸S� و ‘ `a4 ، 6 ،   

   اSf�§Pع اVlfpsU وا�sUل واTua ،Sf¯la tli��U½ ذvZr ´U اb{Uف،
814  ،`a7 ،’S¯l��{a ‘  
815 bب ذآbsUن اSuU `a ]Þدة ر�Sr [ فbs� °iSأ��، وآbrوَ\�ام ا ،qÆcو VolZ\ �Uوا ½s_ zw ®lÆpU °lTUأن ه�ا ا

Uا zr ¨bآ�� Sr qآ `a ق�{USw P ي�Uا �w ��sfUل اXmUا �iا أXfpcSa PًX� ®}U °US� إذا �rXmU ®lÆU ةXcد °iSا آ�Uل، وXm

  S¯mW�{� ®}rÔpla ،�a]� «{W واXm� Sfw zmlّ�Uل،

�la ه�SºUا : �UX�]ام�\ [ ،ÂZ{fUا bذآ Sfآ ،Sًmp^r bu}Uا �pc ءSZTUز، وه` اSÆYUا qهh ،Sت، أ\�هSÅU ث]¾ S¯laو

  ̀ Zw ÛsTU ،VliSjUوا  ̄ iّ¶a ،®lf� ®       XYi ti¼fUا zr فb{ZW P Sr ىbÆr S¯iوbÆW   :  jUSjUوا ،VºÈSc و ½ZWزV  ،رX¯fÆpU 

وه� اzlw ql{o�U أن X}Wن bUSw SًrX�yrاء �pc �ZTla اU{bu، أو �X�yr blم vZfla S¯w اU}bف، وSjrل اX�yfUم      
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، S}Uٌ SW XYi(817ِع، وST�ُ SWِث، وSua SWقِ          ( �Zwاء اti¼fU،     816 اÊ�y� `�U    ))Ssaَلِ ((وآ�ا  

)) Ssaَلِ ((وآ�ا  
818      brhا �Zsfw `�ÓU819 ا  XYi ،  :             ،كbُل، و ا�Ôِiا �Zsfw ،اِكb�َاِل، وÔiَ

  Xm� ،:822ل 821 و اUّ[ُم، اUSw ÓbÆi{Âl820 bu أو د��p اÂUhُ وآZW P Sr q}bف إذا أ±  

  ، وbfَsُwآ® وbr823       SZiِSfjswرت bِf\hSw واbfYUاءِ     

 �|gZQfV824نfmX� ��w  :  825      زم]USa ،رٌضSc زٌم وP   :   َzf£ّ� Sr826     فbYUا �Zsr 

      Âlوآ ،��r و ،zW827آ� �¯Tأ Sr 828، أو  ̀ �Uي، وا�US829، آ   Srو zrَ ´Uذ XYi830، و 

  ، Sl831ء  �Vuf أ[23]: واSsUرض

                                                                                                                                                 
�WXTlg �Zc �pcS، واVlfpsU و اzluUSw     �Zc tli��U اVpf¯fU، واzr �U viSfU اb{Uف اVlfpsU و ا�sUل Sog  ‘ a zcٍر’bUSwاء

  اbTfUد، 

 �pc ¨SZw �iّأ bl� SًcXabr نX}W أن SًlZTr z}W ®U XU �m\ zrو zls±XfUا `a �pcSa �iّ¶a ،ام�\ �UXmw �la دS¯º�gPوا

،Si�Zc رS�yfUا Xز، وهSÆYUا qه½ أه�r Xاِل وهÔZw �U Sً¯lTº� bu}Uا  

bniا ql{o�pUو :bحq{oّfUا  : zwP ،ÞlsW64/4 ،ÊÈS{yUا : ،`Z§ zwP569/1 ،qlmc zwح اb :bsºUه� اS:

iSsr` ، 18 ص S1ه� اb : ،bsºUح �^b ا�ZUى، 95، ص S38ه� اbsºU، : �ور ا�Uه½ bح، 192/1 ، 16

 :ا\ÂgXW �f اSÆZU¸` و�fYr اSÆZUر، دار اbuUور ، blwوت :  bّopUاء، أw` زآ�lYW SWb اzw زSWد، �lmY·: ا³bmUن

1955 .94/2] bÆYUرة اXg qlT� [  
816  q_hا `a’Ê�yW ‘ `a2 ،’Ê�yr ‘ `a3 -6 ،  ’Ê�y� ‘ÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{UاXوه  
817  àuZUا bjاآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl�S� و ®W�m� كSZو ه  
818  `a3 ،Vfpل’  وردت آSsaأ ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’لSsahا ‘ q_hوردت �` ا Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
819  `a1  ،2 ،4 ، 6 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’ qsoUا ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’brhا ‘  
820 `a 2 ، ’ÂUhا �pأد� ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
821 bu}USw ة Vfpآ °^mg ‘ `a2 ،4،   
822  ،Vfpآ qfs�uW و’XYi ‘ ،Vfpل آ�w’لXm�  ‘ `a3 ،   

 823  `a6 ، ’اءbfYUو ا bf\P Sw ‘  
824  `a `ZTfUوا ،Vfpآ °^mg28،    

 VÅpUا `aو:  fZW P Sfla ءSZTUا q_وأ ،VlZwأ �sf§ ءSZTUة،  � اb^oUأي ا ،VlZTUا «lY_ ن]a لSmWو ،zl^Uوا bÆYUSآ 

     ،¨b�³ �Uن إS}r zr ولÔW P Sًs±Xr SًrزP ءSZTUن اSآ tl\ zr ًءSZw �fّuWو  

bniا �WÔfpUب: وbsUن اSuU ،) �Zw دةSr  ( ،حSY{Uا)ءSZw دةSr (VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfUح ، 1 /131: اb  b^�

اbºyrÔUى، XfYrد �Sni ،bfc zTرة : آ�Sب اXfihذج a` اZ§ zwh37/1 ،   XYZU`  :اÊÈS{yU، 17ص  : ا�ZUى
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   XYi ،®p}�fUء اSW �Uف إS£fUا  :  ̀ r]�ُ832  دbofUدى اSZfU833، وا VabsfU834 ا  XYi ،  :  SW

   vr دُةbofUُة اb}ZUوا ،�ُWز)P (  ̀ �Uَ835ا�oZU 836   XYi ،xZÆUارِ  :  ا�Uا `a qَ§ر P837  و    

                                                                                                                                                 
VlZl^Z^u� ، VplpÆUرف اSsfU90، 89ص.  ¨ / 1298: ا ،S¯��ºi و VWXYZUت اSgدرا `a qrS}Uد، : اXfYr �fYr ،ه[ل

  . 60 ص. �wون �SرXºZr : àWرات §S� VsrSرSÅZw ،xiXWزي   

825  `a3 ،’نScXi ‘ `a7 ، 5 ، 2و، ’zlwb± ‘  
826  `a7 ،’zfّ£�W Sr ‘ ل�w’ zf£� ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
اSZTUء ÂUSyW اbcdاب، واXUا�v أن اbYUوف آ�zW، و��r، وآXi ، Âlع وا\� zr أXiاع اzlw �TºU اSfgPء     827

    ®gPء اSZTU VT§XfUب اSTghء ، واSZTUا ½§X� `�Uوف اbYUوا  V¾]¾ )1 (    فbYUا V¯wSºrف وbYUا �Zsr zf£�

  `ZTfUا qsoUا v�Xr عX�XU2(وا  (    مS¯o�gdا �Zsr �pc VUP�Uا `a ةÔfوه qه �TºU مS¯o�gPء اSfgأ)ط   ) 3bºUء اSfgوا

 �Tº�]إن [ Vl¸bºUا  

bniا :ÞlsW zw3 /80: أ،  
828  `a1 Vfpت، آ�Wز ،’ ´Uو آ� ‘  

   XmWل أ�T  ،´USr zw اbYUف هVpّc X اSZTUء �Zc اSYZUة

`ZTrب وbsr �Zr ®gPا             `iّ�r وفbYUا zr �TºU   

: ا�TºU اs±XU`)  ا(¾ّ® �Wآbاb± ´USr zwوب ا�TºU، وأSrّ أXiاع اbYUSw �TºUوف �fuّ� �ma اSYZUة إ�U أرVsw أ�Suم، 

 ،SZl^cأ °l^cأ ،qjr)ب (يXZsfUا �TºUا : ،Sfوه qوه ��r ،qjr)ج (USfs�ghا �TºUا` : ،°}gت، أف، أS¯lه ،qjr

  qjr ا�Uّى، ا��Uّ،: ا�TºU اSm�aPري) د(

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح اb :28 -31/1 ،b{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U103، 102ص : فا،  
وذU´ أن S�YWج اgP® إSZsr «±X� Vpf§ �U¨ و�� \}b اSYZUة ذa ´U` اSfghء : �WbW اÂU¼fU ، ا�TºU اSm�adري  829

Sfآ VUX_XfUا، ÂU¼fUا qjr   
830  ، Vfpآ °^mg’Srو zr ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a7 `a ت�W3، و ز ، ’Vp{w Pأ ®�� P S¯i�a  ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 `a 7وردت½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  

، `USfs�gdا �TºUي ، واXZsfUا �TºUوا `s±XUا �TºUSآ ، �TºUا zr ىbاع أ�Xiك أSZه   
831  ، Vfpت آ�Wز ’Sأ\�ه ‘ `a5،  
832 Uء اSlUا qT� Sr �pc ّ�رةmr تSآbYw S¯wاbcن إX}Wو VlّZTr °ulUو Vwbsr S¯iّأ S¯¯Tأ Sr و Vfp}Uه�¨ ا `a «lY{

 `�Uّة اbu}Uوه` ا VTgSZfUا VآbYUSw qYfUل اSÅا� S¯lpc ابbcdت اSآb\ رX¯ê zr viSfUّا، واb§و SًT{iو Sًsaر

،®p}�fUء اSW �Uإ VaS±dا VTgSZfU S¯w ء`§  

bniح �: اbى�ZUا b^ : ف ، 284-282صb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U366،367ص : ا ،   
833  ،q_hا `a ’دbofUا ‘ `a1 ،7 ، ’دةbofUا ‘ SهSZ�T¾و�� أ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
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     َbºc Vَuf� XYi ½آbfU838ا       Xوه �lUف إS£fUا �Zr ف�\ Srو             : ، و       ،�ُswو ،qُT�

     w وآ�ا ،°ُY� ُق، وXa  ،تS¯ÆUا `�S839 لXm�   :  ́  qِT� zr زb�� ®¾ ،�ٍWُك اVَaS±d و        840§¬�

   S¯ZWXZ�841 لXm�a ، :        �fu� و ،�ُsw zr و ،qُT� zr842  VWS� أّن �Zsr �pc ،تSWS� ¨843 ه� 

                                                                                                                                                 
834 VabsfUد اbofUSw �WbW :XYi ، ½{i qYr `a �w vabW Sr �pc `ZTr X¯a ،®psUد اbofUدى اSZfUاِن : ا�Wز SWو �ُWز SW

�Wز SWوَن، و  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 284ص ، qlmc zwح أb :201/ 2،   
835  Vfpآ °^mg’`�Uَا ‘ Vfpت آ�Wو ز q_hا `a ’`�Uّا ‘ `a1 ، 3 ، 7 Sfآ àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،

 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ  
836  Vfpت، آ�Wو ز’`�Uّا P ‘ `a1 ،3 ،   
837  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’ار�Uا `a ‘  
838 fUد ا�sUةاbºsUا vr VTآbّ :لXm� Sfآ ،bºc Vsu� �Uإ bºc �\أ zr : رتbrو bºc �\أ °Wورأ bºc �\أ `iءS§

llÈÔÆUء اSZTw ،bºc �\�wz Pّإ ،«�oUا �pc  ]bºc ��Z¾و إ bºc `Z¾إ[  

bniى:  ا�ZUا b^� حb : ح 25، 24صb ،ه½ر� و�U72ص:  ا،  
839  Vfpت آ�Wز ’°uUا ‘ `a5 `a 7، و ، ’V�uUا ‘  
  ‘§¬�´ qT� zr وa1 ، 2 ، ’�sw zr` ز�Wت  840
841  `a ت�W7 ،4وز ، ’ ®ّ£Uا �pc °lّZw و ‘ `a 5و ، ’ ®£Uا �pc �lZT� و ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  

�qT و�sw واS¯ÆUت اuU°، أSrم، �Âp، وXaق و�Y° وzlfW وSfل :  اSfghء ا�Uّ` ذآbهS اÂU¼fU ر\�f ا© وه`

  دون، وS¯U أرVsw أ\Xال وqc و أSً£W و�bl و\u½ وأّول و

أن �YWف Sr ) ب(أن �£Sف XYi SًnoU أ_T° درهbl� P Sًf¨، و§¬° qِT� zr ز�W أو sw zrِ�¨، وه` هVwbsr SZ، ) ا(

 zWXZ� blÅw و��mT آS£fUSف qِT� zr °ُ¬§ SًnoU وsw zrِ� وه` Vwbsr، أS£� :Sً£Wف إ�lU وXZWى �noU، آ�ن SmWل

 ،bcSºUل اX� �lpcو  

 qT� zrو Vًwاb� �UXr qُدى آSi    Âُ¸XsUا �lpc �ًUXr °ْo^c Sfa  

 b� zrأ، © اzr brh ةأن �YWف اS£fUف إ�lU وXZWٌ Pى �noU وb}i «T{�a ،¨SZsr Pة ViXّZr Vwbsr، وb� �Zrاء) ج(

�ٍsw zrو qٍT� ‘)د (Ss� �UX� qjr ®ّ£Uا �pc �ٍ¬Zl\ �ZT�a  ،�noU دون ¨SZsr ىXZWُو �lUف إS£fUف ا�YW أن     �U © ö

   وه�¨ ه` اVUSYU ا��Uّ أSر إS¯lU اÂU¼fU،،04 ر�® اVWÚ: اqُT� zr brh وXg ÷�ُsw zrرة اbUوم 

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb :  30، 25ص ،qlmc zwح اb : ،bsºU2 /59، 235ر�® ا  
842  ،q_hا `a ’�fّuW ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a 5 ، 3 ، 1و ، ’�fّu� ‘�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ q_hا ا  
843  `a1 ، 4 Vfpت’ ، وردت آSWS� ‘ Vfpل آ�w’VWS� ‘،ÊZUا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
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.   �Zcه844SاS£fUف S£fUSwف إSfّpa ،�lU اb_ ،Óz¯Zc v^miن \�ودًا �ZW¯` اU{[مُ       

  �ZTfU845وا     Uا blÅw brhوا `±SfUل اSsahا zr زم]U846.[م ا   

:   إذا اّ�}Xi �w qن ±VcSf§ blf اSuZUء، أو Xiن ا��UآXYi ،�l      847اS£fUرع: واSsUرض

    ÓzpَsَoْWَ qوه ،zَpsoW848     ُنX}W ]a ،وفbYUا Sr849، وأ         S¯U ãّ\ P S¯ih ،SrزP Pّإ SؤهSZw 

  : zr اbcdاب

®pc850 وا         f�fUء اSfghا VrSsآ ،�la qُfsْWُ و qُfsْWَ Sr ،S¯Zr تSfp}Uأّن ه�¨ ا ،   ،VZâ}

، واqsoU   852 و qُfَsْWَ Sr S¯Zr و�la qُfَsْWُ P، آbYUSوف اVprSsU          851. واqsoU اS£fUرع
                                                 

844  `a3 ، 7 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’م]}Uا ‘ `a 3و Vfpآ °^mg ،’ Sه�Zc ‘ `a م ’  ، 6و وردت]}Uا Sه�Zc `¯�ZW‘  
845  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’`ZTfUSa ‘ `a7 ، ’`ZTfUا ‘  
b£�Uِب، : إ±bب، أSrّ اqsoU اS£fUرع اb�mfUن w[م اblÅw  :qjr brh اU[م، هqsa X اqjr brhاblÅw :brh اU[م 846

   bsrب عS£r X¯aر

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 39ص ، `§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 289ص،   
847  `a2 ، ’رعS£fUا zr‘  
848  `a5 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ ÓzpsoW qو ه ‘ `a3و ، ’ zّpso� qوه zpsoW XYi  ‘ `a 1و ،’i zpso� و zpsoW XY ‘ `a7و ،

’ zّpso� qو ه zّpso� XYi ‘ ،«lY{Uو ا ’ ÓzpsoW qو ه ÓzpsoW XYi ‘ VrدSmUا àuZUا `a وردت Sf6، 2آ SهSZ�T¾و �� ا ،   

 ÂU¼fUا bذآ Sfآ zl�Z¾ا zl�US\ `a �ZTWو q_hب اbsr رعS£fU1( ا ( `iXi إ\�ى �w °p{إذا ا� «�oUا �pc �ZTW

 �lآX�Uا] VplmjUاVoloyUوا [qjr :، �rÔpW Sr zْwbºlUق وXuUا �Uك إXأ� zّTه�lU)2 ( نXi �w °p{ن إذا ا�X}uUا �pc �ZTW

 `a ورد Sfة ، آXuZUة اbmTUا ÷zّدهPأو zs±bW ات�UاXUواö ³نbmUا : VWÚح،  ، 233: ر�® اSo}Uا `a zرآSºW تSTUS^Uا  

bniا :XYZUا `a Ô§XfU83،84ص : ا ،XYZUا `a لX_hف، 2 /210-208: اb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U30 ،29ص : ا 

   ،71،72ص  : bح �ور ا�Uه½ ،
849  `a2 ،’z}W ]a ‘ ل�w’نX}W ]a ‘ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
850  ،q_hا `a’pcSa® ‘ `a7 ،’®pcأ ®ّ¾ ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’®pcو أ ‘ `a وردت Sfآ z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

uZUا bjأآ à  
851  ®gوا Ôlf�Uل واSYUل واXsofUوا qcSoUوا bTyUا `a لSYUا Xه Sfآ ،Sهbl� Sfla qfsW VwbsfUأي ا VZ}ّf�fUء اSfgPا

آqfs� Sf ه` bl� `aهS، آSmّ�ºfUSت اvab�a ،S¯psa qfc qfs� `�U ..... آSن و�bTهS، واg® إّن و�bTهS واbÆfUور

W أ��TfUل واXsofUا ½{Zو� qcSoUا ½ÈSiو qcSoUاàUا �lUف إS£fUا bÆّW فS£fUوا ،bTyUا vab .... qsoUا ´Uآ�

] أْن [ اS£fUرع qcSa zr ¨�sw Sfla qfsW أو qcSa ½ÈSi أو Xsorل، آzr ¨bl� �la qfsW Sf اXZUا_½ واXÆUازم 

  اSÆUزVr وأ�Xا�¯S، وأدوات اbºUط اÔÆ� `�Uم U [،zlpsa®[اVT_SZU وأ�Xا�¯S و 
852  `a ت�W3و ز ،’zrو XYi ‘  
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`±SfUم    853ا]Uا blÅw brh854، وا      �Zsfw ،VZf£َ�fUء اSfgh855، وا      S¯Zrأّي، و bَl� ،إْن 

.  ، واbf£fUات        و XYiهqُfَsْWَ P Sr856          S و�la qُfَsْWُ P، آblÅ اXsUاzr qr اbYUوف                   

 c qrSsUو§�         وا �pc Vfp}Uا b�³ نXأو§َ½ آ Sr ®ه�Z857    ابbcdا zr ٍصX{yr .858    

                                                                                                                                                 
jr q : مÔÆUوف اb\و ،½{ZUوف اb\و ،bÆUوف اb\  
853  q_hا `a’`±SfUا qsa ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’`±SfUا qsoU وا ‘lY{Uوا« ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا ا�c Sr وردت Sfآ 

z�fUا `a  

 �USs� �UX� `a Sfم آÔ§ qYr `a نSآ VrزS§ طb أداة �mTg إذا `±SfUا qsoUا ﴿ ®}uoih ®�Zu\أ ®�Zu\إن أ  ﴾

dرة اXg اءbg : VWÚء ه�¨ 7ر�® اSZj�gا �sw Pّإ VprSsUوف اbYUSآ �la qfsWٌ Pو qfsW Sfla �p��W Pأ `ÅTZW نSا آ�Uو ، 

bniا �WÔfpUو ،VUSYUا :qlmc zwح اb :290 /2  
854 ]w �rÔ§ qlU�w ، �pT� Sfw b¾��W Sr Xوه ،½p^pU ��psÆa brhم اP �lpc °pرع د�S£r qsa X¯a ،م]USw brhا Srم أ

 qjr brhا :،¨bl� `a b¾¼W Sfآ ،´fpsr ْمb�Y�U  
855  ،Vfpوردت آ q_hا `a’�Zsfw ‘ `a 3 ، 1و ، ’�ZsfU  ‘  
856  `a ت�W4ز ، ’qw qه XYi‘  

 ،VlaSZUا Pو VlaSZUا Srف وXgو zluUوا �mن آSآ Sr Sهbl� S¯la qfsW Pو Sه�sw Sfla qfs� P `�Uوف اbYUا zr ادbfUا 

zr S اbf£fUات Saن آSن S¯w �WbW اSa bÈSf£Uن �blهS¯la qfsW S و�{Xن qYr `a رva أو وأr... وهq وqw وهÔfة

  i}½ أو §b، إPّ أن �qfsW Sr �r]}w �Wb اbcdاب 
857  `a2 ، ’صX{yr �§أو �pc ‘  
858  `a1 ،  ’ابbcdا `a ‘ Vfpل’و وردت آSsahا ‘ Vfpل آ�w’ابbcdا ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 6،  

zr ·�ºr VÅpUا `a qrSsUا  qsoUا )qfِc ( «p^{fUا �aو ،qsoUوا VZ¯fUا �Zsfw ،]ًfc qfsW qfc ،®lfUا bu}w

  اXYZUي، Sr أو§½ آXن b�³ اU{�pc Vfp و§� yr}Xص

 ��Sآb\ zr Vآb\ q}a ،qrSsUا �lpÆW b¾اب أbcdأّن ا ،®¯Wرأ V_]ل، و�SÆfUه�ا ا `a رةSTّ§ دًاX¯§ ةSYZUه� اS§ و��

  � Sfiّإ ��Sr]c zr Vr]c qوآ         `a اXUS¸ظ، و�� أXYpr ر�mّr X¯a رًاXآ�r SًêXopr z}W ®U إن ،VpfÆUا `a qrSsU SًsT� ء�Æ

إbwاهb’  ®lح اqrSsU وbو¸�، وو§� �pfc \�� أن VWbni ا�Zc qrSsUه® �{Sد �{Xن ه` اXYZU آ�p آS� Sfل        

�o^{r ‘ `a ’XYZUء اSl\إ ‘TW ®pa ؟ qrSsUا b¾اب أbcdاب ؟ واbcdا Xه XYZUا xlUه�¨ أ vTّ��W أن Pّإ XYZpU إذًا ·

،qrاXsUا  

 ql{o�pUاوbni :بbsUن اSuU ح وSY{Uا) qfc دةSr (تSoWbs�Uا : ، ÂWbs�Uر�® ا ، `iS§bÆpU1166 ،حb `±bUا :

72/1XYZUء اSl\22ص : ، إ ، VlwbsUا ®pc لX_أ `a VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsUا : zf\bUا �Tc zw bهSmUا �Tc ،`iS§bÆUا

·lmY� ، :�wانbرفراوي زهSsfUدار ا b{r ،: 1983 .  143-141ص ، 
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tofYQن859واfmX�  :      ،يXZsrو `noU} نSwb± ،`nopUSa :860   ،`cSfgِ و ،`gِSl�ِ 

`gّSlmِUSa861  لSmW أن َّ«_ Sr X[24]، و ه    SZUXmآ�ا، آ qfsW �iّ¶a ن آ�اSآ Sr qٌُآ �la :862  

 ٍ�Wو      �863[ُم ز ،`iSjUا `a وِلhا b¾أ °َWرأ SfّU ،   �lpc °َuْ�ِ ،��َّpcِ °َaْbَc864    وbٍfc دار ،

   ٍb}w َبX¾و   . ̀ cSfuU865و ا      َّ«_ Sr Xآ�ا              866، وه qfsW آ�ا وه�ا qfsW ه�ا �la لSmW أن 

                                                                                                                                                 
Levin, Aryeh. Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, pp. 228, 229; Bohas and 

Guillaum, The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, pp. 53-55; Versteegh, The Explanation of 

Linguistic Causes, pp. 95-97. 
859  `a5°^mg ، Vfpآ ’qrSsUا ‘ `a ن’ ، 4و وردتSwb± �pc qrSsUSa‘  
860  `a2 ،Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’نScXi‘ Vfpل آ�w ’نSwb± ‘  
861  Vfpآ °^mg’`cSfgو ‘ `a2 ، 3 Vfpآ °^mgو ،’`gّSlmUSa ‘ `a ت�Wوز q_hأ `a5 �� و «lY{Uا Xو ه ،

 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ  
862  `a3 ، ’´UXmآ‘  
863  `a1 ،’q§م ر]� ‘  
864  `a 6و ، ’�lpc SZu�‘  

 �ql إّن اS£fUف إbÆr �lUور S£fUSwف، و�ql إbÆr �iّور bYwف §mr bٍّ�ر، وهX اU[م، أو zr، أو a`، وإّن 

 bW�m� zlّs�Wوف وbYUه�¨ ا �Zsr zَfّ£� فS£fUا)zr (qjr فS£fpU SًuZ§ فS£fUن اSإذا آ : ®�Sو� ،Ôٍ� بX¾ ه�ا

 ،�W�\ zrِ ®�Sو� ،Ôٍ� zrِ بX¾ ه�ا q_hوا ،�W�\ bW�m� zlّs�Wو)`a ( فS£fUا �la Ssوا� Sًabê �lUف إS£fUن اSإن آ

XYi : �USs� �UX�﴿bٍ¯أ Vswأر Êwّb� ®¯ÈSui zr نXU¼W zW�pّU  ﴾ةbmTUرة اXg :  و  ، 222رقم اآلية﴿lpUا b}r qw q 

bW�m� zlّs�W ®U ] zr  ، وا�a Êwّb� q_h أرVsw أ¯bٍ، و�a b}r اa ، qlpU¶ن33ا�TuU ، ر�® اXg  : VWÚرة ﴾واS¯ZUر 

ٍّ̀ و\�Zsfw VaS±dSa :،«ٍUS{U VTlm اU[م XYi] a`[أو ]  psU بSأي آ� ، «US_ VTlm\ ¨وه� ، `pc بSوه�¨ ه�ا آ� 

 ãopU SًmaاXr S¯la �ZsfUن اX}w V{USyUأى ا V£YfUا �fّu� و Êl{y�Uو ا ÂWbs�Uا �lo� ��Uّه` ا VaS±dو إذا ’ا

 ´Uف، و ذbs� Vabsr �Uإ ��o±أ Vabsr رS_ و SًoWbs� �Zr ½uإآ� �Wز �Uإ ��o±أ SfّU ة وb}i م]Åa �ٍWم ز]� XYi

S{l{y� ½uة إآ�b}i �Uإ ��o±و إذا أ VaS±dSw- وفb\ zr zlab\ �\أ �Zsr �pc نX}� VWXZsfUا VaS±dو ه�¨ ا 

 ،Sibذآ Sfآ zr م      و]Uا Sfو ه bÆUا `a bآ�Wه½ و�Ùّ�ور ا fgور ، وbÆfpU b�³ ®u� Xورة ، وهSÆfpU ورbÆfUا 

XYi ، ذS :،ٍبb� ½ّ± bٌY§ ه�ا  

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح أb :36/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb :350—359 ،ح � وbه½ر�U331—317: ا،  zwا

ÞlsW :118، 119/ 2 ،   
865  `a2 ،’VlcSfuUSa‘  
866  Vfpآ °^mg’ «ّ_ Sr ‘ `a1 ، 3،  
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 870، وأSr  869 إّن اSTUء �bُØÆ و ÔِÆْ�َ ®Uم وZ� zU}½        868 آSZUXm 867وU xlU´ أن ��SÆوز̈    

  873) إن Sء ا© ��Zua 872    �s±Xr `a ) �USsآb¨871: اXZsfUي 

 UifjQب اfgQا  

   ،VlgSlmUا VlnopUا qrاXsUا `a   

          VsTg S¯�ُpf§و ،qfsUا `a q_hا Xوه ،S¯Zr qsoUّن اh و ،Sادهbّ̧ P VlّgSlmِUا SZrÓ��:874  

 ®gوا ،qcSoUا ®gق وا]¸dا �pc qsoU875ا Vّ̄ TºfUا Vo{Uل واXsofUر 877 و876 ا�{fUا 

gPم  ®واS�Uا ®gPف واS£fUا  .  

  YPQا foأt   ̀ a ½{ZUو ا vabUا qfsW �iّSa ،       vabW qsa qآ Óنh ،مSsa vabUا Srّء، أSfghا 

 Saن b¯nrُ z}W ®Uًا     qَsَaَ .880 زXYi ،�lpc Sًr�mّr   :  ٌ�W    879 إذا أ�Zg إ878�lUاSًfg وا\�اً 
                                                 

867  `a1 ، 2 ’ ¨bl� �UوزإSÆ�W آ‘ أن «lY{Uوا q_hا `a وردت Sf  
868  `a3 ، ’´UXmآ ‘  
869  Vfpآ °^mg’½{Z� zU ‘ `a ت�Wو ز ،q_hا `a5 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5، وا z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ ،  
870  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’Srو أ ‘ Vfpت آ�Wو ز’rSsUاq ‘ `a5،   
871  `a ي’ ، 7 ، 6وردتXZsfUا Srأ ‘ `a ي’، 3وXZsfUا ‘ Vfpآ °^mg ي’ وXZsfUا ‘`a 2 ،  
872  `a7 ،’¨bآ�Za ‘ ل�w’¨bآ�Zua ‘  
873  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg3 ، 6،   
874  `a2 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’qrاXc‘  
875  Vfpآ °^mg ’و ‘ `a2 ، 5 Vfpآ °^mg و ، ’ ®gأ ‘ `a1 ،  
876  V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uزٍم –اP qsa zr ·ّا� Sr تXTjUا �Zsr �pc qsoUا �w مS� zfU  ا �pc ]ًf\ vabUا qfsو� ، qcSoUا ®g

وqfs� P اa ½{ZU` اXsofUل �pc �w اÊ�ّh، وU{Z� S¯Zّ}½ اSYUل واÔllf�U، وا�Zj�ufU، وbêف اSrÔUن واS}fUن،    

   S¯Z}Uو qsopU VZWSTr `¯a ،½{Z� P q_hا `a S¯iّh ،V¯Tّºr Vo{Uه�¨ ا °lّfg Sfiّوإ ،�sr لXsofUوا �U لXsofUوا

a qcSoUا ®gا �Tº� `¯a qcSoUا ®gا °¯T1(` و§¯` أ ( وث�YUا )2 (   vfÆUوا VlZj�Uاد واbadوا tli��Uوا blآ��Uل اXTو�

،  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw83/6—81: ا ،qlmc zwح اb :114  --116/ 2 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb : ح  ، 390،391صb

`§S§ÔpU qfÆU180-178ص  : ا ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU326-324ص : ا ، `wbsUا XYZUح، 320،321ص : اb 

`±bU3 /431 : ا   
877  `a3 ، ’ر�{fUل ‘ ا�w’ر�{fUوا‘  
878  `a ت�W3ز ،  ’�pcSa �iّ�w ‘ `a5 ،’�pcSa �iّh‘  
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  Srّإ ،bf£fُa881          ّيXZْfَUSآ z}�ur أو ،°ُpsa `a ءS�USرز، آSw 882  qsَaأ `a 883   ®ّ¾ 884 إّن 

  zlwb± �pc qَsoUا   : ٍّ�s�r :885     ½{ZWَ Sr X886 و ه   w َلXsofUزم و �887  اs  :888    Sr Xوه 

 õ�s�r إqcSoUSw Ê�ّyW889    �U آ�هTُ°، و�fُ°، و��sُت، وا�s�fUي V¾]¾ �pc أ±bبٍ             

                                                                                                                                                 
879  `a6 Vfpت آ�Wز ، ’ qsoUا ‘  
880  `a2 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’�Wم زS� XYi qcSa zr qsopU �w ]a ‘ `a ًا’، 4وb¯nr نX}Wو qcSoUا zr qsopU �w P و‘  
881  ،Vfpآ’ Srّإ ‘ `a °^mg2 ، 3 ، 5 ،   
�w �WbW . ،qjr’®� ‘ qcSoUSa اb��ufU، وهX_ �U xlU Sr Xرة a` اz}fW ]a ãopU ا�w ·^ZU أ_ً[: اz}�ufU اXZfUي 882

 Xم، أي هS�  ّ�pc qjr ،°iأ ¨bW�m� SًwX§و b��ur blf± SZه  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb: 130، 129 ص ،qlmc zwح اb :84/ 1   
883  `a2 ،  ’qsaو أ qsaأ ‘ `a5 ، ’qsoi qsaأ ‘  
884  `a3 ، 2و ،’®pcأ ®ّ¾ ‘  
885  `a7 Vfpى’ ، وردت آ�s�r ‘ Vfpل آ�w’�s�r ‘  

XYi �uoZw �T{Zla bjأو أآ �w لXsor �Uوز¨ إSÆ�W qw ،�pcSow `o�}W P ي�Uا Xي :  ه�s�fUا qsoUا Vr]cو ،VًUSgر °Tآ�

XYi ،�w لXsofUء اSر، وه` ه�{fUا bl� �pc دXs� ءSه S¯w q{�� أن: ½{ZW ي أن�s�fUا qsoUو �ن ا �ُ�mْpَ�ْب أSTUا 

XYi ،�pcSa zc ½ْZُW ®U إن �UXsor :½�}Uِت اbwّ��  

bniا  :q{ofUا ®ÆsfU1 /547ص : ا ،ÞlsW zw7 /62 :ا ، qlmc zwح اb : 451-453/1،   
886  `a و q_hا `a2 ، ’½{i ‘ «lY{Uو ا’½{ZW ‘ `a وردت Sf1آ ¨SZ�T¾و �� �� أ ،  
  ‘ آ£wb° ز�Wا’، �W2ت a`  ز 887
888   XYi bٍ§ فbYw Pّإ �UXsor �Uإ q{W P و ،�uoZw �w PًXsor ½{ZW Pو ،�pcSow `o�}W ي�Uا Xو : ه ،�ٍWÔw رتbr

 XYi �uoZw �UXsor �Uإ q{la bّÆUف اb\ ف�YWُ ��  :     فb\ س \�فSmZW P �iّة أSYZUر اX¯f§ ½ه�r ًا و�Wرُت زbr

 bl� vr bّÆUأْن(و ) أّن(ا ( {�mW qw Sfهbl� vr ف�YUز اXÆW �iّأ �Uإ bÅ_hا Þo�hع، و ذه½ اSfuUا �pc �la b

  XYi ف�YUن اS}r ف وbYUا zlّs� طbºw ،SًgSl� :لXm�a ، ءSlUف ا�\ ¨�Zc زXÆla ،zl}ّuUSw ®َpmUا °ُWbwَ : ®َpmUا °ُWْbَwَ

 XYi ف�YUا ÔÆW ®U ُفbYUا zlّs�W ®U نSa ،zَl}ّuUز: اXÆW ]a ، �ٍWز `a °ُTُف ر��\ )`a (   qه �ٍ¬Zl\ رى�Wُ P �iّh

 bW�m�Uا)�Wز zc °T(أو  ) ر� �Wز `a (  Srّو أ)أن(و ) أّن (     zrط أbºw ، دًاb^r SًgSl� Sf¯sr bÆUف اb\ ز \�فXÆla

qjr xTpU: ُ�وا، ايWَ أن zr °TÆc q_hُ�وا و اWَ أن °TÆc : زم]Uا qsoUأن ا tYTUا q_S\ و ،VَW�Uا اXُ̂ sWُ أن zr

Uا �Uإ q{W و إن SًcSfg Pّإ bÆUف اb\ فb\ ف�\ ÔÆW ®U أّن و أن bl� ورbÆfUن اSإن آ ®ّ¾ ،bÆUف اbYw لXsof

xTpُU zrأ �Zc SًgSl� زS§ و أن Óن أنSآ  

bniا :qlmc zwح اb : 455-458/ 1  

bniا :q{ofUا ®ÆsfU1 /456: ا،   
889  `a1 ،’اعXiأ V¾]¾ ‘  
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 آ�l^cُ°   891: ل و s�rٍ� إbُl� Sf¯liS¾ zlUXsor �U اhو            Xsor890ل وا\ٍ�، آ£wbُ° ز�Wاً       

  ُzlْc Xأو ه Sًfًا دره�Wول 892زh893 ا  ًSfUSc ًا�Wز °ُTuY894 آ  �s�r 895 و¾]¾ �Uإ V  

 َqlcSor896 °fpcم      آ�XmW �� و ،]ً±Sa وًاbfc ًا�W897 ز   �w لXsofU898 ا qcSoUم اSmr     [25]  

  �Zwُ 899إذا  vabla qsoUا �U 900         َ̀ ِ̂ cو ُأ �ٌWب زbِ±ُ ´UXmآ �lUد¨ إSZg¶w   ًSfدره �ٌW901ز 
                                                 

890  `a2 ،’�Wب زb£آ ‘ `a ت ’  ، 5وb{Zآ ‘  
891 a `5 ،’ولhا zc ‘½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و�� أ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

 U�w �WbW´ اSsahل اxlU zlUXsor ½{Z� `�Uّ أ_Sf¯p ا��TfUأ واqjr ،bTyU، أc^� وآSu وvZr وZr» وأpc® و�gل 

         SًwX¾ م]ÅUا °uTUأ `a Sfآ PًXsor bT�sla `iSjUا Sّrوأ �ZsfUا `a ]ًcSa bT�sW ّولhSa ،xTUوأ     `aو     ،VTّ§ ًا�Wت زXuوآ

W�m� �la ½ÆW : S¯la ½ÆW® اa qcSoU` ا�ZsfU، وa` اVUSYU اVliSjU: اVUSYU اhو�U: ه�¨ ا�Zc VU�ufU اSYZUة ¾[¾V أ\Xال

VjUSjUا VUSYUو ا ،�ZsfUا `a لXsofUا ®W�m� :°¬ Sf¯Wّأ ®W�m� S¯la زXÆW : v±اXr V¾]¾ S¯pa �Uوhا VUSYUا Srّأن: أ ،S¯Uأّو 

XYi �ZsfUا `a ]ًcSa نX}W أن zlUXsofUا zr qآ «p_ إذا ´Uو ذ ،xTpUُف اSyWُ : Sf¯liS¾ ،ًوbfc ًا�Wز °l^cأن : أ

  XYi �la رًاX{Yr �ZsfUا `a لXsofUن اX}W :  S¯jUS¾و و ، VًTّ§ Pًّا إ�Wت زXuآ Sr :  ًاblf± �ZsfUا �a qcSoUن اX}W أن

XYi  ًاbهSê Sًfgا �ZsfUا �a لXsofUوا :cأSً£Wأ vٍ±اXr V¾]¾ S¯pa VliSjUا VUSYUا Srّو أ ،Sًfدره ´�l^ : qcSoUن اX}W أن

XYi ،�ZsfUا `a لXsofUا �pc دXsW blf£w ]ً{�ّr �ZsfUا `a : �pc blf£Uد اSsU مâ��ُ XU إذ ،�Tَ\S_ ®َره�Uا °l^cأ

  Sf¯liS¾ و VًTو ر� SًnoU b���r : �la رًاX{Yr Sf¯Zr �ZsfUا `a qcSoUن اX}W أنXYi ، : ًا و�Wز Pّره® إ�Uا °l^cأ Sr

  XYi ،ًاbهSê Sًfgا �ZsfUا `a qcSoUًا و اblf± Sf¯Zr �ZsfUا `a لXsofUن اX}W أن S¯jUS¾ : Srَّا، أb}w ��l^cره® أ�Uا

XYi ،VjUSjUا VUSYUا : ma SًnoU bٍ���r �pc دSc إن blf£USa ،ًا�Wز �USr °l^cأ ، �la لXm� ز أنXÆW ،�USr ًا�Wز °l^cأ �

،VًTٍم ر��m�r �pc دSc  

bniا ql{o�pUو  :`±bUح اb: 135-144 / 4 ،ÞlsW zw67/7--62: ا ،qlmc zwح اb :450-460/ 1 .  
892  Vfpآ °^mg’zlc ‘ `a2 ، 3 q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا ،   
XpmUب وإU�w �WbW Sfiّ´ أSsaل اzlUXsor ½{Z� ��Uّ، وه`، S� zّêل، \u½، زc®، وه�¨ اSsahل ��fّu أSsaل ا 893

 bTyUأ وا��Tr ّولhل اXsofUوا q_hا `a bT� `iSjUل اXsofUّن اP ، ّولhا zlc Xه `iSjUل اXsofUأّن ا S¯la bT�cا

  و_��TfpU Âأ

l{o�pUوqbniا  :zwا ÞlsW :77-79/7 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : ف، 235صb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U243، 242ص: ا   
894  `a2 ،’ًا�wSc ‘ `a 5و ،’]ً±Sa ‘  
895  `a3 ،Vfpي’ ، وردت آ�s�r و ‘  
896  `a3’ zlUXsor ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
897  `a2 ، 3 ،’مSmW �� و ‘  
898  Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a ’�w ‘ `a 3ووردت ، ’�w لXsofUا ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
899  `a4 ، ’لXsofpU qsoUا `Zw إذا‘  
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         ُ°Tu\ بSw `a Pإ ،`iSjUا �Uُد¨ إSZgز إXÆWب   902. وX{Zrو {
903   zlwb± �pc qsoU904: ا  

 و  �iّS إX}W Sfiّن â�s�fpUى آSf ذآh      ib {، اXsofUل SyUSa905    ،�wص ¾[¾S� : Vص و Scم 

  Ôllf�U906ا      ®¯TfpU نX}W Sfiّإ �ih ،907 XYi ،  :   ًS�bc ُسboUا ½Tّ{� و Sًuoi �ٌWب زS¸908  و ،

                                                                                                                                                 
900  `a5 ،Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’vo�bla ‘�w Vfpل آ’vabW ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
901  `a ت�Wد¨ ’، 1زSZg¶w vabla ‘  
902  Vfpت آ�Wز’°fpc ‘ `a2 ،  

iSjUل اXsofUول أو اhل اXsofUا �sr qcSoUا zc بXZW ز أنXÆW ، لX¯ÆfpU `Zwُ إذا zlUXsofU ي�s�fUا qsoUإذا ` وأن ا 

َ̀ fYrُ� درهSًf، وأx: `^c أ_S¯p ا��TfUأ واXm� ، bTyUل إlU zlUXsor ½{ZW Sfr �U] أc^`[آSن اSw zr qsoUب  ^cأ ُ

 bTyUأ وا��TfUا Sf¯p_أ zlUXsor ½{ZW Sfr qsoUن اSإذا آ Srأ ، qlTmUه�ا ا zr ىb�hل اSsahا `a S¯pjrًا و�fYr ®دره

 �Xmل �fYr ®ٌÈS� zêًا وSًfÈS� �ٌfYr zê P، وW P}» أن: zê qjr وأ�Xا�¯XÆW ]a ، Sز إPّ إVwSi اXsofUل اhول Xm�aل 

 ®ٌÈS� ًا�fYr zê  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw7 /64، 63: ا   
903  Vyui `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ5ه Vور� zr b^g b�³ zr اء�T� ، 23 Vر�XUا Ägو �Uط25 ، إX^yfUا q_أ zr ،   
904  `a4 ، 5 ، 7 ، ’zlcXi ‘  
905  `a3 Vfpت آ�Wب’ ، زb±أ‘  
ٍ  أو §o�W ،Vٍpf·     :  اa Ôllf�U` اp^{fU» اXYZUي906 اSYUل           هX اi ®g{bة Zr}Xب �Wآbluo� bًا zr ®¯TfpU ذات

̀ : واVuf� `a Ôlf�U أXrر، اhول iSjUو ا ،®gا Sf¯Zr �\وا qأّن آ :tUSjUوا ،Vp£a Sf¯Zr �\وا qوا\� : أّن آ qأّن آ

  vwاbUة، و اb}i Sf¯Zr : �pT� SfU buor Sf¯Zr �\وا qأّن آ .  

sTg `a نS�b�oWو S¯Uر، أوXrأ V :  VTui ذات أو zr ®¯Tiأ Sr buoW Ôlf�Uوا ،�T\S_ VUS\ buّoW ل أنSYUا `a q_hأّن ا

S¯liS¾ و ، : �pc Sf¯Zr �\وا qآ ÀÆW �� ًا، و�rS§ نX}W أن Ôlf�U `a q{Uو ا Sًm�ºr نX}W ل أنSYUا `a q_hأّن ا

S¯jUS¾و ،�la q_hف ا]� :bÆr رًا وS§ أو Sًabê ���W لSYUأن ا �pc ÀÆW P Ôlf�U و Vlpsa أو Vlfgا Vpf§ ورًا أو

 S¯swو را ،S¯Zr �\وا :   Sr �pc Sfه�\h آ�ًا¼r نX}W ]a Ôlf�Uا Srّو أ ،SًgSl� �prSsU أو �T\S{U آ�ا¼r نX}W �� لSYUأّن ا

S¯urS� ر، وX¯fÆUا �lUدس : ذه½ إSuUوا ، �Zc SًlZÅ�ur نX}W �� لSYUأن ا : �Zc �fW�m� مXmW لSYUأن ا �pc رX¯fÆUا

vwSuUوا ،Sًab{�r نSآ XU و �prSc :  ، ]ً_د¨ أ�s� زXÆW ]a Ôlf�Uا Srّدًا و أ�s�r نX}W ز أنXÆW لSYUأن ا  

bniا �WÔfpUو :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfU203/1: اÞlsW zw70/2: ، ا ،qlmc zwح أb :560/ 1 `a �l¯f�Uا ، 

   ، b : 333 ، 334ح �^b ا�ZUى، 329، 328ص : اXYZU واb{Uف
907  `a6 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’    SًrXW و SًZl\ تbg لXm� لXYUو ا b¯ºUم و اXlUSود آ�YfUو ا °�XUو ا zlYUSآ ®¯TfUSa

 ½uYa ®¯TfUن اS}fUوا VsfÆUم اXW °§bو� ‘  
908  `a7 ت�Wز ، ’ ًSfدره �Wز ½TّY� و ‘  
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  qWÔZ�Uا `a909 ﴿   ًSTlْ أُسbUا qَs�َل         910﴾و اSsaأ `a نX}W SfÓiإ �ih بX{ZfUا bTyUو ا 

Xل �la،    ، و اsofU  914اfU}�ر ( 913 و اSsUم �Ælg Sr �pc ، .912    ،Vuf`ء     �sr911ودة 

، أSrّ اhول، r ½{ِZW qsa q}a}�َر¨ Xgاء      915) واXsofUل �U، و اXsofUل �sr، واSYUل     

، و  Sًwb± °ُwb±918 و ±XYi ، :  ًVwb  917، أو b}iة أو Vabsr   916آSن Sًf¯Tr أو �Yrوداً   

          ًS¸Xg ��wb± XYi ،Sً£Wر أ�{fUا �Zsfw نSآ Sr و ،®ps�َ ي�Uّب اb£U919. ا   

                                                 
909  `a1 ، ’qWÔZ�Uا `a Sfو آ‘  
910  ®Wbr رةXg : VWÚ3: ر�® ا   
911 mg `a لSsaأ ،Vfp5^° آ `a ودة’ ، 4، و وردت�Yr لSsahا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
912  `a4 ، 6 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’�USs� ©ا Sºiا‘  

 ®gم اS¯wd ًاbuor �w ء`§ �� Ôllf�Uن اSإذا آ qw ، VUS\ qآ `a Ôllf�Uا `a ]ًrSc xlU qsoUSa ] د�sUا Ôlf� `a Sfآ

 V\SufUزن واXUوا ql}Uوا [ �Uإ ®¯TfUا ®gPا ´Uذ Xه qrSsUن اSآ]ÔlّffUم ] اS¯wd ًاbuor �w ء`§ �� Ôllf�Uن اSإذا آ Srأ

 �Tب، وS¸ qsoUSw بX{Zr SًuoZa ، Sًuoi �Wب زS¸ qjr qsoUSa ، �¯T أو qsa zr �ZufUا bT�sW qrSsUن اSa ، VTui

 qjr qsoUا : qrSsUب، واX{Zr Ôllf� ًةXwأ Vfp}a ،ًةXwأ ½lّ¸ Xه �la]½lّ¸ [bniا ،V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uا :zwا ÞlsW : 70-

75/ 2 ، VlwbsUار اbgh200-196ص : ا،  
913  `a4 ، ’v±اXr Vuf� `a مSsUو ا ‘ `a وردت 5و ، ’S¯ا�Xن و ا�Sو ه` آ‘  
و�fّuW اXsofUل اp^fU·، هr X}�ر X{Zrب، أو XZW Srب �W ،�ZcآX�U �noU zr qsa �sw bآ�Zsr �l اqsoU، أو  914

  �cXi أو �cد¨، SlTUن 

bniا :q{ofUا ®ÆsfU2 /610: ا ، VÈSfUا qrاXsUان ، ص : اb313زه ، ÞlsW zw2 /45 ،44: ا،   
915  zlg XmUا zlw Sr blو��� ®W�m� كSZه àuZUا bjاآ `a  

  qjr د�sU zlّTfUا �{fUا �w ح   : أرادS£Wو أ �W�Æ� zr د�sUا �lpc qf�ºW SfU ،zl�wb± أو Vwb± ��wb± 916  
917  `a2  ،3 ، 5 ،’ةb}i و Vabsr ‘  
918  `a1 ،’��wb± و Sًwb± ��wb± ‘ `a3 ،’بb£Uو ا Sً�wb± و Sًwb± °wb± ‘ `a2 ،’          Sًwb± ��wb±

��wb± و Vwb±و ‘ `a3 ، 5 ،’Sً�wb± ��wb± و Sًwb± ��wb± ‘ `a 4و وردت ،’Vwb±  أو Sًwb± ��wb± ‘

 ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
q اSjfUل، ±Xuw Sًwb± ��wbٍط، ¾ّ® �a vgّX` اU{[م، �Yٌaف اfU}�ر وأ�fl° ا�rSmr VUÚ واXuUط a` اSjfUل و أ_ 919

  VU³ اb£Uب، 
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 N]V ل�YPZQ920وا،  Sabê Xن 921 هSrÔUف      اbnUSw ½{�ZW �pُن آSrÔUSa ،نS}fU922وا)      ًSf¯Tr

،  و  925 آzlYUS و ا�XU° وا�YfUود آXlUSِم واTfUSa 924    ِqlpU¯®  923) آSن أو �Yrوداً 

b¯ºUا{ل    926Xm� ِلXYUن           927:، و اS}fUوا ،VsfÆUَم اXW °ُ§bو� SًrXWو SًZl\ ُتbg 928  

   °uUت اS¯ÆUSآ ،½uYa ®¯TfUن     929اX}uUSw ار�Uا Ägْو و ،�Zc و ، . YfUا Srّو أ   ]a ،ود�

    zْrِ �U Ó�wُ]`a[930 لXm�   :     �oَp� و �ÆufUَم اSrأ °ُlْÓp_931     ��َYو� ،��َXaو      932، و  ،�ZَlfWو ،

   ]a ،�َ̂ gْو و ،¨�َZcو ،�UَSf933لSmW  :�َÆufUا °lpّ_934   َÄgَو P935، و �ÆufU[26] ا 

                                                 
920 Xم وهSºه zwأ �Zcن، وS}r ٍن أوSrز zr رXآ�r qsa �la qَsِaُ Sr Xه ،½§S\ zwل أS� : �pc qrSc �lpc Äâpgُ Sr

 �Zsr]`a [فbnUا Xن، هSهbw zwل أSوأّن : و� �ih Sًabê ّ̀ fg �la لXsofUٍن، واS}r ٍن أوSrز `a Pّن إX}W P ث�YUا

iواhSw Sً¯lTº� ،لSsaóU ]ًYr نSوف `آbnUن اXlaX}Uا `fّg ا�¯Uو S¯la ءSlhا qY� `�Uل[ اSYr [، S¯la ءSlhل اXpYU  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zwى 2 /41 ،40 :  ا�ZUا b^� حb ، : 320ص ، `±bUح اb : 487/ 1 ،vfpUُح اb :121 

/1 VlwbsUار اbg177ص : ، أ،   
921  `a1 ،’نS}fUن و اSrÔUا Xن، هSabê �la ‘ `a ن’، 5وSrÔUف اbê ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `aو ’Sabê ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا

¨SZ�T¾و �� ا ، q_h ا `a وردت  
922  `a3 ، 5 ، ’ VlabnUSw ‘  
923  Vl�Úا àuZUا `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2 ، 3 ، 5 ،  
924  `a2 ، 6 ،’ `a ،®¯TfUف اbnUSw3 ،’®¯TfUا VlabnUSw ‘  
925  Vfpآ °^mg’qlpUوا ‘ `a و وردت ،q_hا `a2 ، 4 ، 5ورد Sfآ «lY{Uت ، واSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a   
926  `a Ämg كSZص 10ه Ägو zr أ�T� ،107ص Ägو �Uى {109 إ�s�fpU نX}W Sfiّأ �ih ،zr  -- ----`Uو ----  أ 

°�XUم واXlUSود آ�YfUو ا  b¯ºUا {  
927  `a2 Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’XYi ‘ ل�w ’ لXm� ‘  
928  `a ن’، 3و ردتS}fUا Srّو أ‘  
929  `a 3، 1و ،Vfpوردت آ ،  ’V�uUا ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’°uUا ‘ ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
930  `a3 ، ’`a ãoU zr ‘  
931  `a5 ،’¨�Zc و �ِ̂ g و و‘  
932  ،`a3 ،’zlfW و °Y� ق وXa لوSf و  ‘  
933  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’ P ل ‘ و�w’P‘  

 bدون ذآ VlabnUا �pc ½{ZW ®¯TfUن اS}fUل، إّن اXmW ،أن �WbW Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا)`a ( مSrأ `a °lp_ لSmW P أي

 ،��Xa `a P ،�op� `a P و �ÆufUا  
934  `a2 ، ’�ÆufUو ا ‘ `a 6و ،  ’�ÆufUا `a‘  
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  ́ WbY�USw936 لSmW Sfiّو إ    :        °pد� Srّو أ ´WbY�USw �ِ̂ gَو `a أو �ÆufUا `a °lpّ_

 و  ��wb±940 ��دXYi   :   ًSTW 939 ا��dام �pc اqsoU 938 هVpّc X ، وا�YPZQل 937�َa    ، vٌُّgXَNQا�Uاَر

  ِbºّUا VَaSyr °§b�  

                                                                                                                                                 
 Vfpآ ½{i زXÆW P ]�َÆufUا [pcbniود، ا�Yr نS}r �ih ًاbni VlabnUا � :XYZUا `a لX_hاج، : اbg zwh237 / 

  ،299ص : اa �l¯f�U` اXYZU واb{Uف، 1
935  ،Vfpآ °^mg’P ‘ `a2 `a رةSTsUت ا�W7، و ز ،’°lّp_ S£Wل أSmW P و ‘  

Vl، وأ\�bز X}uUSwن zr zl}u�USw zc اfU{Sن ا�ih ®¯TfU ا�U ®gا�q ا�Uار و�ZW}½ abnUSw] وÄgْ [وÄgْ ا�Uار 

       Sr Xه zlّsfU ®gا �ih ´Uوذ ÛsTUا VUÔZfw ��ps§و �fgأ Xي ه�Uء ا`ºUا �w إذا أردت ´WbY�USw ،ÄgَXUو ا ،´WbY�USw

bniء، ا`ºUا `ab¸ zlw :XYZUا `a لX_h1 /243، 242: ا ،`±bUح اb:490/1  
936  Äْgو zlw قboUن [ و اX}uUSw[ ê �Uوhأّن ا ، ´WbY�USw Ägَو و   �saر «{W z}f�r ®gSw xlU و VlabnUم اÔpW فb

 اbYfUآV اS£� Sr Ûsw `¯a zluUف إr `¯a �lU[زU Vr[Vlfg ،     ]وcSa ]Ägًَ[ أو PًXsor �T{i إbl� �U ذyw ´U[ف 

     ]ًfs�ur S¯Zr ءS§ Sr ³ن    اوbmUا `a ورد Sfآ ،�la vgX�r X¯a فbnUل اSfs�g﴿  Vrّآ® أSZps§ ´Uو آ�    Sً^gَ و  ﴾  

 Srدة وSuU : Ägن اbsUب و اSY{Uح:  ، اbni 143: ر�® اbmTU :VWÚة Xgرة ا
937  `a1 ،’�ÆufUا °pد�‘  

 Vfpار’ آ�Uل‘ اSjfUه�ا ا `a bذآ zr �U �ّw ]a ،VlّUXsofUا �pc VwX{Zr ]`a [  `a °Z}gار و�Uا `a °pد� q_hوا

bcSºUل اS� Sfآ ،vgّX�Uو§� ا �pc °a�\ z}Uو ،°lTUا  

 ®Uَر وSW�Uون اbّfا�X§Xs�                       امb\ إذن ّ̀ pc ®}r]آ   

 ،�iاXWد `a دX§Xr bsºUه�ا ا z}Uو Sibذآ Sfآ VWXYZUآ�½ ا bjأآ `a bsºUا bوذآ ،bWb§ ، Xه °lTUا ا�¯U qÈSmUوا 

  ه{�ا، 

SlّY� Pَم وXgØbUَن اX£ُfْ�َام                   أb\ إذن ّ̀ pc ®}r]آ   

bniا ql{o�pUو :b§ انXWدbW :512ص ، qlmc zwح أb : ،bsºUه� اS159 ،456/ 2 `±ّbUح اbه� : وS

،bsºU4 /138 ، 692ا  
938  ،Vfpآ °^mg’Xه ‘ `a2 `a 1، و وردت Vfpآ ،’�lpc ‘ q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
939 Xم ، وهSºه zwا ¨Ó�\و ، �U ابX§ Xوه qsoUا �pc ام��dا Vpc Xه ، ÞlsW zwأ �Zc �oWbs� :ر ا�{fUث ا�YU qُِّpsfُU

Sرآ� و��Sً وcSaً[، واXsofUل X}W P ،�Uن ا�noU bl� zr �la qrSsU وهX اqsoU ا�Uي ��pT وإ�W SfiآVpc b و�cرًا 

،SًZlc P Sً¾�\ نX}W Sfiإ `cا�Uوا ،�U وداع qsoUع اX�XU  

أرSZpgك إPّ ر\Vًf  و�USs� �UX� qjr �T{i bُj}la ﴿ Sr،] أل واVaS±d[أن X}Wن bÆrدًا zr) 1: (وV¾]¾ �U أ\Xال

zlfUSspU﴾Â¯}Uرة اXg  : ،VWÚم،107ر�® اSfه zwرث اS\ لS� Sfر[، وآ�w مXW ¨ارba zr رًا��sr S¯US� [  

®¯Zr VTّ\hوا ®¯Zc °ٌYo{a                 �ِuor ًمXW بSmsw ®¯U Sًsf¸  
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NYo ل�YPZQ941 وا   َVTºyUُء واSfUى اX�gا XYi ،942   bآ�Wو ،)    vr �Zsfw VliS}Uاو اXUا �sw(943 

    VrSsUت اSwX{ZfUا zr ،xrSyUل 944و اfvQن   945: اSlw `946 و ه  ،qcSoUا V¬lه   

                                                                                                                                                 
 �UXma ]Sًsf¸ [ qjr ¨bّ§ qmWو ، �U لXsor �ih بX{Zr :fUا �Uإ °Tة،ذهXp{Uا `a VT�bU �Æu)2 ( Sًabsr نX}W أن

P أ��s اzTÆU : أ_VmoºpU `mW�_ zc «o وأ�Xu أ\�pc SًiSl و�Uي ��pUدW½، و�w [XYi ¨bّ§ bjُ}la : qjr �T{i ØqmWل[

�}��° اSÅ�wء S±brة ا© أو SÅ�wPء : XÆla SًaSز �T{i و§�pc ¨Øb اXuUاء، qjr £أن X}Wن zc)3 (r اSÆl¯Uء 

 ��S±br  

bniت: اSoWbs�Uر�®، :  ا `iS§bÆpU1794 ،XYZUا `a لX_h250/1: ا ،ÞlsW zwى، 54/2-52: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 

 ، b : 126 -129/ 1ح اb :486 -489/ 1 ،vfpُUح اb : 507-514/ 1 ،qlmc zwح اbU±` ، 319-316ص 

VlwbsUار اbgاه� 189-186ص : أX zr bsºUب ، واS�}U369/1: ا  

 Elder, Earl Edgar. Arabic Grammar: inductive method, Cairo: American University in 

Cairo, School of Oriental Studies, 1937, p. 258.  

 940  `a2 ، ’�U SًTWدS�‘  
وa` اSoWbs�Uت �Wآb، هvr [ X[ا�Zsfw VlّsfU ] واو[Xsorل �sr، هX اX{Zr ®gب a : �sw vmW` اp^{fU» اXYZUي 941

�sw رXآ�fUا،SًnoU qsa لXfsr VT\S{fU اوXUا   

«_hا  :qjr �¯Tأ Sr ل، أوSjfUا `a ÂZ{ّfUا bذآ Sfآ qsoUا Xه �sr لXsofpU ½_SZUك: أّن ا ]qlZUت واbg [ و] Siأ

qlZUا bÈSg [ ،Si�Zc v§اbUا Xو ه Sً£Wأ zlّWb{TUه½ ا�r Xا ه�¯a  

bniت:  اSoWbs�U1795ر�®، : ا ،®ÆsfUا VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfU610/2: ا ،VlّwbsUار اbg182ص : أ ،b^� حb 

،179ص. Âl± `�X :1982، دار اSsfUرف، اSmUهbة: ��W�Æ اÞlsW :48/2 ،XYZU اzw، 322ص، : ا�ZUى   

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language, vol. 2, p. 84; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 259. 
942  `a ت�W6ز ،’VuUSl^Uد و اbTUء اS§ ‘  

Slmrس bsWٌف �w ��ر ار�Soع اSfUء a` اbّYr : b¯ZUآzr ãp� Sr V ا�lsUان، وSmW �Zrل: اVTºyU و§aVÅpU :½ºُ�ٌ S¯sf` ا

bniدة، اSWÔUوس: و�° اbsUج اSب و�bsUن اSuU] ½َº� دةSr[  
943  `a رةSTsUت ا�Wاو’، 1زXUا �sw بX{ZfUا Xه ‘ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg7 ، 5 ، 1و ،   
944 hا `a و q_2 ،’مSsUت اSwX{ZfUا ‘ `a5 ،  ’VrSsUت اSwX{ZfUا ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5وا SهSZ�T¾و �� ا ،   
  زa �W` ا�Uار �wb± :SًfÈS° ز�Wًا �SًfÈS، أو zlّw Sr :XYi �ًZsr هV¬l اqcSoU أو اXsofUل XYi SًnoU �w: اSYUل 945

Xgرة ﴾  أو أboiوا §Sslf﴿: اSm�Pق، XYi:  اS§`iSjUء زXYi :،Sً}\S± �W:اhّول، اSm�iPل: وSYpUل أرVsw أ\Xال

أن �{Xن :  Vmّ�ºr ، اStUSjU، و�� أ�pf° ه�¨ اÆr �pc VWÚ`ء اSYUل §�rSة أو lÆr �pc¬¯71ر�® اVWÚ ، : اSuZUء 

XYi، ةb}i :ّوَلhول اhا q�ِأد‘ vwاbUا ، : XYi ، V£Yr ةb}i S¯T\S_ نX}W P أن:﴿Pّإ VWb� zr SZ}pأه Srو  S¯U 

وه` b}iة Slg zr S¯iّh ، VrScق ] �VWb [\Sل zr ] إSa ، ]Pن اVpfÆU ا�sw `�Uّ 208ر�® اbs  : VWÚاء ﴾�Zrرون

 `oZUا 
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̀  947ا�YPZQِل Nm و  ̀  :   §Xاب آÂl، آSf أن اXsofUل X§ �Uاب Uَِ®؟ XYi             ، وه iءS§948  �ٌWز 

   ًSuUS§ ��ُWو رأ ،SًTة     949.راآb}i َنX}� أن S¯Øm\ ل أن      950 وSYUذي ا ·\ zr أّن Sfآ ،

§Sءi` راآS¯lpc S¯r�ّma 954  XYi   :   SًT  953 اSYUل zc اb}ZUة   a ،Vabsr 952¶ن أردت   X}W951ن  

   ،qٌ§ر  

                                                                                                                                                 
XYi ،S¯pWو§½ ��و VabsfUا ãopw ءتS§ ن¶a ،ةb}i نX}� ل أنSYUط اb zrاك : [وbsUا S¯pgك [ و ] أر�¯§ ��Tp¸

 ´��S¸و [iل آ�SYUم اSmr °flدر أ�S{r `¯a °p� ´ ] ر�{fUا qs§و bf±أ �iّإ Pًّا، إ�¯�Ær ��Tp¸و ،Vآb�sr S¯pgأر

 �lpc ]ًlUد  

bniا �WÔfpUت: وSoWbs�Uح، 671ر�® : اb ه½ر� و�U244:  ا ،qlmc zwح أb :528/1 ،VlwbsUار اbg190ص : أ

 ،`±bUح اb : 7-12/ 2 ،لX_hا XYZUا `a :258-267/ 1،  

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 117.  
946  ،Vfpآ °^mg’`ه ‘ `a1 `a ءتS§ ن’، 3، وSlTU Srإ ‘  
947  `a5 ،  ’أو ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’و‘  

948  `a2 ، ’�Wء زS§ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
949  `a7 ،’SuUS§ ا�Wز °Wو رأ‘ً   
950  ،q_hا `a ’نX}W أن ‘ `a ن’  ، 5 ، 2وX}� أن ‘g Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ¨SZ�T¾و �� ا ،q_hاء اX  
951  `a2 ، 4 ، 6 ،  ’نX}� أن ‘  
952 `a 3 ، ’ذا أردت¶a ‘  
953  `a5 ،’ةb}ZUا zr ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
   ، واlY{U» آSf أ¾SZ�Tهa S` ا�lpc ‘2 ، 3 z�fU’و a` اàuZU ا�fUآXرة ‘ S¯lpc’ اq_h، في 954

S¯Zr ىbأ� v±اXr `a S£Wة أb}ZUا zr لSYUو���` ا: ،®¯£sw اءةbmآ ،Â_Xw V_X{yr °iSءه® ﴿ إذا آS§ SّfUو 

Â_XUSw �{l{y�U وهX اSÆUر واbÆfUور ] آ�Sب[ ، \Sل zr 89ر�® اXg  : VWÚرة اbmTUة ﴾ Sّ��{rآ�Sب �Zc zrا ©

 zr]© ا�Zc [bcSºUل اX� �lpcو  

 �U °َTْÆ�gوا Sً\Xi âِرب SW °َlْÆّi                    a bٍ�Sr ٍ́ paُ `aSًiXYºr ®ّlUا `  

 ãopa ]SًiXYºr [Vfpة ، وه` آb}ZUا zr PًS\ vو� tl\ ]´pa [ �UXmw °o_و S¯iة أb}ZUا zr لSYUء ا`Ær غXg ي�Uوا

]b�Sr [�USs� �UX� qjr VaS±¶w Vً_X{yr °iSإذا آ ´Uوآ� ،VabsfUا zr °wbma ﴿ ،اًءXg ٍمSWّأ Vswأر `a zlpÈSupU ﴾

 °p{a رةXg : VWÚ10:ر�® ا{yr ،  qjr �lUف إS£r bl� لXfsfw V_X :،ًا�W� كXب أ�b± zr °TÆc  ًا�W�ºa

 zr لS\]بb± [كXأ� Xوه qcSoUا `a qfsUSw �_S{��P  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح اb :536-538/ 1VlwbsUار اbg 195-190ص : ، أ ،XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uف اb{Uص: وا

  ،S zlّsr qÈS� zc :183ه� اbsi P tl\ ،bsºUفbح اqlmc zw ، واX zr bsºUاه� 309-327
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  bcSºUل اX� �lpc 955 و  ، 

� qٌp¸ Sًº\Xr َةÔّsU®ُW��ur ®َYgأ ُّqآ ¨Soc                 ®ٌW�956  

  twfPQا qr957 :إ  q958 آ            �WازXW أي �pِsaِ zْrِ qُsoْWَ �pc يbÆWو qَsَaَ zْrَ ات�U ·ّ�ُا ®gا 

     ��SZ}gو ��Sآb\ `a959  X960 و ه    qfc qfsW 961    �lpc ىbÆW Sr 962     ُل أوSYUا �w �َWإذا ُأر ،
                                                 

955  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’bcSºUل اX� ‘  
956  ،qp¸ Sًº\Xr VlّfU ،�WXTlg ¨�ºiو �� ا ،¨Ôّc blj}w وفbsfUا ،zf\bUا �Tc zw bljآ[م آ zr °lTUه�ا ا

 `a `زو�bfUواVgSfYUح اb ،ه{�ا bآ�W ،  

qp¸ Sًº\Xr VlّfU                      qُpyِUا S¯rXgآ�ّن ر   

 ،VÅpUا]qp¸ [Sً{�S `mw Sr Xرض-هhا zc Sًso�br رزًاSw ر - أيSW�Uر اS¾³ zr ]Sًº\Xr [ �psa qcSa ®gا] Þ\أو

 §Vp� vf، وه` bu}w- S¯w �ºÅ� ViS^w اSyUء و�a» اÚم] �qpِ[إذا �[ zr أه�p، أو _Sر X\XpU SًZ}urش ] اÔZfUل

  .أ§Xoن اXluUف

\Sل ��Tr :       ،Vr�mrأ Xabr b�¼rع، �Yfw :Sº\Xrوف �mr bTّ�م، و¸S§qٌpر bÆrور ÔّsU [ ·ps�rة: [ اbcdاب

¯¬lÆr غXg ي�UواS®W�� ،ةb}ZUا �pc bTyUم ا�mّ� Xه ´Uغ ذXg ي�Uإنّ  ا ql� و ،S¯lpc S¯r�m� ةb}ZUا zr : qp^U Vo_

Soc ،Sً{l{y� S¯Tu}W ´Uوذ VaX_Xr S¯iXة آb}ZUا zr لSYUا ÀÆr غXg ي�Uل إن اSmW أن z}fWض، : ¨ وSr qsa

qآ ،�w لXsor ½{i qYr `a blf± ءS¯Uوا :®Ygة، أbهSnUا Vfّ£USw عXabr qcSa :®W��ur ،�lUف إS£r :Vo_  

 ½{i �la ه�SºUوا ]Sًº\Xr [PًS\ رتS{a فX_XfUا �pc °r�mّ�a qp^U Vo_ �p_ن أSل، وآSYUا �pc  

bniا ql{o�pUب: وSآ� :�WXlg :123/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : bsºUه� اS105331، ص ،VgSfYUان اXWح دb :

·lmY� ،`زو�bfpU :ةbهSmUا ، Vf§b�Uوا ÂlU��Uا VZÆU ،م]uUا �Tcو zlrا �f\1825/4، 1760، 1664 . 1951: أ ،

STióUري، : أbgار اVlwbsU، 492/2: اÊÈS{yU، 50/2 :اÞlsW zw، 24 ص، S7ه� اbsºU : �ور ا�Uه½ bح

   147ص، 
S ا�ّ· S� zfU qsa zrم �Zsfw �w ا�YUوث، و_zr ��Ål اjU[¾` اbÆّfUد qٍcSa �pc، هa :r X` اp^{fU» اXYZUي 957

 ،b�Úا qT� Sr buوآ VrXf£r ®lfw رعS£fUا VÅl_ �pc `¾]jUا bl� zrو  

bniت: اSoWbs�Uرّ±`، 174ر�® : ا zwح اb :413/3 ،`wbsUا XYZU209ص : ا ،  
958  `a2 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’ Xه‘  
959  `a1 ،6 ، ’آbYUا `aتSZ}uUت و اS ‘  

`a Sfآ �aوb\ د�c `aو ،S¯Tl�bو� ��SZ}gو ��Sآb\ `a �cرS£r vr qcSoUا ®gازى اXWو ’½�}W ‘ `aو ½�Sآ ’

  وbu}Zr bu}ZW ،`a، وp^Zr ·p^ZWُ· ، وه{�ا w}bف اXi zc bnZUع اbYUف أو Xiع اbYUآby�uW ‘،Vج by�urج

bni ا ql{o�pUى:  و�ZUا b^� حb : ح � و، 379صbر�U385ص : ه½ ا ،ÞlsW zw68/6:ا ،`±bUح اb :

413/3   
960  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’�iّ�a ‘  
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   XYi ،لSTm�gPا  :     ُvablُa وًاbfc �rُ]� رٌبS± �ٌWبْ    963زbِ£ْWَ Óأن Sfآ ،½ُ{ZWُ964 و 

 ،´U965آ�     Äma vabla ،�rُ]� ®ٌÈS� �ٌWمُ  966 و زXmُlَآ ،  .  

 �U 969اِت zْrَ و�lpc vَ�َ اqُsoU، وهqsَoWُ qَfc qُfsW Xُ       968، آq اg® ا�·Ó  967و إqr ا�YPZQل

 XYi �psa zr  :    لXm� Sfآ �wُSY_ُم أbَ}r �ٌWز : ٌ�W970ز     ،qWÔZ�Uا `a و �wُSY_ُم أb}Wُ ﴿  ´Uذ

   fÆr ٌمXW ُسSZUا �U ٌعX ﴾971)    ُسSZUا �U vُfÆWُ َمXWُ 972). أي    

S�gّ�ZQا SPzQ973 ا:  
                                                                                                                                                 

961 °^mg Vfpآ ’qfc ‘ `a5 ،  
: أن اg® اS£W qcSoUف إXYi ،�UXfsr `U:  أي �psa qfc qfsW ا�Uي اّ�· �Zr، وSoW z}Uرق اa qsoU` أzWbr اhول962

`iSjUٍو واbfc رُبS± �ٌWز :�Zc b���fUا qcSoUا ®gل اXfsr أنXYi ��WXm�U bÆّUم اP �lpc q���  : ٍوbfsU ربS± �ٌWز

  XÆW ]aز زb± �Wب أو b£Wب bfsUو

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 379ص   
963  `a3 ، ’va b�a ‘ `a رةSTsUت ا�Wن أو ��ًا’  ، 4و زÚا‘  
964  ،Vfpآ qfs�uW q_hا `a’بb£W ‘ `a 1و ،Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’qfsW ‘ `a رةSTsUت ا�W5و ز ، ’b£WبUأو � ‘rz 

VmwSuUا VpfÆUا zc ®pّ}�W �ih qfsW ‘SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
965  `a5 ، ’´Uآ� qfsW و ‘  
966  `a4 Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’Äma‘  
و�� �Wآa b` اSr ،VlaS}U ا�ّ· zfU ،qsa zr و��lpc v، و_zr ��Ål اXsor �pc `¾]jUل : اg® اXsofUل 967

bَy�urُج، وأ�a ¨br / ع VrXf£r ®lfw وqT� Sr «�a اb�Ú آbَyfُج آb£fوب، و��Ål_ �pc ¨bl� zr اS£fUر

bniا ،qcSoUا brاط، آ�bhوا qfsUا :`±ّbUح اb: 427/3   
968  `a2 ، ’·�ّºr ‘  
969 ، �Zr ذX��r �ih ، لX¯ÆfUا `ZTfUرع اS£fUا qfc qfsW لXsofUا ®gأن ا �WbW  

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb : 98/ 2،   
970  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’�Wز ‘  
   103: ر�® اXg :VWÚرة هXد 971
972  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg3 ، 5 ، 7.  
[  اg® اSr �pc qcSoU أ�ّ· P qsa zrزٍم S� zfUم �w ا�Zsr �pc qsoU اXTjUت، و �Wّل: a` اp^{fU» اXYZUي 973

) ÂUS)1 اg® اa qcSoU` أXrر ّ��و�ّ�ل اVo{U ا�pc V¯TّºfU اXTjUت وا�Uوام، واVo{U اy� V¯TّºfU] اÆ�Uّ�د وا�YUوث 

 qjr ،ىbÆ� رةSو� ، ��SZ}gرع وS£fUت اSآb\ �pc يbÆ� P رةS� S¯iك:أ]ÂٍWbêو zٍu\[ نSWرSÆW P Sf¯iّى أb� Sfآ

bُ̄ وS¸ [،bُfُ£Wهb و±brS:[وqjr ] zُuُYW و bُ^Wُف[،  ^W ،نSWرSÆW Sf¯i2(إ ( qcSoUا ®gت، واXTjUا �pc ل�� S¯iّأ
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        XYi ،�psa zr qُsoْWَ �pc يbÆW P Sr `وه  :     °ّ̄ Tُِو ،zuَ\َ و ®Wb[27]آ®gSw 974 qcSoUا 

S¯َّiأ `a  :      vfÆو� �ÓZj�975     tÓi¼و� b976، وُ��ّآ     qfs�َ 977، وآ�ا         ®ٌWbآ �ٌWل زXm� ،S¯psaِ qfc 

ُ̄�، آXm� Sfل       ، و �Tُu\ ÂWb، و\       Sw³978ُؤ¨ ، وbََُف \�Tُu،     979آbَُم Sw³ُؤ̈  :   zu و§

    ،�ُ̄   و\zuُ و§

                                                                                                                                                 
أن اg® اX}W qcSoUن SfpU±` وSYpUل وSTm�g]Uل ، ه` X}� Pن SfpU±� اv^mZfU و �W) 3 ( ®U SfU Pل �pc ا�YUوث ،

 ، `iSjUا �§XUا zc ÀSi �§XUت، وه�ا اSo{Uب اSw `a q_hا Xوه�ا ه ،®Èا�Uل اSYpU نX}� Sfiّو إ ،vmW)4( أن

َُ̄� \m�W P S¯UXfsr ]zُuَّ�م Xm� P ،S¯lpcل  ] ز�W أS± ُ̈Swرب[وXÆWز a` اg® اqcSoU أن �XmلZw}½ اXU§�، ] ز�W وْ§

 qcSoUا ®gف ا]yw qsoUا zc عba Xي ه�Uا qcSoUا ®gا zc عba S¯i¶a ،عba zc Sًcba S¯iX}U ،Vo{Uا Âs£U ´Uوذ

 ،qsoUا Xوه q_أ zc Sًcba �iX}U ،يX� �i¶a)5 (،SًlTTg qw ،SًlTZ§ن أX}W P S¯UXfsr أن 

V¯TºfUا Vo{Uا Vر�Sor ¨X§و zrع وSÆ XYi ،زم]Uا qsoUر ا�{r zr Pّغ إS{� P V¯TºfUا Vo{Uأن ا ،qcSoUا ®gP 

 Sfآ ،qٍرب و³آS£ى آ�s�fUر ا�{r zrو �cSو� xUS§و qزم آ�ا�]Uر ا�{r zr غS{la qcSoUا ®gا Srأ ، zu\و

 ، ´USr zwل اS�  

bٍ±SYU زٍمP zr S¯�ُXْ_َه                     وSnUا qlf§ ½ِpmUا bهS^آ b  

�WÔfpUو :`±bUح اb :431/3 ،qlmc zwح أb :112-117/ 2 ، XYZUا `a لX_hت، 1 /161-153: اSoWbs�Uا :

bح �^ÞlsW :81/6 ، b اzw ، 547 ،546ص : اa �l¯f�U` اXYZU واb{Uف، 98/2 ،97: هvf اX¯Uا vr، 1075ر�® 

   ،391-389ص : ا�ZUى

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 1, pp.1674-1679.  
974  `a1 ،’®gPSw °ّ̄ T z}U و ‘ `a2 ، 3 ،’®gSw °ّ̄ T z}U ‘  
975  q_hا `a’vfÆW و `ZjW ‘ `a6 ،Vfpآ °^mg ، ’vfÆW ‘ `a 5، 3 ، 2و وردت ، ’vfÆ� و `Zj� ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 `a 5 ، 3 ، 2وردتSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،   
976  q_hا `a’ti¼Wو bآ�Wو ‘ `a5 ، ’bو �ّ�آ ti¼� ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a 4- 2و’ ti¼� و bو �ّ�آ ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ àuZUا Vlmw `a وردت  
977  `a5 ،’qfsW ‘ `a3 ،’qfs� و آ�ا‘  
978  `a2 ، ’¨Xwأ ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’¨ؤSw³ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
979  `a2 ، ’¨ؤSw³ ®Wbآ ‘ `a1 ،’¨Xwم أb}ّW ‘  
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 وه�pِsa qfc qُfsW X إذا      �981  هX اgP® ا�Uي ا�ّ· �Zr اqsoU، و _�ر Zc     980:ا�zZQر 

   ًSiÓXZr نS982آ XYi ،  :         لXm� Sfوًا، آbfc �ٍWٍب زbْ±َ zr °ُTÆc :983     أن zr °TÆc 

                                                 
980 VÅpUا `a ر�{fUا :�{� `�Uا Vfp}Uا q_ر أ�{fUا qlpUر ا�_ qjr ء` qر آ�_ �Zrل وSsahادر اX_ S¯Zc ر

و_�ر اS¯ZUر وSmW �Zrل _�ر ا�ih ®¯uU ا�mّ�fUم إذا رr`، و �WXTlg �lfuW ا�YUث واS¾�YUن، S¯iّh أ\�اث اSfghء 

 ،S¯¾�Y� ��Uا  

Uن إXWb{TUه½ ا�a ،qsoUا zr ·ّ�ºr ر�{fUر، أو ا�{fUا zr ·ّ�ºr qsoUا qه�·ّ�ºr qsoUر،  أّن ا�{fUا zr 

اfU}�ر هX اv±XfU ا�Uي �ّ}�ر �Zc اr �fّu� Sfّpa qwd}�رًا دّل �pc أ�iّ �� ) 1(واXU��gا �pc ذVsTuw ´U أو§�، 

 qsoUا �Zc 2(_�ر ( ،�ÓlmfpU q_أ ·p^fUأّن ا Sf}a ،zlّsr نSrز �pc Øل�W qsoUوا ، ·p^r ٍنSrز �pc Øل�W ر�{fUأّن ا

،qsopU q_ر أ�{fUا ´U�}a )3 ( أن ½Æla ،zlZ¾dا qT� ،�\ء وا` �pc Øل�W ر�{fUوا ،zl¬l �pc Øل�W qsoUأّن ا

،qsoUا qT� ر�{fUن اX}W )4 (   ًاbm�or نX}W Srو ،®gPا zr �U �ّw P qsoUوا ، qsoUا zc `ZÅ�uW Xوه ، ®gر ا�{fUأّن ا

 آSن X    ½§XU Sًm�ºrأّن اfU}�ر U)  5(إbl� �U¨ إbl� �U¨ ، وX}W Pن �uoZw، أو�w �Uن X}Wن X}W P Sfّr Sًcbaن bm�orًا       

أن �Wلa Sr �pc Ó` اzr qsoU ا�YUث واSrÔUن ، آSf دUّ° أSfgء اzlpcSoU وا�pc zlUXsofU ا�YUث ،W ®U Sfّpa{z اfU}�ر 

،qsoUا zr Sًm�ºr xlU �iّدّل أ ،´Uوا\� ،و) 6( آ� zٍZg �pc يbÆW أن ½§XU qsoUا zr Sًm�ºr نSآ XU ر�{fUأّن ا ®U

      qsoUأن ا �pc س، دّلSZ§hا bÈSg ر ا��[ف�{fUا Âpا�� Sfّpa ،zlUXsofUوا zlpcSoUء اSfgأ Âp�y� ®U Sfآ Âp�yW

 ،�Zr ·�ºr )7 ( ى أنb� Pأ ، qsoUا zfّ£�W P ر�{fUر، وا�{fUا zَfّ£�W qsoUَب[أّن اb±َ [ �lpc ل�W Sr �pc ل�W

وإذا آSن آ�U´، دّل �pc أن اfU}�ر أ_q ، واba qsoUع ] َب±b[�W Pل �W Sr �pcل �lpc ] واbْ£Uب] [اbْ£Uب[

   S¯Zr،  ة�lpc ، و_Sر ه�ا آXmi Sfل a` اhواi` اzr V�X{fU اba S¯i¶a ،V£ّoUع S¯lpc، وX� �rذ

أّن اfU}�ر Øq�sW ) 1( وأSrّ اU{XlaXن �aهXTا إ�U أّن اfU}�ر X��rذ zr اqsoU واXUّ��gا �pc ذV¾]jw ´U أو§�، 

la}» اfU}�ر ] �Sوم �XاØq�sla]Sًr اfU}�ر �cP[ل اXm�a ،qsoUل ] �qsoU]SًrSl� °f، وXm� ��ّY{U «{Wل �cP[ل ا

 ، �lpc عba �iّأ �pc ّل�a ،qsoUا VYّ{U)2 ( لXfsfUا VTر� qT� qrSsUا VTأّن ر� ّ́  Pر، و�{fUا `a qfsW qsoUأن ا)

3 (Tأّن ر� ّ́  Pو ،qsopU ًا�lآX� bآ�W ر�{fUأّن اX� �r ر�{fUّل أّن ا�a ،�ِّآ¼fUا VTر� qT� �َّآ¼fUا Vذ، qsoUا zr  

واSr «lY{U ذه½ إ�lU اXWّb{TUن أّن اfU}�ر أ_fUSa ،qsopU q}�ر �Wل �pc زSrن p^r·، واW qsoUّ�ل �pc زSrن 

  YZUا zr رX¯f§و �WXTlg ½ه�r Xوه�ا ه qsopU q_ر أ�{fUا ´U�pa ،�lmfpU q_أ ·p^fUأّن ا Sf}a ،zlّsr Xة، ه�ا هS

 Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا �lUذه½ إ Sfآ Si�Zc «lY{Uا  

bniا �WÔfpUب: وS�}U4/ 82، 81:ا ،vrX¯Uا vfه½، ، 186/1: ه�Uح �ور اb 381،382 ص، ،ÞlsW zw110  ا ،

111/1 ،VlwbsUار اbg176-- 171: أ ،qlmc zwح أb :79،80/2 ،vfّpٌUح اb :100، 105/1 ،Ô§XfUا XYZUا `a :

̀ ، X_  :162، 163/ 1ل a` اXYZUاh ، 33ص  ±bUح اb : 399، 400/ 3  ، `a فS{ihا    zlw ف]yUا qÈSur

zllaX}Uوا zlWb{TUا zlWXYZUر : ا STihيا  ، zW�Uل اSfآ`wأ zw �fYr zw zf\bUا �Tc تSآbTUا  ̀ wأ �lsg ،  ·lmY� :  

�lfYUا �Tc zW�Uا `lYr �fYr ، ةbهSmUا، VrSm�gPا VsT^r :1945. VU�ufU28  ر�® ا 
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:   b986     XYi ،SًwX{Zrك اXsofUل    S£Wف إ�U اqcSoU و�Wُ    985 زbfc �ٌWوًا و ��     b£Wَ984بَ 

     âدق zr °TÆc987   فS£W �� َب، وXjUِر اSَّ{mU988 ا        SًcXabr qcSoUك اb�Wُل، وXsofUا �Uإ 

 XYi :   ُد]ÆUا âÊpUِب اb± zr °TÆc .      �USs� �UX� `a Sfآ Sfأ\�ه bك ذآb�W أو  ﴿، 989و

     ٍVTÅur ٍم ذيXW `a ٌمSs¸991  - 990﴾إ   

﴿ ًSfl�W ﴾992     �USs� �UX� 993 و  ﴿  zr ®994وه   ِTpَ�َ �sw    نXTpِÅlg ®ِْ̄ ﴾995     ا��[ف �pc �§X�r 

zlاَء�bmU996ا ،  

                                                                                                                                                 
Levin, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, p. 256; Howell, Arabic Grammar, 

vol.1pp1514, 1515; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 110; Versteegh, 

The Explanation of Linguistic Causes, pp. 72-85.  
981  `a6 Vfpت آ�Wز ، ’qsoUا ‘ `a1و ،’qcSoUا �Zc ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
982  Vfpت آ�Wو ز’SًaS£r أو ‘ `a1،  
983  `a1 ،’لXmW Sfآ ‘ `a ت�W2و ز ، ’°TÆc ‘  
984  q_hا `a’بb± أن ‘ `a3 ،’بb± أن zr لXm� Sfآ ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a ب’  ، 7 ، 5 ، 4 ، 2وb£W أن ‘

½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ àuZUا Vlmw `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا   
985  Vfpآ °^mg’�� ‘ `a7 ،   
986  `a2 ،’�w لXsofUا ‘ `a5 ، 7 ، ’لXsofUك اb�la ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
987  `a5 ، ’رS{mUرق ا ‘ «lY{Uر’واS{mUدق ا ‘fآSSهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a وردت   

b{ّmfUر واS{ّmUا �Zrر¨ ودّ�� وXّ\ رة ، أيS{�ِ َبXjUا bَ{�  : �iّh بSljpU رXّYfUا zr Vs^mUه` ا `�Uة اb{mUSw S¯�ّ�W

bniا ، ½ºyUح: اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU] :b{� دةSr [  
988  ،Vfpآ °^mg’فS£W �� ‘ `a و ،q_hا `a2 ، ’فS£W أو ‘ `a وردت Sfوآ q_hا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{U5و ا 

  ‘و �� S£Wف’ ، 7، 
989  `a1 ، 6 ، ’qّ§ و Ôّc �UX� و ‘  
990  Vfpت آ�Wو ز ’ Vwbmr ذا ‘`a 15 ،  
991 �pTUرة اXg :VWÚ14: ر�® ا  
992 �pTUرة اXg :VWÚ15: ر�® ا   
993  `a6 ،’�USs� �UX� Srّو أ ‘ `a4و ، ’�USs� �UX� `a و ‘ ،Vfpآ °^mgو ’�USs� �UX� ‘ `a3 ،  
994  ، Vfpآ °^mg’zr ‘ `a5 ،و `a رةSTsUت ا�Wرض﴿، 3 زhا �iأد `a ومbUا °Tp� ®U ا ﴾   
   2: ر�® اXg :VWÚرة اbUوم  995
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 اiSjU`،              و         998 آqُ اgٍ® ُأ±Âَl إ�U اa b�³ ®g¶ّن اhوَل ØbÆWَ      997: اqrs اf�ZQف

 �fّuW999  �lUإ SًaS£r ورbÆfUو ا ،SًaS£r ØرSÆU1000 ا  zlwb± �pc VaS±d1001:، وا  

ه` a` ا�Zsfw ½USÅU      و  .   �SًoWbs أو �VWّXZsr1002    ًS{l{y أي �lorة a �Zsr` اS£fUف       

       XYi ،zrِ �Zsfw م، أو]Uا :       VlّnoU و ،Vٍ£ّa ®ُ�Sو� ،�ٍWُم ز]�  :   qcSoUا ®gا VaS±وه`، إ

  XYi S¯pcSa �Uإ V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uوا �UXsor �Uرُب:  إS± 1003ه�ا    zُuَ\ �ٌWو ز ،�ٍWز 

�ِ§XU1004ا         ̀ iXiو zَWXZ�Uا ½�Ss�ُ VaS±d1005، وا    vfÆUوا VlZj�U1006 ا      ّWXِZsfUا `a Ó�wُ Pو ، V

    zr فS£fUا �WbÆ� zr1007 فb\ 1008      VlّnopUا `a لXm� و ،ÂWbs�U1009:  ا  ،�ِ§XUا zُuYUا 
                                                                                                                                                 

�ow» اSlUء fUSa}�ر S£rف إ�U اXsofUل اSmr ®ÈSmUم اqcSoU وذآXTpÅlg ( bن (w£ّ® اzlÅU و ) a) °Tّpِ�ُ¶ن b�ٌئ  996

S£rف إ�U اqcSoU وذآTp� ( b¯®(w£ّ® اSlUء fUSa}�ر) XTpَÅlُgن (�ow» اzlÅU و ) Tَpَ�َ° (اb�r qcSoUوك وإن b�ٌئ 

   اX�fUا�bة،تzr °ulU اbmUاءا) XTpÅlgن(و±ّ® اSlUء a` ) °��ow )Tp» اa zlÅU` ةاXsofUل b�rوك، اbmUاء

bniا  :`ouZUا bluo� :]qWÔZ�Uارك ا�r[وتblTw ، VlfpsUا ½�}Uد ، دار اXfYr zwا �f\أ zwا© ا �Tc ،`ouZU2001:  ا .

300 /2 .`iSsfUروح ا ، `iSjfUا vTuUوا ®Wb}U³ن اbmUا bluo� `a : zW�Uب اS¯ q£oUا `wأ ، `gXUhد، اXfYr �lّuUا 

  . �Tc `pc ، ·lmY� :1994 .19/11 اSTUري Vl^c، دار اU{�½ اblw VlfpsUوت
997  Vfpآ °^mg ’®gPا ‘ `a3 ، 7 `a ف’ ، 5 ، وS£fUا ®gل ‘ ا�w’فS£fUا ®gPا ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 q_hا  
998  q_hا `a ’bÆّ� ‘ `a 5 ، 3و ، ’bÆW ‘ `a رة، 4وSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’Wم ز]� XYi�‘  
999 `a 2 ،Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’`fّg ‘ `a5و ، ’�fّu� و ‘ Vfpل آ�w’�fّuW ‘ q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

1000  `a5 ت�Wز ، ’�Wم ز]� XYi ‘  
1001  `a3 ، 7 ،’zlcXi �pc ‘  
1002  `a4 ، ’Srّأ ‘  
1003  Vfpه�ا’آ ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a V^�Sg2 ، 3 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،   
1004  Vfpآ °^mg’�Wز ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a2 ، 4 ، 7 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،   
1005  ،q_hا `a’نXiو ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ،’`iXi و ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1006 iXiو zWXZ�Uا Ämu� VaS±dوه�¨ ا� vfÆUوا �ZjfUا  vf�Æ� ]a ،نXZfUا ®gPا SZo±ذا أ¶a ، S¯Zr ٍء` vr qjr  :

]®p� [ SZp�]�fYr ®p� [VZW�fUا XfUScو �fYr Sfp� ، لXm�a Sf¯iXi °a�\ ®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§ أو �ZjfUا Âl±إذا أ ´Uوآ� ،

  �wون اXZUن Úن اzWXZ�U و�iXi ا�ZjfU واvr vf�Æ� P vfÆU اa VaS±d` آVfp وا\�ة ،

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :35-37/ 2 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb : 358 ،357ص،   
1007  `a2 ، 5 ، ’zc ‘ Vfpل آ�w’zr‘  
1008  `a1 ،’وفb\ ‘  
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، وXÆW Pز     1012 اS£Uرُب اXÆW 1011 ِq§bUز  [28] زWٍ� و   1010واS£UرSw زWٍ� واS£UرXwا 

�ٍWرُب زS£U1013.ا  

qrsم  1014 اf�Qا :   ®gPا X1015ه ُ½{ZW ي�Uّ1016 ا  َÔllf�U1017 ا  ®â� �ih 1018  zc َ̀ ZِÅ�gSa 

   ̀ £�mW Xوه VaS±d1019ا    d ًاÔllf�         ٍءSlأ Vswأر �\�w �rSf� و �rS¯w   :    XYi ،zWXZ�USw:1020 

      XYi VlّZj�Uن اXZw و ،SًwSYg Vٍ\ء ��ُر راSfuUا `a Sr  :   انXZr ي�Zc1021   انÔlo� و ،SًZfْg 

      XYi vfÆUن اXZwًا وÓbwُ :1022    XYi VaS±dSw و Sًfون درهbºc   :   ]ًuc ¨¼ُpr `U)   `U و

 �pُjr1023]ً§ْوه    )   ِر bَWدSmr ولhا V¾]jpU لSmW 1024:̀ و     ،qُl}Uزُن، واXUو ا ،Vُ\SufUا 
                                                                                                                                                 

1009  `a3 ، 4 ، ’VlّnoU `a ‘ `a1 ،’VlّnopUا VaS±dا `a ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1010  `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ،’�Wا زXwرS£Uوا‘  
1011  `a 5وردت Vfpز’، آXÆW ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a °^mg5و z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
  ‘ \zu\ �pc ]ًf اXU§�’، 7 اSTsUرة a` وز�Wت 1012
1013  `a رةSTsUت ا�W7و ز ، ’ VoّyUم ا�sU ‘  

 S¯w آ�U Sr ´U® �أن X}Wن اS£fUف إpYr �lU]  اVaS±d اaVUS\  VlnopU`[a` اS£fUف ] أل[ dّن اbºUط §Xاز د�Xل 

واS£fUف �w [ xlUل[U �pYr xl] ز�Æ]�W اS£fUف إz}Wi �lU اS£fUف �Zjr أو Vr]g vf§ ScXfÆr وa` ه�ا اSjfUل 

bniا ،Vr]g vf§ عXfÆfw Pو  ً�Zjfw :qlmc zwح أb :38، 39/ 2  
1014  `a3 ، 7 ، ’مS�Uا ®gPو ا ‘  

zWXZ�USw ، واVaS±d ، أو XZwن :  هX اgP® ا�Uي �rSf�U ½{i ، أي zc �ÈSZÅ�gP اVaS±d، و��w �rSfرVsw أSlء

bniا ،vfÆUأو ا ، VlZj�Uت: اSoWbs�Uا: ÂWbs�U166 ر�® ا  
1015  `a4 ، ’®¯TfUا ®gPا ‘ `a2 ،’®¯TfUا ®gPا Xو ه‘  
1016  `a5 ،’ ½{i ‘ `a4و ، ’½{Z� ‘ `a3 ،  ’®gPا ½{Z� ‘ `a 7 ، 6، 1و ، ’½{ZW ‘ وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a  
1017  Vfpآ °^mgو’Ôllf�Uا ‘ `a ووردت q_hا `a3 ، 5Z�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xوه ، SهS  
1018  `a6 ، ’zWXZ�Sw ®�W �ih ‘ `a 1و ،’zWXZ�Sw ®ّ� ‘  
1019  `a3 ، 5 ،’`£�m� `و ه ‘a6 `و ، ’`£�m� Xه ‘ q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1020  `a1 Vfpت آ�Wول’ ، زhا ‘ Vfpآ qT� ’XYi ‘  
1021  Vfpآ °^mg’ي�Zc ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a ووردت q_hا `a2 ، 3 ، 6 ، 7 `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uا  ، وا�c Sr

 q_hا  
1022 `a 2 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’XYi ‘ ،Vfpت آ�Wي’و ز�Zc ‘ `a7،  
1023  `a3 ، ’�pjr أو ‘ `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’�pjr `U و ‘ `a رةSTsUا °^mg5 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr ،   
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،  zc 1028 اbofUد آ¯�ا ر§[ً   1027رvُa اS¯wdم  :  واSlmr �]]Z�Qس    1026 وbl�óU   1025وا�sUُد

 VpfÆUا zc1029أو XYi   :  ،Sًuoi �ٌWب زS¸ )  ًS�bc سboUا ½Tّ{� 1030)و Tg �� 1031·، و 

  ذآb¨ وا© أX{USw ®pcاب،  

                                                                                                                                                 
1024  `a7 ، ’Xوه ‘ Vfpل آ�w’`ه ‘ ،q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1025 USw Äma V\SufUزن واXUو ا ql}Uا Vlfu� �pc ءSfpsUى اb§  �Uإ ¨Xfuّ� ب و\�¨ وSTw ¨دوbaأ �ma د�sUا Srّأ ،bWدSmf

   Vf\bUا `pc ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ «Wb_ zlfu� :   `a Sfآ VWSZو آ ، Sًfون درهbºc) ®آ (    SZUX� qjr VlrS¯o�gdآ®   : ا

  .ر§ً[ �Zcك
1026  `a5 ،’ةbl�óUو ‘ `a1 ،’b�ôUو ‘lY{Uوا«½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ   
1027  `a3،’ مS¯wdا vaر Xو ه ‘ q_hا `aم’وS¯wdا vaر ‘ ،Vl�STUا àuZUا `a2 –4 ، 7 ، ’مS¯wdا vabW Sr ‘  
1028  Vfpآ °^mg ’]§ر ‘ `a و وردت ،q_hا `a7 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U7 ، وا½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ ،  

Sfgء اql}U او اV\SufU و اSlmUس أو وا�Uي ذآb¨ ا�lpc ÂU¼fU اzr Vf\bU ا) �Ôlf اbofUد(أي ا�Uّي buoّW اbor Sًfgدًا 

 ،�U qjّr د و�sUا  
1029  `a2 ، ’VpfÆUا zr ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1030  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg1 ، 4 ، 7،   

 zlfu� �pc VTuZUا buorو  : XYi qcSoUا zc لXYr ، لXYr blل و�XYr:﴿STl أسbUا qsوا� ﴾ ®Wbr رةXg ً : ®ر�

 VWÚ4ا ،  ÂU¼fUا qjr Sr zlUSjfUه�ا ا qjrو qcSoUا zr لXYr Ôllf�Uم وه�ا اS¯wdا ´U�U buor SًTlو Vf¯Tr أسbUا �Uإ

  ¸Sب زSًuoi �W و�}T½ اboUس Sً�bc ، إذا اxoi °wS¸ Sf¯Zr q_h ز�W و�}bc ½Tق اboUس 

`iSjUوا  :�USs� �UX� qjr لXsofpU qsoUا VTui﴿رhا SibÆaض وSًiXlc 12رقم اآلية : ر﴾ سورة القم SibÆa VTuZa 

 �USs� �UX� `a ث�\ Sr �la و\�ث SibÆa رضhم واS¯wdا ´U�U ًاbuor SًiXlcو Vf¯Tr رضhا �Uرض إhا﴿ qsوا�

SًTl أسbUا﴾  

   ، 331 ،330ص : التمهيد في النحو والصرف ، 337ص : شرح قطر الندى: انظر
1031  `a2 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’�r]ل ‘ آ�w’¨bذآ ‘ `a 5و Vfpآ °^mg ،’·Tg ‘ `a ت�W5 ، 3و ز ، ’ ®pcو ا© أ

  ‘ X{USwاب
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) kQfjQب اfgQا  

  

  VlّcSfuUا VlّnِopUا qrاXsUا `a  (1032   

  c `و ه  �p1033  فSZ_أ V¾]¾  :       ءSfgل و أSsaوف، و أb\1034 .        نXsu� أ\� و S¯�pf§ و

       ·ِّmYfUم اSrdا ¨bذآ Sr �pc ،]ًrSc1035  VÈSfUا `a ،1036     اعXiوف أbYUوا ،  :       qfsW Sr S¯Zr

 ®gPا `a-   S¯Zr 1037 و      qfsW Sfa ،qsoUا `a qfsW Sr 1038 نScXi ®gPا `a   :  `a qrSc

           i دbofUا `a qfsW Sr ،VpfÆUا `a qrScد، وbofUر،         اSÆUا Srّأ، ½ٌ_Si و ،ÖرS§ ،نScX

bºc VَsTua :1039 ،  

                                                 
1032  `a2 zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،  
1033  Vfpآ °^mg’�pc ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a2-4 SهSZ�T¾و �� ا ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،   
1034  ،q_hا `a’ءSfgل و أSsaو أ ‘ `a ء’ ، 5وSfgوف و أb\ لSsaو أ‘ `a ء’ ، 7 ، 6 وSfgل واSsaوف و اbYa‘  
  ‘ ر\Vf ا© a 6 ، ’�lpc` تورد 1035

·mّYfUم اSrdا Xه :ÞrS¯Uا `a ��f§b� تbr و�� ، �lpc ©ا �f\ر `iS§bÆUا bهSmUا �Tc مSrdا Xب9 هSTUه�ا ا `a ،  
1036  `a ت�W4ز ، ’bهSmUا �Tc ‘ Vfpآ °^mg و’VÈ SfUا `a ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a2 ، 3 ، 5{Uو ا ، Sfآ «lY

 SهSZ�T¾و �� ا ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت  

VÈSfUب : اSآ� �w �WbW’’VÈSfUا qrاXsUأو‘‘ ا ’’qٍrSc VÈSr ‘‘،`iS§bÆUا bهSmUا �Tc تSoZّ{r zr  

bniب ص : اS�}Uه�ا ا Vr�ّmr68 -71   
1037  Vfpت آ�Wو ز’S¯Zr و ‘ `a2 ، 4 ،   
1038  `a3 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’Sًab\ bºc VsTua ‘  
1039  `a ت�W5  ،2ز ، ’Sًab\ ‘  

U¼fU اbذآ Sfآ bºc VsTg ةSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc رةSÆUوف اbYUد ا�cوÂ،´USr zwل اS� Sfوآ Vf\bUا �lpc   

�pc ، zc، `a ،ا�c ، SS\ ، ]� ، ��\ �Uوإ zr ، `وه ، bÆUوف اb\ كSه   

 ��rو ، qّsUء، وSTUُف، واS}Uوا ،Sم، آ`، وأو،و�]ّUرّب، ا ،�Zr، �r   

 ®¯£sw S¯lfّuWو  �Zcو ،S¯lUإ S¯p_X� ء أيSfgPا �Uل إSsahا Âl£� أي ،VaS±dوف اb\ ®¯£swو ÛoyUوف اb\

¯ih ،bÆUوف اb\ لSmW ،ةSYZUا ®nsrSابXÆU؟ واbÆUوف اbYUه�¨ ا °pfc ®Uو ،bÆUاب اbcإ qfs�  : bÆUا °pfc Sfiّإ

�a ، ½{ZUوا vabUا zlw Sً^gو vو� bÆUوا ،qsoUوا ®gPا zlw Sً^gو vm� S¯ihbniا �WÔfpUو ،Ägوhا Ägوhا `^c :

qlmc zwح أb :03/ 2 ، `±bUح اb :260، 261/ 4 ، `§S§ÔUا qf§ حb :  152ص ، VlwbsUار اbgص : أ
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�ْoِ : VWSÅUاء ا��wP 1040  XYi ،نS}fUا `a   :  °§b�1041ةb{TUا zr1042    ،ÛlsT�pUو ،

 XYi :1043  لSfUا zr 1044 أ��ُت    XYi ،نSlTpU ٌة   :  ، وbºc `U1045    `a ،ة�Èراه®، وزا�Uا zr 

 XYi :1046    ٍ�\أ zr `iءS§ Sr 1047  و ،�Qإ  :     XYi ،نS}fUا `a VWSÅUء اS¯�iP)  : zr تbg  

                                                                                                                                                 
253 ، ÞsW zw53/8—2: اVWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU197- 154ص : ، ا ،b^� حb ى�ZUح �ور ، 356- 351: اb

   a  :497-536/1` اXYZUل_Xاv: 19-40/2 ،hهvf اX¯Uا r، 333-317: ا�Uه½

Lenien, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, pp. 363, 364, Wright, Grammar of 

the Arabic Language, vol. 1, pp. 278, 279.  

  
       و ��wdاء اVWSÅU، و ãoU ا�Zsfw qfs�uW VWSÅU اVWS¯ZU و �Zsfw ا�fUى،      ) Ssr VliSf¾ `a zr qfs�uW )1ٍن، ه`    1040

 `a اء��wßU ،zr qfs�uW ،Äma نSrÔUا `a ن]fs�uW Sf¯iّ¶a ،q§hو ا �rhف ا]yw ،نS}fUن واSrÔUا `a qfs�u� VWSÅUا

 XYi SًiS}r S¯w ورbÆfUن اSاًء آXg ،VWb{TUا �Zc نSrÔUا bl� :  XYi ¨bl� ة، أوb{TUا zr تbg :®¯UX� : بS�}Uه�ا ا

ر�® : zr أّول XWٍم÷ اVwX�U ﴿   إa S¯USfs�g` اSrÔUن أSً£W، اzr    �USs� �UXmw PًP��g زWٍ� إbfc �Uو، و أ§Sز اXlaX}Uن  

VWÚ108: اVsfÆUا ÷VsfÆUم اXW zr ةXp{pU ديXi و إذاö ، :VWÚو 09: ر�® ا `iS§bÆUا bهSmUا �Tcد وbTfUل اSو� ، 

 q_ي، أّن أbºyrÔUا)zr (V£sTّfUأ��ت: ا ´UX� `a ®راه�Uّن اP ،VWSÅUاء ا��wإ ، ��hاء ا�Tr ،®راه�Uا zr)2  (

Slwن ) Ûsw)3 اSZUس : أي ،8:  ر�® اVWÚ:اÛlsT�U، وه` ö، Ûsw �Zsfw وzrِ اSZUس XmW zrل Xg ÷ ّSZr³رة اbmTUة  

xZÆUا :     ®¯Tr ®gا �sw `��� أن S¯�r]cو]Sr،zr [ ��UPد «l±X�U)4 ( ل�TUا)5 ( VlabnUا) :6  ( qlps�Uوا VlّTTuUا) :7   (

 zc �Zsfw) :8 (ة�Èأّن : زا VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsUا `a bآ�Wو]zr [  ،�ٍZsr bºc V¾]jU qfs�uW  

bniا �WÔfpUو :XYZUا `a لX_h1 /499 ،498: ا ، qlmc zwح أb :13 -15/ 2 ، XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uا b{Uص : ف وا

425، 426 ، vfpٌUح اb : 162، 163 /1 ،بS�}U4 /225 ،224: ا ، `±bUح اb :263-270/ 4،  

Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 277.  
1041  `a2 ،’ تbg ‘ Vfpل آ�w’ °§b� ‘  
1042  ،Vfpت آ�Wز ’VaX}Uا �Uأ ‘ `a5 ،  
1043  Vfpوردت آ ’`a ‘ `a2 ، 5 Vfpل آ�w ،’XYi ‘ `a 3و وردت ، ’XYi `a ‘ q_hأ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1044  `a1 ، ت�Wل’، زSfUا Ûsw أي‘  
1045  `a3 ،  ’ةbºc ي�Zc `a ‘ `a ة ’،7وbºc و أ��ت‘  
1046  Vfpآ °^mg’XYi ‘ `a وردت q_hا `a2 ، ’Sr XYi ‘ `a3 ، ’XYi `a ‘ `a وردت Sfآ SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

3،  
 أر±SlYUSw ®�lة اzr Sli�U ﴿وذ�w [ �USs� �UX� qjr ´Uل[زSWدة zc اb�hاض اZsfw ،VmwSuU` ] zr[و�� ���`  1047

  bcSº، وX� `aل ا38U: ر�® اVwX�  :VWÚ﴾اb�Úة 
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VaX}Uا `Uة إb{TUا .(1049 :���� و  1048  SهSZsr `a 1050   ورهbÆr أّن Pإ S  [29]) Srٌّء  : إ�

   �w `¯�ZW (1051¯pَT� ُرXآ�fUا S1052 XYi ، :  S¯gِرأ ��\ Vَ}fuUا °p1053.أآ XYi ،¨�Zc أو  :

                                                                                                                                                 
   XZّا اS�dرَة SًiSgba ورآSrX� ®¯w `U °lpa                             SًiST إذا رآXTا

bniا ql{o�Uو :VgSfYUان اXWح دb : ،`زو�bfpU24/1 ،qlm� zwح اb :13 ،14/2 ،  
1048  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ5، 1ه Vfpآ °^mg و ، ’VaX}Uا `Uأ ‘ `a3 ،  
1049 ��\ qfs�u� :،  ٍ�§أو V¾]¾ �pc)1 (ك bٍ§ نX}� أن]�Uإ [ �USs� �UX� XYi:﴿bÆoUا vp^r ��\ `م ه]g ﴾ 

§Sءi` اXmUم \�� ز�W ، ورأW° اXmUم \�� : أن �{Xن �pc  ً]f\ Vo¸Sc اXUاو، XYi ) 2(، 05ر�® اXg : VWÚرة ا�mUر 

  \�� زS± �Wرب آS� Sfل §b± ، bWbب اXmUم : XYi ] أSrّ[ أن �{Xن \bف إ��wاء ) 3(ز�Wًا 

S¯ÈSrر دXf� �p�mUا °Uزا Sfa                                    qُ}أ Vp§ُء دSr ��\ Vp§�w   

واboUق zlw \�� و إ�U، أّن \�� �m� �rÔpWم ذي اÔ§hاء إSًnoU Srّ أو �bW�mًا، yw[ف إa �U¶ن ا�c S¯la b¯êhم اXyUل 

  Ô§ ،Sً£Wاًءإvr Pّ اVZWbmU و إن آSن أ

bniا  :VlwbsUار اbg266، 265ص : أ،  `±bUح اb :272 -278/ 4 XYZUا `a لX_h1 /518-516: ، ا ، zwا

ÞlsW :15-20/ 8 ، bWb§ انXW457ص : د، 

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 280;  Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 

3, pp. 317-323.  
ه` اa q_h` ا�pc VUP�U اS¯�iء اVWSÅU، وbّÆ� ´U�U اb�Ú أو �ZW Sً¬l¯` ] إ�U[اVWSÅU أbl� ،S£W أن أي S¯�iPء  1050

 ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ b�Úا �w  

bniا �WÔfpUو :`±bUح اb :276-278 / 4 ، qlmc zwح أb :15/ 2 ، XYZUا `a لX_h1 /523- 516: ا   

 `a 14 ،’SهSZsfw‘  
1051  `a5 ،’رXآ�fUا `¯�ZW �w ‘ àuZUا bjاآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه  
1052  `a2 Vfpوردت آ ،’S¯pT� Sr ‘ Vfpآ °^mg و’S¯pT� ‘ VrدSmUا àuZUا `a2 ، 3 ، 4 ،  
و�� �VU�ur `a vf�Æ وا\�ة ، XYi أآp° اV}fuU \�� رأS¯gِ ، و\�� رأS¯gُ ، و\�� ] \��[ اa V¾]jU` �واhو§ 1053

،bÆUSw ،S¯gَرأ qsÆ� أن �pc bÆUSa ، ½{ZUوا vabUوا ]��\ [ ،Â^c فb\ S¯psÆ� أن �pc ½{ZUوا ، ٍb§ فb\

 ¨bW�mوف، و��Yr ¨bTاء ، و���wPSw SًcXabr نX}la ،اء��wف اb\ S¯psÆ� أن �pc vabUوا ، V}fuUا �pc �o^s�a : ��\

� �� V¾]jUو§� اhوه�¨ ا ، �lpc لSYUا VUP�U bTyUل ، \�ف اXآ�r S¯gُرأ، °lTUه�ا ا `a �§X  

�p\ْر ÂoyّW `آ VُolY{Uا `mUأ                          SهSmUأ �psi ��\ ادÔUوا  

  vabUSw واZU}½ و ا�Yw bÆUSa ، bÆU` ، وا�pc ½{ZU اÂ^sU ، وا�pc vabU ا��wPاء ،

��olY_ �mU�a ا�U`  ، واbcSºU هbr Xوان اXYZUي ، \bfc zr bّa zlو zw ه�Z 97/1 اS�}Uبه�ا اX zr bsºUاه� [

  ] S¯la اb¯i `a �p�mw brh اblYUة 
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         �w `¯�ZW أسbUSa ،ِحST{Uا ��\ Vَ\رSTUا °fi1054     ̀ ¯�ZW ¨�Zc حST{Uوا ،Vُ}fuU1055 ا  

qlpU1056ا °p� XUو ،  : VplpUا °fi1057   ��\        ءS¯�iPم ا�sU ÔÆ� ®U ،S¯jِp¾ أو S¯oِ{i1058  و 

   q�ُ�W أن S¯Øm\1059Sه�sw Sr   Sfla  S¯pT� )      bf£fٌUوا b¯nfُUا �pc q��� �Uإ Vfpو وآ  ��\  :

     b¯nfُUا �pc Pإ q��� P(1060  

، S{UßU1062ق:  اfgQُء ، XYi اSfUل a` اxِl}U، و bniت a` اS�}Uِب، وVU :VlabnpU1061 و

XYi : داٌء �w-Sr1063�ٍ وأWÔw رتbr  vٌgّX�a  -اوXUو ا ،©Sw °ُfuأ� ،�Zr و  :S¯Zr ل�w1064 

XYi `a:1065zّpsah ©ء {،1066، و اf�Qو ا`a  :�f^اوXUا zr ل�w  .S¯�US_h ءSTU1067وا 
                                                                                                                                                 

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw8 /20-18: ا ،`±bUح اb :272-278/ 4 ،VlwbsUار اbgل، ا269، 268ص : أX_h  `a

XYZU1 /517: ا ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 157، 156ص ،  
1054  Vfpآ °^mg ’�w ‘ `a1 `a 7 ، 5 ، 3، و ،’V}fuUا `¯�ZW �w‘  
1055  `a5، zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg   
1056  q_hا `a’VplpUا `¯�ZW ‘ `a3 ،’qlpUا `¯�ZW ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U3وا ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1057  Vfpت آ�Wز’VplpUا °fi ‘ `a5 ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا q_hا `a °^mg و ،  
1058  Vfpآ °^mg’ءS¯�iPم ا�sU ‘ `a ت�Wوز q_hا `a5 `a 3 ، 2، و Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’ÔÆW ®U ‘ Sfآ ½gSZfUوا

 `a 5وردتfآ ،S ÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ   
1059  q_hا `a’q��W ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a 7 ، 6 ، 2و ، ’q��� ‘¨SZ�T¾و �� ا ، q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1060  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg5 ، 7،   
1061  q_hا `a’فbnpU ‘ `a3 ، 5 ،  ’VlabnpU ‘�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا ا  

  qfs�uW و)�a (   ٍنSsr VsTg `a)1 (     ÂZ{fUا bذآ Sfت آPSfs�gdا b¯وه` أ ،VliSrÔUأو ا VliS}fUا VlabnUا)2  (

 ،qlps�Uو ا VlّTTuU3(ا (  ،vr �Zsfw نX}�a ،VT\S{fUا)4 (  ء]s�gdا :  �Zsfw نX}�a’ ،�pc)5 (VuWSmfUا) :6 (   �Zsfw

  �Zsfw إp{Uß)7 ( ،�U·، ا��U ه` U: اSTUء

bniا �WÔfpU و : ÞlsW zw8 /20،21: ا ، �±bUح اb :278-280/ 4 ،XYZUا `a لX_h1 /503: ا ،   �a �l¯f�Uا

   428،429ص  : اXYZU واb{Uف
1062 S{Udا S¯ZrزقوSÆrو ،ÂZّ{fUا qjّr Sfآ Sًlmlm\ نX}Wو ،bjآhا Xء، وه`ºUSw يqjr  :،´w رتbr 

bniا :XYZUا `a لX_hاج، :اbg zwh 503/1 ،XYZUا �W�Æ� :229 ص،   
1063  Vfpآ °^mg ’Srأ ‘ `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a2 ، 3 ، 5 q_hا اXg Sr وردت Sfآ z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ ½gSZfUوا ،  
Pّن �Zsr اvfÆU واS{Udق : وإSfiّ أUّ�w° اXUاو Sm�U S¯Zrرa Sf¯w` اbyfUج وa` ا�ZsfU: أي �wل zr اSTUء 1064

  Sm�rرSwن، 
1065  Vfpآ °^mg’XYi ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a2 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xو ه ،   
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bf£fUو ا b¯nfُUا �pc q���،q��� P اوXU1068 و ا ،b¯nfUا �pc Pّإ ) q��� P ءS�Uو ا

b¯nfUا �pc Pّ1069)إXYi �USs� ©ا ®gا Xا\� وهXUا  :©S�1070XYi VW�s�pU1071:، و °Tذه 

XYi ،ViSs�g]Uو ،�w :®ِpmUSw °ُT1072آ�XYi VِT\S{fpUِب 1073:، وSljw �lpc °pد� 

bouU1074ا ،  

́ :   ا�Qمو  lpf�pU1075    XYi ،صS{��]Uو  :       Xس، و هbopU qُÆUوا ،�ٍWÔU ُلSfU1076ا wا zٌ   و ،�U 

�U ُرب�، و 1077أٌخ :    Ê�y� ،qlpm�pU1078    XYi ،ًةbf£r ًة أوbهSê ةb}ZUSw  :Óُرب     ،��lmU qٍ§ر 

  1079و ُر�wّ ر§[ً   
                                                                                                                                                 

1066 `a 3 ،  ’qsah ‘ `a آ�ا’  ، 4 ، 1و zّpsah‘  
1067  `a2 ، Vfpآ °^mg ، ’S¯�US_d ‘ Vfpت آ�Wو ز’Sًslf§‘ً `a 3 ، 5 ، 7 ،   
1068  `a3 ،  ’q��W P ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1069  `a1 Sr `a رةSTsUا °^mg ،  `aو zlgXmUا zlw2 ، 3 ، 5 ،’�\وا b¯nr �pc‘  
1070  `a رةSTsUا °^mg3 ، 7 ، ’©ا S� XYi ‘ °^mg `a و’©S� XYi ©ا ®gا Xو ه ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ  
1071  Vfpآ qfs�uW q_hا `a ’`a ‘ ل�w’XYi ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5 ، 3وا¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1072 g]U ءSTUن اX}�qjr زًاSÆr qsoUا VU³ لSjrو ÂZّ{fUا bذآ Sfآ Vmlm\ qsoUا VU³ �pc Vpدا� °iSإذا آ ،ViSs� : °f}\

 ®l\bUا zf\bUا© ا ®gSw ،عbºUSw  

bniا ql{o�pUو :XYZUا `a لX_h503/1: ا ، �WXTlg بSف217/4: آ�b{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U436ص: ، ا ، �W�Æ�

XYZU230، 229: ا،  
1073  `a2 ، 3 ، 5uW ، Vfpآ qfs� ’`a ‘ Vfpل آ�w’XYi‘  
1074  �ًZsr bºc �\أ `a qfs�uW bÆUء اSw1(و (قS{Udا) :2 (VlU�TUوا ÛWXs�Uا) :3 ( ،ÛlsT�Uوا)4 (وزةSÆfUوا) :

5 ( VlabnUوا : VliS}r أو VliSrز: )6 (ل�TUوا) :7 (ء]s�gPا : �Zsfw’’�pc ‘‘)8 ( �lآX�Uوا :’’qcSoUا vr ‘‘)9 (  أو

  : 11 ( xlU bT� vr: (vr ا��wPاء ) vr)10 اXsofUل ، 

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :18/2 ،`±ّbUح اb :270/4 ،فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U437، 436ص: ا ، ÞlsW zw22: ا

-25/ 8 ، XYZUا `a لX_h1 /503،504: ا  

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 3, pp. 327-338. 
1075  `a5 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’´lpf�Uا ‘  

 qfs�uW ما(و]U ( �ًZsr bºc V�g `a)1 ( Sهb¯أ’ ½�}Wو ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZ{fUا bذآ Sfص، آS{��dوا ´pfUا

 �wSآ� �a �wXTlg’، ÀºUق اSmY�gو ا ´pfِUا SهSZsrو VaS±dم اP2(و ( ´pfUا �T)3 ( VWSÅUء اS¯�iا)4 ( صS{��dا)

5 ( VW�s�Uا)6 ( ½TuUوا qlps�Uا)7 ( ®umUا)8 (، ½Æs�Uا)9 (sUم اP ،VT�S)10 ( VW�sTUا)11 ( ،ء]s�gdا)12 (
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 واSÆfUوزة،   �w  : �sTpU1081ز�pc �ٌW اuU^» و�lpc دzW، و     :   s�g]U1080 XYi[ء  : ��w و  

 XYi :1082  ®¯uUا °lrس، 1083 رXmUا zc  فf�Qوا  ،�lTº�pU 1084 XYi  :  ار�Uا `a �WÔو(آ �o

                                                                                                                                                 
 ، VlabnU13(ا V¾SÅ�gP14( ا (zllT�Uا : zr S¯pT� SfU لXsor S¯wXY{r أن zlّT� Sهh VZlّTfUم ا]Uن اXWXYZUا SهSfّg و

 ،ql£o� ®gأو ا ½Æs� qٍsa)15 ( ،�a �Zsfw)16 (،vr �Zsfw  

�WÔfpUو  :�WXTlg بS4/ 217: آ� ،XYZUا V¬fUا qrاXsUاVW :175-177 ، �±bUح اb : 283-286 / 4،    
1076  ، Vfpآ °^mg’Xوه ‘ `a5 ،  
1077  `a5 ،’وأخ �U zwو أ ‘ Vfpآ °^mgو’�U و أخ ‘ `a6 ،  
1078  q_hا `a’Ê�yW ‘ `a5 ، 3و ، ’Ê�ّy� `وه ‘ `a2 ،  ’Ê�y� ‘ z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾و ��ا أ «lY{Uا Xو ه  
1079  `a5 Vfpآ °^mg ،’]§ر‘  

 اbÆU، وqlpm� ¨SZsr اÀºU ا�Uي �lpc q��W وهÛlmi X آ® a` اP bTyUّن آ® اblj}�pU VWbTyU  ربb\ ، Óف b\ zrوف

 ، qlpm�pU ورّب  

 VliSjUّ�دة ، واºr ءSTUا «�aاء وbUا ®ّ± Sهb¯أو§� ، أ `iSf¾ رّب `aو  : VjUSjUوا ، Vooyr ءSTUا «�aاء وbUا ®ّ± : ®±

 VswاbUوا ، VooyfUء اSTUاء و±ّ® اbUا : ®ّ± VurSyUوا، VooyfUء اSTUن اS}gاء وإbUا : ، VooyfUء اSTUا «�aاء وbUا «�a

 VZrSjUوا VswSuUر: وا STihل اXmW، V\X�or ءS� Sه�sw Vooّyrّ�دة وºr ءSTUا «�aاء وbUف ي±ّ® اb\ ÂUSy� أّن رّب ، 

  : اzr bÆU أرVsw أو§� 

أqfs� P S¯iّ إb}i `a Pّة ، و\bوف اbÆU ) 2( اU{[م أa vm� S¯iّ` _�ر اU{[م ، و\bوف اa vm� P bÆU` _�ر) 1 (

أÔpW S¯iّم S¯sr ) 4( اS Vo{U اVo{U و\bوف اÔpW P bÆUم bÆr ورهSأÔpW �iّم bÆr وره) a qfs�)3` اVabsfU واb}ZUة 

  \�ف اqsoU ا�Uّي أو_��p إ�sw Sr �UهS، وه�ا ÔpW Pم اbYUف 

bniا ql{o�pUو  :ÞlsW zwح ، 8 /32-26: اb `±bU4 /299-286 :ا ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU183-178ص : ا ،

 ،1 /172- 168ص : bح اvfpU، 1 /254-251: اS£Wdح اsUٌ£�ي

Howel, Arabic Grammar. vol. 3, pp348-356; Elder, Arabic Grammar. p.279.                
1080  `a2 Vfpت، آ�Wب’، زX§XpUو‘  

اSÆfUوزة 3 (   �Zsfw( ‘‘ �Zsfw’’`a  :  اVlabnU)2(وهX ا�ZsfU اs�g :   ،`p_h[ءاP)  Ssr VsTg S¯U)1ٍن  ‘‘ �pc’’ و

’’zc ‘‘)4  (VT\S{fUا :  `Zsfw’ ’vr  ‘‘)5  (qlps�Uا:   `Zsfw’ ’م]Uا ‘‘)6 (   �Zsfw ’’ zr ‘‘ )7  ( راك��gPا :    SZوه` ه

 �ÈاÔUSw �lT bٍ§ فb\ :  zc لXmW دbTfUن اS}a)�pc ( qsoUو ا ®gPا zlw Vآb�ºr S¯iّإ  qsoUا Xه ®gPّن اd ،فbYUو ا 

  �lpc °pد� Sfla ء و]s�gdا �Zsr �pc °Uد Sًab\ °iSذا آSa ãopUا `a فbYUوا qsoUوا ®gPا ·o�W z}Uف وbYUو ا

 ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ’ �iّآ� ،zWد �lpc و ،�la �ZsfUدت ه�ا اSaأ �pcو «^uUا �pc �ps�ufUا Xه �WÔa ، «^uUا �pc �Wز

dو ه�ا ا ¨]c �� À      �Zsfw نS}r فbê نX}�a Sًfgا °iSإذا آ Srّو أ qjfUSى آb§ Sfiًو إ Sًlmlm\ ًء]s�gا xlU ء]s�g

 zr أي �lpc zr °£¯i بbsUا Ûsw لX� XYi تS¯ÆUا zr Sهbl� �pc q��W Sfآ bÆUف اb\ S¯lpc q��W و V¯ÆUا

 ،��Xa  
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�|oاء   1085)و��wP ،1086  ̀ ±SfUن اSrÔUا `a VWSÅU1087 ا  XYi ،  :   ��Wرأ Sr )      ،VsfÆUِم اXW �Zr

 أرSf¯w �َW   1091 اXg zlfgاءً �sw Sr 1090هSf إذا آS�iS  1089، وvabWُ  1088) اVsَfُÆُUِ وXW �rِم   

                                                                                                                                                 
  

bniا ql{o�pUو :ÞlsW zw8 /39-37: ا ،qlmc zwح أb :19 ،20/2 ،�Uفاb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f : ح ، 430صb

`±bU4 /323-321 : ا ، vrاX¯Uا vf2 /28 : ه ، vfpUح اb :167/ 1،   

Levien, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, p. 346; Howell, Arabic Grammar, 

vol. 3, pp. 357-363; Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, pp.162,163; Elder, Arabic 

Grammar, p. 279.  
1081  `a1 ، ’VW�s�pU zc و ‘  

 qfs�uW و ]zc [،وزةSÆfUوا �sTpU    qjr فbYUا Srّ�a ،®gPف واbYUا zlw كb�ºr Xوه ، Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ 

 �US� zc و أ��ت �Wز zc °ab{iإ ´UX�)zْsَaَ (Sه�sw ى�Uا ®gPا �Uإ S¯pT� qsoUا �Zsr °p_أو �¯iّh ،فb\ Srّو أ 

      q��W P �lpc bÆUف اb\ لX��w ´Uذ zlّT� و �ZlfW zc zr °up§ لXm�a Vl\SZUو ا V¯ÆUا �Zsfw نX}la Sًfgا S¯iXآ

،�pjr فb\ �pc  

bniا :ÞlsW zw40/8، 39: ا ،�WXTlg بS227/4، 226: آ� ، qlmc zwح أb :19 ،20/2 ،`±bUح اb :319-

321/ 4 ، VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU185-188ص : ا،  

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.3, pp.368-374; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 278.                
1082  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’`a ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’XYi‘  
1083  `a3 ، 5 Vfpآ °^mg ،’®¯uU ا ‘  
، وّ� §bّهS اU{Sف b\ zrوف ا�WXTlg �Zc bÆU، و§VcSf اTU}zlWb، وه` bّÆ� P إPّ اSfghء اSnUهbة 1084

 واذآbو¨ آSf ﴿واqlps�U ) 2(ز�W آ�ghS : ���` اS}Uف �lTº�pU آbljًا qjr: ا�lTº�U) bÈSf£pU)1، وS¯U أرSsr Vswٍن 

ر�® : Xgرة اXºUرى ﴾  xlU آ�pjf `ء﴿ آ�USs� �UXm: زا�Èة X�Uآ�l) 3(، أي U¯�اVW 198ر�® اVWÚ : ÷ اbmTUة ه�اآ® 

 VWÚ4(11ا ( �Zsfw’’�pc ‘‘zآ، �lpc °iأ Sr �pc أي ،°iأ Sfآ   

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح اb :21-23/2zw ا ، ÞlsW :42-44 /8 ،�WXTlg بS217/4 408/1: آ�   
1085  ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ4، 2ه ،  

�rو �Zr  :SfgPSw نS{�ّyW bٍ§ Sab\ Sfن وهSl\hن واSrÔUا VWS� اء��wP qfs�uWلء�� `�Uّا  Pن وSrÔUا �pc 

 zlw ك ا��[فSZوه ،`oZr ٍضSr أو b±S\ �sw نSsmWو ،Äma نSrÔUء اSfgا zc bّÆWو ،`oZUا �sw Pن إ]fs�uW

‘‘ �Zr’’اP ،VlabYUّن �r، د�S¯p ا�YUف وا�Zr ‘‘ S¯la q_h’’اVlfgP و ‘‘ �r’’ اzlWXYZU، و�[_V ³راÈ¯® إّن 

وSfgh’’�lZr ‘‘ `aء وS¯�bÅّ_ XU أو آbU S¯�bّuددت اXZUن X}la ،S¯lpcن �Yaف اXZUن S¯Zr، وا�YUف إX}W Sfiن a` ا

 Sهblu}�’’ذSZrل إّن ‘‘ أS� zrو’’ �Zr ‘‘ zr VTآbr’’zr ‘‘ ذو’و ‘ ¨�Zc bW�m�Uوف وا�Yr أ��TfU ًاbT� S¯ps§ VlÈS^Uا

 qs�u� ،نSrXW Xي ه�Uن اSrÔUا zr’’�rو �Zr ‘‘أ ،SًcXabr ®ghا Sه�sw vإذا و� zlfgول اhل اSjfa ،qsa Sfه�sw vو و�
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   XYi S¯sُlf§ ّ�ة أوfUأول ا  :  ��Wرأ Sr [30])   VsfÆُUُم اXW �r (1092      ،VsfÆُUُم اXW �Zrو ،

 �rو         1093و ،zlrXW �ْr زXÆWن وSrXW f�f�   �WÔZ�pU 1094  XYi ، :ُمXmUء اSg1095أ   �ٍWز SS\   

                                                                                                                                                 
 ’’ VsfÆUُم اXW �r ��Wرأ Sr ‘‘ و ،Sib¯ �r أو’’�r ‘‘ zWbT� SiX}W أن ®¯£sw زXّ§و ،�Zr ´Uوآ� ¨�sw Sr ¨bT� أ��Tr

 `iSjUل اSjrه®، و�sw SfU ’’ Scد �r °¬§ ‘‘و’’�r ‘‘ �la qrSsUوا ،VlabnUا �pc qYfUب اX{Zr ®gا’’tl\ ‘ vوإن و�

Ær Sfه�sw Sr �Zsfw ،bٍ§ Sab\ Sf¯a ورًاb]zr [XYi : �Zsfwو ،VsfÆUم اXW zr أي ،VsfÆUم اXW �r ��Wرأ Sr]`a [

XYi : SZrXW `a أي ،SZrXW �r ��Wرأ Sr  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح أb :25 ،26/2 ،�WXTlg بS226/4: آ� ،VlwbsUار اbghح، 274-270ص : اb 

`±bU3 /219—208: ا ،  qf§ حb :`§S§ÔpU: 219،220 ص ، ÞlsW zw8 /47-44: ا ، vfpُUح اb : 188-

194/ 1، 

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, pp.173, 174, Howell, Arabic 

Grammar, vol. 3, pp. 375, 376.  
1086 `a 7 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’ Sfه ‘ `a 3و ، ’®¯U ‘  
1087  Vfpآ °^mg ’`±SfUا ‘ `a وردت ،q_hا `a3 ،’ز `a`±SfUن اSr ‘ `a5 ، 7 ، ’`±SfUن اSrÔUا ‘

 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U7 ، 5واfآ ،SÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ   
1088  ،`a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ3–1ه `a 5 ، و ، ’VsfÆUم اXW �rو �Zr ‘ `a7 ، ’ مXW �r

°TuUم اXW �rو VsfÆUا‘  
1089  `a5 ،  ’vab� ‘ ل�w’vabW‘  
1090  `a7 ،’SiSإذا آ ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1091  Vfpآ °^mg أن’ و ‘ `a2 ، 5 ،   
1092  Vl�Úا àuZUا `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2  --3 ،  
1093  Vfpآ °^mg’�r ‘ `a3 Vfpو وردت آ ،’�Zr ‘ Vfpل آ�w’�r ‘ `a5 ، 7 `a ت�W6 ، وز ،  ’ XYi ّ�ةfUا vlf§ أو

  ‘Sr رأSrXW �Zr ��Wن
Âp���a اXWXYZUن a` ذ�a ´Uه½ ا�WXTluU و zr �swS� zr اzlWb{TU إ�U أb\ �iّف §bٍ و SS\     ،qsow xlU  أSrّ و 1094

 �lpc q��W ز أنSÆU ]ًsa نSآ XU �iّأ ´Uذ �pc qlU�Uو ا)Sr (  لSmla لSsahا �pc q��� Sfآ ) ًا�Wز SS\ Sr (  لSmW Sfآ   )

 Xa ،qsow§½ أن X}Wن \Sًab و �Sل اXlaX}Uن أqsa �iّ، وواma¯® اbTfUد qmW ®U Sfّpa  zr دّل �pc أSr (xlU �iّ �[ ز�Wًا

إ�p��W �iّ ا�YUف ، ) 2(أbّ{�W �iّف ÊÈS{\ zr اSsahل ) 1(اzlWb{TU، و اXUّ��gا �pc ذV¾]¾ zr ´U أو§� 

    �la اXUS� Sfف آbYUا `a P qsoUا `a نX}W Sfiّف إ�YUوا] ٍٍ© SS\ [  اءbّmUا bjاء أآb� Sfآ  ÂUhط اSmgSw)3  (  مP أّن

  ®¯UX� `a �w ·ps�W bÆUا] ٍٍ© SS\ [        فbYUSw ·ps�W P فbYUّن اP فbYUSw P qsoUSw ·ps�W Sfiّإ ÔÆUف اb\ و

 ®¯UX� qlU�w فb{ّ�W ®¯iّن إXlaX}Uا Srّن وأXWb{TUا �lUذه½ إ Sr «lY{Uوا]�S\أ Srو [ ®¯UX� ّنd ، VÆّ\ �la xlpa

]�S\أ [ãoU zr ذX��r] `S\ [  ،�Zr Sًabّ{�r xlU و  
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:  ، و إذا ��sw Sr 1098  °pهSf إذا آ�Zsfw 1097     zlpsa S�iS إPّ، وZWُ}½ُ      1096): و �� و �wا  (

       Sf¯w ½{ZWُ ،ا�c Srو ،]� Sr1099 ،V�ّTUا   

   ½{ZWَ Sr Srّ1100 وأ   bُذآ Sr �pc VsTua دbofU1101 ا  ،VÈSfUا `a او�Qا  :     XYi ،vr �Zsfw  :

  ،VَTºyUُء و اSfUى اX�g1102ا  ½{Z� ]a 1103     qsa S¯pT� Sr نX}W ��\ ¨ى  :   ه�X�gSأو  1104آ 
                                                                                                                                                 

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :525-527/ 1 ،ÞlsW zw8 /48، 47: ا ، �WXTlg بS349/2: آ� ، vfpُUح اb :155 ،156/1 ،

VlwbsUار اbg211-207: أ ،  

Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 280; Howell, A grammar of the Classical Arabic language, 

vol. 3, pp. 376-378.  
1095  Vfpآ °^mg’مXmUا ‘ `a2 `a ؤا’ ، 3 ، و وردتSgأ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1096 ،Vl�Úا àuZUا `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ5 ، 2 ه ،   

§Sء : Xp� XpyW ]� zr X¯aًا S§ : XYiء اXmUم �cا ز�Wًا و�[ : إذا §Sوز¨ �c zr `¯a : qjrا �sW و�cًا :  أ�c Srّا 

 �w لXsofUى ا�s�W زمP q_hا `a ]ًا ، و��Wم �[ زXmUا]zr [XYi : qن آX}W ان z}fWو ، xlihا zr رSW�Uا °pّ�

 �Wء زS§ ½¸SyfUا zّna مXmUء اS§ ، ql� إذا �ih ، ر�mr ال¼g zc SًwاX§ Voi��ur Vpf§ ًا�Wًا و�[ ز�Wا ز�c zr �\وا

أي §Sء اXmUم §Sوز sw£¯® ز�Wًا ، وإذا آSن آq وا\� Sf¯Zr : ز�Wًا و�[ ز�Wًا �ih وا\� zr اXmUم Smaل X§ `aا�c �wا 

  §zr S¯U qYr ]a Voi��ur Vًpf اbcdاب ،

bniا :ÞlsW zw8 /49 :ا ،rاXsUاqVWXYZUا VÈSfU199، 197 ص: ا،  
1097  q_hا `a’½{ZW ‘ `a2 ، ’½{Z�a ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `aو’½{Zو� ‘uZUا Vlmw `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو �� وا ،à

 ¨SZ�T¾أ  
1098 q_hا `a ’zlpsa ‘ `a7 ،  ’ن]sa SiSإذا آ ‘  
1099  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ،  ’½{Z� ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’½{ZW ‘  

r}�رVW، وه` ����pc q اSًTUS� VlpsoU، آÆW Sf`ء u� `a® اbYUوف، وa` اlp� VlfgPً[، و�sw xlUهS ] h ]Srّن 

 �w لXsor �iّأ �pc Sfه�sw Sr ½{i ½ÆW ´U�U ،Vlfgبأ SmTuW ®U ء وإذSZj�gPان ا�lmW ن]sa `وه Sf¯U]Sr [ VWر�{fUا

{ZUا S¯la زS§½ ،  

�WÔfpUو  :`±bUح اb :89 ،90/2 ،qlmc zwح أb :526/1 ،vfpُUح اb : 152/1 ، r اX¯Uا vfهv :232/1   
1100 q_hا `a ’½{ZW ‘ `a6 ، 2و ، ’½{Z�‘  
1101  `a3 ، ’·mYfUم اSrhا bذآ Sr ‘  
  ‘ a3 ،’S¯�s±bU` ‘ و §Sء اbTUد وااVuUSl^U وb� XUآ° اV�SZU وa 3 ، 7 ، ’S¯s±XU S¯pl{a` وز�Wت اSTsUرة 1102
1103  `a5 ، ’½{�ZW Pو ‘ `a2 ، ’½{Z� ‘ `a7 ، ’½{ZW Pو ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a’½{Z� Pو ‘  

 1104 jr ،qsoUا zr ·ّأ� Sr أوq : qَlZUوا bÈSg أو VmW�YUَر اXَgُت وbg  

 `a 29 ، ’ىX�gأ XYi ‘a 2` و Vfpت آ�Wز ،’`Åplآ ‘ `a 5و Vfpآ ،’«Wb_‘  
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  �ZsfU1105       ًا�Wو ز ´iُ� Sr XYi qsa  ّنh 1106     أي qsoUا �Zsr �la 1107 )    Sr و vُZَ{� Sr

 w]�ُxُ (1108  ،  

   SW، و أSW، وهSl، و أي، و اÔf¯Uة،       X�:1109وف اQ|�اء �S�Z و 

، أوآ�ن S£rرTc SW   Sًcَ� ا©:   Z�َ}ُ½ اSZfUدى إذا آSن XYi ،SًaS£r  1110وه�¨ اbYUوف 

�U1111 XYi ، :           ̈SZsr مSf� zr Xء وه` �w ·pّs� ®gا qآ Xوه ،�ٍWز zr ًاbl� SW   zr ·psآ� 

 اbَofUد  b}i 1113ًة آXmل اSW �fch ر§ً[ �� �lwي، و أSrّ اSZfUدى              1112زblyw �ٍWًا أو    

VُabsfUمٌ 1114اXf£fa 1115  XYi ،  :    ،qُ§ر SW و ،�ُWز SW1116 ا�Uو ،½{ZUا �pYr z}U1117 و 
                                                 

1105  Vfpوردت آ’�Zsr ‘ `a2 ، 3 ل�w ،’�ZsfU ‘  
1106  Vfpّن ’ وردت آP ‘ `a °^mg و q_hا `a3lY{Uوا ،« ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ   
  ، وهX اlY{U» و �� ا¾SZ�TهS 7و وردت a` ‘ اqsoU أي ’ a` اmg q_h^° اSTsUرة  1107
1108  zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ2ه ،  
1109  Vfpآ °^mg’Vuf� ‘ `a3 ، 6 `a 1 ، و وردت ،’Vuf� `وه ‘  

 و   ، و �SW qfs�u، و أSW وإ���X ، وه�ا اST�dل �� X}Wن \Sًlmlm و�� X}Wن SÆrزSW [ ًSW[ ا�ZUاء هp¸ X½ اST�dل bYUSwف 

    ½WbmpU ةÔf¯Uو أي و ا �lsTUاء ا�ZU ،Slوف) وا(و هb\ و ،V_S� Vw�ZpU    `a �w لXsor دىSZfUّن اh ،VT_Si °ulU اء�ZUا 

    °wSiو ،Xcف أد�Ya ،ًا�Wز Xcأد ،�Wز SW q_وأ bf£r qsa �T_Si �ZsfUا‘ ‘SW  ‘   VprSc اء�ZUوف اb\ °ulpa ،�wSZr

 `a `iS§bÆUا bذآ Sfوآ ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا ¨bذآ Sfدى آSZfUا `a’’VÈSfUا qrاXsUا ‘‘rSsa  ، اء�ZUف اb\ دىSZfUا q

  وأ�WXTlg �Zc Srّ و�zr ¨bl اa ،zlWXYZU¶ّن اSZfUدى X{Zrب qsoUSw ا�mfUر وه�ا هX اXmUل اbUا§»،  

bniا ql{o�pUو :`±bUح اb : 344،345/ 1 ،VÈSfUا qrاXsUان، ص : اbراوي زه�w ·lmY�239 ،b^� حb 

   ، 2 /648: اXpc `a q{ofUم اVÅpUاÆsfU®  ، 235-224ص : ، أbgار ا284VlwbsU—280 ص :ا�ZUى
1110 Vfpآ °^mg ’وفbYUوه�¨ ا ‘ `a1– 3ت ، ورد `a 5 ،’`ل ‘ وه�w’وفbYUه�¨ ا‘  
1111  `a3 ، ’فS£fpU SًcرS£r ل ‘ أو�w’�U SًcرS£r‘  

،¨SZsr مSf� zr ء` �w ·ps� ي�Uا ®gPا Xة ، هSYZUا_^[ح ا `a فS£fUSw �lTºUا   `a qfsUSw نX}W ·ps�Uوه�ا ا

cSoUاXYi q :bniا ،]ًT§ SًsUS¸ SW �w لXsofUا `aو§¯� و ]ًlf§ SW :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofUا ®ÆsfU1 /350: ا  
1112  ،zlّsfUا bl� دىSZfUدة، ه` اX{mfUا bl� ةb}ZUا SZة هb}ZUSw �WbW  
1113    Vfpآ °^mg’دىSZr  ‘ `a3 ،5    Vfpآ °^mgد’، وbofUا ‘ `a4  ، ’VabsfUدة اbofUا ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uو    وا 

 SهSZ�T¾أ ��  
1114  Vpf§ zr Sfدة وهX{mfUة اb}ZUوا ®psUد اbofUف، أي اS£fUSw �lT blف و�S£r bl� نSآ Sr دbofUSw �WbW

  اSsfUرف،
1115  `a ت�Wاء’ ، 7ز�ZUا `a ‘ `a2 ،  ’اء�ZUSa ‘  
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SW زWُ� اÂُWbnU،         :  اVabsfU اS¯§XUن اvabU واS§1118  XYi ،½{ZUز V�o_ `a اbofUدة

    hا �la Sr وآ�ا ÂَWbnUوا       XYi ،تSaX^sfUا zr ،ُم]Uوا ÂُU  :                  ،رُثSYUو ا ،�ُWز SW

SW زXYi   :   ½َ\S_ �ُW 1121، اbl� P ½ُ{ZU    1120و ��o_ `a اVaS£fU   ( ،  1119واSYUرَث

، SZrدى اbofUد   SW 1124 زWُ� اÂُWbnU، و أيّ  1123، }  و SW أS¯ØW اbfc (1122  qjr qُ§bUو 

VabsfU1125ا     �lTZ�pU VfYmr ءS¯Uوا ،�U Vo_ q§bU1126 واP �iأ Pّإ    Pّإ �la زXÆW 

                                                                                                                                                 
�pc `Z اU{bu أ�pc `Zw XU �iّ اZW P Sfw xT�UP «�oU}bف، وU )1 (  ُw XU¯�¨ اV¾]¾ Vf£U أو§�، ي وW¼�� اSTihر 

       ®£Uا �pc ¨ؤSZw zlّs� «�oUوا bu}Uا �pc ¨ؤSZw q^w وإذا ،xoZUا �Uف إS£fUSw xT�UP)2 (  Sً�ba ®£Uا �pc `Zwُ �iّأ

    ،Sً\X�or نSك آbl� �Uإ SًaS£r نSرًا، وإن آXu}r نSآ xoZUا �Uإ SًaS£r فS£fUن اSآ �ih ، فS£fUا zlwو �Zlw

fUSw xT�pW ]ّ¬U ®ّ£Uا �pc `ZTfa ،فS£fUا q��W P ®ّ£Uن اP ،فS£)03 (   v^mZWم و]}Uا S¯w ®ّ�W VWS� نSآ SfU �ih

 �Tأ ، Sه�Zc]�swو qT� [  ®ّ£Uا �pc SfهXZw Sfآ ®ّ£Uا �pc ¨XZTa  

bniا  :VlwbsUار اbg225، 224ص : أ ،`±bUح اb :349-356/ 1 ، qlmc zwح اb : 201،202/ 2  
اX{mfUدة Sw zrب اSZfUدى اbofUد اa Sf¯�So�P VabsfU` اYU{® اbcdا�w، و هX اSZTUء  إbT�cا�lpc ÂU¼fU اVf\bU اb}ZUة  1116

�w نSsabW نSآ zr �pc    
1117  `a5fs�uW ،q Vfpوآ�ا ’ آ ‘ Vfpل آ�w’ا�Uو‘  
1118  `a2 ، 6 ، ’دbofUدى اSZfUا ‘ `a3 ،’نS¯§XUدة اbofUا ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1119  `a2 ،  ’رثSYUرث واSYU ‘ `a3mg ، Vfpرث’ ^° آSYUا ‘  

{ZUSwو ،ãopUا �pc ًا�Wز °sT� ،®£USw رثSYUا ½  qYfUا �pc ًا�Wز °sT�   
1120  `a7 ، ’VaS£fUا Vo_ Srّو أ ‘ `a3 ، ’فS£fUا Vo_و ‘ `a6 ، ’فS£fUدى اSZfUا Vo_و‘  
1121 l� فS£fUن اX}W وطbºr ´Uوذb SًT\S{r فS£fUن اSن آSa ،ÂU¼fUا �U qjr Sfم، آ]Uوا ÂUóU ½\S{r 

qjr ´Uوذ ،�T{iو ،�saز رS§ م]Uوا ÂUóU :  ،بhا  َ®Wb}Uا  ٌ�Wز SWب، وhا  ُ®Wb}Uا �Wز SW  
1122    `a ،zlgXmU zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2 ، 5 ،   
1123   Vyui `a Ämg كSZ4ه  Vر�XUا zr b^g b�³ zr أ�T� ،29  Vء ور�S¯�iإ �U30 ، إ  zr اء�T� طX^yfUا q_أ zr ، 

  ، SW أS¯W ا138qjr q§bU.....أ�U ....واS�Uء S� `a ا© 
1124  `a3 ،  ’أي ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a’ ّي�a ‘2 - 4،  
1125  `a5 ،’VabsfUد اbor ‘  

 ¨bذآ bّr Sfدة آX{mfUة اb}ZUا qlT� zr �ih   
1126  `a 5و، ’VfÆsr ءS¯Uوا ‘ q_hا `a’VfYmr ‘ `a رةSTsUت ا�Wو ز ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uا X3و ه ،

  ‘ا�U Vo_ q§bU إP إXÆW P �iز �laواS¯Uء �lTZ�U VfYmr و ’
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vabU1127ا    ��� Pو ، qءSlUا©     1128 ا ®ِgا �pc Pّم إ]Uو ا ÂUhا �la Sr ®gا �pc 

 lZْwَ zlfpc zlw [31]َ°      1132، وهX  1131 اXf£fUم zwSw  1130، وإن َو_oَ° اSZfUدى  1129و\�̈ 

   XYi ،«�oUا �pc zwPا vr دىSZfUا :   vmW ®U و وإذاbfc zَw �َWز SW1133    نSآ ،zlfَpَcَ zlw 

fUء اSfghا bÈSuآ XYi VaS£ :1134  SZlأ� zw �ُWز SW 1135  ·Ypّرة 1136، و�SÆUُم ا]Uدى اSZfUا 

    V¾SÅ�g]U V\X�or1137   XYi ، :        XYi ½Æs�pU أو zlfِpufpUِ © SW :1138     SW ء وSfpU SW 

                                                 
1127  ½{i ازX§ �pc SًgSl� �T{i `iزSfUز اS§اء، وأ�ZUSw دX{mfUا Xه �ih ،ةSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc �saر ½ÆW

)ÂWbnUا ( ´UX� `a)Wز SW�ÂَWbnUا /ÂُWbnUا ( ½{ZUوا vabUSw  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح اb :210/2 ،vfpُUح اb : 277/1 ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 228،229ص ،   
1128  Vfpآ °^mg ’P ‘ `a5 q_hا `a و وردت ،’q��W P ‘ `a 7 ، 3، 1و ، ’®gأ �pc ءSlUا q��� P‘            و 

 z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uا  
1129  `a2 ، 4 ،’©ا SW XYi ‘ `a1 ، ’�USs� ©ا ®gأ ‘ `a ت�Wو\�¨’، 6وز �USs� ‘  
1130 fpآ °^mg V’دىSZfUا ‘ `a5 q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1131  Vfpت آ�Wز’VZwو ا ‘ `a3 ، 5 ،  ‘VZwو أ zwSw ‘  
1132  `a ت�W5ز Vfpآ ،’vmW ‘ `a7 ، ’vوا� Xو ه ‘  
SW زSW : zw �W زbfc zw �ُWو وvr اXYi «�oU: اSZTUء �pc اXYi ، ®ّ£U: وa` ه�¨ اS§ VU�ufUز a` اSZfUدى اS¯§XUن 1133

 �Uأو ®ّ£Uو واbfc ÂUف أ�\ ½ÆWو ، VaS£fUا ��o{U SًcSTإ� «�oUا �pc �lZT� د وإنbor ®pc �ih]zwه�¨ ] ا `a

bniا �WÔfpUو ،VU�ufUا :qlmc zwح اb :204/ 2   
1134 Vfpآ °^mg  ’XYi ‘ `a7 Vfpت آ�Wوز ،’ÔÈS§ ‘ `a4 ،   
1135  `a6 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’�Wز zwا q§ر SW ‘ `a2 ، ’bfc zwا q§ر SWو ‘  

SZfUا Sّrأ  ÂUف أ�\ ½ÆWو ،«�oUا �pc ¨ءSZw زXÆW Pو ،®ّ£Uا �pc ¨ءSZw ½Æla VUSYUه�¨ ا `a دى]zwأ [Sً£Wأ  

bniا  :qlmc zwح أb :204/ 2 ،   
1136  `a3’ ·YpW ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’·Yp� ‘  
1137  `a1 ، ’ ViSs�g]U ‘  

�V_S ، واSW [ ½USÅU[ء إPّ  وهX آq اXi ®gدي zr Êpّy�lُU ّ�ة أو �pc zlsW دVmّºr va وb\ zr qfs�uW Pوف ا�ZUا

 `a ل�w V¾SÅ�gPم اP وأّن ، SًfÈرة داXu}r م]w ورًاbÆr ¨�sw �U ثSÅ�ufUا bوذآ ،V\X�or م]w ورًاbÆr �USfs�gا

XYi دىSZfUا ®gPا b�³ نSmYpW zl�pUء اS¯Uوا ÂUhا¨ : اb}TUَ SWا¨ و�WÔU SW زXÆW Pا¨ ، وb}w SWا¨ ، و�Wز SW  

bniا :qf§ حb :Uا`§S§Ô : ف، 250، 249صb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U370، 369ص : ا ،ÞlsW zw219، 218: ا 

 ،305-303ص : bح �^b ا�ZUى، 2/

 Wright, Grammar of the Arabci Language,  vol. 2, pp. 152, 153.          
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SW  :   و �zlw Sً�ba 1141 ®¯UX اXc�fUِّ واXc�fU إ�lU     1140،       و إYَ�ِaُ Sfiّْ° اU[م        �pU1139واه`

      Xcّ�fUك اb� �pc bu}USw Vِ�l¯TَpU1142  â�bWدى  وSZfU1143® ا     �pc ًا�Èزا Sًfpc دًاbor نSإذا آ 

ّ̀، و br SWو، وV¾]¾1144 XYi   :             ،ÊZr SW أ\bف   sg SWِر، وS\ SW)    رث وS\ `a

                                                                                                                                                 
1138  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ XYi  ‘  
1139  `a3 ،’`داه © SW ‘  

 �TÆs�Uاء ا�ZUSw �fّuW Sr و ه�ا   ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfرة آSÆUم ا]Uا �mTu� �� ة وSYZUا �Zc   
1140  `a4 ،  ’م]Uا °Y�a ‘ `a2 ،  ’�la °Y�a ‘  ̈SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1141 Sfiّو إ  vr °ْYَ�ِaُ  XYi bf£fUا vr «�o� م]Uوا bf£fUا v�Xr vدى وا�SZfUّن اÚ ثSÅ�ufUا: ’ �Uو ´U‘  

bniا  :qlmc zwح أb :218 /2   
1142  `a2 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’V�l¯TpU مXmpU SW أي  ‘  
1143  `a5 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’®£Uا �pc دىSZfUا `mw و ‘  

اa ®l�b�U` اVÅpU، اV�bU واYU[وة SmWل §SرVW ر�Vfl اU{[م إذا آSن آ[S¯r ر�Xp\ Sًmlًا �yr}bًا g¯ً[ وآ[م ر�l® أي 

Sfghا `a ®l�b�Uا �Zrو VًrSر� ��X_ ®ل �� ر�SmWو ·lر� `aف ، وbYpU v^� �ih Sًfl�b� ®l�b�Uا ّ̀ fgء، و

  \�ف b�³ اa ®gP` ا�ZUاء �Sًoloy،: اp^{fU» اXYZUي

bniا �WÔfpUح: وSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU: دةSr ]®ت] ر�SoWbs�Uا : ،ÂWbs�U447ر�® ا ،qfÆUح اb : ص ،`§S§ÔUا

251 ،252 ،VlwbsUار اbgى، 236ص : أ�ZUا b^� حb : 297ص ،iSwdب اSآ�VlwbsUا VÅpUا `a V : Vr]g ، �T�XsUا

Ämur ،`rXmUاث اb�Uوزارة ا، ¨blو� Volp� ®Wb}Uا �Tc ، ·lmY� ، ®pur zw1999: ا،  

   1 /208 ص 
 l�b� «{W® اSZfUدى Sًmp^r، إذا آSن Sًfpc أو i{bة mr}Xدة زا�Èة V¾]¾ �pc أ\bف، XÆW q¯aز اSr ®l�b�U آSن   1144

 Âp؟ أ��qّف أو أ�b\أ V¾]¾ �pc       م]}Uا `a qد� Sfiّإ ®l�b�Uن اÚ ، زXÆW P �iّأ �Uن إXWb{TUه½ ا�a ، �la ةSYZUا

 �Uدي إ¼W �Zr ف�YUّن اP ، ف�YUا qf�YW ]a ، VoّyUا VwSjr �pc X¯a ، فb\أ V¾]¾ �pc نSآ Srو Âloy�Uا q§h

     XYi SًآbY�r �^gن أوSإذا آ �fl�b� زXÆW نXlaX}Uل اSو� ،�w فSY§dا :  ·Zٌc `a]zٌcSW [  Âآ� `aو]ِْÂآ� SW [    Srو

  XYi �lهS£Wو �p¾SfW Sr ءSfghا `a ّنP ، ´Uذ �Tو�� ودم : أ �W–  Âloy�pU SهX{mZa و�rي و��و و�W �la q_hوا 

أّن ا�YUف a` ه�¨ اSfghء �a qlp` اSfs�gPل ، zc �lsw اSlmUس ) a )1¯�ا zr �gSa و§¯�W °lmTa ،– zl و�� ودم 

sUف اb\ أّن `£�mW        zr SZ¯ف ه�\ Sfّpa ، ف�YW Pو SًoUأ ½pmW �pT� Sr «�oUك واbّY� إذا Vpّ ] Xrد [ �pc �iّأ �pc دّل

[ Sm�iPل اbYUآSت P ، S¯lpcن اS¯la q_h ] �Wى و��و ودXr [ zr] اSlUء واXUاو[أiّ¯® إXa�\ Sfiّا ) 2(�[ف اSlmUس 

Xrوى و��و ود�W [ف�YUا vو� Sfiّ¶a ®l�b�Uب اSw `a Srّوأ �aوb\ تbjي آ�Uا ®gPا Âloy�U ، سSlmUف ا]� �pc �la 

ZهSه �§XW ®Uو S       ®l�b� `a نXlaX}Uن واXWb{TUا Âpا أ���}ف وه�YUSw �oloy� �Uء إSZw V§S\ ]a ، VoّyUا VWS� `a �ih 

] SW[ء �la باS£fUف إ�a ، �lUه½ اXWb{TUن إ�U أXÆW P �iّز �P ، �fl�bّن اl�b�U® إX}W Sfiّن b¾¼W Sr �la ا�ZUا       
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 ُ�lsg1145       ُرX{Zrواُن، وbr ن   1146) ، وSآ Sr P1147، إ      P �iّ¶a ،tli��Uء اS� ¨b�³ `a 

̀ :  ، �pc 1149  XYi اV¾]jU واb�ºW1148 VlّfpsUط �la اSWÔUدة  pTأو أ� qTِ�ْأ Ó½¾ٌ SW1150c   �p

   zllZsfU1151ا��[ف ا  ،  

                                                                                                                                                 
XÆW P ´U�}aز ��fl�b وذه½ اXlaX}Uن إ�U أXÆW �iّز ��fl�b وا\�XÆا Xmwل   ] SW[واS£fUف إ�la b¾¼W ®U �lU ا�ZUاء ب 

 ،�fpgُ `wأ zw blزه  

   أو إ_Sib واlÅUSw ®ٌ\bّU½ ، ُ��ٌآb                 ��وا \SW ®}nّ ³ل b}cم ، وا\Xnoا

bniا :`±bUح اb : 393-399/ 1 ، gأVlwbsUار اb : 242-236ص ، qlmc zwح أb: 224-231/ 2 ،ÞlsW zwا :

19-21/ 2 ، XYZUا `a لX_h1 /437: ا ، �fpgُ `wأ zwا blان زهXWح (دb :(·lmY� : `iSTlºUا �Wز zwا �lYW

  ،44ص  . 1944: اpsjU½ ،دار اU{�½ اfU}VWb ، اSmUهbة
 �c Sr vlا اa q_h` اq_h و a ‘f§ `a °^mg` أSfgء’ز�Wت اSTsUرة  1145
1146  ،àuZUا bjأآ `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZه  
1147 Vfpآ °^mg ’نSآ ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a1 ، ’نSإذا آ ‘ Vfpوردت آ àuZUا Vlmw `a ن’ وSآ ‘ «lY{Uا Xو ه

Si�Zc  
1148  `a3 ،’دةSWÔUوا VlّfpsUا ‘  
1149p^r �fl�b� زS§ ءS�USw SًrX�yr ®gPن اSك إذا آ Sًfpc نSاًء آXg ،Sًm]Vf¸Sa [ك ،®pc bl� أو]VWرS§ [ �pc ًا�Èزا

وأSر أS [ `a ´USr zw[وS§ SWري وXm�a ’’®¸Sa SW“    SWل) Sة(¾[¾V أ\bف، أو �bl زاV¾]¾ �pc �È أ\bف ك

،�UX� 

Sr qآ `a Sًmp^r �iزXّ§و                        �Uّوا ،S¯USw tiّي أSf�ّر ��   

iا ql{o�pUوbn :qlmc zwح أb :225 ،226/ 2 ،VlwbsUار اbg242—236ص،: أ ، 

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language, vol. 2, pp. 87, 88.  

  
1150   Vfpآ °^mg ’qTأ� ‘ `a5 `a3، و ، ’  ̀ pTا� ½ّ¾ SWو qTأ� ½ّ¾ SW  ‘ pTأو ا� qTأ� ½¾ SW ،àuZUا Vlmw `aو` «lY{Uوا ،

  ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ  
1151  `a6 ، 2 ،’ zllZsfUف ا]� �pc ‘lY{Uوا«،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ   

   ْqTأ� ،Sًjli�� ًا أوblآ�� zllZsfUإ��[ف ا �pc : �pTأ� ،bآ�r دىSZfUا : ti¼r دىSZfUا :       �la زXÆW و VTّ¾ SW و ½ُ¾َ SW q_و أ

Sê ®ّ£Uهbًا S¯lpc و �a �mTW» اSTUء bnِ�ZW zr VÅU �pc، أى qsÆW zr اS�Uء Yw{® اX§XfUدة و qsÆW اSZTUء �pc ا) 1(، 

  ®l�b�Uا qT� S¯lpc نSآ ��Uا VUSYUا �pc ءS�Uا qT� Sr) SZه «�oU2)  (ا  (      qsÆW zr أى ،bnِ�ZW P zr VÅU �pc ءSTUا ®ّ±

،®ّ£Uا �pc ءSZTUا b¯nlU ®l�b�Uا �sw Vfp}Uا b�³ `ء هSTUا  

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb :228 ، 229  ،   
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 vwSuUوا ]Pّإ [ ءSZj�g]U1152     ̈bl� �la qد� ®}\ zc ء`ºUاج اbإ� Xوه ،   .   �Zj�ufUوا

  ½{َ�ZWُ1153  مS�Uا ½§َXfUم ا]}Uا `a 1154            ،مS¯o�gا Pو `¯i P و `oZw xlU Sr Xوه ،

 S§ XYiءi`    1158، أو ا�pc (1157  �Zc v^mi ا�Zr �Zj�ufU    (1156 إذا ��mّم ا�Zj�ufU  1155وآ�ا 

                                                 
1152  q_hا `a’�gPا `a bT� Pّءو إSZj ‘ `a5 ،’ءSZj�g]U Pّإ vwSuUو ا ‘ Vfpآ °^mgو’bT� ‘ `a2 ، 3 «lY{Uوا ،

 `a وردت Sf5آSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  

هX إ�bاج اºU`ء zr اºU`ء PXU اb�dاج XU§½ د��la �UX، وه�ا SZ�Wول اq{�ّfU  :اSZj�ghء a` اp^{fU» اXYZUي 

،Äma Sًf}\ q{�fUول اSZ�Wو ،Sًf}\و Vmlm\ i `a ةSYZpU �sw vا�XUا ®ghا ½_S]Pّإ [ ،qWX¸ tYwّ�دة وs�r الXأ�

،SZه qmZi ®¯È³را V_]و�  

هS¯pT� Sr VW�s� X إ�U ] إPّ[XwاX}la ،S¯�^gن qfc  ] إPّ[أن ا�U ½_SZU هX اqsoU اXUا�a v` اU{[م ا�pc ·wSuU : اhول

] إPّ[ إن ا�U ½_SZU هX اqsoU اXUا�qT� v:أSً£W، ا�WXTlg  ‘‘`iSjU ’ ’وui½ إ�lU  ‘‘ اbluUا�sw Sr’ ’`aهS ه�ا �rه½  

      qT� �§XW P �� �iّ�w zlUX� �pc دbWو ،S¯�^gاXw P ]ًm�ur]Pّل     ] إXm� Sfآ ،¨XYi أو qsa zr ½{ZUا qfsU «p{W Sr

qjr :       tUSjUا ،Âpّ}� zr XpyW P �Zّ}Uو qwء وS�USw اضb�cPه�ا ا �pc بSÆW ًا و���Wز Pّإ ´�Xم إ�XmUإّن ا :ZUأن ا ½_S

 qT� vا�XUا qsoUا Xه �U]Pّإ [vwاbUا ،´USr zwه½ أ�r Xوه : �lpc وف و��ل�Yr qsa �U ½_SZUأن ا)Pّإ (  ،`a bW�m�Uوا

  §Sء اXmUم إPّ ز�Wًا أZj�g` ز�Wًا

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح أb :506/1 ،ÞlsW zwت، 2 /85—75: اSoWbs�Uا : ÂWbs�U151ر�® ا ،b^� حb 

   b : 144-150/ 1ح اvfpُU ، 343-341ص : ا�ZUى
1153  `a5 ،  ’½{�ZlU ‘ `a7 ، ’½{Z� �Zj�ufpU و ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

      ]إ�a ]Pّه½ اXWb{TUن إ�U أّن اqrSsU هX اSr�a  . ÄgّX�w qsoU اa qrSsU` اSZ¯a ، �Zj�ufUك ا��[ف zlw اSYZUة 

، q_hا `a SًrزP نSوإن آ ، qsoUّن ه�ا اh ´Uّي بوذX� �iّأ Pّإ ]Pّإ [ qsoUى ا�s� Sfآ ، �Zj�ufUا �Uّ�ى إs�a

،VW�s�fUوف اbYUSw XYi :،VTºyUء واSfUى اX�gاو، إXUا VWXm�w م�m�fUا qsoUSw بX{Zr ®gPن ا¶a  �Zcو ،SZ¯ه ´U�}a

 Xه qrSsUج ، اS§ÔUا]Pّإ [أن zr VTآbr]P [ �Zsfw ‘`Zj�gأ‘ ٌأ �Uإ zllaX}Uا zr اءbّoUن وذه½ ا]Pّإ [ zr VTّآbr

] P[و�a vab` اoZU` اST�cرا ب] أن[a ½{Z� `¯a` اSÆWdب اST�cرًا ب] P[و ُأد�a °f` ] أن[  ¾ّ® �ooّ°] وP[إن

 bهSnUا `a Xع وهXfÆfUا �Uإ ®}YUا ½uiُ ®ّ¾ Pًاّو VmlmYUا `a �Zr �Zj�ufUّن اd نXWb{TUا �lUذه½ إ Sr «lY{Uوا

byrجS£Wأ ®}YUا zr   

WÔfpUو bniا � :VlwbsUار اbg206-201ص : أ ،ّ̀ ±bUح اb :79-85/ 2 ، ½ه�Uح �ور اb : 265ص ،   

 1154  `oZr bl� �iّh °Tjrو ،�Zr �Zj�ufUا �la bذآ �iّh  
1155  `a2 ، 7 ، ’´Uل ‘ آ��w’آ�ا ‘  
1156  Vfpآ °^mg’�Zj�ufUا ‘ `a3 ، 7 ،  
1157  `a3 ،’�Zr �Zj�ufUا zc ‘ ءتS§ Sfآ SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a  
1158  `a3 ، ’v^miل ‘ إذا ا�w ’v^miأوا‘  
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إSf\ Pّرًا، و bl� `a        ، وS§ Srءi` إPّ ز�Wًا أ\ُ�، وS§ Srءi` أ\�ٌ           1159اXmUم إPّ ز�Wاً  

، W{Xن   1163، وa` اÊ�SZU  1162 و ا�TUل، هX اoU}l»     1161 اZU}ُ½1160اXfU§½ اS�Uم، XÆWز     

)Pّإ (   لXm� ًاXÅU ) :    ٌ�Wز Pّأ\ٌ� إ `iءS§ Sr1164 ًا�Wز Pّ(1165)  و إ      Srو ،�ٌWز SÓUإ `iءS§ Srو

                                                                                                                                                 
v^mZfUء اSZjZgdا  : ،�Zr �Zj�ufUا xZ§ bl� zr �Zj�ufUا �la نX}W ي�Uم اS�Uء اSZj�gPا Xي، هXYZUا «p^{fUا `a

XYi : رًاSf\ Pّم إXmUء اS§ لXm� أن ´pa �Zr �Zj�ufUا ½gSZW أن �la طb�ºW zّ}Uو ،®¯w]آ Pّدون إSlّ{Uء اS§ ´U xlUو

 `a ورد Sfة، آSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc SًwX{Zr نSول آhا xZ§ bl� zr ءSZj�gPن اSوإذا آ SًiSTs¾ Pّم إXmUء اS§ لXm� أن

   ،30،31ر�® اVWÚ :  اbÆYU ﴾ إPّ إ�Æua ﴾ ﴿ xlpw اV}È]fU آp¯® أ§Xsfن﴿ا³bmUن، 

bniا �WÔfpUو :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfU32/1: ا ،§ÔpU qf§ حb§S` : ،314ص ،qlmc zwح أb :507 ،508 

   ،41ص : اa Ô§XfU` اb :146-148/1 ،XYZUح اvfpU ، 344،345ص : bح �^b ا�ZUى، 1/

 1159  `a6 ،’مXmUا `a ءS§ ‘ `a4 ،  ’�\ًا أ�Wز Pّإ ‘ `a3 ، ’ًا�Wز Pّإ `iءS§ Sr ًا و�Wز Pّإ ‘ `a7 ،’ مXmUا `iءS§ XYi

Wز Pًإ `iءS§ Sr ًا و�Wز PّرًاإSf\ Pّإ `iءS§ Srًا أ\� و�Wز Pّإ `iءS§ Srًا و�‘  
1160  Vfpت آ�Wز ’�la ‘ `a3 ،  
1161  `a2 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’�pc vabUء واSZj�ghا �pc ‘fآ «lY{UواS ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا `a وردت   
1162  `a1 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’ �Wا أو ز�Wز Pا\� إ `iءS§ Sr XYi ‘ `a4 ، ’ و �Wز Pا\� إ `iءS§ Srا  و�Wز Pّإ‘  

zl¯§ة وSYZUا �Zsa ؟ �Uُل أو�TUن اSآ ®pa  ).1 ( ، �Uأو SًmaاXr ãopUن اX}la ، وا\�ًا �ZsfUن اSإذا آ �iّ¶a ، ãopU VmaاXfUا

 �Uُأو ãopUا VmaاXr نSآ ، Smo�ّوإذا إ ، �ZsfUف ا]��Sw bsºW ãopUّن ا��[ف اP)2 ( �w qrSsUا ·ps� `a يbÆW ل�TUأّن ا

Uو XU ¨اbÆfآ   vabUن اSآ ، qrSsUا ®}\ `a ىXل أ��TUن اSآ Sّfpa لXsofUSw �lTº�Uا �pc ءSZj�gPا `a ½{ZUوا ،qrSsUا �

 ،bniا ،½{ZUا zr �UُأوVlwbsUار اbg206، 205ص : أ،  
1163  `a4 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’½§XfUا bl� `aو  ‘  

   ��UX إPّ ز�Wًا اXmUم، و�ZrمS� Sr’:  وإن آSن �S�yfUSa ½§Xr blر Xm�a �T{iل

Vًsl �َf\³ل أ Pّإ َ̀ USfa           ½ُه�r ·YUه½ ا�r Pّإ `U Srو   

وإSfiّ أvZ�r اST�dع a` ذh ´Uّن اm�W P vwS�Uّ�م �pc اXT�fUع، ه�ا اzr °lTU آ[م اU{zw °lf ز�W ا�ghى، zr �}�lة 

،®pgو �lpc ©ا �p_ لXgbU³ل ا S¯la ح�fW VlfSه  

bniا �WÔfpUو :lmc zwح اbq :508،509/ 1 ،bsºUه� اS ،168 ، حbه½ر و��Uه� 265-263ص :  اS ، 

 bsºUى، 124ا�ZUا b^� حb : 344،345ص bsºUه� اS ، 109 ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 312ص  zw °lf}Uا bs

 ه�ا º�a° دXWا�i اXT^fUع وU® أ§� . �Åw ،  :1969-1970اد{�VT اXp،  rxU�ihمد و §vf و�W�m® داو: ز�W ا�ghي

 ، ¨�ºiو�� أ ، �iاXWد `a رXآ�fUا °lTUاÞlsW zw2 /79:  ه{�ا ا  

Vsl �f\³ل ا Pّإ `U Sfa                         ½sºr ·YUا ½sºr Pّإ `U Srو   

 Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 337.  
1164  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’�Wز Pّو إ ‘  
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      WÔw Pّرت إbr Srًا و�Wز SÓUإ °Wو\{®    �1166ٍ رأ ،))  َbl�((   ®}Y1167 آ    Pإ �sw vا�XUا ®gPا 
، وS§ Srءi` ا\ٌ�     S§1169ءi` اXmUُم �bَl زWٍ�، وS§ Srءbَl� `i زWٍ� أ\�ٌ          :   �Xmل  -1168

 َbl�1170       �\أ `iءS§ Sr ٍر وSf\ 1171      ُblو� �Wز bَl�    �Wز  )  ½{ZUSw[32]   vabU1172)  و ا   

         �Wز bَl� °Wرأ Srو ،�Wز bُl� `iءS§ Sr1173 و      ٍ�Wز blÅw رتbr Sr ى   ، وXg �pُjr 1174.  و   

 Vpا��Uوف اbYU1175و ا VliSf¾ VpfÆUا �pc  :   S¯Zr V�ّg1176      نSZ¾ع و اXabfUا qT� S¯wُX{ُZr 

    �fّu� V�uUوا ،x}sUا �pc  

                                                                                                                                                 
   ،mg  `a ،zlgXmU1 ،4^° اSTsUرة zlw Sr ا  1165

  XÅU �la أى زا�Èة VUS\ `a S¯U qfc P ا�TUل،  ) إPّ ( اU{[م �Sم oZr` ، و
1166    b{YUا �lo� و S¯U qfc P ة�Èأى زا XÅU �la Pّو إ �Zr �Zj�ufUا �Zr ف�\ Sr Ê�SZUم ا]}Uو ا ،�oZr Ê�Si م]}Uا

 `oZfUم اS�Uم ا]}Uا `a ل�TUا VUS\ `a Sً£Wا  

  ، و �� أ¾SZ�TهS  3واlY{U» آSf وردت a` ‘  و\{® ãoU ’ ، 5و a` ‘ آY{®’ ، 3و a` ‘ ك’ ن، a` ا�w q_hو 1167 
Xm�aل �Sم اXmUم �bl زbl� ½{Zw �W آXm� Sfل �Sم اXmUم إP   ‘ إSfw’ P آSن bsWب �w اbl� ‘    vr �Zj�ufU’و �bsب   1168

  ½{Zw ًا�Wز’�Wم      ‘زSmr SZ¯ه °flا� SfU bl� ّنP ،’’Pإ ‘ ‘  Sه�sw Srن وSوآ    ®gPاب اbcإ °wbcأ VaS±dSw ورًاbÆr 

 �sw vا�XUا’Pء ،    ‘ إSZj�gPا ®}\ �mTWو  

bniوا :qlmc zwح اb :516/ 1 ،VlwbsUار اbg207ص : أ ،   
1169  `a3 ،’�Wأ\� ز bl� ‘ `a2 ،  ’�\أ �Wز ‘ Vfpآ °^mgأ\�’ و ‘ `a5،  
1170  `a3 ،’�\ر أSf\ bl� `iءS§ Sr و ‘ `a2 ، ’�\أ �Wز bl� `iءS§ Sr و ‘  
1171  `a2 Vfpم’، وردت آXmUا ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’�\أ ‘ Vfpآ °^mgأ\�’ و ‘ `a5،  
1172  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2 –4 `a 5 ، و ،’½{ZUو ا vabUSw ‘  
1173  `a2 ، ’رتbr ‘ Vfpل آ�w’°Wرأ ‘  
1174  `a7 Vfpآ °^mg ،’  ىXg ‘ `a اء’، 6ووردتXg اي وXg ‘  

zr اbl� ’bl� ‘ vabU ، وأ��Sر اÂU¼fU إS¯i آ�w qrSs� Sfw qrSs�a blÅ أي Xua ،bl� qjrي �S¯lpc ·T^Z أ\{Sم

bniوا ، bÆUوا ½{ZUوا :qlmc zwح اb :517 / 1   
1175  `a1 ،’VprSsUوف اbYUو ا ‘ `a5 ، ’Vpا��Uا zr وفbYUو ا ‘  

c ّ�ثY�W ي�Uب اS�}Uه�ا ا zr tUSjUب اSTUا VWا�w `a bّr Sfآ VpfÆUا `a qfs� `�Uوف اbYUوه` ا VlnopUا qrاXc z

 VlcSfuUا  
1176  Vfpآ °^mg’S¯Zr ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a و وردت ،q_hا `a3 ، 4 ، 5 ، 7 ، ا و�c Sr وردت Sfآ «lY{Uا 

 SهSZ�T¾و�� ا ،q_hا  
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̀  1177اfYVefm S�g�ّZQل  �lTº�pU، و ��g]U zّ}Uراك ،            1178إّن و أّن lmY�pU·، وآ�نّ       :  ، و ه

      ÓqsUو ،`Zf�pU °lU و   ̀ §b�pU1179  لXm� ،  :  ًا�Wإّن ز    ،·ٌp^Zr       ٌ·p^Zr ًا�Wز Óّأن `ZÅpw1180 و      ،

          ،bٌ±S\ وًاbfc Óz}U �ٌWز `iءS§ Srو ،�ُghًا ا�Wو آ�ّن ز  

    ًSrXW ُدXsW َبSTºUا °lU Sla 1181       ̈bTِ��a                 1182   ُ½lºfَUا qَsaَ Sfw 1183،1184    

                                                 
1177  `a2 ، ’qsoUا V¯TºّfUوف اb\ ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a6 ، 5و ،’qsoUSw V¯TºّfUا ‘ `a3 ،  ’لSsaów V¯TّºfUا‘  

ُْ̄° وا��gرآُ° و�lÓZfُ° و�l§ّb°  ه�¨ اbYUوف SmWل \ Tّأّآْ�ُت و ،qjr qsoUا `iSsr S¯liSsr ّنd ،qsoUSw V¯Tّºr وفb

 bرى’’ وذآSTihأو§� ‘‘ ا Vuf� zr Sf¯Zlw �TºU1(و§� ا ( �pc `ZTr `±SfUا qsoUأن ا Sfآ «�oUا �pc VlZTr S¯iّإ

 «�oU2(ا (فb\أ V¾]¾ �pc qsoUأّن ا Sfف آb\أ V¾]¾ �pc �iّإ) 3 ( ءSfghم اÔpW qsoUأن ا Sfء آSfghم اÔp� S¯iّإ)4 (

XYi qsoUا �pc q��� Sfآ VWS�XUن اXi S¯lpc q��� S¯iّإ : ،`ZZّ}Uو `Ziّوآ� `Ziّإّن )5(إ �Zsfa ،لSsahا `iSsr S¯la إّن 

 وه�¨ اbYUوف �l§b°،: وqّsU �Zsr: وlZf� ،°lU �Zsr°: ا��gرآ°: \mmّ°، و�Zsr آ�ّن Tّ¯°، وzّ}U �Zsr: وأّن

 ،S¯pfc vf§و ´USr zwا S¯sf§ و�� ،qsoUا qfc qfs�  

qfc zr نS}U Sr x}c ّنSآ              qّsU ،zّ}U ،°lU Óّن، أنh 

 Ämg�a ،Vuf� �WXTlg Sّ�هcو ،VsTg ةSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc وفbYUد ه�¨ ا�cأّن[و [ S¯p_ن أh V\X�ofUا]رة،] إنXu}fUا  

 bniا  :qlmc zwح أb :295 /1 VlwbsUار اbg148ص : ، أ ،`§S§ÔpU qfÆUح اb :ح ، 211صb ى�ZUا b^� :

ص : اa Ô§XfU` ا�w ·lmY�205 ،XYZUراوي زهbان، ص: اXsUاqr اVÈSfU ، 2 /131: آ�Sب �WXTlg ، 206-204ص 

37،   

 Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, pp. 80, 81; Howell, Arabic Grammar, 

vol. 3, pp. 436-443; Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, p. 181.  
1178  `a5 ،’ ّنPو ‘ Vfpل آ�w’نSآ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1179  qfs�u�’°lU ‘و `Zf�pU ’ qّsU ‘ ،z}ffUا `a نX}W `Zfّ�Uإّن ا `Zf�Uوا `§b�Uا zlw قboUق، واSodوا `§b�pU

XYi :l� `aو ®ٌÈS� ًا�Wز °lU لXm� ]a z}ffUا bl� `a نX}W أن «{W Pو ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ ،z}ffUا b’ بSTºUا qّsU

  ‘XsWد

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :296/1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 207، 204ص ،`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb : 145ص ، `a �l¯f�Uا

 ، 226ص : اXYZU واb{Uف

 Fischer, A Grammar of classical Arabic, pp.180, 181; Wright, Grammar of the 

Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 83; Elder, E.E. Arabic Grammar, pp. 245, 246.  
1180  `a2 ، 3 ، 4 Vfpآ qfs�u� ، ’SًTل ‘ ذاه�w’Sًmp^Zr ‘ `a6و ، ’STًا ذاه�Wإّن أّن ز‘ً   
1181  ،Vfpآ °^mg’SًrXW ‘ `a2 ، 3 ،  
1182  q_hا `a’¨bTوأ� ‘fUا �iاXWد `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا SهSZ�T¾ع و�� أXT^  
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  ٌ�cS� ًا�Wز ÓqsU إّن و أّن ، أّن       1185و zlw قboUو    1187 إّن 1186، و ا S¯fgا vr رةXu}fUا 

 1189S¯pT� Sr 1190  ، qsa اX}W ��\ �lo� P V\X�ofUن      S�1188ٌم lorٌ�، و أنّ   �bTهS آ[م  

                                                                                                                                                 
1183  `a2 ، 5 °^mg ، ’°lTUا zr `iSjUا b^ºUا ‘  
1184  blrأ b{mw ]ً{�r نSآ ،`gSTsUا b{sUاء اbs zr bcS Xوه ،VlهS�sUا `wh Xر، وهX¯ºr °lw zr Vs^� ¨ه�

ºUه�ا ا bآ�W ÂU¼fUوا ،VÅpUدات اbor �pc Pو XYZUا �cاX� �pc ¨bsºw ð�YW Pو ،�lbUرون اSه zlZr¼fUه� و اS

  qlTg �pc ¨XYi اSÆ�\]U P ،qljf�Uج، 

أX{Zr °lU ®gب وc[�T{i Vr اVY�oU اSnUهbة ] اSTºUب [\bف �Zf` وi}½ ] lU°[ أP أداة اS�o�gح : اbcdاب

S£r qsaرع Xabrع bÆ�Uد¨ zr اSZU_½ واSÆUزم وX§ �la b��ur blf± �pcSaازًا �bW�m¨ هXsW Xد إ�U اSTºUب ) XsWد(

Sُa ،�w لXsor ½{i qYr `a ®£Uا �pc `ZTr bT�]Sfw [b§ فb\ ءSTUا : �pc `ZTr ،ي�Uا �Zsfw لX_Xr ®gا Sr

qsa qcSa، واzr VpfÆU ] اlºfU½[ Sr qsaض ] bT��w ·ps�r ]qsa راX}uUن STUSw b§ qYr `aء، واSÆUر واbÆfUو

bW�m�Uوا qsow بX{Zr وف�Yr blf± �ÈSsUل واX_XfUا Vp_ S¯U qYrP qcSoUوا qsoUا: Sfw]�psa[  

ّ̀ اlU [ ،S¯fg°[واSºUه� a` ه�ا اlTU° أن  fg أ و��TfUا °T{Za ،VlfgPا VpfÆUا �pc °pد� �� `Zf�pU فb\ `و ه

SهbT� ّ̀ fgو bTyUا °saور.  

Xآ�fUا bsºUه{�ا،ر و ا qjr عXT^fUا �iاXWد `a bآ�W z�fUا `a   

          SًrXW دXsW بSTºUا °lU Sla                        ½lºfUا vZ_ Sfw ¨bT��a        

bniا ql{o�pUو  :VlهS�sUا `wان أXWد :·ºrد ، xp¸أ VT�}r ، q{la يb} ، ·lmY� :196 . 32ص ،zllT�Uن واSlTUا :

  ZÅr :204/1` اlTpU½، 205 ص S53ه� اb : ،bsºUح �^b ا�ZUى،  82/3
1185  `a1 ،3 ،’�wSc ‘ `a 5و ، ’�ÈS�‘  
 هSf �¼آ�ان Xf£rن اVpfÆU و��iSmmّY إPّ أن اXu}fUرة ا�pc S¯sr VpfÆU اS¯U]m�g إّن وأّن’’ اXmW  ÞlsW zwل 1186

) 2(و§Xب اbu}U ) h)1ّن ¾[ث \PSت ‘‘  ا�Uه½ر� و’’وS¯��ÈSow ‘‘ `a ½�}W واS¯Tpmّ� V\X�ofU إ�U \{® اbofUد

 «�oUب اX§3(و (qÈSur vu� `a bu}Uا ½Æla ،zWbrhاز اX§و :Sأ\�ه :Uاء ا��wا `aXYi ك ﴿: {[مSZl^cأ Siّإ 

b¾X}Uا﴾b¾X}Uا  : VWÚ01ر�® اVliSjUا ، : �USs� �UXmآ ،Vp{Uأول ا `a vm� ء ﴿أنXZ�U �Y�Sor إّن Sr زXZ}Uا zr ¨SZl�³و  ﴾

و�sw SrهVp_ S، اVjUSjU ) إن(Xsorل ¾Sٍن SZl�Ú¨، وه` X_Xrل �Zsfw ا�Uي و] Sr [ ،28رقم اآلية : سورة القصص 

 آSf ﴿أن �a vm` أول اVpfÆU اVlUSYU آ�USs� �UXm، : ل اVo{U ، آbfرت q§bw إq±Sa �iّ، اbUاVswأْن �a vm` أو:

أن �a vm` أول :  ،ا05VurSyUر�® اVWÚ :  اSoihل ﴾أ�b§´ رYUSw ´�lw zr ´w· وإّن zr SًmWba اS}U zlZr¼fUرهXن

\ °up§ XYi tl\إذ وإذا و Xوه qfÆUSw Ê�yW Srو S¯lUف إS£fUا VpfÆUاVgدSuUا xUS§ ًا�Wإّن ز tl : qT� vm� أن

XYi VmpsfUم ا]Uا :﴿ �UXgbU ´iّإ ®psW ©ن  واXmaSZfUرة اXg ÷ : VWÚن ﴿63ر�® اXwذS}U zlmaSZfUإّن ا �¯ºW ©وا ﴾ 

 zlmaSZfUا : VWÚ01ر�® ا VswSuUا،  :،�USs� �UXmw ،لXmUSw Vlّ}Yr vm� أن﴿®\ ozlTfUب اS�}Uوا o ¨SZUÔiأ Siّرة ﴾ إXg 

  ز�W إq±Sa �iّ ، : أن �bT� vmًا zc أXYi zlc ®g:  ، اVswSuU 3-1ر�® اVWÚ، : اS��Uن 
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  ̀ ZÅpT1191آ  ́ UXmآ ®gأو ا   :    ٌ·p^Zr ًا�Wز Óأن ٌّ·\  .  «�o1192و��sw   :    PXU و ،XU1193    �sw و ،

   S¯�ِاXو أ� °ُfpc1194 °pْ�َن د¶a 1195    تbuُآ SهbT� `a م]U1196 ا    ،�USs� �UXmوا©  ﴿ ، آ

                                                                                                                                                 
qÈSur نSf¾ `a «�oUا ½ÆWو :Sإ\�اه :XYi ،VpcSa vm� أن :﴿ SZUÔiأ Sّiأ ®¯oّ}W ®U ت ﴾ أَوXT}ZsUا ،SZUÔiأي أ  : VWÚر�® ا

51VliSjUا ، : qcSoUا zc VTÈSi vm� أن﴿iّأ `Uّأو\` إ q� zÆUا zr boi vf�gإ � ﴾ zÆUا : VWÚ01ر�® ا VjUSjUا ،  : vm� أن

XYi لXmUا blÅU PًXsor :﴿ ©Sw ®آ�bأ ®}iّن أXaSy� Pم ﴾ وSsihا  : VWÚ71ر�® اVswاbUا،  : vaر v±Xr `a vm� أن

XYi اء��wPSw :﴿ VsS� رضhى اb� ´iّأ ��SW³ zrسورة و ﴾ °p{a  : VWÚ39ر�® ا VurSyUا ،  : v±Xr `a vm� أن

XYi �Zsr ®gأ zc bٍT� : VgدSuUا ،q±Sa ´iّدي أSm�cف : اbYUSw ورةbÆr vm� أن﴿·YUا Xّن ا© ه�w سورة ﴾ðYUا  :

 ،VWÚن62 ، 06ر�® اSfmU ،  :30 VswSuUا ،  :XYi VaS±dSw ورةbÆr vm� ن﴿: أنXm^Z� ®}iّأ Sr qjr ·YU �iّإ ﴾ 

 أذآbوا �fsi` ا�U` أlpc °fsi{® وأiّ` ﴿: أن �ºU VswS� vm`ء Sfّr ذآV :XYi Sib  ، ا23ZrSjU: ر�® اVWÚ: ا�UارSWت

zlfUSsUا �pc ®}�p£ّa﴾ ةbmTUا  : VWÚ47ر�® ا،   

qÈSur ث]¾ `a نS¯§XUز اXÆWو :qjr ،VlÈSÆoUإذا ا �sw ،Sإن : إ\�اه «�ow وىbW بSTUSw ًا�Wوإذا إّن ز °§b�

VliSjUا ،Sهbu}wو :ÈاÔÆUء اSoUا �sw �USs� �UXmآ ،Vl﴿ رXo� �iّ¶a «p_وأ ¨�sw zr بS� ®ّ¾ VUS¯Æw ًءXg ®}Zr qfc zr 

®l\06رقم اآلية : ﴾ سورة األنعام ر،  VjUSjUا، S¯Y�aإّن و bu}w ئb�  :XYi `a] :©ا �f\ا `UX� أول [ ´Uذ ÄwS±و

 ¨XYiو �f\آ� SهbTل و�X� zc ًاbT� vm� ي ه�ا: أنX�gا Sfa ، �\وا zlUXmUا qcSaو �la زS§ رXآ�fUل اSjfUSآ ÄwS£Uا 

 qs§ �pc bu}Uا© ، وا �f\أ `UX� أول �Zsr �pc «�oUا ]`UX� أول [ أ��Tr]©ا �f\أ `iّوأ [¯w bTا� Vpf§S ه�ا zc 

 ql� �i�}a أ��TfUا : `iّ�w «�َ�َofUم ا]}Uه�ا ا `UX� أول  

bniا ql{o�pUو :ÞlsW zw8 /79-59: ا ،`±َbUح اb : 340--356/ 4 ،bحqlmc zwح ، 1 /334—300:  اb

  ، b :202 –214ح qrSc VÈSr، 150، 149ص : bح §qf اS§ÔU§`، 208—204ص :  ا�Uه½ر�و
1187  `a2 ، ’أّن إّن Xه ‘ `a4 ، ’ أّن Xه ‘  
1188  Vfpآ °^mg ’رة ، ‘ أنXآ�fUا àuZUا `a2 –4 ،   
1189  `a1 ،’نX}W P ‘ `a5 ،’نX}� ��\ ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا   
1190  Vfpت آ�Wز’Sr ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a V^�Sgو ،q_hا `a2 ، 5 ، 7lY{Uو �� »، وا ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ 

SهSZ�T¾أ  
1191  `a3 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wا ذاه½’ ، ز�Wأن ز `ZÅpw ´UX� `a ‘ `a7 ، ’·p^Zr ا�Wز ‘ `a5 ،  ’®USc ًا�Wإّن ز‘  
1192  `a3 ، 2 ،’�sw «�oW و ‘ `a إّن ’، 7و �sw «�oو�‘  
1193 Zّ{fUا �WbWÂ                vو� ½Tg `iSjUوا vmW ®USr Sr ½Tg ولhSa ،اٍبX§اء و��wP Sf¯a ،�WXTlg لXmW ،zl�ll¸bºUا Sf¯w 

qjr :و ،´�¬ÆU ار�Uا `a ´iّأ XU "zlYTufUا zr نSآ �iأ PXpa نXjsTW مXW �Uإ �Z^w `a tTpU  "  رأي �pc ´Uوذ 

llaX}Uاz USs� �UX� `a Sfآ ،Sfه�sw ]ٍsa رون�mW ®¯ih   �﴿®¯U ًاbl� نS}U ®¯lUج إby� ��\ واbT_ ®¯iّأ XUو﴾ XU أي  
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�UُXgbَU ´iّإ ®ُpsW ﴾1197   q1198و���§ �pc VaS}Uا Sr      أي qfsUا zc S¯o}�a S¯slf

  S¯sZf�1199   �USs� �UXmوا\�ٌ  ﴿، 1200 آ �ُUاُ© إ Sfiّ1201﴾ إ     qT� Sf¯cXabr ان�pّUن اSZ¾Pوا 

                                                                                                                                                 
̄ 5ر�® اbT_ °T¾ : ،VWÚه®، Xgرة اbÆYUات lUXfsrأن و zr ول¼fUر ا�{fUSa ،S Srّر، أ�mr qsoU qcSa vaر qYr `a 

  ،bTyUوف ا�Yr أ��Tr PXU أو XU �sw ول¼fUر ا�{fUن أن اXUXmla نXWb{TUا  

bniا �WÔfpUو :  �WXTlg بS235/4: آ� ،XYZUا `a لX_h1 /325، 324: ا ،qlmc zwح أb :300/1 ، حbا`±َbU:

343/4،  
1194  `a3 ، ’ا��Xو أ� �sw و ‘  àuZUا Vlmw `aا��’ ، 7 ، 4 ، 2وXو أ� ‘q_h `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا 

 fUا blTs� qc ولhا zlc Sf¯liS¾ أو ،bT� أ و��Tr Sf¯p_أ zlUXsor ½{Z� `�Uل اSsahا ´U�w �WbW و ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼

   ،zlUXsofUا �uّr دةSg SهbT� و S¯fgا vr ن أّنX}� و  
1195  ،q_hا `a’qد� ‘ `a4 ، ’م]Uا °pد� ‘ `aم’ ، 5 ، 2و]Uا °pأد� ‘ ̈SZ�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xوه  
  a` ه�ا اSjfUل أS¯iّ و�pw S¯Zc ·pc `Tp� qsa �sw °s[م وdّن اXu}fUرة اÔf¯Uة) إّن(واa ½TuU` آbu هÔfة  1196

  °sذات، أو و� ®gا zc ًاbT� S¯lUXfsr vr °sو إذا و� ،tl\ �sw أو VpfÆUأ ا��wإ `a °sإذا و� ، S¯Zr يbأ� v±اXr

  a` أّول §Xاب اumU® أو \{XmUSw S¯lUXfsr vr °lل، أو qYr S¯lUXfsr vr اSYUل،    
   1ر�® اXg : ،VWÚرة اXmaSZfUن 1197
1198  `a3 ،’q��W و ‘ `a29 ،’q��� و�� ‘Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a وردت   
1199  `a5 Vfpآ °^mg ،’S¯sZf� أي ‘ `a3 ، ’qfsUا zc S¯sZfW أي ‘ `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ،’S¯oّ}� ‘ bjأآ `a و وردت

 ،qfsUا zc S¯sZf� أي S¯oّ}و� ،àuZUا  

 ،´USr zwل أSو�   

qُ_وو)Sr (qfsUا �mTW و�� ،S¯USfcإ                qٌ^Tr وفbYUي ا�w  

 °p{إذا أ� ]Sr [fUا bl� ½ل، ذهSfهdل واSfcdا S¯la زXÆW �iّ¶a °lU Pّإ qfsUا zc S¯�oآ S¯ا�Xوأ� Óن¶w VUX_X

’’�WXTlg ‘‘ `ÈSu}Uو ا Þo�hاج و\{` اbg zwوأ `§S§ÔUSة آSYZUا zr VcSf§و’’®ُÈS� ًا�Wز Sfiّو أن‘‘إ ]Sr [ bl�

S¯USfcdّن ا¶a ،°lU Pّإ S¯pfc °p^wدوات أhا ¨�¯w °ibإذا ا�� VUX_XfUدوات �� اhّن ه�¨ ا�w ´Uا ذXppcو ،ÔÈS§ Sr vr 

 �qWÔW S¯lpc:﴿ q ه�ا اS{��Pص، وX��pU S¯¬l¯Wل qf§ �pc اSsahل Sr [XYi[اSfghSw S¯_S{��P °pfcء ود�Xل 

ّ̀ أSfiّ إU¯{® إ�U وا\� Uإ �\XW Sfiّء﴾إSlTihا  :، VWÚ108ر�® ا،   

   �Sل اboUزدق، 

    SfpّsU xl� �Tc SW ًاbni �cَ�أlّmfUَر اSfYUر اSZUا ´U ءتS±أ                     

  VpfÆUSw اVlfgP أي S¯pfc q^T� ®U آS� Sfل اlU ( VÅwSZU°(ه�¨ qWÔ� P ا��}Sص ]Sr[ و

°US� :�ِmِa �oُ{i أو SZ�rSf\ �Uإ                            SZU َمSfYUه�ا ا Sf�lU Pأ  

   اÂZ{ّfU أS£W  واlY{U» هX ا�fUه½ اhول، وه�ا ه�r Xه½
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  Sfب، وهX{ZfUا] : sو fo[، نS�¯TºّfU1202 ا   XYi ،xlpw  :        qَ£aأ qٌ§ر P و ،Sًmp^Zr �ٌWز Sr

      q��� Srو ،´Zr1203   ةb}ZUوا VabsfUا �pc 1204       ُq��� P ،P ة، و     1205، وb}ZUا �pc Pّإذا  إ

                                                                                                                                                 
bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح أb :319 ،320/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb :211—207ص ،XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uف اb{Uوا :

460 :اÊÈS{yU، 45ص. 1953: آbم اiS�uTU`، دار _Sدر، blwوت: �lmY·: دXWان VÅwSi اiSlw�U`، 228، 227ص 

/2 ،�WXTlg بS2/ 137: آ� ،VWbÆºUا `USr³ : ءSl± ،يbÆ zwرف أSsfUة، دار اÔf\ zwا `pc zwا© ا VTه zW�Uا

zد دآSw³ ر�l\ ،VliSfjsUزدق 2 /241، 242¨  /1349: اba انXWد ، :·lmY� :وتblw درS_ دار ،`iS�uTUم اbآ :

1960، ½lTpUا `ZÅrو  ½WرSchآ�½ ا zc :مSºه zwم ، اSºه zw zW�Uل اSf§ ريS{ihا، VsT^Uا VWbزهhا VWb{fUا 

  204/1 ص.1899: ، اSmUهbة 
1200  `a3 ،’�UX� XYi ‘ `a6 ، ’�USs� �UX� XYi ‘  
   171: ر�® اXg :VWÚرة اSuZUء 1201
1202 `a 7 ،  ’V¯TّºfUا ‘ `a3 ،  ’zl�ّ̄ TºfUا ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

 Sf¯pjrت وإْن، –وP )1 ( qfs� Sfiّة إSYZUر اX¯f§ ½ه�rو ،V\X�or tli��Uء اS� S¯lpc ت�Wز VlaSZUا P `¯a تP qfc

 �USs� �UXa �Zrو bTyUا ½{Zو� ®gPا vab�a xlU﴿ٍصSZr zَl\ تPرة ص﴾ وXg  : VWÚ09ر�® ا ،zlsUا ½{Zw ،

 bTyUا `mwو ®gPف ا�Ya)2 (Srّإْن وأ )إْن ( zllaX}Uه½ ا�rو ،Sًl qfs� P S¯iّاء إbّoUوا zlWb{TUا bjه½ أآ�fa VlaSZUا

–qfc qfs� S¯iّاء إbّoUا ]�  )xlU( ، 

pUو bniا ql{o� :qlmc zwح اb :282—286/ 1 ،ح � وbه½ر�U202-- 199  ا ،wاzÞlsW  :108 ،109/1 ،

vrاX¯Uا vf1 /126—124: ه ،`±bUح اb : 198،199/2 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb :  203،204ص ،  

 Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p. 340; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language, 

vol. 2, pp.1051  
1203 a` ،q_hا ’q��W Sr ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a5 ، 3 ، 2و ،’q��� Sr ‘ �� و ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ  

 Srّا ]Sr [لXm�a ،Sًl qfs� P S¯iّإ ®ٍlf� `Zw VÅpa ‘‘®ÈS� �Wز Sr ‘‘Pو ،¨bT� ®ÈSاء و���wPSw عXabr �WÔa qfc ]SfU [ `a

وVÅU `a ]  زWٌ�ُمXmW Sr: [\bف �pc �UX��U Ê�ّyW P اgP® آSf ذآSib و�pc اXYi qsoU] Sr[`ء S¯Zr، وذh ´Uن 

 qfsآ S¯USfcز إSÆYUا qأه)xlU ( S¯w نXT{ZWو ®gPا S¯w نXsabla ،ق]¸dا �Zc لSYUا `oZU S¯iّأ `a S¯w S¯¯TºU

XYi bTyUا] :SًfÈS� �Wز Sr[  �USs� لSًا﴿ و�bºw ه�ا Sr ﴾ ÂgXW  :ر�® ا VWÚ31 ،�USs� لSو�  ﴿®¯�ِS¯rأ zّه Srو ﴾ 

VUدSÆfUا : VWÚ02ر�® ا ، V�ّg وطbºw Pّه® أ�Zc qfs� P z}U1( ، و ( Sه�sw ادÔW P)إن (XYi S¯pfc q^w ت�Wن ز¶a :

’’ ®ÈS� �Wإن ز Sr‘‘)2 (XYi Pّ¶w `oZUا Ûm�ZW P Pّأ :’’ ®ÈS� Pّإ �Wز Sr ‘‘ ½{i زXÆW ]a)®ÈS� (USs� �UXmآ�﴿ ®�iأ Sr 

SZpُjr bºw Pّإ ﴾ zluW : VWÚ15ر�® ا﴿ ،bW�i Siأ Srف ﴾ وSm\h3( ، 9:  ا ( Xوه S¯fgأ �pc SهbT� ّ�مm�W Pّط أbºw

XYi �saّ�م و§½ رm� ن¶a ،ورbÆr Pر وS§ Pف وbê bl� :’’�ُWز ®ٌÈS� Sr‘‘ زXÆW ]a’’�Wز SًfÈS� Sr‘‘  ا��[ف �laو

Sr : ا�pc bTyU اgP® وهbê bl� Xف وS§ Pر وbÆr Pور a¶ن �mّ�م XYi S¯pfc q^wأ�m�W Pم Xfsrل ) 4(اSYZUة ، 
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 ½{i زXÆW ]a qُ³آ �Wز ´rَSs¸]qَ³آ [XYi ،S¯pfc q^TW ®U وراbÆr رًا أوS§ أو Sًabê لXfsfUن اSن آ¶a :’’ ك�Zc Sr

 Sًflmr �Wّر ) 5(‘‘ زb}�� Pأ]Sr [XYi S¯pfc q^w رتbّ}� ن¶a :’’ÈS� �Wز Sr Sr® ‘‘ ،`oZUا °oi VliSjUوا ،VlaSi �UوhSa

 ½{i زXÆW ]a Sً�ST¾إ �mTla]®ÈS�) [6 ( ½ُ§Xr SهbT� zr ل�TW Pأ–XYi S¯pfc q^w ل�wن أ¶a  : ’’ Pّء إ`ºw �Wز Sr

وXÆW Pز أن W{Xن i v±Xr `a}½ �bTًا zc ] زv±Xr `a]�ٌW رzc bT� va ا��TfUأ ا�Uي هºTa �w �TsW À : X`ء

]Sr [وإذ و� bT� �sw v]Sr [XpyW ]a Â¸Sc : zlls� بSÆWßU Sًl£�mr نSن آSa ، P ب، أوSÆWßU Sًl£�mr نX}W أن Sّrإ

XYi ´Uوذ ¨�sw vا�XUا ®gPا vaر ] :z}Uو qw [ لXm�a’’�ٌcS� z}Uو SًfÈS� �Wز Sّr ‘‘ أو’’ �ٌcS� qw’’ زS§ SهXYiاو وXUSآ

XYi ،vabUوا ½{ZUًا’’: ا�cS� Pو SًfÈS� �Wز Sr ‘‘ Pو] �ٌcS� [ �sw bTyUا `a ًاbljء آSTUاد اÔ� ’’xlU ‘‘ �UX� XYi ،Sr و

 �USs�﴿ ¨�Tc ٍفS}w ©ا xlUك:﴾ سورة  أ  : VWÚم ﴿و  :36ر�® اSm�iذي ا ÔWÔsw ©ا xlUق :﴾ سورة  أ  :VWÚر�® ا:

37 �sw ءSTUدة اSWز Ê�y� P و ، ]Sr [WXTlg qmi م ، و��XmU Sًa]� VWزSÆ\ S¯iX}w �sw ءSTUدة اSWاء زbّoUوا �]Sr [ zc

 bT� `a ]ًlp� ءSTUدة اSWره® ، و�� وردت زSsأ `a دX§Xr Xوه ®lf� `Zw]P [ �UXmآ:  

  ��Xg zc ]ًlاد اS� zwرب              ذو XW Sًslo `U zp�)P ( ٍzÅfw VٍcSoَم 

 bT� `a رع[ وS£r[ ] نSآ [ ب VloZfUا]®U [،�UXmآ  

SWhّ�ت اr و إنzأآ ®U ادÔUا �Uدي إ                 qÆcم أXmUا vÆإذ أ ®¯TÆc�w   

XuUاد S� zwرب ا�ghى ا�Uو�g وSyW¸½ ا�p_ `TZU ا© �lpc وpg® ، واlTU° اboZºU `iSjUي ’’  اlTU° اhول 

bniا �WÔfpUزدي، وhا :qlmc zwح اb :260—267/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb :  ح � و، 199—197صbر 

، 127/1-123 : هvf اXf¯Uاvr، 1 / 109، 108 : ، اZÅr : 155،156/2ÞlsW zw` اlTpU½، 196—193ص: ا�Uه½

qrSc VÈSr حb :225 ،226 ،  
1204  Vfpت آ�Wز ، àuZUا bjأآ `a’Sًslf§ ‘ `a3 ، 4 ، 5 ، 6 ، 7،  
1205  q_hا `a’q��W ‘ `a2 ،3 ،5 àuZUا bjو أآ ، ‘ q��� P ‘_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا Srّأ q ’’P ‘‘

 qfc S¯USfcإ zlWزSÆYUه½ ا�fa’’ xlU ‘‘ V¾]¾ وطbºw Pّإ zlWزSÆYUا �Zc qfs� Pو ،S¯USfإه ®lf� ½ه�rأن ) 1(و

XYi ،zl�b}i bTyUوا ®gPن اX}W : ’ ´Zr q£aأ q§ر P‘  

 ،bcSºUل اX� �Zrو   

Slا© وا� �£� Sfّr وزُر Pو         Sًl�Sw رضhا �pc Àُ ]a Ôّs�  

P ر§qٌ أzr qَ£a زWٍ� ’’أÛmZW P اa P�w `oZU[ �Xmل ) 3] (SًfÈS� P ر§qُ[أm�W Pّ�م �bTه�pc S اXm� ]a S¯fgل ) 2 (

 ‘‘  

bniا  :qlmc zwح أb :267—272/1، ى�ZUا b^� : ح، 203—199صb ه½ر� و�Uح، 199-196ص :  اb 

qrSc VÈSr :227—230 ،ÞlsW zw1 /109: ا ،bsºUا Srوأ ،  bآ�W ®Uو zlّsr qÈS� �Uإ VTui �Uه� إSºUا ا�¯U Âأ� ®U

  ، 92:  ا�Uه½ر� و bح، b^� :51 ا�ZUى، و Y�78° ر�® : أqlmc zw اa� ¨�ºi` اPXّ^fUت اS� zr ®gل، و�
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 َÛm�i1206ا   °r�ّ� أو ،P¶w `oZU1207 ا   S¯pfc q^w ،®gPا �pc bTyU1208 ا  XYi ، : Sr1209 

    ٌ·p^Zr Pّإ �ٌW1210ز  ،)     ٌ�Wز Pّإ ·ٌp^Zr Srل و 1211) و ] P [          ّوَلhا ½{Z� أن Xوه b�³ �ٌ§و

    ́ Uو ذ ،`iSjUا vabة    و�b}ZUا �Uإ SًaS£r ®gPن اS1212إذا آ   �U SًcرS£r ،1213 أو  XYi ،  :  P

 اb}ZUة  Si�Zc 1216، وأSr   1215، وbl� Pًا zr ز�Zc Si1214      ٌxUS§ �ٍW  آzÈSٌ   ر§qٍ [33]�[َم  

، a¶ن  oi1217` اxZÆU    وSmWل P  .  �U ر§a qَ` ا�Uار    :  اVlّZTfa    �pc S¯sr    XYi ،«�oU   اbofUدة

 ،P رتbّة  آb}ZUا vr دةbofUز1218اS§ ، vabUا �la   XYi ،½{ZUة     :    و اXّ� P ل وX\ P

 ©Sw Pّ1219إ   

                                                 
1206  q_hا `a’اإذ°£m�iا  ‘ `a2 ،6 ، ’ `a ،Ûm�i4أ ، ’°£m�iا ‘ `a5 ،’Ûm�iوردت ‘ و إذا أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 `a5¾و �� أ ، ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T  
1207  `a2 ، ’ّ�مm� و ‘  
1208  ، `a3 ،’�pfc ‘ q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1209 Vfpآ °^mg ’Sr ‘ `a1 ،  
1210  `a رةSTsUت ا�W5ز ، ’´Zr q£aأ q§ر Pو ‘  
1211  qfc وطb zrو]Sr [ xlU qfc : S¯fgن اb�mW Pأ]ن¶w [  S¯fgن اbن ا��¶a ، ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfة آ�ÈاÔUا]ن¶w [

q^w ة�ÈاÔUا  SZUX� qjr S¯pfc ’ ®ÈS� `pc إن Sr ‘    رًا أوS§ أو Sًabê نSإذا آ SUّإ S¯fgا �pc SهbT� لXfsr م�m�W Pوأ

 Srّورًا، أbÆr]P [     l�b}i SهbTو� S¯fgن اX}W أن qfsUه�ا ا qfs� `}U S¯la ½Ælaz     Pوأ S¯fgا �pc SهbT� م�m�W Pوأ 

  S¯fg إP إذا آSن Sًabê أو §Sرًا وbÆrوراً bT� `oi Ûm�ZWهP¶w S، وأ�m�W Pم Xfsrل �bTه�pc S ا    

bniا  :qlmc zwح اb :260،261/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 197،198ص ،   
1212  `a2 ، 3 ،’ةb}i �Uإ ‘  
1213 �U SًcرS£r أو :qjr ،SًZsr مSf� zr ء` �w ·ps� Sr Xف، وهS£fUSw �lTºUا �WbW :رعSºUا `a SًoY_ SًsÈSw P  

 `a  3 ،’¨�Zc      ‘ 1214  
1215 `a 2 Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’SZهSه ‘ Vfpل آ�w’xUS§ ‘  
1216  `a17 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’ Sr ‘  
1217  `a3 ، ’xZÆUا `oZU Pّإ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1218  Vfpآ °^mg ’ةb}ZUا ‘ `a5 ،   
1219  Vfpآ °^mg ’©Sw Pإ ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a و وردت ،q_hا `a3 ،4 ، 6 ، 7 bl� `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،

 `a ،q_hات’، وردت 2اbّr ة ¾[ثX� Pل وX\ P‘  
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VabsfUدة اbofUا Srّ1220 و أ]a ، vm�1221  ًVcXabr Pإ Sه�sw 1222`رة   ، وهbّ}r1223XYi   :

 ٌ�Wز P    bfc P ار و�Uا `aٌو ،  

 Srّ1224 و أ S�ofYQوف اXvQرع1225اS£fUا qsoUا `a   :1226       ،�Tُ{Z� S¯Zr Vswأر ،Vsu� 

   S¯Zr Vuf1227و�   VT_SZUا Srأ ،�rُÔِÆ� 1228  VWّر�{fUأْن ا ،`¯a 1229   �lآ��U ،zْUو ،

                                                                                                                                                 
vr أن mc½ آP [ ]w Sf¯Zr q[وU¯�¨ اVpfÆU و§X¨ إbcا�s�r Vlwدة وذآb ا�ZsW S¯Zr Vuf� ½§S\ zw إذا آbرت 

] i ،q{a]P{bة، §Sز a` اXfÆfUع، S¯Y�a، وi}½ اiSjU`، ور�sa، ورSf¯sa، ورva اhّول Âs± �pc وX}Wن 

،`iSjUا «�aو xlU �Zsfw  

fpUوbniا �WÔ :`±bUح اb : 167-170/ 2 ، ÞlsW zw2 /112،113 : ا ، qlmc zwح أb :341 -343/ 1   
1220  Vfpآ °^mg’دةbofUا ‘ `a2 ، 3ت، و ورد q_hا `a ’VabsfUدة اbofUا ‘ `a5 ،’دةbofUا VabsfUا ‘ `a 7و ،   ’

VabsfUد اbofUا Srّأ ‘�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_h ا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا z  
1221  q_hا `a’vmW ‘ `a5و ،’vm� ]a ‘ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1222  `a2 ،’zlcXabr ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1223  `a6 ،’رتbل ‘ و ه` آ�w’رةb}r `و ه ‘ ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1224 Vfpآ °^mg  ’Srّأ ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a و وردت q_hا `a2-4 ، 7SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ، Sr وردت Sfآ z�fUا `a 

 q_hا ا�c  
1225  Vfpوردت آ q_hا `a’qrSsUا ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a و’ VprSc ‘¨SZ�T¾و�� ا ، àuZUا Vlmw `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1226  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’qsoUا ‘  
1227  Vfpآ °^mg’S¯Zr ‘ `a2 ، 4 ،   
1228  `a22 ’ ½_SZUا Srّل ‘ أ�w’VT_SZUو‘ ا q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ  
1229  °sأْن[إذا و� [XYi VplmjUا zr Vooّyr �ٍ¬Zl\ نX}و� ،Sه�sw qsoUا vaو§½ ر zlmlUا �pc ل�W Sfr ¨XYiو ®ٍpَcَ �sw :

أXmW �iم، ooya° أّن، و\�ف أS¯fg وbT� `mwهS، وه�¨ ه` �bl اS£fpU VT_SZUرع، وإن : اfpc [bW�m�U° أن XmWُم[

 �sw °sو�]Ózê [و Sن، أ\�هS¯§و Sه�sw qsoUا `a زS§ ،نSY§bUا �pc ل�W Sfr ،¨XYi : VWر�{r S¯iأ �pc ½{ZUا

qjr] :َمXmW أْن  ٌ°ZZê [ أن �pc vabUوا]أْن [qjr VplmjUا zr Vooyr ] :ُمXmW أْن °ZZê [ bW�m�Uوا : °ooّya ُمXmW �iّأ °ُZZê

  و\�ف أS¯fg وbT� `mwهS وهX اqsoU و�pcSa] أن [

، 87، 86ص  : bح �^b ا�ZUى، 293، 292ص :  ا�Uه½ر� و bح ، b :267/ 2ح أbni :qlmc zwو�WÔfpU ا

ÞlsW zw16/7، 15: ا،  

 Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, p.190; Cowan, David. An Introduction to 

Modern Literary Arabic, Cambridge University Press, 1898, p. 93.  
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`oZU1230ا     ̀ �rَSl´، وzU   :  َم، أي  �Xm 1232 أ\ُ½ أن Xm� ،qlps�pU1231ل     :  a` اqTm�ufU وآ

  َqso�1233          إذن vwاbUوا ،`âm\ `Zlَ^s� `1234: ، و§¬�´ آ  ̀  §Xاٌب و §Ôاٌء،    1235 و ه

´UXmآ  :    ́ U لS� zfU ´rَbإذن أآ :    ´l�³ Si1236أ    ُ½{Z�َ Sfiّ1238 إذا1237 وإ    Sه�sw qsoUن اSآ 

     �f�cن ا¶a ،S¯pT� ٍء` �pc �ٍf�sr bl� ،S¯U Sً�Óbor1239   ́ UXmآ qُfsUا q^w  :Siإَذن 1240أ 

́     أآrُb´ و إنْ    rْbإَذن ُأآ `Z��� 1241    لSYUا �w �َW1242 وآ�ا إذا أر  XYi ،  :   ´ØZêإذن أ

SًwذS1243. آ       ،`±SfUا �pc q��� S¯Zlw zr 1244 و أْن  bf£1245 و�  V�g �sw ،أْن 

                                                 
1230 a `2 ، ’`oZUا zU و ‘ `a6و ، ’�lآS�U `oZUا zU و ‘SهSZ�T¾و �� ا q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1231  `a7 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’لXm�‘  
1232  Vfpآ °^mg ’أن ‘ `a5 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ àuZUاbjو أآ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،àuZUاbjأآ `a و وردت ،

 ÊZUا `a  
1233  `a2 ،’حbwا zUو ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw 6--  4و ، ’qsoW zUو ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1234  `a1 ، ’أذا ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’أذن ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1235  `a2 ، 3 ،5 ،’`و ه ‘ q_hا `a’Xو ه ‘ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1236  Vfpت آ�Wًا’ز�� ‘ `a1 ،3 ،  
1237  `a7 ، ’½{ZW Sfiّإ ‘ `a ه�¨’  ، 3و ½{ZZ� ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1238  `a6 ت�Wرع’، زS£fUا qsoUه�¨ ا‘  
1239 Vfpت آ�Wز ’qsoUا ‘ `a5 àuZUا bjأآ `a °^mgو ،  
1240  `a2 ، ’XYi ‘ ل�w’´UXmآ ‘  
1241  `a ت�W5وز ،’qsah و ا© إذن ‘ `a3 ، ’`Z��� إن XYi و ‘  

�ma S¯pT� SfU Sًwت  اU}�ارة، a¶ن آSن اbّor bl� qsoUٍغ Sw S¯Uن آSن SXp^r وZW P ¯Zr}½ اqsoU اS£fUرع إbºw Pّوٍط،

 blf£Uأن ا �Æi zlUSjfUا zWه� zr ّولhل اSjfUا `aارة و�{Uا]Siأ [�sw �pcSa vr qsoUا ½p^� أ و����Tr ‘ن ‘ إذنX}lU

 vr S¯lpc Vr�ّm�fUا Vl¸bºUن اd ومÔÆr طb ابX§ نX}lU ½p¸ Sه�sw qsoUأن ا �Æi `iSjUل اSjfUا `aو ، �U ًاbT�

 S¯r�ّm� إذا Srّأ ،S¯¸b qjr Â^c فb\ ] : ´rbوإذن أآ [ ،vabUوا ½{ZUا qsoUا `a زS§  

bniى :ا�ZUا b^� حb: 83، 82 ص ،  
1242  `a رةSTsUت ا�W5ز ، ’S¯pT� Àl �pc �f�sW ®U وإن ‘  
1243  ½{ZUا S¯pfsU b�Úط اbºUوا ،S¯pfc q^w لSYpU ءS§ ذا¶a ،]Tm�ur نX}W أن Sً£Wرع أS£fpU S¯T{i وطb zrو

زS¯Zlw q{oW Pّ �W وa ،q_Sa S¯wX{Zr zlw¶ن q_Sa Sf¯Zlw q{a و§½ رva ا�sw qsoUهqjr S، إذن a` اS£fUرع هX أ

qjr Sه�sw Sr ½{Z�a ®umUSw qsoUن اSإذا آ Pّإ ، َ́ rُbِ}Wُ : ،´rُbإذن و اِ© أآ bcSºUل اX� �lpcو  

   �lº½ اqT� zr qَo^U اlºfUِ½                      إذن وا© bYw ®¯lrbiٍب
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 أو  1248، و أو �Zsfw إ�U،     1247، و ه`، \��،        وPم آ`، وPم ا�YÆU           1246أ\bف 

Pّف 1249إb{U1250 و واو ا  XYi  :        ̀ Zِrَbِ}�ُU ´�¬§و ،S¯pَ�ُُت \�� أدbg1251� ، ©ل اS

                                                                                                                                                 
 ، و و§�ت a` دXWا�i اXT^fUع bor Sً�lwدًا �U ·wSg P وP يÛsw ½ui اSZUس ه�ا اlTU° إSuّ\ �Uن اwS¾ zw° اS{ihر 

،�la ql� zr �sr bآ�W ®Uو ،·\P  

bniا �WÔfpUو :°wS¾ zwن اSu\ انXWردS{ihي ا ·lmY� ، �Zc �USs� ©وت:  ر±` اblw ،درS_ ت، دارSabc �lUو :

   b :268 ،269/2ح أqlmc zw، 145:  ا�Uه½رو bح � و، b^� :13 ا�ZUىX zاه�  Xr، وه22ص : 1961
1244  `a3 ، ’`±SfUا qsoUا �pc ‘ `a7 ، ’Sً£Wأ `±SfUا �pc ‘ `a ت�W1وز ،’�Wب زb± أن zr °TÆc XYi ‘

 q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

]ًjr لXm� Sfآ ،�la S¯U qfc P z}Uو :q��� Sfآ ،�pc مS� أن zr °TÆcqjr ،�la b¾دون أ Sً£Wأ brhا �pc  : °Tآ�

PًX_Xr ] أن اfU}�رVW[وSr د�zr �lpc °p ��وr qW}�ر وbÆrور a` اzlUSjfU، و��fّu ] أن[إ�w �lUن �®، و�{Xن 

  \S¯ih Sًlab �¼ول S¯�p_ vr وهX اfw qsoU}�ر Yr ���Wً[ إbcاXg Sًlwاء آSن ا�sw qsoUهS£r SرSًc أو Sَl±Sr أو أbrا 
1245 `a 3 ، ’bf£W و ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
) أن(أنÓَ : ه` اa q_h` اqfsU، واiSjU`) أْن(أنbُf£�ُ ®U : Ó أن �sw ه�¨ اbYUوف اV�uU إV¾]jw Pّ أو§�، اhّول 1246

S{mZpaن SZsrهS، آSن �bW�mهS أوbÈSg zr �U أ�Xا�¯S، واzU (  �§XU، وإذْن و آ`(yw S¯uoi `a �ًZsr S¯U xlU[ف   

tUSjUا : Óأن(أن (      VWÔr S¯la �§و �ma S¯ا�Xأ� bÈSg `a ه�ا �§XW Pو ،qTm�ufUوا `±SfUا qsoUا �pc q��� °iSآ SfU

 `a S¯ا�Xأ� bÈSg �pc)SرهS¯êا VUS\(    �Uأو °iSر، آS¯êdا VUS\ `a S¯ا�Xأ� bÈSg �pc VWÔr S¯la �§ذا و�a ،

  Sf±dSwر 

bniا �WÔfpUو :VlwbsUار اbg332-328: ا ،   
1247 VÅpUا `a �ُYÆUا :  qsa �sw `��� `�Uّم ا]Uي، ه` اXYZUا «p^{fUا `aًا و�Y§ �YÆٌUًا ا�Y§ �YÆW �Y§ zr رS}idا

:  ر�® اVWÚ :  اXT}ZsUت ﴾ Sr آSن اٌ© STc ®pِnlUد¨  ﴿: bf£rة XYi] أن[اU{Xن SًloZr، و�Z}½ اqsoU اS£fUرع �swهS ب  

40 P أو `oZUم اP S¯lpc ·p¸ة أSYZUا Ûswو ،،�YÆUم ا  

bniح: اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU]: �Y§ دةSr [VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofUا ®ÆsfU492/1: ا ،  
1248  Vfpت آ�Wأن’ ز ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a2 –4 ، 7 q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1249  Vfpآ Vl�Úا àuZUا `a أن’ وردت Pّ3 ، 2‘ إ ،  
1250 p� ذا¶a ،Sه�sw Srو S¯pT� Sr zlw vfÆUم ا�c �lo� SًfÈدا qأآ zlw vf�Æ� Pّاد أbfUSa zTpUب اbºو� ´fuUا qآ�� P SZ

zTpUب اbو ´fuUا  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw7 /25، 24: ا ،VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofUا ®ÆsfU675/2ص : ا   
وا�sw qsoUهX{Zr Sب �wن اb��ufUة §Xازًا، pa´ أن �Xmل ] Pم آ` وPم اbÆU[ و��fّu اU[م qjr `a ه�ا اSjfUل  1251

§¬�´ U¬[ �£bب : وP اVlaSZU و§½ إS¯êرهqjr S] Pم آ`[zlw ] أن[�ا اSjfUل، §¬�´ hن �{a ،`Zrb¶ذا و�a °s` ه

] أن[و\�� وPم اXYÆUد، وأو و واو اVÓlsfU وSaء اSf±¶a ،VlTTuUر : ز�Wًا أ أّم �sw اhدوات اVufyU اb�hى وه`
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�USs� :1252 ﴿   ®¯wâ�slU ©ُن اSآ Sr1254﴾1253و     ´َّZrÔِUhُ1255و        qآ�� P و `âm\ `Zlَ^s� أو 

 َzTpUَب اbَº� و َ́ fuUء 1256اSoUدس، اSuU1257، و ا  ̀  X§ `a :1258اب اSlhء اV�ّuU، وه

 زرXYi ، :1260   `i  1259اbrh و اZU¯`، و اoZU`، واS¯o�gPم، و اZf�U`، و اbsUض                  

 ،´rَbِآ�a[34]�USs� ©ل اS�  :1261 ﴿        ̀ T£َ� ®}lpc ÓqYِlَa �la اXÅ^� P 1262﴾و     SZl��� Srو 

 l{�aَ½ 1265، و أÔZ� Pُل SZw       1264 أ�a ´�lw zWزوَرك، و SZ¾â�Y�a1263           �mَoi�a PًSr `U °lU و   
                                                                                                                                                 

Xmآ qlps�pU °iSاًء آXg bÆUم اP �sw vm� ،وا§½ ، أن �USs� �U﴿ ´lUإ SZUÔiأ Siّرة إXg ÷سSZpU zlT�U bآ�Uر�® :  النحل ا

 VWÚ44ا ، bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 90،91ص،   
1252  `a5 ،  ’�USs� �UX� ‘ ت�Wز àuZUا bjأآ `aو ’�USs� ©ل اS� ‘ °^mg و ’�USs� ©ل اS� ‘ «lY{Uوا ،q_hا `a

fآS ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت   
1253 a ت�W3` ز ،’Sr XYi و ‘ Vfpآ °^mgا© ’ و ‘ `a2 ،   
  ‘وأla °i¯®’ ، 2، 1ز�Wت، a` ، و 33: ر�® اXg : VWÚرة اSoihل 1254
1255  `a2 ،’ ´ZّrÔUh ©وا ‘ `a3 ، ’´ZّrÔUh XYi و‘  
1256 `a 2 ت�Wز ، ’Sf¯Zlw vfÆ� P أي ‘  

P ��آq ا1 ( XYi) ´fuU(zlw ´Wb اzlpsoU،  اÔÆUم �pc أSgس اº�U)�sw )1 اXUاو XÆWز a` ه�ا اSjfUل ¾[¾V أو§�، 

zِTpUِب اbºو�) (2 (XYi أ��Tr رSf±إ �pc vabUا ): zَTpUُب اbºو� ´fuUا qآ�� P)3 ( zc `¯ZUا �Zsr �pc ½{ZUا

XYi ،Sf¯Zlw vfÆUا] :zَTpUَب اbَº� و أن ´fuUا qآ�� P [ qsoUا ½{Zla zTpUب اbº� وأن ´fuUا qأن ��آ ´Zr z}W P أي

  bf£rة �wن 

bniا ql{o�pUو :qlmc zwح أb :277/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 108ص   
1257  Sه�sw bf£� `�Uّوف اbYUا zr دسSuUء ] أن[أي اSa ءSoUه�¨ ا �fّuء و�SoUرع اS£fpU VT_SZUا VWر�{fUا

 ،VlTTuUا  
1258  `a5 ،  ’`¯ZUو ا brhا ‘ Vfpآ °^mg’`وه ‘ `a2 ، 3 ،  
1259 SZUX� qjr ،Êl{y�Uا ´Uوآ� :PXUو �USs� �UX� �Zrو ،SZ¾�Y�a SZl��� ﴿ ق�_ّ�a ½Wb� q§أ �Uإ SZ�bأ� �UXUو 

zlYUS{Uا zr zوأآ ﴾ zlmaSZfUا : VWÚأ��ل 10ر�® ا ]a `ib{iرّب أ ´UX� qjr ءSc�Uوا ،  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح أb :272،273/ 2 ، ح � وbه½ر�U309ص :  ا،   
1260  `a7 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’لXm� ‘ ل�w’XYi ‘  
1261  Vfpآ °^mg’�USs� ©ل اS� ‘ `a ووردت ،q_hا `a3 `a 2 ، و ،’�USs� �UXو� ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U3وا ، 

 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ  
   8: ر�® أXg :VWÚرة ¸�  1262
1263  `a3 Vfpت آ�Wز ، ’XYi ‘  
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إن psa °َpsaُ°، و   :  ا1267�ZsfU و VÓY_ Vr]c اXÆUاب SoUSwء أن X}Wنَ   bl� .1266ًا

�U VrزSÆU1268ا S�Z�: 1269  

.  ÈSÅpU1273½:  وPم اbrh  1272 و اSn�iر   oZU   vØ�Xَ�َ S1271` اSfU±`، و U  SfّU:1270   ّfU `a®، و  

Pو  : ̀ ¯ZUا `a  . ْاء : و إنÔÆUط و اbºUا `a .1274  لXm�  :  ْبb£W ®U1275 ْ½َآbW SfّU1276 ، و 
                                                                                                                                                 

1264  `a ت�Wز `a 1و ، ’´lpc �moi�a ‘،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1265  Vfpآ °^mg’SZw ‘وردت q_hا `a àuZUاbjأآ `a 2 ، 3 ، 6 ، 7 و�� ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،

 SهSZ�T¾أ  
1266  `a7 ،’´U ًاbl� ‘  
1267  `a4 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’نX}W ‘ `a ءتS§ ن’  ،3 ، 2وX}� ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
  أي qsopU اS£fUرع، 1268
1269  `a4 ، 2 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’ Vuf�‘`a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a °^mgو q_hا اXg Sr   
1270 XYi `±SfUا �Uإ ¨SZsr نSTpmWرع، وS£fUSw نS{�yWو ،`oZpU Sfوه SfّUو ®U : Pو، وbfc ®mW SfUو ،�Wز ®mW ®U

اa : ، VlabYU` أرVsw أXrر وه` ] U®[�Sºرك ] W]SfّU{Xن اSfّpw `oZfU إ�r Pّ}ً[ SYUSwل ، واboUق U zlw® وSّfU ، أّن 

�rÔ§رع ، وS£fUSw صS{��Pوا Sر أ\�هXrأ Vswأر `a S¯ر�Soو� `£ّfUا �Uإ �iSrز ½pو� ،  : bّf�ur S¯w ّ̀ oZfUأّن ا

 qjr ًاbf�ur نX}W �� �iّ¶a ، ®pw `oZfUف ا]yw ، لSYUا zrز �Uء إSo�iPا :﴿�pW ®U ﴾ص]�dرة اXg  : VWÚ3ر�® ا ، 

 �USs� �UX� qjr Sًs^mZr نX}W و�� :﴿ bه�Uا zr zl\ نSuidا �pc أ�� qرًا هXآ�r S¬l z}W ®U﴾bه�Uرة اXg  : ®ر�

 VWÚ1ا ®U زS§و ،Û�SZ�Uا �la SfU ، مS� ®ّ¾ ®mW SّfU لXm� أن vZ�rا ®ّ¾ zrرًا ، وXآ�r S¬l ´Uذ �sw نSآ �iّأ �ZsfUّن اP ،

 `iSjUم ، واS� ®ّ¾ ®mٌW : XYi ، Sه�sw Sr ٍتXT¾ v�X�w ًاbljذن آ¼� SfّU اب﴿:أن�c اXو��W SfّU qw ﴾رXg  ة ص : VWÚ7ا ، 

tUSjUوا ، �iXو��W فXgو ¨Xو��W ®U نÚا �Uل : إSmW Sه�sw ف�YW qsoUأن ا : SfّUو S¯�wرS� ، لXm�a ؟ �pTUا °pد� qه

 vwاbUوا ، ®Uو S¯�wرS� زXÆW Pو ، S¯pل : أد�Xm� ، ®U ف]yw ، طbºUف اbYw نb�m� P S¯iّأ : Pو ، °f� ®mُ� ®U إن

،°f� ®m� SfّU ز ، إنXÆW  

bniا �WÔfpUو  :qlmc zwح أb :285/ 2 ، ÞlsW zwى ، 7 /41: ا�ZUا b^� حb :113-115  VÈSfUا qrاXsUا ،

VWXYZUان ، ص : اb252 ،251زه ،  `±bUح اb: 81-83 / 4 ، XYZUا `a Ô§XfU82-80ص : ا،    

  Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 60-63. 
1271 bºT�gأ ´U�U qsoUل اX{\ v�X� أي�USs� �UXmw اXs±و zW�Uاب اbchا  :﴿®}wXp� `a نSfWhا q��W SfّUو  ﴾

  ، Xs�X� ®¯iّhا د�Xل اSfWhن wXp� `a¯® ، 14ر�® اVWÚ، : اbÆYUات
1272  Vfpآ °^mg ’رSn�iا ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a و وردت ،q_hا `a2– 4 ، 7 و àuZUا Vlmw `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،

 ،SهSZ�T¾أ ��  
1273  Vfpآ °^mg ’U½ÈSÅp ‘ `a5 ، 7 ،   
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           Sfْج، وهbُج أ�bُy�َ و إن ،qْso� Pو ،�ٌWْب زb£lUًا،   1277و�wن أSrوÔÆr 1278 SiSإذا آ 

َ°  إن �XYi ، :  §b  1280 آSf¯la b¯nW ®U zll± Sr SiS اÔÆUم      S£r1279رzlc، و إن   

:   آSن اbºUط Sًl± Sr واÔÆUاء S£rرS§ Sًcز �la اvabU واÔÆUم ، a ،°ُ§b�1281      XYi¶ن  

      ́ rُbو أآ ´rْbُِأآ `Z�rb1282إن أآ  �UX� �lpc1283، و  ،  

      ٍVTÅur َمXW qٌlp� ¨Sلُ        1284وإْن أ�XmW1285     ،ُمb\َPو `USr ½ٌÈS�P1286  

                                                                                                                                                 
1274 `a 3 ، ’اءÔÆUط و اbºpU‘  
1275  `a3 ،’بb£� ®U ‘ `a ت�W2وز Vfpا’، آ�Wز ‘  
1276  `a6 Vfpآ °^mg ،’½آbW SfّUو ‘ `a 2و Vfpآ qfs�uW ،’بb£lUل ‘ و�w’½آbW SfU‘  
  أي اbºUط واÔÆUاء أو qsa اbºUط و§Xاب اbºUط و§Ôاء¨  1277
1278  `a5 ،’ا�wن أSrÔÆ� ‘ Vfpآ °^mg ’a ًا�wأ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a و وردت ،q_h7 ، 6، 4 ، 3` ا Sfآ «lY{Uو ا ،

  SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت  
1279  `a3 ، ’�aننSآ  ‘ `a2 ، 5 ، ’و إن ‘  
1280 °ُ§ْb� ،طbºUا qsa ٍمÔ§ qِYr `a نX}uUا �pc `ZTr °َ§ْb� : ،طbºUاب اX§ ِمÔ§ qYr `a نX}uUا �pc `ZTr  
1281 `a 4 ، ’طbºUا °iSو إن آ ‘ `a1 ،5 ،’طbºUن اSو إن آ ‘  
1282   ،Vfpآ °^mg’ ́ rbأآ  ‘ `a5    `a رةSTsUت ا�W7، و ز  ، ’ «{aأ vabUإن ا Pّن إÚا ´rbو أآ ‘ `a4  ت�Wز ،

  و اlY{U» آSf وردت a` اq_h و �� أ¾SZ�TهS‘ اÔÆUم’
1283  `a 5، 3وردت ،’bcSºUل اX� �lpc ل ‘ و�w’bcSºUل اX� ‘  
1284  `a2 ،’VU�ur ‘وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a   
1285  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’لXmW ‘ q_hا `a’لXm� ‘  
1286  ،S¯sp^rن، وSZg zw مbه S¯w ح�fW ة�l{� zr �fpg `wأ zw blهÔU °lTUوا  

  �pw و �blّهS اhرواح واSW�USw Â�  ®W�ّUر اS¯os� ®U `�Uّ ا�mِUم 

إذا آSن bYWم وP ] » اSYUء وآbu اbUاء�ow[واa blf£U`، أ�XsW ،¨Sد إ�U هbم، اVÅpU، واSZsr ،qlpyU¨ اblmoU، وَ\bِم 

:  واÈSÅU½–أي XWم SmW ،VcSÆrل SًTÅg ½ÅuW ½Åِg إذا §Sع واÅَuَU½ اXÆUع : XWم �Zr `^sW .VTÅur، و�ql وXZfr Pع

°lTUا �Zsrو ،�Zc بS� Sr qل: آXmW blma qٌÈSg وَح�ffUم: إذا أ�� اbِ\ Pو ½ÈSÅw ´Zc xlU `USr :�la ه�SºUا : �UX� ]

XmWران،] لX¯ºr نSTه�r ´Uذ `a ®¯Uو ،�la ءSfpsUا Âpو �� ا��  

  �Z}Uو ·wSuUط اbºpU SwاX§ xlU عXabfUرع اS£fUا qsoUأنّ  ه�ا ا �Uي ذه½ إ�Uا©، وا �f\ر �WXTlg ½ه�r Sfأ\�ه 

ن أ�XmW ،qlp� ¨Sل USr ½ÈS� P` إ : د�pc qlU اXÆUاب، وهVlّi �pc X اW�m�U® و إن آSن a` اb���r ãopUًا، S� �iّ�}aل 

 Sf¯liS¾ء،         :  وSoUا bW�m� �pc �iّأ Pّاب، إXÆUا xoi Xرع هS£fUا qsoUأن ه�ا ا �Uا إXTذه tl\ ،zllaX}Uد واbTfUه½ ا�r
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Sًl±Sr   أو أو Sًl¯i أو دScًء،        اVlfg، أو أbrاً  Vpf§1287   إذا آSن  SoUSwء و �ÆWُء اÔÆUاء   

 ً SYWb_1288 XYi  :        �rْbِآ�a ��lmU ٌم، و إنbَ}rُ °i�a `Z��� 1289إن   ،�Zِ̄ �ُ ]a كSن أ�¶a ،

Ó̀ اXlUم       1290وإْن Uإ °َZu\ًا و إن أbl� ©اك اÔÆa آ�ا °psa    xrأ ´lUإ °ُZu\أ �ma.1291      

 إPّ  1294، اSÆ� `�Uّب SoUSwء   w 1293¶ْن bf£rًة X§ `aاب اSlhء اV�ّuU       1292و ÔÆZWُم     

                                                                                                                                                 
   zl�WÚا zl�Sه `a Sfوف، آ�Yr أ��Tr �pc Vpء دا�SoUه�ا ا bW�mو�﴿°w�}a bwد zr �ّ� �{lf� نSإن آ ﴾  ﴿  zr¼W zfa 

Sًuyw فSyW ]a �wّbw﴾ )  رةXg  ÂgXW  : ، VWÚ26ر�® ا zÆUرة اXg و ، : VWÚ72ر�® ا(،  

إن ��اآÔÆUSw ،«ْÆZ� bْم a` اbºUط : Srّ�a إذا آSن اbºUط S£rر�ma Sًc أ§Xsfا �pc أXÆW P �iّز إÔ§ Pّم اXÆUاب، �Xmل

bWb§ لX� zr ©ا �f\ر ،�WXTlg ¨ي روا�USآ ،«TmUا vr VWbsºUورة اb£Uا `a SUّإ ،Sًslf§ اءÔÆUا© و ا �Tc zw 

،`pÆTUا  

  SW أ�bع SW xwS\ zw أ�bع       إiّ´ إن b{Wُْع أ�Xك ُ�}bْع

bniا ql{o�pUو  :�fpgُ �wأ zw blان زهXWح دb : ،153ص ،�WXTlg بS3 /67: آ� ، ½lTpUا `ZÅr: 63 /2 ، حb

qlmc zw93/2، 292: ا ،q{oّfUح اb :157/8 ،vrاX¯Uا vfح �و، 61/2، 60: هbه½ر�Uا  : ،bsºUه� اS175 ،

  ،349 ص

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp 60-76.  
1287  `a7 ،’VpfÆUن اSآ ‘  
1288  `a2 ،  ’ ًءScأو د  ًSYWb_ Sًl±Sr أو ‘  

�UXmآ Vً\اb_ `±SfUا �pc دّل Sr  : xrأ ´lUإ °ُZu\أ �ma مXlUا �ّUإ °Zu\ل[إن أSjfUا [SZUX� qjr zc �w زb�\وأ :

  �bW�m� `a �iX}U «ٍWb_ bl اqTm�ufU إن �Sr �iّ¶a °ُ§bٍض 
1289  `a1 ،’�rbآ�a �w �sm� و إن ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1290  q_hا `a ’ ْن¶a ‘ `a3 ، ’إن XYi ‘ `a2 ، 5 ، ’و إن ‘ SهSZ�T¾و �� أ Si�Zc «lY{Uا Xو ه  
1291  SّloZr SًcرS£r ًّ]sa ابXÆUن اSء إذا آSoUSw ابXÆUان اbا�� ½ÆW Sfآ]Sfw [YiX : qjr أو ،�wb±أ Sfa �Wء زS§ إن :

 qjr xloZ�Uف اbYw Sًiوbmr SًcرS£r نSأو آ ،�wb±أ zU �Wء زS§ أو�� :إن ،�wb±ف أXua أو ،�wb±�a �Wء زS§ إن

 qjr :�rُbِأآ �ma `pc ءS§ إن  

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :294/ 2   
1292  q_hا `a’مÔÆZW ‘ `a2 ، ’مÔÆW ‘ `a7 ، ’مÔÆ� ‘ `a3 ،’fUم اÔÆW رعوS£ ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا  
1293 ½p^Uاب اXÆw ومÔÆfUرع اS£fUا �w �WbWرع، وS£fUا qsoUم أي اÔÆZWو  
أي اSlhء ا�U` آSa vm� °iSء اX§ `a VlTTuUا�sw ½{Zlُa S¯wهS اqsoU اS£fUرع �wن bf£rة، واÔÆUم هX§ SZازًا   1294

��Âp اSYZUة a` اSÆUزم �a ، S¯¸Xmg �Zcه½ اX¯fÆUر إ�U أن اSÆUزم �sw اp^U½ إذا mg^° اSoUء وُ�}� اÔÆUاء ، وا
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`oZU1295ا ًSmp^r      Ûsw `a `¯ZUأُزْرك             و ا ´�lw zWو أ ´rْbأآ `iزر XYi v±اXfU1296ا    

    qso� P ًا وbّّ1297 z}W        ̀ U °lU و ،´U ًاbl�1298    ّPو أ �moِiأ PًSr 1299     SZw لÔZ� 1300  ½{ِ�ُ 

  SZl��� Sr [35] : و إXÆW Sfiّز أن SmWل   (bl�1301Sr   SZl���   SZ¾õ�Y�1302ًا U´، و XÆW Pز    

 SZ¾�ّY�ُa (1303    ْpآ�W �ghا zr َ�ْ�ُن Pل       و�W P `oZUا Óنh مÔْÆUSw ´1304  تST¾dا `pc   

  fo،و  (�oَ، و ه`، ��Zsr �pc  :1306  Vsu إنْ     اf�ZQرع1305 اÔِÆ�َtYPQمُ  و zr اVlّcSfuU أSfgء    

  fZj]و� ،fZ�oو ،fZ| و أ �، و أ ،��o و ،�iّ1307)و أّي، و أ fo ل 1308، ، و إذXm� :1309   zr

                                                                                                                                                 
    bW�m� اXT§ر، و أو�mr طb Xإن(ه (  Sfa ،½p^Uا Vpf§ xoi Xزم هSÆUا Óأن �Uم إX� ½دوات و ذهhا zlw zr Vl¸bºUا

a qfsW Sfط، آbºUف اb\ �la qrSsUأّن ا �Uة إSYZUا Ûsw ½ه�a ط ؟bºUاب اX§ `a qrSsUط، وذه½ اbºUا qsa `

 qsaط، وbºUا qsa `a qfsW طbºUف اb\ ون إنb�³ لSو� ،�la ن]fsW طbºUا qsaط وbºUف اb\ أّن �Uإ ®¯£sw

 �lUذه½ إ Sr «lY{Uوا qlUه½ د�r q}Uط ، وbºUاب اX§ `a qfsW طbºUر’’اSTihف ‘‘ ياb\ qrSsUن اX}W أن Xوه

 �sr qrSc �ih طbºUا qsa ÄgّX�w ، طbºUا  

bniا  :`±bUح اb : 91-100/ 4 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb : 108،109ص ،VlwbsUار اbgح ، 340—336ص : أb

qlmc zw2 /278،279: ا   
1295  `a2 ،’`oZUا `a Pّإ ‘  
1296  `a6 Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’أزرك ‘ `a5 ، ’ أزرك ´wSw °Wرأ ‘  
1297  `a2 ، 3 ’bºَUا ‘  
1298  `a5 ،’´U `U °lU و ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1299  `a2 ،’�pc و ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1300  Vfpآ °^mg ’SZw ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a و وردت q_hا `a2 –4 ، 7 q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو    ، وا

 SهSZ�T¾أ ��  
1301  `a13 Vfpت آ�Wل’ ، زSmW أن‘  
1302    Y� بSÆWdا �£�mW Sfع آX�XUم ا�c ·mY� �£�mW �iّh ،�wاX§ مÔÆW P `oZUّن اd    Sfآ ،¨�sw مÔÆW ]a عX�XUا ·m

  ÔÆW Pم �sw اSÆWdب  
1303    àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg  
1304  `a2 ل’، وردت�� P ‘ Vfpل آ�w’ل�W‘  
1305  `a2 ، ’رعS£fUا qsoUم اÔÆW ‘ Vfpآ °^mgو ’qsoUا ‘ ،Vl�Úا àuZUا `a1 ،4 z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ، 

 q_hا `a وردت Sfآ  
1306  `a7 رةSTsUت ا�Wاء’، زÔÆUط و اbºUم اÔ§ ´U�pa ‘  
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              ̀ Zrْb}Wُ ®¯ØWوأ ،vْZَ_أ vْZ{� Srو ،�rْbُأآ `Zrْb}Wُ1310ُأ  �rْbًِا      (،  1311آ�wأ Øن أيX}W و

 b}Wُُم  1315اSًfg أi´ أ�Zgْت  �pc آS¯iX 1314، و �Wل  zr 1313 ا¾zlZ أو §VcSf   1312) وا\�ًا

                                                                                                                                                 
1307  Vfpآ °^mg’SfZWأ  ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a3  bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،

àuZUا  
1308 Srط: إذbºUء اSfgأ zr ÂU¼fUا Sّ�هc VUÔZfw فb\ S¯iّل إS� �WXTlg �lUذه½ إ Sr «lY{Uإْن(، وا (،Vl¸bºUذا ا¶a 

 °p�)®أ� ®m� Srإذ (SهSZsfa : `a �ZsfUٍن، وأّن اSrف زbê S¯iّأ �Uاج إbg zwد واbTfUوا `gرSoUأ�®، وذه½ ا ®m� إن

آiS° اSًfg، وا�c q_hم اblTs�U، و أ§�w ½lن اm� ��r)Sr ( ·mY� �� blTs�Uْ® أ�ْ®، وا\�qT� S¯iّ�w SÆ د�Xل : اSjfUل

  {a ،`±SfpU °iSآ S¯iأ qlU�w ،Sًs^�    ،bni ابXÆUه�ا ا `aو ،V�TUا �ZsfUا ´Uذ S¯Zr عÔiُ S¯iّأ �pc ّل�a ،qTm�ufpU رتS

 �pc S¯�UPد zr Vfp}Uوج اb� ّنh ´Uو ذ ،�WXTlg رS{iأ �w بS§ى أ�Uاب اXÆUا Û�bW ®U �iّأ bnZUه�ا ا q_S\و

Sًfg أو a ،]ًsa¶ن اqsoU  زSrٍن إ�U د�pc S¯�UP زSrن ÔpW P b�³م b� �Zrو§¯zc S أ_a S¯p` اXZUع zr آS¯iX ا

اSfU±` دال �pc اSrÔUن اSfU±`، و إذا أد��lpc °p إن اVl¸bºU دّل �pc اSrÔUن اqTm�ufU، واqsoU اS£fUرع دال 

�pc اSYUل واSTm�gPل، و��r د�U �lpc °p® اVlaSZU دل �pc اSfU±`، و vr ذa ´U¶ن أ\�ًا zr اSfpsUء �W ®Uه½ إ�U أّن  

psoUا zWه� zr وا\�ًا  ،Sًl±Sr ]ًsa �iSjUأو ا SًcرS£r ]ًsa ولhر اS{a �p_أ zc جb� �� zl  ´USr zwا �lUإ blºWو

]ÈS�:  

Srٌف إذb\و ،�iّأ Sfjl\آ¶ْن     و Sfgدواِت اhا `�Swو   

  ]Sr[واbg zwاج أbê S¯iّف زSrنٍ  ز�lpc �W ،  اSoUرg` اbTfUد ، ووذه½

bniا ql{o�pUو :�WXTlg بS57/3: آ� ، zwح اbqlmc :285/2 ،ي�£sUح اS£Wdا : `gرSoUا `pc `wh :320-322 

/1 ،XYZUا `a لX_hى، 204/2: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 49، 48ص   
1309  `a3 ، ’لXm� Sr و إذا ‘ `a5 ، ’`a لXm� Sr و إذ ‘  
1310  `a1 ،’`Zrb}� ®¯ØWو أ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1311 Vfpت آ�Wز  ’Sfiّإ ‘ `a5،  

zrَ  :SspU `��� �USs� �UX� qjr Sًji¼r ًا أوbآ�r q�﴿�WÔÆW ًءXg qfsW zr  ء﴾ سورةSuZUا :VWÚ123: ر�® ا Srو ،  :

 �UX� qjr S¬lأو SًiاXl\ q�SsUا blÅU `���﴿©ا �fpsW bٍl� zr اXpso� Srة ﴾ وbmTUا  : VWÚ198ر�® ا ،   

bniا :ÞlsW zwف، 42/7: اb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U54ص : ا ،Uا qf§ حb`§S§Ô : 385ص ،  
1312a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ` 2 ، 3 ، 5 `a ،4 ، ’ًا�wن أّي أX}� و ‘ `a ت�Wًا ’، 7و ز�wن أX}W و

  ‘أّي vlf§ `a اhو�Sت وا\�ًا
1313  `a3 ، ’VcSf§ zr أو وا\�ًا ‘  
1314  `a2 ،  ’ل�� ‘ `a2 –4 ، ’ل�W ي�Uو ا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1315  `a7 ، ت �Wز ’�Uف إS£� ‘  
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:  ، XYi  1317 اS¯lpc âbÆU و âXZ�ُن S¯£َsw و�£S¯oُl     1316إblf± �UهS       وb\ qُ�ِ��َفَ   

 zfw   رbُf�           ْb{iأ bْ{Z� Sf¯Wّْر،      وأbrع أدع       1318أ�� Sr SWّ1319، و أ   ��rج     وbُyْ�

bأ�    Sf¯r 1320ْج، وvْZ_أ vZ{� 1321  ،Sfjl\ و    qjr    qjr Sr و إذ ،zWو    أ ،��r1322 Sf¯iأ 
                                                 

1316 `a 2 ،’bÆUوف اb\ ‘  
1317 q_hا `a ’�ol£� ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a 7 ، 6 ، 5 ، 1و ،’S¯ol£و ‘ و�    q_hا اXg Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 SهSZ�T¾أ ��  

د�Xل \bف ا�pc bÆU اVfp}U و�S¯ZWXZ وإ±S¯�aS إbl� �UهS، و إ±bl� VaSهS إS�]c zr ،S¯lUت اS¯�lfg، آSf أن     

Zgdا  Sً£Wء أSfghت اSr]c zr ´Uذ qT� ÂU¼fUا ¨bي ذآ�Uا Sهblf± �Uأو إ S¯lUد إS  
1318   Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a  ’ b{iأ b{Z� ‘ `a1  ت�Wز ،’  �rbأآ `Z��W ‘ `a2  ،  ’    ¨b{iأ `ib{Z� ®¯Wّأ ‘  `a و

 àuZUاbj7 ، 6 ، 4 ، 3أآ ،’ b{iا b{Z� Sf¯Wّو أ ‘lY{Uوا«  SZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ  z�fUا `a Sه  
1319  Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a ’ ع�i ع�� ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a 7 ، 6 ، 4 ، 2و وردت ، ’ bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ àuZUا  
1320 Srّ�a ]Sf¯r [ bl� Vfpه` آ ، ®¯£sw لS� ،ةSYZUا �la Âpم ، و �� أ��]}Uا zr ®¯TfpU `��� ،طbºUأدوات ا zr `¯a

ن S¯mYa qsa أن �{�½ SlUSwء وZ� ®U S¯w `fّg XU}bف وS� XUل إb{Z� ®U ،tli��pU S¯iّف bl}Z� S¯srهbr Sآ�pc VT وز

 qlpyUل اSه` : ، و�]Sr [ S¯w °mYUأ]Sr [ zr VTآbr `ج هS§ÔUا �Zcط ، وbºUت اSfp}Uا bÈSuw ·Yp� Sfآ]�ْr [ �Zsfw

]Âْ[و] ٌآSr [ Sf¯r ، �la لSmW ان Xوه ، �swٌ �laو Vl¸bºUا�pl¯uUا ®cوز qsaأ qso� ‘ ´Uذ �pc ّ�ل�gف وأb\ S¯iّإ

  ‘‘زهX�’’blل 

Vmlp� zr ىءbrا �Zc z}� Sf¯r و              ®ِps�ٌ سSZUا �pc �oy�ُ S¯US� و إن  

`pّl¯uUا �Zc و :’’Sf¯r ‘‘ �pc `ZTr ،¨اؤÔ§و �wاX§ `iSjUط، واbºUا qsa ولhا ،zlpsa مÔÆW زمS§ طb فb\

r �U qYr P نX}uUر، اX¯fÆUا �Zcاب، وbchا z’’ Sf¯r ‘‘ `iSjUط واbºUا qsa ولhا zlpsa مÔÆW زمS§ طb ®gا

 vaر qYr `a نX}uUا �pc `ZTr أ��Tr ´Uذ vr Xاؤ¨، وهÔ§و �wاX§]z}� [ رST�cSw «_hط ’’واbºpU Sfgا S¯iّإ ،Sf¯r

،VÈSfUا `a `iS§bÆUا bذآ Sfآ �lUإ blf£Uع اX§ر qlU�w ر أX¯fÆUه½ ا�r `وه ،�USs� لS� Sfآ Sً£W﴿ �w SZ��� Sf¯r 

VW³ zr ﴾ افbchرة اXg : VWÚ132ر�® ا،    

bniا :VÈSfUا qrاXsUا :·lmY� :راو �wان ص يb263 زه ،ÞlsW zwح، 43/7، 42: اb ½ه�U334ص : � ور ا ،

 bح ، 8ص : اa Ô§XfU` اXYZU، 54ص : اa �l¯f�U` اXYZU واb{Uف، 52—49ص : bح �^b ا�ZUى، 335

`±bU4 /89-87 : ا ، `§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 292ص،   
1321  `a رةSTsUت ا�W1ز ،’vZ_أ vZ{� Sf¯r و zأآ z}� �iّه½ اذه½ و أ�� zWو أ ‘ `a3 ، ’ �iّو أ zأآ z}� zWو أ

vZ_ا vZ{� Sf¯rو qsaأ qso� ‘ `a5 ، ’جbج أ�by� zWأ qjr �iّو أ Sr qjr Sf¯r و ��rو XYi ‘ `a7 ، ’ z}� zWو أ

zأآ‘  
1322 Wز Vfpت آ� ’Sf¯iأ ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a °^mgو ،q_hا `a2 –4 ،6،   
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 SrÔÆ�ُن  
1323  Sf¯sr نSإذا آ ]Sr [   VlّcSfuUا zr1324، و�pc ةb}i Sًfgا ½{Z� ءSfg1325 أ 

  Ôllf� �iّ1326أ  Vswو ه` أر ،  :°ْTâة إذا ُرآbºc S¯Uأ\َ� أّو vr  Vsu� �U1327إ XYi ، :  �َ\أ

̀  :  اiSjU` و  bَºc1328 درهSًf و �bَºc Vَsu رُ§[ً     a ®م 1329آS¯o�gPد1330 ا�sUا zc 1331  ،

 XYi  :     ؟¨�Zc ]ً§َت؟        1332آ® رbg SًrXW ®1333      و آ  °p� ´iّون ر§ً[    :  آ�bºcك  (أ�Zc

                                                 
1323  q_hا `a’SrÔÆ� ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، ’نSrÔÆ� Sfiّو إ ‘ `a5 ، ’نSrÔÆ� ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5وا ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1324  `a2 ، 3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’VlّcSfuUا ‘  
1325  `a2 ، ’�Zsr �pc ‘  
وه` اXZUع اzr zrSjU اXsUاqr اVlnopU ا�Zc VlcSfuU اi `iS§bÆU}½ ه�¨ اSfghء qlTg �pc Ôllf�pU اSÆfUز،  1326

 `a Sfآ’’VÈSfUا ‘‘bniا :VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU265ص : ا،  
1327  `a5 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’zlsu� Vsu� `Uأ zlZ¾و ا bºc و Vsu� و ‘ `a2 ، ’zlsuو� Vsu� ‘ `a3 ، ’Vsu�Uا �Uإ ‘  
1328  ، `a2 ، ’ ًSfدره ‘ `a7 ،’رًاSZWد‘  
1329 mg Vfpآ °^ ’`a ‘ `a2 ، 5 ،   
1330  ،àuZUا bjأآ `a’مS¯o�g]U ‘2 –4 ،  
1331  `a5 ت�Wد’ ، ز�sUا zc �w `Zإذا أآ ‘  
1332  q_hا `a’¨�Zc ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ،’ك�Zc ‘  
́  ’وا�pc qlU�U ذU´ د�Xل \bف اS¯lpc bÆU و�UX� �Zr ‘ اg®’وآ®  1333 �lw °omg آ® §�ٍع �pc  ‘  ،®¯Tr د�sU ®gوه` ا

  Ôllf� b§ زXÆWآ®’’ و ‘‘   Sfأ\�ه ،zWbr�w VlrS¯o�gPا :`iSjUوا ،bٍ§ فb\ S¯lpc q��W أن :  �Uإ SهÔllf� نX}W أن

 ́ UXmآ S¯TiS§ :     bW�m�Uة واbf£r zfِw zlWXYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc �ٍ¬Zl\ bÆUوا ،°َpÅا� àٍl ®آ �pcو ،°َWbدرهٍ® ا� ®}w   :

)   آْ®( اVlrS¯o�gP و �ÔllfهS و      )  آ®(boUق zr ®}w  zlw درهٍ® ، و�pc آ® àٍl zr ، وزc® اS§ÔUج أVaS±¶w �iّ ، وا  

أّن اÔllf� `a q_h اVlrS¯o�gP اZU}½ و Ôllf� `a اVWbTyU اbÆU، و ��  : اVWbTyU و �Ôllfهbºc zr Sة أو§ٍ�، اhول

  `iSjUوا ،Sf¯Zr qٍآ `a لSYUا Âp�yW :  دًا وbor نX}W VWbTyUا Ôllf� و bl� P دًاbor نX}W VlrS¯o�gPا Ôllf� ن أنX}W

tUSjUوا ، Sًsf§ :      vmW P SهÔlّfr و     VWbTyUا zlw q{oUم وا]}Uا Vsg `a ÔÈS§ SهÔllf� و VlrS¯o�gPا zlw q{oUأن ا

vwاbUورة، واb£Uا `a SUّإ :   xrSyUوا ،�lpc ل�� VWbTyUوا blj}�Uا �pc ل�� P VlrS¯o�gPأن ا : �pc Â^sW VWbTyUأن ا

أن : P ر§q وP ر§zlp، و�Ôllf اXÆW P VlrS¯o�gPز �la ذU´، واSuUدس       آ® ر§S§ qءÔllf� :  �iهXm� ،]w Sل  

         Sًmp^r vabUا �la زXÆWاب، وbcdا zr `ه S¯s�Xr ½uYw نX}W أن S¯wاX§ `a دX§hاب، واX§ �Uج إS�Y� VlrS¯o�gPا

  vwSuUاب، واX§ �Uج إS�Y� P VWbTyUوا : qjr `±SfUSw Ê�y� VWbTyUأن ا : S¯o�gPا Srّأ ،Óل  ُربXm�a �w Ê�y� ]a Vlr :

zrSjUم، واS¯o�gdا �Zsr �pc ،�}pr�g ًا�Tc ®آ : ®p}�fUف ا]yw ½W�}�Uو ا ·W�{�Uا �lUإ �§X�W VWbTyUا ®}w ®p}�fUأن ا

  vwSuUوا ،VlrS¯o�gPا ®}w :    bSsUوا ،VWbTyUف ا]yw ،مS¯o�gdة اÔf¯w نb�mW VlrS¯o�gdا zr ل�TUأن ا : Ôllf� أن

 i ½ÆW مS¯o�gPا  �p_أ Xه Sfور آbÆr ر أوS§ ف أوbnw S¯Zr q{a إذا �T{  
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    zWbºcن، وأX¾]¾ 1334) أم     َzl¾]¾ ت أمbg SًrXW   .   ®و آ    ̀ Uف إS£� VWّbTyUا ÔÓlffU1335ا  

    Óُرب Vُ£َlmi `وه Sًsf§ دًا أوbor1336 XYi  :1337    U ٍلS§وآ® ر ،��ُlmU qٍ§آ® ر  ®¯�ُlm1338  ،

tUSjUوا : zWّ1339آ�        XYi ،VWbTyUآ® ا �Zsr `a ،  :   ً]§ر zWّت   1340آ�SÅU �laك و�Zc 1341  و ،
                                                                                                                                                 

bniا �WÔfpUو  : qlmc zwح اb :328 ،329/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : ه½ ر� و، 336، 335ص�U257، 256ص :  ا   ،

ÞlsW zw134/4: ا  ،  
1334  `a1a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،` 2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’أم ‘ `a ووردت Äma4 ،  ’ نX¾]¾ أم ‘{Uوا «lY

q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ  
1335  `a5 ،’Ôllf� ‘ `a3 ،  ’Ôlّfr `Uف أS£W ‘ `a3 ، ’ÔlffUا `Uف أS£W ‘ و      q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ¨SZ�T¾أ ��  
blj}�pU، وه® XpfYWن ا�pc ÀºU ±ّ�¨ آXpfYW Sfن a °psÆa ،¨blni �pc` ‘‘ آ®’’qlpm�pU و ‘‘ رّب’’hّن  1336

 ½{ZW د�c VUÔZfw مS¯o�gPا ¨�sw Sr bÆّW ٍد�c VUÔZfw bTyUا `aو ¨�sw Sr  

bniا :VlwbsUار اbg215، 214ص : أ ،XYZUا `a لX_h1 /516—507: ا ،XYZUا �W�Æ� :دا ،Âl± `�Xر 

  ،193، 192، ص 1982: اSsfUرف، اSmUهbة
1337  `a5 ،’لXm� ‘ ل�w’XYi ‘  
1338  `a2 ،’qٍ§آ® ر ‘ `a6 ،  ’لS§ر zr bljوردت ‘ أي آ Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a  
1339  àuZUا bjأآ `aآ�ّي و q_hا `a1 ،3 ، 5 ، 6 ، ’zWآ� ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’ا ‘ آ�ّي�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ، q_h  
1340  q_hا `a’ ]ّ§آ�ّي ر ‘ `a1و ، ’q§آ�ّي ر ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `aر§ً[’، 7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2و zWّآ� XYi‘  «lY{Uوا

  أ¾SZ�TهSآSf وردت a` أآbj اàuZU، و �� 

·aاX� ’’zWٍّر  ‘‘ آ® وآ�Xrأ Vuf� `a)1 ( مS¯wdا)2 ( Ôllf�Uا �Uر إSm�aPا)3 (ءSZTUا )4 ( bW�{�Uوم اÔU)5 ( دةSaوإ

 �USs� �UX� qjr ½USÅUا Xرة وهS� bl}Z�Uا﴿bljن آXlwّر �sr q�S� `Ti zr ان ﴾ وآ�ّئbfc ³ِل  : ، VWÚ146ر�® ا ، 

 وآ�zr ﴿ VWb� zr zW آSف ا�lTº�U وأّي واhآbj أن �S� zr vr qfs�uل ا© �br �USsآVT) 1(و�Vuf� `a ÂUSy أXrٍر 

 SهSZ}pاف ﴾أهbchا  : ،VWÚ2( ، 04ر�® ا ( ،�USs� �UX� qjr SًTUS� zfw ورbÆr SهÔّlfr أن﴿ qfY� P Vwدأ zr وآ�ئ

إbÆr vm� P S¯iّورة ) 4(�Zc VlrS اX¯fÆUر إvm� P S¯i اo�g¯) 3( ، 60ر�® اVWÚ :  اXT}ZsUت﴾رز�¯S ا© bWز�¯S وإSWّآ®

  إن �bTهbor vmW P Sدًا ) VTl�� zwP Sًa]�)5 وأXo{c zwر، 

bniا ql{o�pUو :zwا ÞlsW :134 ،135/ 4 ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU270، 269ص : ا ، 
1341  `a7 ، ’S¯laو ‘ `a2 ، ’xf� �la و ‘ `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ،’تSÅU �la و ‘ `a رةSTsUت ا�Wزن ’  ، 4وزXw zWآ�

 `a ،ầ sزن آXw ٍءSو آ ٍ̀ sزن آXw و آ�ٍي  ٍzslزن آXw ٍءSوآ zlّsزن ’ ، 7آXw zl¬ٍع و آSزن آXw ٍءSوآ ،zlّsزن آXw

،ٍٍvزن آXw ٍءSوآ ّ̀ sزن آXw ّ̀   آSٍع و آ

  آ�zW وآSٍء Xwزن آSٍع وآXw Àٍزن آvٍl وآ�ي Xwزن آs` وآ�ٍء Xwزن آS� : vٍل أSÅU xf� �la ،ÞlsW zwٍت
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  vr S¯USfs�gا) zrِ (   blj1342آ  �USs� �UX� XYi  :1343 ﴿  اتXfuUا `a ٍ́ pr zrِ ®1344﴾و آ 

﴿   SهSZ}pأه VٍWb� zr zWّ�}a﴾1345         vwاbUل      1346آ�ا،  :  واXm� ،د�sUا zc �w `Zِإذا ُآ   :

[36] Sfآ Sًfي آ�ا دره�Zc1347�  لXm :    ً]jr Sًfون درهbºc ي�Zc1348  VlcSfuUا zrو 

 أّوS¯U 1351، وه` �Vsu    1350أfZrءاfYVeل  آSfpت، ��fuّ  1349اa ،VprSsU` اSfghء

                                                                                                                                                 
bniا :ÞlsW zw134/4: ا   
1342  `a3 ،’ةbljآ zr ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1343  `a4 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’�UX� ‘ `a 7، 5ووردت ،’�USs� �UX� ‘  
1344 ®ÆZUرة اXg :VWÚ26: ا،  

  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’اتXfuUا `a ‘ `aرة،6وXآ�fUا VWÚا °^mg ،   
1345  `a3 ت�Wز ،’�USs� �UXو� ‘ `aآ4 ، 1و °^mg ،  Vfp ’SهSZ}pأه ‘ðYUرة اXg :VWÚ45. ا  
1346  `a3^mg ،° Vfpآ�ا’ آ ‘  

آ�Sب ، 270ص : اXsUاqr اVÈSfU اVWXYZU: وه` brآzr VT آSف ا�lTº�U وذا SßUرة ، اbni: وه` آzc VWSZ ا�sUد آ{®

�WXTlg :170/2 ،  
1347  `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ’Sfآ ‘  
1348  Vfpآ °^mg’]ًjr ‘ `a2 –4 ،  

اg® إSرة وه�sw X اb�Uآl½، وه�WbW SZ اÂU¼fU أن ‘‘ ذا’’آSف ا�lTº�U و’’ ا اbr ®gآ½ zrآ�‘‘ اXluU¸`’’ و�Sل

�sw Sr ½{Z�a ]ًjrهÔllf� Sًا S¯U،    و ‘‘ zc S¯w �Z}W ’’zWbºc ا�sUد اX¯ÆfUل آbljًا و�Smr °rS� ]ًlpم ‘‘ آ�ا ’’

 qfs�u�’’آ�ا ‘‘qjr VTآbr qfs�uل، و�SjfUا `a Sfدة آbor :آ� °ٌ}prXYi S¯pjr S¯lpc SًaX^srو Sًfا آ�ا دره  

’’ Sًfآ�ا وآ�ا دره °ُ}pr ‘‘نXUXmW tl\ ،zuY�ur ات رأيblّÅ�Uه�¨ ا qjr `a ءS¯mopUل: وS� zr آ�ا : إن �ّpc �U

آ�ا وآ�ا درهSًf، : درهbºc �rÔU Sًfون، وS� zrل آ�ا آ�ا دره�rÔU Sًf أ\� bºc درهSًf إbºc Vsu� �U، وS� zrل

cوا\� و �rÔU ،VTآbr P دة وbor qfs�u� P S¯iوف أb� zwا ®cوز zlsuو� Vsu� �Uون إbº  

bniا �WÔfpUو  :vrاX¯Uا vf76/2: ه ،qlmc zwح أb :330/ 2 ، VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU272—270ص : ا   
1349  Vfpوردت آ q_hا `a’ءSfghا ‘ àuZUا bjأ آ `a 6، 4– 2و ،  ’®gPا ‘  
1350 Z� ظSoUأ VlwbsUا VÅpUا `a مSmWو blTs�Uا `a زSÆWßU SهXpfs�gب اbsUأن ا «§bّWو PSfs�gوا �ًZsr qsoUب اSZr بX

ه�¨ ‘‘ Ûsw’’ �WXTlg اbnUوف واbYUوف Smrم اh ،Âloy�pU SًTp¸ qsoUن اSfghء واbYUوف أ�zr Âّ اSsahل، XmWل 

fUر واXr�fUا z}Uو ،bf£fUا Vr]c S¯la b¯n� P qsopU ءSfgه` أ `�Uّوف اbYUا VlّZUا `a انbf£r `¯Z  

bniا  :�WXTlg بS242/1: آ� ،VlwbsUار اbg163ص : أ ،qlmc zwح اb :236،237/ 2  
1351  Vfpآ °^mg’`و ه ‘ `a و وردت ،q_hا `a6 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ Si�Zc «lY{Uا Xو ه ،   
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 َ�W1352ُرو  Xعْ    1353 وه�U ®gا �َpْwَو ،qِْ̄ rh ®gو        1354 ا ،vfÆUا\� واXUا Sf¯la يX�uW و   ،

وSW اbrأُة  ( ، SW 1356 ر§qُ روWَ� ز�Wًا و SW ر§Sُل روWَ� ز�Wاً         1355: ا�fUآb واXm� ،ti¼fUل    

َ́       1359 روWَ� ز�Wًا وآ�ا   1358 وSui SWء  1357)  روWَ� ز�Wاً   lpcو �ْyُU ®gا ´iَوُدو    ،�َpْwَ 

®g1360ا    �la و ،�yُU Sم، و هÔَUP 1361تSÅU 1362 ،)      `a فS}USآ S¯la ة،     وÔf¯USw ءSه

                                                 
1352  `a4 ، ’ا�Wز �Wرو‘  

ّ̀ �w اqsoU، و§qs ه�ا ا�YUف  أن رو�Wًا، r}�ر a` ا�sw bÅّ_ ®ّ¾ q_h ا�w ®l�b�Uن \�ف �Zr اÔUو fg ®ّ¾ �Èا

qsoUًا، ¾ّ® \�ف ا�Wأروْد ز �p_وأ `ZTr brhا qsa أن Sfآ �Zwو ،VWر�{fUا �Zsr �Zr vp� �iّأ �pc ]ًlUد blÅّ�Uو   وا 

bniًا، ا�Wز �Wرو qlma لXsofUا �Uر إ�{fUا Âl±أ ®ّ¾ qsoUم اSmr ر�{fUا ®lأ� :`±bUح اb :94 ،95/3 ،qlmc zwا 

 :236،237/ 2   
1353  `a2 ، ’`ه‘  
1354  Vfpآ °^mg’®gا ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a4 ، 5 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5 ، 4، واSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،   
1355  `a6 ،  ’XYi ‘  
1356  `a7 Vfpآ °^mg ،’�Wز ‘  
1357  `a2 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،  
1358  `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ءSWو ‘ `a ة’، 5ووردتXui SW ‘  
1359  `a5 ،’و ه{�ا‘  
1360  Vfpت آ�Wز’®gا ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr `a °^mg و q_hا `a  

 أراد ا�w ÂZّ{fUآb، دوi´ وlpc´، اSdرة إ�U أن zr أSfgء اSsahل zc qmi Sr اbnUف qjr دون أو اSÆUر 

bniا ،¨�ya �Wك ز�Zc q_hأي �� وا ´iدو �Zsrو ´lpc qjr ورbÆfUوا :`±bUح اb :104 ،105/ 3 ،حb  zwا

qlmc :236 ،237/ 2 ،  
1361  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ، ’S¯la ‘  
1362  Vfpت آ�Wز’Sا\�ه ‘ `a5،  

 ®gا Xوه ،Sٍت، وذآ‘ ��’ هSÅU ة�c �laوb `a ’’ `±bUح اb ‘‘ لSو� ،S¯Zr VliSf¾’’يbهXÆUة ‘‘ اÔf¯Uا bu}w ِءSه

 �Zsfw] ٍتSه [°ُp� ،«�oUSw ،ءSه ´U ql� و إذا ،�� �Zsfw S¯Y�owو :S¯Zr��³، و Sr ُء، أيSأه Sr :ِتهS : Äِcأ �Zsfw

هSِت، هSl�S، هX�Sا، ه�S`، هzl�S، و�ّ}�aُb : و��}bّف uYw½ اXr�fUر، إbaاًد و�VًlZj و§Sًsf، و��آblًا و��Xm�a Sًjliل

bniًء، اSة هÔf¯Uا °Tpّma ،ًءS�Wإ ��¼W `�³ zr ،تِ  ³ِتSه q_أ ،qlpyUل اSو� ،��lّpsa qlUح: دSY{Uي:اbهXÆpU ] : q{a

   b: 92 ،93/3ح اbU±`، ]اS¯Uء
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هSء، SW اbrأة هSؤSr، هSؤم، وهSِء، هS ؤSr،      ( 1364:  و�}Óbٌف �}Xm� S¯oWbل     1363)ذاك

 1368 و�vfÆ 1367هSَك إ�U هSُآS} :  ّzف v±Xr اÔf¯Uة Smlaل   ا1366U، وv±َX�ُ   1365) هSؤن

 و \qْ¯Ól اXp{Uة واWbjUَ�، أي اÈ°    1370. إ�U ه1369Óz}cS´هSءك qjr هSmla Sf¯Zlw :  cSل  

�َWbjU1371ا   ُbrhت اS¯lو ه`     1372، و ه ،S�b�aٌو، أي اbfc و �ٌWَن زS�ّو �َsُwَ أي ،

 ̀ £�m�1373   ،zl¬l ن  وfwXr ذا VًUS1374إه  jUه�¨ ا `a َع وbُg َأَي ،    `a °ulU VÅUSTr V¾]

  S¯�Slfّur1375 .      zr ،Vswاع أرXiأ VlّcSfuUا zrل وSsah1376ا  

                                                 
1363  `a ،àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlwSr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZة’ ، 5هÔf¯Uة و اÔf¯USw ءSه ‘ `a1 ، ‘ ءSه

  ‘ذاك’�wل آVfp ‘ ذU´’ ، 3 ، 2و a` ‘ واÔf¯Uة
1364  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’لXm� ‘ `a 4 ، 3و وردت ،  ’XYi ‘ Vfpل آ�w’لXm� ‘  
1365  `a3 ، 4 ، ’ و SrؤSوه SrSْو هr وSأة وهbrا SWSؤم وهSهSؤنSوه  ‘ `a7 ، ’rو Sأة هbrا SW وS وّنSه  ‘ `a3 SW ،

 `a ،ةXui SW وّنSن هSأ�brءه®6اSو ه Sfء ه Sو ه ، ‘ zlw Sr àuZUا bjأآ `a Êmi دة وSWو ز bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه

 zlgXmUا  
1366  `a3 ،’v£W و ‘ `a2 ، ’v±XW ‘ q_hا `a Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1367  `a2 ، 4 ، ’كSكهSآ® وهSه `Uأ  ‘ `a3 ، 6 ،’zآSه `Uك أSآ® وهSه `Uك أSه ‘ `a7 ،’zآSه `Uك أSآ® وهSه ‘  
1368  `a3 ،’vfÆW ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a7 ، 5 ، 2 ، 1و ، ’vfÆ� ‘ àuZUا bjو أآ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1369  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’´cSه qjr ‘  
1370  `a7 ت�Wز ، ’zآSه `Uك أSآ® وهSه `Uأ ‘ `a3 ، 5، ’ zَءآSه `Uأ ´c Sه qjr ءكSه ‘  
1371  Vfpت آ�Wز’�WbjUا ‘ `a5 ،  
هS¯lت، وهX ا�sTU ®g وإXU�c Sfiّا ãoU zc اb£U qsoUب zr اa VÅUSTfU¶ذا �Sل هS¯lت زS� �iّ�}a �Wل �sw §�ًا أو  1372

 ،bWb§ لX� �Zrو �sTUا qآ �sw  

USw ُّq� تS¯lوه       �w zrو ·l�sUت اS¯lت هS¯l¯a               �p_اX� ·lms  

 �w vaر �sw �Zsfw qsa ®gا zls±XfUا `a تS¯lه qfs�gأ tl\ ،ُّq�ِ تS¯lه �UXو� ،·lmsUت اS¯lه �UX� ،�la ه�SºUا

cSaً[ آ�a ،�sw xoZw �sabW Sfّل ذ�pc ´U أّن اg® اqfsW qsoU اqsoU ا�Uي X}Wن �la ،¨SZsfwآa b` دXWان §S¯W�a bWbَت 

  �wل هS¯lت، 

bniا ql{o�pUو  :qlmc zwح أb :235،236/2 ،zwا ÞlsW :35-37/4 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : ان ، 361، 360صXWد

bWb§ : 479ص،   
1373  `a2 ، 3 ،’`£�mW Xوه ‘ `a5 ،’`£�m� `وه ‘lY{Uوا« `a وردت Sf5 آSهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1374 WbyZr zr qluW S¯rSء ور�SoÆc ةS ىbأ� ،·f\أن ر§ً[ أ qjfUه�ا ا q_و أ ،VUSن ذا إهScbg ،S¯UاÔ¯U S¯

 qÈSuUل اSma S¯ل ودآSma ه�ا Sr �U qlma ]VUSن ذا إهScbg [ ½{iو) VUSل )إهSYUا �pc ]وذا [ VUS\ مS�bUا �Uرة إSإ
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 Sz£f|Qل اfYVeا f�|o1377         XYi ،]sa bºc Vَ¾]¾ `ن    (1378:  ،  وهSر   -آS_و -  «T_و أ  - 

 �urو أ-�Y±وأ   -   Óqêت   - وSwزال    -  و Srح     -وbw Srو-    À�a Srو- و     َّ́ oiا Sr -   دام Srو 

- xlU1379)  و¨�¯a 1380gPا vُab�     َbTyUا ½ُ{Z1381® و� ®�ّ� P S¯iّأ S¯iُS{miُ 1382 و 

                                                                                                                                                 
 zfU qjfUب اb£Wو ،Sً�bc �Wز ½Tّ{� ،®¯UX� qjr ،qsoUا qmi bW�m� �pc Ôllf�Uا �pc qfYW ز أنXÆWو ،VUSإه �iXآ

  ViXZl}w bTyW اqT� `¬ºU و���،

pUو bniا ql{o� :ÞlsW zwل ، 38/4: اSjrhا vfÆr :`iا�lfUري : اXwSºlZUا �fYr zwا �f\أ q£oUا Xwأ . VsT^r

 :أSjrل اbsUب] Srدة أbgع: [اXrSmUس اÄlYfU] ن: Srدة: [ SuUن اbsUب، 349/1 . 1934: ا�lfUان ، �Sهbة

 Freytag, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. Arabum Proverbia, Bonnae ad Rhenum, 1838, vol.1, 

p. 613. 

  mW}� اÂU¼fU اSsahل اS¯wSZr °wSi `�Uّ وه` �sw وأb�aق وbgع،  1375

 1376  `a3 ، ’ء]sahا zr Vswأر ‘ `a1 ،7 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’لSsahا zr‘  
1377  Vfpت آ�Wل’ زSsaأ ‘ `a °^mgو q_hا `a2 ، 4 ، 7 ،  

 ��Trأ وvrS `a bT� S¯wX{Zr اXabfUع، وذU´ أّن cXa br¯ ه�¨ اSsahل S�Y� S¯ih V{�Si °lّfgج إ�U ذآb اX{ZfUب 

 zc ءSZÅ�gPا «ّ{W ]a V{�SZUل اSsahا S¯lpc q��� `�Uا VlfgPا VpfÆUا `a نSlgSgن أSZرآ bTyUأ وا��TfUوا ،q_hا

c ر، وه�ا دّل�{fUا �pc ل�� P S¯ih ،PًSsaأ °ulU وف وb\ S¯iّأ �Uإ zlWXYZUا Ûsw ½وذه ،Sf¯Zr أّي S¯iإ �p

إS� S¯mYp� S¯iّء : \bوف، واlY{U» أS¯iّ أSsaل، وه�r Xه½ اhآzWbj وا�pc qlU�U ذV¾]¾ zr ´U أو§ٍ�، اXU§� اhول

: أS� S¯mُYp� S¯iّء اtli��U اSuUآXYi :XYi VZ آZ° وآSiS وآXiSا وSr أ�T ذU´، واXU§� اiSjU` اblf£U وأ�oU و واو¨،

rS�hSw Ê�y� ءS�U³ة وه�¨ اbfUا °tUSjUا �§XUل، واSsa :XYi فb{�� S¯iّن: أX}W نSآ،bl{W رS_و ، «T_وأ 

«T{W ، ا�c Sr SهbÈSg ´Uوآ�’’xlU ‘‘ °¯Tأ S¯ih فb{ّ�Uا S¯p��W ®U Sfiّوإ’’Sr ‘‘،لSYUا `oZ� `وه Óأن Sfآ )Sr (

��ل �pc اfU}�ر، XÆaاVÅU `a �w اSÆYUز، وأSrّ اb�cا±¯®، إbÆr’’xlU ‘‘ P S¯iّى ‘‘ Sr’’¯�ا �bÆى Uو��oZ اSYUل 

  ‘‘أSsaل اSTsUرة ’’ه�ا، إX}W Sfiّن a` اSsahل اVlmlmYU، وه�¨ اSsahل �Vlّmlm\ bl، وU¯�ا lّfg° ه�¨ اSsahل 

bniا �WÔfpUو :VlwbsUار اbgh133، 132ص : ا ،zwا ÞlsW :89 ،90/7 ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsUح ، 279ص: اS£Wdا

  ،b :48،49/ 1ح اbqlmc :228-231 ، vfpُUح اzw ، 95/1، 94: اsU£�ي

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.2, pp167,168.     
1378 Vfpآ °^mg ’XYi ‘ `a2 `a ،3 ،’`وه ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’XYi ‘  
1379     ،àuZUا bjأآ `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a Êmi دة وSWو ز blو��� ®W�m� كSZه  

X اbg zwاج و ��pc �swS ذU´ اpc Xw` اSoUر�g، واXUّ��gا �pc ذb\    ´Uف، ه ) xlU(أّول Sr ذه½ zr اSYZUة إ�U أّن  

أ�W �iّل �W �Zsr �pcل �lpc اbYUف، وذU´ : أT¯� اbYUف zr و§¯zl، اXU§� اhول) xlU(أنzlplU�w : Ó، اqlU�U اhول

 �lpc ل�W ى�Uا `oZUا �pc ل�W �iّh)Sr(`iSjUا �§XUوا ، :YUأّن ا Sfف، آb{�W P �rS§ �iّف ، أb{�W P �rS§ فb
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 واboUق zlw آSن و_Sر، ّأّن _Sر �Wل �pc و§Xد XabfUSw1383              �Zsrع إX{ZfUSw Pّب    

 bTyU1384ا ،} `a[37]      �ZsfUا ´Uذ �la �§XW ®U ·wSg ٍنSrز �pc ½�ّbَr ،ٍنS¾ ٍنSr1385 ز  ،

Sًflp  و آSن اُ© c  ﴿  : أXm� ´Óiل   �pc 1387 اSrÔUن اSfU±`، أb� Pى    1386وآSن �Wل   

                                                                                                                                                 
`iSjUا qlU�Uث : وا�YUا �pc VUP�pU درS{fUا zr Vmّ�ºr مSc �ٍ§Xw لSsahا Óأن ´Uن ذSlw و ،VrSc لSsahا zZg ÂUS� �iّأ

 ÂUSyr نSrÔUا �pc VUP�Uا zr S¯la Srث أ_ً[ و�YUا �pc ل�� P Vfp}Uو ه�¨ ا ،Vop�yfUا úluUا ½uYw نSrÔUوا SًfÈدا

hا VrSc `a SfU ث�YUا `oi �pc ل�� Vfp}Uوه�¨ ا ،�£miى ا�Uن اSrÔUا �pc ل�� Vl±SfUل اSsahا VrSc Óن¶a ،لSsa

 qjr ،qTm�ufUا �Uأو إ �±SfUا �Uإ �ab{� VZWb� مXm� أن �Uإ ،b±SYUن اSrÔUا `a SهbT� �lpc ى دّل�Uّا :’ ·p� xlU

 `a و Sًl±Sr bTyUن اXوه� آ ،VZWb� لSjfUه�ا ا `a و ،�pjr ©ا�USs� �UX� ﴿�Zc Sًaوb{r ®¯l��W َمXW Pرة ﴾ أXg 

 ، VZWb� �pc qf�ºW ��ل �pc أّن اbfUاد zr qTm�uW Sfla ®¯Zc �ab_ `oi اSrÔUن ، وzr أ§q ذU´       09: ر�® اVWÚ: هXد

  آXUS� �pا ه` \bف، 

bniا �WÔfpUو :VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb :198،199/ 4 ، qlmc zwح اb :226-228 / 1 ،  
  ، a3` ‘ اSsahل’ و ز�Wت آVfp  ‘ ه�¨’ ، 4ت a` و رد 1380
1381  q_hا `a’  bTyUا ½{Z� و ®gPا vabW ‘ `a6 ’    رST�hا ½{Zو� ®gPا vab�  ‘ `a7  ، ’    ½{Z� ء وSfghا vabW

  ، و �� أ¾SZ�TهS 5واlY{U» آSf وردت vab� ‘ `a اgP® و�Z}½ اa5’   bTyU` ‘ اST�hر

 b ]w �pfc qfsW Srٍط، وهVliSf¾ X أSsaل، آSن، أ_T»، أ±qّê ،�Y، أ�ur،  وه�¨ اSsahل V¾]¾ �pc أ�Suٍم، اhول

`iSjUا ،xlU ،رS_ ،تSw :      ،ارbf�gPا �lo� لSsaأ Vswأر Xء، وهScأو د `¯i أو `oi �lpc ّ�مm�W ٍط أنbºw �pfc qfsW Sr

 tUSjUوا ،´oiأ Sr ،À�a Sr ،حbw Sr ،زال Sr : r �lpc ّ�مm�W ٍط أنbºw �pfc qfsW Sr Xوه VlabnUا VWر�{fUا S

qsoUدام’’اSr ‘‘ ،�USs� �UXmآ Äma﴿Sّl\ °rد Sr ةSآÔUة واXp{USw `iS_وأو ﴾  ®Wbr رةXg ،Sّl\ `rة دوا�r ر�® :  أي

 ،VWÚ31ا  °lfgو ،’Sr ‘    ،ة�fUا Xف، وهbnUSw ر�mّ� S¯ih ،Vًlabêوام و�Uا Xر، وه�{fUSw ر�mّ� S¯ih VWر�{r ¨ه�  

bniى:  ا�ZUا b^� حb : 180، 177ص ،qlmc zwح أb :228-235/ 1 ،VlwbsUار اbg141-133ص : أ ،  �l¯f�Uا

 ،204-200ص : a` اXYZU واb{Uف

Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol. 1, pp. 168-171; Elder, Arabic Grammar, pp.182-184.  
1382  `a7 ،’  q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا ، ّ®�W P  
1383  q_hا `a’بX{ZfUSw Pّوو ‘ إ `a ب’ ، 5ردتX{ZfUا �Uج إS�Y� qw ‘  `a رةSTsUه�¨ ا °^mg2و «lY{Uوا ، 

  SهSZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ  
1384  `a2 ،’bTyUا `ZsfUا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1385  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’�ZsfUا ‘  
1386  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ل�W ‘ `a ل’ ، 3وردت�� ‘ `a ت�W6ز ، ’ �Zsr دX§و �pc ل�W نSوآbTyUا ‘  
1387  `a5 ،’ىbW ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `aى’  ، 4– 2وb� ‘ SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
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 ًSfl}\ ﴾1388   ،«{W ®U و   ًSflpc ©ُر اS_    ًSfl}\1389  �ih ،   ل�W        �Uل إS\ zr لSm�iPا �pc

 �Zsfw (1392XYi  : �USs� �UX�1393 \�ث أو و�v أو و§�     ( �VrS  1391، وآSن ��Æُء   S\1390ل 

 إذا أر�W  1395وآ�ا أ_T» و أ�Xا�¯S      1394﴾ و إن آSن ُذو bَuْcٍُة bnZaة إbَulr �Uة     ﴿

 S¯w1396   V_SyUت اSو�hا `a لX��U1397 ا  ، Sr1398و     S¯ا�Xزال وأ� Sr `a 1399  و ،VlaSi 

 Sr 1401: ، و Sr `a دام r}�رVWّ، وSZsrهS اXm�a ،°l�X�Uل         SZsr1400هS اbÅ�gاُق اSrÔUن  

                                                 
   17اSuZUء ر�® اXg : VWÚرة 1388
1389  Vfpآ °^mg’Sًfl}\ Sًflpc © راS_ ‘ `a2 ، 6 `a 3، 1، و وردت Vfpر’، آS_ ‘  
1390  Vfpآ °^mg’لS\ �Uإ ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr `a  
1391  q_hا `a’ÀÆW ‘  `a2 ،’`¬Æ� ‘ورد Sfآ «lY{Uتوا `a 2 ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1392  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg3 ، 5 ، 7 `a 7 ، و ،blو��� ®W�m� ،  
1393  `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ �USs� �UX� ‘  
 ، 7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 1و وردت a` اàuZU اSmUدVr، ‘  أbulr `Uةةa °^mg ‘bnZa` اq_h، 280. اXg :VWÚرة اbmTUة 1394

   �c Sr `aا اq_h و �� أ¾SZ�TهS تاlY{U» آSf وردو
1395  q_hا `a’ا��Xوأ� ‘ `a7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2و ، ’S¯ا�Xو أ� ‘ SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1396  `a5 ،’Sf¯w ‘ `a2 ، ’�w ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1397  �Y±وأ �urأ �ZsW «T_ات أXوأ� ،�Y£Uء واSufUح واST{Uه` ا  
1398 Vfpآ °^mg’ Sr ‘ `a2 `a 5، و وردت ،’Sr `ه ‘ `a6 ، ’�Wز «T_أ XYi ‘ `a4 ،’ qأي د� �Wز «T_أ XYi

  ‘ a` و�° اST{Uح
1399  `a2 ، 3 ،’ا��Xو أ� ‘  
1400  S¯ا�Xزال وأ� Sr �Zsr و : XYi لSYUا �l£�mW Sr ½u\ �pc �Zc bTَyfUا bTyUا Vrز]r : ، Sً}\S± �Wزال ز Sr

lZlsUو ازرق اbfc زال Srوz �Zsrز : دام  وS§و ، bَf�gوا `mw] SًfÈS� Pّإ �Wن زSآ Sr [ ÔÆW ®Uو] : Pًإ �Wزال زSr

SًfÈS� [ نh]Pّإ [ °p� ذا¶a ،`oZUا �Zsr °p^wم أ]}Uا `a °pإذا د� ]SًfÈS� Pّإ �Wن زSآ Sr [ �la bW�m�Uن اSآ] �Wزال ز

SًfÈS� [ فb\ لSن إد�Sآ Sfّpa ،`oZUف اbYw Pًإ qfs�uWُ P و، وزال `oZUا �Zsr لS^wإ ½§XW ءSZj�gPا]نSز ] آXÆW

XÆW Pز اS¯USfs�g إw Pّ¶د�Sل \bف S§ ، `oZUز Sr آSن ز�W إSًfÈS� Pّ وÔÆW ®U ] زال[اb\ bl� zr S¯USfs�gف اoZU` و 

 SًfÈS� Pّإ �Wزال ز Sr  

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :238،239/ 1 ، VlwbsUار اbg141،142ص : أ ،  

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp.178-196.  
1401  `a2 ، ’لXm� Vl�X�Uا ‘ `a3 ، ’لXmW °l�X�Uا ‘ `a6 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’XYi ‘  
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ٌ̀ �W ®U1402      �laِت �lpc زSrن zr اhزVZr         زال زSًlZ� �ٌW أي    Z� Xو ه Pّ1403 إ     Sr xpِ§و أ ،

ِ̀ اSYUل   �gXp§ 1405  1404داَم زSًuUS§ �ٌW أي rّ�ة   oZU xlU1406 و)       �ٌWز xlU XYi ًSfÈS�1407  

UifjQع ا�|Q1408ا، SmَرfOZُQل اfYV1409أ،  

  Vsw1410: وه` أر  XYi 1411 �uc د، وS1412 آ    vaَb�َ ،�usa ،´ب، و أوbُ1413، وآ  ®َgPا 

      vr أْن ¨bTو� ،bَTyUا ½ُ{Zو�} رعS£fUا qsoUب    1414اX{Zr ر�{r bW�m� `a ،1415 ،

                                                 
1402  Vfpت آ�Wز’Vl±SfUا ‘ `a5 ،  
1403  `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ّ̀ Z� ‘ `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’�la ‘  
1404  ،`a ت�W3ز ،’�gXp§ ة دوام�rو ‘ `a6 ،’سXp§ ة�rو ‘ `a2 ،’�Wس زXp§ ة�rو ‘  
  ، واlY{U» آSf وردت Xg Sr `aا اq_h، و �� أ¾SZ�Tهa2– 5S` اq_h و a °^mg` ‘ ز�W’ آVfp ز�Wت 1405
1406  xlU q_وأ]xlْU [  S}gdSw Sًoloy� ،®pْcِ ،®َpِcَ `a لSmW Sfآ ،½lَ̄ ، و�bآ¯® S¯ÈSW ½p�َ أSًoU آSf هX اSlmUس a`   نآ

� �SًfÈS، أي اÚن و�Zc اxlU   ،�Tu\ �pc zٍrÔw �llm�U زXf£r `oZ� :Wن اa VpfÆU` اSYUل، xlU ‘‘   XYi‘‘هSب ، أي أن :

XYi : bT� ®W�m� `a ةSYZUا Âpًا، وا���� SًfÈS� �Wز xlU’’ xlU  ‘‘    SهbT� ®W�m� زXÆW P �iّأ �Uن إXlaX}Uه½ ا�a ،S¯lpc

® b{ّ�W P qsa z}Wف وإذا S¯lpc’’xlU ‘‘U، وذه½ أآbj اzlWb{TU إX§ �Uاز¨، واSr «lY{U ذه½ إ�lU اXlaX}Uن hن 

 ½�}W Sfآ ،�pfc فb{ّ�W ®U �uoi `a Sًab{ّ�r ’ �WXTlg ‘ �wSآ� `a،  °s±و S¯ih ،´Uذ S¯la نX}W P �iّ¶a xlU Srّ�a 

  Sًs±Xr وا\�ًا و��oUS اbg zwاج،

bniا �WÔfpUو  :qlmc zwح اb :232/1 ،VlwbsUار اbg140ص : أ ،�WXTlg بS46/1: آ� ،`a لX_hا XYZU93/1: ا

 ،`±bUح اb : 198،199/ 4 ،ÞlsW zw111،112/7: ا   
1407  `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg7 ÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1408  àuZUا bjأآ `aو’`iSjUع اXZUو ا ‘  
1409  �pc �ZsfUا tl\ zr ل ��لSsahوه�¨ ا �la أو أ��ًا PًX{\ ًء أوS§ر ،bTyUا Xiّ�U v±و Sr ،½§S\ zwل أS�

wرSmfUّولاhم، اSuأ� V¾]¾ �pc `وه ،VwرSmfpU S¯pآ °ulUو ½lpÅ�Uب اSw zr V : ،دSوه` آ ،bTyUب اb� �pc ل ��لSsaأ

`iSjUب، و أو ´، اbوآ :tUSjUوا ،·UXpى و إ�b\و �uc `ء، وهS§bِUا �pc ل ��لSsaوع : أb �pc ل ��لSsaأ

Wأ �TUوا bTyUاV ، �ºiوأ�� أ ·o¸و qs§ع وb ،`وه   

iا �WÔfpUوbn :`±bUح اb :211/4 ،qlmc zwح أb :276 ،277/1 ،ÞlsW zwح � و، 115/7: اbه½ر�Uا  :

  ،233ص : ، اXYZU اv :128 ،129/ 1`wbsUهvf اX¯Uا r، 189ص 

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp.198-200; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 

vol. 2, pp.106,107.  
1410  `a2 °^mg ، Vfpآ ’Vswأر ‘  
1411  Vfpآ °^mg’XYi ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr `a  
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       °p� ´iَج آ�bُyW أن �ٌWز �uc لXm� : ربS�1416          أن Xوه b�³ �§و �Uوَج وbyUا �ُWز 

 اbُ�َ1418  ®َgPَب bُ�ُوُج زWٍ� و آSد ��uc :        vab أن bُyWَج زWُ� آ�SmW :1417       °p� ´iل

                                                                                                                                                 
1412  `a5’ �ulc ‘ ل�w’�uc ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

 `a ان ]�uc [ولhة، اSYZUال اXأ� V¾]¾ : ®U أم ½{ZUا blf± أو vabUا blf± S¯w q{اء أ�Xg لS\ qآ `a qsa S¯iّإ

Y§ّة، ورb{TUة اSYi لX� Xوه ،Sf¯Zr �\وا S¯w q{�ّWا� `iSjUون، واb���fU :  ًاءXg ،الX\hا vlf§ `a فb\ S¯iّإ

tUSjUاج، واbg zwوا ½ps¾و zllaX}Uة اbَ̄ f§ لX� Xوه ،Sfأ\�ه S¯w q{�ّW ®U أم ½{ZUأو ا vabUا blf± S¯w q{ا� :

 ½{i blf± S¯w q{ف إذا أ�b\ S¯iّإ  

Uوا ، qsa �iّأ «lY{Uرع، واS£r S¯psa Vlpsa Vpf§ SهbT� نX}W أن q_hوا ، blf£Uء اS� �w q{�W �iّا ´Uذ �pc qlU�

 XYi ¨وواؤ �oUوأ :�USs� لS� Sfا آXucو Slucو، °luc﴿ ®�lUX� إن ®�ُlْuَcَ q¯a  سورة محمد ﴾:  VWÚ22ر�® ا Sfّpa، 

 XYi ، qsoUا �pc q��� Sfآ bÈSf£Uه�¨ ا ��pد� :tliS�Uء اS� �mYp� ´Uوآ� ،qsa �iّأ �pc دّل ، ®�fو� ، SrSو� ، °f� 

 XYi qsoUSw Ê�y� `�Uا VZآSuUا : bTyUا ½{Zو� ®gPا vab� �pfcو qsa �iّا �pc ّل�a ت�sو� °rS� ، أةbfUا °uc

 XYi qTm�ufUا qsoUا vr Pّن إX}W P SهbT� أّن Pّن إSآ qjr] : مXmW أن �Wز �uc [ ،دSوآ �uc �sw Sًfgا �l¬Ær ر�iو

 ، bsºUه�ا ا `a Sfآ  

SًYpّrٌ ل�sUا `a ِتbjأآSًfÈS_ °ُluc `iّْن إbjِ}� P               SًfÈدا   

  �UX� ،�la ه�SºUوا] SًfÈS_ °luc [ ىb§أ tl\]�uc [ ىbÆr]نSآ [ SهbTyw ءS§و ،bTyUا ½{iو ®gPا S¯w vaba

 وX� ½uiم ه�ا اlTU° إ�U رؤVw 14/7 أ�pc S£W صاÞlsW zw ¨، وذآbاqlmc zwأbor Sfgدًا، وه�ا اX zr bsºUاه� 

àl اSYZUة، ‘‘ SÆsU ’’�WXTlgج وa �Æi ®U` دXWا�i اXT^fUع، وbsi ®Uف �pÈSmU، و�c Sfla qsaا ذU´، وهX� Xلاzw ا

،qlUد ¨�Zc ½ه�r q}Uو  

bniا ql{o�pUو  :qlmc zwح اb :277/1 ،�WXTlg بSح ،374/2 3 /158، 157، 99، 12، 11: آ�b `±bUا :

213—223/ 4 ،ÞlsW zw128/7—115 :اbsUار اbgأ ،Vlw : 131-126ص ،`wbsUا XYZU237،238ص  : ا ، 

XYZUا `a Ô§XfU33ص : ا،  

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 201-206; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic 

Language, vol.2, pp.107,108 
1413  `a2 ، 4 ، ’vabW ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a °^mg و’bTyUو ا ½{Zو� ‘  
1414  `a ت�Wأن’ ، 2ز vr ‘  
1415  `a7 ، ’ بX{ZfUر ا�{fUا ‘  
1416  `a5 ’  بb� ‘ `a ت�W7 ، 6وز ،  ’�Wوج ذb� بb� ‘ ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1417  `a2 ،’لXmW ‘ `a3 ،7 ،’لXm� ‘  
1418  `a4 ،’vab� نSو آ ‘ `a7 ، 5 ، 3و ، ’vabW ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
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  ̈bُT1419و�  bW�m� `a رعS£fUا qsoUب 1420 اX{ZfUا qcSoUا ®g1421 ا°p� ذا¶a  :  �ٌWَد زSآ

                qfs�uW ®U �iّأ SUّإ ،Sً§رS� �ٌWد زSآ ،�ZsfUا bW�m� نSُج آbyW1422   ُء�ÆW1423، و     �Zsr `a 

[38] �ِTَÓºUِب اbْ�ُ 1424 XYi   :bsUد اSن    آX}W ًا،  1425وُسblrُب   (  أbْmُUه�ا ا �uc `a xlU و

، وأو´ qfs�uW 1428   qjr اSfs�gل آSد    1427):  و َآbُبَ  1426: وإSfiّ هvf¸ X و ر§Sء     

    S¯l¯§و `a ،�uc{1429    

  

                                                 
1419  `a1 Vfpت آ�Wز ، ’Sً£Wأ ‘  
1420  `a6 ،’¨bW�m� `a ‘ `a2  ،’qcSoUا ®gPا bW�m� ‘  
1421  `a2 ، 3 ، 5 àuZUا bjأآ `a ب’ ، وX{Zr qcSa ‘  

 bT� أن «llY{Uاب، إذا اbcdا `a xlU و ،�ZsfUا `a bW�m� د( ه�اSآ (Vlpsa Vpf§ Xه )جbyW ( ،Xأى ه  
1422  `a3 qfs�uW ،’�la ‘  
1423  `a3 ، ’ ÀÆW نSوآ ‘ `a2 ،  ’ ÀÆ� ‘  
1424  `a2 ، 3 ،  ’`¬lºpU �TºUا ‘ `a7 ، ’ÀlºUا zr ‘ `a 1و ، ’¬lºUب اb�``¬lºpU  ‘ `a6 ،  ’`¬lºpU �TºpU ‘  
1425  `a3 ،’نX}W أن ‘  
1426  `a7 ، ’ءS§و ر vf^pU ‘ `a3 ،’بbء وآS§bUوا vf^Uا Xه ‘ `a ء’ ، 2وS§ور vf¸ �la ‘  

 �Zsr zlw قboUد’’ واSوآ �uc ‘‘ ©ا �uc لXm� vf^Uء واS§bUا qlTg �pc brhا VwرSmfU �uc أّن �oºW أن

�Wb� ،´£Wbr أن �bب �Zc zr X§br �ÈSo ا© Xf^rع �la، وآSد، SmfUرqlTg �pc ��w اX§XUد واX{YUل �Xmل 

،q{\ �� وبbÅUا zr S¯wb� أن �Wb� ،بbÅ� xfºUدت اSآ  

bniا  :ÞlsW zw124/7: ا ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 283، 282ص، 

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 208-214; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic 

Language, vol.2, p.106.  

  
1427 a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg` 5 ،àuZUا Vlmw `a 7 ،4- 2، و وردت،   
1428  `a رX¯ºfUَب[واbَآ [ °iأي د xfºUا °wbل آSmW ، بb� �Zsfw q_hا `a بbوآ S£Wأ Sهbuآ qmiٌاء وbUا «�a

b_ ]ًsa Pّإ bTyUن اX}W Pوب ، وbÅpU ¨SZsr vZ�fW P³ن و �la vfuW ®Uد وSآ bT� `a vmW P Sfآ �la ®gPا vmW Pو SًYW

  ، و XU أXm� °iل �bَب أن S}U qsoWن _b� �Zsr �pc SًYlYب zr ،�psa ذU´ إذ آSن b� ¨SZsrب

bniا :ÞlsW zw7 /127، 126: ا ، `±bUح اb :220 ،221/ 4   
1429  `a1Ägو zr ،أ�T� ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr ،Ämg ، أن، 175 ص bW�m� `a رعS£fUا qsoUا،  ----Uء ص � إS¯�i175 إ

،S¯l¯§ و `a �uc qjr ،  
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 kQfjQع ا�|Qل 1430اfYVم1431أ�Qح وا�ZQا :   

   x¬ْwِ و ®َsْiِ Sf1432:  وه ًSfgن اSl£�mW 1433 xZÆUم ا]w SًaÓbsr 1434�lUإ SًaS£r 1435، أو        

أو �[ُم اqِ§bU زWٌ�، وsi)     xَ¬wَ® اqُ§bU زXabr b�³ ®g1436  XYi ،  :1437)      ،�ٌWع  و swَ�¨ ا 

                                                 
1430  `a2 ،3 ،’عXZUوا‘  

1431  `a3 ، ’qsa ‘ `aن’، 1و]sa ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، ’]sa ‘ ل�w’لSsaأ‘  
1432 �Uوhت، اSÅU vwأر �laم وSsUم ا�Uم واSsUح ا�fpU Ss±و �� :liSjUوا ،®sِiَ ،XYi zlsUا buن وآXZUا «�aV : نXZUا «�a

VjUSjUوا ،®َsْiَ ،XYi zlsUن اS}gوإ :VswاbUوا ،®َsْiِ ،XYi zlsUن اS}gإ vr نXZUا buآ :XYi zlsUن واXZUا buآ : ،®َsِiِ

و أ_sِi qَ® وx¬w، وهSf اh_[ن ا�pUان و±a Ss` اbUداءة واU}[ح، ‘ �WXTlg’واX¯ºfUر ه` اVÅpU اsْiِ VjUSjUَ®، و�Sل 

qsa Sf¯Zr نX}W Pو �Uن إXWb{TUه½ ا�a ،´Uذ `a ةSYZUا Âpن ا��]sa ن أوSfgأ x¬wو ®si qه ،�ZsfUه�ا ا blÅw 

أن ا�pc Sf¯w q{�ّW blf£U \ّ� ا�}SsahSw �USل : أsa Sf¯iّ[ن Sab{�ّW Pن واXU��gا �pc ذV¾]¾ zr ´U أو§�، اhّول

`iSjUا، اXrSو� SrS� ،XYi :pTmW ®U ��Uّا VZآSuUا tli��Uء اS� أن q{�ّ� Sfآ ،Sf¯w q{�ّ� ،Â�XUا `a ءSب هbsUا zr �\ا S¯

tUSjUا ،VWرSÆUا °u¬wأة وbfUا °fsi ،XYi لSsahSw : SlZw SfU zlfgا SiSآ XUو ،Vl±SfUل اSsahSآ «�oUا �pc نSlZTr Sf¯iّأ

د�Xل \bف : اhّول�pc ا��pّc bl� zr «�oU، ذه½ اXlaX}Uن إ�U أSf¯iّ اSfgء، واXU�ّ�gا �pc ذVuf� zr ´U أو§�ً ، 

bcSºUل اS� Sfء آSfghSw Ê�yW bÆUف اb\و S¯lpc bّÆUا :  

��lw ÂU¼W رSÆUا ®sZw °uUأ                Srb{r  ٌلSfUم ا�sr أو Vp� Sًأ�   

`iSjUا ،blsUا x¬w �pc bluUا ®si ،لS� �iّب أbsUا Ûsw zc `}\و  : ،bl{ZUا ®siو �UXfUا ®si SW ،لXm� بbsUأّن ا

si® اq§bU أxr، و�c ) : x¬w ،Pم ا��bان اSrÔUن Sf¯w آbÈSu اSsahل ÊÈS{� zr :qjr اSfghء، اtUSjUوا�ZUاء 

vwاbUا ،zlpsow SulU Sf¯iّأ �pc qlUًا د�� q§bUا :xrSyUل، اSsahا ÊÈS{� zr فb{�Uن، واSab{�W P Sf¯iأ : �� �iّأ

 اSsahل `ء �pc وزن Sr Srّ�a ،qlsa اXU��gا اXlaX}Uن si® اq§bU ز�W، وa xlU` أS§ :Vpjrء zc اbsUب أXUS� ®¯iّا

 �WXTlg لX� �lpcو ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا �lUذه½ إ Sfآ ،«lY{Uا Xه zlWb{TUه½ ا�fa ،�gSoa ‘ x¬wو ®si Srّوأ

ً Vfp}pU، وXYiهSf¯la xlpa Sf آ[م، blÅّ� P Sf¯iّdان Pّن VrSc اSfghء V¾]¾ �pc أ\bف، وz¯WbÆ� P إذا آzّ أSfgء 

 ]ًcSa رعS£� S¯iّh ،blآ��Uا �pc لSsahل واSsaأ zّ¯iّh  

bniا ql{o�pUو :�WXTlg بS179/2، 266/3: آ� ،ÞlsW zw7 /131—127: ا ،VlwbsUار اbg106—96ص : أ ،

qlmc zwح أb :127 ،128/ 2 ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : ل، 190، 189صX_hاXYZUا `a  :130، 131/ 1 ،  انXWد

   ، وz}U ذآb اb^ºU اlTpU `iSjU° ه{�ا219 ص: \Suن

                                   Sr�srو bljٍل آSr ِف ذاbsُUي ا�U   

 Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 219-221; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic 

Language, vol. 1, pp. 97, 98.  

   
1433  `a2 ، ’نSfgن أSl£�m� ‘ور Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a دت  
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 اXabfUع اhول cSaً[   1440، و�fّuWُ  1439) ، و�[ُم اbٌfc qِ§bUو   1438) اbfc qُ§bUوٌ 

:   وbf£W اqcSoU وZw buoّW{bة Zr}Smla ،VٍwXل       1441واiSjU` اX{yfUص �fUSwح وا�Uم   

:  SmlaلsْZِ1445  (1446َ®، و Sgء �ÓT\ 1444wِ    x¬Twا x¬w 1443، وsi1442    ·YpW® ر§ً[ زWٌ� و آ�ا    (

   1448.  وSgء qُjr ه�ا  �Tّ\1447ا اqُ§bU زWٌ� أو ر§[ً     

                                                                                                                                                 
1434  `a7 ، ’ÂWbs�Uم ا]w ‘  
1435  qsoUن اSوإذا آ’x¬w أو ،®siِ ‘ �Uإ SًaS£r أو �ُTsUا ®si ،XYi م]Uوا ÂUhSw Sًabsr Sًfgن أX}W أن �pcSa `a ½§و

 Sw فbsr ®ٍgال’’ا ‘‘ �USs� �UX� qjr﴿zlm�fUداُر ا ®َsْZِUو  ﴾qYZUرة اXg : VWÚُأو30ر�® ا ، ,oّr ًاb��ur ًاbf£r ًاbu

 �USs� �UXmآ ،Ôllf�Uا �pc VwX{Zr ¨�sw ةb}Zw﴿P�w zlfUSnpU x¬w ﴾Â¯}Uرة اXg  : VWÚن 50ر�® اX}W و§½ أن ®َpِaَ ،

 ،zl¯§و �pc X¯a ؟xZ§ ®gأ x¬wو ®si qcSa)1 ( Sf¯pcSa Êّ� مSsUم ا�pU x¬wم، وSsUح ا�fpU °s±و SfّU ®si إّن

ل �pc ا�ffUوح واXr�fUم �fpU ·Y�urح وا�Uم a` ذU´ اxZÆU، ذآSib و§½ أن X}Wن اãopUSw)2 (�lU xZ§ ®g اSsUم 

 ،«lY_ X¯a ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZ{ّfUا bذآ Sr Srّو أ «l±X�pU Vpjrhه�¨ ا  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : ي، 259، 258ص�£sUح اS£Wd1 /88-81ص : ا ،VlwbsUار اbg104ص : أ ، zwح أb

qlmc :128 ،129/2   

 Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol. 2, pp. 222-228.   
1436  `a1 ،’عXabr Xوه ‘  
1437  `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ `a XYi2 ، 5 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’لXm� ‘ Vfpل آ�w’XYi ‘  
1438  `a1 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،  
1439  `a ،àuZUا bjأآ `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr ،رةSTsUا `a Êmi دة وSWو ز blو��� ®W�m� كSZ1ه ، ’ �Wذ q§bUا ®si    ’ و

 bfc q§bUأو �[م ا �Wز q§bUا x¬wو bfc q§bUم ا]� ®si ’ `a4 ’  �Wز q§bUا ®si ‘bfc q§bUو�[م ا’ x¬wو

bfc q§bUو �[م ا �Wز q§bUا ‘  
1440  `a5 ،’�fّu� و ‘  
1441  `a1 ، ’م�Uح أو ا�fUSw ‘  
1442  `a2 ،  ’ ´Uوآ� ‘  
1443  `a6 ،’·Yp� ل ‘ و�w’·YpW‘  
1444  �p_ا أ�Tّ\’’ ذا ½َTَ\ ‘ ‘ f�§ا   `iSjUا `a ®ول وأد�hف اbYUا Vآb\ °a�Ya ،�ٍ\وا xZ§ zr نSآbّY�r نSab\ v

S{aر VUÔZfw آVfp وا\�ة، و \�pc ½َTُ وزن qsُa وSZsrهS ا�fUح و�Wbm½ ا�ffUوح   ‘ ‘ ذا’ ’ورّآ½ S{a’’½ّ\ ‘‘ vrر 

 �Zrو ½pmUا zr’’  ½lT\ ‘‘ ½ه�a ؟ qsa أم ®gا، ا�Tّ\ `a ةSYZUا Âpو�� ا�� ، ٍqlsa وزن �pc ®gا �iّأ �Uة إSYZUا bjأآ 

hّن اgP® أ�Xى zr اzr ·�ºr qsoUSa ،qsoU اgP® وSfU رآ½ أ\�ه�pc Sf اb�Ú آSن اUSÅU½ هX اX�hى، وX� �lpcل  

  `a دbTfUوذه½ ا �WXTlg ‘  ½£�mfUا ‘`a ،اجbg zwلواX_hا  ‘  ا�Tّ\ أّن �Uإ‘ ®gص ‘ اX{yfUأ وا��Tr Xوه
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lmاXQع ا�|Qا : �]O]Qوا ¥�ّQل اfYV1449:أ    XYi ،VsTg `1450:  وه)      ُ°ZZêو ،°ُpو� ،°ُTu\1451  ،

        ُ°fcو و§�ُت، وز ،°ُWورأ ،°ُfpc1452) و        Vabsr �Zsfw ُةbl�hا Vُswرhه�¨ ا °iSإذا آ ،

                                                                                                                                                 
X{yfUّ�م واmr ¨bT� أّن ،¨bT�  °Tآba b�¼r أ��Tr ص’’ ّ½\  ‘‘ vr’’ ذا ‘‘ `a لSmW أن �Uوhوا\�ًا، وا Sfgا S�psÆa

     ½USÅUأن ا �Uإ ®¯£sw ½وذه ،b¯nW P أ��Tr bT� أ أو��Tr Srّإ ®si صX{yr ابbc¶آ �iّا أ�Tّ\ صX{yr ابbcا

S¯iّأ �Uإ VcSf§ ½ول، وذهhء اÔÆpU ةXmUوا qsa Sf¯Zr ولhء اÔÆUّن اh ،Vlّpsa S¯lpc   Vlpsa Pو Vlfgا S¯lpc ½pÅW P 

b�Úا �pc Sfأ\�ه ½pÅW ]a ،qcSa Xه ®gٍض واSr qsa zr VTآbr Vpf§ `ه qw  

bniا �WÔfpUح:  وSY{Uب و اbsUن اSuU] : ½Tّ\ دةSr [�WXTlg بS180/2: آ� ،VlwbsUار اbg111-107ص : أ ،

VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU299، 298ص : ا ،qlmc zwح اb :135/2 ، حb`±bU256/4، 255: ا ،X_hلا`a  

XYZU1 /137-135: ا ،ÞlsW zw142/7-138: ا ،  

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 232, 233.  
1445  Vfpت آ�Wز’qjr ‘ `a ،q_hا `a5 ،’x¬Tw ءSg ‘ `a2 ،’x¬Tw ءSgو ®sZw ا�T\ ‘`ZsfUا `a Sf¯�So�h ‘ bjأآ `a

 àuZU6�ِ ، 5 ، 4 ، 3اh x¬Tw ءSg و ، �ZsfUا `a Sf¯�So ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U5وا،z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  

 ،Vf\bUا �lpc ´USr لS�   

 x¬Tآ qs§ء‘‘وأSg ‘‘]sٌaَ qs§وأ          ]Æurٌ ®sZِآ V¾]¾ ذي zr   

 qfs�uء’’ و�Sg ‘‘ لSfs�gم ا�Uا `a’’ x¬w ‘‘ ابbcإ qjr �wاbcوإ x¬TU ]ًcSa نX}W Sr Pّإ S¯pcSa نX}W ]a ، x¬w

si [ `a® وx¬w[ ، وVprSsr qٍrSsW مmU}� ا�fUح أو اqsُaَ ‘‘�U’’ وzr آXÆW `¾]¾ qٍsa qز أن �pc qsa �Zr �ZTW وزن 

  §m� Sr vlfّ�م zr S¯U اS}\hم 

bniا �WÔfpUى: و�ZUا b^� حb :258،259 ، `±bUح اb :255/4 ، qlmc zwح اb :133،134/2   
1446  `a12 zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ، ،zlgXmUا  
1447  `a2 ، ’�Wو ر§ً[ ز ‘ `a4 ، ’ ]ً§ا ر�Tّ\و ‘`a7 ، ’�Wا ر§ً[ ز�Tّ\و‘  
1448  `a2 Vfpآ qfs�uW ، ’¨ه�  ‘ Vfpل آ�w’ه�ا‘  

    �pc �USfs�gز اXÆW �iّ¶a ،�Zr ½Æs�pU «US_ `¾]¾ qsa qآ Sً£Wأ SfاهbÆr ىbÆWو )qَsََُa (  VUS_dSw Srّإ ،zlsUا ®£w

Sw َف ، أوbَُ ف وbَُ̂ َُ̄® ، Su�laوى �a Sf¯sr إSaدة ا�fUح وا�Uم و a` \{® اqcSoU     آ aَ َب وbُ£َآ qWXY�U    ®}\ و 

َُ̄® اq§bU ز�W و a` ا�Uم: اX{yfUص و إbcاXm�a ، �wل a` ا�fUح aَ :،و، وه{�اbfc q§bUا tَTُ�َ  

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :133،134/ 2 ،   
1449  `a3 ، ’´ºpU بXpmUل اSsaأ ‘ `a ت�W5 ، 2ز ،’fّuWبوXpmUل اSsaأ �  ‘  

   ´ºUن اh ب ـXpmUل اSsaل أSsahه�¨ ا °lّfgب، وXpmUل اSsaأو أ ،zlmlUوا ´ºUل اSsaأ S¯U لSmW VsTuUل اSsahه�¨ ا 

      `a ت�Wوز ÂZ{ّfUا bذآ Sfآ ،VsTg ةSYZUا �Zc لSsahد ه�¨ ا�cب، وXpmUل اSsaأ zr zlmlUوا qlmc zwح اb ،درى ،

  هْ½، و�pّsَ® وcّ� وَ\SÆ و§qs وو

bniا :qlmc zwح اbg :354 ، 355 / 1،   
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  zlUXsofUا `£�m� ��o{w ء`ºU1453. ا°iSذا آ¶a 1454         �Zsfw °ُWورأ ،°ُabc �Zsfw °ُfpc 

 Û�mW ®U  1457، و زfcُ° أي �p°ُ  1456 اVَUS£ّU أي _Sد1455S¯�ُaأb{wُت، وو§�تُ   

   ̀ iSjUل اXsofUل 1458اXm�    :             ُعSZ�rا S¯{ÈS{� zrَك وSًا أ��Wز °ُfpcو ]ً±Sa ًا�Wز °Tu\
                                                                                                                                                 

   

 Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, p.133. 
1450  Vfpآ °^mg ’XYi ‘ `a2  - 4 ،  
1451   qfs�g�a  ’’   °ZZê ‘‘   ،�§أو V¾]¾ �pc)1 (  znUا �Zsfw :   b�Úا �pc zlUSf�\Pأ\� ا «l§b� Xوه)2  (   �Zsfw

zlmlUا :zlmlUا �USs� لS� Sfآ : �USs� لS� Sfآ﴿  SهXsا�Xr ®¯iّا أXZّna﴾Â¯}Uرة اXg  : ،VWÚ3(، 53ر�® ا (   Vf¯�Uا �Zsfw

 :�USs� �UXmآ﴿ lZnw ½lÅUا �pc Xه Srو z﴾bWX}�Uرة اXg  : ،VWÚ24ر�® ا °Tu\و °p� ، :  ،znUا �Zsfw ن]fs�u�a

{a zlZآSuUء اSm�UP ءSlUا °a�\ ®¾ S¯آ�b\ ½pg �sw ءSyUا �Uء إSlUا bu}w °ُplِ�َ ،°p� q_وأ°fcز ،°ُp�ِ رS :

  �USs� لS� Sfآ ،VYّ_ bl� zc لXmUا `a qfs�u�﴿اXjsTWُ zU وا أنboآ zW�Uّا ®cز﴾  zwSÅ�Uرة اXg  : VWÚ7ر�® ا ، 

 °fpc : XYi zlUXsor �Uى إ�s��a S¯p_أ �pc qfs�u� :    `£�mW ]a °abc �Zsfw qfs�u� °iSذا آ¶a Sً¯lma ا�Wز °fpc

 �USs� �UX� qjr `iSjUل اXsofUا﴿P ®¯fpsi zYi ®¯fps� ﴾VwX�Uرة اXg  :،VWÚ101ر�® ا °Wرأ Srّوأ ،  : VWرؤ zr نX}�a

 XYi zlUXsor �Uى إ�s�a ½pmUا :       XYi `iSjUل اXsofUا `£�mW ]a تb{wأ �Zsfw °Wرأ °iSوإذا آ SًTUS� ©ا °Wرأ  :   °Wرأ

و§�ت ز�Wًا a SًfUSc¶ذا آSن   : �s�a  XYى إfpc ‘  i zlUXsor �U° ’إذا آSن �Zsfw   : ز�Wًا أي أb{wت ز�Wًا ، وو§�ت  

    XYi `iSjUل اXsofUا `£�mW ]a °T_أ �Zsfw و§�ت �Zsfw : ، S¯�T_أي أ VUS£Uو§�ت ا  

bniا �WÔfpUو :VlwbsUار اbg158-156ص : أ ، ÞlsW zw86/7—77: ا ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU303-301ص : ا ،

qlmc zwح أb :354—364/1 ،ي�£sUح اS£Wdآ�، 137/1-133: ا  �WXTlg بS :39-46 ،118—121/1 ،13/3 ،  
1452  a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZه` `a ت�Wوز ،àuZUا bj2 أآ ،  ’ bTyUأ و ا��TfUا �pc اXp���

 VlUXsofUا �pc S¯T{Z�a  ‘  
1453  q_hا `a’zlUXsofUا `£�mW  ‘  Vfpآ °^mg و’  zlUXsor `£�mW ‘ `a2 `a 5 ، و وردت ،’ Xsor Pى إ�s�rzlU  ‘

 `a7 ،’zlUXsofUا `£�m� ‘ `a1 ،’ zlUXsor �Uي إ�s�� ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U7وا  SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1454  `a2 ، 4 ، ’نSآ ‘ `a7 ،  ’نSن آ�a ‘ `a6 ، ’نSإذا آ Sr�a ‘ `a7 ،’°iSإذا آ Srّو أ  ‘  
1455  `a5 ت�Wل   ’، زSmW °aدS_ �Zsfw وو§�ت ‘ `a3 ، ’  VwS_dا �Zsfw وو§�ت ‘ `a2 ، ’  Zsfw  qjr °T_أ �

  ‘  و§�ت
1456  q_hا `a’S¯�aدS_ ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a2 -4 ، ’S¯�T_أ  ‘  
1457  `a6 ، ’ °fّ¯أي أ� °ZZêو ‘  
1458  `a2 ،’ ̀ £�m� ®U ‘ `a1 ،  ’  ̀ £�m� P  ‘ `a5  ، ’ ̀ iSjUا `£�mW ®U ‘ `a7  ، ’   ̀ iSjUل اXsofUا �£�mW ®U ‘ `a3  ، 

’ ̀ iSjUل اXsofUا Û�m�   ‘  

iSsfUل اSsahا ´p�w �{� أي إذا   ،`iSjUل اXsofUا zc VlZÅ�ur «T{� رةXآ�fUا `  
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  zlUXsofUأ\� ا �pcرS{��P1459اSؤهSÅU1460 وإ    Vً^gX�r [39]   XYi ،ًةb���r ز:   أو  �ٌW

  ٌ·p^Zr °ُfpc1461  ٌ°fpc ·ٌp^Zr �ٌW1462.   أو ز  ·lps�Uم1463 وا]ّUم أو اS¯o�gPSw 1464  XYi ،

°fpc1465 ٌ�W1466 أز    °fpcو وbfc ك أم�Zc 1467   ٌ·p^Zr �ٌWÔU 1468   

                                                 
1459  Xmg أو zlUXsofUط أ\� اXmg زXÆWل طXm�a ؟SًfÈS� ًا�Wز °Tu\ qه ،´U لSmW qlUد ´Uذ �pc إذا دّل Sًsr zlUXsofUا  :

�Y�a ،°Tu\ ،®siف اVUP�U zlUXsofU اuU¼ال Sf¯lpc، وSmWل U´، هTu\ q° ز�Wًا �SًfÈS ؟ Xm�aل، Tu\ ®si° ز�Wًا،           

 ،�lpc VUP�U `iSjUف ا�Y�a  

bniا  :`±bUح اb :154 ،155/4 ،ÞlsW zw83/7، 82: ا   
1460         qjr ÄgX�USa ،S¯Zc b��� أو zlUXsofUا zlw qsoUا ÄgX� إذا ،qYfUوا ãopUا `a qfsUل اS^wاز إX§ Xوح  : ه�fr

  qjr b���Uل، واSfcdل واS^wdاز اXÆw ،SًfUSc °ZZê Sً\و�fr أو ®USc °ZZê :�r �fYr    SًmaX�r ًا�fYr أو ،°fcز ·aXّ

VUS\ `a اSÅUdء §��Tr zr ViX}ّr Vpfأ و�bT   ) زÈS� �W®  (زXÆw °fcاز اS^wdل واSfchل واS^wdل أ\zu وbsWب   

 ،�la ءSZ¬�gإ Sfه�sw àgSZUا Vpf§و  

bniا :vrاX¯Uا vf155/1-153: ه ،ÞlsW zwى، 85/7، 84: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 245—241ص،  
1461  `a7 ، ’r °fpcSًmp^ ‘ `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’�Wز  ‘  
1462  `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’°fpc ‘  `a ت�W2وز ،’    ·lps�Uا �Zc SًwX§وو ·p^Zr �Wو ز ·lps�Uا �Zc SًwX§و و °fpc  ‘  
1463  `a2 ،’´Uذ ·lps�Uو ا ‘  

       oUدة، وا�s�r ءSlhSw نX}W viSfUوه�ا ا �UXfsr zlwو qsoUا zlw vmW viSfU ،]ًYr P SًnoU qfsUل اS^wإ Xه   zlw قb

 zl¯§و zr ·lps�Uء واSÅUdوا§½: أ P ÔÈS§ ءSÅUdأن ا Sfأ\�ه،`iSjUوا§½، وا ·lps�Uوا  :  `a qfsUل اS^wء إSÅUdا

�ZsfUا `a P ãopUا `a qfsUل اS^wأ ·lps�Uوا ،�ZsfUوا ãopUا  

bniى:  ا�ZUا b^� حb : ف   ، 245-241صb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�Uح ، 248، 247ص : اb  هر� و�Uص    : ½ ا

364،365ÞlsW zw7  /86،87:  ، ا،  
1464 `a 2 ،  ’ م]Uم و اS¯o�ghا ‘ �a4 `a ت�Wاء، ’ ، 7 ، و ز��wPم اP أى  

  XYi ®u� مP اء أو��wPم اP °iSاًء آXg  : °fpc أي ،�Wز zّrXmlU °fpc– ©وا –،bcSºUل اX� �lpcو ،�Wز zّrXmlU  

`�lّZr zّlّ���U °ٌfpc �mUو                          S¯rS¯g Þl^� P SWSZfUأن ا   

bniا �WÔfpUى:  و�ZUا b^� حb : 245ص ، bsºUه� اS ، 73 ،حb ه½ر� و�Uه� 365ص :  اSºUل 185 ، اSmW ،

  ،ه�ا اzr °lTU آ[م رVslw اbrSsUي º�a° دXWا�i اXT^fUع _VYo_ VًYo وU® أ§�،   
1465  `a2 –4 ،’ °Tu\  ‘  
1466  `a5 ت�Wك ’ ، ز�Zc ·p^Zr �Wز‘  
1467  `a2 ،  ’·p^Zr �Wأز ‘ `a6 ،  ’®ÈS� �Wز Sr °fpc و ‘ `a7 ، ’  ·p^Zr �WÔU °Tu\و  ‘  
1468  `a1 ت�Wز ، ,�lآ��Uم اP أي ‘ `a5 ، ’    ًSnoU عX±XfUه�¨ ا `a qfsW P ·p^Zr �Wز Sr °fpc XYi `oZUSw و  ‘  
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lmاXQب اfgQ1469ا  

   VWّXZsfUا qrاXsUا `a    :  

   Swb± نÚا �£r �� 1470و       ®umUا `mw و VlّcSfuUو ا VlّgSlmUا VlّnopUا qrاXsUا 

، اhّول   1473، و¾[¾�Zc V أw` اzuYU ا�WXTlg �Zc،1472        Þo�h     وهS¬l Xن   1471اXZsfUيّ  

                                                 
1469  `a2 °^mg ، ’vwاbUب اSTUا ‘  
1470  `a ن’، 5و ردتSwb± ‘ ل�w’Swb± ‘Uا bjأآ `a وردت و ،àuZ’Swb± ‘ SهSZ�T¾و �� أ  
1471  `a5 ، ’ VWّXZsfUب اb£Uا ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a2 ي’ ، 6 ، 4 ـXZsfUب اb£Uا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ ½gSZfUوا  
هbfc Xو Sfjc zwن zw �UXr ،bTZ� zw اSYUرث zw آs½، و�Z}W أbºw Sw وأSw اzuYU، وa �U` اS£lTUء �bب  1472

وا�¯�WXTlg ½mpw b، و�Zsr آa �WXTlg Vfp` اSoUرVlg راSa ( VZg XYi148-180/  765—796 (  VYÈرس(blاز 

 zcو ½lT\ zw xiXWو bfc zw �ulcي، و�lاهboUا �f\ا zw qlp� zc XYZUا ���a SًwS ةb{TUا �Uء إS§ ®ّ¾ ،حSo�Uا

zw �lYW �pc ًا�aوا �lbUم اSWأ `a اد�Åw �Uإ �WXTlg و��م ،¨blو� blT}Uا Þo�hب اS^yUا `wأ}r bTUا �US� ` أ ن 

 �ÈSu}Uل اSma ،zl¾]jUا �pc �wاك �� أر�rXW ¨bfcو ،�ÈSu}USw عSf�§Pا �WbW]`aX}Uل] اXm� Âlي آb{w SW �WXTluU :

 ،�WXTlg لSma ؟ SهSWّإ Xذا ه¶a ه` أو Xذا ه¶a رXTiÔUا zr VsuU �ّب أbmsUأن ا zêأ °Zل ‘ �� آXأ� ‘ Pه`، و Xذا ه¶a

Uل اSma ،½{ZUز اXÆW`ÈSu} : `ÈSu}Uا xpÆfUا qأه ·aن وواS¯§ز وXÆW qw ]�^� �UX� نSف ] وإن آb{iإ �È�Zcو

 VZg XYi `aX�a ، ]ًWX¸ ´Uذ �sw ÞsW ®U �iّو أ�TWرس، وSa �Uإ �WXTlg )180—796 ( ، bfsUا zr zlswرhق اXa

tYw zr أول Xه® ، وهb¯وأ XYZUء اSfpc bTأآ zr نSآ �WXTlg ، ازblºw وفbsr ¨bTوأّول و� SًfnZr SًjYw XYZUا `a 

zr أ�la ÂUّ آ��W ®U ، ]ًrS SًwSع pc zr �ً¬l® اXYZU إ�la �Zfّ± Pّ وه�ا اS�}Uب Vfl� �U ر�Zc Vsla أهq اpsU® \�� أن 

 �U SrSns�gوا �U Sًflns� ؟ bYTUا °Tرآ qه ،�U لXmW �WXTlg بSآ� �lpc أbmW س أنSZUا zr �\ن إذا أراد أSد آbTfUا

،�laنSوآ ’’`ZW�fUل ‘‘أSو� ،`Y�ulpa �WXTlg بSآ� �sw XYZUا `a SًwSآ� qfsW أراد أن zr لXmW ’’ã\SÆUا ‘‘ bذآ `a

  ًSً£Wأ XYZU³ن اbmw فbsW �wSل، وآ�Slc �lpc سSZUآ�½ ا vlf§و �pjr SwSآ� XYZUا `a سSZUا ½�}W ®U ،�wSوآ� �WXTlg  

bniا �WÔfpUم:  و]chواة، 252/5 : اbUا ¨STi2 /360—346 :أ ،`wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ،وخba120 ،121/2 ، àWرS�

VÅpUان، : ³داب ا�Wة، 2 /116—114زScXUا VlÅw : 229 ،230/2 ،نSZÆU³ة اbr : 348/1 ،اد�Åw àWرS� :195/12 ،

VÅpUا ½W�¯� :·lmY� ، �f\أ zwا �fYr رX{Zr Xwي ، أbزهhا : ،VwbsfUا VWb{fUا Vug¼fUرون ، اSم ه]uUا �Tc

¸SmTت اÂl± `�X57-93 ، zlWXÅpU، ص :  اVWXYZUسا�fUار، 84/1، ا�UهT`:دول اgd[م، 19/1. 1964:اSmUهbة 

zlWXYZUوا :·lmY�، zu\ zwا �fYr ، ي�lwÔUة: اbهSmUرف ، اSsfUدار ا ،®lاهbwإ q£oUا Xwأ �fYr :1954 .66—73 ،

VWXYZUة اb{TUا Vgر�r :رف، اSsfUدار ا ،zf\bUا �Tc ،�lّuUةاbهSmU :1968 . 477-466ص ،�WXTlg بSآ� Vr�mr :

اÔfUهb ، 215، 212، 149، 90، 86، 61، 53، 27، 26، 1ص : اSTUhء ، Ôiه�Tc ،·lmY�V اuU[م �fYr هSرون

VÅpUم اXpc `a :ةbهSmUا ، «lT_ `pc �fYr VsT^r ،zf\bUا �Tc zW�Uل ا]§ ،`¸XluUا :àWرS� ون�w .277 ،283 ،

287/ 2 ،ZUر اSTأ�zlWXY zlWb{TUا :·lmY�، ©ا �Tc zwا zuYUا �lsg ،`aاbluUا : �o^{r VT�}r ،`§So� ®sZfUا �Tc
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زp^Zr �ٌWٌ·   :  اSZgßU VlّnopUد، zr ،1476 XYi اXsUاVWbs� 1475  qr اgP® 1474) وهX : ا��wPاء (

    Sf¯la qٌrSc �ZsfU1477وه�ا ا  �fّuW1478، و        �Zc Sً¾Ó�Yrو �lUًا إ�Zَur ًأ و��Tr ولh1479 ا  ،

                                                                                                                                                 
اXÅpUي ، �Tc اXUا\� اbr : zwا�½ اzlWXYZU، 56، 39—37، 34، 32، 31، 28ص  . 1955: أwSTU` اTpYU`، اSmUهbة

·lmY� ،`TpYUا `pc : ةbهSmUا ،V£¯ZUا VT�}r، ®lاهbwإ q£oUا Xw67—65ص . 1955: أ، 

Versteegh, Kees. Landmarks in Linguistic Thoughts III, London: Routledge, 1997, 

 pp. 36-51; Bohas, The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, pp.1-8; Meisami & Starkey, 

Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p.718; Brockelmann, G: 1, pp. 99, 100.  
1473 `a 7 Vfpآ °^mg ،’zuYUا `wأ ‘ `a1 ت�Wا©’، ز Vf\ر ‘  

 �UXr qT� ةb{TUا `a �Uو �iّو أ�TW ،ارزمX� zr أو àpw zr �p_أ ،`sSÆfUا Þo�hة ا�sur zw �lsg zuYUا `wأ Xه 

 �WXTlg)140—180 (  �WXTlg zc ®ّ¾ ،�WXTlg ة��Sgأ zr ®psUوأ�� ا ] �WXTlg zr zgّن أSآ �iّأ vr [ا ®psr نSوآ �UXU

 VZg ��Saو °iSة، وآ�r S¯w مSاد وأ��Åw qد� �iّإ ®ّ¾ ،�ÈSu}U215/830(ا ( VfÈأ\� أ Ägوhا Þo�hا ،½p�hا `a

 `a �WXTlg ¨ذS�gب أSآ� SZU ão\ ي�Uا Xدب، وهhم اXpcم وXÆZUوا VÅpUا `a SًcرSw نSة، آb{TUء اSfpc zr VlwbsUا

qÈSur zr د�c `a ¨ذS�gأ ÂUSyW نSوإن آ ،XYZUر¨، اS¾³ zr ،ل�ÆUا `a Sًذ�S\ م]}USw SًfUSc SًlUÔ�sr نSب، وآS�}Uا ´Uذ 

اVlaSmU، آ�Sب اSm�Pق، آ�Sب  آ�Sب iSsr` اbsºU، آ�Sب اbsUوض، آ�Sب، �iSsr bluo` ا³bmUن، �Wb½ ا³bmUن

 اqÈSufU اblT}U، آ�Sب اxlWSmfU، آ�Sب، اS�}Uب اhوÄg، أSrّ آ�a �T` اb¯�a V_S� XYZUهS، اX_hات، آ�Sب اXpfUك

blÅ{Uا qÈSufUب اSآ� ،  

bniا �WÔfpUواة: وbUا ¨STi44/2—36: أ ،`wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ،وخba217 ،218/2 ،ةScXUا VlÅw :590 ،591/1 ،

 69 ،68ص : brا�½ اzlWXYZU، 2 /287، 282، 277: اÔfUهb، 123/2، 122: وSlaت اSlchن، ³br :61/2ة اSZÆUن

 ،TUا zlWXYZUر اSTأ�zlWb{ : ء، 70، 56، 39، 38صSTUhا VهÔi : 130، 117، 90، 74، 68، 53، 41، 28ص ،

286 ،VWXYZUارس ا�fU108-94ص : ا ،zlWXÅpUوا zlWXYZUت اSmT¸ : 76- 74ص ،Vgر�r VWXYZUة اb{TU485ص : ا

  3 /155 ،154 : اch[م، 490-
1474  `a5 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،  
1475  `a5 Vfpرًا ا’، وردت آb}r ®gh ‘ `a2 ،’°Wbs� ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1476  `a1 ، 2 ، 5 ، ’qrاXsUا zc ‘  
1477  `a5 ، ’S¯la ‘fآ ،½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{UواSq_hا `a وردت   

XYZUا `a أ��TfUم، أو \:  اS¯o�gPا ÂUأ �sw Vsا�XUا Vo{Uأو ا �lUًا إ�Zur VlnopUا qrاXsUا zc دbÆfUا ®gPا Xف هb

،bهSnU Vsaرا `oZUا  

و§X¯fر ‘‘ �WXTlg’’هSZك ا��[ف zlw اSYZUة a` اa ،qrSsU` آzr q ا��TfUأ واbTyU، وa` ذ�r ´Uاه½، �faه½ 

اzlWb{TU، أن ا��TfUأ Xabrع ��wPSwاء، وأن اXabr bTyUع ��TfUSwأ، a qrSsUSa` ا��TfUأ XZsrي، وهX آXن اbÆr ®gPدًا 

rة و�ÈاÔUا bl� VlnopUا zc ،نSsaاb�W Sf¯a ،أ��TfUا vabW bTyUوا ،bTyUا vabW أ��TfUأن ا �Uن، إXlaX}Uه½ ا�a ،S¯¯Tأ S
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  `iSjUاً     ( وا�Zurو SًjW�\ ًا وbT� (1480      ّوِلhا Ø·\ ًة             وb}i ُء�ÆW �� و Vًabsr َنX}W أن

 V{{ّyr1481 XYi ، :  �USs� �UX�1482 ،﴿     ٍكbºr zr bٌl� zٌr¼r �ٌTsUَو \·   1483﴾ و 

                     SZØlTi �ٌfYr و SZُ̄ Uاٌ© إ XYi zl�absr نS¬lÆW �� ة وb}iَ َنX}W أن ،`iSjU1484ا    �ZsfUو ا 
                                                                                                                                                 

 آً[ zr ا��TfUأ واXabr bTyUع ��wPSwاء وه�ا XWاa· اbUأي ا�Uي وأ±Sف اSًjUS¾ Sًs±Xr Þo�h، وهqrSc X اVo{U، أّن

qد آX§م وÔp�uW اء��wPأّن ا ´Uذ `a qlU�Uوا ،SZه ÂU¼fUا ¨bذآ ´U�U ن إنXUXmWو ،Sًsr Sf¯la qfsla ،bTyUأ وا��TfUا zr 

T{Za ،Sًsr Sf¯la° اhول ورsa° ] آSّن[SfU أSaد ا�lTº�U أ��£� �w Sً¯Tّºr، و�� pfc° ] آSّن[blniا a` اbYUSa VÅpUف 

 qsoUن ا�w ®¯lpc دbWو ،`iSjUا ’’`nopUا qrSsUو�° وا\�،‘‘ ا `a zlsaر qfsW P ،qrاXsUى اXأ� Xاء وه��wPن اSذا آ¶a 

vr أqfs� ®U `noU qrSc S¯iّ ) آSّن(وهX اqrSsU اXZsfUي �� a qfc` ا��TfUأ، hSaّ_» أ�os£U ¨bl� `a qfsW P �iّ و

أّن ا��TfUأ و�a v` أ�Xى أ\Xا�U وهX : رa zlsa` و�° وا\�، وÊyّW ا��TfUأ vabUSw دون �V¾]jU ¨bl أو§�، اhّول

YUى اXأ� `^c�a ،اء��wPا`iSjUا ،vabUا Xت وهSآb :tUSjUّول، اhّول اhا `^c�a ،أّول vabUأ أول، وا��TfUأن : أّن ا

 ،�¯Tأ Sr ´U�}a عXabr qcSoUوا ،�Zc bTَyrُ qcSoUأّن ا Sfآ �Zc bْTَyrٌ أ��TfUا  

bniا �WÔfpUف:  و]yUا qÈSur `a فS{id38/1-31: ا VU�ufU05[، ر�® ا [wاzÞlsW  :83 -85/1ارbgا ، أVlwbsU :

: v، هvf اX¯Uا 137rص: ��W�Æ اb :174،175/ 1 ،XYZUح اb :223-228/1 ،qlmc zwح اbU±`، 71-66ص 

94/1 ،XYZUا `a لX_hت، 67/1-62: اSoWbs�Uا : ÂWbs�U1579ر�® ا ،  
1478  `a5 ،  ’�fّu� ‘ `a7 ،  ’عXabr �fّuW ‘  
1479  `a1 ،’�Zc ًاbTyrو ‘ `a ت�W6وز ، ’iSjUع اXabr �fّuW و` ‘  
1480  Vfpت آ�Wز’`a ‘ `a5 Vfpآ °^mg ًا ’ ، وbT� ‘ `a2 –4 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZو ه ، 

،½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1481  `a3 ،’V_X{yr ةb}i اء��TfpU ‘ `a6 ، ’ةb}i نX}W �� ‘ `a7 ، ’Vo{w V{ّ{yr ةb}i ‘ `a5 ، ’ ةb}i

V_X{yr ‘  

ن X}Wن b}i P ،Vabsrة، hّن اb}ZUة SًTUS� VUX¯Ær واYU{® �pc اX¯ÆfUل qjّrَ ،�lmّW P اfU}ÂZ  اa q_h` ا��TfUأ أ

 qjr ،ر�mّr Â_Xw V{{yّfUة اb}ZUه�¨ ا `a S¯رآSºW ظ، وXopr Â_Xw V{{yّfUة اb}ZUاع اXiأ zr وا\�ًا SًcXi SZه

 ،�USs� �UX�﴿®¯uoiأ ®¯�fّأه �� VٌoÈS¸ان ﴾وbfc ³ل  : VWÚ154ر�® ا qjr blÅ{�USw V{{yr ةb}ZUوا ، : blol{c

 bذآ Sfآ zl¾]¾و Âٍliِ �Uإ zWb���fUا Ûsw SهS¯iرًا وأX_ ةb}ZUSw اء��wPا úWXu�U ةSYZUا Ûsw bو�� ذآ ، ÞsUا `a

، qlmc zwح أb `a  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح اb :187-196/1 ، ى�ZUا b^� حb :165-161ص ،ÞlsW zw1 /87-85 : ا   
1482  `a1 °^mg ، ’ �USs� �UX� ‘ `a7 ،  ’�USs� �UX� XYi ‘  
   221: اXg :VWÚرة اbmTUة 1483
1484  `a4 ،’SZUXgر ‘  

،b�Úا zr Sfأ\�ه Ôllf� VZWb� P tl\ ،xTpُUا zr SًaX� bTyUا Xه `iSjUأ وا�TfUا Xول هhن اX}W أن �ÅTZW SZو ه  
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 1487، وذU´ أiّ´1486 وهX و�g]U «p{ْWَ Sًs�Xr �cX®    1485:  اiSjU` راva اqsoU اS£fUرع

m�   ̀ a لXm� ر أن�  :         ٌ�Wٌب زb£W َُب، أوb£W �ٌWرٌب، زS± �ٌW1488ز v�ِX�a ،1489    v�Xr qsoUا 

  Vo{Uا `a qrSc tUSjUو ا ،®gP1490ا   vab� أن X1491، وه       ½ُ{Z�ُع، وXabfU Vًo_ S¯iX}U 

     S¯iX}U ØbÆ�ُ ور     (وbÆr ٍب وX{ZfU Vo_ (1492   ً�Zsr 1493 و ه�ا   ãopw xlU 1494 و   �Zc و ،

                                                 
1485  Vfpآ °^mg’qsoUا ‘ `a5 `a ءتS§ 4--  2، و’  qsopU vaاbUرعاS£fUا ‘ `a7 ، ’رعS£fUSw qsoUا vaرا ‘

 ،q_hا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1486  Vfpت آ�Wز’ ´Uذ ‘ `a5  ،½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا àuZUا bjأآ `a °^mgو ،  

 �T�a ،`noU P يXZsr qrSc Xوه ،®gPم اSmr �rSlmU vo�bW �iّأ �Uن إXWb{TUه½ ا�a ،VU�ufUه�¨ ا `a ةSYZUا Âpا��

Pا     �WXTlg لX� �lpcو ÞlsW zwوا ،ÂU¼fUر¨ اSه½ ا���fUوه�ا ا ،�¯Tأ Sr ´U�}a ،vabUا ½§XW اء��wPأّن ا Sf}a اء��w

’’ ®pcأا             Pأ و��Tr bl� عXabr ®gا v±Xr `a أ أو��TfUا �pc `Zw ®gا v±Xr ٍأ أو��Tr ®gا v±Xr `a °iSإذا آ S¯iّ

، ‘‘ Vso�br S¯iّ¶a، وآa S¯�iXZl` ه�¨ اXfUا±v أS¯�rÔU ا��Tr �pc `ZTr  vabUأ، أو v±Xr `a اbÆr ®gور أو X{Zrب

وأSrّ أآbj اSYZUة �pc ®¯a ه�ا اbUأي أّن اqsoU اS£fUرع إذا �bّÆد zr اSZU_½ واSÆUزم آSن SًcXabr، وا��Âp اSYZUة 

�Zcزم، وSÆUوا ½_SZUا zr ¨دbÆ� xُoi �saرا ،�wSY_اء وأbّoUل اSma ؟Xه Sr ،�U vaاbUا ·lmY� `a `ه ،`ÈSu}Uا 

UلاSو� VcرS£fUوف اbY’’½ps¾ ‘‘ bذآ Sfن ، آS¯§و �Uو ، Si�Zc ىXأ� ÂZ{ّfUل اXو� ،®g]U ��cرS£r’’  STihا

أّن اS£fUرع SfّU و�v�Xr v اS}r �iّ�}a ®gPن اc�a ،®gP^` أTg· إbcاب اgP® وأ�Xا¨ وهX اvabU ،   : ، اhول ‘‘ير

 `iSjUا : XYi Sf¯p��W bÆUوا ½{ZUن اh :    Vآb\ °uT�UP bu}Uوا «�oUا �pc SfهXZw Xpa ،´pِT� zrو ´pَT� °¬§

  Vfّ£Uوه` ا Sf¯p��� P Vآb\ �pc SfهXZTa ءSZTUا VآbYw ابbcdا  

bniا �WÔfpUو : �WXTlg بSا، 10/3، 9: آ�bgرأVlwbsUى، 32-28ص :  ا�ZUا b^� حb : 79، 78ص zwا ،ÞlsW :

12 ،13/7 ،qlmc zwح اb :266 ،267/2 ،VWXYZUا VÈSfUا qrاXsU341 ،340ص : ا ،`±bUح اb :26-29/4،  
1487  `a3 ،’ ´iّh ‘  
1488  `a2 ، 3 ،’،�Wب زb£W �Wرب، زS± �Wز `a  
1489  `a2 ، ’v�Xla ‘ `a6 ، ’®gPا v�X�a ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1490 ^mgو° `a 3 ، 4 ، ’Vo{Uا qrSc ‘ Vfpآ °^mg’tUSjUا  ‘ `a1 `a 5، و وردت ،’sfUوا qrSc tUSjUا �Z

Vo{Uا ‘  
1491  q_hا `a’vabW ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، 5 ،  ’vab� ‘ ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا اXg Sr وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1492a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ` 1 ، ’ورbÆr أو ‘ `a4 ، ’ورbÆfUوا ‘  
1493  `a2 ،’xlU �ZsfU Xو ه ‘ `a5 ، ’xlU `Zsfw ‘  
1494 w ÂU¼fUا �WbW      Vo{Uا VlّsTو� ،S¯�sَaَع رXabfUف اX_XfpU Vo{Uا VlّsT�a ،VlّsT�Uا �w ادbfUي، واXZsr qrSsUا أن ا�¯

  X_XfpUف اX{ZfUب S¯�Tَ{i و�VlّsT اX_XfpU Vo{Uف اbÆfUور §S¯�Ób وه�ا bl� �pc رأي اX¯fÆUر،  
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     `a qrSsUا©، ا �f\ر �WXTlg[40] o{UاXه ،V1495  فX_XfUا `a qrSsUو  1496 ا 

  brرُت qٍ§bw آSÆUSa ،®ٍWbّر Wb}َUٍِ®، هX اSÆUرُّ           (Xm� :1497ل 

qٍ§ُbU (1498  ُ½_SZUو ا vُaاbUول     1499، وآ�ا اhا ُّð�َYWَ1500، و®¯UXmw   :1501  bُfc SW 

  ،  Sf¯la 1505 وا\�ًا SfU ا��XU 1504      Sf¯f}\ Âp آSن ا�iّ¶a ،1503  bâ¾¼fU 1502اXÆUاُد

                                                 
1495  àuZUا bjأآ `a 4 ، 2و ، ’Xه Sr‘  
:  a¶ذا �S§ ، °pءi` ز�W اÂWbnU، آSن اS§ �la qrSsUءi` ، وإذا �p°  اa qrSsU` اVo{U هX اa qrSsU` اX_XfUف1496

رأW° ز�Wًا اÂWbnU، آSن ا�la qrSsU ، رأW°، وإذا �br ، °pرت �WÔw اÂWbnU ، آSن ا�la qrSsU اSTUء ، a¯�ا �rه½ 

  �WXTlg وذه½ أw` اzuYU اÞo�h إ�U اyU[ف 

bniا �WÔfpUو :`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 181-178ص ، Sآ��WXTlg 1 / 195 ،194: ب ،qlmc zwح أb :114/ 2 ، 

VlwbsUار اbg295 ،294ص : أ ،  
1497  `a2 ، 3 ،5 ،’°p� ذا¶a ‘  
1498  ، àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ5 ، 4، 1ه ،  
1499  `a2 ، ’vaاbUو ا ½_SZUا ‘  
1500  `a 2و ،’ ،ðّ�YW و��  

aوا zrو Þo�hا zuYUا Swأ �{mW لXmW ي�Uول اhأي اbUا �pc رX¯fÆUا bl� zr �m : فX_XfUا `a qrSsUإّن ا

 Vo_ �iX}U bÆّZWب، وX{ZfU Vo_ �iX}U ½{�ZWُعٍ  وXabfU Vo_ �iX}U vabWُ ®gPأّن ا �Uه½ إ�a VlsT�Uا Xي وهXZsr

bniا ،ãopUSw xlU ،½pmUSw فbsWُ �Zsr الX\hه�¨ ا `a Vo_ �iXور، وآbÆfU :VlwbsUار اbg295 ص :أ،  
1501  `a3 ،’®¯UXmU ‘  
1502 `a 7 ،’ادXÆUو ا‘  

 ãoU «�a ]bَfc [ Vfp}w Â_وو zllaX}Uرأي ا �pc)اُدXÆUز ) اXÆW Sfدى، آSZfUا qYr �pc ]ًf\ ½{ZUا S¯la زXÆWو

وو§� ا\�SÆج اÞo�h وbfc SW [ zr[اãoU �pc ]ًf\ vabU اSZfUدى bl� �pc رأى ا�Y�W tl\ ،zlaX}U® اSmla ،®£Uل، 

�sTن�XUXmW ®¯iّل أSjfUا ا�¯w  :ه ،Vo{Uا `a qrSsUن اSآ XUX لSmW ز أنS§ SfU فX_XfUا `a qrSsUا xoi ] bfc SW

   \{Sf¯f اbchاw`، واSjfUل blºW إÄmaÂ،bWb§ °lw �U وSfU أ��p] اXÆUاُد 

  Sfa آVrSr zw ½s وأ�sg zwى                           X§�wَد bfc SW ´Zr اXÆUاد

ZÅr` ، 135ص : bح دXWان §bWb: وU{z اmU}�lة �VwX{Zr S¯�laS، واbni] اXÆUاد[SYZUة رva آVfp و�� أ§Sز ا

½lTpU17/1: ا  
1503  `a2 ،3 ،5 ، ’�iّو إ ‘  
1504  `a1 ،’qrSsUا ‘  
1505  `a3 ،’S¯f}\ ‘ `a5 ، ’©وا Sf¯f}\ ‘ `a ت�Wء’ ، 2وزSZTUاب واbchا `a S¯f}\ ‘  
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          nofpQب اfgQا  

 r ٍلX{a `a   VÓlwbsUا z1506،   

   ،اtzPQ اeول

   a` اVabsfU و اb}ZUة،    

 VabsfU1507وا              Vuf� `وه ،�Zlsw ء` �pc Óُ�لlَU v±ُِو Sr ،1508   bfَ£fُUول اh1509، ا  

 XYi :   °iوأ Si1510أ    ̀ iSjUو ا ،َ́ r]� `a فS}Uص:  ، واSyUا ®ُpَsَUا  :       ،tUSjUو، واbfcو �ٌWÔآ

     xZÆpU ÂWbs�Uم اP �la Sr1511  XYi ، :    أbfUا zr bl� qُ§bUة ا)     zr bl� ُسboUوا

   qsa.1514 اqُ§bU آ�ا   :  XYi 1513 و اXٌp\ qُusU و اÛٌrS\ ØqyU، أو spU¯�         1512) اSfYUر

                                                 
1506  `a ،رةSTsUت ا�W1ز ، ’swأر Xو هV ‘ `a6 ، ’Vswو ه` أر ‘ `a5 `a °^mg4، و ، ’VlwbsUا zr لX{a `a‘  
1507  `a3 ،2 ، ’VabsfUSa ‘ `a5’ VabsfUا‘  

 VabsfUSw ادbfUSa ءSfghا v�Xr °sو� `�Uّدر اS{fUا zr Xوه ،SًiSabcو Vabsr °abc ر�{r q_hا `a ،VÅpUا `a 

  XUا\� �uZ§ zr،\� اÊّ� Sr VabsfU ا‘‘ ياSTih ر’’ اºU`ء اbsfUوف، XmWل

bniح:  اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU : دةSr]فbc [VlwbsUار اbg341ص: أ ،   
1508  `a2 ، 4 ، 7 ،’Xو ه ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

 `a مSºه zwأ Sّ�هcو ،ÂU¼fUا bذآ Sfآ ،Vuf� `ة هSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc VabsfUم اSuى ’’ أ��ZUا b^� ‘‘ bآ�Wو ،V�g

PX_XfUء اSfgرة وأSdء اSfgأ Vop�yr zWوSZc °Y� ت  

bniى:  ا�ZUا b^� حb : 129ص ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 261ص ، ÞlsW zw5 /88-85: ا ،`±bUح اb :234/

3 ،�WXTlg بS9/2-5: آ� ، 

 Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol.1, pp. 4-18. 
1509  `a1 ،’blf£Uول اhا ‘ `a2 ،’اتbf£fUا ‘ ، `a3 ،5 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ولhا ‘  
1510  `a4 ،  ’Siو أ °iأ ‘  
1511  `a2 ،’xZÆpU Xوه ‘ `a5 ،’xZÆpU Srإ Xوه‘  
1512  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2 ،7 `a ،blو��� ®W�m� Sً£Wك أSZ3 ، 5 ، ه،   
1513  `a1 ،’�¯spU و‘  
1514  `a1 ،’آ�ا qsa q§bUا ‘ `a3 ،’آ�ا q§bUا qsa ´UX� XYi ‘  
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vwاbUرة  : اSdء اSfgن أS¬l Xو ه ®¯TfUو       : ا ��Uى و ا�USت آPX_XfUء واP¼آ¯�ا و ه

         vwرhا qfÆUو ه` إ\�ى ا Vٍp{w SUّإ ®�� P S¯Ói¶a ،zْrَ و Sr1515 ،  

 xrSyUأ\:  و ا �Uف إS£fU�1516 ا  Vswرh1517 ه�¨ ا   VَّWXZsr VaS±1518 إ )    ´Uى ذXg Sr و 

 ،  S Sr ،1521ع a` أV�ِÓr، آq§b و baس       1520، واb}ZUة X¯a (1519 اb}ZUة 

  

UifjQا tzPQ1522ا k]i¦�Qوا X]آ��Qا UV1523   

 Srّأ) bّ�آfU1524ا  �la xlU Sr ،1525  ̀  اX�XfUف S¯lpc هSًء، و P أS�  (1526    �oUُء اtli��U و ه

́   ، وا�la Sr tiَ¼fU  1527اX{mfUرة و ا�ffUودة  Uذ zr 1528 `ٌء                 �pT\ و ،VabÅآ ،

                                                 
1515  `a2 ، 3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’إ\�ى ‘ `a7 ، ’qfÆUه` أ\� ا ‘،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

vwرhا qfÆUSw ÂU¼fUا �WbW  : VlUSyUا VpfÆUوا ،VWbTyUا VpfÆUSآ �fghل اX_XfpU Vp_ نX}� نh «p{� `�Uا qfÆUا

،�ÈاÔ§ vr طbºUا Vpf§و S¯pT� م]}U bm�o� P `�Uّا VpfÆUوا ،½Æs�Uا `Zsr zr  

bniا :r اX¯Uا vf¯Uاv :85/1   
1516  `a6 ،Vfpآ °^mg ، ’UفاS£f ‘ `a ا\�ي’ ، 2وردت �Uإ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1517  `a3 ت�Wز ،’Vswرhر اXrhه�¨ ا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1518  `a ت�W5ز ’ �Wم ز]Åآ‘  

a Sً{l{y� �loW Sr` اS£fUف، وذU´، إذا آSن :  اbfUاد VaS±dSw اVWXZsfU، اVaS±d اV£YfU، وه` �Sfuن، اhول

 �lUف إS£fUاqjr ةb}i :`iSjUوا ،VabsfUب اSw `a q��W P عXZUوه�ا ا ،�ٍUب وSه�ا آ� : ،SًoWbs� فS£fUا `a �loW Sr

qjr Vabsr �lUف إS£fUن اSإذا آ ´Uوذ :،VabsfUب اSw `a دX{mfUا Xب هb£Uوه�ا ا ،`pc بSه�ا آ�  

 bniا  :qlmc zwح اb :38،39/ 2 ،`±bUح اb : 234-243/ 2  
1519 Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،Vl�Úا àuZUا `a ،zlgXmUا zlw 2  --4 `a ،6 ، ’ةb}i X¯a ‘  
1520  `a3 ت�Wة’، زb}Za Sاه�c Srو‘  

 ®U Sr ،¨�\ XYZUا `aو ،VabsfUا Ûlmi Xوف، وهbsfUف ا]� brhا zr b}ZfUء وا`ºUر اS}iإ Xه ،VÅpUا `a ةb}ZUوا 

S¸ ÂWbs�Uن اh ،VabsfpU q_ة أb}ZUأن ا bT�sWو ،�uZ§ zr �\اXUا ÊyW ،bl}Z�Uا �pc ٍر  

bniح:  اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU °Y� ،]b}i دةSr [ÞlsW zw88/5: ا ،VlwbsUار اbg341ص : أ ، b^� حb ىا�ZU :

  ،128ص 
1521  `a7ت�Wز ، Vfpه® ’آblو� ‘ ، `a5 ،’®pcوا© أ‘  
1522  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’q{oUا‘  
1523  `a6 ،’ti¼fUو ا bآ�fUا `a‘  
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       zlwb± �pc Xاء، وهbY_ ى وbºw 1529و  ̀ mlm\ ،1530  ،)                ،أةbfUSآ ،`mِpْyَUا Xو ه

  �pTYU1531و ا  ̀ mlmYUا blاء      41]،  1532)  و�bY{Uى، واbºTُUوا VfpnُUSآ ،ّ̀ nopUا X1533 وه 

                                                                                                                                                 
1524  `a2 ،  ’bآ�fUSa ‘ `a3 ’ آ�fUاb ‘  
1525 Vfpآ °^mg  ’�la ‘ `a وردت q_hا `a2 ،’�la Sr xlU ‘ ،àuZUا `a 5 ، 3و ، ’�la xlU Sr ‘ «lY{Uا Xوه

 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ Si�Zc  
1526  `a1 ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr °^mg ،  
1527 `a 2 ، ’ودة�fr أو ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a2 -4 ، 6 ، ’ودة�ffUرة و اX{mfUا ÂUhو ا‘  

 Sr ءSfghا zr كSZه  Sfiّوإ ،Âد وآ�Ssgو ½ZWوز �Zه qjr bآ�fUب اSw zr xlpa ´Uذ vrو tli��Uت اSr]c zr ]�

bcف ��S¯�PXU�r zr S¯jli، و��uWل Xsw S¯jli�� �pcد اS¯lpc blf£U، وqjr ti¼fUSw S¯o_Xw، أآp° آ�VWXºr Sًo، أو 

�sf§ ،®Zّ̄ أbw bs °lw `a ´USr zwد اS�Uء إa S¯lU` اqjr blÅ{�U، آ�Vol وVW�W أو اSdرة إqjr S¯lU، ه� § ¨  

ÂUء أو أS� tli��Uا Vr]c                    ءS�Uم �ّ�روا اSgأ `aو  :Â�}USآ  

bW�m�Uف اbsWو :blf£USw                        blÅ{�Uا `a دbّUSآ ،¨XYiو   

 qjr Sًji¼r bT�s� نSuidا �u§ zr ءS£cك أSZق :  وهSuUم وا�mUوا zlsUذن واhاع، اb}Uوا ÔÆsUوا Â}Uوا vTَ_dوا

  وzr ا��Sت اz^TU، اSsrhء واzuU واS¯ÆUت اhرVsw أqjr Sًji¼r bT�s� Sً£W اzlflU واSfºUل 

bniا  :qlmc zwح أb :335/2 ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 361/1ص   
1528  `a6 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’´Uذ ‘  
1529  `a7 ،’zlfu� �pc `وه‘  
1530  `a1 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ،’\ bl� و `mlm\`mlmYUSa `mlm ‘ `a2 ، ’ V�SZU³ة واbfUSآ `mlm\ ‘ `a5 ،’`mlm\ Sfأ\�ه‘  

 Sًji¼r نSاًء آXg ،bÈS^Uوا Vfl¯TUأة واbfUSطء آXpU �sr جba S¯U �jiأ �pc دّل Sr ،`mlmYUا ti¼fUSw ÂU¼fUا �{mW 

SًWXZsr أو �fpgو Vf¸Sa `a Sfآ SًlnoU : ،دSsgو ½ZWÔآ  

bniا �WÔfpUو  :ÞlsW zw91/5: ا ،`±bUح اb :321/3 ،تSoWbs�Uا :`iS§bÆpU : ÂWbs�U1887ر�® ا ، 

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p. 1116; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 

1, pp. 177.  
1531  `a5 ، ’�pT\و ‘ ،Vfpآ °^mg’�pTYUوا ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a3 ، 4 ، 7 ،’V�SZUوا ‘ Vfpل آ�w ’�pTYUا ‘  
1532  `a4 q_hا `a و ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg ،’`mlmYUا bl� ‘ `a3 ، ’`mlm\ bl� و ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 `a 3وردت  SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  

هX اti¼fU اSÆfUزى، وه�W P Sr Xل �pc أba S¯U �jiج �mlm\ bl� (          �sr  ( اti¼fU ا�Uى أ¸�lpc ·p اÂU¼fU إ_^[ح 

ق �h ،®lpg blنÓ اti¼fU اSÆfUزى �� X}Wن ��SًlnoU Vjli إذا آSن XpU      Vr]c �laطء، و ا¸[ق اti¼fU ا�lpc `nopU إ¸[  

     ،�lUوا zlsUوا xfºUSآ Vr]sUا zr ]� إذا SًWXZsr �jli�� نX}W و�� ،ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ tli��pU  
1533  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’ىbºTUوا  ‘ `a2 Vfpآ °^mg ،’اءbY{Uو ا  ‘  
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  ُ̀ mlmYUا 1534وا�Uى وXز    1535: ، أ�S§و �Zء هS§ vZ�rا  : ُxfºUا vَp¸1536  tli�� و  ،

،  1539 و Sg ÔÆW ®Uر اbfUأةُ Sg1538ر اS§  :Vُ�SZUز1537:و U¯�ا.  ÈS¯TU®، دون ��tli اÚدzllr    ا

:واV¾]¾ `pc `nّopU أ±bب، اhول     
1540   ،tli��Uء اS� �la Sr 1541 ًةbهSê :1542)   و VabÅUSآ

VfpnUار      1543)ا�Uر و اSZUو ا xfºUSًا، آbW�m� 1544 أو   tli��Uا ÂUأ �la Sr ،`iSjU1545.، وا  

اvfÆU، إ�la Sr P      : ، واbY_ ، (1547tUSjUاء، و bºwى     ، آbfYاء   X{mr1546رًة أو �frودةً    (

                                                 
1534  `a2 ،’`mlmYUا ti¼fUوا ‘  

��Uن  إّن اSآ tl\ zr �ZsfUوا ãopUا V¯§ zr �jli�� نX}W `mlmYUا tli�� نh `nopUا tli��Uا zr ىXأ� `mlmYUا tli

 ،Sji¼r �UXU�rً ،qjr tli��Uا Vr]c �psa مÔpWو ��Y� ti¼r �Zsr ل�W أن bl� zr ãopUSw Ê�yW ء` `mlmYUا blو� 

 VWرSÆUا °Tأة وذهbfUا °rS�  

bniا :ÞlsW zw92/5 :ا ،Uح اb`±b: 340 ،341/3 

. Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol.1, pp.1119-1121   
1535  `a5 ، ’وآ�ا ‘ `a4 ،’ا�¯U و ‘  
1536  Vfpآ °^mg ’xfºUا ‘ `a5 `a 3، وردت ،’xfºUا °sp¸و ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a7 ، 2و ، ’xfºUا vp¸ ‘       

 q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1537  `a2 ،3 ،5 àuZUا bjا’، وأآ�U و ‘  
1538 hوا     ٍq�SsU Sًji¼r z}W ®U XU و ��\ `mlm\ ti¼r qآ vr ءS�Uا bذآ v§ر  
1539  `a ت�W3ز ،  ’q_Sa Sf¯Zlw نX}W أن Pّإ ‘  
1540  Vfpآ °^mg ’ّولhا ‘ `a وردت q_hا `a5 ، ’Sأ\�ه ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a ول’ و وردتhا ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت  
1541  ،Vfpآ °^mg ’tli��Uا ‘ `a2 ، 3 ،  
1542  `a1 ، ’ًاbهSê ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1543  ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr àuZUا bjأآ `a blو��� ®W�m�  
1544  `a2 ،’رSZUار و ا�Uوا ‘  

 qlU�w رد اS�Uء إVUS\ `a S¯lU اVulf qjr blÅ{�U، وXcد اqjr Sًji¼r S¯lpc blf£U اrS� xfºU°، أي ه` وآ�ا اSYUل 

pc ءS§ Srار و�Uر واSZUا ،`�fpآ `abniا ti¼r �pc دال �Zّ}Uو ،tli��Uت اSr]c zr ]� Sfr Sf¯�pآS � :ÞlsW zwا : 

96/5 ،`±bUح اb : 340 ،341/3   
1545  `a3 ، ’tli��pU ÂUhا ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1546  `a3 ،’اءbY_اء وbfYودة آ�fr ى أوbºwو �pTYرة آX{mr ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a2 ، 4 ، 7 ، ’ ودة أو�fr

  ‘X{mrرة
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، Xgاء آSن وا\�¨ �rآbًا \Sًlmlm أو zr SًfUSg 1549        Sًlmlm\ Sًji¼rُ اmَsU[ء1548اXUاو واXZUن 

 XYi : لS§bUء اS§1550 لS§bUءت اS§ أو ،.
1551  qWÔZ�Uا `aتُ ﴿ وSZr¼fUءك اS§ 1552﴾إذا  ،

 qjr     ½َgَSi �iّh ه�ا اSmgSw﴾1554   vfÆUٌت S¯U﴿  و إSfiّ ُأtiّ   1553﴾و�Sل Xuiةٌ ﴿

                                                                                                                                                 
1547  zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSTه  
1548  `a2 ،’ نXZUء و اSlUا‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1549  `a ت�Wا¨ _ّ»’ ، 2زXg Srء و]msUا zr رXآ�pU ‘ `a5 ، ’ء]msUا zr bآ�fU ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a3 ، ’ zr رXآ�pU

  ‘ اmsU[ء

¯Èو ³را vfÆUا vr qsoUا tli�� `a ةSYZUا��[ف ا  ®  

) 1 (   zllaX}Uر اX¯f§ ½ه�r :    ®USuUا ti¼fUا vf§ أو ®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§ �Uإ �Zgُأ qsa qأّن آ Xوه ، vfÆUا ®gأو ا

 §vf ا�fU blu}�Uآqjr b ر§Sل أو §vf و آbUSوم واðiÔU واp}U®، أ�،أو اg® اxZÆU اsfÆU، آXmUSم واbUهÄ واXuZUة

آXm�a ،¨blل §Sء اXfpufUن و§Sءت اXfpufUن، و§Sء اS§bUل     اqjr ti¼fU blu}�U هXZد و±Xارب، XÆWز ���jli و��       

و§Sءت اS§bUل وز\Â اbUوم وز\o° اbUوم، و§Sء اSfpufUت و§Sءت اSfpufUت و§Sء اX£Uارب و§Sءت  

   ZsfUا bآ�r نX}la vfÆUSw ول¼W ز أنXÆW V�uUء اSlhه�¨ ا zr �\وا qأّن آ ´Uذ `a buUارب، واX£Uا� �¼la ،�  

]c zr SًlUS� �psow   tli��Uا Vr]sw Sًib�mr �psow ��¼Wو ،`ZsfUا ti¼r نX}la ،VcSfÆUSw ؤلXW وأن ،tli��Uت اSr)2  (

gرSoUا `pc `wه½ أ�r� :      bآ�fUا vf§ Xوا\�ًا وه SًcXi Pّإ Vr�ّm�fUا V�ّuUء اSlhا vr ¨blو��آ qsoUا tli�� ازX§ Xوه

وهX§ Xاز اa zWbrh` أرVsw    : ه½ §X¯fر ا�r  zlWb{TU)  3(اUSuU®، وه�ا b§ Srى �lpc اÂU¼fU هa SZ` اST{fUح  

 blu}�Uا vf§و ،`sfÆUا xZÆUا ®gوا vfÆUا ®gاع، ه` اXiأ ti¼fU blu}�Uا vf§ و bآ�fU  ®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§ Srّوأ ،

tli��Uا Pّإ �psa `a زXÆW ]a ®USuUا ti¼fUا vf§ Srّوأ blآ��Uا Pّإ �psa `a زXÆW ]a.   

bniا  :`±bUح اb : 408 ،409/1 ،ÞlsW zw106/5—103 :ا ،qlmc zwح اb :408، 409 / 1 حS£Wdا ، 

   1 /299-297: اsUُ£�ي
1550  `a3 ،’لS§bUا `iءS§ XYi‘  
1551  `a2 ،’q§bUءت اS§ل وS§bUء اS§‘  
1552  `a5 ،’ ®ءآS§ ‘ ،q_hا `aءك’وS§ ‘ ½u\ z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا VZY�ffUرة اXg `a وردت Sfآ

  ‘§Sءك’ا�ÈSmUة 

 VZY�ffUرة اXg :VWÚ12. ا،  

 qcSoUا zlwو �Zlw qsopU ti¼W ®U SZه qsoUا Óا إنXUS� �ma نXWb{TUا Srّوأ ،zlllaX}Uو ا �gرSoUا �pc �wرأى أ �pc ه�ا 

إذا §Sءك اSuZUء اSZr¼fUت واSuZUء اvf§ ®g او أن : أو أّن اSZr¼fUت و_X_XfU Âف �Yrوف و اS}USw (bW�m�Uف(

  و هX اvf§ ®g أSً£W) اU[��(Sت a �Zsfw VUX_Xr` اZr¼fU) أل(

bniا �WÔfpUو :´USr zwا VloUأ �Uإ ´USufU1 / 138 ، 137: أو±» ا،   
1553 ÂgXW رةXg :VWÚ30. ا   
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 tli��U1555ا        blّ�آ�pU tli��USا\� آXpU ٍنS¾ �iّأ `a ،1556       XYi ،tÓi¼W ®U ن   :   وXfpur

، ه�ا إذا  VÅl_ �U 1560 أ�bى   Âi��uW ®U 1559  1558 و�w �_S{��P1557  �iّhآXر اmsU[ء،     

    ّSrأ bهSnUا �Uًا إ�Zur qsoUن اS1561آ  bf£fUا �Uإ �Zgوا§½  1562 إذا أ tli��USa 1563  أو 

VcSfÆUا blf£U1564ا XYi  : لS§bUُ�وع       اÆُUوا ،zَ¬ْ§ ءت، أوS§ ءSuZUءوا، و اS§ ءت وS§

.و اbuْ}َiنَ  { اbu}iْت 
، واXmUُم   1567 واSihم، و اbUهÄ، واr ،bُoZUّ�آb       1566 واSZUس 1565

                                                                                                                                                 
1554  Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a’S¯U تSmgSw ‘ `a 2و وردت `a وردت Sfآ ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{U2، وا،  

  10: ر�® اXg  :VWÚر¨ ق 
1555  `a 7، 5وردت ،’ZW½gS ‘ `a1 ، ’ tli��Uا ½gSi �ih‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1556  `a5 ،’li��USآtbّ�آfpU  ‘ àuZUاbjأآ `a 6 ، 4 ، 2و ،  ’blآ��pU نS¾ ‘ �� و ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ¨SZ�T¾أ  
1557 `a 3 ، ’ء]msUا zr ‘ `a4 ،’ء]msUا zr رXآ�USw‘  
1558  `a1 ،’�iّو أ ‘  
1559  ، `a7 ،’i��u� ®UÂ ‘،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1560  VÅl_ °lmw qw ،SًfUSg ti¼r vf§ �sf§ �Zc ti¼fUد اbor zr ف�\ Sfد¨ `ء آbor VÅl_ zr ف�YW ®U �iّأي أ

a VfUSg ¨دbor`�sf§ VÅl_   
1561  `a3 ،’Srّو أ ‘ `a2 ،’Srّ�a‘  
1562  `a5 ،’blf£Uا ‘ `a3 ، ’ ٍbf£r `Uأ ‘ `a5 ، ’اتbf£fUا `Uأ‘ أ Sfآ «lY{Uوردت وا Sfآ ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾

 ،q_hا `a  
1563  ،Vfpآ °^mgوا§½’و ‘ `a2 ، 4 ،  
1564  `a3 ،Vfpت آ�Wزم’، زP‘  
1565  `a2 ، ’نbu}iأو ا ‘  
1566  Ämg– ،Vyui `a 22 ، --،zr أ�T� ’’  سSZUن واbu}iط ،واX^yfUء اS¯�iا `Uأ   ‘‘  
1567  `a4 ،’bّ�آW ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

w تSfp}Uص ه�¨ اS{��P  `a اXUS� VT¸S� بbsUّن اÚ نSuiإ �p_وأ xidا zr نX}W سSZUSa ،�lpc S¯�Tpأ و�bآ�fUS

 qjr ًاbآ�r qfs�uWو ،¨blT}� `a ءSlUا �pc ةbl�hء اSlUا °U�ّa ،نSluiإ ،¨blÅ{�﴿ سSZUا S¯Wّأ SW  رقم اآلية : ﴾ البقرة

11،  qjr VplTmUا �Zsr �pc ti¼W و��  :mW ،boZUس ، واSZUء�´ اS§ boZUا �Zrأي ره^� و ، ¨boiو q§bUة اboi لS

�c ´WbY�USwة ر§Sل V¾]¾ zr إbºc �Uة، وSmWل هX اxZ§ ®g ، واXmUم �Wآb وÚ ti¼Wّن أSfgء اXfÆUع اP `�U وا\� 

S¯noU zr S¯U إذا آiS° اÚدzllr ��آb و�¼ti، واXmUم §zr VcSf اS§bUل واSuZUء §Sًslf و�ql هS§bpU Xل �V_S دون 
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     �USs� ©ل اS� ،ti¼Wو bّ�آW1568 ،﴿  zlpِgَbfUٍح اXi ُمX� °wَ�ّ1569﴾ آ ﴿    �w وآّ�َب

َ́ rٌX� ﴾1570     XYi و    ،  :    qyZUو ا bf�Uء       1571اS�Uوا\�¨، ا zlwو �Zlw Sfr       ti¼W و bّ�آW 
1572    `a Sf[42]، آ   ،qWÔZ�Uا ﴿    VWوS� qٍyi زSÆc1573﴾ أ

 ﴿     ْbsmZْr qٍyi زSÆc1574﴾و أ          ،

﴿ S¯U تSmgSw qyZU1575﴾و ا )  x}c ةbºsUا �Uإ V¾]jUا zr د�sUا tli1576) و��  tli�� 

 و a`   1579) و ¾[¾Vُ¾]¾1578  ،)   Vfَpْ�ِ Vُ ر§Sٍل، و¾[ُث Xuiة        :  ، �Xmل  vlf§1577 اSlhء  

                                                                                                                                                 
SuZUا �USs� �UX� �Zrم ﴿ء وX� zr مX� byuW P - ءSui zr ءSui P11رقم اآلية، : ﴾ الحجرات  و،  vf§ `aو 

 °jiّإذا ُأ VcSfÆUا �Wbت و�bإذا ذّآ vfÆUا �Wb� Sfiّ¶a blu}�Uا  

bniح: اSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU] :xiدة اSr[  
1568  `a2 ،’�USs� �UXmآ ‘  
  ، 105. ر�® اXg :VWÚرة اbsºUاء 1569
  ،66ر�® اVWÚ، : اSsihمXgرة  1570
1571  `a5 ،’bf�Uو ا qyZUا ‘  
1572  `a2 ت�Wة’، زbf� و bfو� Vpyiو qyi XYi‘  
1573 V�SYUرة اXg :VWÚ7. ر�® ا،  
1574 - ،àuZUا bjأآ `a blو��� ®W�m� 2 ،6 ،7 `a ، 1 ، ’qyi زSÆcو أ ،VWوS� qyi زSÆcأ‘  

bfmUرة اXg :VWÚ20. ا،  
  10: ر�® اXg  :VWÚرة ق1575
1576  `a7mg ، ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^  
1577  `a2 ،’ءSlhا vlfÆU‘  

 �pc تb§ VTآbّr °pfs�gن ا¶a ،نS�US\ ةbºspUو ،SًfÈدا ti¼fUا vr bآ�Wو bّ�آfUا vr ti¼W Vsu� �Uإ V¾]¾ zr د�sUا 

 tli��USw �pc، وإن اbr bl� °pfs�gآb§ VTت] ¾[ث bºcة أVr [��USwآbl و ] ¾[¾�Tc bºc Vًا[ اSlmUس ، �Xmل 

Xui bºcو tli��USw لS§ة رbºc لXm� ،سSlmUة�[ف ا blآ��USw   

) a)1` اh ti¼fUرVsw أو§� �Zc اSYZUة، ‘‘ اS¯Uء ’’zr اV¾]jU إ�U اbºsUة a` اfUّ�آb و�cم د�Xل ‘‘ اS¯Uء ’’د�Xل 

 q_hا Xه bآ�fUء، واS¯USw نX}W أن ti¼fUا `a q_hـ وا Sًji¼r نX}W د أن�sUا `a q_hء، إّن اS¯Uا q_hا ���a

 ،SهblÅw ti¼fUا `mTa)2 ( SfU ti¼fUدة، واSWÔUا qf�\أ ti¼fUا zr Â�ّأ bآ�fUن اSآ Sfّpa ،ti¼fUا zr Â�ّأ bآ�fUأن ا

وا�fUآb أzr q£a اS}a ،ti¼fUن ) Vr]ّc وVwSuّi (أن اS¯Uء ز�Wت VÅUSTfpU آa Sf` ) 3(آSن أ¾qf�YW ®U ،qm اSWÔUدة، 

 ،S¯د�SWÔw �U4(أو (ل أSjfUا �pc نSآ Sr نXsfÆW اXiSآ SfّU ®¯iّ)لSsa ( XYi ءS¯USw bآ�fUا `a’ابb� ‘ Vwbوأ� ‘

 ،XYi SهblÅw ti¼fUا `a لSjfUه�ا ا �pc نSآ Sr نXsfÆWو’’ ½mcب و أSmc ‘‘ ءS¯Uا اXpد�Sa ،vfÆUا �pc د�sUا اXpf\
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   ،qWÔZ�Uٍل   ﴿اSlU vَTْg   مSWّأ VَliSf¾ 1580﴾ و   zr ءS�Uا °َ^mgة أbºsUوزَت اS§ ذا¶a ،

 1583 ر§ً[ و ¾[ثَ   vr 1582  XYi ،  : ºc Vَ¾]¾bَ ا�fUآb و أ¾vr S¯Ó�T اti¼fU       1581اbºsUة

    S¯iX}gُو zlºUا bu}w أًةbrة اbºْcَ1584   ،bºc �َ\ة   1585، و أbºc 1586 و إ\�ى    �Z¾و ا ، 

  bºc1587      َةbَºْcَ ��Z¾ن  1588، واSfgPن   1589، و اSlZTr 1590  «�oUا �pc 1591 ،   �Z¾ا Pإ

bºc1592    zlfَpur ابbcإ �wُbِs�ُ ´iّ¶a  .1593   

                                                                                                                                                 
X}� S¯ih ،blÅّ�� S¯iّ¶aن ‘‘ اbºsUة ’’ إa Pّ` ا�fUآb، وأX^mgهa S` اti¼fU وآ��sw S¯f}\ ´U اb�Uآl½ إ�U اbºsUة،

  VUS\ `a اb�Uآa ½l` ا�fUآblÅw b هSء واS¯USw ti¼fUء 

bniا �WÔfpUى:  و�ZUا b^� حb : 443، 442ص ،VlwbsUا VÅpUار اbg219، 218ص : أ ،ÞlsW zw19/6، 18: ا ،

qlmc zwح اb :317-321/2،   
1578  `a5 ،  ’ةXui ث]¾’ ‘V¾]¾و Vfp� لو¾[ثS§ر  ‘ `a2 ، 3 ، ’Vfp� V¾]¾ ة وXui ث]¾ ‘  
1579  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg4 ،  
1580 V�SYUرة اXg :VWÚ7: ر�® ا،  

  q_hا `a’مSWأ V¾]¾ل وSlU ث]¾ ‘ `a6 ، ’مSWأ VliSf¾ ل وSlU tp¾ ‘ `a م’، 5وSWّأ VliSf¾ ل وSlU vTg ‘ Sfآ «lY{Uو ا

 `a 5وردت ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1581 a ة ’، 2` وردتbºsUا zc ‘ `a °^mg3 ،’ةbºsUا zr‘  
1582  `a1 ،’ti¼fUا `a ‘  

 zr x}sUا �pc Sًji¼r نSإن آ °Tjًا و�bآ�r ود�sfUن اSإن آ �Zr ءS�Uا Ämu�a ،ةbºsUا ÂU¼fUا �WbW ]V¾]¾ [ Sه�sw Sfa

 Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ  

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb : 320/ 2   
1583  `a5 ، ’bºc V¾]¾ ‘ `a2  ،’ أةbrا bºc tp¾و ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a1 ، 4 ، 7 ، 3، ’أةbrة اbºc ث]¾ ‘

SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1584  zl `a زXÆW] ةbºc [ Xز وهSÆYUا qأه VÅU نX}uUوا ،®lf� `Zw VÅU bu}Uوا ،bu}Uوا zl}u�Uا ti¼fUا vr

 «{ahا  

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :320/2   
1585 Vfpآ °^mg `a ووردت q_hا `a  ً]§ر§ً[’، 5 ر bºc و إ\�ى ‘  
1586  Vfpآ °^mg’أةbrا ‘ q_hا ا�c Sr vlf§ `a ووردت q_hا `a  
1587  `a5 ،’bºc SZ¾و إ ‘ `a1 ، ’]ً§ر bºc S�Z¾إ ‘ ،Vfpآ °^mg’ ً]§ر ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a ووردت ،q_hا `a2 –

4 ، 7 ،  
1588  àuZUا Vlmw `a 6 ، 3 ، 2وردت ، ’ºc S�Z¾أةإbrة اb ‘  
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  tzPQ1594ا kQfjQا   vwاX�Uا `a 1595   

 و Slw Â^cن، و Â^c        1597و _Vo، و �wٌل،     { ، ��آS�Z�1596   ،�l أ�Xب و ه`   

 1602، وX}Wن Ê�ّyfa ،1600VabsfUSw 1601   bWb}�USw  1599، أSrّ ا��UآbYw1598�lف  

                                                                                                                                                 
1589  `a7 ،ت�Wان’، ز�pUا ‘  
1590  `a2 ، 7 ،’نSlZTfUا ‘  
1591  `a6 ت�Wز ، ’bºc �\أ ‘  

llÈÔÆUا zr ½آbfUد ا�sUا �WbW z ]  S¯iدو Srة وbºc [llÈÔÆUا «�a �pc `ZTr X¯azة وه{�اbºc ث]¾ �Uإ bºc �\أ   
1592 `a ،رةSTsUت ا�W4 ز ، ’bºc `�Z¾و ا ‘ `a6 ،’bºc SZ¾ا ‘ `a7 ،’c S�Z¾اbº‘  
1593  �pآ½ آbfUد ا�sUاب اbcه�ا إ xlU ء، أوSlUSw bÆّWو ½{ZWو ،ÂUhSw vabW �iّأي أ ،�ZjّfUاب اbcإ �wاbcإ �WbW )

SmYpr Sf¯iّhن �ZjfUSw إÔُÆcَ Srّ¨ ]  أ¾S�Z–أ¾SZ [ وإSfiّ ا�Uي bsWب إbcاب ا�ZjfU _�ر¨ Äma ) أ¾bºc SZ و أ¾bºc S�Zة 

r �Zf£ّ�U «�oUا �pc SًlZTr �mTla ،XYi `a �ZjfUا zr نXZUا v�Xr vوا� �iّh ابbcdا zr �U qYr Pو Â^sUواو ا �Zs

§Sءi` أ¾bºc SZ ر§ً[، ورأW° أ¾bºc `Z ر§ً[، وbrرت �Z¾�w` : ا�WÔUان، وxlU اU}�ر SًaS£r إ�U اXm� ،ÔÆsUل

bºc [ �maة[Srّ أ‘‘ أ¾Sً£W’’`�Z و §SlUSw bء أ‘‘ أ¾bºc ’’�Zة إbrأة، �ma رva _�ر ا�sUد ÂUhSw، أ¾SZ، وSlUSw ½{iء 

 «�oUا �pc S¯ÈSZw �pc qlUت، وه�ا دPSYUا qآ `a V\X�or °lmw  

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :321/2   
1594  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’q{oUا ‘  
: a` ا�oUSw SًsT� vT�W vT� VÅpU»، وأ��sT اºU`ء إذا op� °lºr¯® أو bّrوا sr °l£fa ´w¯®، وa` اp^{fU» اXYZUي 1595

¾ qٌآ �pc Pّاب إbchا S¯ufW P `�Uّء اSfghه` ا ،ÞlsW zwأ ½\S_ لSوا\�ة، و� V¯§ zr �mwSg ابbc¶w بbcٍن ُأS

 SهblÅU vT��Uا qlTg 

Owen, The Foundations of Grammar, pp.154.  

bniب: اbsUن اSuU :حوSY{Uدة  : اSr]vT� [ÞlsW zwى ، 3 /38 : ا�ZUا b^� حb : 399ص ، vfpُUح اb:  201/ 1   
 و�bl¨، و�ql أرVsw، اzw هSºم‘‘ cّ�هS اSYZUة Vuf� �pc أ±bب، آSf ذآb ا�lpc ÂU¼fU اVf\bU، �[ف 1596

،Â^sUا ®¯UX� °Y� ·uZUا Â^cن وSlTUا Â^c اX§وأدر  

bniا :`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb :ح، 111صb ه½ر� و�U428ص:  ا ،  
1597  `a3 ،’Â^sUل و ا�TUوا ،Vo{Uوا �lآ��Uا ‘  
1598  `a6 ،’USwوفbY‘  
  a` اp^{fU» اXYZUي، هX آS¾ qٍن ٌذآbWbm� bًا �pT� SfU، وأql� ���ÈSa Srّ، اlmY�U· واXÆّ�Uز a` اU{[م،  1599

bniا :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfU215/1: ا ،VlwbsUار اbg283ص : أ ،  
1600  `a6 ، 3 ،’صX{yr‘  
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 XYi :       ̈blÅw و ،�ٌWز �ٌWز `iءS§1603  XYi،   :   �uُoi �ٌWز `iءS§1604  ،}  ن]§bUوا   Sfآ[ه

   ،®¯pم آXmUن   (واXsf§ن        1605أXs{wن وأXs�wن و أXs1606)  و أآ� Sr1607 و أVo{U1608 ا  ،

                                                                                                                                                 
XW qjrٍم وVplU و¯b، و\Xل، أو ��Yr blودة، �rه½ اzlWb{TU أXÆW P �iّز �Xآ�l اb}ZUة، Xgاًء آ�Yr °iSودة،  1601

 ®¯swSو� zٍl\و zrوز ،°�Xزي’آb^fUل ‘ اX{YU ودة�YfUة اb}ZUا �lآX� ونÔlÆla نXlaX}Uا Srّح، أST{fUا `a SZه

 ،��loUأ `a ´USr zwا ®¯maو�� وا �pًا آb¯ °f_ ،XYi ´U�w ة�ÈSoUا  

zcو                 qTِ�ٌ ٍرX}Zr �lآX� �ْoِWُ وإنqْfَِ vُZfUة اb{TUة اSYi   

 ،bcSºUل اXmw وا�¯º�gوا   

  V�S �Zّ}U أن qَl�ِ ذا رَ§ْ½                  c °lU SWّ�ة \Xل آ�pّ ر§ْ½

 ،�w ð�ّYW P ذSºUوا ،zlWb{TUرأي ا `a ذS Xن وهXlaX}Uا �lUذه½ إ Sfة آb}ZUا �lآX� ازX§ °lTUه�ا ا `a ه�SºUوا

zw ©ا �Tc Vfpآ zr °lTUوا ،�uUSÆr `a ½psjUا bوذآ ،`U�¯Uب ا�Z§ zw ®pur 475/2 ،ح � وbه½ر�Uر�® :  ا

 bsºUف، 228اS{id265/2: وا  

bniا  :VlwbsUار اbg292—290ص : أ ،qlmc zwح أb :166/2 ،`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb : 119،120ص  xUSÆr

½ps¾ :،½ps¾سSTsUا `wأ zwا �f\أ  �lYW  ،lmYح و�b·Sه �fYr م]uUا �Tc ة دار رونbهSmUرف، اSsfU1948 :ا-

1949  
1602  `a1 ،’ارb}�USw نX}la ‘  

 ،qjr ]ًsa نX}W و�� ،ÂZ{ّfUا qjr Sfآ Sfgن أX}W و�� ،�Zlsw ولhا ãopUا bWb}� Xوه ،`nopUا �lآX�Uا ÂZ{ّfUا �WbW 

qjr ،Sًab\ أو ،bfmUا vp¸ vp¸ :�ghزأر ا ،qjr ،Vlpsa Vpf§ دم، أوSmUا S¯Wّأ ®siِ ®َsiِ ،qjr Vlfgأ Vpf§ أو ،�ghزأر ا ،

  اSfUء �cب، اSfUء �cب، أو أzlr³ ،zlr³ ،qjr ،qsa ®g، أو ±blfًا qjr، أ�i® أXw�ّ¯r ®�iن 

bniا :vfpUح اb : 225/1 ،فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U391، 390صً  : ا ،XYZUا `a لX_h2 /17،18: ا   
1603  `a3 ،’�noU blÅwو ‘  

 ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂZ{ّfUا �WbWSfن، أ\�هSwb± Xي، وهXZsfUا �lآX�Uا : Xآ�، وه¼fUا �Uف إS£r ®هX� vabU �w ء`§ Sr

lآX�Uل�اXm� zlsUوا xoZUSw  : ،bW�m�Uن اX}W ه®، أنX�Uا vabW Xوه �WÔU �lآX� �Zlcو �uoZa ،�Zlc أو �uoi �Wء زS§

`iSjUوا ،�UXgور �ٍWز bT� `iءS§ :Uل، واXfºUم إرادة ا�c ®هXّ�Uا vabW Sr Xه ´U�U qfs�uf ) vlf§و S�pوآ[ وآ qآ (

la¼آ� w{q و§Sr vlf آSن ذا أ§Ôاٍء Wّ}» و�Xع S§ ،XYi ،�s�Xr S¯£swء اbUآ½ آ�p أو §�slf، واVplTmU آS¯p أو 

§S¯lsf، واS§bUل آp¯® أو §slf¯®، وXm� Pل §Sء ز�W آ�p، وW¼آ� ô}w وآS�p ا�r �ZjfUآbًا وS§ ،XYi Sًji¼rء اbU§[ن 

  اS�ZTUن آS�pهSf، آ[هSf و

bniا �WÔfpUو  :qlmc zwح أb :163 ،164/ 2 ،ÞlsW zwى ، 43/3-41: ا�ZUا b^� حb : ح  415 ،413صb ،

`±bU2 /363،364 : ا 

Owen, The Foundations of Grammar, p.155; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 

vol. 2, p. 282; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 304.  
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®gP1609ه` ا  ̀ ، آÈSmUS® و ا�cSmU،  1611، إqsa Sr 1610 ا�Uال Ûsw �pc أ\Xال ا�Uات و ه

lp\ِ أو V1612     دXghو ا bl{mUو ا qWX^US1613، آ    ®Wb}Uوا ®ِ̄ oَUSة، آÔWb� و  1614، أو ،

                                                                                                                                                 
1604  ،Vfpت آ�Wز ،àuZUا bjأآ `a’�Zlc ‘3 ،4 ، 6 ، 7 ،  
VWXm�U �}� اXfºUل آSf ) آq(اhّول أن W¼آ� vf§�w و�sw Srه�Zc : �sw S اbsUب qjr `a ه�ا اXpghب ¸SmWbن 1605

 bدون ذآ Sه�sw Srو vf§�w آ�¼W أن `iSjUوا ،SZه ÂU¼fUا qjr‘‘qآ ‘‘f§ VplTmUءت اS§و vf§أ ÞlÆUء اS§ ،لSmla ءSs

 ،´USr zwل أXmW ´Uذ `aو ،qlp� Xوه  

  §Ssfَء أ§Ssf§�w                             Ssfُ§ُ ®ّ¾ ،zlsf : وsْwََ� آqٍ أّآ�وا

  ، أ§Xsfن، ¾ّ® ُ§Ssf§ !vَfَُء                            أ§vf : ودون آ�ÆW �� qء

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :164/2 ،`±ح رb :371، 372/ 2 ،   
1606  `a3Vfpآ °^mg ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr ،رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ، , ’نXsf§أ ‘ `a7 ،Vfpآ °^mg ن’، وXs�wوأ ‘ `a

6 °^mg ،’نXsن و أآ�Xsf§وا ‘  

 ½l�b�Uا xlUو Sه�sw °¬ zّ¯�Wّ�w أ�T� و Sهb¾أ �pc Pّإ zْ¬ÆW P ، zlsf§h تScSTن،إ�Xs{wن، وأXs�wن، وأXsأآ� 

bniزم ، ا]w :lYfUس اXrS�Ä : °Y�]v�w دةSr [`±bUح اb :376، 377/2،   
1607  ،Vfpت آ�Wز’Srّوأ ‘ `a7 ،  
ه` اgP® ا�Uال Ûsw �pc أ\Xال ا�Uات، و�Sل اÞlsW zw، اVo{U واsZU° وا\�، و�Sل Ûsw، أن اX}W °sZUن  1608

y�Uا `¯a Vo{Uا `a ضbÅUا Srّرج وأSرب و�S± XYi لSsahSw نX}� Vo{Uوا ،bl{و� qWX¸ ،XYi VlpYUSw Êl{

 ®\bّ� م أو�Uح وا�fUوا ،ql£o�Uوا  

bniا :ÞlsW zwت، 47/3، 46: اSoWbs�Uا: ،ÂWbs�U1084 ر�® ا ،bىح�ZUا b^�  : 408ص ،`±bUح اb :287/ 

2  

 Owen, The Foundations of Arabic Grammar, pp.156, 157. 
1609  `a3 ،’®gا Xوه ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1610  `a7 ، ’Xو ه ‘lY{Uوا q_hا `a وردت Sfآ « 
1611  `a3 ، ’فX_XfUا qsa ‘  

 �saر `a ،ءSlة أbºc `a S¯aX_Xr Vo{Uا vT�� qfc �pc Pًارح أي داXÆUل اSsaأ zr درًاS_ نX}W Sr SZه qsoUا

،¨bl}Zو� �oWbsو� �jliو�� ¨blو��آ �sf§و ��lّZjiاد¨، وbaوإ ¨bّ§و �T{iو  
1612  `a1 ، ’Vmlp� أو ‘ `a6 ،’Vlp\ و‘  

  د S¯w اVmpyU واX{Uرة واVo{U واbu}USw VlpYU، و�zr ql اpYُU`، اbfUا

bniا :ÄlYfUس اXrSmUا] :`p\ُ دةSr[  
1613  `a1 ،’ÛWbsUد و اXghو ا ‘ `a3 ، ’دXghوا ÛWbsUو ا ‘ Vfpآ °^mg و’bl{mUا ‘ `a7 ،  
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ّ̀ واb{TUيّ     fS¯USآ ،VTui أو ،q�SsU1615. اSrو أ  Â_XU1616 ا  S¯iّ¶a سSZ§hء اSfg�w 1617 

   ����� P1618 ّP1619 إ     ̀ :  ، Smlaلt1622 ، وُ��آb، وُ�¼�Zjّ� ،1621     i وVplgXw 1620       vfÆ�ُ ُذو، وه

، وذاُت Srل،   1624 وذوي Srل  1623 و َذَوي Srل، و ذُوو Srل،    [43]ُذو Srٍل، وَذوا Srٍل،   

          bu}USw ٍلSr ل، و ذواِتSr ل، وذواُتSr `�َل،       وذواSr Sو  1625وذوا� bÆUا `a 

{ZUت 1626½،اSfpufآ .
1627          ًSjli�� ًا وblآ�� ،S¯aَX_Xr vُTَ��َ Vo_ q1628 و آ    SًoWbsو� ،

                                                                                                                                                 
1614  `a6 ،’®Wb}Uوا ®l¯oUSآ ÔWÔc أو ‘ `a4 ، ’®Wb}Uو ا ®¯oUSآ ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw7 ، 3، 1و ، ’®Wb}Uوا ®l¯oUSآ ‘

 àuZUا Vlmw `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا¨SZ�T¾و �� أ  
1615  `a1 ،3 ،’يb{wو ّ̀ fS¯آ‘  
1616  `a3 ، ’Â_XUا Sr �a‘  
1617  q_hا `a’S¯iّ�a ‘ `a6 ،’Sfiّ�a ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a3 ،4، 7 ، ’�iّ¶a ‘¨SZ�T¾ا �� «lY{Uوا  
1618  `a1 ،’VplgXw ����W Sfi¶a ‘ `a3 ،’VplgXw `���� P‘  
1619  ،Vfpت آ�Wز ’ Pّ7‘ إ ،  
1620  `a4 ،’Xل ‘ وه�w’`ه‘  
1621  q_hا `a’vfÆW و `ZjW ‘ `a3 ، 6 ،’vfÆو� `Zj� ‘ ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1622  q_hا `a’ti¼W و bّ�آWو ‘ `a 7وردت ،’bّ�آWو ti¼Wو ‘ `a1 ،’ti¼� و bو�ّ�آ ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U7وا

 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1623  `a3 ،ت�Wز ، ’vabUا `a‘  
1624  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’لSr وذوي ‘ `a ت�W7وز ،’½{ZUوا bÆUا `a ‘  
1625  `a1 ،رةSTsUا °^mg ،’bu}USw ِلSr وذوات ‘ `a3 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’bu}USw ‘،Äma  
1626  `a7 ،’bÆUو ا ½{ZUا `a‘  
1627  `a7 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’تSfpur‘  

Â و�SlUSw bÆّء وUh VUS\ `aاSfghء اXUSw vab�a V�ّuUاو و�Sw ½{Zأي أbs� S¯iّب VUS\ `a اbahاد ��pUآbl إbcاب 

 vfÆUاب اbcب إbs�a ®USuUا bآ�fUا vf§ VUS\ `a Srّء أSlUSw bÆّو� ½{Zو� ÂUhSw vab�a ،�ZjfUاب اbcب إbs� VlZj�Uا

vf§ ابbcب إbs� ti¼fUا vf§ �pc VUP�Uا VUS\ `aء وSlUSw bÆّو� ½{Zاو و�XUSw vab�a bآ�fUا vab�a ،ti¼fUا 

 Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا ´Uذ qjr Sfة آbu}USw bÆّو� ½{Zو� Vfّ£USw  
1628  `a3 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’Sًjli��‘  

 ®U إذا ، ¨blو��آ ، �sf§و ، ��lZjاد¨ ، و�baوإ ،¨bّ§و ، �T{iو ، �saر `a ،ءSlة أ bºc `a فX_XfUا Vo{Uا vT�� 

Uا �la يX�uW ي�Uا Â_XUSآ viSr VmaاXfUا zr vZfW XUو ti¼W P �iّ¶a ،لSu}rو «Wb§ر وXT_ ،qjr ti¼fUوا bآ�f

  وه{�ا a` اXTUا�` ... آSن S§ ،Sًji¼r �aX_Xrءi` ر§XT_ qر و\£bت اbrأة _XTر
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       ًSsf§و VlZjادًا و�baًا، وإbl}Zإذا 1629و� ،Sًwاbc1630، و إ �U ]ًsa °iS1631 آ °iSإذا آ Srَوأ ،

]ًsa1632 �TTuU 1633 S¯i¶a 1634       bl}Z�Uو ا ÂWbs�Uا `a �sT�� 1635 ابbcd1636 و ا 

½uYa1637   �USs� �UX� �Zrه�¨     ﴿: ، و zr SZ§bأ� SZwرS¯pُأه ®ِUSnUا VWbmU1639و  1638﴾ا 

، و  XYi ،1643 رأWُ° ز�Wًا أ�Sكَ      �w ،1642ل اzr q}U ا�pc 1641      q}U أرVsw أو§�    1640:ا�TUل

                                                                                                                                                 
bniا :qlmc zwح اb :152،153/2 ،ÞlsW zwى ، 3 /54: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 404-402ص ، qf§ حb ا`§S§ÔU :

   ،111ص

Owen, The Foundations of Arabic Grammar, pp.162-166.  
1629  Vo{Uا °iSإذا آ vfÆUوا VlZj�Uا `a VmaاXfUا vZf� ´Uآ� )ql£o�Uا qsaأ ( zr دbÆfUة أو اb}i �Uف إS£fUال[ا [

 q£aأ SًiSuiد�° إS_ل، وS§ر q£aء أS��_وأ ،zlp§ر q£aا zlmW�_و ،q§ر q£aأ SًmW�_ °pwS� ،qjr VaS±dوا

  وأ_SZwSY أq£a و ه{�ا 

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb :153/2   
1630  `a4 ،Vfpت آ�Wه�ا’، ز‘  
1631  `a6 ،’نSإذا آ ‘ `a ت�W7وز ،’qWX¸ q§bw رتbr XYi ‘ `a3 ،’�cSو� ®ÈS�‘  

 ،ÂZ{ّfUا qjr Sfآ ،��UÔZfw Xه Sfla أو VcXT�r xoi `a Vo{Uا �pc ل�W ي�Uا Xه ،`mّlmYUا °sZUا ´U�w ÂU¼fUا �WbW 

  ،)brرت ÈS� q§bw® أو ��cS( zr v اXsZfUت وهX اS\ `a q§bUدث ووا�) اSlmUم أو اXsmUد (hّن

bniا  :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfU654/2: ا،  
1632  `a1 ،ت�Wز ، ’¨blÅU‘  
1633 q§bUا zr Sُ¾دS\ xlU حbÆUوا �Zwإ «Wb§ q§bUء اS§ ،qjr �w ·pّs� �USr Vo_ نSlTw �cXT�r qf}Wٌ ي�Uا °sZUا Xه 

 �Zwإ zr Sfiّوإ  

bniا :YZUا �W�Æ�X :ص ،Âl± `�X261 ،فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U385ص : ا ،  
1634  `a7 ، ’Vo_ S¯iّ¶a‘  
1635  `a3 ،’ÂWbs�Uو ا bl}Z�Uا `a‘  
1636  `a4 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،  ’ابbcdا ‘ `a3 °^mg ،’½uYa‘  

1637 - `a 4 ت�Wز ، ’��WرS§ VZu\ q§bw رتbr XYi‘  

75: ر�® اXg :VWÚرة اSuZUء  1638  
1639  ،Vfpت آ�Wز’ Srّأ ‘ `a3 ،  
1640  �Zr ضbÅUوا ،V^gوا ]w ®}YUSw دX{mfUا vwS�Uا Xي، وهXYZUا «p^{fUا `aض، وXsUا ،VÅpUا `a SهSZsr

  اS£Wdح ورva اST�UPس، وإزاVU اvgّX�U واSÆfUز 

bniح � و :اbه½ر�U439ص :  ا ،VlwbsUار اbg298ص : أ ،qlmc zwح اb :192/ 2،  
1641  `a6 ،’بb±أ V¾]¾ �pc ‘ورد Sfآ «lY{Uو ا q_hا `a ت  
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    q}Uا zr ÛsTUل ا�w1644 XYi ،  :   �gًَا رأ�Wز °ُwb±1645    لSf�Pل ا�w1646، و XYi ، :

        qWÔZ�Uا `a و ،�wُX¾ �ٌWز ½َpgُ ﴿     اِمbYUا bِ¯ºUا zc َ́ iXU�uW) �la ٍلS�� ﴾1647     `ZTÆcو أ 

  �wُb± �ٌW1648ز �fُpc 1649)  أو   ÄpÅUل ا�w1650 و  XYi ،  :      رSf\ q§bw رتbr1651   Â^c و ،

                                                                                                                                                 
`a مSºه zwأ Sّ�هc z}Uو ÂU¼fUا bذآ Sfم آSuأ� Vswأر �pc `ة هSYZUر اX¯f§ �Zc ‘‘ى�ZUا b^� ‘‘  ل�w ت�Wوز ، V�g

  اb±dاب و�wل اSluZUن 

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 438ص ،X_hلاXYZUا `a  :46/ 2 ،VlwbsUار اbg299، 298ص : أ،  
1642  `a6 ، 7b{Uا xoi Xه `iSjUاط اb{USa ، `a ،ولh6اط ا ،Vfpآ °^mg ، ’q}Uا ‘  

·wS^W كSّن أ�P ولhا zlc �la `iSjUرة أّن اSTc Xًا [ وه�W³ن ] زbmUا `a ورد Sfوآ �WوSuWو �ZsfUا `a﴿ Siإه�

zW�Uاَط اb_ ®lm�ufUاَط اb{Uا﴾VY�SoUرة اXg  : ،VWÚ6ر�® ا ، vfÆUوا VlZj�Uاد واbahا `a عXT�fpU ��maاXr ½ÆW �laو ،

�Uوا، bl}Z�Uوا ÂWbs�Uا `a P ، tli��Uوا blآ�  

bniا �WÔfpUو  :`±bUح اb :386/ 2 qlmc zwح اb ، :94/ 2   
1643  `a3 ،ت�Wز ،’ÛsTUا zr ÛsTUل ا�w و‘   
وهX أن X}Wن اÔ§ `iSjUًأ zr اhول lum� z}fW tlYw® ا�TfUل �pc �Zr أ§Ôاٍء، X}Wن ا�TUل أ\�ه�w Sل اSf�Pل،  1644

sr �pc ال�Uا Xوه،�cXT�r `a �ًZ ،Sً£Wن أSlTUل ا�w �fّuW ل�TUوه�ا ا  

bniا :q{ofUا ®ÆsfUا VÅpUم اXpc `a :126/ 1 ،`§S§ÔUا qf§ حb : 122ص،  

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 285.  
1645  `a6 ،رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ’ �USs� �UX� �Zrو﴿lUع إS^�gأ zr °lTUا ðّ\ سSZUا �pc © و ]lTg �﴾   
وهX ا�Uال �cXT�r `a �ًZsr �pc، واbfUاد Sf�PSwل أن zf£�W اhول اXYa zr ®¯ola `iSjUى اU{[م أن اbfUاد  1646

 b¯ºUا �lpc qfأ� �ًZsr Xام وهbYUا b¯ºUا zr ل�w لS�mUSa ، ÊZUا `a وردت Vli³bmUا VWÚا `aو �Zr ل�TfUا bl�

 �la ، وه�ا ا�TUل SmWل ، �wل اfU}�ر أSً£W إذا آSن اqjr �lpc ]ًf�ºr �ZsfU وg¼اzc ®¯U اb¯ºU إSfiّ آSن q§h اS�mUل

 : S¯Zu\ VُWرSÆUا `Z�TÆcأ  

bniا :ÞlsW zw3 / 65، 64: ا ،`±bUح اb: 384 ،385/ 2 ،حb `§S§ÔUا qf§ : 123ص، 

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 285.   
   217. اXg :VWÚرة اbmTUة 1647
1648  `a ت�W4و ز ،’XYiو �pcSa zc qsoUل ا�w �Zrو ‘ `a7 ،’�pcSa zr‘  
1649 `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg 1 ،3 ،4 ،  
1650  `a1 ،’م]ÅUل ا�wو ‘q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

،ÂZ{ّfUا qjr Sfآ ،¨bl� �Uإ �iSuU ·Tula ء`ºw ãopW أن �WbW أن Xوه ،«l{a آ[ٍم P³ن وb� `a نX}W ]a  �Zsrو 

 ،qjr دًاX{mr �Zr ل�TfUل وا�TUا zr qن آX}W و�� ، �Zr ل�TfUا bذآ `a ÄpÅUا �w نSl�dا ½Tg ي�Uا ، ÄpÅUل ا�w ]
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§SءbÆW ،Vo_ bُl� 1655  XYi ،  :  `iي bÆrى اbluo�U     1654 اg® 1653وهX        1652 :اSlTUن

     ،�ٌWا© ز �Tc Xwأ)   ®gPSw Sًaوbsr نSا©       1656) إذا آ �Tc Xwأ ،�ٌWرًا    1657، و زX¯ºr نSإذا آ ،

 VlZ}ُUSw1658    وفbYUSw Â^sU1659: ، و ا      Vsu� Â^sUوف اb\ او1660، وXUا ، :  vfÆpU
                                                                                                                                                 

 SًfYU ًاÔT� °pل ] أآ�w �fّuW ®umUه�ا ا Sً£Wأ SًfYU °pأآ ´iّأ bTy� أن ´U أ�w ®ّ¾ ًاÔT� °pأآ ´iّ�w رST�dا Pًت أو�{�

  اb±dاب 

bniا :�ZUا b^� حb441ص  : ى ،qlmc zwح أb :194/2 ،VlwbsUار اbg300ص : أ ،XYZUا `a لX_h2 /48: ا 

، 

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 286.  
1651  `a6 Vfpآ °^mg ،’XYi ‘  
Âّ̂ وأ�lpc ·o، وSmW �Zrل، اX§bUع إ�U اºU`ء �sw اb{iPا 1652 sو� v§أي ر ،Sًo^c Âُ^sW Âَ̂ c ،VÅpUا `a ،ف

 zr Vpfs�ufUا Vfp}Uا VUÔZr عXT�fUا zr لÔZWو S¯oºاد آbfUا zc Âº}W Vo_ bl� ®gا Xي، هXYZUا «p^{fUا `aو

 ´USr zwل أS� ، S¯w °f§b�ُ إذا VTWbÅUا :  

·ui ٍن، أوSlw ذو Srّإ                   ·Tg Sr نSlw نÚض اbÅUوا   

        \Vmlm اZr �w �{mU{�T ،vwS�                            Voº اU}�a :Voوا اSlTUن

bniا :ÄlYfUس اXrSب و�bsUن اSuU] :Â^c دةSr [ÞlsW zw71/3: ا ،qlmc zwح أb :171 / 2  
1653  `a3 ،’`ل ‘ وه�w’Xه ‘  
1654  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ، ’®gا‘  
1655  `a ت�Wن’ ، 4زSlTUوا‘  

Uو ،¨buoّWو �cXT�r «±ّXW نSlTUا Â^c أّن ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا �WbW  `¯a Vo{Uا Srّأ ،�rS§ �ih ،Vo{w xlU �Z}

 ،Â_XUا `a Sfآ xTpUٌا vaور VabsfUا «l±X� ،نSlTUا Â^c zr ة�ÈSoUوا ،Vmّ�ºfUSw VU ّو¼r أو Vmّ�ºr Srّإ  
1656  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg3 `a 6 ، 4، 1، وردت ، ’Sنإذا آ®psUSw رًاX¯ºr  ‘  
1657  `a6 ، ’ ©ا �Tc Xwأ �Wز `iءS§ أو ‘ `a3 ،’�Wا© ز �Tc Xwأ `iءS§ XYi‘  
1658  `a6 ، ’®psUSw رًاX¯ºr‘  

 ، ¨blم و�Sºه zwوا ´USr zwا ®¯Zrة وSYZUا Ûsw z}Uو ،Äma رفSsfUا `a نSlTUا Â^sU Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا qjr 

 �USs� �UXmw وا�¯º�gوا ،Sً£Wات أb}ZUا zr ´Uاز ذX§ �Uذه½ إ﴿ViX�Wز VرآSTr ةbÆ zr ��XW  ﴾رXZUا : VWÚر�® ا

35 �USs� �UXو� ،﴿�ٍW�_ ٍءSr zr �muWُو  ﴾®lاهbwإ : VWÚن 16ر�® اSlw Â^c ،ViX�WÔa ،’’ةbÆºU ‘‘ و      

’’�W�_ ‘‘ bء، وذآSfU نSlw Â^c ’’ÞlsW zwأو§� ‘‘ أ Vswأر `a Vo{Uا �TºW نSlTUا Â^c 1(أّن ( ®g]U SًiSlw �la أّن

 Vo{Uا `a Sfع آXT�fU2(ا (la qrSsUع أن اXT�fUول اhا `a qrSsUا Xه �)3 ( Vo{USآ �oWbs� `a �lpc رS§ �iّأ)4 (

أن اºfUSw °sZUّ�· أو ÔZW Srل ) 1(ا�cSZ�r أن bÆWي �pc اbf£fU آzr vZ�fW Sf اVo{U، وSoWر�¯a S` أرVsw أو§� 

 �rاXÆUSw نX}W �ih نSlTUا Â^c `a ´Uم ذÔpW Pّ�م وm� Sr �pc ·�ºfUا VUÔZr)2 (ا Â^c أّن `a Pّن إX}W P نSlTU
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·p^fU1661ا  XYi ،  :     ءSoUٌو، و اbfc و �ٌWز `iءS§ :   ½lms�Uا vr ½l�b�pU1662 XYi ،   :  `iءS§

:  رأWُ° ز�Wًا ¾ّ® bfcوًا، و أو       :   vr اb�Uا�`، l�b�pU 1664    XYi½   1663: زbfsa �ٌWٌو، و ¾ّ®       

                                                                                                                                                 
أن ا�f}\ °sZU أن X}Wن أzr ®ّc اXsZfUت وW P{Xن أ�Zr Ê�ّ وP ) 3(اSsfUرف واU}X}� Voن a` اVabsfU واb}ZUة 

أن اXÆW °sZUز �la اSf±¶w ½{�Zla v^mUر qsa أو Sf±¶w vo�bWر ��Trأ وXÆW Pز ÔpW)3 ( `aم ذÂ^c `a ´U اSlTUن 

  Â^c اSlTUن 

bniا:  ا b^� حbى�ZU :421ص،  qlmc zwح أb :172 ،173/2 ،ÞlsW zw72/3، 71: ا   
1659  `a7 ، ’فbYUSw ‘  

 ،®lnZ�Uوا ·luZ�Uا �Zrٍم وا\� وSni VmWb¸ �pc نSآ Sr ء`ºUا ،VÅpUا `a ·uZUا �Zsrو ،Sً£Wا ·uZUا Â^c �fّuWو

�iSZgوت أSu� إذا ،·ui bÅ¾ لSmWاب وbcdا `a ولhوا�� اSufU ·ْui �U qlو� �Zrد وX{mr vwS� Â^sUا ،XYZUا `aو ،

 ،Vsu�Uوف اbYUأ\� ا �cXT�r zlwو �Zlw ÄgّX�W ،�cXT�r vr VTuZUSw  

bniا :ÄlYfUس اXrSmUب، اbsUن اSuU] :·ui دةSr [`±bUح اb :331/2 ،vrاX¯Uا vf128/2 :ه   
1660  `a7 ، ’ةbºc Â^sUوف اb\ أو‘  

 Vsu� `ة هSYZUا bjأآ �Zc Â^sUوف اb\ د�c  :ا Sّ�هcف وb\ ت�Wة، وزbºc اجbuU]Srوف ] إbYUة ه�¨ اSYZUا ®uّ�

إzlfu� �U أ\�هb�ºW Sr ،Sك vr اX^sfUف Sًmp^r �lpc، أي SًnoU و\{Sًf وه`، اXUاو، و¾ّ® واSoUء، و\��، وأم وأو، 

f}\ `a P �wاbcإ `a ولhا vr `iSjUك اb�ºW V¾]jUه�¨ ا ،z}Uو ،Pو qw ،`وه Äma SًnoU كb�ºW Sr `iSjUوا،�  

bniا  :qlmc zwح اb :176/2 ،XYZUا `a لX_h2 /57: ا،   
1661  `a6 ،’vfÆUا ·p^fU‘  

       �UXmw ورّد ،S£Wأ ½l�b�pU S¯iّأ zllaX}Uه½ ا�rو ،ÂU¼fUا �lUذه½ إ Sfآ zlWb{TUه½ ا�r وه�ا vfÆUا ·p^fU اوXUا 

�USs�﴿   SlYiت وXfi Sli�Uا SZ�Sl\ Pّن ﴾  إن ه` إXZr¼fUا  :VWÚآ37: ر�® ا XU ،     لXmW Sfآ ½l�b�Uا �pc VUاو داXUا °iS

  vfÆUا `£�m� اوXUأن ا �pc qlU�Uون، واb}Zr ®ت، وهXfUا �sw tsTUSw رSoّ}Uا zr Saاb�cم ا]}Uن ه�ا اS}U ،نXlaX}Uا

 �USs� �UX� `وه ½l�b�Uدون ا﴿Vٌّ̂ و�XUXا ﴿، وSmr `aم 58b�³ر�® اVWÚ، : اbmTUة﴾  واد�Xpا اSTUب �Æّgًا و�XUXا \

Vٌّ̂ bح : ، m�Wّ�م a` إ\�ى اa b�ّ��W Sr zl�WÚ` اb�hُى، اbni  161ر�® اVWÚ، :  اbchاف ﴾ وأد�Xpا اSTUب �Æّgًا\

qlmc zw178، 177: أ ،VlwbsUار اbg303، 302: أ ،XYZUا `a لX_h2 /26: ا،   
1662  b�³ ًً �Zsr ءSopUو Sf¯Zlw Vp¯r ]w �lpc فX^sfUع اXن و�X}W أن ،XYZUا `a ½lms�Uل ا© واS� Sfآ ،½TuUا Xوه

 �USs�﴿�lpc بS�a ٍتSfpآ �wر zrِ ³دم �mّp�a  ﴾ ةbmTUرة اXg :VWÚوقال37 ر�® ا ،  ،blزه zwا ½sآ   

   lّ�r® إ¾bهXT}r �oW ®U Sل                     Ssgُ °iSwد Tpma` اXlUم XT�rل

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 429ص ، blزه zwأ ½sان آXWح دb :u\ ، ·lmY�© ا�Tc zw zl�}U ري ، دار اS}uUا ½ 

  ، واb^ºU ا�W °lTpU `iSjUآb ه{�ا ،6 ، ص 1950: اfU}VWb ، اSmUهbة

 ®U Sهb¾إ ®lّ�r ÔÆW لXT}r   
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 l¬lºUا �\h z   XYi ،ءSlóU و     :  ، أوbfc أو �ٌWز `iءS§1665  لSmWو ، :  `a ´ºpU S¯iإ

 bTyU1666ا  lly�pUو ،      brhا `a V\Swdوا b1667   XYi ،  :   ��1668 ه�ا أو ذاك   xِUS§ و ،

zَuYU1669ا َzWblg zَw1670 أوا   Vp{�r ،مS¯o�g]U 1671، و َأْم XYi ، :    ،ك�Zc �Wأم (  [44]أز
                                                                                                                                                 

1663 �Zsfw ®ّ¾ `��� او’’ و��XUا ‘‘ �USs� �UX� XYi ﴿S¯§َزو S¯Zr qs§ ®ّ¾ وا\�ٍة xٍoi zr ®}mp�﴾افbchرة اXg  :

VWÚ189: ر�® اw qfs�uWل  ، وXmi ، Vp¯r ولhوا `iSjUا zlw أن ®ps�U ÀÆو� ،Sًlا�b� أ� S¯iّإ Pّإ ،Sً£Wء أSoUا �Zsf :

 �USs� �UX� �Zrوًا وbfc ®ّ¾ ًا�Wز °wb±﴿ V}È]fpU SZp� ®ّ¾ ®آSiرX_ ®ّ¾ ®آSZmp� �mUاف ﴾ وbchرة اXg  : VWÚر�® ا

11،  

�WÔfpUو :XYZUا `a لX_h2 /56: ا ،qlm� zwح اb :178/ 2  ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 430ص   
1664  ،Vfpآ °^mg’½l�b�pU‘  
1665  `a ت�W6ز ،’´Uذ bl� أو b}w أو‘  
1666 ،Sf¯Zlw SًآS °Zإذا آ zlsTg أو Vmlد� zl�ّg بS�}Uأة اb� `a °l£� ، ´Uل ذSjr  
1667 ،Sًsr Sfأو ه zlo¸Ss�fUر أ\� اSlا�� `a ½¸SyfpU VWbّYUك اb� V\Swdأّن ا ،V\Swdوا blly�Uا zlw قboUف وا]yw 

Vo{w V�XTur Sf¯la اoa ،br` اSjfUل اhول، �� ه�ا ‘ أو’ اblly�U ا�Uي ÆW½ أن S�yWر �la ا\� اÄma zlo¸Ss�fU و�{Xن 

 SZp� XU Srّإ ،Sfأ\�ه Pّأن ���� إ ´U xlU أو ذاك ) zWblg zwوأ zuYUا xUS§ ( xUSÆ� أو Sf¯uUSÆ� أن b\ °i�a

Sfأ\�ه  

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :181/2 ،�Uفاb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f : ى، 409ص�ZUا b^� حb : 434ص،   
1668 `a 3 ، ’´Uذ ‘  
�swS` ، آSن إSrم أهq اb{TUة و\bT اVrh ] 1822- 119/1753-- 21[هX أ�lsg Xw اSuW zw zuYUر اb{TUي  1669

¯c `a نSgاb� `Uد واSWز zwا vlwbUا �T�}�gوا ،½US¸ `wأ `pc ÂZَآ `a ½ّو ، VZW�fUSw �Uو ، �Zrز `a ،VWوSsr �

 ®ٍÈP VrXU ·YUا `a فSyW P ، ®هS¯ZWه® وbr�la ةPXUا �pc q��W نS}a ، ةb{TUا z}gو . `UاÔّÅUل اS� : zuYUن اSآ

 Vf}YUا ½{Zو� ، V\S{oUا `a VWS� نSوآ ، VwSY{Uا zr SًWه� ®¯wbء ، وأ�SlTihم ا]}w Sًr]ِس آSZUا �Tي ، أb{TUا

Sfpآ �Uة، وbljر¨ آSTأ� ، �la zr ةbÈSg ة ،: تb{TUSw `aX�  

bniا �WÔfpUم : و]chن ، 2 /242: اSlchت اSlaن، 1 /356-354: وSZÆUأة اbr :229 -232/ 1 ،نSuU انÔlfU259: ا 

/2 ، �£�bfUا `USr³ �È]mUودرر ا �ÈاXoUر اb�:  �£�bfUي،اXgXfUا zluYUا zw `pc ، إ دارVlwbsUا ½�}Uء اSl\ ،

�Tc : `pc ا© اzw أ\�f اSfjc zwن، �lmY·: ا�UهÔlr : `Tان ا��cPال �mi `a اS§bUل ، 1 /162-152 .1954: اSmUهbة

اiS¯T_d`، أlsi Xw® ا\�f اzw : ء\Vlp اhو�fYr:1964 .527/ 1 ، SlU اSÆTUدي، �ulc VsT^r اwSTU` اTpYU`، اSmUهbة

اzw در�W، أb}w `w : آ�Sب اSm�dق، 2 /161-131 . 1938:  ، اSmUهbة VT�}r اVsT^r ، `ÆiSyU اSsuUدة�Tc ا© ، 

zuYUا zwا �fYr .·lmY� :اد�Åw ،�ZّjfUا VT�}r ،رونSم ه]uUا �Tc :1979 . ي  ، 467، 252، 214صb{TUا zuYUا

��l{yو V�blg :ةbهSmUا، `wbsUا b}oUدار ا vT¸ ،سSTّc نSu\إ ÂlU�� :1954 ،   

Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol. 3, pp. 247,248.  
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، و  1674أز�Zc �ٌWك، أم �Zcك bfcوٌ      : ، XYi 1673 أو bfc (1672   Vs^mZrو، أي أ�Zc Sf¯Wّك   

§Sءi` زST¾  :    �ٌWت، �sw `oZpU P   XYi اd    ( ، ه` Sة، و    qw �Zsfw ،1676       1675إqw¶Uَ S¯iّ أم Sة 

                                                                                                                                                 
1670  `a رةSTsUت ا�Wآ�و’ ، 4وز V\Swdو ا blly�Uو ا ´ºّpU Srّو أ ‘ `a7و ،’ �pc Â^spU نX}W و�� VWSÅpU ��\و

  اlns�U® و اSr XYi ،blly�Uت اSZUس \�� اSlTihء، و��م اSYUج \�� اSºfUة و إºpU Sr´ و اblly�U آSؤ و أم 

و�U و�aX` .إSrم و��� Xpc `aم اzW�U  ] 729—653 / 110-33[ هzWblg zw �fYr X اb{TUي ، اS{ihري 

وا�g{��T ا�mّo�– ´USr zw xi وروى اtW�YU، وا�¯XUSw bرع و�blTs اbUؤTUSw . SW}bة ، �zr `swS أbاف اS�}Uب 

  �blTs اbUؤSow،SWرس، وS¾³ zrر¨ آ�Sب ¯bl §�ًا، 

bniا �WÔfpUن: وSlchت اSlaن، 3 /322-321: وSZÆU³ة اbr :233 ،234/ 1 ،½W�¯�Uا ½W�¯� :214/ 9 ،ا�Åw àWرSد� :

 . 1955:  دآzدا�UهT`، أ�Tc Xw ا© xf اzW�U ، دار اSsfUرف ا�l\ ،Vlr]gdر S� : Sw³رàW اgd[م، 5 /331-338

: ، اSmUهbةإدارة اVcST^U اVWblZfU ،أw` زآlYr SWb` اb zw zW�Uف، XZpUوي: �¯�W½ اSfghء واSÅpUت، 1 /78، 77

  ، Æsr :947 ،948/ 3® اzloU¼fU، 7 /25: ، اch[م S� 82- 84/ 1ر�w ،àWون

 Brockelmann, S: p.102 ; Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol.3, pp. 947, 948.  
1671  XYi VWXu�Uة اÔfه �sw vm� `�Uه` ا Vp{�ّfUا ،Vp{�ّrو Vs^mZr ،zlfu� �pc `وه﴿ ®U ر�¯® أم�iأ ®¯lpc اٌءXg 

آqjr Sf اÂZ{ّfU، أز�Zc �Wك أم bfcو وإVp{�ّr °lّfg Sfiّ ) أي( أو ãoU zc VlZÅr �sw 6ر�® اbmT : VWÚة ا�Z�﴾Uره®

 b�Úا zc Sfه�\�w `ZÅ�uW P Sه�sw Srو S¯pT� Sr ّنP zl�USYUا zl�Sه `a  

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح أb :179/2 ،VlwbsUار اbgى، 305 ص :أ�ZUا b^� حb : 435ص ،  
1672  `a7 ، ،Vfpآ °^mg ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg’ك�Zc ‘ `a3 ،4 ،  
1673  �Zsfw ابb±dا �loو� ،zl�Ôf¯Uإ\�ى ا S¯r�ّm�� ®U `�Uّا ،Vs^mZfUا Srّوأ‘qw ‘ نX}W Sfiّد، وإbor �pc q��� Pو

‘‘ qw أم Sء إzl�pm�ur zl�pf§ zlw‘‘d S¯iّ وإذا ورد Sê Srهbl� ¨b ذU´ و§½ ���Tr bW�mأ �swهS آa Sf` اSjfUل 

 �USs� �UX� `a Sfآ SًWرS}iإ SrS¯o�gل أو اSjfUا `a Sfآ Sًlmlm\ SrS¯o�gا �lo� ء ؟ و��S `أم ه q_hSa﴿ يX�u� qأم ه 

، أي qw هX�u� qي ، إذ q��W P اS¯o�gم �pc اS¯o�gم وa S¯w Â^sW` اbTyU 16ر�® اVWÚ :  ا�cbU﴾اSfpnUت واXZUر

  ب zc اhول آ�X}ur �iت �Zc ، وأSر إ�lU اUSr zw´ ، اTjfU° وا�lo�a ،brh اb±dا

   a` اbTyU اTjfU°، واbrh اpÆَU`                 وأSjpU S¯w qْmُiن \{® اhول

 ®}Yآ S¯f}\ نSآ Sً�Tjr S¯pT� Sr z}W ®U ذا¶a ’’ z}U ‘‘ S¯aX^sr نX}W أن �ّw P zl�USYUا `aو ،`¯ZUأو ا `oZUا �sw اًءXg

  borدًا 

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :184 ،185/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 437، 436ص   
1674 `a 3 ، ’ك�Zc وbfc أم‘  
1675  `a4 ، ’ةS `أم ه ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1676  `a1 ،ت�Wة’، زÔf¯Uا vr qw ‘ `a3 ،’ةÔf¯Uا vr qه‘  
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̀     : 1678 و bfc P1677   qْwَوٌ   iSjpU تST¾dل، و اÓوhا zc ابb±ßU1679   ن أوSآ SًloZr ،

 ًST§Xr (1680     ٌ�Wز `iءS§ XYi ،1681         z}U ٌو وbfc qw �ٌWز `iءS§ Sr ٌو، وbfc qْw   :

 ̀ oZUا �sw راك��g]U1682       ٌb±S\ وbfc zْ}ِUَ �ٌWز `iءS§ Sr XYi ،1683     Sf¯Zlw قboUو ا ،

  b±dSw qُ^T�ُ ´iأ ·wSuUا ®َ}YُU1684اب ا   �p^T� P راك��gPSw 1685، و ، )     �Zsfw ��\ و
                                                 

1677 VlaSZUا P : Vo¸Sc ، ّولhا �la qد� Sfّr `iSjUاج اb�d vm� `وه :bofUا �pc q���a فX^sfpU ®}YUا °Tjد ، و�

 qjr ،SًT§Xr م]}Uن اX}Wف، وX^sfUدون ا �lpc : Vo¸Sc bl�، نSTÆُUا P zr¼fUا b{�ZW : ، VpfÆUا �pc q���a

 qjr S¯pT� Sfّc Vpّm�ur S¯psÆب : و�bcوأ Sارهb}� ½§و ®gا �pc °pوإذا د� ، q¯ÆUSw نS{�P ®psUSw Vrhن اS{�

 qjr Vo_ Sه�sw ®gPه�¨ دا: ا qjr ًاbT� ة أو�W�§ Pو VfW�� P ر : qjr PًS\ ب ، أوS Pو ّ̀ T_ P م]ÅUه�ت : اS

 XYi اء�ZUا �sw Â^sWًا وb^r Pًا وXY_P ءSfuUا : XYi brhو واbfc Pو �Wز SW :ًاbfc P ًا�Wب زb±إ  

bniا �WÔfpUو  :qlmc zwح اb :184/ 2 ، فb{Uوا XYZUا `a �l¯f�U413،414ص : ا،   
1678  `a 7وردت ،’qw P‘  
1679  `a6 ،’`iSjUا zc‘  
1680  àuZUا bjأآ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZه  
1681  `a3 ،’`iءS§ Sr XYi ‘  
a Â^s� S¯iّ¶a` اoZU` واST¾dت �lo�‘ qw ‘ ،Sًsr ا��gPراك، وإa Â^s� Sfiّ` اoZU` دون اST¾dت، yw[ف‘ zّ}U’ و 1682

إa qfs�u� Sfiّ` اSÆWdب q§h اÄpÅU واSluZUن S¯pT� SfU، وه�ا إa vmW Sfiّ` اU{[م Siدرًا، ‘ ‘qw’’ واh ´U�U �§XUّن 

 X}W Sfiّ¶azن �sw اSÆa ،`oZUز أن b�ºWك h ،�la S¯srّن اb{��Sa’z}U  ‘lr]}Uوا b\ �pcف وا\�، وأSrّ اSfs�gل

Sf¯la ®}YUاق اb�aا ´U�pa ،ابX{Uا `£�mW Sr ارb}� b}ZW Pاب، وX_ ،  

bniا �WÔfpUو :VlwbsUر اbg305، 304ص : أ ،S£Wdيحا�£sU290ص :  ا ،  
1683  ،Vfpآ °^mg’b±S\ ‘ `a3،  

 zlw أن ]P [ و]z}U [ و]qw [Sا�b�aوا Sاآbا� :Sأ\�ه ،zl¯§و zfa S¯اآbا� Srّ�a :`iSjUوا Vo¸Sc S¯iّرد : أ �lo� S¯iّأ

  اzc vrSuU اa �^yU` اYU{® إ�U اU}Xاب، 

إW Sfiّ{SiXن mU}qw [ b و z}U[�{Xن mU}b اpmU½ و�}b اbahاد و ] P[أن : ¯zfa S و§¯zl أS£W ، أ\�هSf وأSr اb�aا�

 qfs�u� ز أنS§ ®pa ، Äma ½pmUا]qw [ qfs�u� أن ÔÆW ®Uو `oZUا �sw]z}U [ت كST¾dا �sw]qw [ ّنP ابXÆUوا]qw [ Sfiّإ

 S¯pT� SfU نSluZUوا ÄpÅUا q§h بSÆWdا `a qfs�u� ، �ٍ\ف واb\ �pc واb{��Sa ،درًاSi م]}Uا `a vmW Sfiّوه�ا إ ،

 _Xاب ، وb}�W Pر �{bار X}W Sfiّ¶az Srن �sw اSÆa ، `oZUز أن b�ºWك h ، �la S¯srن اz}U [lr]}U[وأSr اSfs�gل 

 Sf¯la ®}YUاق اb�aا ´U�pa ابX{Uا `£�mW  

�WÔfpUى:  و�ZUا b^� حb : 437، 436ص ،VlwbsUار اbg305، 304ص : أ ،  
1684  Vyui `a Ämg كSZ5ه�Uن إXs{wن واXs�wن وأXsن واآ�Xsf§أ ®¯pم آXmUوا Sfن آ[ه]§bUا zr اء�T� ، .... و

 Vور� zr ،·wSuUا ®}YUاب اb±dSw q^T� ´iّإ Sf¯Zlw قboU42ا �U44 إq_hا zr ،   
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VWSÅUاً      1686ا�Wم \�� زXmUا °wb± XYi ، ( .
:  \�� �Zsr `a اXUاو �Sًflns و �blmYاً           (1687

،  S§ XYi(1688ءi` اSZUس \�� اSr ،bُlrhت اSZUُس \�� اSlTihءُ، ��م اSÓÆYُUُج \�� اSºfUةُ                

        ̈�َsw Sr َنX}W أن `ÅTZW 1689و   Xد� «{W Sfr  Sfla �Uُ1690 �pT� 1691   لSmW ز، أْنXÆW ]a :1692 

                                                                                                                                                 
1685  `a ت�W7ز ، ’ÀÆW ®Uو وbfc z}U �Wز `iءS§ XYi‘  
1686  `a رةSTsUت ا�Wج \�� ،5زSYUو ��م ا blrhس \�� اSZUا �iءS§ XYi ًاblmY� و Sًflns� اوXUا �Zsr `a ��\ و 

®pcة وا© أSºfUا.  

 qfs�uو� ’��\ ‘ úpTW أن �Uإ ًًS¬lºa Sً¬l `£mZW S¯pT� Sr أن ðWر��Uا �Zsrء و`ºUا b�³ VWSÅUا �Zsr ،ðWر��Uوا VWSÅpU

 VWSÅUا �Uإ  

bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : ح، 431صbqlmc zw2 /178 ،177:  أ،   

 1687 )��\( XYi نXpfYWو ، Vlp}U Sw Â^sUون اb}Zla نXlaX}Uا Srّأ ، zlWb{TUا �Zc Vp� �pc S¯w Â^sW  : مXmUء اS§

�la إ��wاVlÈ، وأن �sw SrهXfsr Sل ] \��[\�ّ� أXwك ، ورأW° اXmUم \�� أSwك ، وbrرت XmUSwم \�� أ�pc ، ´lw أن 

fr bٍf£r qrSsUSSspU q¾la ابbcdا qfc ي�Uا qrf Sأ �lpc SًaX^sr نXWb{TUا ¨Sfg  

  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg1 ،3،  
1688  `a ت�Wوز q_hا `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg4 ، 6 و�� ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ، 

 SهSZ�T¾أ  
1689  `a7 ، ’Sه�sw ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1690  `a5 ،’a �UXد�S¯pT� Sfl‘  
  xlU ه�ا هX اbºUط اS¯U qw ��Yw Â^spU �l\XU أرb Vswوط �Zc اSYZUة ،  1691

)1 ( ،Vo¸Sc °ulpa qsa Sه�sw ذا ورد¶a ]ًsa P Sfgف أX^sfUن اXآ)2( ´Uن ذSآ Sfًا آbf£r P ًاbهSê Sfgأ �iXوآ 

، أآp° اV}fuU \�� رأS¯g أو ��USwوqW آzr Sً£sw �iX اX^sfUف �lpc إlmY�USw Srّ· آbS) 3 (®¯UX� `a Sfط bÆrور ه

 ،bcSºUل اS� Sfآ  

�p\ر ÂُâoyWُ `آ VolY{Uا `mUأ                        SهSmUأ �pُsi ��\ ادÔUوا   

 �la ه�SºUوا ’ �psi ��\ ‘ ،S¯pT� Sfla qWو��Uا ½uw �Zr ءÔ§ `¯a VmlmYUو§� ا �pc ًأÔ§ xlU qsoUن ا¶a ½{ZUا �pc)

4 (� SfU VWS� �iXآ �USr qlyTUا ÔZآ ،SZUXmوآ ÂZ{ّfUا qjr Sfه�ة آSºfUوا zuYUا �Uإ S¯s§br Vlّu\ دةSWز `a S¯pT

   a` زSWدة S¯s§br VWXZsr إ�U اSr ،qjr �ZsfUت اSZUس \�� اSlTihء و\�� ا�Uراه®، أ

bniا �WÔfpUو :qlmc zwح أb :178/2 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 431ص ،WÔfpU bniو ا�’ ��\ ‘SÆUوف اb\ `aر�® ‘ رة

 ÞrS¯U417ا،  
1692  Vfpآ °^mg’ أْن ‘ `a ووردت q_hا `a7 q_hا ا�c Sr وردت Sfوآ z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
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، hّن XÆW 1695ز §Sء i` اSfYUُر \�� اXmUمُ     1694، آS§1693  P Sfءi` اXmUُم \�� \Sfرٌ    

  ، 1696) اSfYUر X}W Pن xZ§ zr اXmUم      

lmاXQا tzPQا:       

 `p_hاب اbcdا `a)`p_hا bl� 1697)و،  

،  qcSopU vabUSa1699اVlّpcSoU، واVlّUXsofU، و ا�r  :    ،VaS±dار¨ Ssr V¾]¾ �pcن  1698اU{[م

YpfUSa·  . ، وXg Srى ذS¯w ·Ypr ´U     1701، واS£fpU bÆUف إ�lU 1700و اXsofpU ½{ZUل  

qcSoUSw1702Vuf�  :1703  bTyUأ و ا��TfUن     1704 اSآ ®gإّن، و ا bT� 1705، و  ®gو ا ،  fo

s1706و    xlU �Zsfw 1707   bT� و  s1708  xZÆUا `oZU ، .1709 S�Z� ل�YPZQوا :  

                                                 
1693  `a5’ رSfYUا `�\ ‘  
1694  `a1 ،Vfpآ °^mg ،’Ú‘  
1695  `a4 ، ’مXmUر \�� اSfYUا `iءS§‘  
1696  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg3 ، 7ÅUا �Zsfw ��\ و zr اء�T� ، VWS....�Uم ... إXmUا xZ§ zr .  
1697 ،Vfpآ °^mg ’`p_hا blو� ‘ `a4 ،  
1698  `a3، ت�Wأن’ ، ز ®pcأ ‘  
1699  `a1 ،’VlّpcSoUا �pc ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a6، 3، 1و’ VlّpcSoUا‘  
1700  `a5 ،’VlUXsofpU‘  
1701  `a3 ، ’VaS±ßU bÆUو ا ‘ `a ت�W7ز ،’�lUف أS£fpU ورbÆfUف واS£fpU رS§و ‘  
1702  `a4 ،’USa VlpcSoUSw ·p^f ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
ه�¨ اSYUdق a` اbcdاب، وb�h VÆl�i xlUك XZsrي zlw اqcSoU، وSr أ�w ·YU، إذ أXU SZi أ��Si اb�Pاك  1703

 ،b�Úا S¯£sw `a Âpyو� ½lاآb�Uا Ûsw `a SZU ´Uذ ·o�P قSYUßU SًgSgي أXZsfUا  
1704  `a3 ،’¨bTو� ‘  

abpU qrSsUا ،bniر�®،  ا ÞrSه `a bTyUأ وا��TfUا `a v845  
1705  Vfpت آ�Wز’S¯ا�Xو أ� ‘ `a5 ،  
1706  `a3 ت�Wز ،’xlpw zl�¯TّºfUا  ‘  
  ﴿31 ر�® اXg:VWÚرة Sr  ﴾ÂgXW ه�ا bºwًا﴿VÅU `a اSÆYUزzlW وS§ S¯wء a` اSr [qfc ’xlU ‘ qWÔZ�U[إSfcل  1707

 ®¯�S¯rّأ zّه Srو ﴾ VUدSÆfUرة اXg :VWÚ02: ر�® اSrّوأ ’’ P ‘‘ ·Tg وطb Sf¯Zr q}Uو qlp� xlU qfc S¯USfc¶a

 ÞrS¯Uر�® ا bniا ·lmY�Uا `a Sهb571ذآ،    
1708  `a1 ت�Wز ،’`�Uّا P ‘  
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 )  ·p^fUل اXsofU1710ا     ،�U لXsofUو ا ،�w لXsofU1711، اfUوا     �sr لXsofUوا ،�la لXso1712 ،

   VsTg �w ·YpfUل  1713) و اSYU1714، ا   Ôllf�Uب     1715، و اX{ZfUا �Zj�ufU1716، و ا  bTو� ،

 Óإن ®gن، واS1717آ       ،xZÆUا `oZU P ®gو ا ، )   bT� و sو fo     xlpw zl�¯ÓTºfU1718 ا )   �Zc

 zlWزSÆYUوف         1719) اbYUSw Srإ �lUف إS£fpU `p_hا bّÆU1720، و ا    VaS±dSw أو 

 VWّXZsfU1721. ا  ̀ p_hا bl� 1722} وSrّدة :  إSWÔw[45] âbÆUف اb\ 1723XYi عXabfUا `a   :

                                                                                                                                                 
1709 bniا : �pc ·lps�Uا’’ P ‘‘ ·lmY�Uا zr ÞrSه `a xZÆUا `oZU `�U579ا ،  
1710 or `fgو ،VUP�Uا zr SًcXi �lpc ل�W أو �o{W أو ،�prSc آ�¼W بX{Zr ®gا Xه �lpc لXsofUق ا�{U Sًmp^r PًXs

 ¨XYiو bٍ§ فbYw �lّmr bl�  

bniا :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{oّfUا ®ÆsfU863/2: ا ،qlmc zwح اb :472/1ÞrSه �pcbniأ �WÔfpU282ص، ، و   
1711  V¾]jUوط اbºUه�¨ ا �la °T§إن و ½{ZUاز اX§ �f}\و ،�U ابX§ Xوه qsoUا �pc ام��dا Vpّc Xن ) 1(هX}W أن

أن X}Wن Sºrرآa �U Sً` اqcSoU، و�WÔfpU اbni، ا�pc ·lps�U اXsofUل �U ) 3(أن W{Xن �rآXرًا r) 2 ( qlps�pU}�رًا

 ÞrS307ه،  

bniت :اSoWbs�Uا :iS§bÆpU ` : ÂWbs�U1794ر�® ا، ÞlsW zwن ،53/2، 52: اXZoUت اS\]^_ف اSºّ2 /1152 : آ   
1712  `a1 ،’vr ‘ ل�w’�sr ‘ا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت Sfآ ،½p{U  

bniا �WÔfpUو : ،ÞrSه �pc �sr لXsofUا �pc ·lps�U309ا  
1713  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr blو��� ®W�m� كSZ7 ، 4، 1ه ،   
1714  ،SًnoU �w لXsofUأو ا qcSoUا V¬lه zlw Sr ،يXYZUا «p^{fUا `aو ،qTm�ufUا VWا�wو `±SfUا VWS¯i VÅpUا `a

ن اSYUل X}W Pن إb}i Pّة وإن Sr ورد Zsr b}ّZr X¯a SًnoU Sًabsr S¯Zrً� و�WÔfpU اSr bni و�rه½ §X¯fر اzlWXYZU أ

،ÞrSه �pc ÂU¼fUا b313ذآ   

bniت: اSoWbs�Uا : ÂWbs�Uر�® ا ،`iS§bÆpU671 ،qlmc zwح اb :532/1 ،  
1715 lZTrًا، وbluoًا و�buoّr S£Wأ `fّgو ،®¯TfpU ةbuoّfUة اb}ZUا zllT� Xه ،Ôllf�Uا�WÔfpUًا، وÔlfًا و�Ôlfrو ،SًZllTو� Sً 

bniأ Ôllf�Uا zc ·lmY�Uا `a bذآ Sr ،  ،ÞrSه �pc274  

bniا :VlwbsUار اbg196ص : أ ،qlmc zwح أb :560/1،  
1716 bniا : ،ÞrSه `a Ôllf�Uا `a ½{ZUا qrSc zc ·lmY�Uا `a bذآ Sr280،  
1717  Vfpت آ�Wز’S¯ا�Xوأ� ‘ `a4 ،    

 1718  Vfpآ °^mg’l�¯TºّfUاxlpw z ‘ `a3 ،  
1719  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg4 ،  
1720  `a4 ،’رةSÆUوف اbYUSw ‘ `a3 ، ’فbYUSw Srّأ ‘  
1721  `a3 ، ’يXZsfUا VaS_hSw ‘  
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َ́ درَه® ٌ   TِuْYwِ ﴿   ًا�l¯ ©Sw �o1724﴾  وآ      �USs� �UX� XYi بX{ZfUا `a 1725:  أو  ﴿  Pو

    V}pٌ¯�Uا �Uإ ®}W�W�w اXmp�ُ﴾1726   XYi ،VlّnopUا VaS±dSw ر:   أوS±ُب  ٍ�W1727 ز    zُuَ\َ و ،

  1730 وإbcاب اa .  1729 qsoU` اSًwX{Zr bW�m�U أو ScXabrً       1728اX}la ،�§XUن اbÆfUور     

    xlU إذ ،�Øpُآ `mlm\ bُl�1731 VlّpcSa �la 1732      لSmW و�� ،VaS±إ P و VlUXsor P و 

                                                                                                                                                 
 ،ÞrSه `pc VWXZsfUا VaS±dا zcو �lUف إS£fUا `a qrSsUا zc ·lmY�Uا `a bذآ Sr v§232را ،  

1722  Vyui `a Ämg كSZ2ه zr أ�T� ، }c و ��o_ ل  و�TUف و اbYUا Â^c ن وSlw Â^ ..... �Uإ.... �p_hا bÆUو ا

 Vور� zr ،VWXZsfUا VaS±dSw وف أوbYUSw Srّإ �lUف إS£fpU42 �U44 ، و إ q_hا zr ،   
1723  `a3 ، ’ ٍb§ فb\‘  
1724  Xول وهhل اSjfUا `a أ��TfUا vو� tl\’’ ½u\ ‘‘ q_hوا ،�Èزا  ٍb§ فbYw SًnoU ورًاbÆr’’®دره ´Tu\ ‘‘

z}U د�Xل \bف اbÆU اÔUاzc �§byW ®U �lpc �È آ��Tr �iXًأ Vfّ£USw SًcXabr اX¯ê zr vZr `�Uرهb\ Sآb\ Vف و

 VU]ÆUا ãoU vو� ´Uوآ� ،�ÈاÔUا bÆUا© ’’ ا ‘‘ qsopU qcSoUا Xوه‘‘ �oار¨ ‘‘ آbÆiء واSTUا Xوه �Èزا bٍ§ فb\ �sw

]cSa �iXآ zc �§byW ®U �Èا�Uا bÆUف اb\ VآbYw `nopUا SرهX¯ê zr vZr ¨b�³ �pc ّ�رةmfUا Vfّ£USw SًcXabr  ً

 Sً£Wأ �ÈاÔUا bÆUف اb\ VآbYw qYfUل اSÅا�  

   79. ر�® اXg :VWÚرة اSuZUء-
1725  Vfpآ °^mg q_hا `a ’ �USs� �UX� ‘ وردت àuZUا bjأآ `a و ’ �USs� �UX�‘ `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ½gSZfUاا Xوه

 ،ÊZUا  
1726  Vfpآ °sو� tl\]ي�Wأ [sw لXsor `wاbcdا v�XfUا `a S¯iّأ vr آ��bYw SًnoU تÓbÆa ،ءSTUا Xوه �Èزا bٍ§ فb\ �

 qsopU بX{Zr �w]اXmp�' ‘ فb\ VآbYw qYfUل اSÅإ� SرهX¯ê zr vZr ¨b�³ �pc ّ�رةmfUا VY�oUا ½{ZUا Vr]cو

 Sً£Wأ �Èا�Uا bÆUا  

  ،195. اXg  :VWÚرة اbmTUة
1727  àuZUا `a3 ،4 ،’ربS± وه�ا ‘  

\  °o±أ tl]ربS± [ �Uإ qcSoUا ®gا]�Wز [ PXU ½{ZUا �m\و ، qcSoUا qsa �lpc vي و��Uا Xوب، وهb£fUا

 ، �Zr °sZr `�Uا VlnopUا VaS±dا  
1728  `a3 ،’ورbÆfUن اX}Wو ‘  
1729  `a1 ، ’SًcXabr أو SًwX{Zr أو ‘ `a5 Vfpت آ�Wورًا’، زbÆr ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1730  `a4 ت�Wز ، ’± �pczlwb ‘  
1731  `a7 ،  ’°ulU ‘  
1732  `a3 ت�Wز ، ’VaS±dو ا VlّUXsofUو ا VlّpcSoUا ‘  
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    zlcXi �pc ابbcd1733 :ا «Wb_ bl� أو «Wb_«Wb{USa ،  :1734   ت أوSآbYUSw Srّإ 

    bوف و �� ُذآbYUSw1735    Xو ه «Wb{Uا blن  1736 و�X}� 1737 أن   �pc VcX±Xr Vfp}Uا 

 1741 أb� Pىa SUّ1740` اbf£fUات   إ1739، وSr ذاك  1738و§� X{yrص zr اbcdاب      

°iع  1742أّن أXabfpU v±ك 1743 ُوSWّب1744، و إX{ZfpU   .  ،½{i Pو ãopUا `a vaر P و

 bf£fU1745وا zlwb± �pc   :  

 q{�ّr  :    ء`ºw �US{ا� zc Ǿ oZW P Sr X1746وه  Xاع 1747 و هXiأ V¾]¾   :1748   ،عXabfUا 

        qور، وآbÆfUب، و اX{ZfUرز   1749و اSw S¯Zr 1750  عXabfUا P1751 إ   }�ur ُء�ÆW �iّ¶a  SًZ
                                                 

1733  Vfpآ °^mg’zlcXi �pc ‘ `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a4 `a 7 ، و ،’zlwb± �pc ‘ `a5 ،’ zlfu� �pc ‘

 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U4وا SهSZ�T¾و�� أ ،   
1734  `a2 ، ’ «Wb{Uا Srّأ ‘  
1735  `a3 ،’Sibذآ ‘  
1736  ،Vfpآ °^mg’و Xه ‘ `a2 ، 6 ،  
1737  `a6 ، 7 ،  ’نX}� أن ‘ ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ  
1738  Vfpآ °^mg’ابbcdا zr ‘ `a ووردت q_hا `a3 z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ «lY{Uا Xو ه ،  
1739  `a2 ، 4 ،’´Uذ ‘  
1740  blو� «Wb{Uاب، اbcdا `wb± zr ��XuW Sfla ¨اbiت و]l{o� zr `��lg Sfla S¯U ¨bluo� qlU�w ،اتbf£fUا

b{Uا P SZiّأ vا�XUوا ،�wSر آ��_ `a ql{o�USw ءSZTUاب واbcdا zr qآ zc ث�Y� أن ·Tg �iّأ vr ءSZTUا `ÅpW ،«W

 ،VlZTfUا Vfp}Uا VUS\ zr دSo�ufUوم اÔpUا `aSZW ´Uّن ذh «Wb_ bl� Sًwاbcء إSZTUا �fّuW أن �U ®pui  
1741  q_hا `a ’ىbW ‘ `a2 ، 3 ،5 ، ’ىb� Pوردت‘ أ Sfآ «lY{UواSهSZ�T¾و�� ا ، q_hا ا�c Sr `a   
1742  `a7 ،  ’Siأ ‘ `a1 ، ’°iو أ Siإن أ ‘  
1743  `a لSYUا ´Uوآ� ،SًcXabr نS}U bهSê ®gا �iS}r v±و XU tlYw ،عXabfUا �pc VUP�pU v±و �WbW ÂU¼fUا qّsU

  اbf£fU ا�Uال �pc اX{ZfUب، واbf£fU ا�Uال �pc اbÆfUور، 
1744  `a7 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’v±و ‘ `a2 ،’بX{ZfUك اSWّوإ ‘  
1745  `a2 ،’Xوه ‘ `a7و ، ’bf£fUوا ‘  
1746  qrSsUّن اh ،م]}Uر اSlا�� `a Pّإ �sw vmW Pو �w أ��TW أن «{ّW P Sr ةSYZUا �abc و�� ،�nopw qm�uW P Sr �w �WbW

�la qrSsUSw �US{ا� �lّmW ®U ´U�pa فS£fUا ®ghا xoi P ّ�رmfUا bÆUف اb\ �la  

bniا  :ÞlsW zw85/3 :ا ،qlmc zwح أb :79/1 ،vfpUح اb :302/1 ،  
1747  `a2 ،’�pc Xوه ‘ `a8 ، ’`وه ‘  
1748  Vfpآ °^mg ’ اعXiأ ‘ `a6 ،   
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Sً£W1752أ ًSrزP Srّل،      1753 إSsaأ Vswأر `a زم]USa ،زمP bَl� و       1754 أو ،qُsَaْو أ      ،qْsaأ 

     ُqsoو� ،qُsoi1755  ½¸SyfpU نSزم     ، إذا آ]Uا bl� و ،bآ�fU1756ا :     ،qُsoW qsa `a }   و آ�ا
1757  ti¼fU1758 ا  XYi  :    qْsoو� °ْpsa1759   Vo{Uل و اXsofUو ا qcSoUا ®gا `a و 

 V¯TºّfU1760ا bهSê °sَaذا ر¶a ،   Vًر�Sa °lmw �ma 1761ًا  blf£Uا zc 1762  .q{oZfUوا :

                                                                                                                                                 
1749  `a ت�W4ز Vfpوا\�ًا ’، آ ‘  
±bÈSf رva، وه` اSsahSw q{�� `�Uل Äma، و�{Xن qYr `a رva، وه` ُت، َت، ِت، ) 1( وه` V¾]¾ �pc أ�Suم 1750

Pا ÂUأ ،zّ� ،Sf� ،Si ،VT¸SyfUء اSWة، وXuZUن اXiو ،VcSfÆUواو ا ،zlZ¾)2 ( ،qsoUSw q{�� `�Uوه` ا ،½{i bÈSf±

 ،zّه®، ه ،Sfه ،¨ zّآ®، آ ،Sfَك، ِك، آ ،Si ،®p}�fUء اSW `وه ،½{i qYr `a نX}وه` ) 3(و� ،Vp{�ّr bٍ§ bÈSf±

  آSf، آ®، آzّ، ¨، هSf، هzّ اSfghSw q{�� `�Uء و�{Xن bّ§ qYr `a، وه` SWء اS� ،®pّ}�fUء، َك، ِك، 

 bniا :qlmc zwح أb :85-87/ 1 ،ى�ZUا b^� حb : 130،131ص ،   
1751  `a5 ،’ عXabr ‘ àuZUا Vlmw `a7 ، 3 ، 2و ،’�cXa br ‘  
1752  ،ãopUا `a رةX_ �U xlU Sr Xوه ،b��ufUا blf£Uا ÂU¼fUا �WbW  
1753  `a6 ، ’زمP Sّrإ ‘  
1754  `a ء’ ، 7وردتSlأ Vswأر ‘ `a3، ’ �s±اXr `a ‘ Vfpآ °^mg’لSsaأ  ‘ `a6 ،  
1755  `a2 ، 3 ،  ’qُsaأ ‘qsoو� qsoi و qsaو أ ‘ `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’qsaو أ ‘ ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 bniا : ÞrSه �pc blf£Uر اS��gب اX§و �pc ·lps�U250ا ·lmY�Uا zr ،   
1756  `a2 ،لSsaأ Vuf� `a ،ت�Wز ،  
1757  `a1 ، ’¼fUو آ�ا ا bآ�fUاti ‘ `a ت�W7ز ، ’bآ�fpU qsoiو qsa `a ‘  
1758 ، `a ،ÄmuU16اzr اء�T�  ---- qso� و ،°psa `a ti¼fUط، ----  وآ�ا اX^yfUء اS¯�iا `Uأ   
1759  `a6 ت�Wز ، ’ti¼fpU qْso� و  ْ°psa ‘  
1760 ow ÂU¼fUا qjr Sfآ ½ÈSÅUا �Uإ  ٍ�Zur qsa qآ `a نX}Wازًا، وX§ b��ufUا blf£Uزم ا]Uا blÅw ادbfUا ، qsoW و qs

 ®gوا qcSoUا ®gSآ، VlfgPا S¯lpc ½pÅ� ®U `�Uوه` ا V£Yr Vo{w SًcXabr blf£Uا vإذا و� ´Uوآ� ،qsoو� °psaو

 bÈSf£Uب اSw zr ازًاX§ b��ufUوا SًwX§و b��ufUا blf£Uا ÂU¼fUا �ّc و�� ، VÅUSTfUا Vpjrوأ V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uل واXsofUا

`a Sره�mi SfZl\ SZiأ vr ، Vp{�fUل اXmZa ، Vp{oZfUSw Sره�mi SرهS��gا `�US\  : ، zYi أي ½�}iو ، °iأآ�½ أي أ

  ه{�ا ...... وآ�T° أي ه` 

 bniا :qlmc zwح اb :85،84/ 1 ، ÞlsW zw3 / 108،109: ا ،   
mW ®U}� أن ه�¨ اSo{Uت آ�Ú VYUS_ S¯USsaن �blf± vabًا b��urًا، أو أن �vab اSê Sًfgهbًا a¶ذا رSê °saهbًا  1761

  �{VpّfY�r z اblf£U، وه�ا Sêهtl\ b أن اa zl� bّr vabW P Â_XU` و�° وا\�، 
1762  `a4 ،’blf£Uا zr ‘ `a3 ، ’bf£fUا zr ‘ Vfpآ °^mg ’blf£Uا ‘ `a6 ،  
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   �U]m�gا `a b¯nfUSآ 
  1764وهXabfpU Xع،  .   a` أz}fW �i ا�w ãop�U ا��wاءً       1763

      ãopUا `a V�TUا �U ورbÆr Pب، وX{ZfU1765واVp{�ّfUوا Vp{oZfUظ اSoUhد ا�c 1766 و 

   ًSnoU نXswو أر VsTg . Vp{oZfU1767ا     ،SًnoU ونbºcو Vsw[46] أر   S¯Zr VcXabfU1768 ا   SZ¾ا

bºc1769  XYi ،  :1770)                   ،®ه  ،Sfه`،  ه  ،Xه  ،z�iأ  ،®�iأ ،Sf�iأ ،°ِiأ ،°َiأ ،zYi، Siأ

،zّب    1771) هX{ZfU1772 وا ́ Uكِ          1773: آ�SWّك، إSWّإ ،SiSWَّي،      و إSWّآ®،     1774 إSWّإ ،SfآSWّإ ،

 ،SهSWّإ ،¨SWّإ ،zّآSWّ1775إ  ّzهSWّه®، إSWّإ ،SfهSWّ1776 إ Vp{�ّfUون   1777، واbºcو V¾]¾ 1778  ،

  S¯Zr VcXabfUا  َbºc �َ\1779 أ ،}   ،°ُpsa)          ،zّ�psa ،®�psa ،Sf�psa ،°ِpsa ،°َpsa ،SZpsa

                                                 
1763  q_hا `a’ S¯U]m�gا ‘ `a5 ، 3 ، 2و ،  ’�U]m�gا ‘ `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ½p{Uا  

uW Sr blf£Uا zr Sًر�Sa «T{W ازًاX§ blf£Uا �la b��]أي [ �abc ًا و��bهSê Sًfgا vaإذا ر ،blf± �la b��uW P

،�w أ�TW أن «{ّW Sr �iّ�w ،ةSYZUا  
1764  `a5 ،’عXabfUا X¯a ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `aع’ ، 7 ، 6 ، 4، 3وXabfUا ‘  
1765  Vfpآ °^mg’ ãopUا `a ‘àuZUا bjأآ `a ‘  
1766  `a5 ،6 ،’Vp{�ّfUاVp{oZfUوا  ‘  
1767  `a3 ،’Vp{oZfUوا ‘ `a5 ، ’Vp{oZfUا Srّأ ‘ `a7 ، ’S¯Zr Vp{oZfUوا ‘  
1768  `a4 ،  ’S¯Zr VcXabfpU‘  
1769  `a3 ت�Wع ’ ، زXabr q{oZr bºc SZ¾ا ‘ `a5 ، 3و ’ bºc `Z¾أ ‘  
1770  Vfpآ °^mg ’XYi ‘ `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a5lY{Uوا ،« `a وردت Sf5 آ ½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،  
1771  `a1 ، 3 `a ،zlgXmU zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� ،2 `a ،’Xوه`‘ وه ‘Sfوه®‘ وه ‘ zّوه‘ Vfpآ °^mgو

’q_hا `a zّه ‘  
1772  Vfpت آ�Wز’S¯Zr ‘ `a5 `a ،àuZUا bjأآ `a °^mg 3 ، 2، و Vfpوردت آ ،’VwX{ZfUوا ‘  
1773  Vfpت آ�Wز ’XYi ‘ `a5،  
1774  Vfpآ °^mg ’كSWّو وردت ‘ إ q_hا `a z�fUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا q_hا ا�c Sr vlf§ `a  
1775  Vfpآ °^mg ’SهSWّإ ‘ ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا àuZUا bjأآ `a و وردت q_hا `a  
1776  `a7 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ Ózه SWّو أ ‘  
1777  `a5 ت�Wز ،’S¯Zr ‘  
1778  `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ، ’ونbºcو V¾]¾ ‘ `a5 ت�Wز ،’SًnoU ‘  
1779  `a ت�Wع  ’،6زXabr q{�r ]ًsa ‘  
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   َzpsa ،اXpsa ،]sa ،zَlpso�1780 (1781  bºc SZ¾ا VwX{ZfU1783،  1782، وا`Zrَb1784 أآ  ،

                S¯rbَأآ ،�rbأآ ،z}rbأآ ،®}rbأآ ،Sf}rbأآ ،ِ́ rbأآ ،´rَbأآ ،SZrَb1785أآ   ،Sf¯rbأآ ،

    ّz¯rbأآ ،®¯rbب     1786أآX{ZfUا ãopور، آbÆfUا ãoU1787، وPإ ، ®p}�fUء اSW 1788 أن  `a 

  �mُYpW بX{ZfUد   1789اSfc نXi 1790        نX}W P ورbÆfUا `a1791، و  )        `Zّc و ،`Zّr `a SUّإ
                                                 

1780  Vfpت آ�Wز’S�psa ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a °^mgو ،q_hا `a3 ،2 ، 4 ، 7 q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1781  `a ،zlgXmUا zlw Sr àuZUا bjأآ `a Êmiدة وSWز blو��� ®W�m� كSZ6ه Vfpآ °^mg ،’ zlpsoو� zّ�psa  ‘ `aو

 Vfpآ °^mg q_hا’zlpso� و °psa ‘{Uوا ÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY  

 S¯Zّ}Uا وblf± bºc �\أ ÂU¼fUا Sّ�هc و�� S¯uoi لSsahا P لSsahSw Vp{�fUا bÈSf£Uا ،Vf\bUا �lpc ÂU¼fUا �WbW

���Äma bÈSf± V�ّg °Y� q ه`، �Sء اSi ،qcSoU، ا�Uا�pc VU اXi ،qcSoUن اXuZUة، أÂU اzlZ¾d، واو اSW ،VcSfÆUء 

 ، zr اlmY�U· وإSfiّ أو _S¯p اÂU¼fU إ�U أ\� blf± bºcًا uYw½ 1547آbهa S` هÞrS اVT¸SyfU، آTg Sf· ذ

،qcSoUء اS� S¯p}a zّ�psa ،®�psa ،Sf�psa ،°َpsa ،°ُpsa ،VlÈÔÆUا S¯�PXU�fU SًsT� S¯cXZّ�  
1782  `a bºc `Z¾أ q_hا `a2 Vfpت آ�Wز ،’S¯Zr ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `aوردت 7 ، 6 ، 4، 3و ،  ’SZ¾أ ‘Y{Uوا Sfآ «l

 SهSZ�T¾و �� أ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a وردت  
1783  Vfpت آ�Wز’XYi ‘ `a5،  
1784  `a6 ت�Wب’، زX{Zr q{�ّr ‘  
1785 `a 3 ، ’S¯rbأآ �rbأآ ‘ `a2 Vfpرًا’ ، وردت آb}r S¯rbأآ ‘  
1786 ،ÞrSه `a ¨Sibذآ Sr �aSZ�W P ًا وه�اblf± bºc `Z¾ا SZه Vp{�fUا ½{ZUا bÈSf± ÂU¼fUا �ّc1118 و  S¯iّأ zr

ِ́، أآSf}rb، أآrb{®، أآz}rb، وهSء اÈSÅU½ ] أآrb´[وآSف اS^yUب ] أآSW ،Äma Vsw ]`Zrbء اp}�fU® أر rbأآ )

،�rbو) أآ z¯rbأآ ،®¯rbأآ ،Sf¯rbأآ ،S¯rbأآ] Si [ لXsofUا �pc VUا�Uا ]SZrbأآ [ bÆUا bÈSf± ´Uذ `a S¯sr يX�uWو

U¼fUا ¨bذآ Sfوآ ·lmY�Uا `a SًmwSg Sibذآ Sfآ Vp{�ّfUا،SZه Vp{�ّfUا ½{ZUا bÈSf£U ¨دbg ½mc Â  
1787  bÆUا `a Vpfs�ufUا S¯uoi `ه ½{ZUا `a Vpfs�ufUا Vp{�ّfUا bÈSf£Uأي أن ا ،ÂU¼fUا �{mW  
1788  `a2 ، ’®p}�fpU ءSW ‘  
1789  `a5 ، ’S¯mYp� ‘ `a4 ، ’S¯mYpr ‘ Vfpآ °^mgو’�mYpW ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a2 ،1 ، 3 ، 7،   
1790  `a3 ، ’نXi �U ‘آ «lY{Uوا q_hا `a وردت Sf  

 �fّu� `�Uوه` ا ’’ VWS�XUن اXi ‘‘   zr ®p}�fUء اSlw q{�ّfUا qsoUا `m� S¯iّh ،VWS�XUن اXi °lّfg S¯iّة أSYZUا �Zcو

اbu}U ا�Uي هX أ�X اbÆU، واvZ�fW bÆU و§Xد¨ vr اqsoU، و�ql إS§ Sfiّءت m�U` اsa ¨b�³ bllÅ� zr ãopUً[ آSن أو 

iّأي أ ،Sًab\ أو Sًfgء    اSW ·Tu� أن ½ÆWو ،Vabsr أم VlZTr Vfp}Uا °iSاًء آXg ل]��Pا zr Vfp}Uا VWS¯i نX{� S¯

 àgSZUف اbYUSw °T{iُ ´Uوآ� ،�Wز `Zوداَرآ ،�fYr `Zrbأآ ،qjr qsoUا ®gSw أو qsoUSw °T{i إذا ،®pّ}�fUا]°lU [ Srّأ

‘‘   U{Óz‘‘ أّن‘‘ إّن ’ ’أa ،«Æi¶ذا iُ}½ bYUSwوف USa{�c bljم اSl�dن XZUSwن qّsU [   �ZpsّU ،qjr[إذا i}bYUSw °Tف 

  وإZiّ`، وZ}U` وZZّ}U`،   ] إS§ ]�ّiز اSl�dن XZUSwن �qT اSlUء و§Sز �cم qjr S¯¬lÆr،  ‘‘ آ�ّن
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1792    ̀ Ẑْ ̀ 1793، و�i�ْ`، و� iْ�U1794، و    ̀ Tu\ �Zsfw  (1795 ®pّ}�fpU ءS�U1796 ، وا)   ،�\اXUا

�U نXZU1797) وا   ̈bl� �sr نS1798 إذا آ   S¯pَT� Sr نX}W1799 و    `aع، وXabfUا `a SًZآSg 

    �US\ �pc Sًl�Sw بX{ZfUل  ،1800اXm�  :1801    SZrbأآ ،°ُrbو      1802 أآ ،SiXْcت ودXcود ،

  .  ودSiSc ورSiSr و أSiS^c   1804 أآZrَb` أآSZrَb    1803رSZlْr، وأSZlْ^c، وa` اX{ZfUب       
                                                                                                                                                 

bniا :qlmc zwح اb :97—102/1 ،ÞlsW zw125/3—121:ا،  
1791  Vfpآ °^mg’نX}W ‘ `a6 ،   
1792 r ´Uوذ ،VWbs ورةb± X¯a نXZUا blÅw ورد Srو،bcSºUل اX� ،qj  

 `Zcو ®¯Zc qÈSuUا S¯Wّأ                  `Zr xl� Pو xl� zr °uU  

)،zlWXYZUا v±و zr �iّء أSfpsUا Ûsw لS� ��\ �pÈS� zc فbsi P `�Uاه� اXºUا zr °lTUف ) واbYw تb§ إذا Srّا أ

XmUم �[ي و�cاي، و\SSي bl� �pc ه�zW اa zlabYU¶ن اXZUن Xm�a ،S¯¬lÆr vZ�fWل، Sr �Uل، وX `wق ، و§Sء ا

 ¨bذآ ،bٍ§ فb\ SZه ،SS\ا و�cر �[ وST�cاqlmc zwأ ،ÞlsW zwأ ½\S_ و vrاX¯Uا vfه ،  

bniا �WÔfpUو :ÞlsW zw125/3، 124: ا ،qlmc zwح أb :100 ،101/ 1 ،vr اX¯Uا vf64/1: ه ،  
1793  -- �sw �lUإ SًaS£r SZه ®p}ّ�fUء اSW °sو�  ] Äو� �� [Xد� ½pÅُa فbnUا ´Uذ `a Sf¯رآSºWو ،S¯pT� نXZUل ا]ن�U [

 `i�Uل، ��ي و�^` وSmla نXZUء ا`Ær م�c qmW³ن ‘‘ وbmUا `a ورد Sfآ ®¯£sw أb� �lpcرا﴿و�c �i�U zr °َÅpw �� ﴾ 

 Â¯ر¨ آXg : VWÚ76ر�® ا VWS�XUن اXi ء`Ær vZ�fla VmwSuUا V¾]jUء اSfghا bl� b�³ Sfgف أS£fUن اSإذا آ Srّأ ، 

�،�W�§ `wSوآ� ،baSur `wوأ �¯�Ær `ل، أ�Xm�a ،®p}�fUء اSW qT  

bniا :qlmc zwح أb :101/1ÞlsW zw125/3: ، ا ،  
1794  Vfpآ °^mg’`i�ّUو ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a1 --4 ،  
1795  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a bl��� و ®W�m� كSZ6 ، 4 ، 2ه ،   
1796  `a4 ، 7 ، ’®p}�fpU ءSiو ‘  
1797  `a1 Vfpآ °^mg ،’�U ‘ `a3 وردت ،’®p}ّ�fpU نXZUو ا ‘ `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg6و،   
1798  `a ت�W7 ، 5ز ، ’¨bl� �sr نSإذا آ ®p}ّ�fpU ءSiو ‘  

Wّ}» أن �{Xن zYi ‘‘ zr آ�Xg ’’SZTاًء و�v اzr ®p}�U أ¾zlZ أو ا¾zl�Z أو §VcSf ا�UآXر أو §VcSf اSidث STsaرة

  zlfpِ}ّ�r أو Sfp}ّ�rت،zlfَppّ}�r أو zl�fp}ّ�r، أو 
1799  q_hا `a’S¯pT� Sr ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a و’�pT� Sr ‘  
1800  q_hا `a’S¯US\ ‘ `a5 ، 3 ، 2و ،’�US\ ‘ ،z�fUا `a ¨SZ�T¾و �� أ ،q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

S^cوأ SiScد `a Sfّ�رة، آmr VY�a أو SZrbوأآ ،`Zrbأآ `a Sfًة آbهSê VًY�a ¨b�³ نSاًء آXg Sfla ¨b�³ z}uW ®Uو ،Si

  qf�YW اu�U{zl آUS}lY» اh ،]ًjr b�Úّن اxlU �UXsor vr qsoU آVfp}US اXUا\�ة، 
1801  `a ت�Wع’، 7زXabfUا `a ‘  
1802  `a7 ، ’SZlrر °lrور SiXcت دXcود ‘SZl^cأ °l^cو أ ‘  
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  ،      �SZ^f اf��Qب

 nofpQا tzPQ1805ا  

 إ±Sfر أْن  �Zr1807  . و ذa ´U` اbُf£ْWُ   .  qlp� VlّcSfuU اqrSsU  1806آbfَ£Wُ Sf اXfsfUل    

  V�ّuUوف اbYUا �sw1808 r ر إْنSf±ب      و إSÆW Sfla طbºUا qsa v1809Sr Pء إSoUSw 1810 

   �Zr `Zj�g1811ا         �UX� `a ،qwء، وSoUاو، واXUا �sw ،ر ُرّبSf±1812، وإ،  

    ًVoÈS� امb� P ٍة�pw ورا     1813 وÔwء    S¯TiاX§ ةbّTÅr 1814 ،1815  

    Vwل رؤX� �lpc1816و،  

                                                                                                                                                 
1803  Vfpآ °^mg ’ بX{ZfUا ‘ `a و وردت q_hا `a2 ،3 ،5Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو��  ، و ا ،q_hا ا�c 

 SهSZ�T¾أ  

  `a °^mg2 ، ’SZrbأآ °rbأآ‘  1804  
1805  °^mg ’ xrSyUا q{oUا ‘ `a ت�Wوز q_hا `a5 ، 6 ½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ Si�Zc «lY{Uا Xو ه ،   
1806  Vfpت آ�Wز’ زSÆWßU ‘ `a5 ،  
1807  `a3 ،’�Zrو ‘ `a2 ،’S¯Zrو ‘  
  أو �Zsfw، إ�U أن و�� bّr ذآbهS وPم ا�YÆU، واXUاو و] Pم اqlps�U[وه` Pم آ`  1808
1809  `a6 ،  ’بSÆ� ‘  
1810  `a5 ،  ’Srّإ ‘ Vfpل آ�w’Sr ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

1811  `oZUوا `¯ZUوا brhء، اSoUSw بSÆW ي�Uوا ،½p^USw ومÔÆfUرع اS£fUا qT� طbºUا qsa vr Vl¸bºUا �sw إن bf£�

  اSًmp^r `oZU واÛsw `a `¯ZU اXfUا±v واS¯o�gPم واZّf�U` واbsUض وا�Uي أ�Zr `Zj�g، و
1812  ، `a5 ،  ’�USs� �UX� ‘ `a3 ،’bcSºUل اX� �lpcو ‘ `a6 ،’bcSºUل اX� `a ‘  
1813  `a7 VoUS� امb� P ة�pw ء دو را---- ، و ،S¯liاX\ تb£\ة وأbT�sr   

 `a3 VoÈS\ امb� P ة�pw ي ذو راء---- --- ، و S¯iاX\ ةbT�sr   

 `a2 ،3 ،  ’b� P ة�pw و VoÈS� ام‘  
1814  `a ،ÔÆsUا Ämg3 ،5 SهSZ�T¾و�� ا ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1815  ،XYZUوا VÅpUدب و اhآ�½ ا zr ّي�U تbulّ� `�Uا ½�}Uا `a �lpc bjcأ ®U  

�la ه�SºUوا : b§]ة�pw [ ،bljآ Xاو وهXUا �sw Vaو�Yr بbw  
1816  `a3 ،’VWل ‘ رؤ�w’Vwرؤ ‘q_hا `a ءتS§ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  

wج  رؤSÆsUا zw V]145/672 [ ءSjsºUا Xwف أو أSYّÆUا Xwي ، أ�suUا `flf�Uا Vwرؤ zw جSÆsUا© ا �Tc zw Vwرؤ Xه .

S¯la �ºiو �Zc ©ن ر±` اSfjc Va]� qÈأوا `a ةb{TUا `a �Uو . VÅpUا Vabsr `a ءSY{oUز اS§ّbُUل اXYa zr نSآ .
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    ْz�َb�yfUوي اS� قSfchا ®�S1817و�    )   ْzmْoyUِع اSfّU م]chا �T�ºr1818( ،1819  

   xlmUئ اbrل اX[47]،1820و�  

                                                                                                                                                 
fّpa ¨bsºw نXÆ�YW اXiSوآ ،VÅpUا qن أهSlcأ �Zc ا�� qlpyUل اS� تSr S : انXWد �Uو ، V\S{oUوا VÅpUوا bsºUا SZaد

 ،`^puUا �mmّ\ و�� bs  

bniا ql{o�pUو :¨Ô§ور ��Sl\ جSÆsUا :·ºrد ،xp¸أ VT�}r ،`^puUا ãloYUا �Tc ،·lmY� :1972م ، ا]ch : 

 أS،  VT�}r �ulc`wSTUآb أ\lmY�:  �fYr �f· وbحا�Tc ،VTl�� zw ا© pur zw® : اbsºU واbsºUاء ، 62،63/3

`TpYUةاbهSmUن ، 2 /583-575 . 1945: ، اSlchت اSlaان، 2 / 63،64: وÔlfUن اSuU :464/ 2 ،àWرS�  دبhا

`wbsUوخ ، : اba570-576/ 1 ، VWS¯ZUوا VWا�TUا: bljآ zwا،bfc zwا qlcSfgا zW�Uد اSfc ،  VsT^rدةاSsuUةbهSmUا ،  :

 .\zu ا�ZuUوlmY� `U· وbح ،Sfjc `wن bfcو bYw zw أ ،اã\SÆU:  واzllT�UاSlTUن، 10 /96. [1932-1939]

VrSm�gPا VsT^rةbهSmU2 /8،9. 1947: ، ا،   
1817  `a2 ، ’قb�YfUوي اS� قSfchا ®ÈS� ‘ `a1 ،’ àuZUا bjأآ `a قSfchا ®�S� و’z�b�yfUا ‘ q_hا `a

  b اàuZU،واlY{U» آSf أ¾SZ�Tهa S` اÊZU آSf وردت a` أآj‘ اb�YfUق’
1818  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg2 ، 4 ،  
  .اb�yfUق اoyU·: ه�ا اvp^r °lTU أر§Xزة X¯ºrرة bUؤzw Vw اSÆsUج، وهa X` أ�p½ اbUواSWت 1819

®�SmUا ،VÅpUا :Vf�mUا �la ي�Uل: اSmW ،ةbf\ة وbT� �la نXU `و ه :SZه ®�Sو� ،®�S� دXgأ :�pTU Vo_ .قSfchا : ·fc vf§

lsUا «�owوزةSofUاف اb¸أ zr �sw Sr Xوه ،S¯f±و z .ويSyUا :`USyUق. اb�yfUاق،: اb��Pن اS}r  

�UX� ،�la ه�SºUا  ] :z�b�yfU[ و ] اzmoyUن ه�ا ] اSآ XUل، و�w Sf¯Zr �\وا qان آbا�� vr zWXZ�Uا Sf¯lpc qأد� tl\

  اYpW ®U ®gPSw Ê�ّyW Sfr zWXZ�U· اgP® اb�mfUن �wل

bniا �WÔfpUو  :Sآ��WXTlg 210/4: ب ،ÊÈS{yU1 /333، 320، 264، 260، 288: ا ،ÞsW zw9 /29 2 /118: ا ،

vrاX¯Uا vf¯U2 /36: ا ،qTmc zwح اb :19/ 1 ،اءbsºUوا bsºU05/1: ا ،½lTpUا `ZÅr :22/2 ، �pc `±bUح اb

VlaS}U4 /297 1 /48: ا ،`iزSfU ÂWb{�Uب اS�}U حb Â{ZfUا :lmY� ، «�oUا Xwأ ،`Z§ zwو ا �o^{r ®lاهbwإ ·

: ، رؤzw Vw اSÆsUج \��Sl ور§�Tc ] :1954 -1960 [03/ 2 ¨Ô ا© �o^{r VT�}r ،zlr³ أwSTU` اTpYU`، اSmUهbة

 Vور� ، `^puUا ، ·lmY�03 ان، صXW�Uا VWا�w qT� °mYUأ ��Uوراق اhا zr 370، 441 ،  جS� ،بbsUن اSuU

)Srدة ��® : ( اbsUوس   
1820  xlmUُؤاbr545-130/497-80[ إ[  

 q_hا `iSfW ق]¸dا �pc بbsUاء اbs b¯ار، أbfUا q³آ `Zw zw ،ي�Z}Uرث اSYUا zw bYْ§ zw xlmUؤ أbrا Xه

 bcSºUا q¯p¯r °أ� �rن ، وأSo^و� �gأ ´pr ¨Xwن أSوآ ،�ÆZw ¨�UXr . بbsUا ´lUSs_ bSsWو X¯pWو ½TّºW qs§و .

�¯ZW ®pa ��blg zc ¨S¯Za ،¨Swأ ´Uذ úpTa.sw�a �Uن[�¨ إXrّت ] دXrb£Yw . qs§ ®ّ¾ ، ¨bfc zr zWbºsUا XYi `a Xوه

 ´Uذ úpTa ¨Xpو�� �lwأ �pc �gأ XZw أن ¾�ر �Uإ ،X¯pWو وÔÅWب وb^Wب وbºW ،b�³ �Uٍن إS}r zr �wSY_أ vr qm�ZW

Xlم وb}g P ��ًا Zp` د�r آblTًا ،XY±P اUر\® ا© أblÅ_ `Zslّ± ، `wًا و\fَّ: اbrؤ أxlmU وهbºpU xUS§ Xاب Smaل 
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a     v±ِbrُ و °ُ�b¸ �� �pT\ُ ِ́ pjf1821         ِلXَYrُ ®ÈSf� ذي zc S¯�ُl¯U�a1822
   

  b�hل اX� و :   

�ٍpw qْwِ1823بST_وأ �ٍsْ_ُ 1824،1825 ذي  

                                                                                                                                                 
bُrو��ًا ا bf� مXlUأ\�  . ، ا �ZsW ®pa ة�cSufUا ½p^W بbsUء اSl\أ `a فS^a �lwر أ�jw ��hا xlmUؤ أbrد . أراد اSsa

  Sfّpa و_q إVZW�r zr Vwbُmr �U أbmiة أ_�ÆُUSw ½lري وSrت،) م 540/¨ . ق 82 (اbrؤ أS� `a SًTÈS� xlmUء Scم 

وهbcS X و§�ا�r�ّ� `i اSmZUد bs zr �Wb_Ssr �pcاء اSÆUهp_ . Vlp° إSZlU أ�STره® �VrSوهX أ��م اbsºUاء اzW�U و

 أول zr و��pc Â اh¸[ل وأّول �Tّ zr اSuZUء PÔÅUSwن واX qlyUوvlf§ �pc اbsºUاء اS§ zW�Uءوا �sw¨، وه

 ،�l{Uوا qlyUوا qlpUا Â_و zr ن، وأّولSTmsUSw  

bniا �WÔfpUاء: وbsºUوا bsºU85/1-52: ا ،`wbsUدب اhا àWرS� : ، وخba116 -122/ 1 ،م]ch1 /351،352 : ا ، 

`iS�hب اSج  :آ�boUا Xwأ ،`iS¯T_dاluYUا zw `pc ، zVWb{fUا ½�}Uة دار اbهSmUأدب  ، 9 /107-77 . 1973:  ، ا

دXWان اbrؤ  ، zwd59-65/ 1 رl·، : آ�Sب ا�fsUة 64-62ص  . 1979:  اblw VaSmjUوت  دارSrرون XTcد، : اbsUب

xlmUوتأblw درS_ ب، 1958:  ، دارbsUء اSwأد `a م]gdو_�ر ا VlpهSÆUوت :  اblw ،درS_ دار ، `iS�uTUس اb^w

  ،zu\ :1939 ا�ZuUوVsT^r ، `w اS� ، VrSm�gPهbة: bح دXWان اbrؤ أxlmU ، 114-97 ، ص 1962: 

 Islamic Desk Reference, p.170 ; Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol.3, p.1176; Meisamy 

& Starkey; Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature,vol.1, pp. 394, 395  
1821  q_hا `a’`s±br ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `aو’v±br و ‘ SهSZ�T¾و�� أ «lY{Uا Xوه  
1822 ،zr أ�T� ،رةX¯ºfUا ��mpsr zr ي�Z}Uا xlmUيء اbrP °lTUا  

½ٍlT\ ىbذآ zr ِ́ Ti So� ِلÔZrو                 qِrXYُa ِلX��Uا zlw ىXpUا Ämuw  

VÅpUا :°�b¸:®ÈSf� ،°¬§ :لXYr ،®¯fcز `a zlsUا �sZf�U `T{Uا �pc ·ps� ة�WXs�Uوه` ا Vflf� vf§ : ®�ّأ �� �WbW

  ]أي اXYUل[ اSsUم 

 X¯ê zrرهS ا�SÅل X{Zrب �mr �Y�owرة �pc أ�Xsor]°�b¸ [vZr ¨bل �mr �wم pjfa :qjr : qsopU´: اbcdاب

 Xوه ،�ÈاÔUSw VlTºUا bÆUف اb\ VآbYw qYfUرب [ا [�pT\ ،�lUف إS£r فS}Uف، واS£r qjrو ،Vaو�YfUا : zr ل�w

 `a فS}Uا] ´pjr [�� :v±brو ،qcSaو qsa °�b¸ ،·lmY� فb\ : �pc فX^sr ]�pT\ [ �pc SًswS� bÆUSw وىbWو

 ،½{ZUSwو ،ãopUا]Sًs±br [ ،qYfUا �pc SًswS�S¯�l¯U�a:S¯�l¯Uأ ،Vo¸Sc ءSoUا :Sوه vaر qYr `a qcSa ءS�Uوا ،qsa :

pc ،VaX^sr VpfÆUوا ،½{i qYr `a لXsor� ،Vpf§ ]°�b¸ [ذي zc : ،فS£r وذي ،�¯Uأ ·ps�r ،ورbÆrر وS§

  .  �ÈSf®ى_�U Vo: و�S£r ®ÈSfف إXYr ،�lUل

�la ه�SºUوا  : �UX�]´pjfa [ �mwرّب، وأ Xي ه�Uا ،bÆUف ا�\ tl\ءSoUا �sw ،�pfc  

bniا �WÔfpUو :xlmUىء اbrان اXW35ص : د ،qlmc zwح أb : bsºUه� اS218 ،30/2، ص ،ÞlsW zw2 /118 : ا ،

   و�W �laآb ه{�ا،2 /163: آ�Sب �WXTlg ، 322ص، :  ا�Uه½ر�و bح

 SًTlّ¾و °�b¸ �� ًاb}wِ ´pjrو                       qlÅr ®ÈSf� ذي zc S¯�l¯U�a  
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 ́ Uذ zr 1826و ®¯UX� `a نSآ ،) :     blya ًاbl� إْن ®¯USfc�w نXWÔÆr سSZUن  1827اSأي إْن آ ،

      bl� ®اؤهÔÆa ًاbl� ®¯pfc (1828     ْbfَ£ْ�ُ P VlّcSfuU1829، وه�¨ ا   b�³ ء� vr P1830 إ  

 1835 إ1834VUP�w SUّ و اSºa .1833    bfَ£ْ�ُ P VlّgSlmUذ1831zpّsah 1832آSf ذآSib، و أSrّ ا©    

                                                                                                                                                 
1823`a  `a ،ة�pw q_h5 ا ، ’�pw ‘،ÊZUا `a SهSZ�T¾و �� أ Si�Zc «lY{Uا Xو ه  
1824  `a6 ،’بST\و أ ‘ `a4 ،’بSs_وأ ‘ q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا  
1825 r ،جSÆsUا zw VwؤbU °lTUاz أّن ،S¯sp^r `a bآ�Wوان، وbr zw ´pfUا �Tc zw Vfpur S¯la ح�fW ،VpWX¸ زةX§أر 

¨ÔÆcو ¨bTآ �pc ��rP ³ةbrأ®¯lpc �mYW Pس وSZUا �pc �ouW P �iّأ S¯Zr ءSl�w S¯la �uoi ح�r ر¨، و��Sogة أbj}Uو  .

  وا�fUآXر هÔÆc SZ اlTU°، وا�rSf�w °lTU ه{�ا 

   �pw qw ذي ُ_�s و أ_STب                   واa �£mWُ brh` اSmºUء SlّyٌpUب

VÅpUا :�pTUا :�s{Uوا ،bomUا :hا zr vo�bfUد، اXs_ vf§بST_hط، اXT¯Uر : رض �[ف ا�Yiأ Sr Xوه ،½T_ vf§

 °lTUا ÔÆc رض، و�� رويhا zr] بST±أ [ ،دةSsuUف ا]� ،ءSmºUوف، واbsfUان اXlYUا Xوه ،½± vf§ دS£USw

  §ÈS� vf½ وهX اUSw :[،bgSyU£® [اSlyUب 

  اa bÆU` اqw [ bsºU[ا�YfUو�sw qfs� Va ] ُربÓ[و�� اw �¯º�g¯�ا �pc اّن 

o�pUوbniا ql{ : �iاXWد `a ¨�§ا ®U `ZZ}Uو VYo_ VYo_ ��Yo{و� �iاXWد `a bsºUه�ا ا zc °jYw VwؤbUا bsºUو

 ، VWXYZUا ½�}Uا ®nsr `a رXآ�fUا bsºUا bآ�W z}Uع ، ، وXT^fUجاSÆsUا zwأ Vwان رؤXWد :  ·lmY� : �Tc ،`^puUا

·ºrد ،xp¸إ VT�}r ، ãloYU1972: ا ، VlaS}Uا �pc `±bUح اb :ر ،bsºU4 /297، ص �792® ا ، xlWSmr ®Æsr

VÅpUرس، : اSa zwاSWbزآ zw رسSa zw �f\أ zluYUا `wأmUا Ô`ZW؛و   ·lmY�:رونSه �fYr م]uUا �Tc.  ءSl\دار إ

VlwbsUا ½�}Uة اbهSmUب ، 280/3  .1952:  ، اbsUن اSuU /وسbsUج اS�] :½T_ دةSr [  
1826  Vfpت آ�Wر’زSf±إ ‘ `a5 ،  
1827  `a ت�W5 ، 2ز ،’bºa ًاb و إن‘  
1828  `a zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا `a blو��� ®W�m� كSZ2ه `a رةSTsUت ا�Wاءه® ’ ، 3، و زÔÆa ًاb ®¯pfc نSو إن آ

 bُ ‘ `a7 ، ’ًاbl� ¨اءÔÆa ًاbl� �pfc نSإن أي آ‘  
1829  `a3 ، ’bf£� P ‘  
1830  Vfpت آ�Wز’�pT� ‘ `a5 ،  
1831  `a ت�Wا©’، 3ز ®¯UX� Srّو أ ‘ `a5،  ’ Srأ ‘  
1832  `a7 ،  ’آ�ا zpّsah ‘  
1833  bºc V¾]jUا v±اXfUا zr ّن ه�اh bni �laو ،ÂU¼fUه½ ا�r �pc bÆUف اb\ رSf±إ �pc ل�W Sr دX§م و�sU

 bl� وف�YfUSw bÆUا S¯la زS§ `�Uرّب[ا [ ضXc دون ®umUا `a VU]ÆUا ãoU S¯Uوأو  

 bniى: ا�ZUا b^� حb : 355ص ،   
1834  `a6 ،’bf£W P ‘  
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       ́ UX� ولhا zfa م]}Uا zr ·Tg Sr ل أوSYU1836:ا  boupU ء`¯�fpU 1837  ،Vَ}r   {

  zlpّ¯�ufpUل1838و]¯U1839 ا   �WbW رSf±¶w ،1840 واb{w1841 وأ    �USs� �UX� ،`iSjUا zr و ،  :

﴿   ًSolZ\ ®َlاهbwإ Vpّr qْwَ qْ�ُ﴾1842 ّكونوا هوداً أو    ، 1844 كداللة 1843بع  بإضمار نت﴿

 ه�ا؟ pma° زSf±¶w �ٌWر pَsaُ� و اSf±dر �wون       1846 وqsa zr ،�Zr     1845نصارى﴾

´Uه�̈    1847ذ zr ½Wb� ز وXÆW P 1848     �UX� `a Sfآ bluo�Uا V^Wb �pc رSf±dا 

                                                                                                                                                 
1835  `a5 ،’لSYUا qlU�w ‘ `a3 ، ’لS\ qlU�w ‘ àuZUا bjأآ `a’لS\ VUP�w ‘ �� و ،q_hا `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uو ا

 SهSZ�T¾أ  
1836  Vfpآ °^mg ’´UX� ‘ `a ووردت q_hا `a5½p{Uا `a SهSZ�T¾أ Sfآ q_hا ا�c Sr `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا ،  
1837  `a ،Ämg6ص zr اء�T� ، 217،°ٌpsa ،°ْpsa ، – �Uص -- - إ ،V}r boupU 225  ،  
1838  `a3 ،4 ، ’q¯�ufUا ‘ `a6 ، ’q¯�ufpUو ‘ `a5 ،  ’zlp¯ufpU ‘ `a1 ، ’zlpّ̄ �fpU ‘ `a وردت Sfآ «lY{Uوا

 ،q_hا  
1839  `a2 ،  ’©ل وا]¯Uا ‘  
1840  àuZUا bjأآ `a ’�Wb� ‘2- 4 ، 6 ،   
  Sfر r �WbW{V و أw}bوا اU¯[ل وا©،a` اUSa `iSjU{[م �qT اd±‘ وأw}bوا’ a` اhول ‘ �WbW’أي Sf±¶wر  1841
  ،135. اXg :VWÚرة اbmTUة 1842
1843  `a2 ، ’vT�ّ� ‘ ،àuZUا bjأآ `a و q_hا `a1 ، 4 ، 7 ،  ’vT�ّi ‘ ،½p{Uا `a ¨SZ�T¾أ Sfآ «lY{Uوا  
1844  q_hا `a ’VUP�U ‘ `a5 ،  ’��UP�U ‘ `a2 ، ’VUPآ� ‘  
  ،135اXg : ،VWÚرة اbmTUة 1845

 Vfpآ °^mg ’ رىأوS{i ‘ `a3،  
1846  `a ت�W1ز ، ’ql� إذا ‘  
1847  `a3 Vfpآ °^mg ،’ون�w ‘  
1848  `a7 ، ’zc ‘ ،àuZUا Vlmw `a5، 3 ، 2و ،  ’´Uذ ‘  
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�USs� :﴿  َركSÆ�gا zlآbºfUا zr �ٌ\ال 1849﴾ و إْن أ�Uن اh 1850Sً£Wأ ãoU �lpc 1851  Pإ ،

�iّول    1852أhا `aو �TmsW    َ·Tg Sr 1853  م]}Uا zr 1854 ،  

 ّ®�1855             Vf\ر �Uج إS�YfUا Âls£Uا �TsUا �W �pc بSّهXUا ´pfUن اXsw ،حST{fUب اSآ� 

     ̀ §S\ `pc zw bos§ �USs� ©ا  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                                 
1849  `a ت�Wو ز q_hا `a zWb¯nّfUا zlgXmUا zlw Sr رةSTsUا °^mg7 `a وردت Sfآ «lY{U7، وا ، SهSZ�T¾و�� ا ، 

VwX�Uرة اXg :VWÚ09: ر�® ا  
1850  `a1 ،  ’iّhل�W � ‘ `a4 ،  ’�lpc ال�Uا �ih ‘  
   ، a5` ‘ آUXm´ ز��wb± �W’ ز�Wت اSTsUرة  1851
1852  `a2 ،  ’�iّh ‘  
1853  `a3 ، ’م]}Uا zr ·Tg Sr ‘ `a5 ،  ’·Tg �� Sr‘  
1854  `a2 رةSTsUت ا�Wز ، ‘ XYZUا ®pc `a حST{fUSw �fّur بS�}Uه�ا ا °f� ابX{USw ®pcو ا© أ ·Tg Sr ‘ `a3 ‘  و

ه�ا اU{�Sب f� ‘ �fّur° وا© أUSw ®pc}Xاب ‘ a7 ‘  �lpc ·Tg Sr` ‘ �� �ّ® ه�ا اU{�Sب، اfUSw �fّufU}STح Tg Sr· و 

  ‘ zr ·Tg Sr اU{�Sب �Xsw °fن ا© اXUهSب ’، fUSw ‘ `a3}STح 

 `a5 �Uأّو zr `wSآ� °Tآ� ،  ---- --- --- ---- ---- ¨bأ� �Uإ `wSآ� ®ّ� ��   
1855 Vfpوردت آ àuZUا vlf§ `a’�°f ‘¨SZ�T¾أ Sr «lY{Uوا  
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CHAPTER: 8 

 

Idiomatic Translation of              

Matn al-Mis�bāh� 
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In the name of Allāh, the All-Merciful, the Ever-Merciful 

                                      Matn al-Mis�bāh�  
  

Author’s Note 

Praise is due to Allāh, the One who has long reach (in all things), the Bestower of 

Favours, the Most Beneficent, Who has made nah�w (grammar) for speech, like salt for 

food. May peace and blessing be upon Allāh’s Prophet, Muhammad; the Master of 

humanity, and upon his household and Companions, the advocates of Islam. 

 

Indeed, the dearest son, Mas‘ūd, a source of happiness and cordiality with people of 

magnanimity. When he memorized mukhtas�ar al-Iqnā‘, bringing it into light, 

assimilating its vocabulary, comprehending the nah�w included therein - both its form and 

content -, I wanted to make him taste the words of the meticulous imām and punctilious 

scholar, Abū Bakr ‘Abd al-Qāhir ibn ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī (may Allāh shower him 

with Mercy and make Paradise his eternal abode). In this way, the sweet vocabulary of 

the Imām will cling to the memory of Mas‘ūd and this in turn will lead the springs of 

nah�w to flow. Hence, I reviewed the verified abridged versions of his books (not the 

complete versions), and found that the most discussed topics among imāms are al-Mi‘a 

(one hundred), al-Jumal (sentences) and al-Tatimma (complement). So, I could not 

burden him with the task of collecting it or charge him with the labour of recording it due 

to what it includes of repeated material, though such repetition is not without benefit. 

Therefore, I selected of it "this abridged version, mukhtas�ar, and excluded all" that is 

repeated, doing away with repetitions and "settling for the main content", without 

withholding the virtue of offering advice as regards its eloquent expressions. Besides, I 

did not neglect any of its issues, with the exception of that which is either rare or 
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common among scholars. I even did not add to it any extrinsic material, except that 

which is worthy of being added, giving it the title   al-Mis�bāh� (the lamp), so that people 

will seek guidance through its light and benefit through its trails. In addition, I divided it 

into five sections, which run as follows: 

Section One: On Nah�w (grammatical) terminology 

 S �v|Qت اf��©ªsا UV          

Section Two: On standard verbal governing agents 

 S]rf]OQا S]«P�Qا toا�YQا UV       

Section Three: On non-standard verbal governing agents 

S]wfZ�Qا S]«P�Qا toا�YQا UV  

Section Four: On non-verbal governing agents 

S �|YZQا toا�YQا UV  

Section Five: On various issues in the Arabic language 

  S]mXYQا �o ل�zV UV  

Section One: On Nah�w (Grammatical) Terminology 

 S �v|Qت اf��©ª sا UV  

Every utterance that is set to convey a single meaning is a word (kalima; plu. kalimāt and 

kalim), and a word is of three categories: noun,  ®gا verb qsa and particle فb\. 

 

A noun: qrا ism is the word that can be spoken about (described); such as Zayd �Wز and 

al-‘Ilm Uا®ps  (knowledge), as in the sentences: kharaja Zaydun �Wج زb�َ "Zayd went out" 

and "Knowledge is valuable al-‘ilmu h�asanun  ,psUا zu\ ® while ignorance is foul", al-jahlu 

qabīh�un q¯ÆUوا«lT�  or assumes the meaning of what could be spoken about, such as idh, 
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idhā, matā إذا،إذ ، ��r،  and the like. For, you cannot describe them because of their 

inseparable adverbial sense. However, they bear the meaning of time and place, which 

could be described in sentences like: "Time passed"   mad�ā al-waqt °�XUا �£r and "The 

place expanded” wa al-tasa‘ al-makān نS}fUا vuوا�. Among the verbal indicators of it are: 

attaching the prefix    (al-Alif and lām) to it, such as al-faras سboUا al-ghulām, م]ÅUا the 

genitive preposition, such as bi Zaydin �WÔـw and the tanwīn (Nunation), such as rajulun 

qٌ§ر. 

The verb:  tYV  fi‘l is an utterance to which qad, sīn wa sawfa فXg zluUو  �� و ا are prefixed, 

such as, qad kharaja, sa yakhruju wa sawfa yakhruju جbyW فXg ج وbylgج وb� �� and the 

Jussive (jazm-producing) particle ®U lam and to which is attached the visible indicative 

pronoun, such as, akramtu, akramā and akramū  ،Srbأآ ، °ُrbا  أآXrbأآ  and the vowelles tā’ 

of femininity with sukūn, such as, nasAarat, na‘imat wa bi’sat   ْ°u¬w و ،°ْfsiْت، وb{i and it 

has three types. One has a maftūh� ending, like nasAara, dah�raja wa akrama b{i ج، وb\و د ،

 and it is called the perfective. The second with an initial alternating among one of أآbم

four extra particles: yā’ ( ءSW) for the masculine third person singular and for the feminine 

plural, al-tā’ ءS�Uا for the second masculine singular and for the third feminine singular), 

ÂUhا al-alif for the first person singular and nūn نXZUا for dual and plural form of it, both 

masculine and feminine. The following are examples:     ̀ و  : qsoW هX، و zpsoW هz، و�qso أi°، أو ه

 ،zYi qsoi و ،Siأ qsaأ yaf‘alu huwa, wa yaf‘alna hunna, wa taf ‘alu anta, aw hiya, wa af ‘alu 

anā wa naf‘alu nah�nu. This is called the imperfective al-mud�āri‘  رعS£fUا, and it is 

common for both present and future (expressions). Thus, if the initial  مP is prefixed to it, 

it purely expresses the present [action in progress], such as Almighty Allāh’s saying ﴿  `iّإ

ÔYlU �w اXTأن ��ه `Ziَ﴾   innī la-yahzunanī an tadhhabū bihi (Really it sadness me that you 

should take him away”. Besides, if the (prefix) sawfa, al-sīn zluUا or فXg is attached to it, 
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it purely expresses the future, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾ ﴿Si �p{lgرًا  sa yasAlā 

nāran (But soon will he be in fire).  The third is the jussive, which is called the 

imperative, such as, unsAurb{iٌا and any verb that is derived in the form of )qْsَaْإ (  (if‘al), 

such as, ‘id, d�a‘, jarrib wa h�āsib ِّْب، وb§َو ،vْ±َ و ،�ْcِ ْ½gِS\ .  

As for the h�arf فX� (particle) it is an utterance which has no [independent] meaning of its 

own, giving neither the meaning of a noun or of a verb, lie hal wa bal   qw و qه. This is 

because the noun could work both as a description and as a thing described, while the 

verb could work as a description, but not as a thing described. The particle however, is a 

link between both and it could neither be a description nor a thing described.  

 

Now, with the three categories being called a kalima Vfpآ word, it should be known that 

when a verb and a noun couple and they together give meaning, they are called speech 

and a sentence, knowing that the sentence is of four types: Nominal and verbal fi‘liyya wa 

ismiyya  Vlfgا Vlpsa و (as is already mentioned above), and adverbial and conditional,  Vlabê

Vl¸b و z�arfiyya wa shart�iyya  such as ‘indī māl ٌلSr ي�Zc and in ta’tinī ukrimka  `Z��� إن

 َ́ rْbِأآ. Both are treated in the way a singular word is treated, and thus it implicitly carries 

its same inflection. So, it includes a pronoun that refers to the first name, and this occurs 

in six positions: The predicate of a subject,  أ��TfUا bT� the predicate of [ إّن category] (and 

the predicate of kāna نSآ, the second object  ̀ iSjUل اXsofUا  al-maf‘ūl al-thānī of the verb [

ê °ZْZ  z�anantu category], the adjective of the absolute and the circumstantial qualifier 

(h�āl). This will be clarified later. 

Sub Chapter One. On Inflection (ابXwxا UV tzV)  

Inflection means that the ending of a word differs according to the agents attaching to it, 

either literally or implicitly, such as jā’anī Zaydun, rā’aytu Zadan, marartu bi Zaydin 
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   ،�ٍWÔw رتbr ،ًا�Wز °Wو رأ ،�ٌWز `iءS§  و . However, inflection markers do not show in words 

ending with alif maqs�ūra, such as, al-‘asAā wa al-rah�ā  و ،S{sUا�\bUا  and words ending 

with yā showing kasra and preceded by a still letter (sākin) in both nominative and 

genitive cases. Yet, it shows inflection marker in the accusative case. The following are 

examples of the three cases: iءS§  ْ̀ ±SmUSw رتbr و ،ْ̀ ±SmUا `َ̀ ±SmUا °Wو  .، رأ  jā’anī al-qād�ī, 

marartu bi al-qād�ī wa rā’aytu al-qād�ī and Almighty Allāh says ajībū dā‘ī Allāh أ§XTُlا  ﴿

َ̀ ا© cدا﴾   (O our people! Hearken to the one who invites you to Allāh.) Inflection 

markers are also absent in case a word ends yā’ or wāw preceded by a still letter, such as 

dalwin wa z�abyin `Tê و ،XUآ�. In such case, these endings are like strong letters [showing 

inflection markers]. 

Inflection originally applies through vowel markers, and it might apply through letters 

(which occurs in three cases; in weak-ending nouns in the genitive case (which modify 

other than the first person yā’), namely abūhu, hanūhu, fūhu, akhūhu, h�amūhā wa dhū 

mālin   ،¨Xwٍل أSr و ذو ،SهXf\ و ،¨Xو أ� ،¨Xa و ،¨XZوه .  In these cases, we say  jā’anī abūhu, 

ra’aytu abāhu wa marartu bi abīhi ،�lw�w رتbr و ،¨Swأ °Wو رأ ،¨Xwأ `iءS§. This applies to the 

rest of the nouns, as the wāw (و) indicates the nominative case; the alif ÂUا indicates the 

accusative, while the yā’ (ءSW) indicates the genitive. Besides, the dual is marked by alif 

and nūn or yā’ and nūn (and the plural by wāw and nūn or yā’ and nūn), such as jā’anī 

muslimān, muslimūn, rā’aytu muslimayn, muslimīn, marartu bi muslimayn, wa bi 

muslimīn, pِufw رتbrو ،zlfpurو ،zlfَpِur °Wن، ورأXfpurن، وSfpur `iءS§zlfِpufw و ،zlfَ  . Moreover, 

in the genitive construct ]ًِآ it is annexed to an implicit pronoun, and in such case it is 

treated like the dual, such as jā’anī kilāhumā, rā’aytu kilayhima wa marartu bi kilayhimā 

،Sf¯lp}w رتbr و ،Sf¯lpآ °Wرأ ،Sfآ[ه `iءS§. However, if it is annexed to a prominent noun, it is 
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pronounced just like S{sUا, that is to say jā’anī kilā al-rajulayni, rā’aytu kilā al-rajulayni 

wa marartu bi kilā al-ragulayni ،zlp§bUا ô}w رتbrو ،zlp§bUآ[ ا °Wو رأ ،zlp§bUآ[ ا `iءS§  

Furthermore, the genitive and the accusative cases are equally treated in five positions, 

namely the dual, the sound plural (as is mentioned above), the sound feminine plural 

(with alif and tā’, such as jā’atnī muslimātin, rā’aytu muslimatin wa marartu bi 

muslimātin Zء�S§    ،تSfpufw رتbrت، وSfpur °Wت، و رأSfpur ` , the indeclinable (and jā’anī 

Ah�madu, marartu Ah�mada wa marartu bi Ah�mada    ،�f\�w رتbrو ،�f\أ °Wو رأ �f\أ `iءS§ 

(and finally the enclitic pronouns, such as in the case of akramtuka, marartu bika, innahu 

wa lahu  أ  ،�iّأ ،َ́ w رتbr ،´�rbآ  and �U. The same also applies to the plural. As regards the 

cases in which the letter stands for the vowel (h�araka), this occurs with the nūn in the 

following examples:  yaf‘alāni, taf‘alāni, yaf ‘alūna, taf‘alūna wa taf‘alīna ]soW ،ن]so� ،ن

 zlpso� ،نXpso� ،نXpsoW.  This is because it is the maker of the nominative case. However, it is 

dropped in the accusative and jussive cases, such as lam yaf‘alā lan taf‘alā, lam  yaf ‘alū, 

lan taf‘alū, lam taf‘alī wa lan taf‘alī  so� zU ،]soW ®U`pso� zUو ،`pso� ®U،اXpso� zU ،اXpsoW ®U،].  This 

also includes the madd (prolonged) and līn (soft) letters zlpUوا �fUوف اb\ h�arūf al-madd wa 

al-līn, the weak-ending verb, as in such cases, it is pronounced as a still letter in the 

nominative case, like yaghzū, yarmī, yakhshā  وÔÅW and ، �ºyW while it is dropped in the 

jussive, just as the vowel (h�araka) is dropped, like lam yaghzu, lam yarmi, lam yakhsha  

ÔُÅW ®U،ِمbW ®U  , and lam yakhsha ÞَyW ®U. However, in the accusative case, the penultimate 

letters, wāw (و) and yā’ (ى) are vowelled, like lan yaghzuwa, lan yarmiya ،وÔÅW zU  and  zUو

 �rbW. As for the alif, it is pronounced as a till letter in the accusative case, just as is done 

in the nominative, such as lan yakhshā �ْºyW zU, since it is impossible to vowel it then. 

 

Sub Chapter Two. On Asmā’ (sing. ism; (i.e. noun) 
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  UV tzV اfZreء

Asmā’ [substantives] are of two types; mu‘rab and mabnī   ̀ ZTrب وbsr declinable and 

indeclinable. The declinable  بbsr noun is that whose endings differ according to the 

different governing agents (‘awāmil, sing. ‘āmil) that attach to it, as is mentioned above, 

while the indeclinable  ̀ ZTr  is that in which h�araka and sukūn are not governed by an 

agent. Then, the declinable asmā’ are further classified into two types:   blف و�b{Zr

rفb{Z  muns�arif (triptote) and ghayr muns�arif (diptote). So, the triptote فb{Zr   is that to 

which jarr (genitive) and tanwīn (nunation) are introduced, while the diptote فb{ZfUاbl� 

is that to which jarr and tanwīn are not introduced, and which ends with fath�a when in 

the genitive case. The causes that make a noun diptote [unnunated] are nine: When the 

noun is definite feminine ,  tTi��Uا ÂWbs�Uا  having the pattern of the verb (fi‘l)qsoUوزن ا  

(proper noun), Â_و was�fiyya (adjectival), ‘adl ل�c (diversion from the principal pattern), 

‘ujma VfÆc  (non-Arabic proper names), the pattern of the ultimate plurals, UاÆ �{�hا vf  

(words) ending with the alif and nūn (ان) that resemble the femininity (signs) alif 

mamdūda ¨ود�fr ÂUا   (elongated) and alif maqs�ūra  ÂUرىاX{mr  (shortened). Moreover, 

when two of these causes are introduced in one noun or when one cause is repeated, the 

noun becomes diptote (it does not accept case endings). Such nouns are fifteen, five of 

which are indefinite (as an adjective) – such as ah�mar bf\أ -, fa‘lān ن]sa – the feminine 

form of which is fa‘lā �psa– such as sakrān and sakrā, the diverted to pattern – such as

 V¾]¾ V¾]¾ thalātha thalātha and، أرVsw أرthalāth, rubā‘ (being diverted from   ،Vsw ¾[ث و ُرSwع    

arba‘a arba‘a) -, the nouns ending with the femininity sign alif mamdūda or maqs�ūra – 

such as h�amrā’  and  s�ah�rā’, and h�ublā and bushrā -, and the ultimate plurals – such as  

 ®َcSiوَر و أSgاasāwira and anā‘ima and the like of ultimate plurals, of nouns in which the 

alif is followed by two or three letters the middle of which is sākin – such as  �َ§Sufآ
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 َ«lwS{rو masājid and mas�ābīh . However, if the middle letter is vowelled, the noun turns 

triptote, فb{Zr such as s�ayāqila Vp�Sl_. Besides, if the second of the two letters following 

alif is yā’,( ءSW) this yā’ is dropped in the nominative and genitive cases, with the noun then 

accepting nunation, and is preserved in the accusative case without nunating the noun, 

such as marartu bi-jawārin, ra’aytu jawārī اريX§ °Wاٍر، رأXÆw رُتbr and jā’atnī jawārin, 

 br. This being known, we now move to six otherرت XÆwاٍر S§ andء�X§ `Zاٍرو رأX§ °Wاري

nouns which occur in the case of definiteness, namely the proper name which is non-

Arabic, such as Ibrāhīm and Ismā‘īl. For, if you call someone Lijām or Firand, these 

names should receive nunation (become triptote), because indefinite ‘ujma VfÆc (non-

Arabism) is ineffective in making a name diptote.  

 

Other [five] nouns include the noun ending with extraneous alif and nūn, such as  

‘Uthmān and Sufyān; the noun having the pattern of the verb, such as Ahmad, Yazīd and 

Yashkur; the noun having a pattern diverted to from another pattern, such as ‘Umar and 

Zufar (being diverted from ‘Āmer and Zāfer, which are definite); the noun having a 

feminine form, such as Talha and Salama, or the carrying a feminine meaning, such as 

Su‘ād and Zaynab; and the noun made out of two nouns [compound], such as Ma’d 

Yakrib and Ba‘labakk. This also applies to every noun that is diptote when definite, as it 

is made triptote in the indefinite case, with the exception of Ah�mar when it is used as a 

proper noun, and nouns ending with either femininity alif mamdūda or maqs�ūra, fa‘lān – 

which feminine form is fa‘lā -, the ultimate plural, and the thulāthī `¾]jUا [trilateral] noun 

with a sākin middle letter – as it could either be diptote or triptote – such as Hind ,�Zه  

Da‘d �cد , Nūh  حXi , and Lūt  طXU . Moreover, the noun that has a third cause, such as Māh 

and Jawr,  رX§و ¨Sr when used as names of countries, never receives nunation. Likewise, 
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the thulāthī noun with a vowelled middle letter,  Ägوhك اbY�fUا `¾]jUا such as Saqar, as it 

receives the rules of the rubā‘ī `cSwbUا [quadrilateral] noun, such as Su‘ād and Zaynab.  

However, there are two opinions on nouns like Hazām; either to make it declinable, yet 

diptote on the grounds that it is diverted to from Hazām, or to make it indeclinable with a 

maksūr (fixed with a kasra) ending. As an example of the latter opinion is the following 

line of verse: 

Idhā qālat  H�azāmi fa  saddiqūhā  fa inna al-qawla mā qālat H�azāmi   

 إذا �US° \�اِم X��َ{aه�a                     Sن اXmUل US� Sr° \�اِم

The same is said about af`‘āl that indicates the feminine vocative, such as  SW ث وST� SW ،عS}U SW

 Sua  yā’ lukā‘i yā kubāthi and yā fusāqi and also about fi‘al which indicates theق   

imperative, such as  اكb� ال وÔi nizāli, tirāki, meaning inzil and utruk. This also applies to 

all indeclinable nouns when it is annexed in a genitive construction or when the alif and 

lām (al) are prefixed to it, as then it becomes majrūr with kasra, such as marartu bi al-

Ah�mari wa al-h�amra’i,  اءbfYUوا bf\hSw رتbr and "bi-‘Umarikum wa bi-‘Uthmānina" 

    SZiSfjsw آ® وbfsw . 

The indeclinabl mabnī  ̀ ZTfUا nouns are of two types: Essential and nonessential lāzim wa 

‘ārid� cزم وPرضS . The essential is that which implies the meaning of the particle, such as 

ayna, matā, and kayfa  Âlو آ ��r ،zWأ or what is similar to it (the particle), such as al-ladhī 

and al-latī  `�Uي و ا�Uا and the like  Srَو zrِ min and mā. However, the nonessential are five: 

that which is annexed to first person yā’, such as ghulāmī, the definite singular vocative, 

such as SWء �Wز  yā’ Zayd, the indefinite singular noun with lā (P) which indicates 

categorical negation, such as lā rajula fī al-dāri, ار�Uا `a q§ر P the compound noun, such 

as khamsata  ‘ashara bºc Vuf� (i.e. 15), the (genitive) construction in which the second 

part (the added to) is omitted, namely qablu, ba‘du, fawqu and tah�tu   °Y� ،قXa ،�ُsw ،qT� as 
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well as the nouns that indicate the rest of directions. Thus, it is said: ji’tuka min qabli 

zaydin �ٍWز qT� zr ´�¬§. Then, the construct state and the nunation is abandoned, as we say:  

�ُsw zrو qُT� zr min qablu and min ba‘du. These are called the extreme limits  �pc تSWS�  �Zsr,  

in the sense that the extreme limit of the فS£r mud�āf (first part of the genitive 

construction) is the �lUف إS£r mud�āf ilayh (second part). Yet, when they are detached 

from it, they themselves become limits by which speech ends. Besides, the essential of 

indeclinable verbs is the imperfective and the imperatives without the lām. As for the 

nonessential, it is the imperfective when the nūn (pronoun) of feminine plural or nūn of 

emphasis, such as   َzpsoW qو ه zsoW yaf‘alna and hal yāf‘alanna. The particles وفbYUا 

however are none but essentially indeclinable, since it has no share in inflection. So, one 

should know that some of these words govern other words and are also governed [affect] 

by other words, such as all declinable nouns al-asmā’ al-mutamakinna   VZّ}f�fUء اSfghا and 

the imperfective verbs, while others govern other words but are not governed by them, 

such as governing particles, the perfective verb, the imperative verb with no (مP) lām, 

nouns implying the meaning of in إْن, not ayy أي. A third group neither governs others 

(nor are governed by others), such as (words) other than the governing particles, implied 

(words) and the like. According to them, the ‘āmil (governing agent) for them is that 

which necessitates a certain inflectional form of a word ending.  

 

Besides, the ‘āmil is of two types: lafz�ī, ma‘nawī  يXZsr و `noU verbal and synonymous. 

The verbal is further classified into qiyāsī, simā‘ī  ̀ cSfg و `gSl� standard and nonstandard. 

So, the standard is that which could be described as, kukun mā kāna kadhā fa innahu  

ya‘malu kadha,  آ�ا qfsW �iّ¶a ن آ�اSآ Sr qٌآ“all that is so and so does so and so” such as  م]�

�ٍWز ghulāmu Zaydin. Thus, with the effect of the first word on the second and the cause 
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for such effect being explained, other examples can be compared to it, such as dāru 

‘Amrin ٍوbfc داُر  and thawbu Bakrin   ٍb}w ُبX¾. The nonstandard, on the other hand, is that 

which could be described as, آ�ا qfsW آ�ا و ه�ا qfsW ه�ا  "This does so and so and that does so 

and so", and it cannot be overlooked, such as the claim that the bā is to be majrūr 

(genitive), has not been majzūm (jussive) and shall not be mans�ūb (subjunctive). As for 

the synonymous, it will be mentioned in its due position (Allāh willing). 

 

Section Two: On standard verbal governing agents (‘Awāmil) 

oا�YQا S]rf]OQا S]«P�Qا t   

The standard governing agents are given precedence due to their regularity and because 

the verb – being the original governing form – is derived from them. They are seven in 

total, namely the verb in general, qsoUا·p^fUا  al-fi‘l al-mut�laq the active participle, ism al-

fā‘il qcSoUا ®gا the passive participle, ism al-maf‘ūl لXsofUا ®gا the active-participle-like 

adjective, al-s�ifa al-mushabbaha V¯TَºfUا Vo{Uا the verbal noun (mas�dar), ر�{fUا the first 

participle of the construction, ism al-mud�āf فS£fUا ®gا and the perfect participle ism al-

tām  مS�Uا ®gا. As for the verb, it causes raf`‘ (nominative) and nas�b (accusative;) modes in 

the nouns. It causes raf‘  in general, since each verb causes raf‘ for one noun when 

annexed to it (preceding it), such as �ٌWز qsa  fa‘ala Zaydun. However, in case it is not 

explicit, it comes implicit; and it is either prominent – like [the pronominal suffix] tā’ in 

fa‘altu – or hidden, like the intended noun in af`‘al.  

Moreover, the verb is classified into two categories; transitive, muta‘adī  ي�s�r which 

makes the object in the accusative, and intransitive, lāzim زمP which is restricted to the 

subject-doer, such as  ُت�s� ،°ُf� ،°ُTذه dhahabtu, qumtu, and qa‘adtu. Regarding the 

transitive verb, it is of three types, one that takes only one object, such as d�arabtu zaydan 
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 ,another that takes two objects – the second of which is other than the first ,آ£wbُ° ز�Wًا

such as a‘ t�aytu Zaydan dirhaman Sًfًا دره�Wز °ُl^cأ, or is the very first object, such as  

h�asibtu Zaydan ‘āliman SًfUSc ًا�Wز °ُTu\ -, and a third that takes three objects, such as 

a‘lamtu Zaydan Amran fād�ilan ]ً±Sa وًاbfc ًا�Wز °fpcأ. In addition, the object may 

substitute the subject-doer if the verb is “built for” (i.e. directed to it, and thus it is made 

marfū‘ through its being annexed to it), such as d�uriba Zaydun �ٌWَب زbِ±ُ  and ’u‘t�iya 

Zaydun dirhaman Sًfدره �ٌWز `^cُأ. However, it could be annexed to the second, except 

when it comes under the section of   ُ°Tu\ h�asibtu. Furthermore, the accusative (noun) of 

the verb is of two types: مSc ص وS� specific and general; the specific is further classified 

into three categories; the object (since it is assigned for the transitive verb, as is 

mentioned before), the tamyyīz (accusative of specification, since it is assigned for what 

is vague), such as t�āba Zaydun nafsan  ًSuoi �Wب زS¸ and tas�abbab al-farasu ‘araqan  ½Tّ{�

Sً�bc سboUا. A third example is the Qur’ānic verse, "wa-shta‘ala al-ra’su shayban ﴿ و qsا�

SًTl أُسbUا﴾ . The third category is the accusative predicate, since it comes only with 

restricted verbs, as will be explained later. 

 On the other hand, the general (accusative) is of five types; the verbal noun, ر�{fUا the 

maf‘ūl fīhī �la لXsofUا (adverbial qualification of time and place), the maf‘ūl lahu �U لXsofUا 

(object of reason; adverbial qualification of purpose), the maf‘ul ma‘ahu �sr   اXsofUل    

(object of accompaniment), and the لS\ h�āl (circumstantial accusative). Concerning the 

first type, this is each verb that makes its verbal noun mans�ūb (accusative), be it restricted 

or vague, or definite or indefinite, such as d�arabtu d�arban or d�arbatan or al-d�arb al-ladhi 

ta‘lam  ًVwb± و Sًwb± °ُwb± or ®ps� ي�Uّب اb£Uا and what conveys the meaning of the verbal 

noun, too, such as d�arabtuhu sawt�an  ًS¸Xg ��wb±.  
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The second type is the  �la لXsor maf‘ūl fīhī, which consists of the adverbs of time and of 

place. So, the adverb of time assumes the adverbial accusative mood, be it vague or 

restricted (vague, like zl\ h�īn and °و� waqt, and restricted like  و b¯ ،qlU ،مXW  لX\  yawm, 

layl, shahr and h�awl). Examples of these adverbs are like SًrXW و SًZl\ تbg sirtu h�īnan or 

yawman, and  VsfÆUم اXW °§b� kharajtu yawm al-Jumu‘a. Adverbs of place, however, are 

only vague, such as the six directions, ار�Uا Ägْ و �Zc ‘inda, wasat� al-dāri, while the 

restricted should be accompanied by the utterance [fī], such as ،��Xa و �op� ،�ÆufUم اSrأ °lp_

�^gْو و ¨�Zc و �USf و �ZlfW ،��Y� s�allaytu amām al-Masjidi, khalfahu, fawqahu, tah�tahu, 

yamnahu, shimalahu,  ‘indahu and wast�ahu. Thus, it should not be said:  �َÆufUا °lpّ_ 

s�allaytu al-Masjida (and not �ÆufUا Äَgَو wasat� al-masjidi (with a vowelled letter). Rather, 

it should be said: �ِ̂ gو `a �ÆufUا °lp_  s�allaytu fī al-Masjidi or fī wasat�ihī (vowelled). As 

for ار�Uا °pد�   dakhaltu al-dāra, it is accepted out of licentious expansion. 

 Turning to the third type, it is the  �U لXsor maf‘ūl lahu (adverbial qualification of 

purpose), and it is the cause of undertaking the action, such as d�arabtuhu ta’dīban �wb± �

 ًSTWد�� and kharajtu makhāfat al-sharri ِّbºّUا VaSyr °§b�. As for the fourth type, it is the   لXsor

�sr maf‘ūl ma‘ahu (object of accompaniment), such as  َVTºyUُء و اSfUى اX�gا istawā al-mā’u 

wa al-khashabata. It is also mentioned after the wāw meaning "with".  

 

The fifth of the general accusative nouns is the لS\ h�āl (circumstantial accusative), which 

illustrates the state of the doer (of action). Another type is the  �w لXsor maf`‘ūl bihī 

(object), and it comes as an answer to the "how" question, just as the   �U لXsor maf‘ūl lahu 

is an answer to the "why" question, such as jā’anī Zaydun rākiban   ًSTراآ �ٌWز `iءS§, 

ra’aytuhu jālisan SًuUS§ ��Wرأ. It should also be indefinite, just as the  h�āl should be definite. 

So, if one seeks to make the h�āl out of the indefinite, then it should precede such 
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indefinite (noun), like j�ā’anī rākiban rajulun  q§ر SًTراآ `iءS§. Similar to that is the poet’s 

saying, 

   li-‘Azzata  mūh�ishan  t�alalun  qadīmun 

 ‘afāhu kullu ash�amin mus tadīmin 

 

           ®W�� qp¸ Sًº\Xr ةÔّsU®W��ur ®ٍYgأ qآ ¨Soc                 

As for the active participle  qcSoUا ®gا  ism al-fā‘il, it is every noun that is derived from a 

verb to indicate a subject-doer (one who carries on the action) and it parallels the verb 

from which it is derived (as regards its vowelling and non-vowelling). Besides, it 

assumes the status of its object in case it is intended to refer to the present or to the future, 

such as Zaydun d�āribun ghulāmuhu ‘Amran وًاbfc �rُ]� رٌبS± �Wز. So, it can either be 

nominative or accusative, just as بb£W yad�rib is so, and Zaydun qā’imun ghulāmuhu  �Wز

�ُrُ]� ®ٌÈS�, in which it is only nominative, like yaqūmu  ُمXmW. 

As for the لXsofUا ®gا ism al-maf‘ūl, passive participle, it is every noun that is derived for 

the object who receives the action, and it acts like the verb yuf‘alu qsoْWُ ُ , such as Zaydun 

mukrimun as�h�ābahu �ُwَSY_ٌم أb}r �ٌWز, just as it is said zaydun yukrimu as�h�ābahu  ُمb}Wُ �ٌWز

�ُwَSY_أ. Thus, the Qur’ān reads, "dhālika yawmun majmū‘un lahu al-nāsu" ﴿ �U ٌعXfÆr ٌمXW ´Uذ

 SZU﴾   (that is a day for which mankind will be gathered together), meaning yawmunسا

yujma‘u lahu al-nāsu. 

 

On the other hand, the active-participle-like adjective V¯TّºfUا Vo{Uا is that which does not 

carry the pattern yaf`‘alu derived from its verb, such as karīm and   hasan. It is compared 

to the active participle in the sense that it can be made plural or singular, male or female, 
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and also in the sense that it works like its verb, such as Zaydun karīmun ābā’ uhu,  ®ٌWbآ �Wز

ُ̄� ,Sw³ sharīfun h�asabuhu,  ٌÂWb�Tُu\  and h�asanun wajhuhuُؤ̈   .\zٌu و§

 

The verbal noun )ر�{fUا(  mas�dar is the noun from which the verb is derived or the 

infinitive form of the verb, and it works like the verb if it is nunated, such as ‘ajibtu min 

d�arbi Zaydin ‘Amran Wِب زb± zr °ُTÆcوًاbfc �ٍ , just as it is said, ‘ajibtu min an yad�riba 

Zaydun ‘Amran   ًواbfc �ٌWب زb£W أن zr °TÆc. It could also be annexed to the subject-doer, 

while the object is left in the accusative (mans�ūb), such as ‘ajibtu min daqqi al-qas�s�āri 

al-thawba د zr °TÆc َبXjUِراS{ّmUا âق , and it could be annexed to the object with the subject-

doer being left in the nominative (marfū‘), like ‘ajibtu min  d�arbi al-lis�s�  al-jallādu  °TÆc

  .b± zrِب اâÊpU اÆU[ُد

 

Moreover, one of them could be dropped as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, "aw it�‘āmun fī 

yawmin dhī masghabatin, yatīman" ﴿ VTÅur م ذيXW `a مSs¸أوإ ﴾   ﴿  ًSfl�W  (or giving the food in a 

day of privation) and "wa hum min ba‘di ghalabihim sayaghlibūn"   ﴿  ®¯Tp� �sw zr ®وه

﴾ XTpÅlgن  (after this defeat of theirs, will soon be victorious) (according to the variation in 

the two ways of recitation). 

The mud�āf فS£fUا ®gا (first part of the genitive construction) is every noun to which 

another noun is annexed, as the first noun then makes the second assume the genitive 

case, with the first being called mud�āf and the majrūr mud�āf  ilayh. Besides, the id�āfa 

(genitive construction) is of two types:   VWXZsr semantic, that is denoting a meaning 

regarding the mud�āf , defining or specifying it, and it mostly conveys the meaning of the (

Pم ) lām or (م) min, like ghulāmu Zaydin �ٍWُم ز]� and khātamu fid�d�atin Vٍ£ّa ®ُ�S�, and verbal, 

which is annexing the active participle to its subject-doer and the active-participle-like 
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adjective to its subject-doer, such as hādhā  d�āribu zaydin ± ٍ�ه�اWرُب زS  and Zaydun 

h�asanu al-wajhi �ِ§XUا zُu\ �Wز. Besides, the id�āfa (genitive construction) alternates with 

nunation and the nūn of the dual and of the plural, while – in semantic id�āfa – the mud�āf 

should not carry the definite article. However, in the verbal id�āfa , it is said: al-h�asanu al-

wajhi �ِ§XUا zُuYUا, al-d�āribā  Zaydin, �ٍWز SwرS£Uا and al-d�āribu Zaydin �ٍWا زXwرS£Uا. Still, it is 

acceptable to say: al-d�āribu al-rajuli qِ§bUرُب اS£Uا, but not al-d�āribu Zaydin �ٍWرُب زS£Uا. 

 

The perfect participle: مS�Uا ®gPا it is the noun which makes the tamyīz in the accusative, 

because it is perfected and thus it becomes in no need for id�āfa, and it requires tamyīz 

(specification) due to its vagueness. Hence, its perfection is fulfilled through four things: 

nunation, such as mā fī al-samā’i qadru rāh�atin sah�āban, SًwSYg Vٍ\ء ��ُر راSfuUا `a Sr the nūn 

of the dual, such as ‘indī manawani samnan and qafīzan burran,  ًSZfg انXZr ي�Zc ًاbw انÔlo�  و 

the nūn of the plural, like ‘ishrūna dirhaman وbºcSًfن دره , and the id�āfa, like lī mil’uhu 

‘asalan ]ًuc ¨¼pr `U and lī mithluhu rajulan ]ً§ر �pjr `U. As for the first three, they are 

called quantity measures, namely area, weight, measure and number, while the final is 

called a gauge. In addition, lf�Uا Ôl  tamyīz is that which lifts vagueness from the single 

word, such as hādhā rajulan, ]ً§ه�ا ر or from the sentence, such as t�āba zaydun nafsan 

  ًSuoi �Wب زS¸ and tas�abbaba al-farasu ‘araqan, Sً�bc سboUا ½Tّ{� which has already been 

mentioned above. Indeed, Allāh best knows the right. 

Section Three: On non-standard verbal governing agents 

 S]wfZ�Qا S]«P�Q toا�YQا  

Non-standard verbal governing agents are of three types; particles, verbs and nouns, 

amounting in total to ninety one agents, as was stated by the meticulous imām in al-Mi’a. 

Then, particles are further subdivided into two types; those affecting the noun and others 
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affecting the verb. Again, the particles exerting influence on the nouns are of two 

categories; one affecting the single (noun), and the other affecting the sentence. Besides, 

the particles affecting the single (noun) are of two types; jār and nās�ib. So, the jār   

particles رةSÆUوف اbYUا are seventeen. They run as follows: 

Min: (�o) It means the beginning of spatial destination [from], such as ةb{TUا zr °§b� 

kharajtu min al-Bas�ra, apportionment [some of], such as لSfUا zr أ��ت akhadhtu min al-

māli, illustration, such as ®راه�Uا zr ةbºc `U lī ‘ashratun min al-darāhim, or addition, such 

as  �\أ zr `iءS§ Sr mā jā’anī min ah�adin. 

Ilā: (�Qإ) It denotes end of spatial destination, such as VaX}Uا �Uة اb{TUا zr ُتbg sirtu min al-

Bas�rati ilā al-Kūfa. 

 H(atta: ( ���) It carries the same meaning of ’ilā, yet the word which it introduces into the 

genitive is either something with which the thing preceding it is ended, such as   V}fuUا °pأآ

S¯gِرأ ��\ akaltu al-samakata h�attā ra’sihā (I ate the fish until (to) the head), or something 

at which the thing preceding it is ended, such as  حST{Uا ��\ V\رSTUا °fi nimtu al-bārih�ata 

h�attā al-s�abāh�i (I slept yesterday until the morning). Thus, the head is the end part of the 

fish (with which it is ended), while the morning is the end limit of the night (at which it is 

ended). So, if it is said: " … until its half or third", it will not be acceptable since this 

does not mean reaching the end. Besides, what follows it should be incorporated into 

what precedes it, knowing that ’ilā attaches to the explicit as well as the implicit, while 

h�atta is introduced only to the explicit. 

Fī: (UV) It refers to the adverbial sense, such as xl}Uا `a لSfUا al-mālu fī   al-kīs and   `a تbni

 .naz�artu fī al-kitābi  اS�}Uب 
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Bā’:  (ءfm) It indicates attachment, such as داٌء �w bihi dā’un. However, it is used in the 

following sentence   ٍ�WÔw رُتbr marartu bi-Zaydin out of licentious expansion. This also 

includes ©Sw °fuأ� aqsamtu bi-Allāhi. However, the wāw substitutes it in sentences like  و

h ©اzّpsa  wa-Allāhi la’af`‘alanna, while the tā’ substitutes the wāw. Besides, due to its 

essentiality, the bā’ is introduced to the explicit and the implicit, while the wāw is 

introduced only to the explicit simple noun (knowing that the tā’ is introduced only to the 

explicit) noun al-Wāh�id (the Name of Almighty Allāh), such as tallāhi. It also indicates 

transitiveness, such as �w °Tذه dhahabtu bihi, making use of, such as   ®pmUSw °Tآ� katabtu bi 

al-qalami, and accompaniment, such as  bouUب اSljw �lpc °pد� dakhaltu ‘alayhi bi thiyābi al-

safari. 

Lām: (مs) It indicates possession and specialty, such as �ٍWÔU لSfUا al-mālu li Zaydin,  qÆUا

�U و أخ �U zwإ Xس هboU al-julu li al-farasi, huwa ibnun lahu and akhun lahu. 

Rubba:  ( ّرب) It indicates decrease and is limited to the indefinite, be it explicit or 

implicit, such as ��lmU qٍ§رّب ر  rubba rajulin laqituhu and ]ً§ر �wّر rubbahu rajulan. 

‘Alā: ( ��w) It denotes heightening, such as «^uUا �pc �Wز Zaydun ‘alā al-sath�i and zWد �lpc 

‘alayhi daynun. 

‘An:  ( �w) It indicates remoteness and outdistance, such as  ِسXmUا zc °lrر ramaytu ‘ani al-

qawsi. 

Kāf:  (فfآ) It is employed to indicate likening, such as ار�Uا `a �WÔآ Zaydin fī al-dāri. 

Mudh and mundhu: �|o و �o They indicate the beginning of temporal destination in the 

past, such as  VsfÆUِم اXW �Zr ��Wرأ Sr mā ra’aytuhu mundhu yawmi al-Jumu‘a and VsfÆUِم اXW �r 

mudh yawmi-al-Jumu‘a. Besides, what follows them is received raf‘ (nominative) in case 

they both be nouns, whether they refer to the beginning of the duration or the whole 

duration, such as    VsfÆUم اXW �Zr ��Wرأ Sr  mā ra’aytuhu mundhu yawmi al-jumu‘a and mudh 
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yawmi al-Jumu‘a, and   نSrXW �r  mudh yawmāni (and it could be       zlrXW �r  mudh 

yawmayni). 

H(āshā: ( f�f�) It denotes exaltation, such as  �Wز SS\ ُمXmUء اSgأ ‘asa’ al-qawmu h�āshā 

Zaydin. 

Khalā and ‘adā ا�wو �� They both mean "except", and they introduce what follows them 

into the accusative in case they be verbs. However, if they assume the form mā khalā and 

mā ‘adā, they introduce whatever follows them into the accusative. 

On the other hand, the particles that introduce the single (noun following them), they are 

seven, as was stated in al-Mi’a: 

Wāw )و(  that carries the meaning of "with", such as VTºyUء واSfUى اX�gإ istawā al-mā’u wa 

al-khashabata, and it introduces these into the accusative only when it is preceded by a 

verb, like istawā, or a word carrying the meaning of the verb, like  ًا�Wوز ´i� Sr mā 

sha’nuka wa Zaydan (implying the meaning of the verb, that is    xw]� Sr و vZ{� Sr mā 

tas�na‘u wa mā tulābisu).  

Moreover, the vocative particles اء�ZUوف اb\ are five:   ةÔf¯Uأي وا ،Slّه ،SWء، أSW ) yā’, ‘ayā, 

hayyā,‘ayy and the hamza. These particles introduce the vocative (munāda) into the 

accusative in case it is mud�āf, such as © �Tc ءSW  yā’ ‘Abd Allāh, or is parallel to it, such as  

 ٍ�Wز zr ًاbl� ءSW  yā’ khayran min Zaydin (knowing that this refers to every noun to which 

something is attached, complementing its meaning, like the attachment of Zayd to 

khayran), or indefinite, such as the blind man's saying to another man,ى�lw �� ]ً§ء رSW  "yā’ 

rajulan khudh bi-yadī". As for the definite simple vocative, it carries d�ammah (sign of the 

nominative), yet it is in the position of the accusative. Therefore, it is acceptable to 

attribute two forms of inflection to the definite simple adjective, raf`‘ and nas�b, such as  SW

ÂَWbnUو ا ÂُWbnUا �Wز  yā’ Zaydu al-z�arīfu and )ÂWbnUا �Wء زSW  (  yaa Zaydu al-z�arīfa. This also 
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applies to what includes the alif and lām (al) of coupled words (with conjunctions), such 

as �Wز SW   َرثSYUو ا �ُWز SW رُث وSYUو ا yā’ Zaydu wa al-h�ārithu and yaa Zaydu wa al-H�āritha. 

(However, its annexed adjective is introduced in the accusative only), (such as  ½\S_ �Wز SW

 SW  yā ز�W اSW (yā’ ayyuhā al-rajulu), like  ÂWbnU أS¯Wّ اbfc yā’ Zaydu s�āh�iba ‘Amrin) and  q§bUو

Zaydu  al-z�arifu. Besides, (أّي) ayy applies to the definite single vocative, al-rajulu is an 

adjective of it, and the hā is an interjection for inviting attention). However, it can only 

be introduced in the nominative (raf‘ ), while the yā is never introduced to a noun that 

does not include alif and lām, with the exception of Almighty Allāh’s Name only. 

Moreover, if the vocative with d�amma is described with ibn which falls between two 

proper nouns, then the vocative and the ibn should be indeclinable with fath�a, such as ءSW

 yā’ Zayda ibna ‘Amrin. However, if it does not fall between two proper ز�W اbfc zwو 

nouns, it then becomes like all other annexed nouns, such as SZlأ� zwأ �Wز SW  yā’ Zaydu ibn 

akhīnā. In addition, the genitive (jārr) lām with fath�a attaches to the vocative implying 

appeal for aid, such as  zlfpufpU © SW  yā lallāhi li al-muslimīn, or exclamation, such as ءSfpU SW  

yā la al-mā’i an `واه�pU SW  yā’ la al-dawāhī.  Here, it carries fath�a in order to distinguish 

between the one called and the thing called to. Besides, saying  V�l¯TpU SW yā la al-bahītati 

with kasra, involves abandoning the addressee, while the vocative becomes apocopate in 

case it is a simple proper noun of more than three letters, such as   g SW ،ٍرS\ SW   ٍوbr SW ،`s  yā 

h�ārin, yā sa‘iyin, yā marwin, and  ًÊZr SW yā muns�in (referring to وانbrو �lsg ،رثS\ H�ārith, 

Sa‘īd, Marawān and Mans�ūr). An exception to this, however, is what ends with the 

feminine tā, since it is not a condition that it consist of more than three letters and be a 

proper noun, such as   ̀ pTأو أ� qTأ� ½ّ¾ SW  yā Thubba aqbil or aqbilī (depending on the 

difference between the two meanings). 
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 The seventh particle is "illā" (Pإ) indicating exception, that is excluding something from 

a ruling that encompasses other than it. Here, the mustathnā   �Zj�ur (excepted noun) has 

to be in the accusative in case the sentence is affirmative and complete, i.e. neither 

negative, negative command, nor interrogative. Likewise, if the mustathnā precedes the 

r  �Zr �Zj�u  mustathnā minhu (category from which exclusion is made) or is unconnected 

from it, such as   ٌ�\ًا أ�Wز Pّإ `iءS§ Sr،ًا�Wز Pُّم إXmUا `iءS§  jā’anī al-qawmu illā Zaydan, mā 

jā’anī illā Zaydan ‘ah�adun and رًاSf\ Pّأ\� إ `iءS§  jā’anī ah�adun illā h�imaran. However, in 

nonpositive complete sentences, it may take the nas�b or it may be considered a 

permutative (of the mustathnā minhu), which is the eloquent form. Moreover, in case of 

incomplete sentences, (the use of) illā is nonsensical. It is said:ًا�Wز Pّأو إ �ٌWز Pّأ\� إ `iءS§ Sr   

mā jā’anī ah�adun illā Zaydun or illā Zaydan,  ٍ�WÔw Pّرت إbr Sr ،ًا�Wز Pّإ °Wرأ Sr ،�ٌWز Pّإ `iءS§ Sr 

mā jā’anī illā Zaydun, mā ra’aytu illā Zaydan and mā marartu illā bi Zaydin. In addition, 

the rule applying to the noun following illā also applies to ghayr. Hence, it is said: `iءS§

 jā’ani al-qawmu ghayra Zaydin (mā jā’anī ghayru zaydin (اXmUم �bl زS§ Sr ،�ٍWءbl� `i ز�W أ\ٌ�

ah�adun and (�ٍWز bُl� �\أ `iءS§ Sr ،ٍرSf\ bَl� �\أ `iءS§ Sr)  mā jā’anī ah�adun ghayra h�imārin), 

mā jā’nī ah�adun ghayru Zaydin or ghayra zaydin (with raf`‘ or nas�b),  (  Sr ،�ٍWز bl� `iءS§ Sr

 ٍ�Wز bَl� °ُWرأ)  (mā jā’anī ghayru Zaydin), mā ra’aytu ghayra Zaydin, and (   ٍ�Wز bَlÅw رُتbr Sr)  

mā marartu bi  ghayri zaydin.The same also applies to siwa. 

 

On the other hand, the particles introduced into the sentence are eight, six of which have 

their accusative noun before the nominative one, while the other two have it vice versa. 

The first six nouns are called verb-like particles, namely inna and anna,إّن  and أّن 

denoting corroboration), ka’anna, آ�ّن denoting similarity), lākinna zّ}U; it is used to 

correct or adapt a previous statement), layta °lU; sed to express an impossible wish), 
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la‘alla; qّsU is used either for hope or expectation. Examples are as follows:  ،·ٌp^Zr ًا�Wإّن ز

    ُb±S\ وbfc zّ}U �Wز `iءS§ Sr ،�ghًا ا�Wآ�ّن ز ،·ٌp^Zr ًا�Wأّن ز `ZÅpw) inna Zaydan munt�aliqun, 

balaghanī anna Zaydan munt�aliqun, ka’anna Zaydan al-Asadu, mā jā’anī Zaydun 

lakinna ‘Amran  h�ād�irun, 

SًrXW دXsW َبSTºUا °lU Pأ½lºfUا qsa Sfw ¨bT��a            

                  alā layta al-shabāba ya‘ ūdu yawman 

                                       fa ukhbiruhu bimā fa‘al al-mashību,  

and ®ÈS� ًا�Wز qّsU la‘alla Zaydan qā‘imn. Besides, the difference between إّن inna and  أّن  

anna is that inna (with a kasra on the hamza; إّن along with its subject and predicate 

constitutes a complete meaningful sentence, while anna (with a fath�a  on the hamza; أّن 

does not become meaningful unless it is preceded by a verb, such as   ̀ ZÅpw balaghani (or 

by a noun, such as    ·ٌp^Zr ًا�Wز Óأن ·\ h�aqqun anna Zaydan munt�aliqun, and it comes with a 

fath�a [on the hamza] following law XU and PXU lawlā, and following  ‘alimtu and its 

analogous verbs. However, if the مP lām is prefixed to its predicate, then it comes with a 

kasra, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿�UXgbU ´iّإ ®psW ©وا﴾ "wa-Allāhu ya‘lamu innaka 

la-rasūluhu" (Allāh indeed knows that you are His Messenger). On the other hand, the 

obstructive mā (al-kāffa) is introduced to them all and thus it inhibits their influence 

(prevents them from playing their role), such as Almighty Allāh’s saying,   ﴿�\وا �Uا© إ Sfiّإ﴾

"innamā Allāhu ilāhun wāh�idun (For Allāh is One God)". 

  

Moreover, both the two particles whose marfu‘ noun precedes their mans�ūb noun, 

(namely  Sr mā and P lā), that are similar to  xlU  laysa, such as   ًSmp^Zr �Wز Sr mā Zaydun 

munt�aliqan and ´Zr q£aأ q§ر P  lā rajulun afd�ala minka. Here, mā is introduced into both 

the definite and the indefinite, while lā is introduced into the indefinite only. 
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Furthermore, if the negation is reversed through illā or if the predicate precedes the 

subject, its influence then turns ineffective, such as    ·p^Zr Pّإ �Wز Sr mā Zaydun illā 

munt�aliqun and   �Wز Pّإ ·ٌp^Zr Sr  (mā munt�aliqun illā Zaydun). However, there is another 

form of influence for lā, namely making the first noun marfū‘  and the second mans�ūb, 

and this occurs when the noun is annexed to the indefinite or is parallel to it, such as  P 

 Si�Zc ziآ� q§م ر]� lā ghulamu rajulin kā’inin ‘indanā (and  �ٍWز zr اbl� P   ً   Si�Zc xٍUS§  lā 

khayran min Zaydin jālisin ‘indanā). As for the simple indefinite (noun) accompanying 

it, it is made mabnī (indeclinable) with fath�a (at its end letter), such as, ار�Uا `a q§ر P   lā 

rajula fī al-dār). This is called absolute negation. Besides, when lā is repeated with the 

simple indefinite, then the latter could either be marfū‘ or mans�ūb, such as  ةXّ� P ل وX\ P 

©Sw Pإlā h�awla wa lā quwwata illā billāhi. As for the simple definite (noun) that follows 

it, it is only marfū‘ (nominative) and, in this case, it is repeated, such as P ار و�Uا `a �Wز P 

 .bfc   lā Zaydun fī al-dāri  wa lā ‘Amrunو

 

On the other hand, governing agents VprSsUوف اbYUا (particles) that influence the 

imperfective verb are nine, five of which make it mans�ūb (accusative), while the other 

five make it majzūm (jussive). 

The subjunctive particles, thus, are the infinitive an (أْن), lan (zْU) that indicates 

corroboration of negation in the future, kay (`آ) that expresses purpose/ intention. For 

example, one says:  مXm� أ\ُ½ أن uh�ibbu an taqūma, virtually being  qso� zU ،´rSl� qiyāmaka, 

lan taf`‘ala, and   ̀ mّ\ �Zl^s� `آ ´�¬§   ji’tuka kay tu‘t�iyanī h�aqqī. The fourth particle is 

idhan (إَذْن), which implies response and reward, such as saying: ´rٌbإذن أآ  idhan ukrimuka 

to the one who says to you:  ´l�³ Siأ ‘anā ātīka. It only makes the verb in mans�ūb in case it 
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is wedded to it, that is not dependent on any word preceding it. Otherwise, its influence is 

nullified, such as إذن Siأ  ́ rُbأآ   ‘anā idhan ukrimuka or ���Z` إذن اآrْb´    إن  in ta’tinī idhan 

ukrimka). This also applies if its refers to the present, such as SًwذSآ ´iّإذن أ  idhan  aunnuka 

kādhiban. 

In addition, in (إْن) is the particle among this group that is introduced into the perfective, 

and it is implicit (mud�mar) following six particles, namely   h�atta, lām of kay, lām of 

denial (juh�d), aw (أو) meaning ilā, or illā, or wāw al-s�arf (signifying unity of action). 

Examples of these articles are like, �¬§ ،S¯pت \�� أد�bg  ̀ Zrb}�U ´  sirtu h�atta adkhulaha, 

ji’tuka li tukrimanī, [Almighty Allāh’s saying,] ﴿®¯w�ّslU ©ن اSآ Srو ﴾ "wa mā kāna Allāhu li 

yu‘adhdhibahum",  zTpUب اbَº� و ´fuUا qِآ�� P ،`m\ `Zl^s� أو ´Zّfpêh   la al- zlimannaka aw tu 

‘tiyanī  h�aqqī, lā ta’kuli al-samaka wa tashraba al-labana. Then, the sixth particle is the 

apodosis (introducer) fā, which introduces the answer (apodosis) to the six elements, 

namely the imperative, the negative, the interrogative, the interdictive, the exclamatory 

(hoping) and the suggestive (invitational). The following are examples of these six 

elements: ´rْbآ�a `iُزر zurnī fa ukrimaka, [Almighty Allāh’s saying] ﴿ ®}lpc qّYla �la اXÅ^� Pو 

`T£�﴾ "wa lā tat�ghaw fīhi fayah�illa ‘alaykum ghad�abī" “but commit no excess therein, 

lest my wrath should justly descend on you”,     �moi�a PًSr `U °lU ،زوَركSa ´�lw zWأ ،SZ¾�Y�a SZl��� Sr و 

wa mā ta’tīnā fa tuh�addithanā, ayna baytuka fa azūraka, layta lī mālan fa ’unfiqahu, and

 alā tanzil binā fa tus�ība khayran. Besides, the sign of validity of the اÔZ� Pل bl� ½l{�a SZwًا   

apodosis introduced with fā’ is that the virtual phrasing be: if you do so and so I will do 

so and so.  

 

However, اSÆUزVr  اbYUوف  the particles that introduce it into the jussive are five: ) Pم (  lam an 

 ) SfّU  ( lammā for the negative past (here, lammā involves anticipation and expectation), 
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third person imperative lām, lā (in case of interdiction), and an (أْن) - in protasis and 

apodosis. Here are examples for the use of such particles:  SfّU ،بb£ْW ®ْU       ،½آbW  بb£ْlU 

،�ٌWز  qsoْ� P    lam yad�rib, lammā yarkab, liyad�rib zaydun, lā taf‘al, and  جbج أ�bُy� إن in 

takhruj akhruj. In the last example, both verbs are always in the jussive if they are in the 

present, while if they are in the past, the markers of the jussive do not show in them, such 

as  ُ°§ْb� °§b� إن  in kharajta kharajtu. Moreover, if the protasis is in the past and the 

apodosis is in the present, it is possible to introduce it in the nominative (raf‘) or in the 

jussive (jazm), such as إن   ُrbأو ُأآ ،´rْbٌأآ `Z�rbأآ  ́  in akramtanī ukrimka or ukrimuka. In line 

with the rule, the following line of poetry reads: 

 و إن أ�XW qٌlp� ¨Sَم XmW                 VٍTÅurُل U Sr ½ÈS� P` و bِ\ Pُم

Wa in atāhu khalilun yawma masghabatin 

                                yaqūlu lā gha’ibun mālī wa lā h�arimu 

Besides, the protasis is introduced with the fā if the sentence is nominal, imperative, 

interductive, or invocatory, or is pure perfective, such as    و ،�rbآSa ��lmU ٌم ،إنbَ}r °i�a `Z��� إن   

blًا و إن أ\Zu° إUّ` اXlUم �ma أ\Zu° إlU´ أxrإن أ�Sك a ،�Z¯� ]a¶ن psa° آ�ا §Ôاك ا© �  in ta’tinī fa anta 

mukramun, in laqītahu fa akrimhu, fa in atākā fa lā tuhinhu, in fa‘lta kadhā fa jazākā 

Allāhu khayran, and in ah�santa (ilayya al-yawma fa qad ah�santu ilayka; ams. 

Furthermore, it is introduced into the jussive with implicit an (أْن) that introduces the 

apodosis of the six elements introduced with fā, with the exception of negation in general 

and interdiction in certain cases, such as ´U ًاbl� z}W ًاb qso� P ،أزرَك ´�lw zWأ ،´rْbأآ `iزر lU ، °

�mَoi�a PًSr `U zurnī ukrimka,’ayna baytuka azurka, lā taf‘al sharran yakun khayran lak, 

layta lī mālan fa unfiqahu, and  ´U ًاbl� ½{� SZw لÔZ� Pأ  alā tanzil binā tus�ib khayran lak. 

However, it is incorrect to say      SZ¾�ّY� SZl��� Sr mā ta’tīna tuh�addithnā (rather, it is possible to 
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say:     SZ¾�ّY� SZl��� Sr mā ta’tinā fa tuh�addithnā) and    َ́ pآSW �ghا zr ن�� P    lā tadnu min  al-asadi 

ya'kuluka (in the jussive), since negation does not indicate the affirmative.  

Among the non-standard nouns are those that introduce the imperfective verb in the 

jussive, having the meaning of in (إْن). Such are nine nouns, namely man (zْrَ), (mā, ( Sr) 

ayy, ) أّي(  annā, ) �iأ( mata, ) ��r ( ‘ayna, zWأ(    aynamā, )SfZWأ (  mahmā and ) Sfjl\ (  h�aythumā), 

such as Sr ،�rbأآ `Zrْb}W zr   �rْbأآ `Zrb}W ®¯Wّأ ،vZ_أ vZ{�  man yukrimnī ukrimhu, mā tas�na‘  

as�na‘, ayyuhum yukrimnī ukrimhu (here, ‘ayy always refers to one) of two or of more, 

while the proof of its being a noun is that yukrim is attached to the pronoun referring to it 

(in the preceding example). Besides, the preposition is introduced to them, and some of 

them are nunated and some are attached (in a genitive construction), such as  رbfْ� zfw

  vZ_أ vZ{� Sf¯r ،جbج أ�by� ��r ،ع أدع�� SfWّأ،b{iأ b{Z� Sf¯Wّر،أbrا bi man tamrur amrur, 

ayyuhumā tans�ur ans�ur, ayyam ma-tad‘u ad‘u, matā takhruj akhruj, and mahmā tas�na‘ 

as�na‘. Moreover, h�aythumā is similar to ayna, while idhmā is similar to mata, as both are 

introduced into the jussive in case (mā) is attached to them. 

 

Among other non-standard nouns are those that introduce the indefinite nouns as being 

tamyīz (accusative of specification). Such are four nouns, the first of which is )bºc(

‘ashara when it is compounded with (numbers between) ah�ad and tis‘a, such as bºc �\أ 

 Sًfدره ah�ad ‘ashara dirhaman and tis‘at ‘ashara rajulan. The second, however, is kam 

implying interrogation about the number, such as ¨�Zc ]ً§آ® ر kam rajulan ‘indahu and  ®آ

أbºcون ر§ً[ �Zcك أم ¾[¾Xن، أو  :bg SًrXW kam yawman sirta. It would thus be as if you sayت 

Wbºc   ؟zl¾]¾ ت أمbg SًrXW z  ‘a‘ishrūna rajulan (‘indaka am thalāthūn or ‘ishrīna) yawman 

sirta am thalāthīn. However, predicate kam is attached to the nouns specified through the 

accusative of specification, be it singular or plural, and it is opposite to rubba, such as   آ®( 
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 ��lmU qٍ§ر kam rajulin laqītahu and  ®¯�lmU ٍلS§آ® ر kam rijālin laqitahum. As for the third 

noun is ka’ayyin which bears the meaning of predicate kam, such as ك�Zc ]ً§آ�ي ر 

ka’ayyin rajulan ‘indaka (it is liable to dialectical differences). Besides, it is frequently 

used in the company of min, such as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿اتXfuUا `a ´pr zr ®و آ﴾  

"wa kam min malakin fī al-samawāti" and ﴿SهSZ}pأه VWb� zr zWو آ�  ﴾  "fa ka’ayyin min 

qaryatin ahlaknāhā". Finally, the fourth noun is kadhā when it is used to denominate 

number, such as Sًfي آ�ا دره�Zc ‘indī kadhā dirhaman and Sًfون درهbºc ي�Zc‘indī ishrūna 

dirhaman. 

As regards non-standard governing agents among nouns, there are words that are called 

 ,a noun form of the verb amhil رو�Wًا verbal nouns, and they are nine: ruwaydan أSfgء اSsahل

q¯rأ, balh �pw a noun form of the verb da‘ دع   . These nouns are equally introduced into the 

singular and the plural, and the masculine and the feminine. Hence, it is possible to say: SW 

  SW ر§Sل رو�W ز�Wًا، SWأbrأة رو�W ز�Wًا، Sui SWء رو�W ز�Wاً  yā’ rajulu ruwayda Zaydan and ر§q رو�W ز�Wًا

yā rijālu ruwayda zaydan, yā’ mra’atu ruwayda Zaydan and yā’ nisā’u ruwayda Zaydan. 

The same also applies to �pw balh. Other nouns are dūnaka ´iدو which is a noun form of 

the verb khudh, ‘alayka a noun form of the ver ilzam, hā a noun form of the verb khudh 

(which is pronounced differently in different dialects. It assumes the form hā’ with the 

hamza, and in this case is treated like the kāf in dhāka, and is conjugated like it too. 

Hence, it is said:  ّؤنSه ،SrؤSء، هSؤم، هSه ،SrؤSأة، هbrأ SW ءSه  hā’ yā’ mra’a, hā’umā, hā’ um, 

hā’i, h’umā, and hā’wun. Besides, the kāf could replace the hamza, and thus it is said  

zّآSك، هSه hāka and hākunna. Moreover, both forms could be combined, such as ) ،ءكSه

�WbjUا q¯l\ ة وXp{Uا q¯l\ ،zّءآSه ،´cSه hā’aka, like hā‘ka to hā‘akunna; h�ayyahal  al-s�ala and 

(h�ayyhal) al-tharīd, virtually being   brhت اS¯lه ،�WbjUا ��Èإ  i’ti al-tharīd; hayhat al-amru – 
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virtually being �sw   : bfc و �Wن زS�ّ ba‘uda -; shattāna Zaydun wa ‘Amru – virtually being 

iftaraqā (far different - from each other - are they), which requires (comparison between) 

two things -, and VUSن ذا إهScbg sar‘āna dhā ihālatin. The last three nouns involve 

exaggeration that is not existent in the things they designate. 

On the other hand, the non-standard verbs are four forms, which include the defective 

verbs. Such V{�SZUل اSsaأ defective verbs are thirteen, namely  ،�Y±أ ،�urأ ،«T_ر، أS_ ،نSآ

      Sr ،ّ́ oiأ Sr ،À�a Sr ،حbw Sr ،زال Sr ،تSw ،qّê ،xlU دام و  kāna, s�āra, as�bah�a, amsā, ad�h�ā, z�alla, 

bāta, mā zāla, mā barih�a, mā fati’a, mā anfakka, mā dāma and laysa. These verbs 

introduce the subject into the nominative while the predicate takes the accusative, and it 

is defective because its subject is insufficient to make it complete. In addition, the 

difference between kāna and s�āra is that the s�āra  indicates the existence of the 

predicate’s meaning at a different time other than (and based on) a  preceding time in 

which such meaning did not exist, while kāna indicates the past time. Accordingly, the 

verse reads, ﴿  ًSfl}\ Sًflpc ©ن اSوآ ﴾ "wa kāna Allāhu ‘alīman h��akīman", while it is incorrect 

to say "wa s�āra Allāhu ‘alīman h�akīman", since it indicates transition from one state to 

another. Besides, kāna could be complete in itself (when it refers to an action that 

occurred or that was produced), such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿ �Uة إbnZa ةbuc ن ذوSن آ¶a

﴾ bulrة  "wa in kāna dhū ‘usratin fa naz�ratun ila maysara" “If the debtor is in a difficulty, 

grant him time till it is easy for him to repay”.  

The same applies to as�bah�a and its analogous verbs when they indicate commencement 

of the specifically referred to times. Besides, mā in mā zāla and its analogous verbs 

indicates negation and it means absorption of time. However, mā in mā dāma is infinitive 

meaning timing. Thus, it is said: SًlZ� �Wزال ز Sr  mā zāla Zaydun ghaniyyan (meaning he 

has all the time [always] been rich), and SًuUS§ �Wزال ز Sr xp§ا ijlis mā dāma Zaydun jālisan 
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(i.e. as long as he remains sitting down). However, it does not mean negating the present 

status, such as ًSfÈS� �Wز xlU  laysa Zaydun qā’iman. 

The second category is   SmرfOZُQل اfYVأ approximation verbs, and it consists of four verbs, 

namely ´ب وأوbُآ ،�uc ،دSآ kāda, ‘asā, karuba and awshaka. So, uc  � ‘asā places the 

subject in the nominative and the predicate in the accusative. Besides, its predicate is an (

 along with the imperfective verb, having the implicit meaning of an infinitive in the (أن

accusative, such as  �uc جbyW أن �Wز ‘asā Zaydun an yakhruja, which is similar to saying, 

 ,S�qāraba Zaydun al-khurūja. There is, however, another possibility for itرب ز�W اbyUوج  

namely that �Wج زbyW ان �uc‘asā an yakhruja Zaydun is similar to �ٍWوُج زb� بb�  qarba 

khurūju Zaydin. On the other hand, kāda introduces the subject in the nominative, and its 

predicate is the imperfective verb (implying the meaning of active participle in the 

accusative). Thus, if it is said, جbyW �Wد زSآ kāda Zaydun yakhruju, then the implied 

meaning would be Sً§رS� �Wد زSآ  kāda Zaydun khārijan (yet, such implied form is not 

employed). Moreover, it sometimes carries the meaning of resemblance, such as دSآ 

 kāda al-‘arūsu yakunu amīran. However, ‘asā does not bear the meaning اbsUوس X}Wن أblrًا

of such proximity. Rather, it implies desire and wishing (that the action occurs in the 

future, while kraba) is used in the same way kāda is used. Moreover, awshaka is used 

like ‘asā in its two manifestations. 

The third category includes Verbs of praise and of dispraise 

. أfYVل ا�ZQح وا�Qم     

Such verbs are    x¬w و ®si ni‘ma and bi’sa. The noun following them must be defined by the 

generic article "al" or a dependent annexed [noun] followed by a noun in the nominative, 

such as Uا x¬w و �Wز q§bUأو �[م ا �Wز q§ُbUا ®si  وbfc qِ§bUٌو أو �[ُم اbfc q§b  ni‘ma al-rajulu 
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Zaydun or ghulāmu al-rajuli Zaydun and bi’sa ar-rajulu ‘Amrun or ghulāmu al-rajuli 

‘Amrun. Here, the first noun in the nominative is called a subject while the second is 

called the one designated with praise or dispraise, and the subject is made implicit, being 

explained through an indefinite noun in the accusative. It is thus said:  �Wر§ً[ ز ®si ni‘ma 

rajulan Zaydun and also  �ٌWر§ً[ ز x¬w  bi’sa (rajulan zaydun). Moreover, h�abbadha is 

categorized under ni‘ma, while sā’a is categorized under bi’sa. Thus, it is said: q§bUا ا�Tّ\ 

 .h�abbadha al-rajulu Zaydun or rajulan, and the same applies to sā’a ز�W أو ر§ً[ 

The fourth category covers zlmlUو ا ´ºUل اSsaأ verbs of certainty and doubt, which are seven; 

� ،°ُTu\ °ZZê ،°ُp،°fpc، و§�ت ،°Wرأ ،  °fcو ز   h�asibtu, khiltu, z�anantu, ‘alimtu, ra’aytu, 

wajadtu and za‘amtu. So, if the last four verbs mean knowing a thing along with its 

description, it then requires two objects. Yet, if ‘alimtu means ‘araftu (knew), ra’aytu 

means abs�artu (beheld), wajadtu al-d�āllata means s�ādaftuhā (came upon), and za‘amtu 

means qultu (said), then no second object is required. Hence, it is said:  و ]ً±Sa ًا�Wز °Tu\

 fpc h�asibtu Zaydan (fād�ilan and ‘alimtu) Zaydan akhāka. Among its° ز�Wًا أ�Sك 

characteristics is incorrectness of its being confined to one of the two objects, rendering it 

ineffective when in the middle (of the sentence) or in the end, such as   �Wأو ز ·ٌp^Zr °fpc �Wز 

 °fpc ·p^ZrZaydun ‘alimtu munt�aliqun or Zaydun munt�aliqun ‘alimtu. Another 

characteristic is its being suspended (from exerting its influence) through interrogation or 

the lām, such as bfc ك أم�Zc �Wز °fpcو ·p^Zr �WÔU °fpc و ،  ‘alimtu ‘Zaydun   ‘indaka am 

‘Amru and, ‘alimtu la Zaydun munt�aliqun. 

Section Four:  ( VS �|YZQا toا�YQا U )  On non-verbal agents 

With one category of standard and non-standard verbal agents being discussed, it is now 

high time to elaborate on the non-verbal agents, which are further divided into two types, 
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according to Sībawayh, or three types, according to Abū al-Hassan al-Akhfash. The first 

is (inchoation, which is) stripping the noun of verbal agents of the (annexation) 

construction, such as Zaydun munt�aliqun, and this meaning is governing both of them. 

Thus, the first is called a subject, independent annexed and informed about, while the 

second is called (predicate, report and a dependent annexed). So, the first should be 

definite, though it may be a specific indefinite, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿ �TsUو

﴾bºr zr bl� zr¼rك "wa la ‘abdun mu’minun khayrun min mushrikin" “ A man slave who 

believes is better than an unbeliever”, while the second should be indefinite. However, 

both may be definite, such as    SZlTi �fYr و SZ¯Uا© إ Allāhu ilāhunā wa Muh�ammad nabiyyunā. 

Here, the second meaning introduces the imperfective verb in the nominative; its 

placement in a position which is fitting for the noun. This is because it could be said 

about    بb£W �Wرب، زS± �Wز Zaydun d�āribun, Zaydun yad�ribu or    �Wب زb£W  yad�ribu 

Zaydun, placing the verb in the position of the noun. In addition, the third is governing 

the adjective, having it in the nominative because of its being an adjective of a noun in 

the nominative, and also having it in the accusative and in the genitive, because of its 

being (an adjective of either a noun in the accusative or in the genitive). Such effect is 

non-verbal (synonymous) and not verbal (homonymous). However, according to 

Sībawayh (may Allāh be merciful with him), the agent governing the adjective is that 

governing the thing described. Hence, it is said:  qٍ§bw رتbr   ®Wbآ (marartu bi rajulin 

karīmin, with the agent placing karīmin in the genitive being the very agent placing 

rajulin in the genitive).This also applies in the cases of the nominative and the accusative. 

However, the advocates of the first claim argue that in sentences like ) bfc �Wو اXÆUاد ( yā’ 

‘Aamru al-jawādu, if it (the agent) were effective in one of them, then their status would 

not be different. 
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Section Fifth: (S]mXYQا �o ل�zV) On Various Issues in the Arabic Language 

Sub Chapter One: ( ةX�|Qوا SVXYZQا) The definite and the indefinite 

The definite is a word set to indicate something per se. It consists of five types; the first is 

the implicit (mud�mar)  bf£r, such as ‘anā Siأ, ‘anta  °iأ and the kaāf فS}Uا in ghulāmuka. 

The second is the specific proper noun, such as Zaydun  and ‘Amrun, while the third is 

the noun to which the generic lām of definiteness is attached (rendering it a class noun), 

such as ÛrS\ qّyUوا Xٌp\ qusUر، اSfYUا zr bl� سboUأة، اbfUا zr bl� q§bUا  al-rajul khayrun min 

al-mar’ati (al-farasu khayrun min al-h�imāri), and al-‘asalu h�ulwun wa al-khallu 

h�āmid�un, or lām of definiteness (of al-‘Ahd, with the noun attached to it being either 

referred to before or understood from the [context), such as آ�ا q§bUا qsa  fa‘la al-rajulu 

kadhā. The fourth, however, is the oblique, which is further classified into two types; 

demonstrative nouns – being one of the four sentences – and relative pronouns. Then, the 

fifth is anything placed in conjunction with any of the preceding four in a non-verbal 

annexation. The other category, which includes whatever, is not covered by the preceding 

types, and it is called the indefinite. So, the indefinite is the noun referring to an 

unidentified member of a certain class, such as rajul and faras. 

 

Sub Chapter Two:  (  k]i¦�Qوا X]آ��Qا) On Masculinity and Femininity 

As for the masculine, it is the word that includes neither the (word ending with) tā’ of 

femininity; which turns into hā’  if it coincides with a pause in speech, nor the (word 

ending with) long vowel (ى) or the long vowel (ا) followed by (hamza; ء). Thus, the 

feminine noun is one that includes any of these signs, such as اءbY_ ،ىbºw ،�pT\ ،Vab� 
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ghurfa, h�ublā, Bushrā, s�ah�rā’, and it is divided into two types, genuine (which is 

inherent, such as pTYUاة، اbfUا �  al-mar’a and al-h��ublā, and non-genuine [metaphorical], 

which is verbal, such as اءbY{Uى و اbºTUا ،VfpnUا al-zulma, al-bushrā and al-sahrā’. Thus, 

the genuine is more forceful, and therefore it is incorrect to say:  �Zء هS§ jā‘a Hindun, 

while it is possible to say: xfºUا vp¸  t�ala‘a al-Shamsu. Moreover, femininity is attributed 

to names of animals, and not to names of humans, and thus it is possible to say: V�SZUر اSg 

sāra al-nāqatu and not أةbfUر اSg  sāra al-mar’atu. 

 

On the other hand, the non-genuine is of three types, the first of which is that which 

includes tā’ of femininity, whether articulated such asVfpnUا ،VabÅUا  al-ghurfa and al-

zulma), or implied, such as ا�Uار  اxfºU، اSZUر،  al-shamsu, al-nāru, al-dāru. The second, 

however, is that which includes the alif of femininity, whether maqs�ūra [extended alif] or 

mamdūda [shortened alif], such as   ىbºw اء وbY_ ،اءbf\ h�amrā’, S�ahrā’, and bushrā. As 

for the third, it is the plural [noun], with the exception of that which ends in wāw and nūn 

and which does not refer to rational masculine humans, whether its singular form be 

genuinely or non-genuinely feminine, such as لS§bUءت اS§ أو q§bUء اS§ jā’a al-rijālu or jā’at 

al-rijālu. Accordingly, the Qur’ānic verses read, ﴿ت اإذSZrXfUءك اS§ ﴾  "idhā jā’aka al-

Mu’minātu" and  ة﴿وXui لS� ﴾ "wa qāla niswatun". However, the following plural is made 

feminine in the verse, ﴿  S¯U ٍتSmgSw﴾   "bāsiqāt lahā”, since femininity is suitable for such a 

plural, since it is next to the singular, just like femininity is to masculinity. Yet, words 

like muslimūn is not rendered feminine, since it is limited to the masculine among  the 

rational humans and is no other form is made up for it. The case is so if the verb is 

annexed to an explicit noun [which is not a pronoun]. Yet, if it is annexed to an implied 

noun [pronoun], then it is incumbent to render it in the feminine form, or the wāw of the 
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masculine plural [pronoun; واو], such as   z¬§ ءت أوS§ ءSuZUؤا، اS§ ،ءتS§ jā’at and jā’ū; al-

nisā’u jā’at or ji’na, and نbu}iت و إbu}iوع إ�ÆUا al-judhū‘  inkasarat and inkasarna. Here, 

it is worth noting that مXmUو ا boZUا ،ÄهbUم، اSiPس، اSZUا al-nās, al-anām, al-rahtū, al-nafar and 

al-qawm are masculine [nouns]. However, al-qawm could be rendered masculine or 

feminine. Almighty Allāh says, -X� °w﴾  “kadhdhabat qawmu Nūh�in alم Xiح اzlpgbfU  آّ�﴿ 

mursalin" and ﴿ ́ rX� �w وآّ�ب ﴾  "wa kadhdhaba bihi qawmuka". Besides, words like al-

Tamr and al-nakhl, the feminine form of which is introduced through the addition of tā’ 

to the masculine form, could be rendered feminine or masculine, as is stated in the 

Glorious Qur’ān, ﴿VWوS� qٍyi زSÆcأ﴾  "a‘jāzu nakhlin khāwiya", ﴿bsmZr qyi زSÆcأ ﴾  a‘jāzu 

nakhlin munqa‘ir" and  ﴿تSmgSw qyZUوا﴾  "wa al-nakhla bāsiqāt". 

 

Moreover, the feminine form of the numbers from three to ten is introduced in a way 

opposite to that of rendering the feminine form of all [other] things, such as لS§ر V¾]¾ 

thalāthatu rijāl and  ةXui V¾]¾ thalāthu niswa (and Vfp� V¾]¾ thalāthatu ghilma). It is also 

stated in the Glorious Qur’ān,  ﴿ iSf¾ل وSlU vTgمSWّأ Vl﴾ “sab‘ layālin wa thamāniyata 

ayyāmin". However, if the number is more than ‘ashra (ten), the ta’ is dropped from the 

word ‘ashra, with the masculine, while it is kept with the feminine, such as  ]ً§ر bºc V¾]¾ 

thalathāta ‘ashara rajulan and c أة  ¾[ثbrة إbº  thalātha ‘ashrata imra’atan (where /shīn 

‘ashrata has either a kasra or sukūn),  ةbºc `�Z¾ة و إbºc �Z¾ة، إbºc �\أ ih��dā ‘ashrata, ithnā 

‘ashrata and ithnatay ‘ashrata. Here, the two nouns are indeclinable [  ̀ ZTr /mabnī] with a 

fath�a at the ending, with the exception of  bºc �Z¾إ ithnā ‘ashara, which is inflected just 

like )نSfpur (  muslimān. 
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Sub Chapter three: On Appositives (lmا��Qا) 

Appositives in Arabic are of five types, namely corroborative [ta’kīd], �lآS� adjective 

[s�ifa], Vo_ permutative [badal], ل�w  explanatory apposition [‘at�f bayān], نSlw Â^c  and 

conjunction with particles [‘at�f bih�arf] bYw Â^cف  .   As for corroboration, it is limited to 

the definite nouns and it could be established through repetition, such as jā’anī zaydun 

zaydun S§  �Wز �Wز `iء , or through other than it, such as  §bUا ،�uoi �Wز `iءS§ن]  Sfآ[ه  jā’anī 

Zaydun nafsuhu, al-rajulāni kilāhumā and   نXs{wن و أXs�wن، اXsن، أآ�Xsf§أ ®¯pم آXmUا   al-

qawmu kulluhumu (’ajma‘ūn, akta‘ūn, abta‘ūn and abs�a‘ūn). Regarding the adjective, it 

is the word which indicates some of the states of the self, and it could either be a verb, 

such as �cSmUا، ®ÈSmUا  al-qā’im and al-qā‘id, a depiction, such as  دXghو اbl{mUا، qWX^Uا  al-

t�awīl, al-qas�īr and al-aswad, an instinctive [character], such as ®Wb}Uا ،®¯oUا al-fahmi, al-

karīm, and al-‘āqil, or an attributive [form], such as يb{TUا ،`fS¯Uا al-Hāshimī and al-

Bas�rī. Moreover, using as adjectives the common nouns can only be achieved by means 

of the introduction of dhū ذو, as it is the part that is made dual or plural, masculine or 

feminine. Thus, it is said ل وSr ل، ذوا��Sr Sل و ذوا�Sr ل، ذاتSr ل،ذويSr ل، ذُواSr ل، ذوىSr ل، ذواSr ذو

 dhū māl, dhawā māl, dhawy māl, dhawū māl, dhawī māl, dhātu māl ذواُت Srل و ذواِت Srل   

and dhawātā māl (dhawāty māl and dhawātu māl), and also dhawāti mālin with a kasra 

at the end of it in the genitive and the accusative just like muslimātin. Besides, each 

adjective [s�ifa] follows the case of the thing it describes [the modified word; maws�ūf ], be 

it masculine or feminine, definite or indefinite, singular, dual or plural, and also follows 

its inflection if it is virtually (a description) of it. However, if it is a description of its 

cause, it then follows it only in definiteness and indefiniteness, and in inflection, such as 
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the case in Almighty Allāh's saying, ﴿  S¯pأه ®USnUا VWbmUه�¨ ا zr SZ§bأ� SZwر﴾ "Rabbanā akhrijnā 

min hādhihi al-qaryati al-z ālimi ahluhā". 

 

On the other hand, the permutative is classified into four categories; a complete change of 

one thing for another - such as كSًا أ��Wز °Wرا ra’aytu Zaydan akhāka -, a change of a part 

for a whole - such as �gًا رأ�Wز °wb± d�arabtu zaydan ra’sahu -, a change of the content for 

the containing – such as  �wX¾ �Wز ½pg suliba Zaydun thawbuhu, the Qur’ānic verse,  ﴿SuW  ´iXU

�la ٍلS�� امbYUا b¯ºUا zc﴾  "yas’alūnaka ‘an  al-shahri al-h�arāmi qitālin fīh" and  �Wز `ZTÆcأ

�wb± a‘jabanī Zaydun  d�arbuhu -, and a change for a mistake, such as   رSf\ q§bw رتbr 

marartu bi rajulin h�imārin. 

In addition, the explanatory conjunction is a noun that is not an adjective and that 

functions as an explanation, such as �Wا© ز �Tc Xwأ `iءS§ jā’anī Abū ‘Abd Alllāhi Zaydun (in 

case ©ا �Tc Xwأ ’Abū ‘Abd Allāh be famous for such a name), and ©ا �Tc Xwأ �Wز Zaydun ’Abū 

‘Abd Allāhi, in case he be well known by his surname. The fifth type, thus, is conjunction 

with particles, knowing that conjunctions are nine; wāw (واو) is used for general joining, 

such as وbfc و �Wز `iءS§ jā’anī Zaydun wa ‘amrun; fā’ (ءSa) is used for sequential order, 

such as Sءi` زbfsa �Wو  §  jā’anī Zaydun fa ‘amrun; thumma (Ó®¾ُ) for order with slackness, 

such as وًاbfc ®ّ¾ ًا�Wز °Wرأ  ra’aytu Zaydan thumma ‘amran; and aw (أو) is used for choice 

among two or more things, such as وbfc أو �Wز `iءS§ jā’anī Zaydun ’aw ‘amrun. However, 

it is said that it is used to indicate uncertainty about the stated report, choice, and 

permissibility of things, such as ه�ا أو ذاك �� khudh hadhā ’aw dhāka and zwأو إ zuYUا xِUS§

 zWblg  jālis al-H�asana ’aw ibn Sirīn. In addition, ’am (َأْم) is used for interrogation and it 

is either dependent [connected], such as وbfc ك أم�Zc �Wأز ’aZaydun ‘indaka ’am ‘Amru, 
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meaning  ك�Zc Sf¯Wّأ   ayyuhumā ‘indaka (which one of them is at yours), or independent 

[disconnected], such as  وbfc ك�Zc ك أم�Zc �Wأز ’aZaydun ‘indaka ’am ‘indaka ‘Amru and S¯iّإ

 S qw  bal shātun. As regards lā, itة  qwh innaha la’ibilun ’am shātun, meaning أم Sة  

indicates negation following affirmation, such as   وbfc P �Wز `iءS§ jā’nī Zaydun lā ‘Amrun, 

while bal indicates retraction [id�rāb] from the first (statement) and affirmation of the 

second (be it positive or negative) such as    وbfc qw �Wز `iءS§ jā’anī Zaydun bal ‘Amrun 

(and وbfc qw �Wز `iءS§ Sr mā jā’anī Zaydun bal ‘Amrun). As for lākin, it indicates redress 

[istidrāk] after negation, such as b±S\ وbfc z}U �Wز `iءS§ Sr mā jā’anī Zaydun lākin 

‘Amrun h�āzirun. The difference between both, however, is that through retraction, the 

preceding statement is nullified, while it is not nullified through redress. 

Moreover, h�attā indicates the utmost limit, such as ًا�Wم \�� زXmUا °wb± d�arabtu al-qawma 

h�attā Zaydan. It also – when bearing the meaning of the conjunction wāw - indicates 

either exaltation or abasement, such as     ءSlTihس \�� اSZUت اSr، blrhس \�� اSZUا `iءS§ jā’anī al-

nāsu h�attā al-amīr, māta al-nāsu h�attā al-anbiyā'u, and ةSºfUج \�� اSÆYUم ا��   qadima al-

h��ujjāju h�attā al-Mushāt. Besides, what follows it should be liable to be classified under 

it, and thus it is incorrect to say, اSfYUر  §Sءi` اXmUم \��  jā’anī al-qawmu h�attā al-h�imāru. It 

is also incorrect to say, مXmUر \�� اSfYUا `iءS§ jā’anī  al-h�imāru h�attā al-qawmu, since al-

h�imāru is not a member of the gender to which al-qawmu belong. 

Sub Chapter Four:  lmاXQا tzPQا     

On Primary and non-Primary Declension ( U�ªeاب اXwxاU�ªeا X]� و ) 

Speech is of three axial states: the subjective (nominative) case, the objective case, and 

the genitive case. Thus, the raf`‘(subjective case) applies to the subject, the nas�b 
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(accusative case) applies to the object, and the jarr (genitive case) applies to the governed 

noun. Other states however are subjoined to either of these three. Hence, five elements 

are attached to the subject, namely the subject (of a nominal sentence) and the predicate, 

the predicate of inna (Óإن), the subject of kāna (نSآ), the subject of mā and lā (Sr and  P); 

when they carry the meaning of laysa, ) xlU (  the predicate of ( P) which negates the whole 

genus (categorical negation). Besides, the accusative involves five elements; ·p^fUل اXsofUا 

al-maf‘ūl al-mut�laq (absolute object), �w لXsofUا al-maf‘ūl bihi (direct object), �U لXsofUا al-

Maf‘ūl lahu (object of reason), �la لXsofUا al-maf‘ūl fīhi (circumstantial object), and  لXsofUا

�sr al-maf‘ūl ma‘ahu (object of accompaniment). In addition, seven elements are 

subjoined to the accusative, namely لSYUا al-h�āl (circumstantial qualifier),   Ôllf�Uا al-tamyīz 

(specification), excepted thing in the accusative case, the predicate of نSآ( ) kāna the 

subject of إن( ) inna, the subject of lā (P) which negates the whole genus (and the 

predicate of mā and lā (  P و Sr; which are similar [in meaning] to laysa, [xlU] according to 

the scholars of Hijāz), primary jarr of the governed noun (either through the particles 

through metaphorical id�āfa (annexation, possessive construction). 

As for non-primary ̀ p_h bl� declension), it comes either through addition (prefixing) of a 

preposition before the marfū‘ (word), such as  ®دره ´TuYw bih�asbika dirham  ﴿  ©Sw �oوآ

﴾ ¯�lًا "wa kafā billāhi shahīdan", or the mans�ūb, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿  Pو 

Xmpا�V}p¯�Uا �Uإ ®}W�WSw ﴾ "wa lā tulqū bi’aydīkum ilā al-tahluka", or through verbal annexation, 

such as �ٍWرب زS± d�āribu Zaydin and �§XUا zuَ\  �asanu al-wajhi. Hence, the majrūr will be 

virtually mans�ūb or marfū‘. However, the conjugation of the verb is not entirely actual, 

since it is not liable to the subjective, the objective or the genitive case. 
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On the other hand, it could be said that inflection is divided into two types; «Wb_  s�arīh� 

[express] and «Wb_bl� ghayru s�arīh� [implied]. Thus, the s�arīh� occurs through either 

vocalisation or through particles, as has already been mentioned, while the ghayru s�arīh� 

occurs with a word set for a specific form of inflection. This only occurs with the 

mud�mar [personal pronouns], as we see that anta ( °iأ) is set to indicate the marfū‘, while 

iyyāka (كSWإ) is set to refer to the mans�ūb. In addition, the form does not embrace either 

the raf ‘ or the nas�b. It (personal pronouns) divides into two types; the first includes 

enclitic pronouns – which are in no way unattached.  

Such enclitic pronouns are further classified into three categories; marfū’, mans�ūb and 

majrūr. With the exception of the marfū‘, which comes in an implicit form too, they are 

all articulated (explicit; in form). However, the marfū‘ pronouns are either essentially or 

non-essentially implicit. So, the essentially implicit occurs with four verb forms, ،qsaأ 

     qso� و ،qsoi،qُsaأ af‘al, af‘alu, naf‘alu, and taf‘alu, in case it refers to the second person 

masculine, while the non-essentially implicit occurs with the verb forms fa‘ala and 

yaf‘alu (and also with the feminine forms, such as fa‘alat and taf‘alu, and with the active 

participle, the passive participle, and the active-participle-like adjective. Thus, if you 

place through it an explicit noun in the nominative, it remains unattached to the personal 

pronoun. 

On the other hand, the non-enclitic (suffix personal) pronouns are like the enclitic in its 

independence in the sense that it can be articulated initially, and it has both marfū‘ and 

the mans�ūb (forms), while it has no majrūr (articulated form). Besides, the number of 

enclitic and non-enclitic forms is forty-seven. The enclitic are twenty-four, of which 

twelve are marfū‘, namely ‘anā (Siأ), nah�nu (zYi), ‘anta (°َiأ), ‘anti ( ِ°iأ), ‘antumā ( Sf�iأ), 
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‘antum ( ®�iأ) and ‘antunna (z�iأ), and huwa (Xه), hiya (`ه), humā (Sfه), hum (®ه) and hunna 

(zّه). Moreover, the mans�ūb forms are iyyāya (يSWّإ), iyyānā (SiSWّإ), iyyāka (َكSWّإ), iyyāki (ِكSWّإ

), iyyākumā ( SfآSWّإ), iyyākum ( Wّآ® إS ), iyyākunna (zّآSWّإ), and iyyāhu (¨SWّإ), iyyāhā (SهSWّإ), 

iyyāhumā ( SfهSÓWإ), iyyāhum (®هSWّإ) and iyyāhunna (zّهSWّإ). 

As for the enclitic pronouns the are twenty-three, of which the marfū‘ (forms) are eleven, 

namely,  sa ،°ِpsa ،°َpsa ،SZpsa ،°ُpsa   zpsa ا، وXpsa،]sa ،zlpso� ،zّ�psa ،®�psa ، Sf�p  fa‘altu, fa‘alnā, 

fa‘alta, fa‘alti, fa‘altumā, fa‘altum, fa‘altunna, taf‘alīna, fa‘alā, fa‘alū, and fa‘alna. 

Besides, the mans�ūb forms are twelve, namely (those attached to the following verbs) 

`Zrbأآ ،  bأآ SZr ،،´rbأآ  ،ِ́ rbاآ  ،Sf}rbأآ  ،®}rbأآ ،zّ}rbأآ  ،�rbأآ ،S¯rbأآ   ®¯rbأآ ،Sf¯rbأآ Óz¯rbوأآ  

’akramanī, akramanā, akramaka, akramaki, akramakumā, akramakum, akramakunna, 

akramahu, akramahā, akramahumā, akramahum, and ’akramahunna. 

In addition, the form of the majrūr is the same as the forms of the mans�ūb with the 

exception that ya’ of the first person in the mans�ūb case is suffixed with the nūn [of 

prevention, i.e. the prevents the verb to which it is attached from being introduced in the 

genitive], while in the majrūr, this occurs only with    �Zsfw `iّ�U ،`Ẑّ �،`i�� ،`Zّc ،`Zّr  `Tu\  

minnī, ‘annī, qadnī, qat�t�anī, ladunnī (meaning h�asbī [It is sufficient for me]). 

Furthermore, the tā’ is used to refer to the first person singular, and the nun is used to 

refer to it too in case it be singular, dual or plural, while what precedes it is sākin 

(vowelless) in the nominative case (though it keeps its vowelized ending in the accusative 

case). Hence, (in the nominative) it is said  ،SZrbأآ ،°ُrbت أآXcد  akramtu and akramnā, da 

‘awtu and  ،SZlrر ،SiXcد   SZl^cوأ  da‘awnā, ramaynā and a‘taynā, while, in the accusative, it is 

said   SiS^cو أSiSrر SiScد ،SZrbأآ، `Zrbأآ akramanī, akramanā, da‘anā, ramānā, and  a‘t�anā. 

Sub Chapter Five: 
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Conclusion of the Book ( بf��Qا SZ^f�) 

Just as the ma‘mūl (word influenced by the governing agent) is rendered mud�mar, so is 

the agent (introduced in an implicit form), though it is rare in non-standard forms, such as 

rendering ’an (أْن) implicit following the six particles. Besides, rendering ’in (إْن) implicit 

when attached to the protasis in what is answered with the fā’, save what is excluded 

from it, as well as rendering rubba implicit following the wāw, fā’, and bal, in the 

following examples: 

wa baldatin lā turāmu khā’ifatan 

                  bizawarā’a mughbarratin jawānibuhā 

   VًoÈS� امb� P ٍة�pw و                   S¯TiاX§ ةbّTÅr وراءÔw   

In line with it is the line of poetry composed by Ru’ba, 

wa qātimu al-a‘māqi khāwī al-mukhtaraqan 

mushtabihi al-a‘lāmi lammā‘i al-khafaqan 

S� قSfchا ®�S� و      z�b�YfUوي ا                zmoyUع اSَfU م]chا �T�ºr     

Similar to it is the line of poetry given by Imru’ al-Qays, 

Fa mithluki h�ublā qad  t�araqtu wa murd�i‘in 

                  Fa’alhaytuhā ‘an dhī tamā’mi muh�wilī 

vٍ±brُ و °ُ�b¸ �� و �pT\ ِ́ pjfaلXYrُ ®ÈSf� ذي zc S¯�l¯USa               

Again the following line conforms to this rule, 
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                                     Bal baladin dhī su‘din wa as�bābi 

 �pw qw ذي ُ_sٍْ� و أ_STٍب

 This also includes the common saying,  blya  al-nāsu  اSZUس XWÔÆrن USfc�w¯®، إن �blًا

majziyyūna bi a‘mālihim, in khayran fa khayrun (meaning ًاbl� ®اءهÔÆa ًاbl� ®¯USfcن أSإن آ in 

kāna a‘mālihim khayran, fajazā’uhum khayrun. Thus, in such non-standard cases, it (the 

ma‘mūl) is implied only when accompanied by something else, as is indicated above. As 

for the saying, zّpsah ©ِا  Allāhi la af‘alanna, it is irregular, which the standard way is that 

it is not implied except through indication of the circumstantial state or through preceding 

speech. As an example of the first is the saying to the one prepared to travel: "Makkata" 

and to those sighting the new moon "al-hilāla", rendering implied "yurīdu" in the first 

example and "abs�aru" in the second. Another example of the second case is Almighty 

Allāh’s saying, ﴿q� Vpr qw اهbwإSolZ\ ®l﴾ ً  "qul bal millata Ibrāhīma h�anīfan", rendering 

implied "nattabi‘u", since it is indicated by (the predicating phrase)   ﴾آXiXا هXدًا أو S{iرى ﴿

kūnū hūdan aw nas�ārā". A third example is saying in answer to the question, ه�ا؟ qsa zr 

"man fa‘ala hadhā?", "Zaydun", by rendering its verb implied. It is worth noting that 

rendering its implied in other cases than these is incorrect. 

A nearly similar case to the abovementioned is rendering it implied on condition of 

illustration, as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴿ركSÆ�gا zlآbºfUا zr �\و إن أ﴾  "wa in ah�adun 

min al-mushrikīna istajāraka" since it is indicated by the stated utterance (verb) too, 

though it (the stated verb) follows it. However, the first is explained above. 

With the Help of the Bestower,the Master, Matn al-Mis�bāh� is fully written by the humble 

servant, who is in need for Almighty Allāh’s mecry, Ja‘far ibn ‘Alī  Hājjī. 
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Vli³bmUت اSWÚس اb¯a  
  

 VWÚا              VWÚرة و ر�® اXuUا            VYo{Uا   
  363         135  :اbmTUة    ﴾آXiXا هXدًا أو S{iرى﴿

                              
  363        135  :البقرة     ﴾Vpr qw اbwاهSolZ\ ®l﴿قل 

                  
﴿V}p¯�Uا �Uإ ®}W�W�w اXmp� P353        195  :البقرة     ﴾و 

                    
﴿�la لS�� امbYUا b¯ºUا zc ´iXU�uW﴾   345       217  :البقرة 

        
  329        221  :البقرة     ﴾وbºr zr bl� zr¼r �TsUك﴿

            
  318      280  :البقرة   ﴾وإن آSن ذو bucة bnZaة إbulr �Uة﴿

        
 ﴿S¯pُأه ®USnUا VWbmUه�¨ ا zr SZ§bأ� SZwّ344        75:  النساء ﴾ر  

                          
 352      166، 79: النساء       ﴾وآ�l¯ ©Sw �oًا﴿

                
 299      149، 171: النساء       ﴾إSfiّ اُ© إUُ� وا\�﴿

        
﴿´rُX� �w 337       66: األنعام       ﴾وآّ�ب 

                   
  363        9: التوبة   ﴿و إن أحد من المشركين استجارك﴾

                           
﴿®¯w�slU ©ن اSآ Sr 304        33: األنفال       ﴾و  

                            
  272         103: هود     ﴾ذXW ´Uم XfÆrُع �U اSZUس﴿

                     
﴿�w اXTأن ��ه `ZiÔYlU `iّ242        12:  يوسف     ﴾إ 

         
  ÂgXW :30        336        ﴾و�Sل Xuiة﴿

             
﴿SًTl أُسbUا qs266      3: مريم       ﴾وأ� 
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﴿`T£� ®}lpc ÓqYla �la اXÅ^� P305        81: طه   ﴾و 
     

﴿SهSZ}pأه VٍWb� zr âي�}a﴾     313        166: الحج 
      

﴿°ْw�ّآzlpgbfُUح اXi ُمX� ﴾     اءbsºU337       105: ا 
       
  275         2: البلد          ﴿يتيماً﴾
                             

  275        2: الروم     ﴾وه® XTpÅlg ®¯Tp� �sw zrْن﴿
               

 246      31:اSm\hف         ﴾أ§XTlا داc` ا©﴿
             

﴿Sًfl}\ Sًflpc ©ن اSوآ﴾          «�oU318        4:  ا 
                 

  336          10: ق         ﴿باسقات لها﴾ 
              

﴿S¯U ٍتSmgSw qyZU338      10: ق      ﴾وا  
      

ٍ́ a` اXfuUات﴿ pr zr ®وآ﴾      ®ÆZU313         26 :ا 
                    

﴿bsmZْr qٍyi ُزSÆcأ﴾       bfmU337       20:  ا 
             

 336       12: اVZY�ffU      ﴾إذا §Ýءك اSZr¼fUُت﴿
                        

﴿�UXgbU ´iّإ ®psW ©ن      ﴾واXmaSZfU298        1: ا  
                         

﴿VWوS� qٍyi زSÆcأ﴾       V�SYU337      7: ا 
          

  338       7: اSlU vTg﴾           V�SYUٍل و¾VliSf أSWٍّم﴿
      

﴿ VTÅur م ذيXW `a مSs¸أو إ *Sًfl�W﴾    �pTU275        13:ا 
            

  242        03: اللهب       ﴿سيصلى ناراً﴾  
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  X�Vس اfjoeل
 
 

  

  

SvPzQع ا���ZQا  

SQfن ذا إهfwXr................................................................................... 316  
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  X�Vس ا�weم 

 

®P�eا-                                                           nvQا �m327                            أ  

Uif¯X°Qا-                                                                                   XهfOQا �gw 335             

 N �g]r-                                                                     Xg|£ �m نfZjw �m وXZw 327 ،330           

��vQر                                                                             -اf�  �m ��vQا �]Yr 347     

� X]r �mي                                                                -اXzgQا � X]r �mا �Zvo 347  
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  X�Vس اfY�eر
  
  
  

�QاS XY�Qاه� ا�  

 SvPzQه� اf�Qا  

   �Xف اfgQء 

 SًrXW دXsW بSTºUا °lU Pأ  ½lºfUا qsa Sfw ¨bT��a    296  

 VًoÈS� اُمb� P ٍة�pwو    S¯TiاX§ ُةbّTÅr 359    زوراُء  

   �Xف ا�Qم 

 vٍ±brو °ُ�b¸ �� �pT\ ِ́ pjfa    ِلXYrِ ®َÈSf� ذي zc S¯�l¯U�a   361  

 q]ZQف اX�   

¸ Sًº\Xr َةÔّsUِ ®ُW�� qُp         ®ُW��urُ ®Ygأ qُآ ¨Soc  271  

 SهX��{a ام�\َ °US� ام        إذا�\ °US� Sr لXmUّن ا¶a  256   

 VٍTÅur مXW qُlp� ¨Sُم       وإن أ�b\ Pو `USr ½ÈS� P ُلXmW 307  

   �Xف اQ|�ن

 zْ�b�yْfUوي اS� ِقSfchا ®�Sو�      zmْoyUع اSfّU م]chا �T�ºr  360 

  ÔÆc اSshر

w qwبST_و أ �s_ٌ ذي �ٍp               362      
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